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tronic Industries Association, letter with attachments to the chairman-864
Iloffman, Joseph B., letter of Richard 1). Iloff man, to the committee ....
686
Honeywell, Inc telegram of J. II. Binger, chairman, to the chairman...
930
Horne, Mc[Donaid K., Jr., former chief economist, National Cotton Council,
statement -----------------------------------------------------579
Houck, Bryan, president, executive committee, Gaston County Chamber
of Commerce, telegram to the chairman ---------------------------926
Hudson, Robert B., president, Foreign Trade Association of Southern
California, telegram to the chairman ------------------------------922
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chairman --------------------------------------------------935
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Local 9, telegram of Harry Fisher, manager, to the chairman ------- 935
Local 149, telegram of Emanuel Leventhal, manager, to the chairman 936
Local 165, telegram of John Marazita, manager, to the chairman ....
936
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chairman --------------------------------------------------936
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committee, to the chairman ----------------------------------936
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president, to the chairman ------------------------------------936
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Local 132, Plastic Molders and Novelty Workers Union, telegram of
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939
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939
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939
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941
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Local 152, telegram of Lucy Krentzman, president, to the chairman942
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951
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953
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940
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638
president, IUE -------------------------------------------------International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, statement of George
638
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l)unn, execmitive director, Associated generall Contractors, D. A. Buzzell,
executive director, Consulting Engineers Commcil, and J. 1..Quinn,
851
executive vice president, National Constructors Association, statementInterw-tvional Longshoremen's & Warehousemeni's Union, letter of Albert
587
Lannon, Washington representative, to tile committee --------------International Trade Bureau Chamber of Commerce, telegram of Richard
932
Petska, secretary, to the chairman --------------------------------International Trade Clhb of Chicago, Manuel J. Correa, president, state555
ent ------------------------------------------------------International Union of Electrical, Radio, & Machine Workers, statement
638
of George Collins, assistant to the president, IUE--------------------949
Irvin(, George 11., manager, I LGW U, telegram to the chairman ---------Italian Dressmakers Union, ILGW U, telegram of Salvatore Noto, manager,
929
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762
--------------executive secretary to the chairman -915
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935
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951
chairman ------------------------------------------------------Jeffcoat, Gaines I., Opp and Micolas Cotton Mill, tclegrami to the chair915
man ----------------------------------------------------------Jesus, Juan Rodriguez de, a(mnilistrator, Puerto Rico iEconomic l)evelop871
ment Administration, statement with attachments -------------------Johnson, Howard C., sales manager, Linen Thread Co., Domestic Manm602
facturers of Fish Netting and Fishing Nets, statement with attachments931,
Johnson, Ralph S., telegram to the chairman -------------------------Jones, Louis L., Jr., president, Canton Textile Mills, Inc., telegram to the
957
chairman ------------------------------------------------------940
Jones, Ruth, local 5,13, ILGW U, telegram to the chairman --------------
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Corp., statement -----------------------------------------------Lannon, Albert, Washington representative, International Longshoremen's
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--------Lay, Ethel, financial secretary, Mercer Dress, telegram to the chairman-.
Leavy, Richard B., manager, New York Coat & Suit Association, Inc.,
telegram to the chairman ----------------------------------------Lee, C. J., president, Wilson Steel & Wire Co., telegram to the chairman_Lee, Derek A., )resident, Arthur Ii. Lee, Inc., telegram to the chairman_Leeds, Herbert A., president, Gilmubels, telegram to lion. Hugh Scott, a
U.S. Senator from the State of Pennsylvania. ---------------------Lehigh Valley Needle Trades Association, telegram of Howard Levy,
president, to the chairman ----------------------------------------Leventhal, Emanuel, manager, local 149, ILGWU, telegram to the chairman ----------------------------------------------------------Levi Strauss & Co., telegram of Al If. Mathe, vice president, to the chairman ----------------------------------------------------------Levin, Douglas, manager, Office and Distribution Employees Union Local
99, ILGWU, telegram to the chairman ----------------------------Levy, Edward S., executive director, National Handbag Association, telegram to the chairman -----------------------------------Levy, Howard, president, Lehigh Valley Needle Trades Association, telegram to the chairman -------------------------------------------Libbey-Owens-Ford Co., statement of Eugene L. Stewart ---------------Liebanow, Robert C., president, Corn Refiners Association, Inc., letter to
the chairman ---------------------------------------------------Lincoln, lion. George A., Director, Office of Emergency Preparedness,
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Lundberg,
. F., president, CF Industries, Inc., letter with attachments
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McCat thy, Carniella, secretary, local 133, ILGNV U, telegram to the chairman ----------------------------------------------------------McCoy, C. B., president, )u Pont Co., telegram to the chairman --------McCrary, Thomas M., vice president, Iliyck Corp., letter with attachments to the chairman- ----------------------------------------McGovern, lion. George, a U.S. Senator front the State of Montana,
statement -----------------------------------------------------McQuilkin, George, vice president, Kendall Co., telegram to the chairmanMachinery & Allied Products Institute, letter of Charls W. Stewart,
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chairman ------------------------------------------------------SMan-Made Fiber Products Association, Inc., statement with attachments
of Claude Ramsey, chairman -------------------------------------Manufacturing Chemists Association, letter of W. J. )river, to the
chairman ------------------------------------------------------Marazita, John, manager, local 165, ILGWU, telegram to the chairman__
Marion Manufacturing Co., telegram of It. W. Twitty, president and
treasurer, to the chairman ---------------------------------------Matos, Mike, president, Supima Association of America, telegram to the
chairman ------------------------------------------------------Mass Retailing Institute, statement of Kurt Barnard, executive vice
president ------------------------------------------------------Medeura, J. M., telegram to the chairman ----------------------------Meeker, David A., chairman of the board, IFobart Maim facturing Co.,
telegram to the committee ---------------------------------------Mege, Dr. Micheal S., telegram to the committee
Menist, Joel, manager-secretary, local 132, ILGVU, Ph1.1aic MXlolder, ,
Novelty Workers, telegram to the chairman
......
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TRADE ACT OF 1970
Amendmenlts 925 and 1009 to H.R. 17550

Social Security Amendments of 1970
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1970
UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Wash ingtoi, D.C.

Tie committee met, pursuant to notice, at, 10 a.m., in Room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (Chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Anderson, Talmadge, Fuibright, Byrd,
Jr., of Virginia, Williams of Delaware, Bennett, 'Miller, and hansen.

The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will come to order.
Today we will take testimony on foreign trade amendments Nos.
925, and 1009 )rOl)osed to the Social Security bill.*
Generally speaking, these amendments would establish import
quotas on textiles and shoes and make certain other changes in our
tariff and trade laws.
Severa! Senators, including soe
on this committee, have indicated
that all or )art of the House trade bill will be offered as an amendmnent
to the Social Security legislation which the committee is marking ui )
in executive session.

This hearing will acquaint members with this legislation and help
us understand the administration's position on it.

Our administration witnesses this morning will be the President's
Special Trade Representative, Carl J. Gilbert,, Under Secreary of
the Treasury Paul A. Volcker, and Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
Edwin S. Colhen. On Monday we will hear from the Secretary of
Commerce, M[aurice I. Stans, and the Secretary of State, William
P. Rogers.
Mr. Gilbert, we are pleased to have you before us and invite you
to proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. CARL J. GILBERT, SPECIAL TRADE
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PRESIDENT

Mr. GILBERT. ''hank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the commit tee, I welcome the
opportunity to appear before you today to begin the presentation of
the views of the adimiiistraioli on 11.R. 18970 which has been
introduced in the Senate as an amendment to another bill before tlbcommittee.
*The text of these amendments appear as, app. A, vol. 2, p. 963.

(1)

ADMINISTRATION 'S PROPOSAL

Let me begin by reviewing in summary fashion with you the
dminmstration's original proposals. 'I'hey still appear to be sound.
'To(lay, they are even moro urgently in need o implementation by

the Coligress thll
them.

thley we're a yel' argo whei the President submitted

These mno(lest lol)osalIs vere niot designedd to l)rovide the basis for
any major new initiatives. Rather, they were designed to adapt, our
trade legislation to the changes occurring since the Congress last
dealt with foreignt trade )olicy in 1962.

These proposals were develo )ed after an intensive review by this
administration of the policies tiis country has consistently follow ed

since 1934, of the problems that, changes in foreign trade an(l competition have brought in recent years, and of our needs to meet these
changing circumstances.
The result of this reexamination was a decision to continue to pursue
the same objectives while, at the same time, providing better means
of taking care of our own interests-the interests, on the one hand, of
those American industries, firms, and workers which have been
advetsely affected by tile pressure of import competitions and, on the
other hand, the legitimate interests of our exporters in access to
foreign markets on a fail- and equitable basis.
The administration's first proposal was to provide a significant

im)rovement in the means by which industries can obtain relief from
injurious imlport competition. It, proposed that the test be as simple
tld clear as possible. Relief should be available whenever iml)orts are
found to be the primary cause of actual or threatened injury. It
proposed that the further test in the present law, that increased
mlports also be found to have been caused by a past tariff concession,
be dro)lped. This has been the stumbling block which prevented
consideration of relief in 14 of the 17 cases brought, under the present
statute. These changes would put the emphasis where it l)roperly
belongs-have imports been the primary cause of trouble to an
American industry? They would make the escape clause a realistic
mid workable avemme for relief.
The second proposal which we thought was very important, of
course, was to provide greater liberalization of the criteria of the
l)resent law for deterniniig relief for individual firms and workers.
The t-hird proposal was to equip the President with modest tariffreducing authority. The previous authority delegated to him by the
Congress expired in 1967.
Since then lie has been without authority to engage in even minor
adjustments to fulfill our obligations or to otherwise take action where
it wouhl be in our interests to do so. This request was not designed for
use in any major negotiations, for none is contemplated in the immediate future.
The fourth proposal was to )rovide the President with the authority
to eliminate the American selling price system of customs valuation
mid to carry out the su )l)lemnentary agreement on chemicals. ASP, in
our opinion, is an obsolete, unfair, and unnecessary provision of the
present law which has the further effect of placing a disprol)ortionate
burden upon our ability to seek fair treatment and to advance our
own commercial interests abroad.

Since tile agreement involved was negotiated by the previous
administration, its provisions were subject to careful review before
this prol)osal was made. It is our judgment that its implementation
will not a(Iversely affect our interests but, rather, bring reciprocal
reductions in foreign chemical tariffs and in other l)arrieln' to our trade.
Tie itltiistry involved is li)t it a disad 'ailt ige in w d competition
Ilt, instead, is onle of ()Il mhljOIr Cxlporte,'s \itll1
at large, $2.2 billion
trade SUr)lus. It is not, ill need of the extraordiihiry protection this
system affords. '1he rates agreed to will, in our 0l)ilioll, still provide
adequate tariff protection for the industry and its employees.
The fifth proposal was a request that the Conigress join in the task
of dealing with other nontariti trade barriers. This is a conl)lex area,
as you know, where unlike tariffs, delegations of negotiating authority,
from tie Congress to the executive, are extremely difficult to formulate
and where, in many cases, both the roots and the solutions are to be
found in 1)1ely doniestic concerns and legislation. As such, their
removal would often require specific legislative action, even though
the nature of such action ii many cases could not finally be clear until
actual negotiations develo) what is possible and what price might be
involved.
For these reasons, the President has stated that he would welcome
a statement of congressional intent which would greatly silpport, our
efforts to come to grips with the l)roblems ahead in this area.
The si.th and final original proposal was to strengthen our hand
when our interests are treated unfairly abroad. It provi(des for better
means to take effective action when we are confronted with illegal or
unjust restrictions on our exports.
Since the original prol)osals were maie, the a(hninistration has
en(lorsed three additional provisions. After a long effort to obtain a
negotiated solution to the situation caused by subos antial increases
in imports of textiles and apparel proved to be insuccessful, the
administration reluctantly, but unreservedly, endorsed the alternative
solution of mandatory quotas.
The administration further proposed a series of amendments to
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 l)erinitting the establishment of
Domestic International Sales Corporations. Finally, it also proposed
amending certain provisions of the Automotive Products Act of 1965.
H.R. 18970 incorporates certain of these proposals as well as others
originating in the Ways and Means Committee which the adlministration also considers desirable. Taking them in the order ill which they
now appear ill tie bill, the administration supports the following:
Section 101, involving tariff reduction authority. I villa
return to
this provision later because it, should be pointed "out that if certain
other provisions remain in the bill, this authority may prove to be
inadequate.
Section 102, involving staging of any reductions made under the
authority of section 101.
Section 103, involving foreign import restrictions and discriminlatory acts, amending section 252 of the Trade Expansion Act. This
provision incorl)orates both the recommendations inade by the adinilistration and certain others added by tile Ways anid Means
Committee which are also acceptable.
Section 111, involving petitions for both tariff adjustment and
adjustment assistance. The administration supports only those
provisions dealing with adjustment assistance. More on that later.

Section 112, involving Presidential action with respect to adjustment assistance.
Section 114, involving authority for orderly marketing arrangements.
Section 115, involving increased assistance for workers.
The administration

supports

making all reemnployment-related

services available, but is concerned about the increased level of
allowances provided for budgetary reasons.

Title II, sections 201 through 211, dealing with quotas on certain
textiles and footwear articles. The administration supports the provisions of this title with two major exceptions. It, does not support,
any inclusion of footwear and it questions whether the provisions of
section 205(a) dealing with the rulemaking provisions of the Federal
Administrative Procedure Act, are wise. Further on those provisions
of the act, which the administration supports, section 301 dealing
,wit-h the Antidumping Act..
Section 302, dealing with countervailing duties.

Section 311, dealing with the membership of the Tariff Commission,
with the exception of section 311(c), which eliminates the old section
330(d) which gave the President power to break a tie, in effect.
Section 321, dealing with authorization of appropriations for the
U.S. share of the expenses of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade.
Section 341, dealing with amendments to the Automotive Products
Act of 1965.
Section 342, dealing with certain classifications to be made by the
Secretary of Agriculture.
Section 346, dealing with trafficking in certain drugs.
Title IV, section 401 through section 408, dealing with the establishment of Domestic International Sales Corporations.
The administration does not support the following provisions of the
bill for the reasons I will indicate:
TARIFF-CUTTING AUTHORITY

As I mentioned earlier regardilng section 101, the administration
supports the authority to reduce tariffs by 20 percent or 2 percentage
points. Ihe administration consi(lered this authority to be sufficient

in light of its original proposals.
However, any excessive relaxation of the escape clause, together
with quotas on footwear and other provisions, woul result in widespread tariff increases and other import restrictions. If these additional
l)rovisions are enacted, it appears likely that tariff reducing authority
might need to be enlarged perhal)s to as high a figure as 50 percent
in order to maintain our international obligations.
I should say this matter is unlder continuing study and as we learn
more about it we will keel) the committee informed.
NATIONAL SECURITY

The national security provision of the House bill, section 104 would
require that action by the President to adjust imports after national
security investigations take only the form of quotas.
In some cases and under some circumstances, however, solutions
other than those involving quotas might be more appropriate and

effective measures. Where the national security is involved, such
oj)tions, ill o!u opinion, should not be foreclosed. Tie administration
is, therefore, opl)osed to this limitation on tile President,'s discretion
in future cases.
RELIEF FROM IMPORT INJURY

Section III relaxes the criteria for determining serious injury in
escape clause an( adjustient, assistance cases. The administration
supports the amendments for adjustment assistance but strongly o)poses most of the escape clause p)rol)osals.
Let ine mention but five arguments against, this now complex anti

possibly dangerous provision:
1. In the first place, unnecessary import restrictions are costly to

the (Joinistic economy and to our international relations. For the
escape clause test, therefore, increased imports should be the primary
cause of serious injury, not merely a factor that contributes substantially toward causing serious injury, as is provided in the House bill.

The latter is an insufficient standard for an action involving various
aspects of the national interest. It is excessively loose andilunnecessarily vague.
2. The "additional determination" of subsection (b)(5) involves
the use of an arbitrary statistical formula which should not be relied
upon, in our judgment, as a substitute for the application of reason
and judgment to all the relevant facts.
Competitive problems and conditions vary widely from industry
to indust ry, antiany formula of this ty)e p)ro(luces results which may
bear little relation to the legitimate needs of differeilt industries or the
broad interests of the economy. 'Thieother criteria of this subsection
are basically factors which should l)rol)erly be considered in the
initial injury investigation. There is, in short,, no need for this so-called
additional determination.
3. Moreover, this "additional determination" would be made only
by a majority of those Commissioners finding injury, in effect, by a
majority of a majority or as few as two Commissioners.
4. rhe determination of the nature of import relief under the bill
would also be made by a majority of the Commissioners who had
found injury-again a majority of a majority. Such determinations
should rest on a broader base, namely a majority of the Commissioners
voting ill the investigation, as current, law now requires.
5. A remedy determination involving such severe action as quotas,
coming after an affirmative, so-called additional determination, would
be even more objectionable since it, would be virtually mandatory on
the President.. It would be mandatory even though as few as two Commissioners might. have voted for that remedy and the majority participating in the investigation had not, supported it. Under these
circumstances, the only option available to tlie President. would be to
invoke time national interest.
I should add also that the administration feels strongly against,
the basic slant towards quotas inherent, illthis l)rol)osal and also is
concerned about the risk of emulation by foreign governments of such
a mathematical standard which applied to some of our more successful
areas of export could raise serious problems for us.

Section 113 dealing wvith tariff adjustment would require the
President to proclaim the remedies determined by the Tariff Commission after an affirmative "addii 'oal determination," unless lie

determined such action would not be in the national interest. This,
in our ju(lgnment, is an unwise and unnecessary impairment of the
President's existing flexibility. Moreover, in some cases it could even
prove to be unfair to (lonestic industry.
Most decisions the President, must make on foreign trade matters
involve a complex of national interest, considerations. 'fis provision
would force him to make a "yes" or "no" decision on sensitive anti
difficultt issues. 'Thus, the President might actually have to deny
relief to an industry which the 'Tariff Commission had found to be
seriously injured, if a majority of the Commissioners had specified
a form of remedy which he did not believe was acceptable.
If existing flexibility were retained, the President would be able to
work out a solutions accommo(lating both the neIeds of the injured
industry and the national interest.
This section also requires the Tariff Commission to include a sort
of "peril point" findings in its reports on termination of escape clause
actions.
Tlio concept that is being revived here was abandoned by Congress
in 1962 because, as I understand it, it had proved unrealistic ia actual
operation.
FOOTWEAR QUOTAS

This administration strongly opposes the inclusion of nonrubber
footwear under the quota provisions of title II. It reluctantly endorsed
these provisions as they apply to textile articles after having made
every effort to obtain a negotiated solution. 'rhe special circumstances
involved in the problems of the textile industry which led to this
decision will be discussed in detail with you on Monday by Secretary
Stans.
The administration does not believe, however, that import restraints,
across the board, are the answer to the problems facing those firms
in the nonrubber footwear industry experiencing difficulties. The
President approved a comprehensive *program to provide assistance
to those firms.
The President has also initiated an escape clause investigation by
the Tariff Commission. If the amendments to the escape clause and
adjustment assistance criteria proposed by the administration are enacted while this investigation is in progress, they will, of course,
apply to the Commission's determinations.
The provisions of the administration's nonrubber footwear program
should meet the needs of those segments of this industry experiencing
difficulties. Their problems, however, in our judgment, are not
industrywide. On the basis of the formation developed by an executive
branch task force, copies of which have been made available to the
members of the committee, there are not sufficient grounds for imposing quotas.
RULEMAKING

PROVISIONS

OF

ADMINISTRATIVE

PROCEDURE

ACT

TtiLo administration questions the wisdom of the application of the
tLlJ2.making provisions of tie Administrative Procedure Act to certain
acti61ns to be taken under section 205(a). For tie most part, those
actions involve complicated determinations on foreign trade matters
requiring broad presidential discretion and, in some cases, timely
action.

The apl)ication of the potentially tinie-consuning and cumbersonie rulemaking provisions could create unacceptable uncertainties
and delay. Further, the present law )rovides reasonable opportunities
for interested parties to present their views on trade matte s and
these procedures will be appropriately supl)lemented by executive

order.
TARIFF COMMISSION MEMBERSHIP

Section 311 of the House bill repeals section 330(d) of the Tariff
Act of 1930 allowing the President to make the determination in case
of a tie vote by the Commission. The administration opposes this
provision because tie votes can still occur, even if the meinbershi1) of
the Commission is enlarged to seven, as the House proposes.
AMERIPAN SELLING PRICE SYSTEM OF VALUATION

(ASP)

The administration is o)posed to eliminating ASP in the manner
provide(l in section 331 of the House bill. The provisions of this section
unduly restrict the ability of the President to bring about this action.
ASP should rather be eliminated in the fashion proposed in the administration bill, that is, through congressional authorization to the
President to l)roclaiil the two agreements concluded as a part of the
Kennedy round of tariff negotiations.
MINK FURSKINS

The administration opposes subsection (a) of section 343 of the bill
'Which places a tariff quota on imported mink skins and establishes
the 1970 rate levels as the permanent rates for dressed imink skins and
mink clothing. Imports of mink skins have been declining since 1966
and in 1969 were lower than in any year since 1960. Domestic production was at a record high in 1968,'but declined to the 1965-66 level in
1969. U.S. exports, however, reached a record high in 1969 and are
about 44 percent as large as inIl)orts. If inlport relief is warranted for
this industry, it should be provided after a full investigation and
evaluation under the escape clause.
Through an inadvertence, moreover, the provisions of the bill require each piece of imported mink to be counted as a mink skin. Since
some of the iml)orted mink plates, a- they are call. in the trade, have
as many as 20,000 pieces, some sitm'iler than a cigarette, iniports of
only 230 plates of that type could fill the entire tariff quota.
Subsection (a) also freezes the Kennedy round reductions on dressed
mink skins and mink clothing at the 1970 levels, thus requiring the
United States to make compensatory concessions to affected countries.
REPEAL OF EMBARGO

ON SOVIET FURS

Subsection (b) of section 343 removes the embargo on imports of
certain furs, including mink, from the Soviet Union and Conununist
China. The present embargo, however, does not apply to imports of
clothing made from the same furs from those countries. Some of these
furs, mamely erminle and kolinsky, are produced only in the Soviet
Union and North Korea. Domestic furriers are placed at a lisa(Ivantage in not having access to Soviet furs but must compete with
imported coats ma(le of such furs. hnll)orts from Communist China

and North Korea would not be affected by the bill, of course, since
they are under Foreign Assets Control Regulations. The administration (toes not oppose this section of the biTl provided certain adjustments are made to the column 2 rates.
GLYCINE

The administration opposes section 344 of the bill, which places a
tariff quota on iml)orts of glycine and certain related products and
increases duties.
There is only one domestic l)roducer of glycine, and consumption
may increase significantly as a result of the ban on cyclamates.
Though data on imports are not available, a study of invoices indicates
a decline in 1968.
Antidumping duties hr.ve also been imposed on imports on glycine
and related products from France.
The administration considers that this product is a l)roper subject
for a Tariff Commission investigation it a drastic curtailment of
imports is to be considered.
summation, Mr. Chairman, there are many good provisions of
this bill which the administration supports and supports wholeheartedly. There are others which it cannot support and some whose
iml)ications and future effects can only dimly be foreseen at this point.
I urge the committee to modify the bill in accordance with the
recommendations I have made this morning.
The resulting bill will then meet our basic trade policy needs and
will further all of our national interests.
The administration urges the enactment, therefore, of its proposed
trade bill, H.R. 18970. However, no voluntary restraints on textiles
and apparel imports having been thus far obtained on imports, the
administration supports the addition of that part of article II containing quotas on textiles and apparel.
The adminis tration also supports, of course, title IV of H.R. 18970
permitting the establishment of the Domestic International Sales
Corporation, and section 341 resulting adjustment assistance to
firms under the Automotive Products Act, and provides certain
other perfecting amendments.
With regard to the bill now pending in the House of Representatives, H.R. 18970, the administration supports the provisions (lescribed above and the provisions similar to those in H.R. 18970.
As I have indicated, we have, however, deel) reservations concerning certain of its pro-isions which we believe are contrary to the
interests of the Nation as a whole. Primary among these are the
imposition of quotas on individual items other than textiles and
apparel, and the potential extension of impoort restrictions including
quotas through excessive looseing of the escape clause. Also of primary concern is the additional limitation of Presidential flexibility in
dealing with trade )roblems.
We earnestly urge the Senate Committee on Finance to give serious
weight to these reservations.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Gilbert.
Before opening this matter up to l)articil)ation by committee
members, I am going to call on the Honorable Paul A. Voicker, Under
Secretary oi the Treasury for Monetary Affairs, accompanied by

the Honorable Edwin S. Cohen, Assistant Secretary, to present the
statements that they have prel)ared for us.
STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL A. VOLCKER, UNDER SECRETARY OF
THE TREASURY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS

Mr. VOLCKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, welcome this opportunity to testify on trade legislation
before the committee.
Last spring, as Ambassador Gilbert has just reviewed, the administration made several proposals to the Congress on trade matters.
These proposals were designed to arm the United States with the
essential tools it needs to maintain forward momentum toward reducing trade barriers and maintaining the expansion of international trade
and investment under fair and competitive conditions. At the same
time, they would, I believe, protect the legitimate interests of American
business and labor.
As you know, in view of the inability thus far to achieve voluntary
restraints on textile inm )orts, the administration also supports the addition to its proposalss of certain provisions relating to quotas on those
articles. You are also aware, as Ambassador Gilbert has just emphasized, that in other important respects the bill that emerged from
the House Ways anid .eans Committee (HI.R. 18970) differs significantly from the l)roposals of the administration. I share the deep
reservations already expressed by Ambassador Gilbert as to certain
provisions of the House bill, which I believe are contrary to the
national interest.
DISC PROPOSAL

I will, however, devote my attention principally to one major l)rovision of H.R. 18970 vhich originated with the administration. I refer
to title IV that would l)ermit the establishment of a new type of
domestic cor)oration to be known as the Domestic International Sales
Corp., or DISC.
The effect of this provision would be to remove impedimnents to
exports from tile United States that exist in our present system of
corl)orhte taxation. This would be accomplished by making available
to our exporters tax treatment more coml)arable to that available
to exporters in many foreign, countries and to the treatment accorded
subsidiaries of U.S. conipailies operating overseas. This objective
would be achieved, as Assistant Secretary Cohen will further explain,
by permitting the deferral, within carefully defined limits, of corporate
income tax on profits arising from exports, so long as those profits are
employed in support of export efforts.
The basic )Url)ose of this proposal is to remove one obstacle to a
more effective coml)etitive effort by our exporters in world markets.
It thus will provide important sul)l)ort to the balance of payments and
to the external financial position of the United States.
We believe the salutary effects of this legislation will extend beyond
the immediately i(lentifiable impact on tlc )rofitability of exporting
implicit in the removal of an unwarranted drag of taxation. III combination with our l)arallel efforts to iml)rove export credit facilities,
it, will, I am convinced, help direct time attention of American industry-particularly smaller and medium-sized firns-to tie OI)l)ortunities available in foreign markets.
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It will, I am convinced, hell) direct the attention of American
industry-particularly smaller and medium-sized firms-to the opport unities available in foreign markets.
It should induce fresh corporate planning and marketing efforts to
develop those markets, and its impact will be reflected in such basic
corporate decisions as plant location.
The concept and basic provisions of the proposal reflect a thorough
review of our tax structure from the standlpoint of its impact on our
export effort. That review included examination of the tax treatment
of exports by other countrie-s, as well as the tax treatment under U.S.
law of exj)ort income as compared to other reign source income.
We concluded from this analysis that the U.S. tax structure does,
in fact, inadvertently contribute to an attitude among many American
1)ro(lucers that export markets are not worth a concerted and aggressive effort over a I)eriod of years. Indeed, in certain respects, our tax
system actually gives relative benefits to manuacturing abroad rather
than in the United States.
'hPle proposal before the committee would renledy these defects by
recognizing that export income of a U.S. corporation is partly foreign
source income, just as income from foreign subsidiaries is foreign
source income. The same l)rinciple is incorporated in the laws and
practicess of other countries. Where this sound tax philosophy has
heretofore gone astray in the operation of our own tax system is that
the U.S. tax deferral of retained earnings, which is generally available
on foreigii manufacturing income, can be obtained on export income
only through creating a foreign-domiciled sales subsidiary.
Many companies, particularly those without extensive foreign operations, find this awkward and imlractical.
Why should our laws require a foreign (omicile for export income
to qualify? Foreign source income can appro)riately be (leterninied
by the destination of the goods rather than the domicile of the corl)orate vehicle through which the sale has passed.
We believe our )rol)osel rules that, wou d(1 accomplish this purpose
are consistent with international l)ractice and obligations.
I believe the basic need for this legislation to correct a longstanding
anomaly in our tax treatment of exports is apparent from any considered analysis of our balance of payments and international financial
position.
We have been coping with a severe balance of payments l)roblenl
for a lengthy period. The net outflow of dollarss into foreign central
banks and treasuries has fluctuated considerably in recent years in
response to transient factors; the hard fact is that our underlying
position has remained unsatisfactory.
In the latter half of the 1960's, the most serious element in the
problem was that our traditionally large surplus on trade and on all
current account transactions dwindled steadily. I believe we see the
beginnings of a reversal of that trend this year. But, realistically, we
must recognize that this improvement has been exaggerated by the
temnportiry effects of an economic slowdown here and an inflationary
boommi abroad.
Clearly, our current account surl)lus is still inadequate to su))ort
fully our investment activity abroad and our international obligations.
Rebuilding that. surl)lus must be a prime policy objective if we are
to protect the stability of the dollar and discharge our international
responsibilities effectively.

I do not believe we have the option of seeking that necessary

improvement by turning inwartl with restrictive measures. It is not
just a matter of economic philosophy or principle, important as freer
trade is to the health of the world'economy, standards of living at

home and abroad, and( effective competition.

The harsh fact. is that restrictions considered unfair and unacceptwill iml)air the atnosl)here of cooperation
able to our trading partners
built up so carefully in many of our international economic relationships and could even invite retaliation. Instead of benefiting our
trade )osition, spreading restrictions would damage our prosl)ects for
regaining a substantial surl)lus through competitive processes. I
believe, too, at this time particularly, we must recognize that the
flow of imports is one of the most. effective possible checks to
domestic inflationary pressures. And in the long run, we cannot
expect to maintain a competitive industry behind import barriers.
The DISC proposal looks outward. It is designed to enable our
industry to complete fairly but more effectively in world markets,
building on the solid and essential base of a restoration of greater
price stability. Intensive contacts with industry support our own
conviction that, the iml)act on the level of exports will be appreciable
over a period of time. Admittedly, in this area, concrete estimates are
difficult,. We have, therefore, prepared estimates based on differing
assumptions-one set, we feel to be conservative and the other
reflecting more favorable assumptions emerging from some of our
industrial consultations. Taking the more conservative estimates, we
,:ntici)mte the DISC would generte, over t.-e 4 to 5 years oulowinig
its initiation, almost $1. billion more exports per year than would
otherwise take place.
More optimistic assuml)tions suggest that, over the same period
of time, the iml)act could run to $21 billion. In either case, further
gains should accrue in later years.
At the same time, we recognize that these gains will entail a definite
cost in revenues. III recognition of this cost and the heavy current
l)ressures on the budgetary position, the bill contemplates a gradual
i)hasilg in period extending until 1974.
With this phasing in, we anticipate that the revenue impact (luriig
the remainder of fiscal year 1971-assuminig an effective (late of
January l-wouhl le less than $75 million. By the fifth year, our
estimates indicate the (irect revenue cost, could be expectedI to rise
progressively to approximately $600 million.
Significant taxable distributions would commence after the first
few years, tending to limit further increases in costs. I would also
emh)hasize, 1\-:. Chairman, that these are estimates of the direct
revenue impac.. They do not take into account, or make allowamice
for, the long-range stimulative effect, of this proposal-in the form of
additional jobs, additional investment, anti adlitiomal exports. h'lese
long-range benefits cannot be isolated statistically, but certainly they
will exist. They will potentially offset materially the direct revenulte
costs of the proposal.
In conclusion, I strongly urge the committee to support this aspect
of the administration's trale legislation. The nee(l is urgent. We caim
no longer afford the hlxilry of maintaining provisions in our tax system
that teml to discrimillate against exports in favor of foreign imi-estment. Our trade position and our balance-of-payments position need
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iml)rovement. I firmly believe that the DISC proposal is in the interests of a strong and healthy expansion of our economy, consistent, with
maintaining a strong external financial position.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Volcker.
Now, gentlemen of the committee, it is the view of the Chair that
we should confine ourselves to a minimum of questions because we
are working under a very severe time limitation, and I will ask that
each member be limited to 5 minutes for his questions.
.Mr. VOLCKER. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Cohen has some more detailed
material which he could either summarize o: submit for the record
or both.
'The CHAIRMAN. Would you care to summarize it? We will print
the entire statement.
STATEMENT OF HON. EDWIN S. COHEN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR TAX POLICY
Mr. COhEN. If I may, I will submit for the record my statement
with resl)ect to this DISC proposal to which we wouhl attach and
submit two memoranda, one dealing with provisions in foreign taxation laws which affect export activities of those countries and another
memoranda relating to company and industry responses which have
bee~i received with respect to the DISC proposal. So 1 will submit
those for the record.
The CHAIR-MAN. I would like to have that appear as a part of the
record in connection with your statement and printed in the same
type print that we print, the rest of it because that is very desirable
information.
I am going to personally review it and I would urge every member
of the committee to study it because it is very useful in order to
appreciate the need and desirability of your proposal.
(Mr. Cohen's prepared statement anl mnemoranda entitled "Provisions in Foreign Direct Taxation Lairs Affecting Export Activity,"
and "Company and Industry Responses to DISC Proposal," follow.
Oral testimony continues on page 35.)
STATEMENT OF HON. EDWIN S. COHEN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
TAX PoLICY, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, ON THIE TREASURY'S
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION PROPOSAL

Mfr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the
opportunity to appear before this committee to describe our Domestic
International Sales Corporation (DISC) recommendation and to urge
its approval by the committee. We make this recommendation because the U.S. tax system recentlyy results in an income tax disadvantage to U.S. export sales as contlasted with foreign production l)y
sulbsidiaries of U.S. companies, or b)y foreign-owned companies. At a
time when the United States is making every effort to improve its
balance of trade, this disadvantage should be removed.
Ihe DISC l)rOl)osal l)rovides for deferral of U.S. tax for a domestic
corporation eiigaged in export sales similar to that presently provid(led
for foreign manufacturing S111bsidiaries of U.S. companies.
The DISC proposal is now before the committee in the form of
title IV of amendments Nos. 925 and 1009 to H.R. 17550. The Ilouse
and Means Committee has reviewed this proposal in detail and
11Tays

reported it to the House as title IV of H.R. 18970. All of these provisions are identical and I will simply refer to them as the DISC bill.
We strongly support the revisionss of the I)JSC bill which recognize the importance of a change in the income tax ruls applicable to
U.S. exports.
While income tax factors are important, we recognize that economic
factors often tend to favor local production in or near the market in
which the products are being sold. Over the last 20 yeaes we have
witnessed a constantly increasing degree of manufacturing abroad by
U.S. companies. In many cases, for a variety of political an(d economic
reasons, such local production may be the only means of competing
effectively in certain markets. U.S. tax policy can and should, at best,
have only a limited effect on such decisions. On the other hand, the
U.S. tax laws themselves have treated export sales much less favorably
than foreign manufacture, and thus have comlpounled the emphasis
on foreign production. This inequity in omr tax laws can and should
be reniedlied.
We should compare U.S. tax rules with those of many of the (level-

oped countries of the world which defer their tax on export income or
exempt such income from tax, to a greater or lesser extent. In addition,
many countries have special tax rules which effectively l)romote
export activity such as extraordinary reserve allowances on exl)ort
sales and greatly accelerated de)reciation of export, assets. In contrast, the U.S. taxes currently andi, with the exception of the Westerni
lmay
Hemisphere Trade Corporation concept, fully, the income from
export sale by a domesticc corporation l)ecauo the corporation is
incorporated in the United States.
In 1962, legislation was enacted to tax curi.itly U.S. shareholders
on certain passive income (such as dividends, interest, and royalties)
and on certain sales and services income earned by controlled foreign
subsidiaries. Two important excel)tions were made. First, the Export
Trade Corporation exception in section 970 of the Internal Revenue
Code provides specifically for limited deferral of income earned by a
foreign corporation selling U.S. export production . In retrospect, we
would question whether such deferral should be available only to a
foreign corporation and not where export sales are made directly by a
U.S. corporation. Second, section 963 allows in effect full U.S. tax
referrall of low-taxed income of a foreign sales company where pursuant to a so-called "minimum distribution" election such income is
averaged with higher taxed income from foreign manufacturing activities of the same controlled group if the average effective foreign
tax rate reaches 90 percent of the U.S. tax rate. Ili a real sense, the
only U.S. exporters who benefit. from such deferral are those who also
have substantial investments in foreign manufacturing facilities and
thus can achieve this complex averaging effect.
In view of these limitations oln deferral, the only way most U.S.
manufacturers are able to obtain the benefits of full referrall of the
U.S. tax is to form a foreign corporation to manufact ute abroad. The
i'lcome from the sale of goods m.nufact uretd by foreign corporations
owned by U.S. shareholders is not taxed bv tile United States until
such income is distributed to the shareholders (or the stock of time
subsidiary is sold). Until distril)ution (or the sale of the stock), the
only apl)'licable income taxes aire foreign taxes, and these may be
imnlposed at a level below the U.S. level or may be completely waived,
especially on exports.

This existing U.S. tax treatment of foreign source income in-

herently involves a bias in favor of our largest corporations. Through
their extensive foreign structures, they are also frequently able to use
the foreign tax credit, either with or without minimum distribution
elections, to reduce, evell after distribution their U.S. tax liability on
export earnings. To the extent that this- deferral and reduction are
being achieved under present law, the tax deferral effect of the DISC
proposal would not involve a revenue loss through a postploned
receil)t. The DISC would work in favor of companies without existing
large foreign structures and without extensive foreign tax credits.
Accordingly, the DISC will provide equivalent opportunities for tax
deferral for foreign source income arising from export. sales for smaller
cor)orations and for corporations newly entering the export market or
ex)an(iing their export sales. This a(hitional equity of tax treatment
as between our largest, corporations and U.S. business in general is
an important feature of the administration's iproposals.
Some wold say that the remedy to the inequities we describe is
siml)ly to remove the deferral on all foreign earnings of U.S.-controlled
businesses and tax it currently. Such a response clearly acknowledges
the inequities we describe. It also overlooks some critical facts. The
foreign-owned competitors of U.S. businesses in the world markets are
generally not subject to such an all-embracing concept of taxation by
their home countries. To the contrary, the territoriality priici)le of
the tax systems of other industrialized countries exeml)ts foreign source
earnings, so that their companies operating abroad are able to enjoy
the full advantage of tax holidays and reduced corporate rates,
whether (irectly or through greatly accelerated depreciation allowances or other special tax allowances or inducements.
Our studies show that the. average effective foreign tax rates are
generally below our U.S. effective corporate rate. For 1964, the
effectiv' foreign tax rate on all foreign subsidiary operations of U.S.
businesses was approximately 38.6 percent. Our U.S. companies presently achieve deferral on thedifference between the foreign tax level
and the U.S. tax level with respect to the earnings of their foreign
subsidiaries, and thus pay no more tax on a current basis than their
competitors. However, virtually every foreign country iml)oses a
withholding tax on dividends. If the Unlited States wvere .to impose its
taxes on tlme earnings of U.S.-controlled foreign subsidiaries on a
current basis, these subsidiaries would surely remit their earnings in
dividen(ls to be certain of obtaining the foreign tax credit for the withholding taxes on dividends. Earnings needed in the businesses of the
foreign subsidiaries vould then be returned as capital contributions or
loans.

These withholding taxes would largely offset the residual U.S.
tax through the foreign tax credit. The net effect would be an increase
in the current foreign taxes collected from U.S. businesses with little,
if any, additional U.S. tax. Thus, the position of the U.S. businesses
in the world market would be prejudiced.
We think it is not wise as a matter of sound national tax policy to
affect adversely tile competitive position of our comnlpmnies by neutralizimg their opportunities to benefit from lower levels of foreign
tax in countries in which they have substantial operations and which
are enjoyed by their competitors. This, of course, would be l)recisely
the effect of extending our own corporate tax to all foreign source

income of U.S. businesses. The existing structure provides for deferral of the U.S. tax until dividends are paid. The payment of such
dividends reflects the fact that the foreign earnings are no longer

needed in the foreign operations. This is ii sound system and is equally
sound for export earnings.
Thus, the basic purpose of the DISC proposal is to remove inequities in our l)resent system in the tax treatment, of export earnings.
I will now outline the main features of the proposal as they have
been incorporated in the DISC bill.
1. BASIC PROVISIONS

The Internal Revenue Code would be amended to provide for
a new category of domestic corl)oration to be known as a Domestic
International Sales Corporation (a "DISC"). The U.S. tax on the
export income derived through such a corporation would be deferred
as long as it is either used in the corporation's export business or
is invested in qualified assets of the DISC, and thus is not distributed
to the DISC's shareholders. Qualified assets would include loans to
U.S. producers, including the DISC's l)arent, company where the
DISC is a subsidiary, to finance investments in U.S. l)lant, equipment
and machinery, inventory, and research and develol)ment to the
extent these investments are deelned export related. The manufacturer's total investments for any of these purposes would be treated
as export related in the same ratio as the manufacturer's sales destined

for export, bear to total sales.
In order to qualify as a DISC, a corporation would be required to
confine its activities almost entirely to export selling and certain
related activities. A DISC could have foreign sales branches and its
own foreign sales subsidiaries where such branches and subsidiaries
are engaged in the sale of U.S. exports. The DISC could not engage
in manufacturing or invest in or finance foreign manufacturing
activities.
A DISC could sell the products of any domestic l)roducer (purchased from, or sold on behalf of, the producer or an unrelated DISC)

and could sell them to aity foreign )urchaser for a foreign destination,
whether or not related.
Although some complexity is inherent in integrating the DISC
l)roposal with the existing provisions of the Internal Revenue Code,
the DISC bill is intended to siml)ify tax concepts applicable to export

activity to the maximum degree possible. For example, a destination
test for export sales is substituted to reduce the complexities of the
present passage of title test.
2.

QUALIFICATION AS A DISC

The qualification requirements are that a DISC must be a domestic
corporation, must, have 95 percent of its receipts in the form of qualii~ed export receipts, must have 95 percent of its assets in the form of
qxialified assets, must have only one class of stock and a minimum
capitalization of $2,500, and must, have made an election to he treated
as a DISC.

To meet. the gross receipts test, at least 95 percent, of the DISC's

receipts would be required to be received from export sales activities

and from qualified export assets. In order to meet the assets test, 95

percent of the DISC's assets would be required to be used in its export
business or be in the form of Eximbank obligations or producers loans
(as hereinafter described). To prevent inadvertent disqualifications
under either of these tests, the DISC bill provides that if any income
derived from nonqualified receipts or any nonqualified assets are
timely distributed by a DISC, such receipts or assets will not be taken
into account for purposes of the 95 percent gross receipts and the 95
percent assets tests.
The following wotl be treated as giving rise to qualified receipts:
Export sales of goods manufactured, produced, grown or
extracted in the United States by persons other than the DISC
and sold by the DISC either on a purchase and resale basis or as
a commission agent;
'le leasing or rental of U.S. export property;
The performance of services by the DISC related and subsidiary
to its sales or leases;
Interest on obligations which are qualified ex)ort, assets;
Dividends from foreign sales subsidiaries engaged in marketing U.S. exports;
Dividends from less than 10-1ercent equity investments in
unrelated foreign corporations made in furtherance of export
sales;
Gains on the sale of qualified export assets;
Receilts derived in connection with the I)erformance of managerial services ini furtherance of the production of qualified
export receipts; and
Receipts with resj)ect to engineering or architectural services
for construction projects located (or lrol)osed for location)
abroad.
Qualified export assets include:
Obligations of export customers;
Export 1)rol)erty held for sale or lease;
Other working cal)ital used in the DISC's sales or commission
business;
Facilities primarily for the sale, lease, rental, storage, handling,
transportation,
l)ackaging, assembly, or servicing of export
l)rol)ert.y,
As ets of foreign sales branches handling U.S. exl)orts;
Obligations issue([, guarantee(l, or insured by the ExportImnl)ort Bank and certain similar paper;
Stock or securities in foreign sales subsidiaries engaged in
marketing U.S. exl)orts, including foreign packaging and liited
assembly ol)erations;
Stock or securities in unrelated foreign corporations made in
furtherance of an export sale or sales;
Obligations representing loans to dolnestic l)roduceis; and
Tem)orar* deposits in the Uited States with persons carrying
on the banking business.
3. TAX TREATMENT OF DISC INCOME

So long as the domesticc corporation continues to qualify as a DISC,
U.S. tax would not be iinposed on its current or retained export earnligs, which would include dividends and interest from any qu alifiedd

foreign export sales subsidiaries. Upon a dividend distribution or the
liquidation or sale of tile shares of the DISC, its retained export
earnings would be taxed to its shacehoI(lers as ordinary income. Thus,
the net effect, would be a deferral of the U.S. tax. The intercorporate
dividends-received deduction would not. be available since the DISC
would not. have been subject. to tax and the tax is only to be deferred
until distribution by the DISC.
Dividends of a DISC paid out of accumulated export income would
be treated as foreign source income. With respect to any foreign income taxes paid by the DISC, a foreign tax credit, would be available
to the corl)orate shareholders to offset U.S. tax on foreign source
dividends received from the DISC. This would al))roximi'ne tie tax
treatment, of accumulated earnings and profits of foreign subsidiaries
1i1ler present. law and the present treatment for exports where passage
of title is arranged to occur outside of the United States.
4. ALLOCABLE DISC PROFITS

here a DISC sells on behalf of a related person, tile deferral of
income on exports extends only to that portion of profits considered
to be export sales (or rental) income. The portion of profit considered
as manufacturing or domestic profit will continue to be taxed currently
as under l)resent law. Thus, tle allocable intercompany pricing rides
applicable under present, law to transactions between related persons
may be used to determine the export, profit and the manufacturing
profit. This can be a complicated and uncertain process in some cases
and actual or potential disputes can be a, deterrent to export activity.
Therefore, the DISC rules also employ safe haven guidelines that may
be elected where a DISC exports on behalf of a related company,
1)ermitting the DISC to retain as tax deferred export imome the higher
of either:
A. UIp to 4 percent. of its sales pIlus 10 l)ercent of the "export
promotions expenses" incurred by it; or
B. Fifty percent of the combined taxable income from the
manufacture in the United States an(d the export sale by the
DISC, pl)s 10 l)ercclt of the expolm t promotion exl)csk5s iincli'led
by the DISC.
Allocation rules along tie foregoing titles would be analogous to
those al)l)hied l)y a number of countries, generally on an informal
basis, in the determination of their tax liability on exports. Their
l)rimary advantage would be in proN iditig a greater degree of sp)ecificity
anld definitiveness in limiting the I)rofit which may be realized by the
DISC vis-a-vis its related U.S. sul)i)lier and in having U.S. exporters
subject to the same types of rules as their foreign comietitors.
5.

PRODUCER P'S LOANS

As stated previously, a DISC is to be permitted to loan its tax
(leferre(l J)rofits to its parent mnr.nufactiwring company (or aly other
U.S. export )ro(ucer), ias lomg is time cumulative amoullt loaned to
any one borrower does not exceed tie amount. of the borrower's assets
considered as being related to its exl)ort sales. This in essence is th
same prol)ortimi of the borrower's assets that its exl)ort sales are of its
total sales. These loans-termed "p'rodncer's loans"--are to comlstitu te
qualifie(l export, assets of a DISC nd the interest arising on the loans

is to represent a qualified export receipt of a DISC. However, tile
interest on such loans will not be tax deferred income of the DISC.
Where such interest, is not distributed annually, it. will be seemedd to
have been received by the shareholders annually.
For a loan of a DISC's tax def,-rred profits to constitute a l)roducer's
loan, the loan must, be ma(o to a borrower who is engaged in the manufacturing, l)ro(luction, growing, or extraction of export property in the
United States and at the time the loan is made it must be (esignated
as a producer's loan. The loan must be evidenced by a note (or some
other evidence of indebte(lness) and have a stated maturity of not
more than 15 years. To qualify as a l)roducer's loan, a loan must be
made out of the tax referredd profits-the accumulated DISC income.
A loan is to be considered as made out of accumulated DISC income
if at the beginning of the month in which the loan is made, the amount
of the loan, when added to the unpaid balance of all other producer's
loans previously Made by the DISC, does not exceed the DISC's accumulated DISC income.
The limitation imposed on the amount of loans which a borrower
may receive during a taxable year of the borrower is to be determined

by applying the percentage which the borrower's qualified export receilts arising from its sale of export property during the 3 prior taxable years is of its aggregate gross receipts from the sale of inventory
property during that period, to the total of the borrower's assets taken
into account for this purpose. There are three categories of a borrower's assets which are taken into account in (letermining this limitation for a year: (1) the amount of the borrower's investment in plant,
machinery, equipment, and su)l)orting production facilities in the
United States as of the beginning of its taxable year; (2) the amount
of the borrower's inventory at the beginning of the taxable ear; and
(3) the aggregate of the borrower's research and experimentalexpenditures in the United States during all preceding years of the borrower
which began after 1970'
It is not conteml)lated that there will be any tracing of loans to
specific manufacturing facilities or equipment actually use( in production for export.
All loans would be interest bearing, resulting in an interest dc(luction to the borrower. The section 482 safe haven rules will be
applicable: Presently the interest charged must be a minimum of 4
percent and maximum of 6 percent, although the rate may be higher
if an arm's-length rate would be higher.
At maturity, any loan can be renewed, or the principal loaned to
another borrower, provided always that there is compliance with the
rules previously described. Qualified loans would remain qualified
throughout their term rega less of any decreases in export sales.
They would not, be treated as constructive dividends.
6. ACQUISITION OF EXPORT-IMPORT BANK PAPER BY DISC 'S

As stated above, qualified export income would include interest.
on credit extende(ld to export customers and interest on obligations
issued, guaranteed, or insured by the Export-Import Bank and
certain similar paper. Such debt obligations would also constitute
qualified export assets. In cases where the DISC acts as a commission
agent for an export manufacturer, the obligations acquired by the
manufacturer in connection with the extension of credit to export

customers in accordance with normal commercial practice coul(l

be

acquired by the DISC.
It would be provided that the following types of Export-Inmport
Bank obligations and similar paper would give rise to qualified export
inconie and constitute qualified export assets:
Obligations issued by the Export-Import Bank;
Obligations guaranteed or insured by the Export-Import Bank
in cases where the DISC purchases the obligations from the
Export-Inport Bank or from the exporter;
Obligations insured by the Foreign Credit Insurance Association in cases where the DISC purchases the obligations from the
exporter;
Obligations issued by certain domestic corporations organized
solely for the purpose of financing U.S. exports pursuant to an
agreement with the Export-Imiort Bank whereby such corporation makes export loans guaranteed by the Export-Import Bank.
7. DEFICIENCY DISTRIBUTIONS

In order to prevent inadvertent disqualification of a DISC, a
deficiency dividend procedure would permit, continued qualification
of the DISC. Deficiency distributions could be made at, two stages
where either the income or asset test had not been met:
Current Deficiency Distributions.-Wherethe DISC during the
taxable year had at. least 70 )ercent of its gross receipts in time
form of qualified receipts, and at least 70 percent, of its assets
in the form of qualified assets, a distribution of the income
derive(l from nomqualified gross receil)ts could be made at ally
time after the close of the DISC's taxable year and prior to the
time for filing the DISC's annual return. Similarly, any nonqualified asset could be distributed, or such asset, coul(l be
liquidated witi the proceeds being distributed within such
period.
Del.yed Deficie ncy Distributions.-A distribution of nonqualified income or a nonqualified asset (or a distribution from
the proceeds of such an asset) could be made at, any time with
respect, to any year as to which the period for assessment of
additional taxes had not expired provided that the existence
of such income or asset and the failure to distribute it. within
the return filing period was (tue to reasonable cause.
8. DISQUALIFICATION

OF DISC,

LIQUIDATION,

OR SALE OF STOCK

Upon liquidation of a DISC or l)Oll its disqualification (where the
deficiency (livid end procedures are not used), DISC status would
telnainate and the earnings and profits of the DISC on which U.S.
taxes had been deferred would be deemed to be (listriblited to time
shareholders. Each shareholder would be taxed as if he had received
his pro rata portion of such income in equal installments ill the year
in which such liquidation or disqualification occurs aui( it, each of the
succeeding 9 years; except that if the DISC has not, been qualifiedd
as sclh for att least 10 years, the )eriod of (listriblut ion will be deemed
to be the number of consecutive yearns the DISC was qualified inne(liately prior to the liquidation or the disqualification.
Upon the sale of stock in a DISC, the gain realized will be taxed
at ordinary income rates to the extent, of the accumulated earnings
and profits after the (late of the DISC election.

9.

EXPORT PROPERTY

The type of property which is consi(lered export property for a DISC
is i)roperty whichA. Has been manufactured, produced, grown, or extracted in
the United States by someone other than a DISC;
B. Is held by the DISC primarily for sale, lease, or rental in the
ordinary course of business for use, consuml)tion, or disposition
outsi(le the United States, or which is held by the DISC for sole,
lease, or rental to another DISC for such a purpose; and
C. Not more than 50 percent of the fair market value of which
is attributable to imported articles.
10. REORGANIZATION OF EXISTING EXPORT OPERATIONS

10'is contemplated that in general tax-free reorganizations would
be l)ermitte(d to place existing foreign operations in a DISC or to put
existing foreign sales subsidiaries under its ownership. The DISC bill
l)resently provides that the little used foreign export trade corporation
provisions of section 970 of the Internal Revenue Code will be phased
out, as the DISC provisions become fully effective.
11.

PHASEIN

Under the DISC bill, the referrall of DISC income will be l)hase(]in over 3 years, beginning in 1971. Fifty percent of the allocable
DISC income will be deferred from current taxation in 1971; 75 percent in 1972 and 1973; and 100 percent beginning on January 1, 1974.
This concludes our descril)tion. A more detailed explanation is
found in the House Ways and 'Means Committee report to accompany
H.R. 18970.
'While the provisions of the DISC bill are not identical to trhe
original proposals of the administration, we give our full support to
these provisions. Some minor technical problems have been suggested.
We have discussed this in general with1 the staff of the Joint Commnittee) on Internal Revenue Taxation and it was agreed that we will
give immediate consideration to these problems and to developingg
any technical amendments which may be warranted.
We, therefore, urge that this committee give its al)l)roval to the
DISC bill.
PROVISIONS IN FOREIGN DIRECT TA\XATION LAWS AFFECTING EXPORT
ACTIVITIES, OCTOEI 9, 1970

To aid the colnmittee in its consideration of the DISC bill, a (oscription of the income tax laws and l)ractices of other nations wNhich
operate to the advantage of export activities is herein provided.
The descril)tion is confined largely to other industrialized countries.
It should be noted that in many foreign countries tax treatment
favorable to export, activities is frequently accorded on an informal,
administrative asis and may, therefore, be difficult, to identify.
This pa)er is intended to suggest some of the income tax provisions
and administrative practices that can affect, the export of products

from various foreign countries. Some of the most significant provisions
that woul(l affect tax planning for export sales were not intended as
export incentives when adopted but evolved from traditional theories
of tax jurisdiction and taxation of foreign source income.
Devices having the effect of export incentives range well beyond
income tax measures, including, among others, direct grants, Govern-

ment credit facilities, interest subsidies, insurance, guarantees, internal
shipping subsidies, exchange control privileges, and tax measures other
than those affecting income taxes. Some forms of Government assistance may be available ostensibly for domestic as well as export activities, making it difficult to classify them solely as export incentives.
Rebates of value-added and other turnover taxes )rovide an export
inducement to exporters in countries having such sales tax systems.
The following summary is not exhaustive nor has it been verified by
counsel in each of the countries. It is nevertheless believed to be
accurate and, except where specifically indicated, current. The
summary consists of a list of seven specific ty)es of provisions. Attached to the list are individual country summaries for 17 countries.
It should be recognized that numerous U.S. corporations have established foj'eigni subsidiaries which have benefited from the favorable
treatment discussed in many of these countries.
The various laws and practices are as follows:
1. Taxation of Foreign Source Income.--Unlike the United States,
many industrialized countries impose income taxes on a territorial
basis, which means that foreign source income is often whol)lly ()I
oartiallv tax exeInl)t. Such (,xelll)lion r-1ay apply imt oiiiy to income
trom (1lrect investments abroad, )ut also to foreign sales of domestically I)roduced products either through a foreign subsidiary or
through a branch or dependent or independent agent.
In the case of most developed countries, exports can be made
tlhough controlled sales companies organized in low tax jurisdictions
with a consequent tax shelter for the sales profits. For example, a
manufacturing corporation, A, in country X, which may or may
not be a subsidiary of a U.S. corporation may make its export sales
through a related sales corporation, B, located in country Y where
corporate taxes are minimal. To the extent corporation B makes
part of the profit that corporation A would have made in direct sales,
the tax burden is reduced.
While most countries have protective provisions in their tax laws
that permit the local tax authorities to reallocate income between
related entities, different countries lhve different rules as to such
allocations, and considerable flexibility is often found in intercompany
pricing. In at least some cases (iis indicated below) it is understood
that no reallocation would result from the pm ices cllarge(i by corporation A to B as long as corporation A earne(l at least one-half of time
combined profits.
In some cases foreign sales corporations can establish purchasing
and coordinating branches in the manufacturer's honme country
without affecting the income tax exemption of the foreign sales corlpmration, while facilitating exports through the sales corporationl.
2. S ecific export income exemptiols.-Some countries, such as
Ireland, have income tax exeml)tiois for export sales. Such exemmipi ions
are sometimes limited to products produced in free-trade zomme, 0,r
depressed areas. As indicated below sonie countries extend income tax
exemptions or other benefits to companies locating in (lel)reised areas,

but in. practice the benefits are offered largely to companies with a
high export or hn )ort substitution potential.
3. Accelerated dq)reciation.-Severalcountries (e.g., Japan, France)
l)ern1it, or have l)ermitted accelerated depreciation allowances for
assets used in export production.
4. Special reserves (market development, bad debt).-Several countries
(e.g., Auistralia, France, Japan, Spain) have permitted special deductions foi export market development or special bad debt reserves in
connection with export credits.
5. Spf.ecial deductions, rate reductions or credits related to exports.Australia reduces payroll taxes by an amount related to export increases. New Zealand permits a deduction from income taxes of 15
percent of increased export receipts. France permits deductions for
the expenses of establishing foreign sales offices although income
from such offices may subsequently be exempt.
6. Favorable intercompany pricing rules.-Either express rules or
administrative practices frequently provide an additional incentive
for export transactions through re acted foreign subsidiaries. In some
countries, administrative practice permits considerable flexibility in
intercoml)any pricing rules. In some jurisdictions, rule-of-thumb allocations permit 50-50 (livisions of taxable income, even in cases where
the foreign subsidiaries perform minimal functions.
7. Discriminatoryallocation of benefits based on export production.In addition to provisions related formally or informally to exports,
there are often benefits (tax holidays, capital grants, investment
allowances, i::t:'e t subsidies, etc.) designed to attr~wt new in'vestments which are not always tied to exports in the legislative enactments, but potential exports are an important factor in the granting
of such benefits. In some cases, the import substitution effect is also
of importance in granting such benefits.
Not only are each of the devices listed above eml)loyed by one or
more foreign countries, but the cumulative effect of these devices used
by certain individual countries should not be overlooked. Thus, for
examl)le, Ja)an uses the following in combination:
1. Accelerated depreciation based upon export, performance;
2. A de(lductible reserve for the development of overseas
markets;
3. Special deductions for a variety of activities producing foreign exchange;
4. Liberal entertainment expenses to l)romote export sales.
AUSTRALIA

Foreign source income
Income derived by a resident Australian company from foreign
sources is exempt from Australian income tax l)rovided that it is not
exeml)t from tax in the country of origin. The income earned by a
foreign sales subsidiary of an Australian company is not subject to
Australian income tax until distribution to Australian shareholders.
Export market development rebate
Australian law provides a tax rebate (credit) of 42.5 percent of an
expenditure incurred for export market develo ment and also permits
the full deduction of the expenditure incurred. The combined effect,
as computed under the tax laws, permits a total tax saving of 87.5 cents
for each dollar of expenditure. Qualified expenditures include among
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others: market research, overseas advertising, certain travel expenses,
labels an(l )ackaging for export, protection of l)ro)ert.y rights, the
preparation of tenders or quotations, and the supplying of technical
data.
Payroll tax
A refund of payroll taxes is made in the event of an increase in
export sales over a base j)erio(l.
BELGIUM

, oreign establishments and subsidiaries
Income from a foreign establishment of a Belgian company is
taxed at a reduced income-tax rate equal to one-fourth of the ordinary
rate; provided the income was generated and taxed abroad.
The income of a foreign sales subsidiary is not taxed until dividends
are distributed. Upon dis tribution, the net dividends received (after
deduction of foreign tax) are subject to a 10-percent tax withheld
by the paying agent in Belgium. The amount remaining after the
foreign tax and 10 percent Belgian tax is entitled to a 95-percent
exeml)tion in determining the Belgian company tax. The company
income tax therefore applies to an amount equal to 5 l)ercent of tile
net foreign-source dividends.
Deeloprnent subsidies
The Belgian Government provides incentives for investment in
certain areas of Belgium. The current provisions have a termination
date of June 30, 1970. However, a new law to extend the provisions
has been l)rol)osed. Tile incentives currently offered consist of interest
subsidies, loan guarantees, capital, allowances (with tax exemption
for such allowances), and exemption from the registration tax. It is
understood that, export projections are included in the criteria for
determining the granting of such incentives.
CANADA

Foreign subsidiaries
Canada does not presently tax currently the undistributed earnings
of foreign sales subsidiaries. Dividends from a no, resident foreign
corporation acting as a foreign sales subsidiary are exempt from Canadian income tax if more than 25 percent of the share capital is owned
by the Canadian corporation receiving such dividends. A tentatively
proposed Canadian tax reform would limit such exemption to foreign
corporations in countries with which Canada has entered into income
tax treaties.
Grants
Canada offers grants to companies, domestic or foreign, to locate in
slow growth areas. These incentives are not expressly tied to export
sales or import substitution. Most of te )rovinces also offer grants
an(l loans to achieve the same desired objectives. The Province of
Quebec has, however, an incentive program which is designed to aid
companies who use "advanced technology" and "who are in position
to supply worl(l markets." Grants are also available to Canadian
coml)anies to encourage scientific research and development in
Canada. To qualify for such assistance, recent amendments have
required Canadian companies to be prepared to exploit the results of

such research in Canada's export markets as well as in Canada. The
grants are not available to companies excluded from selling to major

export markets.
DENMARK

Foreign Permanent Establishment, Sales Subsidiaries
Where a resident Danish company has income from a foreign
establishment, the proportions of total Danish tax 1)ayable with resl)ect
to such income is reduced. The reduction amounts to 50 percent of the
Danish income tax applicable to the before-tax net income of the
foreign branch or other establishment.
A foreign sales subsidiary is not taxed currently on its sales profits.
Dividends paid to a Danish corporation owning 25 percent or more
of the shares of the subsidiary are taxed at a reduced rate by application for a refund with the reduction being comI)uted in a manner
comparable to the reduction for foreign branch income above.
FRANCE

Export sales
Profits on sales of goods which are manufactured in France and
shipped al)road by a French company are taxed only to the extent
that they are realized through and allocable to operations in France
("entreprise explloitlc en France"). Profits are treated as foreign
source income and not subject to current French income tax where
they are:
Derived from establishments abroad (Conseil d'Etat, March 9,
1960);
Derived from operations abroad of dependent agents (Conseil
d'Etat, Juie 5, 1937);
Derived from operations abroad which constitute a complete
commercial cycle ("cycle commercial coml)let") (Conseil d'Etat,
February 14, 1944).
The territorial exemption applies to the foreign source profits
when earned and when remitted to the French company.
Foreign sales subsidiary
Profits earned by a foreign sales subsidiary of a French company
are not taxed currently in France. Upon distribution of a dividend
from a foreign subsidiary to a French company, there is a 95 percent
intercompany dividends receive(l deduction. To obtain such deduction the parent must hol a minimum of 10 )ercent in the equity
cal)ital of the subsi(liary or the cost acquisition of the participationn
must have been at least. 10 million francs.
The 5 percent taxable )ortion of the dividends represents a lump
sum deduction to cover business expenses attributable to the exeml)t
dividends.
Distributionof foreign source income to French shareholders
The tax exempt foreign source income of a French corporation, including income cxeInil)t under the territorial rules or under the 95
percent intercompany dividends received deduction is not taxed until
distribution to shareholders. Upon distribution a French company
must make a supplementary tax payment (pricomnple) equal to onehalf of the dividend to the French Treasury with respect to profits
that did not bear the normal 50 percent French corporate tax rate.

At tile shareholder level, the shareholder is' entitled to a credit
equal to one-half the dividend, which is applied against his personal
tax on the (livi(leld grossed Ul) by the cre(lit.
Inki-conpany pricing
Article 57 of the Code General des hnpots provides that profits
indirectly transferred to controlled ent erp)rises outside of France
through intercompany pricing are to l)e reallocated and that such
adjustments may be based on comparison with the operations of
similar enterprises operating normally. However, it is undel'stood
that, under administrative interpretation, article 57 is not employed
where exp)orting enterprises can establish that sales made by a
parent French corporation to foreign subsidiaries at ,prices approximating cost (do not, have as their objective the shifting of income but
are (tue to commercial requirements.

Specific export incentive provisions
1. A 1959 reform law provided that depreciable assets (other than
immovabies), purchased or manufactured between January 1960 and
January 1965, were entitled to special accelerated depreciation in the
case of exporting enterprises. Tile accelerated de)reciation is equal to
the straight line depreciationn multiplied by 150 l)ercent of a fraction,
tlie numerator of which is the export, production and the denominator
of which is total production (ai tile 39A Code General des Imlpots).
2. French enterprises are allowed a special deductible reserve for
middle term (2-5 years) loans extended to foreign customers (article
39-1-5 Code General des Imn)ots). The reserve allowance is mor,
generous than normal bad debt reserves.
3. Expenses for establishing and operating foreign sales offices (luring
their first 3 years of operation may be deducted against. doliestic
income, even though future profits may be tax exempt. (See article 39,
Code General des hnpots; article 34 of the law of July 12, 1965.)
GERMANY

A resident German corporation is taxed on its worldwide income.
Mhen business profits are derived through a foreign business
establishment they are deemed to be from a foreign source. This rule
is applied to any- fixed installation or facility which serves the
business activity of the German ente-'lprise. A l)ermanent representative, whether dependent or independent, is included ill this concept,
whether physical facilities are present, or not. Broadly speaking, a
foreign business connection is generally sufficient to create foreign
source income.* Some German commentators have state(l that
domestic source income is limited to profits derived from deliveries
of goods to foreign countries by. German enterprises which lhave no
business connection whatsoever in the foreign country concerned.
fore ign tax credit or reduced rate
Where a German company has foreign source income uIlder the
above rule, a tax credit is available for foreign income taxes
upon such income. As an alternative, German law authorizes tile tax
authorities to grant reductions of the German corporate tax with
respect to foreign source income. A decree promulated in 1959 provides for a flat rate of 25 percent on qualifying foreign source income.
*Where there is no foreign connection, full German tax rates (without foreign tax credits) apply.
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(Decree of July 9, 1959; BStBI 1959 II 132.) Sales profits derived
through a foreign establishment qualify as foreign source income under
this rule. This relief measure is apl)licable on request of the taxpayer
and may be elected for specific foreign countries.
Exemption
Under its tax treaties, Germany ordinarily exempts the foreign
source income allocable to a foreign )ermanent establishment as
define(l in the a)plicable treaty. Presumably such establishments
have borne local corporate taxes. Recent amendments of the regulations permit foreign source losses to be deductible from taxable income
despite the l)otential exemption of future profits.
Foreign subsidiaries
A German corporation may establish a foreign sales subsidiary and
will not be subject to current taxation on the income of the foreign
sales subsidiary, whether incorl)orated in a high- or low-tax jurisdiction. Dividends received from the foreign subsidiary are includable in
the taxable profits of the German parent corporation. The l)arent
may ehct to have the dividends taxed at a flat 25-percent rate. Under
certain circumstances, losses in foreign subsidiaries may be deducted
by the Germani parent corporation.
Where a tax treaty is applicable, Germany ordinarily exem)ts the
(lividend income received by the German 1)arent corporation from
German tax. A 25-percent stock ownership is ordinarily required for
such exemption.
IRELAND

Export exemption
A corporation, whether or not incorporated in or managed in
Irelaid, having a manufacturing operation in Ireland can obtain a
15-year exemlption from Irish corporate taxes on all export sales,
plus a reduced rate of tax for a further 5 years. Dividend distributions
out of such profits are themselves exempt from all Irish income
taxes. Cash grants of up to 50 percent of cal)ital costs of plant and
inachinery are also available.
There is a separate scheme for the Shannon Airport area, including
tax exeml)tions for the importing, handling, and reexporting of goods.
ITALY

Foreign branches and subsidiaries
Foreign source income of an Italian company is exempt where
allocable to a foreign branch having separate management and
accounting.
A foreign sales subsidiary of an Italian compl)any is not subject to
current income taxation in Italy. A branch of such a corporation may
be maintained in Italy if it does not sell in Italy. The non-Italian
source )rofits of such a branch would not be subject to Italian income
taxation.
JAPAN

Direct income tax incentives relating to exports fall under four
general categories:
1. Accelerated depreciation,
2. Reserve for development of overseas market,

3. Export allowances, and
4. Entertainment expenses.
Accelerated depreciation in case of export sales
A. A corporation is allowed a tax deduction for accelerated de)reciation based on export sales made in the immediately Ip'eceding year.
The amount of additional depreciation is computed by applying the
ratio of export sales over total sales to maximum ordinary depreciation available. In other wor(ls, if export sales are 30 per ,1nt of total
sales, ordinary depreciation is increased by- 30 percent. Ordinary
depreciation is at generous rates in the first" place.
B. The aforementioned increase in or(linary depreciation is further
increased by 80 percent if the company is recognized as a type "A"
export contributig corporation or 30 percent if a corporation is
recognized as a type "B" export contributing corporation.
if a corporation satisfies both of the following two conditions, such
a corporation will be recognized as an "A" export contributing corporation; if condition (1) is satisfied, but (2) is not, the corl)oration will
be recognized as a "B" export contributing corporation:
(1) The first condition is that export sales for the immediately
preceding year increased 1 percent or more over export sales for
the year immediately prior to that year.
(2) The second condition is that the ratio of export sales to
total revenue for the immediately preceding year exceeds such
ratio for the year immediately prior to that year, or the increase
in exports as a percentage exceeds two-thirds of the Nation's
increase in exports, also stated as a percentage.
In other words, the factor used to establish whether or not a coipany is entitled to the extra depreciation over and above that provided
by merely having exports includes consideration for both the amount
ot the increase in exports and the ratio of exports to total sales.
For example: Assuming a percentage of export sales against total
revenue of the preceding year of 80 percent.
Rank of corporation
(A)
(B)
Maximum ordinary depreciation -------------------------------Rate ofaccelerated depreciation (percent) ---------------- -Accelerated depreciation -------------------------------------Total -----------------------------------------------------

Other

$100,000
(128)
$128,000

$100, COO
' (104)
$104,000

$100,000
(80)
$80,000

$228,000

$204,000

$180,000

180 percentXi60 percent = 128 percent.
I80 percentXl30 peroent=104 percent

The "special depreciation reserve' must be restored to taxable
income in each of the next succeeding 10 years at, a minimum rate of
10 percent of tie amount credit to the reserve. Thus, their relief is a
deferral of taxes and increased cash flow.

Reserve for development of overseas rna kets
A. A corporation is allowed a tax deduction for a reserve for
development of overseas markets to the extent of 1.5 percentt (in
case export of goods purchased from others, 1.1 percent if capital is
more than Y100 million) of export sales in the immediately preceding
year.

The rates are increased from 1.5 percent to 2.4 l)ercent for a type
"A" export cnntributing corporation, and to 1.95 percent for a type
"B." The same conditions as those mentioned previously govern the
type "A" or "B" classification.
There is a decrease in these rates if the export is of goods purchased
from others and an increase if the corporation is capitalized at less
than 7100 million.
B. The reserve is required to be restored to income, for tax purposes,
at the rate of 20 percent of the amount originally provided, in each of
the next succeeding 5 years. Thus, this provision represents a tax
deferral mechanism. This reserve is not deductible for enterprise tax
purposes.
Export allowance
A corporation may take an income deduction to the extent of the
amount computed by applying various percentages to certain consideration earned in foreign currency during each qualified current
accounting period. In most cases, the maxmum deduction is 50 percent of taxable income for the period.
A. 20 percent of the consideration for rendering services
regarding survey, and/or research, planning, advice, drawings,
supervision or insl)ection for construction of manufacturing
facilities, et cetera, which require scientific technical knowledge.
B. 30 percent of the consideration for transfer of motion
picture films, copyrights and 30 percent of notion l)ictlre
distribution revenue earned abroad.
C. 70 percent of the consideration for transfer and/or supplying
of industrial technology, know-how, et cetera, created by a
corl)oration.
D. 3 percent of the consideration for freight revenue on certain
overseas export ship operations and repairing, processing, or
construction services. Although (leduction is not allowed for
enterprise tax purposes , this item represents a permanent tax
savings.
Export related entertainment expenses
There is a generally severe limitation on the deductibility of entertainment expenses for tax l)urposes in Ja)an. Ordinarily a deduction
is limited to about $11,000 per corporation plus one-quarter of 1 l)ercent of capital. The deduction for entertainment expenses in excess of
this is limited to 40 percent of the expenditure. However, a reasonable
amount of overseas and/or domestic travel and hotel expenses in
Japan paid for nonresident visitors and entertainment expenses incurred
abroad in connection with export transactions are not treated as
entertainment expenses for purposes of determining the deductible
amount of entertainment expenses, and are fully deductible for
corporate income tax l)urposes.
THE NETIIERLANDS

I oreign establishmentts and subsidiaries
Tax relief is granted to Dutch companies for certain foreign source
income, including income derivedd through foreign branches and
dependent agents and subject to foreign taxes. No minimum functions

or payroll is required for the foreign establishment and tle rate of
foreign tax on such income is immaterial.
T'lle undistributed income of f foreign sales subsidiary is not slul)ject
to Dutch tax currently. Dividends received from such subsidiaries
are exempt in the Netherlamids where tie I)utch company owns at
least 25 percent of the paid-in-capital of tile foreign subsidiary.
NEW ZEALAND

Special export deduTctions
Certain expenditures incurred in promoting the export of goods
and services, rights in patents, trademarks, ani cop)yrights, in a(l(lition
to being an ordinary business deduction, qualify in certain circumstinces for a further reduction of 50 percent a(lditioial to the actual
cost.
In addition, 15 percet of the increase in a firm's exports of mnanufactured goods over a previous base period can be deducted from gross
revenue for corporate tax purposes.
NORWAY

Foreign branches and subsidiaries
Income from operation of a permanent establishment abroad is
reduced by 50 percent for l)url)oses of Norway's income tax. The
income of a foreign sales subsidiary is not taxe( until distributedd to
Norwegian sliareliol(lers. A special election provision 1)ermits Norwgian siarelholders to be taxed currently on 50 percent of tlie
earnings of a foreign subsidiary with the dividenlds from sucl
subsidimy being exempt from Norwegian tax.
Export market development reserve
A tax-free reserve of up to 20 percent of taxable income eacl year
may be established for l)url)oses of future market development
abroad to assist Norwegian exports. No similar reserve is allowable
for domestic market development. The taxpayer must show evidence
to the authorities that the allocated amount has been use(l for
approved measures within 5 years from the (late of allocatim.
SOUTH AFRICA

IlfOreign source income
Foreign source income from a foreign permanent establishment or
foreign subsidiary is exempt when received by a South African
corporation.
Exporters' allowance
An extra deduction from income of a percentage of market developmeit exl)enlitures is permitted for exporters. The l)ercemntage varies
from 50 percent to 75 percent. Qualifying expenditures include market
research, advertising, solicitation of orders, providing samples and
technical information, preparing tenders and quotat ons amid to certain sales commissions and fees. Tile foregoing expenditures are entitled to deduction as ordinary expenses and the additional percentage
is also permitted as it deduction whether or not there were any exports;
if the current year's exports exceed those of the preceding year, the
percentage is increased.
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SPAIN

Export reserve
Spain permits the creation of an export reserve to which between
30 percent and 50 l)ercent of the profits derived from exports may be
transferred. Income taxes on such reserve are deferred as long as the
amount is invested in machinery and equipment and other assets and
activities related to exports.
SWITZERLAND

Foreign subsidiariesand establishments
The earnings of foreign subsidiaries of Swiss companies are not
subject to current income taxation and dividend distributions are
exempt from Swiss Federal income tax anti from most cantonal and
local income taxes.
A foreign branch of a Swiss company is also exempt, from Swiss
Federal income t-axation on income allocable to silch branch, although the rate of tax is determined on the basis of the total profits of
tie company illchiding its foreign branches.
Cantonal arrangeinents
Certain cantons offer export incentives nl(ler their cantonal tax
laws and certain cantons offer export trading cOIll)aites reduced tax
rates on a negotiated basis. Intercomplany )ricig arrailgenlents are
also subject to agreement on a basis favorable to exporters. As a
result, Switzerland has become a leading center for exl)ort sales
companies which are subject to nominial taxes on export income.
UNITED KINGDOM

IF'oreign sales subsidiaries
The income of foreign sales subsidiaries of United Kingdom
colnljalies is not taxed until distributionn to a resi(lent, United Kingdo(1 shareholder.
Invest ment grants
Under the Industrial Development Act of 1966 cash grants are
made in respect of capital expenditure on new plant, or machinery for
use in Great Britain in the nianufacturing, extractive, and construction
industries. The rate of grallt is 20 percent. If the investment is inl a
"(develo)inent area" the rate becomes 40 percent. The investment
grant scheme is a(Inlinistered by the Board of Trade, which may
accord additional incentives for industry in tle (iesignatc( "development, areas." Tax exempt grants have been received by United King-

doa manufacturing affiliates of United States companies l)resuiably
manufacturing for sale not only in the United Kingdom but in
the EFTA trade area and elsewhere.
Overseas Trade Corporation (1958-66)
In 1958, the United King(lom adopted all Overseas Tra(le Corporation provision in its tax laws which exeml)ted qualifying corporations,
incorporated in and manager from the. United Kingdom, from tax on
their retained "trading profits," as distinguished from investment
profits. Essentially, this provision was intended to defer the tax on
earnings arising principally from export sales. Upon (listriblution to
British shareholders, the profits were taxed in the same manner as
other dividend profits. This legislation was repealed in 1966, as lpart
of a general tax reform.
VEN EZUELA

Exemption of foreign source and export income
Foreign stul-rce income of a Venezuelan corporation is ordinarily
exempt from income tax in Venezuela. Export sales of Venezuelan
manufactured l)roducts may be exempted by agreement for a )eriod

of 10 years. To obtain such agreement, the exporter may be required
to reinvest profits on such exports in Venezuela.

Rate reduction in exports of extractive industries
A special provision provides for a reduction of 0.25 percent of
taxable income for each 1-percent increase in gross income from
the exportation of minerals or hydrocarbons and related pro(dumt
over the average of the preceding 2 years. This reduction is limited
to a maximum of 2 percent of taxable income in any year, With a
3-year carry forward.
COMPANY AND INDUSTRY RESPONSES TO

DISC PROPOSAL,

OCTOBER

9, 1970
Since the DISC proposal was formally presented on lay 12, 1970,
the Treasury Department has received comments from hundreds of

American p)roducers, manufacturers, export merchants, service colnl)anies, anti financial institutions, either directly or through their trale
associations. The tenor of these comments has been overwhelmingly
in favor of the DISC concept. The following is a list of selected
companies with l)araphrases of their comments on the )ISC:
A'fonsanto Chemical (St. Louis, lo.).-Very beneficial to U.S. exports.
Emerson Electric (St. Louiis, Jllo.).-Entfhusiastic.
MLIVA IMCo. (Detroit, Alich.).-Very much enthuse(l-will be able
to increase exports by at least 10 percent in first year, 5 l)or'cent each
year thereafter.
ITE Imperial International(Chicago, Ill.).-Attracti'e l)rol)osal for
international companies interested in expanding exports.
S. & C. Electric Co. (Chicago, Ill.).-Would improve ability to c()mpete in foreign markets.
Tee-Pak Inc. (Chicago, Ill.).-We approve-I)ISC would go a long
way toward encouraging U.S. exports regardless of company size.
Princeton Applied Research 0orp. (Princeton, N.J.).-Eseiahly
helpful to small, technically oriented firms. Ihis would expedite olur

growth in exports. We project an expansion of our U.S. production
facilities to aid us ini penetrating export markets. In view of the current
economic climate, DISC provides significant help for financing this
exl Ision.

Dymat InternationalCorp. (Shermaui Oaks, Calif.).-Very important
imlpact-will strongly motivate businessmen to increase export sales-will have this effect on us.
Atlantic Cemical ('orp. (Nutley, NJ.).-DISC arrangement needed
to help us r gain lost export markets by equalizing existing tax bias
against U.S. exports; 3 to 5 year stai tl') time.
Culligan Inc. ('Vorthbrook, Ill.).-Will place us in a more competive
l)osition in export m,.arkets-we extend our support.
Yellow Springs Instritment Co., Inc. (Yellow Springs, Ohio).-I
sJ)eculate that the existence of such a. vehicle woul(dtend to increase
the export of our domestic production.
International Hospital Supply, Corp. (New York, N.Y .).-We could
very well increase our export business from 50 to 100 percent if we
had such a tax deferral. We have lost many orders which we know we
coul( have realized had we had the benefit of this type of a 'Treasury
law at the time of negotiations. We heartedly support the DISC
proposal.

Cargill, Inc., Lawv Department (Alineapolis, linn.).-In favorwould have significant impact in helping us to compete in increasingly
competitive wheat, feed, grain, and oil seed markets abroad.
Aal'ional Bank of IWashington (Tacoma, ll1ash.).-Our bank will be
following the progress of the DISC with a view of active participation
by depositors.
San. Diego International Services (Sat Diego, Calif.).-The consensus among clients was heartily in favor of the program being
adopted and strong in the belief that it will enhance the climate for
U.S. exports and give many basis for expanding sales effort and plant
expeniditure.
Sun. Chemical Corp. (New York, N.Y.).-Would substantially increase our export of the goods we manufacture. Woul permit us to
become more competitive in the markets where we have potential
customers. Our expanded export market would utilize our present
excess production capacity and would result in an increase of our
future capacity.
International Controls Co. (lVorrenton, Pa.).-The result, is obvious.
We need more working capital in the formn of accounts receivable to
continue our international sales efforts. The DISC program will be a
major step iii that, direction. Without it. our activities must be
curtaile(l.
Union Carbide Corp. (New York, N.Y.).-Based on almost 50 years
of export experience, we believe that it shoul(I l)rovide real incentive
and stimulus resulting in a significant expansion of exports.
Monroe Auto Equipment Co. (Alonroe, Mlich.).-DISC wouhl 1)e of
tremendous assistance in increasing our participation in the international market and would be a great incentive for American comapanies to supply their world markets from U.S. l)lants.
North American Rockwell (Pittsburgh, Pa.).-Can be a very meaningful incentive for U.S. exports.
Erie lanitfacttring ('o. (llilwauikee, Wis.).-It is my belief, that
with such a program we could increase our export sales as much as 20
percent in a relatively short period of time. We believe that we can

compete effectively in world markets on the basis of the quality of
our product, if tax advantages enjoyed by foreign competitors are
neutralized.
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. (Oakland, Calif.).-Would, no
doubt, be an important consideration in formulating future foreign
investment policies and would tend to serve to stimulate and increase
our exports of U.S. manufactured products.
Lockheed Aircraft International, Inc. (Los Angeles, Calif.).-The
DISC proposal represents, in our judgment, a significant incentive
to foster the exportation of U.S. goods and services.

Chicago Rawhide Manujacturing Co. (Elgin, Ill.).-It will provide
incentive for exporters to more aggressively seek out new export.
opportunities which can only result in a sigificant improvement in
the foreign exchange position of the United Sttes.
Weyerhaemser Co. (Tacoma, 11 ash.).-The l)rol)ose(d export incentive

legislation involving the Domestic International Sales Corp. j)1ro)oal,
in lmy view is a tremendous step forward ani we give it our enthusiastic
en d(orsemen t.

Sillcox Air Conditioning Corp. (New York, N.Y.).-We are all for
the DISC proposal-it is a beginning ad would certainly be helpful.

Firms like us require the supl)ort, representing as we (1o some 30
U.S. manufacturers helpig to supl)port U.S. labor and trying to
increase the balance of payments by direct shipments from here.
DISC would enable us to enlarge our overseas sales activities which
we project woull increase our export sales by a minimum of $1 million.

Socar Trading Co., Inc. (Greeiwille, S.C.).-Our complete capitalization and operational expenses are directlyy allied to the exl)ort effult
for our principals ani their products. DISC will free otherwise reserved
monies for tax earnings to finance overseas importers, parent coil)anies, and so forth, to further tile upsurge of exl)orts from the United
States.

Joseph Stanley Co. (Rirer IForest, Ill.).--The American exi)oiter is at
a tremendous disadva!itage for many reasons in comparison to the
foreign exl)orters in Europe, Canada, Japan, et cetera. The creation
of a domestic international sales corl)oration is a step in the right
direction, and we heartily en(lorse this i)rol)oal.
American, Micro-Systems, Inc. (Santa Clara, Calif.).-The DISC
proposal , if it becomes law, would probably enable uts to leveloj) a
plarticipation in the European market earlier than planned -s well
as increasing our exports to tle Far East. We offer our supplert.
Cariboo-Pacific Corp. (Tacoma, lVash.).-The 1) ISC program can
become a vital factor in our country's ability to cope with its comll)etitors in world trade. 'Top management in these comnl)anies has beell
alerted to the potential value of time DISC program, andi has exlpre-sed
hope that it. will become viable in a relatively short time.
Soillest, Inc. (Evanston, Ill.).-This type of arrangement would be
very effective for our compaiiv. Wouhl enable Soiltest to be more

competitive in the international markets and to retain jobs for our
employees in the United States and actually increase the uimnber of
U.S. jobs.

Medical International, Ltd. (Chicago, Ill.).--The DISC legislation
will benefit U.S. exJ)orters alid achieve the objective of an overall

increase in U.S. exports despite the

egtive impact of inflation.

Van Waters & Rogers (San lrancisco, Cali.).-American companies
need this al)proach to complete more favorably aggressively and
profitably in the world market..
Superior Air Produicts Co. (Newark, N.J.).--We are getting much
more competition from Germany and Japan because of their direct
or indirect assistance to their exporters. We believe that we should
have comparable assistance from our own Government to allow us to
continue to compete in the world market.
The following is a list of other companies that have written to
su)port the DISC principle:
Hendrickson International Corp. (La Grange, 111.)
Shure Brothers, Inc. (Evanston, Ill.)
United Export Corp. (South Bend, In(.)
Finnigan (Palo Alto, Calif.)
Pacific Airinotive Corp. (Burbank, Calif.)
Princeton Gamina-'Tech., Inc. (Princeton, N.J.)
Slerck & Co. (Rahway, N.J.)
Commercial Solvents Corp. (New York, N.Y.)
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc. (Wilmington, Del.)
Circuit Foil Cori). (Bordentown, N.J.)
Vaughan & Bushnell Manufacturing Co. (Hebron, Ill.)
Kimberly-Clark Corp. (Neenah, Wis.)
American Equipment Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
American Express Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
O.N.C. Motor Freight System (Palo Alto, Calif.)
Gilson Brothers Co. (Plymouth, Wis.)
Honeywell, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.)
The Anderson Co. (Anco) (Gary, Ind.)
Dana World Trade Corp. (Fort Wayne, Ind.)
International Harvester Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1\atheson Scientific (Chicago, Ill.)
Stewart-Warner Corp. (Chicago, Ill.)
Aeroglide Corp. (Raleigh, N.C.)
Franklin Electric (Bluffton, Ind.)
(Ion Rancho-California (Ontario, Calif.)
General Binding Corp. (Northbrook, Ill.)
Square D Co. (Park Ridge, Ill.)
Skokie International Inc. (Evanston, Ill.)
Collins Machinery Co. (Monterey Park, Calif.)
Borg-Warner Corp. (Chicago, Iil)
1Massey-Ferguson, Inc. (Des Moines, Iowa)
Akron Tire Supply Co. (Akron, Ohio)
The Vendo Co. (Kansas City, Mo.)
Nuclear Data, Inc. (Palatine, Ill.)
John Oster Manufacturing Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
Mallinckrodt Chemical Works (St. Louis, Mo.)
Western International Trade Corp. (Palo Alto, Calif.)
John Fluke Manufacturing Co., Inc. (Seattle, Wash.)
Gehl Co. (West Bend, Wis.)
Gelman Instrument Co. (Ann Arbor, Mich.)
Belshaw Bros., Inc. (Seattle, Wash.)
American Photocopy Equipinnt Co. (Evanston, Ill.)

The ARO Corp. (Bryan, Ohio)
Neslo Manufacturing Corp. (Doylestown, Pa.)
Northrup, King & Co. (Minneapolis, 'Minn.)
Helene Curtis Industries, Inc. (Chicago, Ill.)
Libby, McNeil & Libby (Chicago, Ill.)
GREFCO, Inc., (Los Angeles, Calif.)
Lamb-Grays Harbor Co., Inc. (Ilequiam, Wash.)
Dynatower Crones, Inc. (Lake Forest Ill.)
Panduit Corp. (Tinley Park, I1l.)
Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, Calif.)
Carrier Corp. (Syracuse, N.Y.)
Kaempen Industires Inc. (Orange, Calif.)
Swift & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
Byerly & Associates (Houston, Tex.)
The Treasury also received a number of letters from trade associations and chambers of commerce in sul))ort of the DISC principle,
including the followingScientific Apparatus Makers Association (Washington, D.C.)
Minnesota World Trade Association (Minneapolis 'Minn.)
World Trade Club of Saint Louis, Inc. (St. Louis, Mo.)
International Trade Development Association (Doylestown, Pa.)
Institute on U.S. Taxation of Foreign Income, Inc. (New York,
N. Y.)
Colorado Regional Export Expansion Council (Denver, Colo.)
Manufacturing Chemists Association (Washington, D.C.)
American Pa er Institute (New York, N.Y.)
Federation of Rocky Mountain States, Inc. (Deinver, Colo.)
American Cotton Shippers Assofviation ( Iemphis, Tenn.)
National Constructors Association (Washington, D.C.)
National Foreign Trade Council, Inc. (New York, N.Y.)
MIachinery and Allied Products Institute (Washington, I).C.)
National Association of Manufacturers (New York, N.Y.)
National Export Expansion Council
Foreign Trade Association of Southern California (Los Angeles, Calif.)
Washington State International Trade Fair (Seattle, Wash.)
Council of State Chambers of Commerce (Washington, I).C.)
Labor-Management Industv Conmiiitee for Domestic Motion
Picture Production
CaliforniaL State Chamber of Commerce (Sacramento, Calif.)
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a brief summary of it which I could submit, with your

emissiono.
The CHAIRMAN.

Go right ahead.
DiSC PROPOSAL

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the
opportunity to appear before the committee to describe our Domestic
International Sales Corp. or DISC recommendation and to urge its
approval by the committee.
We make this recommendation because the U.S. tax system
presently results in an income tax disad vantage to U.S. export sales

as contrasted with foreign production by subsidiaries of U.S. companies, or by foreign-owned coml)anes. At a time when the United
States is making every effort to improve its balance of trade, this disadvantage should be removed.
The DISC proposal provides for deferral of U.S. tax for a domestic
corporation engaged in export sales similar to that presently provided
for foreign manufacturing subsidiaries of U.S. companies.
The DISC proposal is now before the committee in the form of title
IV of alnendmnents No. 925 and 1009 to H.R. 17550. The House Ways
and Means Committee has reviewed this proposal in detail and reported
it to the House favorably as title IV of H.R. 18970.
All of these provisions are identical and I will simply refer to them
as the DISC bill.
We strongly support the provisions of the DISC bill which recognize
the importance of a change in the income tax rules applicable to U.S.
export.
I would like to summarize the main features of the proposal as set
forth in the DISC proposal. We think that it is simple in concept.
The Internal Revenue Code would be amen(led to l)rovide for a new
category of domestic corl)oration to be known as a Domestic International Sales Corp. (a "DISC"). The U.S. tax on the export income
derived through such a corporation would be deferred as long as it is
either used in the corporation's exl)ort business, is loaned to export
producers or invested in obligations issued or guaranteed by the
Export-Import Bank and thus is not distributedd to the DISC's
shareholders.
Upon the distribution of (lividends from the DISC, the income
would be fully taxed at full corporate tax rates in the case of corporate
shareholders, and at. full personal income tax rates in the case of
individual shareholders.
The qualification requirements are that a DISC must be a domesticc
company, must have 95 percent of its receipts in the form of qualified
export receipts, must have 95 percent of its assets in the form of
qualified assets, must have only one class of stock and a minimum
capitalization of $2,500, and must have male an election to be treated
as a DISC.
Exports are determined by a destination test rather than a passage
of title test as l)resently in the Internal Revenue Code.
To qualify as an export the property nmist be sold or leased for
direct use, consumption or disposition outside of tile United States, or
sold to an unrelated DISC for export by the latter. To qualify as
export. property, not, more than 50 percent of the fair market value of
the property exported can be attributable to articles iml)orted into
the United States. The President will be authorized to exclude from
the definition of export property any property determined to be in
short slipply domestically.
A DISC may reinvest its export earnings in the exj)ort business.
This would include investments in warehousing, assembly, and transl)ortation facilities used in its export business, an(l also investment in
foreign branches or sales subsidiaries under si)ecitie( circummstanc(.-.
We have in essence viewed the DISC as a partner with the U.S.
p producers exporting to foreign markets. Therefore, a principal provision of the proposal permits a DISC to invest its accumulated export
income by way of loans to donlestic producers, whether or not related,
to finance the producers' export-reltated assets used in the production.

Thus if a producer exported 20 percent of his production the producer would be entitled to have loans from the DISC outstanding at
any time equal to 20 percent of the producer's assets.
Present rules for pricing between related companies represents
substantial problems for taxpayers and the Internal Revenue Service
in the administration of the tax law, and are far harsler than those
enforced by many foreign countries.
In formulating our DISC proposal, we have contemplated that a
substantial volume of sales will occur between manufacturing concorporations.
panies and related DISC
In order to (leal with these problems, the proposal contemplates
that transfer pricing on the inter-compa.. sales used to determine
foreign source export income will be accept. . where the result allocates
income on export sales to the DISC up to 4 percent of qualified export
receipts, plus 10 percent of the DISC export promotion expenses, or
allocates up to 50 percent of the combined taxable income of the
DISC and a related supplier, plus 10 percent of the exl)ort. promotion
exl)enses, whichever of these two calculations results in a higher
a monnt.
Similar rules would be prescribed in the c ase of commission and
rental agrenlntese.
In order to insure that ordinary income is not converted into cal)ital
gains, any gain on the sale of DISC stock would be treated as ordinary
income to the extent of accumulated DISC income.
While the l)rovisions of the DISC bill are not identical to the original
)rol)osals of the administration, we give our full support to tl,.e.<e
provisions as now contained in the bill.
Some minor technical I)roblenis have been suggested and we have
discussed this in general with the staff of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation, and it was agreed that we will give imme(liate cojisi(leration to these technical matters and developtany
amendments which may be warranted by them.
We, therefore, urge that this committee give its approval to tie
DISC bill.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We will include at this point in the record a statemnent on the DISC proposal submitted ')y the Honorable Stanley
Surrey, former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy.
We all know the high honor with which lie served in that, post.
(Tile statement referred to follows. Hearing continues on page 45.)
SUMMARY

OF ARGUMENTS

AGAINST

DISC

PROPOSAL-SUBMITTED

BY STANLEY

SURREY

1. Proposal eliminates an entf (, activity-exporting-from income tax.
II. Proposal involves a revenue loss of $1 billion over the next three years and
more than $1 billion annually thereafter-$2 billion in 1971-1974. This is at a time
when the Treasury is seeking to raise taxes elsewhere and to restrict expenditures

in important social and urban legislation.

I1. This sweeping exemption of export income, vith its resulting large revenue
loss, is taken without any presentation by the Treasury of any economic study or
data to demonstrate why, where, and h,-w this step will increase our export trade.
Indeed, the revenue loss will far exceed any possible benefits to our expo rt trade.

IV. Proposal involves tax reduction for our largest corporations. rhis is at a
time when the Treasury is seeking to raise taxes on all others-taxes on telephones,
automol)iles, gasoline.

V. While Proposal is phrased in terms of "deferral of tax" and for exportt
profits"-it becomes complete exemption and for much more than export piolits,
reaching into manufacturing profits.

VI. Proposal provides corporations with tax-free money for domestic use-of
foreign investment-having nothing to do with exports.
VII. Proposal, though described in terms of domestic export subsidiaries, will
in reality encourage foreign subsidiaries and bring back tax-haven operations.
VIII. Proposal is inconsistent with our other tax rules and does not find any
parallel in the tax rules of other countries.
IX. Proposal is likely to cause foreign retaliation and emulation which will
hurt our trade balance.
X. Proposal is complex, with many surveillance problems and many inroads on
existing rules, so that its weaknesses and further loophole potential will be fertile
hunting ground for tax avoiders.
XI. Proposal is contrary to 1969 tax reform efforts.
THE DISC PROPOSAL To SUBSIDIZE EXPORTS
The Trade Bill pending in the House contains a tax Proposal, called DISC,
designed to subsidize exports through freedorry from income tax. This memorandum
outlines arguments why the Proposal is und( irable.
I.

PROPOSAL

ELIMINATES

AN

ENTIRE

ACTIVITY-EXPORTING-FROM

INCOME

TAX

The DISC Proposal is intended to exempL as much as possible of the export
trade of the U.S. from income tax for a lengthy period, perhaps indefinitely. Such
a major change in our tax system is contrary to the basic concept of an income tax,
has no counterpart elsewhere in the world, and is a complex, costly, and undesirable step.
The Proposal in effect exempts an entire commercial activity from the U.S.
income tax. On its face, such a sweeping change seems wrong in itself-"exporting"
is suddently made free of tax. Such a step, if taken at all, should be taken only on
the soundest of arguments, on the basic of careful and full documentation, on an
analysis that clearly demonstrate us---not just states-that the United States will
realize demonstrable benefits from the step, and that no alternative of direct
ai.,stance is available and feasible. There is no such showing here.
It.

PROPOSAL INVOLVES A REVENUE LOSS OF $1 BILLION IN TIlE NEXT THREE YEARS
AND MORE, THAN $1 BILLION ANNUALLY THEREAFTER

The DISC Proposal is no minor tax measure. The Congressional Tax Staff
)lace the annual revenue loss at $720-955 million in 1974, when the Proposal is
fully effective after a transitional period, and increasing thereafter. This is the
loss that will occur even if the Proposal does not, stimulate an additional dollar
of exl)orts. It is a built-in, inevitable revenue loss since the Proposal provides a
tax subsidy for existing exports and is not limited to the export growth, if any,
induced by the subsidy. Even in the transition period, 1971-1973, the Proposal
will lose a $1 billion dollars. Thus in the four years 1971-1974 the Proposal
involves a $2 billion revenue loss.
This revenue loss occurs at a time when the Administration is pressing for
more tazes because of fiscal needs. It is seeking to extend the tax on telephones
and automobiles, and to adopt new taxes because of revenue needs-and yet it
proposes in DISC to lose $2 billion dollars in revenue in four years.
The Administration continually presses to restrict Congressional expenditures
on hospitals, education, pollution control and other important social concerns
because of fiscal needs. But in the DISC Proposal it suddenly turns over $2
billion in four years to exporters-most of the money going to our largest corporations. Yet there is no case made--nor can it be made--that such a high and expensive expenditure priority is merited by these exporters and their activities.
Nor is there any concrete analysis or data that the revenue loss will achieve
demonstrable benefits for the United State--in marked contrast to the rccognizable benefits to be achieved through expenditures to meet ourl social problems-expenditures that must now be kept back to make way for $2 billion to
exporters.
III. PROPOSAL NOT SUPPORTED BY DATA,

ANALYSIS, OR ECONOMIC STUDIES

In the public presentation of this proposal by the Treasury, and in the Ways
and Means Comnmittee Report describing it, there was no study l)resented, no
data made available, no economic case put forth to demonstrate the effect of this
subsidy to the export trade and to demonstrate why, where, and how the purpose
of the subsidy-an increase in U.S. exports beyond what would result in the
absence of the subsidy-will be accomplished.

The House Ways and Means Committee Re)ort says the "Treasury has
estimated that overall the additional exports generated by the proposal, when it is
fully effective, will increase by $1% to $1
billion a year on the average" (1). 18).
There is no public documentation-which others call examine-to support this
statement. There is no indication as to the goods, the areas, the activities in which
the increase will occur. There is no economic analysis of just why and how the
increase will come about, as compared with hoping or asserting it will come about.
Is it through lower prices? (but since lower prices initially reduce our export
volume, just how we will get ani increase in exports that not only offsets the initial
decrease in dollar volume but also provides an affirmative increase sufficiently
large to justify the revenue loss involved). Is it through a better "image" for
exports ("it's tax free"), and hence increased activity and thinking about exports? (but will these psychological factors really move our agricultural exports
over European barriers and direct subsidies, or move many of our consumer goods
past the hurdles of competition?)
The prime basis for the Proposal-and the Treasury's belief that it will increase
exports-seems to be in these words of Secretary Kennedy, quoted (p. 18) in the
Committee Report:
"I believe this shift in taxation would hell) signal to industry that improved
export performance is a national objective of high )riority; it would hell) build the
consciousness and attitudes toward exports that this country has been sorely
lacking."
The "signal" and the "consciousness" come at a $2 billion price over four years.
Where else is Congress spending so much money on so intangible a ground? No
expenditure program-even a minor one--would be presented to the Congress or
adopted by it on the basis of such a woefully inadequate, almost lion-existent,
supporting case. Yet since this is a "tax incentive", the Treasury presumably
feels that it is permissible to spend $2 billion without even the support that an
expenditure program of a few million dollars requires.
Very few experienced companies are publicly testifying or demonstrating that
the subsidy will increase their exports, and indeed, the contrary seems more
lik ely. Thus, E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Inc. says: "We would not be riulh
to testify that duPont could expect to increase its exports through the use ef a
DISC". Libby McNeill & Libby states: "While certainly it would be better than
nothing and perhaps could be used to advantage in new situations, it does not
deal with the real reasons for our balance of payments difficulty, l)robal)ly would
not be very effective in reversing patterns that already exist." -hardly a testimonial on which to start, spending $2 billion in four years! (The above are from
the letters Sen. Percy included in the Congressional Record of June 1, 1970.
Indeed, in those letters while many companies say they like DISC a!' d it will
reduce their taxes, the letters are noticeably lacking in an, hard, specific facts and
details on just how the Proposal will help exports).
Even accepting the Treasury's guess of $1-y4 billion in increased exports "when
the Proposal is fully effective," as a Minority Report asks: What kind of a deal
is this?-the Government will be spending, on the Congressional Tax Stalff
figures, at least over $3 billion to achieve this increase of a little over $1 billion.
Indeed, the Treasury may be spending more since the Treasury really doesn't"
say when the increase is to be achieved. Secretary Kennedy, when he presented
the Proposal, said its effect "should be to generate over time a level of exports a
billion dollars or more greater than might otherwise develop" (underlining added).
(The House Committee Report, using the l)hrase "when it is fully ettectiv'",
is no more definite, for it merely says that the increase in exports will occur when
the Proposal has exercised its effect in stimulating exports-but when is this).
We must remember that as against this problematical (should generate, not
will generate) indefinite export increase, the U.S. will be losing $1 billion (under
the Congressional Tax Staff figures) during the transition and thereafter 31
billion or more annually in revenue-these revenue losses are an actual, not
problematical, matter. How many annual losses of $1 billion or more will occur
before we see the increase in exports, and what will the total balance sheet ado
tip to of revenue loss as against exports added-the Treasury pre;entatioi is
silent on this.
IV. PROPOSAL INVOLVES A TAX REDUCTION

FOR OUR

,AIGEST COIPOIIATIONS

The subsidy and revenue loss will in large part go to our largest cori)orations
and represent a windfall to them. It becomes tax reduction for the 100 or so of our
largest corporations who account for a major share of all U.S. exports-the
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Minority Report states that about half of our manufacturing exports alone are
made by 93 companies. Such a reduction and such an expenditure are not in
keeping with our fiscal situation or our national priorities.
The Administration is seeking new revenue sources now and talking of new
revenue sources in 1971. A tax reduction for major corporations-an annual
revenue loss of $1 billion or more-is not in keeping with a desire to seek increased
taxes to improve the fiscal position. The Administration is seeking to raise the
taxes on everyone-it wants to extend now the taxes on automobiles and telephones
and apply a new tax to leaded gasoline, and is talking of a national sales tax in
1981-yet it is pressing to reduce now the taxes of major corporations.
V. WHILE PROPOSAL IS PHASED IN TERMS OF "DEFERRAL OF TAX" AND FOR "cEXPORT
PROFITS )-IT
BECOMES COMPLETE EXEMPTION AND FOR MUCH MORE THAN
EXPORT PROFITS, REACHING INTO MANUFACTURING PROFITS

The Proposal stresses that, it will just defer the tax on export profits. But clearly
the Treasury does not expect a mere few years deferral, for it recognizes that
businesses will not alter their operations and organization for that. So the
Proposal must envisage a long period of deferral. Such a deferral becomes the
equivalent of exemption.
Indeed, in the description which it previously circulated to business groups, the
Treasury said the deferral for export profits would go on for at least ten years
and where exports increase-and they do naturally year to year-the period
would be longer. But in these days of high interest rates, a postponement of
tax-a borrowing interest-free froni, the Government-is the equivalent of exeul)tion. The Treasury earlier said as much-'"deferral for a substantial period reduces
significantly the impact of a tax and, of course, deferral that lasts indefinitely
can have substantially the same effect as an exception from tax." The NAM in
its testimony has described the Proposal just that way: "Its specific purpose is
to increase
exports by deferring, perhaps indefinitely, the U.S. tax on some part
of profits from exports." (Italics added)
But even indefinite deferral is not required. At today's high cost of money, the
present vakie of ten years deferral of tax is worth the amount of the tax itselfwhich makes deferral the equivalent of exemption.
Moreover, the deferral is even extended further tinder the part of the Proposal
that on liquidation or disqualification of a DISC it can spread payment of the
tax ten years forward into the future.
The Proposal is presented in terms of deferring tax on "export profits." Presumably it is intended to cover the profit attributable to the sales activities
a-ociated with exports. But its specific provisions for the determination of
export profits sweep in manufacturing profits as well. Under the arbitrary formulas
presented to determine export earnings nuch-in some cases all-of the manufacturing profits will be freed of tax. Indeed, it is this inroad into the mianufacturing profits that attracts most of the supporters.
The formulas used permit. exemption for 50% of the difference between cost
and sales price, or 4% of the sales price, whichever is greater. In many cases, it is
likely that 4% of sales price could place the entire profit on the sale outside of
the income tax. For those industries with low rates of return on sales-agriculture
for example--the entire profit from manufacture to sale will be completely
exempt from tax on goods going abroad. It is clear that far more than export
earnings is being relieved of tax. Indeed, for companies selling goods abroad, the
tax on the entire profit from manufacturing and sale will switch from a 48% rate
to, at least no more than 24%, and then may drop even to zero if the profit rate
on sales is less than 4%.
Moreover, even where the profit rate on sales is above 4% so that the rule
exempting 50% of the profit cones into effect, the use of a foreign sales subsidiary
tied on to a DISC can increase that 50% figure to a much higher figure. As a
consequence, even here the tax rate on the entire profit from manufacturing and
sale will be below 24% and somewhere between 24% and zero (See VII below).
In addition, the 50% rule which allocates 50% of the overall profit to manufacturing and 50% to the export sales activities is intended to produce a result
more generous to the DISC and its exempted sales activities than would occur
under the usual tax rules of pricing applicable to sales by a manufacturer to a
distributor. The result is to exempt some manufacturing profit in addition to
the profit resulting from the sales activities: the overall rate on the entire profit
from manufacturing and sale switches from 48% to 24%, with the sale component
in effect being taxed at zero and the manufacturing component at less than 48%.
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MONEY FOR
VI. PROPOSAL REALTY MEANS PROVIDING CORPORATIONS TAX-FREF
DOMESTIC USE OR FOREIGN INVESTMENT-HIAVING NOTHING TO DO WITH EXPORTS

A DISC is permitted-indeed encouraged-to lend its tax-free income to its
parent company to be used to buy plant and equipment, or for research. The loan
is costless to the parent. Indeed, this is the key to the Proposal. But the assets
obtained through the loan proceeds-or the research done -- need have nothing to
do with exports. The funds can go entirely to domestic production or-and this
is in complete negation of the whole Proposal-entirelyto manufacturing activities
owrseas. There is absolutely no tracing of the tax-free income into export activities.
rle Proposal permits the DISC to lend its funds at 4% interest to the parent
manufacturer. The parent can deduct the 4% interest and the DISC does not pay
tax on the 4% interest. The DISC must then distribute to the l)arent the 4%
interest, which is income to the parent. But the income item is offset by the
previous deduction of the parent, and the )arent also has its 417c interest paylient
involved.
back-so no cost i."
The loan can be in the )ro)ortion, of the total existing production assets of the
)arent, that its export sales are to total sales. Hence if a parent has $20 million of
facilities, and its export sales are 20% of total sales, $4 million can be loaned by
the DISC to the l)arent. But the $4 million can be used for l)urely domestic
l)urposes-or for investment overseas-that do not relate to exports. There is no
tracing required of the loan to facilities or equipment actually used in production
for export. This could go on year after year for an established corporation which
started with export sales. Indeed, the whole Proposal is geared to this, since a
DISC is required to reinvest its funds and most DISCS would soon run out of
real export activities on which to use their funds. Hence the permission under
DISC to the parent to use the export sales income for its production activities
becomes the key to indefinite deferral (House Committee Report, 1).17)-and
the absence of tracing becomes the key to use for non-export activities.
The proposal in effect gives financial assistance to companies who have exports
even though they do not use the money for export activities. The Statement in the
House Committee Report-following the Treasury's explanation-that the "U.S.
tax will not be imposed on them as long as they continue to expand their export
sales organizations or invest their export income in production facilities to the
extent the facilities are used to produce goods in the United States for sale abroad'
(p. 16) is siml)ly inaccurate.
VII. PROPOSAL, THOUGH

DESCRIBED AS INVOLVING TilE

SUBSIDIARIES, WILL IN REALITY ENCOURAGE
BRING 1ACK TAX-IIAVEN OPERATIONS

USE OF DOMESTIC EXPORT

FOREIGN

SUBSIDIARIES AND

The DISC Proposal is described in terms of the creation of domestic export
subsidiaries-)onmestic International Sales Corporations. In many cases these
will be only shell corporations. At any event, the emphasis in title and description
on the "domestic" character of the DISC corporation does not portray the full
effect of the Proposal. The technical structure of the Proposal is an encouragement
to the use of foreign sales subsidiaries-FISC-in addition to the )ISC, since a
DISC lu~s a FISC give more tax exemption than a DISC alone. Moreover, the
structure encourages the use of tax-haven countries in which to locate the foreign
sales subsidiaries. Much of the 1962 anti-tax haven reform legislation is thus
discarded and tax-havens are brought back to the scene.
If a DISC buys from its parent manufacturer and sells to a foreign customer,
at least 50% of the overall profit is exeml)t. If the manufacturer's cost, for example,
is 50 and the final sales price is 150, then .50 is exempt. But if the DISC creates
a foreign subsiiary-FISC-sells to it and lets it sell to the foreign customer,
the profit of the FISC when declared as a dividend to DISC is fully exeml)t. If
DISC sells to FISC at 100, and FISC sells to customer at 150, then the FISC
profit of 50 is exeml)t and also half of the DISC profit of 50-a total of 75. The
addition of FSC has raised the exeml)t portion from .50 to 75. (The precise
effect, of course, depends on the sale price of DISC to FISC).
The taxplayer's goal, when adding the FISC, will be to locate it, in a tax-haven
country so tat foreign taxes are not a problem. The Proposal permits tax-haven
operation for a FTIC by here sweeping away the 1962 reform provisions desigiled
to prevent tax-haven abuse. Moreover, the taxpayer will want to keep the l)ISC
price low omi sale to a FISC tax-haven, and thus he will become involved in
controversies over price with the Internal Revenue Service on a wide scale.
The Treasury )resentation did not describe these aspects in detail and tle ComInittee Report does not consider their imnlications. As a colls(qhIence, aplparently
their effect was not considered in the revenue loss estimates, so that those esti51-3S9-70-pt. 1-
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mates are on the low side. Moreover, the stimulus to use foreign subsidiaries
makes DISC more helpful to the larger corporations than to small business.
VHIt. THE

PROPOSAL IS JUSTIFIED BY

THE TREASURY

IN

THESE TERMS

(a) Export Income is Partly Foreign Source Income.
(b) Deferral of Tax on Export Income is Similar to Deferral of Tax o. Foreign
.Manufacturing Subsidiaries.
(c) Other Countries Are Not Taxing Exports.
These justificationsare not valid
(a) To say that export income is partly foreign source income uroves nothing.
The U.S. has always taxed income from foreign sources as we!l as domestic sources
when the income is obtained by U.S. corporations and individuals. Royalties,
dividends, interest, etc., when paid by foreigners are foreign source income in the
same sense, but are taxed when received here in the U.S. by a U.S. corporation.
And so export sales to foreigners made by U.S. corporations are taxable--and
always have been-though they can be called foreign source income in the same
sense.

The treaty policy of the U.S. goes to great lengths to insist that. the export
income of he U.S. is income to be taxed by the Unitet States and not by other
countries. That policy therefore seeks to prevent other countries from taxing our
export, trade and will permit such foreign taxation only where the U.S. exporter
is operating through a permanent establishment in the foreign country.
The Treasury says that the DISC "approach is consistent with the basic
philosophy of the U.S. tax system" (Statement of Set. Kennedy). The Lontrary
is the case-it is completely inconsistent with the application of the income tax
to export income ever since 1913. It is completely inconsistent with our entire
treaty policy since our first tax treaties in the nineteen-thirties.
(b) The fact that our foreign manufacturing subsidiaries are not generally
taxed by the U.S. until their income flows to the U.S.-the tax is "deferred"does not justify this Proposal. For the price of deferral in the case of these foreign
manufacturing subsidiaries is payment of foreign income taxes. Those taxes are
substantial and in many cases close to-or more than-our own income tax.
Deferral for our foreign manufacturing subsidiaries has not meant exemption from
income tax-it has meant payment of income taxes to other governments. But
the deferral of DISC means exemption from all tax-doinestio and foreign--and
in no way resembles the treatment of investment in our foreign subsidiaries.
The Treasury says that the effective froeign fax rate on all foreign subsidiary
operations of U.S. businesses was about 38.6% in 1964. But the DISC "deferral"
can mean a zero tax. It is very hard to see how a zero tax is similar to-the
Treasury's words-a 38.6% tax. Even the entire range of possible DISC taxfrom zero to 24% (see V above) is considerably below a 38.6% tax.*
Any deferral for our foreign manufacturing subsidiaries, moreover, ends when
the income is brought back into the U.S. as dividends, or even when it is still
owned by the foreign subsidiary but is invested in U.S. assets such as
domestic facilities of the U.S. parent. But the DISC income is already in the U.S.
Moreover, it can be invested in U.S. domestic facilities or activities of the U.S.
parent having nothing to do with exports-and still it is not taxed.
Moreover, if deferral for our foreign manufacturing subsidiaries is a material
benefit and inducement to investment abroad, the obvious course is to end the
deferral and leave the U.S. tax system in a neutral posture between investment
abroad and investment at home. ".ut this the Treasury will not do. Instead, it
says we should keep our tax incentives to investment abroad and then it says we
must exempt export income because of the tax incentive to foreign investment.
The whole approach is clearly a boot-strapping operation, and one that ends up
leaving a large gap in the income tax and being highly discriminatory in favor
of those taxpayers engaged in foreign activities as compared with domestic
activities.
(c) The Treasury presentation talks of other countries which "defer their tax
on export income or exempt such income from tax, to a greater or lesser extent."
But nowhere is it flatly stated that other important exporting countries-countries
with which the U.S. may be compared-systematically seek to exempt from
*The 3.6% foreign tax rate on our foreign suLsidiaries, referred to by the Treasury, moreover, is
an efetire tax rate, the overall rate on all types of subsidiaries and on all their income. The Treasury
then compares that rate with the U.S. rnargnial rate of 4S% which it says applies to exports-but
marginal rates ar,- different from effective rates. Foreign marginal corporate tax rates are often in the
50%c or upper fores range-while the U.S. effectlre corporate tax rate In 1965 for all industries iras
37.8%. Comparisons that mix up the two forms of rats are not helpful, or accurate.

income tax their entire export trade. The fact, is that the exemption inherent in
tile DISC Proposal goes far beyond tile treatment of export income iii any coinparable country.
The House Committee Report, following the Treasury presentation, states as
justification for the Proposal that "A number of foreign countries, for example,
have the so-called territorial concept of taxation under which they do not, tax
foreign source income at all" (p. 16). This is simply inaccurate. Such countries
do ta.i export sales to foreign ndependent customers. It should be noted that
about 85% of U.S. export sales are to foreign independent customers, and there
is no indication that foreign patterns differ materially. Here foreign countries
do tax the profit-but under DISC 50% or even all of the profit will be erempl.
Where the sale is to a foreign affiliate, such as a subsidiary, some countries may
not tax the profit realized by the subsidiary when repatriated to the parent, but
they wih tax the sale to tile foreign subsidiary. But the Proposal will equally
exempt the profit of the subsidiary and then also exempt one-half of the sale to
the subsidiary.
Moreover, these "territorial approaches" are usually a relic of tax history,
traceable to schedular tax systems and colonial trade, with no aflrmative intent
to subsidize exports. The Finance Ministries of some of the countries using this
approach understand its weaknesses and defects and are moving thru tax reforms
to reach the )resent U.S. system. It would be irony indeed for the United States
now to take the leadership in setting the tax clock back.
Some foreign countries do have some specific income tax incentives for exports.
But the United States should be countervailing against such provisions, should be
insisting they are contrary to GATT, and should be taking whatever other action
is feasible in negotiation. That should be the U.S. role--and not the role of going
much further by exempting all export income from tax and setting inlmotion a
spiral of more and more tax escapes in the export field.
IX.

PROPOSAL IS LIKELY

TO CAUSE FOREIGN RETALIATION AND
WILL IIURT OUR TRADE BALANCE

EMULATION WIIICH

In the Treasury presentation of the Proposal there is no material presented
to demonstrate that this sweeping change in our tax rules and the resulting
subsidy to exporters will not produce retaliation or emulation in other countries.
Such a reaction abroad will tend to offset or exceed any potential gains to our
trade balance sought through additional exports stinmlated by DISC. If other
countries emulate-and why shouldn't the), since their exporters will demand
equal treatment from their Governments-then the United States, the largest
and strongest nation, will have been the leader in exempting export income from
taxation over tile world and in tearing a big hole in the income tax. The United
States, the leading economic country inthe world, should Iot be the instigator of
this tax chaos.
If the leading economic country in the world exempts its export trade from
income tax, other countries are bound to take action inself-defense. Other countries may see DISC as a violation of GATT-whatever the U.S. Treasury says
as to the status of DISC-and resort under GATT to countervailing duties against
our exports. Or other countries may decide to emulate us and themselves adopt
DISC or some variation-or even some new device-seeking thereby to advance
their exports. But whatever the form of the reaction abroad, it is bound to hurt
our trade balance and reduce if not remove, or indeed reverse, tile export beneemulation, then after all the legislation is
fits claimed for the Propusal. If it i-the income taxes of the exporting colultries will not reach the export trade-we
will be in the same or worse position as to trade levels but tile income tax system
will be severely weakened and the strongest country in tile world will have led
the attack on the income tax system.
Presumably the Treasury believes this Proposal is not contrary to GATT.
It is a strange world, however, if this Proposal-seeking completely to exempt
the export trade of a country-is not a barred subsidy. It is hard to see what
would remain of GATT in the tax area after th!', step and those taken abroad in
retaliation or emulation.
Foreign countries inself-defense will also have to revise their tax treaty rules
and other tax rules and administrative practices, which up to now have been
beneficial to U.S. exporters. The result will be an increase in the ways by which
foreign countries will now tax our exports in situations in which our exports have
been previously unaffected by foreign tax systems.
Tax treaties now uniformly exempt an exporter selling goods within a country
from that country's income tax unless those activities constitute a "permanent
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establishment" in that country, a phrase which the treaties define narrowly so as
to relieve an exporter from being involved in the tax system of the countries to
which he is exporting. This treaty policy rests on the assumption-valid Ul) to
now-that tile exporter will be taxed in his own country and double taxation can
thus be avoided by freeing him of tax in the country of destination. But under
DISC the U.S. exporter will no longer be subject to tax, and hence other countries
will begin to remove their liberal treatment of the U.S. exporter.
Moreover, where a DISC is selling through a permanent establishment or
foreign subsidiary in a country with a significant corporate tax, the DISC will
seek to fix the inter-coral)any rice at a high level, since the higher the price, the
geater the exemption from U.,. tax under I)ISC. The foreign country, to protect
its revenues, therefore must administratively check these DISC prices. Up to
now, since the U.S. taxed the exl)ort sale, our exporters were largely free from
this price check abroad; under DISC they will attract the examination of foreign
revenue agents.
Many of the le-ss-developed countries have been seeking to expand their tax
systems to reach the profit on exports to their countries, and have sought to chip
away at existing international tax standards which exempt, exports in the countries
of destination less a l)ermanent establishment exists. Under DISC, these
countries will be considerably encouraged in pursuing our exporters, both because
of the exemption under DISC from U.S. tax and because the technical rules of
)ISC treat export income a- foreign source income (income arising outside the
United States) when the goods are sold for consumption outside the United
States. This use of a destinationo" rule to determine foreign source income-an
approach not used before )y the United States-is an open encouragement to
those counties to apply the same destination rule and make our export income
their source income and subject to their tax.
X.

PROPOSAL
IS COMPLEX-WITH
MANY SURVEILLANCE
PROBLEMS AND
MANY
INROADS ON EXISTING RULES-SO TiAT ITS WEAKNESSES AND FURTIIER LOOPHOLE
POTENTIAL WILL BIE FERTILE HUNTING GROUND FOR TAX AVOIDERS

The Proposal is
simple, readily
method
assistance.
It isand
seriously
complex-with
itsnocomplexities
andapplicable
its technical
rulesoflikely
to grow
grow
as time goes on. For taxpayers will want to push more and more income into the
DISC device-royalties and services are examples-and seek more and more
ways to use the income without disturbing the deferral. The Treasury will have
to cast its surveillance over a vast array of activities to seek to confine the deferral
to "exports"-goods coming to the United States for )rocessing and then sent
out; goods sent abroad for some processing and then returned; foreign subsidiaries
of DISC with their own activities that may involve services and other assistance
to foreign manufacturing subsidiaries; transportation activities of DISC companies
that intermingle exports, imports and all kinds of goods over the world; companies
that shift the place of production around and fill foreign orders in the United
States but then manufacture abroad for use in the United States (just a switching
of the place of manufacture).
The Proposal also cuts across many established rules-for example, it would
validate the use of tax-havens all over again.
It is hard to see the justification for so much complexity and gadgetry-it is
really impossible to see it in this situation when there is no assurance that any
real benefit, to the U.S. will come from all of this technical maze.
In all probability, many a tricky maneuver exists in these technical rules.
Thus, the formulas for determining export income create more "foreign source
income" than would exist under regular allocation rules. Suppose a company
with manufacturing subsidiaries abroad creates a DISC, runs its exports through
it, distributes the profits each year since it is not concerned with deferral-but
by so doing and without actually increasing its exports, does technically increase
the amount of "foreign source income:." attributed to its existing exports and
hence is able under the foreign tax credit rules to use the foreign taxes on its
foreign manufacturing to shelter the U.S. incme from its exports. The DISC
here thus becomes an incentive to hell) investment abroad, despite higher foreign
tax rates on that investment,, rather than to increase our exports. (Minority
Report, 1). 178).
The technical DISC rules will permit a taxpayer, contrary to existing rules,
to shift 4 the allocation of some of his costs of productionn away from exports and
attach hem to domestic sales, thereby increasing the amount of "export income"
exeml)t under DISC.
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Xi.

PROPOSAL -CONTRARY TO

1969 TAX REFORM

EFFORTS

The Congress has just spent iii 1969 an arduous year in legislating tax reform.
Most of the effort went into reducing money S)ent through the tax system on
matters that were not a necessary part, of the income tax structure but were backdoor ways of spending Government funds-the use of the tax system for non-tax
ends. The Treasury now wants to turn its back on that Congressional effort and
spend $2 billion over four years for non-tax purposes, but cloak it as a part of
the income tax. If this occurs, some future Congress will have to struggle with
removing this tax preference-when the income tax windfall of exempting the
whole export trade becomes clear to the public. But why start down this road at
all, why reject. all that was learned in 1969? If assistance is to be given l)y the
U.S. Government to our export trade, as a priority matter under our budgetary
policies, it should be done directly and not as part, of the income tax.
The Proposal is a negation of the entire 1969 tax reform effort. That effort
showed how hard it is to dislodge tax preferences-tax incentives-once planted
it tle Internal Revenue Code. Tax history is replete with the cycle of today's tax
incentive becoming tomorrow's tax preference and tax loophole. But the entrance
into the Code of the incentive-just present it with no back-u) study, no analysis,
no economic data but only the statement it will help by creating the right imageis in marked contrast with the efforts to dislodge the incentive once its wastefulness and )reference aspects become plain to all. For then it is part of the status
quo and its beneficiaries will resist any change. This can be especially true in the
case of the DISC device, which will require corporate organizatioaal changes and
different methods of doing business for all our exporters. Once the business
patterns and structures forced by the DISC become imbedded in business operatioihs, it will be extremely difficult if not impossible to alter the DISC tax rules
even though those rules simply nmean tax reduction for some but no benelit to the

United States at large.

The CHAIRM.AN. Thank you, gentlemen.
Now, in order to expedite these hearings, I have instrcted our
staff to arrange that, if members of the committee want to i'iterrogate

the witnesses at greater length than we can provide for them here,
we will l)rovide the conference room as we did with the tax bill
and they can interrogate the witnesses at greater length. And we will
offer each Senator 5 minutes to interrogate the witnesses and then if
lie wants to interrogate them further, we will ask the witness to meet
him in the conference room and lie can ask further questions for the
record.

Any questions, gentlemen?
Senator BENNETT. I would like to have a minute or two, 'Mr.
Chairman.

Beginning at the end, Mr. Colien indicated he has two additional
exhibits or additions to his testimony, are they available now?
,Ir.
COHEN. Senator, they are available now. I do not know in

how many copies, but, I have copies here.
Senator BENNETT. I would appreciate it, if I could have two copies
or a copy of your t\%o statements at the earliest possible time.*
1\1r. COHEN. I have one that I am sending to you now.
Senator BENNETT. I have a copy of your full statement.
MINK FURSKINS

Mr. Gilbert, in your statement, you refer specifically to the mink
industry and its problems.
*See pp. 20 and 31.

STATEMENT OF HON. CARL 3. GILBERT-Resumed
1\1'. GILBERT.

YeS.

Senator BENNETT. My State of Utah is probably the largest producer of ranch mink, and I am very definitely interested illthis problein. I see some of the newsmen smiling because while mink is a luxury
item when it is sold, it is very important in the farm economy of my
State. I would appreciate the privilege of asking you some questions

in writing.
Mr. GILBERT. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT. Specifically, I would like to know what adjust,ments you would like to have made on the basis of which you would
be willing to continue the embargo on Soviet furs, and I would like
to ask some other questions.
It is interesting that while the imports are declining the domestic
production is also declining, so we have a serious problem in terms of
the overall market for American produced mink, and my questions
will go to that.
I assume also, on the basis of your statement., that if the inadvertance, which would consider a piece of mink smaller than a cigarette
equal to a full skin were cleaned up in the bill, that might eliminate
some of your objections to any solution which might give some protection to the American industry.

Mr. GILBERT. It,would be helpful.
Senator BENNETT. So, Mr. Chairman, I will ask, and I would ask
that they be answered as quickly as possible, hopefully before the
committee comes to act on this particular bill.
Mr. GILBERT.

Certainly.

(The questions with replies follow. Hearing continues on page 49.)
COMMENTS SUBMITTED BY THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR WALLACE F. BENNETT

Question 1: If that provision of the bill, which you refer to as "inadvertent" on page
15 requiringthe counting of scrap pieces of fur in plates, ma.s, linings, strips crosses
and similar products having purposes of filling the quota on mink fur skins, should be
eliminated or otherwise s(tisfactorily adjusted, what would your opinion be as to the
proposed quota of 4.6 million pelts?
Question 2: If it were shown that the proposed quota of 4.6 million (arrived at by
taking an average of import volume for the high years of 1967, 1968 and 1969) was
unrealistically high, and should therefore be reduced to 3.6 million (arrived al by
averagingimport volume for the years 1968 and 1969 and estimated 1970) to more truly
reflect curren! conditions, what would your position be toward the revised quota of 3.6
million?
Reply: In the face of the thorough and objective analysis made by the Tariff
Commission in 1968, supplemented by recent data from industry and government
sources, the Administration does not consider that a tariff quota would be an
effective way to stimulate demand or remedy other problems faced by domestic
mink ranchers. The basic problem of the domestic mink ranching industry appears
to have been causec vy factors other than imports. Imports have declined steadily
since 1966, both in absolute quantity and as a share of U.S. Consumption(see
attached table). Meanwhile, U.S. production has risen steadily for 15 years,
reaching a record level in 1968. The first decline in production since i953 occurred
in 1969, but the decline in imports was greater both in absolute and relative terms.
U.S. exports in this period have been growing steadily and reached a record high
in 1969.
If a tariff quota is included in the bill, the provision on mink should be amended
to take care of the provision requiring that individual pieces be counted as a skin.
Question 3: If subsection A in other provisions, requiring compensating concessions
to affected countries, in lieu of the GATT agreements, to what extent would the Administration take into account the existence of hidden, nontariff barriers in those affected
countries, ereded against our exports, not negotiatingthose compensating concessions?

Reply: In facing claims for compensation, the Administration takes every
relevant factor into account. However, the rules of the game, in the GATT as
well as in Section 252 of the Trade Expansion Act, specify that an affected country
retaliates against nontariff barriers (NTBs) through established procedures and
does not use an NTB as an excuse for implementing a protective device. If tariff
quotas are imposed on mink and duties are increased, the United States will have
to make compensatory concessions, just as it would demand that others do in
similar cases.
Since late 1967 the United States has been pressing a campaign in the GATT
to eliminate or reduce the trade restrictive effects of laws, regulations and practices
which are labelled as NTBs. Such measures have been indentified, discussed and
categorized for further discussion and possible negotiation in the future. It is
possible, however, that there are still some "hidden" NTBs which we have not
been able to locate (see page 245 of the House Ways and Means Committee print
of May 1970 for industrial NTBs), and if so, the Executive Branch would like to
have information about them.
The United States also maintains a number of measures which other countries
call NTBs (see page 228 of Part I of House Ways and Means Committee hearing
record for May 11, 1970). The United States is, therefore, as vulnerable as many
others in acting on NTBs.
Question 4: Will the Administration recognize that the decline in domestic production and the decline in the import volume, beg inning seriously in 1968, might have
been caused by overloading of the domestic market in 1966 and 1967 through excessive,
duty free imports, and that this oversupply coupled with low quality skins from abroad
has seriously eroded the prestige image of mink and, therefore, the demand in years
following?
Reply: The Administration considers that the factors mentioned in question
4 are only a part of the picture and are not adequate to explain the decline in
demand for mink. For example, inadequate weight is given to important style
or fashion factors that are unrelated to imports. Nor does the analysis take account
of broader economic conditions that have slowed demand for luxury goods such
as furs, including varieties where imports are insignificant.
While maintenance of the prestige image of mink may be a legitimate objective
of private industry, the Administration considers that imposition of import
restrictions for the explicit purpose of making a product, considered by most to
be in the luxury category, even more expensive to American consumers would
not be a legitimate objective of trade policy.
Question 6: Does the Admi.:islration recognize that exports, though growing slowly
in volume, have suffered from price erosion to the same relative extent that skins sold
for domestic consumption have su.lered, and that the average prices currentl, secured
for exports reflect zero profit to the producer, being below the cost of production
Reply: Prices received by exporters of any product on the world market reflect
a number of supply and demand factors operating in other countries as well as
the United States. To the extent that quotas restricted access to the domestic
market, they would tend to cause further price erosion on the world market, not
an improvement of exporters' receipts.
Question 6: Does the Administration recognize that imports from Russia and
China, whether in the form of raw skins or garments, are sold into the world market
without direct relation to cost of pr,-'luetionl Is it fair to ask domestic, tcxpaying
producers to compete on that basis?
Reply: Imports of fur skins or garments from China are now and would continue to be denied entry into the United States under the prov;-Sions of the Foreign
Assets Control Regulations. In the event that any imports from the USSR are
dumped on the U.S. market, effective remedies are available under the U.S.
Antidumping Law and the Administration would act to investigate any specific
complaints that such practices were injuring U.S. producers.
In determining whether products from countries with state controlled
economics are being sold at less than fair value, the Treasury departmentt can
use "constructed value," including production costs, administration and overhead and an addition for profit. If imports of Soviet fur skins were purchased
at prices below the constructed value and such imports injured or threatened to
injure a domestic industry, special dumping duties could be imposed equal to
the difference betweeit the purchase price or exporter's sales price and the
constructed value.
Question 7: Does the Administration recognize the tremendous variety of furs
available in the free world to domestic furriers andfur workers, without having access
to the seven embargoedfurs?
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Reply: The Administration did not propose repeal of the embargo on the
,;even types of furs in question. That Section was added by the House Ways
and Means Committee. However, the Administration did not oppose the
measure because it considers the furriers are disadvantaged in being denied
access to furs which can be entered as clothing. No one, including the mink
ranchers, benefits from this policy.
Question 8: Does the Administration recognize the Ircmendous effort and expense
madc by American producers in creating, building and promoting domestic and world
market for an important segment of American agriculture and does if propose that

this effort be offered free to foreign producers, and particularlyto Comtr-nist producers, not subject to our taxes or labor costs and our burdens of market development?
Reply: American industries commonly have large programs to promote sales
of their products, many including activities to stimulate demand abroad. More
specifically, the Administration understands that substantial oi.tlays have been
made by American mink producers for market development. We understand that
l)romotional funds are also spent in the United States by foreign mink interests,
although in smaller amounts. Spokesmen for the fur manufacturing industry have
indicated that they, too, have carried on a large campaign to stimulate sales.
Information on these activities was provided in both the Tariff Commission report
and the House Ways and Means Committee. Thus both advocates and opponents
of increased protection on mink furskins cite their promotional activities as support
for their positions. As for imports from Communist countries, the Administration,
as noted above, is on record as supporting high duties on mink fur skins if the
present embargo is removed.
Question 9: Isn't it true that the conditions promoting the entbargo in 1951 and
retained in 1962 are the same today as they were in 1951 and 19621
Reply: While the Administration did not propose repeal of the embargo, it does
not oppose the amendment added to 1I.R. 18970 by the House Ways and Ieans
Committee. For some years, the United States Government, under both Republican and l)emocratic Administrations, has supported trade in peaceful goods with
the Soviet Union. The present Administration, after careful review, has reaffirmed
this policy as being in the national interest. As previously noted, Foreign Assets
Control Regulations would continue to prevent exports of fur skins by "Communist
China to the United States.
Attachment.
MINK FUR SKINS: U.S. SALES, IMPORTS, EXPORTS, AND APPARENT CONSUMPTION, 1953-69
[Volume figures in million fur skins]

Exports3

Apparent
U. consumption'

Ratio of
imports to
consumption I
(percent)

0.4
.5
.5
.6
.9
1.0
.9
1.0
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.0
1.3
1.2
1.4
1.5
1.6

3.5
3.5
4.0
4.2
5.4
5.1
5.8
5.9
7.2
7.1
8.0
8.4
9.2
10.4
10.2
10.1
7.8

34
37
40
43
50
49
47
46
54
52
55
51
52
54
52
48
46

U.S. sales (production) I
Year
1953 -----------------1954 ------------------1955 ------------------1956 ------------------1957 ------------------1958 ------------------1959------------------1960 ------------------1961 ------------------1962------------------1963------------------1964------------------1965------------------1966------------------1961------------------1968 ------------------1969 -------------------

Ranch

Wild

Total

2.0
2.1
2.4
2.6
3.1
3.2
3.5
3.7
4.0
4.1
4.3
4.7
5.3
5.7
6.0
' 6.5
05.5

0.6
.5
.4
.3
.4
.3
.4
.4
.3
.3
.4
.3
.3
.2
.2
.2
.2

2.6
2.6
2.8
2.9
3.5
3.5
3.9
4.1
4.3
4.4
4.1
5.0
5.6
5.9
6.2
6.7
5.7

Imports'
1.3
1.4
1.7
1.9
2.8
2.6
2.8
2.8
4.1
3.8
4.5
4.4
4.9
5.7
5.4
4.9
3.7

I For a particular year, the data reported here represent sales by ranchers and trappers of mink fur skins that were
obtained almost entirely from peltings during the precedin November and December.
2Excludes Ja anese mink and dressed mink fur skins which are imported in insignificant quantities.
a Includes both
undressed and dressed domestic and foreign merchandise.
4Sales plus imports minus exports of both domestic and foreign merchandise.
I Imports as used here equal imports for consumption minus exports of foreign merchandise, which averaged about
10,000 fur skins annually.
I Estimated by the National Board of Fur Farm Organizations.
Source: Sales (production) of ranch-mink fur skins compiled from information submitted to the U.S. Tariff Commission
by ranchers and auction houses, except as noted; sales (production) of wild-mitrk fur skins compiled from official statistics
of the U.S. Department of the Interior; inpoits and exports compiled froin official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce.

ADMINISTRATION'S

POSITION

Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, may I ask two brief questions?
I would like to ask whether the administration approves or opposes
the legislation enacted by tie House of Representatives. fhat could
be answered in one word. And 1 would like to ask whether the administration approves or opposes the anienddnents-tley are identicaloffered by the two Senators from South Carolina.
MV. GILBERT. I think the only answer I can give, Senator Byrd, is
the answer I anticipated to that question earlier. Ihe administration's
position is longer t ian one word.
Senator BYRD. Take whatever words you wish, just so you lnake
it clear, if you would.
Mr. GILBERT. As I put it earlier, the administration continues to
support and urge the enactlent of the administration's own proposall
vith the additions that I have commented on. There are certain portions of the House bill which are not only acceptable but desirable.
Senator BYRD. You favor the quota for textiles; is that correct.?
Mir. GILBERT. That is correct..
Senator BYRD. You favor the amendment offered by the two Senators from South Carolina?
Mr. GILBERT. Perhaps I am more ignorant. than I should be. I was
under the inpresgion that the amendment offered by tie two Senators

from South Carolina was to add the entire House bill as is.
Senator BYRD. That is correct.
.Mr. GILBERT.

And I think I have attempted to make it clear we

cannot accept the entire bill as is.
Senator BYRD. But you do favor the textile provision?
Mr. GILBERT. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

OF TRADE

PROPOSALS

Senator FULBRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question? First,
I would like to ask the chairman whether lie intends to pass upon

this bill Monday?
The CHAIRMAN. No; we will be holding hearings 'Monday. We will
continue these hearings Monday.
Senator FULBRIGHT. What is tie intention of tile chairman about
this bill; is it to pass it. before the recess on next Wednesday?
The CHAIRMAN. It is the ho )e of the chairmaln that we might order
a social security bill reported by tile co ichisioll of business Ol Wed-

nesday. But I doubt that the staff could do the work that would be
necessary on just the social security part of it to report the bill oIl
that date. It would take several (lays to report it.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I am not clear about the status of the bill. Has
it yet been voted by the committee to attach it to the social security

bill?

The CHAIRMAN. No.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Is it the intention of the Chairman to ask that

that be (lone?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the Senator from Georgia, Mir. Talmadge,
indicated that lie and the Senator from Wyoming, 'ir. Hansen, intend
to offer the amendment to tie bill before it is reported, and it has also
been made clear by the two Senators from South Carolina if the coin-

mittee does not (1o that they would expect to offer such amendments
from the floor.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I know they can do anything they like on the
floor. I was wondering about the extent of the hearings, whether or
not there will be ample time given to those interested. There are a
number of people interested in this bill, particularly in my State. I
don't know whether it is as iml)ortant as mink or not, but the United
States sells about $750 million dollars worth of whole soybeans every
year with ny State providing about $72 million dollars worth of
these exports. Our l)rincipal export go to Japan and other countries
which will be affected by the bill. They ought to have an opportunity
to be heard.
So I wondered if they will be given a chance to be heard.
The CHAIRMAN. We have some agricultural witnesses today, Senator.
We have the Farmers Union listed to testify. Most of the witnesses
scheduled are all witnesses opposed to the house proposed bill, the
theory being that those who would like to see that bill passed would
not want to prevent it from being voted on by demanding the right
to testify or prolonging the hearings to the extent that the clock
would run out on their proposal.
Senator FULBRIGHT. The only thing I wish to say
The CHAIR MAN. But there are a few witnesses who will appear in
support of the bill as well.
Senator FULBRIGHT. The reason I ask the question is that I never
heard him propose before that we would not be allowed to ask questions in oplen session but we would have to go back into a private
room. I never heard this procedure before I would think that those
who are interested, would want to testify since it is a very important
bill. Many people think it is reminiscent of the Smoot-Hawley bill
which has occasioned a great deal of discussionn in the last 40 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, I propose that we have a 5 minute period
for each Senator to interrogate each witness, and at the conclusion
of that if he wants to interrogate the witness further that we use the
procedure that we use when we were trying to report the tax reform
'bill last year. He can interrogate the witnesses as long as lie wants to in
our conference room and make that a part of the record.
Senator BENNE1Tr. There will be a stenographer there to take down
the record?
The CHAIRIAN. We will make a stenographer available to him to
take down both his questions and the answers and interrogate the
witness as long as he wants to. That )rocedure was satisfactory to
all members of this committee when we were conducting hearings on
the tax reform bill. We certainly could not have gotten thet bill out
within the time limit the Senate imposed on us if we had not used a
procedure of that sort. There is no desire to keel) the Senator from
asking any questions he wants to ask, but it is just a matter of whether
lie wants to ask them in front of this hearing room or whether lie is
content to ask the questions of the witness in the room immediately
behind us where we hold our executive sessions.
I availed myself of that privilege as did other Senators, when we
were hearing the witnesses on the tax reform bill. There were some
witnesses, for example, witnesses from the State of Louisiana, that
the chairman, coming from that State, wanted to interrogate at
greater length but it might not have been of the same interest as
other Senators from other States. So that that measure has made it
possible to move along with the hearings.

In any event, this is something we are going to have to vote on,
ready or not, because we have been told that it is going to be offered.
Senator FULBRIGHT. We did take a little longer on the tax bill than
2 (lays and there was considerable time for various witnesses. It seems
to ne 2 days is not very long for a bill of this consequence. But in
any case, I wanted to know w hat the intentions were.
The CHAIRMAN. There are available to us, Senator, 16 volumes of
hearings from the Ways and Means Committee on this measure, and
one can find a lot of support for any position he wants to take on that,
but if we conduct hearings that would even al)l)roach the adequacy
of the hearings held on tie other side, then there is no prospect, no
possibility of voting on this measure in this Congress.
Now, there are at least four Senators who have indicated that they
plan to propose either all or part of the House bill as an amendment to
the social security bill and that is why we are holding this hearing.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I certainly am glad we are holding these hearings. It,would be a new policy to accept the House conclusion anl
take their hearings. This is a rather new approach on the part, of the
Senate. We do not do that in many cases, and I am not sure I would
like for us to establish a l)recedent of simply accepting the hearings
that are held in the House and acting u)on them.

If this legislation as has been stated is basic to our economy, that
this body should give, and this legislation deserves, serious attention.
But in any case I just wanted to know what the intention is.
If I understand it, it is to try to vote next Monday or Tuesday to
report the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Senator, it is not the chairman of the committee offering the amendment. It is other members of the committee
who indicate that they have every intention of offering it, and the
request has been made upon the chairman of the committee which was,
of course, directed to the committee itself, that we hold hearings before
the measure was voted on.
Now, it is impossible for this committee to hold the kind of hearings
that those members wvho have indicate(l they wanted for us to ho d
hearings would desire with regard to this measure. But, at least, we
will be able to hear what the administration witnesses want to say.
We won't be able to conduct even the hearings we would like to conduct,, to interrogate witnesses in depth with regard to this measure.
But we can certainly have the adnimistration's views with regard to
the House-passed bill which we will be voting on ii the near future.
We will have the Secretary of Commerce on TMonday, and we cam
have 2 (lays of hearings, as the committee agreed iiiour executive
session yesterday.
Clerk's Note.-At this point, objection was raised in the
Senate Chamber to the Committee on Finance sitting while
the Senate was in session. (See p. 405 for excerpt from proceedings in the Senate, Oct. 9, 1970.) The testimony beginning
at this point and proceeding through page 113 was taken during informal proceedings with the following members of the
Committee on Finance present: Senators Long, Anderson,
Talmadge, Fulbright, Byrd Jr., of Virginia, Williams of
Delaware, Bennett, Miller, and Hansen.

Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, I have just been called and informed that. Senator Javits has insisted that the committee has no
right, to sit. He has interl)osed an objection, and if we continue to sit
he will raise the question on the floor of the validity of any testimony
taken in the hearings.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that, is just great. I will pay for the reporter
myself. We just won't, from this point, go forward with official
hearings but 11ol an informal meeting.
Senator MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I share the Senator from Arkansas'
concern about the soybean problem. It seems to me that the Department of Agriculture fias primary interest in the matter of agricultural
exports an(! iml)orts. I do not have a list of the prospective witnesses
for the next (lays of bearings, but I would hope that we would have
either the Secretary of Agriculture or one of his representatives here
to testify on this most important item.
Further, and in the interests of time, I am not going to be asking
questions of the witnesses, but I have been advised that we may
prepare questions and have them submit answers for the record, but
I would be very doubtful that the information that I am asking for
from each of thie witnesses who has testified so far would be able to
be coml)ied by them for the committee much before next Wednesday
or Thursday at the very. earliest, and possibly not even by then, and
the information is very ml)ortant to me, at !east, in determining my
views on the bill, and also on the DISC l)rol)osal which, generally, I
favor, except I would like to go farther.
I hope that we would not take action on this not only until the
hearings have been concluded, but also until the information we
have requested has been submitted to the committee so that the
members can study the responses.
So while we may complete the hearings by next Monday or Tues(lay, I (1o not think we will have all the information in response to
what we have asked by that time. Those are the two points I am
concerned with.
The CHAIR1MAN. Well, Senator, that is all fine, and I am just trying to (to what the committee wants to do, and I will do whatever
the committee asks me to do about the matter.
Now, it, is beyond my power to (1o what Senator Javits wants to
do. He sent me a letter asking me to hold a hearing, and now he
wants to sendl the sergeant-at-arms over to break it up. So I will just
proceed on whatever basis the law permits me to proceed, to respect
the other Senators who joined in requesting that we hold a hearing
on this matter. The committee in executive session asked that this
matter be heard, and that is what we are going to do, to the best of
our ability.
Senator MILLEIR. I applaud the Chairman for holding the hearings.
I would just like to make sure that in our witness list we have somebody from the Department of Agriculture, anti that we not predestlile ourselves to voting on this thing before all the information is in.
(Questions of Senator Miller submitted to the Department of the
Treasury and the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations with
replies of the witnesses follow. Hearing continues on page 56.)
QUESTIONS ASKED OF DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Question: The Treasury's recommendation that Congress approve the DISC proposal represents abandonment of the policy of "neutrality" as between domestic-source
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income and foreign-source income. Last year, you indicated that your research would
follow a cost-benefit approach, with carefully estimatedd revenue impacts to balance

against economic and social trade-offs in our national interest. Please furnish for the
record a summary of the trade-offs resulting from this rcscarch.
REVENUE

IMPACT

OF

DISC

AND ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
DIRECT REVENUE IMPACT

TRADE-OFFS

ESTIMATED

Answer: The estimated impact on the FY 1971 budget of a DISC program
assumed to begin January 1, 1971 is relatively small (le.i than $75 million).
It will gradually rise to an estimated $600 million per -ear by the fifth year after
its inception. This $600 million represents the revenue loss from the deferral of
tax on the level of exports we would have had in the absence of DISC, taking
into account the normal growth in such exports. Additional exports which would
be attributable to adoption of DISC obviously involve no revenue lo;s.
The $600 million amount reflects adjustments for two factors: (1) dividend
distributions from DISC over a period of time and (2) an estimate of the tax that
would not have been collected by the U.S. Government on export income, even
in the absence of any DISC, due to the use by exl)orters of excess foreign tax
credits to offset the U.S. tax on export income.
It is difficult to predict what percentage of earnings will be distributed by DISC's
as dividends to their parent firms; but dividend distributions by foreign-based
subsidiaries of U.S. firms in recent years have averaged about 350%of earnings
and in the case of foreign-based manufacturing subsidiaries about 50%. These
foreign-based subsidiaries have a U.S. tax deferral on their undistributed earnings
as the DISC's will have. If their experience applied to DISC's, the latter, after
a few years, would be distributing from 35% to 50% of their earnings. [owever,
our estimate assumed no distributions for the first two years, a nominal distribution in the third year and distributions in the fourth and fifth years of only 10%
to 15% as the DISC proposal will permit more flexibility in the use of undistributed
DISC profits than present law permits foreign subsidiaries.
Data with regard to item (2) above are not available from tile I RS forms filed
by corporations, but there are some indirect indicators of the amount of excess
foreign tax credits that are being used currently as an offset to the U.S. tax on
export income, and there is some information about this item from individual
companies. The amount could well be several hundred million dollars; but since
it is difficult to firm up this estimate, we have used an average of $65 million per
year in the first five years from establishment of the DISC's.
EFFECTS ON

ECONOMY

AFFECTING REVENUE

IMPACT

The $600 million estimated revenue loss does not include any allowance for
increased tax revenues from the stimulative effect of DISC's on U.S. investment,
output and employment. By stimulating experts, the DISC should not only lead
to fuller utilization of presently unutilized capacity; it should also, over time,
affect managerial decisions on the location of new plants in a direction favorable
to the U.S.
Evidence that the DISC would have this effect was presente(l, for examl)le,
by one company in a detailed evaluation of the DISC plan with respect to its
own operations. That study concluded that DISC legislation would enable the
company to increase its exports by $370 million over the next 10 years. Of the
23 major products groups analyzed (representing about 80c of the company's
current exports), the export volume of one category of products, amounting to
roughly $18.5 million in export sales in 1969, was currently limited, not because
of pricing or promotional factors, but primarily because of limits on U.S. prodhuction capacity. The company stated that the higher costs of export sales make
export activities only marginally attractive as compared with overseas l)roduction,
thereby forcing business in general to make manufacturing investments overseas,
rather than at home. The company projected that, if the DISC i)ropo.al were in
effect, the net return with respect to these products would improve considerably
and would lead the company to give serious consideration to expanding domestic
facilities to supply additional foreign (leman(d, rather than expanding its overseas
capacity, or abandoning foreign sales to its competitors. Expanded domestic
facilities would result in increased U.S. output and jobs.
The U.S. currently faces both an unsatisfactorily high level of unemployment
and balance-of-payments deficit. Efforts to stimulate domestic employment,
through purely domestic-oriented projects could increase tile demand for imports
without any effect on exports and have an adverse effect on our balance of trade.
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Severe deflation of the economy, on the other hand, might help our balance of
trade, but at the expense of an intolerable level of unemployment. DISC will
stimulate more exports, helping our balance of trade; and, by so doing, they will
allow more leeway in increasing the level of domctic employment without adverse balance-of-payments effects.
It is extremely difficult, of course, to quantify the tax revenue that might be
attributed to the stimulative effect of DISC's on the donm-stic economy.
INCREASE

IN

EXPORTS AND DOMESTIC

EMPLOYMENT

We have estimated that, on the average in the four or five years following its
inception, DISC would lead to almost $1.5 billion more exports per year than
would otherwise take place. A more optimistic estimate reflecting reactions from
some business firms would be in the neighborhood of $ .5 billion. Assuming that
the relationship between output. per worker in export industries and in overall
manufacturing remains the same as it was for 1966, such increases in exports
would involve on the order of 80,000 jobs.
The trade-off to the revenue cost of DISC involves more than the direct and
indirect offsets described above. The U.S. spends billions to preserve its defense
posture in the world. The DISC, by comparison, will involve a relatively minor
revenue cost to help maintain a strong U.S. economic posture in the world.
Question. Please provide for the record the average hourly wage rates in manufacturing for each of the last five years for the United States and the six other major
reportingnations.
I believe this information will show a trend of widening differences from the uage
rates of the United States, aggravated by inflation in the United States.
How much of the decline in our favorable balance of trade would you attribute to
inflation in the United States?
HOURLY EARNINGS IN MANUFACTURING FOR U.S. AND SELECTED FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Answer: Attached table indicates that while U.S. hourly earnings in manufacturing in recent years have generally risen at a slower rate than foreign earnings
(adjusted), the dollars-and-cents increases in U.S. hourly earnings have been larger
because the U.S. wage base is so much higher.
The data, of course, need to be considered in the light of differences, and
changes in, productivity per worker to form judgments of shifts in the U.S.
competitive position.
HOURLY EARNINGS IN MANUFACTURING FOR UNITED STATES AND SELECTED FOREIGN COUNTRIES, 1965-69

lin U.S. dollars

United States ----------------------------------

1965

1966

1967

1968

2.61

2.72

2.83

3.01

United Kingdom (males only) I-------------------- 1.20
1.29
(Times 1.14),
----------------------------- (1.37)
(1.47)
anada ---------------------------------------1.96
2.08
(Times 1.18)'
...
..----------------------------(2.31)
(2.45)
Japan -----------------------------------------

(Times 1.13) 2

..

.45

.51

...----------------------------(.51)
(.58)

1.31

(1.49)
2.22
(2.62)
.57

(.64)

1.22

(1.39)
2.39
(2.87)
.67

(.76)

1969
3.19

1.32

(1.50)

2.58
(3.04)
:go

(.90)

Germany
---------------------------------(Times .41)---------------------------France ---------------------------------------

1. C3
(1.45)
. 74

1.11
(1.57)
.78

1.15
(1.62)
.83

1.20
(1.69)
.9?

1.30
(1.83)
1.04

Italy ------------------------------------------ (Times t.82)2
-------------------------------

.62
(1.13)

.64
(1.16)

.68
(1.24)

.71
(1. 9)

.78
(1.42)

(Times 1,67)3 ..-----------------------------

(1.24)

(1.30)

(1.39)

(1.54)

(1.74)

'Reflects United Kingdom devaluation in mid-1967. Does not reflect French and German exchangt-rate changes in
1969, because surveys were taken torlier in the year.
'Reflects BLS-computed adjustment, based on 1966 data, for differences between countries in labor costs (e.g., employers' contributions to socizi insurance prograrns) not included in published earnings figures.
Note: These hourly earnings figures, in the absence c, data on output per man-hour, do not Indicate the level of labor
cost per unit of output.
Source: Prepared from country sources by Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor.
RELATION

OF DECLINE IN U.S.

TRADE BALANCE

TO U.S.

INFLATION

The explanation for the decline in our trade surplus is to be found in a number
of factors, an important one-but not the sole one-being domestic inflation in
the U.S. For example, the relative cyclical stages in which the U.S. and some of

its trading partners were operating was distinctly unfavorable to the U.S. a
few years ago. It has been favorable to the U.S. trade balance in the last several
quarters. Other important factors affecting our trade balance include changes
in the capacities of various foreign countries to supply industrial goods to world
markets; changes in U.S. consumer tastes (foreign autos, for example); changes
in commercial policies of other countries; and, of special significance to these
hearings, tax policies of other countries (such as tax holidays to attract new
U.S. and other investment) and tax policies of the U.S. (which have served as a
relative impediment to exports). Thus, while a substantial part of the 1965-69
decline in our trade surplus may be attributable to domestic inflation, that
is not the whole story. Although some efforts have been made to isolate statistically the precise effects of domestic inflation on the trade balance, there effects
are not easily separated from those due to other influences.
QUESTIONS ASKED OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

Question: I am advised that in 1962, our State Department allowed a "clarification,"
so-called, of the GATT regulations to permit the rebate of turnover (or addcd value)
taxes and to prohibit similar treatment for income taxes.
Is this true? If so, how did it happen? How "binding" is such a unilateralconcession
on the United States? What efforts have been made to rectify the matter, and with what
results?
If we are "bound" not to "rebate" income tax, would we necessarily be "bound"
not to lower tax rates on foreign source income? For example, specify wherein we would
be prohibitive front extending our Western Hemisphere Trade Corporationtax law to
include other countries-Europeancountries and Japan,for example?
Answer. The GATT rule permitting rebate of indirect taxes is traceable to the
ITO Charter as originally proposed by the United States in 1946. At that time the
United States relied heavily upon indirect taxes and this treatment was considered
to be in our interests. These proposals influenced the drafting of the rules of the
GATT in 1947. The GATT provision on subsidies, contained in Article XVI,
was based directly upon the U.S. proposals.
The members of the GATT made this subsidy provision more specific in 1957
by agreeing to an interpretive note which provided "the exemption of an exported
product from duties or taxes borne by the like l)roduct when destined for domestic
consumption, or the remission of such duties or taxes in amounts not inexcess of
those which have accrued, shall not be demed to be a subsidy."
This interpretive note merely strengthened what had been explicit in the
GATT since its inception in 1947 in its separate rules concerning countervailing
duties. Ifere the GATT provides that any exemption or remission of indirect
taxes should not be a basis for imposing antidumping or countervailing duties.
A related GATT rule adopted in 1957 prohibits export subsidies on products
other than )rimary prod ucts. The countries agreeing to this expanded rule further
agreed in 1960 on a list of practices generally to be considered as subsidies. Among
those listed were:
"(c) the remission, calculated in relation to exports, of direct taxes or
social welfare charges on industrial or commercial enterprises;
"(d) the exemption, in respect of exported goods, of charges or taxes,
other than charges in connection with importation or indirect taxes levied
at one or several stages on the same goods if sold for internal consumption;
or the payment, in respest of exported goods, of amounts exceeding those
effectively levied at one or several stages on these goods in the form of
indirect taxes or of charges in connection with importation or in both forms."
This ride became effective in 1962 among the indutrialized countries. It was
reached on a multilateral basis, not by unilateral eocessionis by the United
States. Since sonic of those countries were rebating on exports their employers'
social security taxes and corporate income taxes, it was considered at the time
to be a major achievement.
Our concern about the possible trade effects of direct and indirect taxes and of
GATT rules regarding such taxes resulted in the establishment of a special GATT
Working Party on Border Tax Adjustments in 1968. This group has analyzed the
problem and the GATT rules, the practices of countries making adjustments for
taxes on products and the possible trade effects of such adjustments. While the
complex nature of the issue and differing views have been well aired, a ready
resolution of these differences has not been possible. At the same time, the Treasury Department is examining alternative revenue sources, including the possibility
of a consumption tax such as the value-added tax, in connection with a study of

our revenue needs for the years ah-ad.

With regard to lower tax rats on foreign source income, several countries have
questioned the consistency with the GATT rules on direct taxes of our Western
llemis)here Trade Corporation (WIITC) tax law provisions. The United States
has pointed out that the WIITC l)rovisions are primarily an investment incentive;
only about 10 percent of the WIITC taxable base relates to trading companies.
Moreover, a "grandfather clause" contained in the GATT would include WIITC,
if it were in contravention of the GATT. Consequently the application of the
WITC provisions to other geographic areas, such as Europe and Japan, woulld
serve primarily to encourage direct investment in other countries. Such a development might have adverse effects on our balance of payments.
Question: It is recognized that the American Selling Price system cf customs valualion is somewhat controversial. However, its climination-without something to take
its place in customs valuation could work great hardship. I am not conccrncd in this
question over tariffs or reduction of tariffs. I am concerned with the system of valuing
imports against which value a tariff is imposed. What do you propose to substitute
for ASP in meeting the problem of unfair competition through non-reciprocalvaluation
systems?

Answer: Although the implication of this question that customs valuation
systems are important is proper, it does not follow that other major chemical
producing nations will have different or less reasonable valuation systems applicable to their imports than that which would apply in the United States after
elimination of ASP.
In the current GATT work program on non-taritl barriers considerable attention
has been given to the problem of how countries value imported merchandise for
customs purposes. This investigation has not developed any appreciable evidence
that other major trading nations are employing what might, he termed "non-

reciprocal valuation systems" nor is there any evidence that changes will be made

if ASP is eliminated.
This investigation, on the other hand, has also revealed that United States
practices differ from those of most of its important trading partners. Unlike the
United States, most major developed countries today adhere to a common, worldwide system-the Brussels Convention on the Valuation of Goods for Customs
Purposes. There is little evidence that this system operates to treat U.S. exports
unfairly. While opinions can differ on whether the Brussels system is a better
system than ours, it is clear that tariff negotiations and other trade matters
would be more easily manageable if all major countries utilized the same basic
system.
As far as valuation of merchandise entering this country is concerned, the values
to which tariff rates will be applied will continue to be determined by the United
States Bureau of Customs in accordance with relevant statutes, court rulings, and
the Bureau's own regulations.
Thus, while the question would rule out the issue of tariff levels, this, nevertheless, appears to be the principal area in which there might be any basis for future
concern. Tariffs cannot be divorced from the levels of protection, the key issue in
the effect of eliminating ASP.
In this regard, it should be noted that, after implementation of the ASP agreement, with relatively few exceptions, there will be no European Community or
U.K. chemical rate above 12.5 percent and most Community rates will be well
below this level. On the other hand, in the areas often considered to be relatively
more sensitive, U.S. tariffs will usually range upward from 19 or 20 percent, the
most notable being a 30 percent rate applicable to dye and pigment, imports
while a 10 percent dyestuff rate will apply in the EC and 15 percent in the U.K.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman,

I would like to ask a couple of
questions. No. 1, (foes the distinguished senior Senator from New
York object to the. holding of any hearing by committees today, or
is his objection concerned explicitly and exclusi'vely with this particular
committee sitting in session and holding hearings? Does the Chairman
knowv the answer to that question?
The CHAIRMAN. I honestly do not know, Senator.
Senator HANSEN. I am siIie it is not appropriate to ask if you would
infer from the Senator's objection that lie chooses not to afford a
public forum so as to result. in as broad an understanding of this
piece of legislation as I hope might be the case, although, I must

admit that I am inclined on the basis of his early request that we did
hold hearings and his objections being voiced to them now, to infer
that he does not choose to have as broad a public understanding of
this comlilicated question as I would hol)e might be his attitude.
I have great respect for him, and I must say that I hope that I
can understand better what prompted him to voice the objection
that he (lid.
It would seem to me that he, having proposed, as I know he does,
a considerably increased appropriation for our manpower training
program to try to find jobs for these people who are being )ut out of
work, that he would share some concern in looking at the other side
of the coin to see what we might do to protect, those jobs that we already
have in this country.
I am aware that one of the distinguished representatives from Massachusetts, Mr. Burke, pointed out that in his State 55 shoe factories
have been closed in 1969, and that 77,000 workers have lost, their jobs
in the textile industry.
I think it is one thing, and I share the concern of the distinguished
senior Senator from New York, to try to find new jobs for people
who are out work, to try to retrain them, and I do not object at, all to
contributing my share of the tax burden that such a program would
impose on all taxpayers, but I think it is equally important to try to
protect. the jobs that we have in this country, and I suspect that one
of the witnesses today, Mr. Biemiller, will address himself to that
position.
If you could, Mfr. Chairman, for my own information, I would( be
very much interested in knowing if the Senator from New York has
opposed the sitting in committee session of all committees of tile
Senate or only of this one.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I do not know. But, as I say, as far as I am
concerned, from this point forward we are sitting informally as a group
of Senators, and anybody who wants to leave can leave, and we will
proceed to hear whatever we wish to hear.
hallppened to have
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, may I say
taken this job to try to support a cattle ranch that I have, which is
badly mortgaged, but I will help share the expenses of the reporter, if
that is necessary.
Senator FULBRIGHT. 'Mr. Chairman, I did not get to ask any
questions. [Laughter.]
I was interrogating the chairman. There are a few substantive
questions I would like to put to the witnesses, and if they do not have
time to answer to(lay, they might supp.lly somethiing for the record.
Senator ANDERSON. I want to say just this word: I think we have
to have these hearings. I opposed them for a while, but here comes a
bill that will be offered as an amendment to the Social Security Act,
and I have some questions about it I want to explore. I will sit here
with the chairman as long as we can do it. I think it is a mistake to
stop our proceedings for a while.
The CHAINRMAN. Senator Fulbright.
BALANCE OF TRADE

Senator

FULBRIOIIT.

Ir.

Volcker, the area which I wanted soIVe

information about is the effect, of inflation, of our price level, ulpon our
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balance of trade, and the history of our balance of trade during the
last several years.
It is my view that passing a bill like this is very dubious, that is,
a quota bill, because our experience in the past has not been a very
happy one. We formerly were competitive until we began to spend so
much of our money on military affairs, especially on warfare. We were
competitive 10 years ago, that is, we held our own and had a
favorable balance of trade. Once we spent so much money on non)roductive, wasting assets, and became noncompetitive as we now are
because of our inflation. Our inflation has been higher than nearly
any highly industrialized nation, I think, in the last 3 or 4 years, is
that not correct, M\r. Secretary?
STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL A. VOLCKER-Resumed
Mr. VOLCKER. I think our long-term record of inflation relative to
other countries has been good. In recent years it has not been good.
Senator FULBRIGHT. That is what I mean. Ten years ago we were
competitive in trade, were we not?
A\Ir. VOLCKER. This is not a black an(l white situation, as you
know, Senator. We had a more favorable trade balance certainly
10 years ago.
Senator FuLBrIGHT. What was our trade balance 10 years ago?
Mr. VOLCKER. It averaged, )erhal)s, $4 to $5 billion in the first. half
of the 1960's, as a whole. It reached a peak of $6% to $7 billion in
1964, and has declined since then.
Senator FULBBIGHT. To about $1 billion?
Mr.
VOLCKER. $1 billion or a little less last year.
Senator FULBRIGHT. A large part of that has been historically
agriculture, has it not? I mean, one of the most favorable, one of
the most important, contributors to this favorable balance is agriculture; is it not?
Mr. VOLCKEI. Yes. We traditionally have been a big agricultural
exporter.
Senator FULBRIGHT. And the reason I am interested is that mine is
primarily an agricultural State. We export large amounts of cotton,
rice, and soybeans. iThe soybean people have legitimate interests and
important interests not only in my State, but in the States of the
Senators from Iowa, Illinois, 'Missouri, and others as well. It is a
big crop, an important crop, and I am interested in F-eing that we
do not do something under the iml)act of such a rush , lnedule which
would be unwise.
It strikes me that rather than a bill to arbitrarily put quotas up,
which starts a chain reaction, as the Slnoot-Ilawley Act did, of simply
lessening all international trade, a much wiser approach might be to
stop the war and to stop the expenditures for noneconomic activities
such as AB 2l's and SST's, and bring our economy back in balance,
an(l then we might gradually become competitive again.
Has the Treasury ever considered this approach? [Laughiter.]
Mr. VOLCKER. I think in general terms you describe our approach,
Senator.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Wha*t?
MIr. VOLCKER. I think we are

making every effort to bring the economy back into balance, and we are showing considerable success,
an( the trade balance is, in fact, responding to that.

Senator FULBRIGHT. Why do you wish to inject an arbitrary quota
system which would reverse this? I am not saying it would. W hat, I
was asking, the reason I asked the Chairman this, I am not sure I
am against this bill. We do have some textile factories in my State,
and I certainly (1o not want to injure them. But, on balance, I would
like to l)rotect both interests in my State. Agriculture is however, very
much greater in terms of people employed and economic iml)act.
However, I am very interested in the workers because we have
several thousand in the mills, too.
What I would prefer would be to vote on social security and let it
stand on its own, and then take the trade bill and consider it. I am
not sure I will vote against it. At this stage I am nt sure I understand it well enough to (1o so.
But our experience in the past has not been very hap)y with these
quotas and our shutoffs of trade. I agree these are not complete shutoffs, and that is the reason why I am not sure I will vote against it..
Some temporary restrictions could be justified, and I am perfectly
willing to consider that. But the other approach, I submit, is far
better.
Nit. VOLCKER. The other approach is essential, Senator, and we
want to follow that. The Ambassador and I have explresse( very deep
reservations about certain portions of this bill and, l)artielilarly, some
of the atmosphere of quotas that surrounds it.
Senator FULBRIGHT. We have suffered from quotas abroad. I
complained bitterly about quotas put ul) by Germany and other
countries against our poultry. We had a very good business, it was an
economic and sound business, nonsubsidized, but they just put
quotas on, and it irritated me, and I wanted to retaliate. But I think
it is the wrong thing to (1o in the long run because as each begins to
retaliate, nobody has a gool business, and I am very fearful if we act
too precipitously we will take action which we will regret, because
we cannot always control the response by the other side.
I mean many people do not always act in accordance with their
interests. They often become emotional, and this can start a chain of
events that we cannot control in the other countries.
MrI'. VOLCKER. That is right..
Senator FULBRIGHT. That is what bothers me.
Mr. VOLCHER. I, perhaps, read my statement before you ,'ame in,
Senator.
Senator FuILRIOHiT. I am sorry I missed it.
Mr. VOLCKER. I have several sentences precisely to that effect.
Senator FULBRiGHT. I did not know you had.
This is what bothers me about the 1)rocedure. I am not satire at all,
I may very well vote for this, particularly if it, is temporary in nature,
does not lock us into a course of action, we retain flexibility, and if
we can bring the war expenditures and the military expenditures down
within reason. Some efforts are being made. The Ilouse has reportedI have been informed--slightly less for that l)url)ose, and if we caln
make progress that way, I hope we can again become coml)etitive.
That is the only way, it seems to me, in the long run, which is satisfactory to a country as big as this one.
Mr. VOLCKER. I quite agree with you, and I would sul0mit that
the President's budget, submitted as long ago as February, did look
for a sizable reduction.

Senator FULBRIGHT. That is correct, and we ought to give it a
chance to go into effect. I grant it this is no! all the administration's
fault. The Congress is often intent upon increasing those expendlitures.
I think the Htiouse put $435 million in unbudget: d items, into the
current appropriations bill, did they not, for the military?
So it is not all your fault.
M\r. VOLCKER. I won't accept the fault, I don't think, Senator
because, I think, the administration's program, the President's
program, has been to reduce defense expenditures to the maximum
fhey felt able to, and that is considerable.
Senator FULBRICH T. I think they are making efforts in that respect.
On these, items, I think for the record I would like to have the statistics for the last 10 years if you could make them available in an
easily understood form, about the. history or what has happened
in our exports and the division of the major items, such as I have
mentioned, agriculture, industry, to show and to convince people that,
and particularly to convince the Penate, about the wisdom of following
the program you say you approve. I think it is important to show
the objective still is to become competitive.
Mr. VOLCKER. There is no question about, that.
Senator FULBRIGHT. You have items on such things as feed grains,
soybeans?
Mr. VOLCKER. I do not have those details before me.
Senator FULBRIGHT. CaPr You get them?
Mr. VOLCKER. I can provide those.
Senator FULBRIGHT. By Monday, say, you or maybe Agriculture?
Mr. VOLCKER. I think we can reducee them.
Senator FULBRIGHT. You know what I have in mind, to give a
little background of how we had progressed from a favorable balance
and what has happened to these major items. Is that too much to
ask you?
Mr. VOLCKER. No, sir. We can provide that by Monday, I am
Surl'e.

Senator FULBRIGHT. And it would be very useful especially on the
floor and in support of amendments which, I would hope, would
soften the harsher aspects of this proposed bill.
,Mr. VOLCKER. Glad to do that.
(Information supplied by the Department follows:)
TABLE I.-U.S. EXPORTS BY ECONOMIC CLASS: 1960; 1964-69
[In
millions of dollars]

1960

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

Percent
thanga
from
1960 to
1969

Crude foods-------------- $1,645
Manufactured foods --------- 1,117
Crude materials-----------2,585
Setrnmanufactures ---------- 3, 587
Finished manufactures ..
11, 473

$2.540
1,687
2,897
4,226
14,947

$2,
587
1,590
2,888
4, 114
16,008

$3,198
1,582
3,143
4,368
17. 703

$2,595
1,596
3,293
4,489
19, 265

$2,334
1,671
3,467
5, 117
21,609

$2 086
1,782
3,476
5,774
24, 327

+27
+60
+34
+61
+112

26,297
(4.2)

27,187
(4.0)

29,994
(4.0)

31,238
(3.9)

34, 199
(.0)

37,
444
+83
(4.0) ----------

6.83
(.011)

4.95
(.007)

3.93
(.005)

3.86
(.005)

.62
(.0007)

.64
-87
(.0007) ..........

Economic class

Total, domestic exports------------ 20, 408
(As percent of GNP)-(4.1)
Trade balance (billion
dollars)- ....---------4.91
(As percent of G P)--------- (.010)
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U.S. EXPORTS OF SELECTED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS: 1960; 1964-69
fin millions ol dollars]
Commodity
Rice----------------Soybeans -------------Feed Irrains I-------

1960

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

$129.5
335.9
523.6

$205.6
566.9
1,010.9

$244.5
650.1
1,138.8

$229.6
759.9
1,342.1

$318.8
71.6
1,062.6

$347. 7
810.0
933.0

$348.8
822.3
868.3

I '3ar'ey, corn, grain sorghums, rye, oats.

Source: Fore:gn Trade and favigations ol the U.S., 1964; FT 410 and FT 990 (various issues). All publications of Bureau
ol Cer'sjs, Department of Commerce.

Senator BENNETT. -Mr. Chairman, I have been out digging a little
more
the situation.
[Laughter.]
Theinto
objection
wtis made
to the sitting of this committee only, and
the Parliamentarian tells me that we can't continue to sit, we are
theoretically in violation or in rebellion, maybe that is the word
[laughter], against the Senate, but it will take an affirmative vote of
the Senate to prevent you from paying the reporter and, apparently
this may be what Senator Javits will atteml)t, on Monday. But in
the meantime, we have relieved your pocketbook and, if you (lon't,
mind being in defiance of the rules of the Senate, we can go ahead.
Senator FULRIGIHT. What about the principle of law and order.
I am a law and order man. [Laughter.] I (1o not, believe proceeding in
violation of the rules of the Senate, I (1o not like to l)e l)ut in this
position. I want to hear the witnesses.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that Supreme Court over there seems to
interpret the Constitution to suit, itself, and I'm going to interpret.
those rules to suit myself, and I (1o not think I am in violation the
way I am proceeding.
Mr. VOLCKER. Mr. Chairman, I trust I do not have to pay for the
collection of the statistics asked for. [Laughter.]
Senator BENNETT. The only time we are really in violation is if
we would attempt to take action against the objection. As long as
we are simply holding a hearing, as I say, it will take an affirmative
action ba the Senate to refuse to pay for the cost of the hearings.
The CIAIRMAN. If I have to proceed as an indivi(lual Senator or
as an informal group or however, I am going to proceed until somebodySenator BENNETT. Arrest me.
The

CHAIRMAN.

Puts me under arrest and hauls me away to jail,

because I think I am within my rights, whether I am or not.
Senator FUBRIGHT. You are responsible for all of us. You are going
to protect, us too. [Laughter.]
The CHAI1WMAN. Put it this way, if you have to go to jail, Senator,
I will go with y0u.
Senator FULBt1GHT. OK
The CHAIRMIAN. Is that all, gentlemen? Well, thank you very much,
gentlemen.
The next witness will be 'Mr. Andrew J. Biemiller, director of the
Department of Legislation of the AFL-CIO.

STATEMENT OF NATHANIEL GOLDFINGER, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH, AFL-CIO; ACCOMPANIED BY RAY DENISON,
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO
M[r. GOLDFINGER. Mfr. Chairman, my name is Nathaniel Goldfinger.
I am the DirectorSenator FULBRIGHT. XI ay we have order, IMr. Chairman, I cannot,
hear the witness.
The C:AIMAN. Let us have order.
Mfr. GOLDFINGER. My name is Nathaniel Goldfinger. I am the
director of the Department of Research of the AFL-CIO, and I am
accoml)anied by Mr. Ray Denison of the Legislative Departlitent of
the AFIL-CIO.
MNr. Biemiller, director of the AFL-CIO Legislative Department,
left a few minutes ago for a prior engagement which he could not,
unfortunately, postpone. I will proceed with the statement which has
been submitted in the name of Andrew J. Biemiller, director of the
Department of Legislation of the AFI-CIO.
The bill before you from the Ways and Means Committee represents a patchwork of both forward anti backward steps in light of
the very serious and growing problems that confront America in the
related areas of internationaLtrade and investmeiLt.
The proposal for DISC, in particular, is a travesty, in terms of
both tax and trade legislation.
In the very brief time allotted to me-and the brief time available
to the committee-I can only indicate a few highlights of the issues.
An immediate and thorough revision of U.S. Government posture
and policies is required in the related areas of international trade and
investment-to meet the needs of the American people in international economic relationships, which have been changing substantially
since the end of the 1940's and at an accelerated pace in the past
decade.
U.S. Government doctrines and policies, which were developedd
to meet world economic conditions of the 1930's and 1940's are utterly
unrealistic today. We live in a world of managed national economies,
internationalization of technology spurred by the skyrocketing foreign
investments and technology-transfers of U.S. companies and the
mushrooming growth of multinational corporations largely U.S. based.
The U.S. position in world trade has been increasingly dominated
and compromised by these developments. In an attempt to manage
their national economies, other countries have direct and indirect
subsidies for exports and barriers to imports-retarding the expansion
of U.S. exports and spurring the growth of U.S. imports. A substantial
portion of U.S. exports and imports are affected by these practices:
U.S. production is displaced and American jobs are lost.
In addition, at least 25 percent of U.S. exports are now intracorporate transactions between U.S.-based multinationals and their
subsidiaries and probably about a quarter or more of U.S. imports
are similar intracor )orate transactions. ,Ioreover, an additional,
significant portion of what is reported as U.S. trade-estimated as
much as another 25 percent-is between U.S.-based multinationals
and firms in foreign countries, with whom they have license, patent

or other joint-venture affiliations. These operations have resulted in
the export of U.S. technology and the export, of scores of thousands
of American jobs.
As a result, the maintenance of outdate(l Government doctrines
and policies, that were designed to meet the needs of substantially
different economic conditions, now contribute to underinining the
U.S. economy at home and abroad. If continued in the 1970's, they
will result in further deterioration, additional (isl)lcement of U.S.
production, and greater losses of American job opportunities. A
considerable volume of U.S. pro(luction already has been displaced
and about 700,000 American job opportunities have been exported
in the past few years.
At this point, Mr. Chairman, there is a typo. The next, three
)aragra)hs shoul(I follow the footnote )aragra)h on the last )age
of the statement, and that is all part of the footnote, substantiating
the estimate of the loss of 700,000 American jobs in the period from
1966 to 1969, based u)On estimates of the U.S. Department of Labor.
I will proceed following the footnote.
These adverse impacts are especially harmful to workers, who have
substantial stakes in their skills, jobs, seniority, homes, and communities. Capital is mobile, technological know-how can be bought
and sold, and investments can be moved easily. Workers an(l their
families cannot be moved around and sacrificed like pawns on a
chessboard.
A battery of realistic policies and measures, including control and
regulation of private investment outflows and U.S.-based multinational company operations is neede(l.
The choice is not between the theory of free trade and the theory of
protectionism . Free, coml)etitive trade relations hardly exist any
onger in this world of managed national economies, global technologytransfers, and the large-scale operations of foreign subsidiaries of
U.S. companies. It is neither possible for the American economy, to
hide behind high tariff walls nor to pretend that free, competitive
trade relations are possible.
There is a need to move ahead rapidly for an orderly expansion of
world trade, with U.S. considerations as the starting point, for U.S.
policy and posture, based on the premise that trade is a coml)lex
network of interrelationships and establish trade and investment
policies to deal with the foreign investments and operations of U.S.
companies and banks.
U.S. Government measures are require(:
1. To sto1) helping and subsidizing U.S. companies in setting ill)
and operating foreign subsidiaries-for example, to repeal section 807
and similar provisions of the Tariff Code, and to repeal the tax l)rovision which permits the deferral of U.S. taxes on the income of U.S.
companies from their foreign subsidiaries.
2.
SU)ervise
uo
and curb the substantial outflows of American
capital for the investments of U.S. companies in foreign operations.
3. To press, in appropriate international agencies, for the establishment of international fair labor standards in world trade.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Would you read number two again. I missed it.

NMr. GOLDFINGEl. Two. To supervise and curb the substantial
outflows of American capital for the investments of U.S. companies
in foreign operations. It refers to capital controls of some sort. Paragraph 4. As a sto)gap in the face of growing unresolved problems to
regulate the flow of imports into tile United States of a variety of
goods and product lines, in which sharply rising imports are displacing significant, percentages of U.S. productions and employment

in such markets.
The bill from the Ways and Mleans Committee fails to (leal with
the first, three areas of need, indicated above.
However, it does (teal haltingly and, in part, with needed stopgap
measures. There is an approach toward curbing the flood of imports
of textiles and apparel, as well as a partial approach toward curtailing
the rising imports of shoes.
Tile escape clause mechanism is munch improve(d over existing
legislation andlprocedures.
While the complex and cumbersome IrocedUres to stem the rising
floodtide of imports of other prodtucts-such as electrical equilmient
an(l consumer electronic goods-are a bow in the direction of required
action, there is good reason to doubt the effectiveness of the prol)osed
1)roce(Iures.
The most directly negative and harmful feature of the bill-a
proposal that would represent a setback in the effort to establish tax
justice in America-is the so-called DISC proposal.
The AFL-CIO urges the committee to reject this tax giveaway to
large corporations, a proposal recommend(led by the administration.
Under the DISC proposal, U.S. corporations are encouraged to :.et
ul) domesticc subsidiaries for export sales. Taxes on the profits of such
subsidiaries would be deferred until such time as the profits are
transferred back to the parent corporation.
By permitting corporations to spin off into a new form of corporate
subsidhary organization-a so-cal led Domestic International Sales
Corporation-the administration is cavalierly willing to risk-through
the creation of a new tax loophole-the loss of Up to $1 billion
annually in Federal revenue in the hope of gaining an uncertain, but
at best, marginal increase in exports.
The AFL--CIO objects to the DISC proposal for the following
reasons:
1. DISC would create immediately a new tax loophole which in the
main would benefit large corporations.

Under l)resent law, profits from export sales are subject to U.S.

income taxes in the year earned. U.S. income taxes on profits of
U.S.-owned foreign subsidiaries are deferredl-they (1o not have to be
laid until such time as dividends are brought back to the United
States.
Through the DISC proposal the Treasury seeks to achieve "equity"
through extending and widening the existing tax-deferral lool)hole to
profits from export sales of domestic corporations. The Treasury
would, therefore, widen an existing loophole, entrench it further into
the law and postl)one or preclude any opportunity to eliminate this
preference.
Although offered as a means to help small companies, about halfaccording to the Treasury-of the total manufacturing exports can

be attributed to 93 companies. Furthermore, these companies tend to
be the large integrated operations which perforin any stages of the
manufacturing process. The Treasury l)roposal would l)ermfit, export
profits to be earmarked for DISC benefits and the benefits would be
greater for companies with an integrated process of production than
for small, unintegrated firms.
2. The DISC provides no a(l(ed incentive to increase U.S. exports.
The benefits of tax deferral would flow to all firms exporting goodsregardless of whether their export, sales increase, decline or remain
stable.
3. The DISC proposal would be a windfall tax bonanza to corporations already engaged in export trade. Their exports need not changeonly their bookkeeping system woul(l.
4. The DISC proposal would open opportunities for tax avoidance
through bookkeeping gimmickry between the DISC and its parent
corporation. The Treasury's l)roposal would permit tax-free reorganizations into DISC's and i)rovide additional ol)l)ortunity for corporations to accumulate tax-free funds. Moreover, the provision would
permit DISC to lend these tax-free accumulations to the parent,
corporation which, in part, could go to subsidiaries operating in foreign countries.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the administration's DISC
proposal is being offered at. the same time that another administration
tax proposal is being considered by the Congress-the recomineldations of the President for continued consumer excises on automobiles
and communication services and higher consumer levies on gasoline.
The combination of these l)roposals suggests to us a double standard
in tax philosophy-a philosophy which says that, where the low- and
middle-income American is concerned, the stick of tax increases is to
be used in the hope of forwarding national goals; however, when large
corporations and their wealthy stockholders are involved, the carrot
of tax cuts is the appropriate philosophy and the risk of further budget
imbalance is worth the taking. We reject this philosophy.
The already overburdened U.S. taxpayer should not be called upon
to underwrite the administration's willingness to use ever*T occasion
possible to reduce the share of wealthy corporations and their stockholders in the Nation's tax burden. And we insist that the American
worker not be the instrument of sacrifice in the battle of the huge
corporations for overseas profits.
FOOTNOTE

In his statement to the congressional Joint Economic Committee,
the then-Secretary of Labor, George Schultz, presented a rough
estimate of the employment iml)act of imports. lie rel)orte(d that
"about 1.8 million jobs in 1966 would have been required to produce
the equivalent value of the 74 l)ercent of imports that, were coml)etitive
with U.S. niaie products." Recently in a statement to the House
Ways and Means Committee, Dr. Schfiultz updated these estimates:
In 1969, if we had attempted to produce domestically goods equivalent in value

to such imports, the Bureau of Labor statistics has estimated that we would have
needed 2.5 million additional workers .

.

.

These rough estimates indicate the loss of about 700,000 job opportunities in the 3 years, 1966 through 1969-excluding additional
job impacts of the retarded expansion of exports due to such factors
as the activities of U.S.-based multinational companies in foreign
markets and barriers to exports from the United States by foreign
governments.
During the same 3-year period, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
estimates that the number of jobs attributable to merchandise
exports-including jobs in agriculture, the services, and transl)ortation-increased only 300,000.
These rough estim ates indicate the net loss of approximately 400,000
job opportunities in 1966-69. Even though these Government estimates are not precise-and may well be understated, in terms of the
impact of trepd(s in international trade and investment on employient-the fact, of substantial net job losses is clear.
Thank you.
The CHAIRNIAN. Thank you very much.
Any questions, gentlemen?
Senator FULBRIGHT. Yes, I would like to ask a question.
FOREIGN INVESTMENTS

This item two interests me because I was under the impression that
the Government is actively promoting the export of U.S. Capital
through guarantees of investments, et cetera, all around the world
under certain provisions of the Foreign Assistance Act.
Mr. GOLDFINGER. Well, we think-that is true, sir. In fact, in our
estimate there are, also Government subsidies for these kinds of
operations.
Senator FULBRIGHT. That is correct.
Mr. GOLDFINGER. For example, section 807 of the Tariff Code. We
think that section 807 should be repealed. We think that there should
be a capital controls and a capital supervision system so that we can
get some kind of rational curbing and rational supervision of the
outflow of American capital for these purposes.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Well, the least we can do, it seems to me, is
not to give active encouragement to do it, which we are actually
doing now. We have been for a long time.
Mr. GOIDFINGER. I could not agree with you more, sir.
Senator FULBRIGHT. What happened, I think, is that this idea
originated during the period of what. we called the dollar gap, when we
had $24 billion in gold, and all the other countries were broke, back
in the early fifties and as usual, it takes a little time to adj :t our
ideas to changing events.
We have these guarantees all over the world now and they are
active inducements to investment by these same corporations.
Would you advocate that we stop that program?
Mr. GOLDFINGER. I'm not sure I would advocate stopping the
program. I would advocate supervision of those kinds of outflows and

certainly careful supervision as to the purposes and places, locations
and so forth, of these kinds of capital investment outflows.

MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS

Senator FULBRIGHT. I think what you have to say about the multinational corporations is extremely interesting, and I confess 1 (1o not
kniow too much about it. But this is, this is a highly complicated area,
and in which I would think very extensive stu(ly should be made
about this.
I heard a very interesting develo pment that is related to this
about the Jal)anese activities recently in purchasing materials all
over the country. Specifically, they male a contract with a large
domestic coal company giving them-they put up the money, the
cash, of course. They have been paying cash now due to the various
activities to which we contribute, I won't go into that now. They
put u) the cash to open a large metallurgical coal mine in this country, and got the option for the entire oul)ut in a period when we had
a shortage of coal. This is an example of their foresight and their good
business judgement, and I am told that they are doing similar activities in Canada and Australia or wherever the) can l)urchase the raw
materials over a long-term program .This is extraordinarly intelligent
anid wise from their economic point, of view, but is not something
which bodes very well for us in the future if this goes on, and we are
in the. difficulties, we are in now. Do you have any comment about
that? Do you know anything about it?
Mr. GOLDFINGER. No; I do not know about the specific incidents
that you refer to in the case of the Japanese purchasing coal facilities
here. But I am impressed, and I have been increasingly impressed,
by what seems to me to be the irrational policies of the U.S. Government in terms of international trade and investments. We are not
protecting our national interests and we are permitting all kinds of
underminin of our national interests in those areas.
Senator I

ULBRIGHT.

I agree with that. I think we have already

gone very far indeed, and these are just some instances of it.
QUOTAS AS A STOPGAP MEASURE

But I come back to my first statement which is that this is much

more complex, it seems to me, and much deeper seated as a problem
this can be dealt with by simply putting up a quota to prohibit certain
textile or shoe imports and letting it go at that. It. seems to me it is
a very superficial aspirin for a deep cause which we have not dealt
with as we should.
Mr. GOIDFINGER. 'Well, sir, it may be superficial, and we have
posed this as a stopgap. But in the face of the fact, as we see it, that
all of the major foreign investment and trade problems are not being
taken care of, we strongly advocate these stopgap measures. We hope
that despite the adoption, hopefully the adoption of these sto )gap
measures, that the Congress will see fit in dhe ensuing year or two ahead
to move into the basic underlying issues that have been undermining
and deteriorating the U.S. position in world trade.

Senator F,ULBRIG1T. What would you recommend about time and
flexibility of these measures, the so-called stopgap; what is your
recommendation on that?
Mr. GOLDFINGER Well, offhand, sir, I do not have a time period
in mind because I see no effort currently on the part, of the adninistration or the Congress to move ahead on the basic issues. Until such a
time as we (1o get, the supervision, for example, and curbing of the
outflows of capital, and some kind of U.S. Government handle on
these multinational operations. I think that the stopgap measures are
needed.
Senator FUJLBRIGHT. Well, you say you saw no movement on the
part of the Congress or the administration. As a matter of fact, there
is a very strong minority segment in the Senate that is very interested
in doing this, in moving toward the curtailing of these continued transfers of capital and of curtailing tile expenditures in Asia and in such
places.
Mr. GOLDFINGER. But, you see, sir, we represent, a large number
of trade unions with a member-sli ) of over 13.5 million people, and
these people cannot wait for long-term solutions, because as you know,
Lord Keynes told us a long time ago, in the long run we are all dead.
We need answers now.
What we see before us is the outflow not only of U.S. technology
and U.S. capital, but we see the outflow of scores of thousands of
jobs each year.
Now, I can read to you the October 6 release of the U.S. Tariff
Commission, in which they rejected our l)roposal for the repeal of
section 807 of the Tariff Law.
Their recommendation flies in the face of their own findings of fact
where they said:
"With respect to some of the imports, especially those from developing countries, the Tariff preference"-that is 807-"on the U.S.
components has served to encourage the development of foreign assemubly operations . . . The Commission estimated that foreign
assembly and processing operations utilizing these provisions now
provide employment for about 121,000 worked's in foreign countries."
That is just one small provision, and here you have the example of
the outflow of about 100,000 American jobs, subsidized in effect, by
U.S. Government provisions.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I only mention that I hope we would get the
sul)port of your organization in these efforts to curtail some of these
expenditures and to change our foreign policy, and especially to
change our policy in Southeast Asia which, it has been my impression,
your organization has supported very vigorously for the past 5 years.
Mr. GOLDFINGER. I do not believe, sir, that the Vietnam war and
the acceleration of the price level have been more than aggravations
of this economic problem of the U.S. position in world trade and
investment..
The underlying causes are there, and they are the major causes, and
they were there before Vietnam. It is the existence of managed national
economies, it is the increasing internationalization of technology,

the transfer of U.S. technology and the mushrooming (levelol)pient of
multinational corporations. These, in our opinion, are the basic

reasons for the deterioration of the U.S. tra(le position.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I think they are all a reason, but I would not
minimize the extent of the expenditure of $80 or $90 billion a year on
military affairs, which we have been doing on our domesticc economy
and our price level.
Well, that is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Miller.
Senator IMILLER. Mr. Goldfinger, I applaud some of your recomimendations for basic changes. But I think we all recognize these
can take a long time coming.
Mr. GOLDFINGER. Yes, sir.
Senator NIILLEit. Therefore, it, is understandable why you would
recommend certain stopgap measures.
I suggest to you that this proposal is a stopgap measure. It 1962, 1
am told, our State Department agreed to a "clarification" in the GATT
rules under which a rebate of value added taxes would be j)ermitted,
but no rebate of income taxes would be permitte(l, and so we rul into
this argument: an American corporation points out that a corporation
in aniotlier country can, in effect, export to us and have a rel)bate on
their value added taxes, but, this American corporation cannot get
any rebate on its income tax.
So, if there is no tax benefit that the Americani exporter can obtain,
he goes out of business, and that means jobs.
That being the case, I wonder why you would oppose a stopga]
measure to recentt a foreign corlporationi from taking over our market?
Mr. GOLDI)FNGEIR. Well, our view of this situation is somewhat different from yours, Senator.
At, present, we think that there is a tax loophole in the form of the
tax deferral on the )rofits of U.S. subsidiaries abroad.
Now, the Treasury has come forth in their very l)eculiar and, I
wouhl say, twisted version of equity, and they say that, in order to
equalize the situation, because there is a tax loophole for foreign
subsidiaries, let us wi(len and extend the loophole to U.S. exporters.
I (o not think that that makes sense. I think furthermore, that it is
bad social policy. There will be the loss of upwards maybe, something
like $1 billion a year afte" it is in full operation, and this loss of U.S.
revenue will have to be miace up by other taxpayers.
'iiis large sum would be going for the benefit essentially, as we
state, of the largc exporting corporations. We do not think that it
promotes exports. It will give a tax benefit to the corl)orations that are
currently in the export business.
Senator MILLER. ialy I pointt out to yOU that, tax (leferll is not
nearly as good as tax rebate because sooner or later the taxes are going
to have to be paid. It is my understanding that, the DISC l)roposal
is a tax deferral not a tax rebate situation. So even with the tax deferral, our manufacturers in this country are not going to be on at par
with some of their competitors overseas.

Now, I am told that this may help a little bit.
What I want to (1o, as a Mem ber of Congress, is to take action

which will help us compete. I would rather (1o some of the fundamental
things which you have recommended. I think an international fair
labor standards approach is long overdue, but that is out in the future.
What (1o we (1o now? I am looking for a stopgap measure which will
prevent loss of jobs, and I know you are looking for the )revention of
the loss of jobs.
But I suggest to you where we are bound by that most unfortunate
and shortsighted State Department agreement in 1962 is to not be
able to rebate our own income taxes. The next best thing, I am told
we can do, is to defer them. But that still is not going to meet the
coml)etition in my jurdgment. It may help a little bit, but I think we
ought to take a perspective of what the international competitive
situation is and it is very meaningful in the form of rebate of taxes
by our competitors, and if we do not do something about it, I suggest
to you we are going to suffer a further loss of jobs.
Mr. GOLDFINGER. Well, on a kind of cost-benefit analysis in terms
of what the costs are and what the possible benefits are, we fail to see
anl rational need for us to support this.
Senator MILLER. Do you have a cost-benefit analysis?
Mr. GOLDFINGER. Well, not in terms of numbers, but we lave
looked at this in terms of possible benefits, as against probable costs.
Senator MILLER. Have you made one?
Mr. GOLDFINGER. The possible benefits here in terms of everything
that we have seen from the Treasury Department are, at very best,
uncertain, and at the very best, it is a marginal increase ill exports.
On the other hand, the costs will be, after it is in full operation.
about $1 billion which will have to be picked up by the American
taxpayer, and essentially by the lower and middle income American
workingman and wage earner.
Senator MILLEIR. Well, I have asked the Treasury for their costbenefit analysis. We were told last year that their research would go
into this thoroughly before they came ul) with a recommendation, and
I have asked for their cost-benefit analysis for the record, and if you
would care to furnish your cost-benefit analysis for the record I would
appreciate it.
Mr. GOLDFINGEBR. Well, we will
Senator MILLER. I think we will need something fairly detailed.

But if you wish to supply that for the record to offset against any
I think it might be
hellpful"
ossible analysis I receive from the Treasury
Mr. GOLDFINGER. We will be glad to submit a memo to the committee on this, sir.
Senator MI,LER. Thank you.
(The memo follows:)
1.

COSTS

AND

BENEFITS

OF DISC

The AF,-CIO maintains that "by permitting corporations to spin off into a
new form of corporate subsidiary organization-a so-called Domestic International Sales Corporation-the Administration is cavalierly willing to risk, through
the creation of a new tax loophole, the loss of up to $1 billion annually in federal
revenue, in the hope of gaining an uncertain, but at best, marginal increase in
exports."
The Treasury estimates that over time, exports will increase $1.25-$1.50 billion
as a result of enacting DISC. The AFL-CIO contends that this is a highly sub-

jective and overly optimistic estimate.
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The DISC provides no incentive to increase U.S. exports. The benefits of tax
deferral, under the proposal, would flow to all firms exporting goods, if the export
trade is conducted by a DISC subsidiary, especially set tip for that purpose-regardless of whether such exports increase, decline or remain stable.
The DISC tax benefits would go to some $33 billion of existing export sales,
in order to induce a $1.25-$1.50 billion increase, if the Treasury's ol)timistic
estimates are valid. In other words-using the Treasury's own estimates-95%
or more of the tax benefits would go for exports that already exist.
One of the most compelling arguments against the use of tax incentives, is
that they are inefficient-that tax benefit windfalls are wasted on beneficiaries
for doing what they are already doing. Using the Treasury's estimates, the
DISC "incentive" is grossly inefficient, with 95% or more of the tax benefit
going for existing exports.
The annual loss of federal revenue, due to the adoption of DISC according to
Treasury estimates, would be $630 million. However, the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation estimates the annual loss to be in the range of
$720-$925 rmillion, a 10-point cut in the tax rate for export corporations, using
DISC. The loss in revenue would have to be made up by other taxpayers-by
individuals and by corporations not in the export business.
In order to induce the outside estimate of a $1.25-$1.50 billion increase in
exports, over time, the Treasury admits, by its own estimates, that it would
give up $630 million in federal revenue--and the Joint, Committee's estimate is
a revenue loss of $720-$955 million. Hence, the nation's taxpayers are being asked
to pay about 40 to 50 cents in taxes, so that export corporations may "over time"
expand their export sales by $l.00-using the Treasury's revenue-loss estimate.
By using the Joint Committee's revenue-loss estimate, the cost to) the taxpayer
would be approximately 50 to 76 cents for each $1.00 increase in export-sales,
induced by DISC. And both of these cost-estimates are based on the Treasury's
subjective and optimistic estimate of the additional exports that will be induced
by DISC over time.
If one takes a less optimistic assumption about the DISC-induced extra exports-assuming merely a marginal increase--the cost to the taxpaye" would
possibly be greater than the increase ii exports, due to DISC. That would be the
case, if, for example, the amount of DISC-induced exports were merely $500
million, while the revenue-loss was about $600 to $900 million. Such eventuality
may be closer to reality than the Treasury's optimistic assumptions about, DISCinduced extra exports.
Surely, the Treasury can find better things to do with $630 million to as much
as $955 million a year than to finance a )ISC operation, in the hope of gaining
an uncertain, small and probably marginal addition to exports.
Moreover, the important issue of the deteriorating U.S. position in world
trade should be handled directly through appropriate legislation and measures
in the related areas of trade and investment, father than through tax subsidies.
2. THE

ISSUE

OF RETALIATION

This issue is frequently grossly exaggerated and posed in the wrong way.
Moreover, it is often posed in scare-propaganda-terms that becloud the real
problems we face, as a nation, in international economic relationships.
The fact is that all nations, these days, attempt to manage their national
economies. In this effort, there are direct aind indirect barriers to iml)orts, as well
as direct and indirect subsidies for exports. Since the U.S. is relatively the most
open, major industrial economy in the world, U.S. exports are thereby retarded,
while we are simultaneously faced by a rising tide of imports into our relatively
open, huge and lucrative market.
As a result, the AFL-CIO insists that the U.S. government change its posture
and policies to move ahead for an orderly expansion of world trade, with U.S.
considerations as the starting point for U.S. policy and posture. Such change in
U.S. government policy and measures would represent a much-belted U.S.
adaptation to the world of the 1960's and 1970's, rather than U.S. retaliation.
Such action by the U.S. government may possibly be proclaimed as U.S.
retaliation by some foreign observers-particularly, if slich prol)aganda claims are
bolstered by statements of U.S. government officials. But action by the U.S.
government to adapt its policies to the realities of the world can hardly warrant,
in rational terms, retaliation against us.
The need for the U.S. government to modernize its policies in trade and invcstnent is clear, in the AFL-CIO's view. And it should be done in terms of the
interest of the U.S. as a nation, and in the interest of American workers wud
communities. The U.S. has as much of a right to act in the interest of the Anerican
people, as other nations do in their interest, as they see it.

The CIIAIRM0AN. Senator Hansen.
Senator IANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
INTERNATIONAL FAIR LABOR STANDARDS IN VORLD TRADE

XNr. Goldfinger, on page 4 of your testimony anl at point No. 3 you
recommend measures that the U.S. Government, you felt, should
initiate or should implement, and you said:
To press in appropriate international agencies for the establishment of internation~al fair labor standards in world trade.

Now, you and I are well aware of the fact that some many weeks
were taken in just discussing the shape of the table at the Paris peace
talks.
With that in mind, I call your attention to certain remarks in the
Congressional Record. First, one made by Congressman Dent wherein
he said
"In steel, in which the Japanese are now number one in the world,"
he noted, "that our workers are paid more in fringe benefits than
Japanese workmen receive in wages," and he quotes Congressman
Burke as saying, "We are faced with competition from Korea where
children are l)aid 6 cents an hour, women 7 cents, and men 10 cents
an hour for a 10-hour (lay. We have exported our technology overseas
and American investors are sending their money overseas to produce
goods, to shil) back here to put. their own company workers out, of
jobs. When (!o you think this kind of policy is going to end?"
I call attention also to testimony submitted by 'Mr. 0. R. Strackbeim, the president of Nationwide Committee on Import-Export
Policy, delivered September 29, 1 believe, before the House Ways
and Meanis Committee wherein he said:
Unfortunately those countries did not adopt that part of the American equation
that calls for broad consumer purchasing power based on higher wages. Therefore
their production outruns their consumer purcha-ing power or threatens to do so.
They need a foreign market for their strplis output which could be sold at home
if wages were raised sufficiently. They look instead to this country for an outlet.

I would like to ask you, sir, if it is not your conviction if foreign
countries were paying wages comparable to what the typical American
worker makes here they would have not as much reason to look toward
America as an outlet for their surpluses as they (10 at the present time?
Mr. GOLDFINGER. Well, I think it is absolutely true. But even if
their wages and fringe benefits and social benefits were to be im)rove(d
in light of their very rapidly rising )roductivity, and if they eml)hasized the development of the domesticc markets, rather than the
major emphasis or sole emphasis on exports, primarily to the United
States, we would be getting a better balanced economic anl social
development in many of these developing countries. I certainly agree
with you, sir.
But, from our end here, one of the problems is, as you stated in
one of those quotes, that or companie-s and, to some degree, the U.S.
Government, have been exporting American technology. With U.S.
technology operating abroad in many of the countries of the world,
globally, in fact, they achieve productivity levels-productive effi-

ciency levels-that are fairly close to ours, while their wages and
fringe benefits paid to workers are about 50 to 95 percent lower than
here.
I do not know, for example, about the wages paid to children in
South Korea, but we (to know from evidence reported in the New York
Times, and elsewhere, that wages paid to Korean workers are somewhere in the area-wages and fringe benefits, that is-somewhere in
the area of 12 to 15 cents an hour.
Operating with American technology, the unit cost differentialss
are tremendous. The possibility of competing or talking of competing
with that kind of stuff is a sheer impossibility at this point.
Senator HANSEN. Do you share my strongly held conviction that
while there may be some long-range goals, some prospects that we
should pursue, that the immediate problem is a very real problem
facing the typical American worker today as to whether he is going
to have a job or whether he is not.
If the present trends continue, if we continue to make it easier for
companies, many of whom are American-owned, to export their
technology, to export their manufacturing processes, and to take
advantage of cheap, relatively cheap, foreign labor as compared with
wages in this country, that we are going to put a lot more l)eople out
of a job?
Mr. GOLDFINGER. I agree'with you, sir.
QUOTAS AS A STOPGAP MEASURE

Senator HANSEN. IS there any better way, iii your opinion, than to
impose some quotas as stopgap measures to protect the American
jobs, that we have now?
Mr. GOLDFINGER. Well, as a stopgap I agree with you that what is
needed now immediately is a stopgap measure in the face of the kinds
of problems that you have been posing. We need quota legislation,
and we need it immediately. We need quota legislation to effectively
curb.the rising flood of imports not only of textiles, apparel and shoes,
but also the whole broad area of electrical equipment, consumer
electrical goods, steel, and various other products.
We have been losing out in one product after another in recent
years. In the past several years, the United States has become a net
importer of stcel, autos, trucks, and parts and various other l)roducts,
in addition to textiles and apparel.
Furthermore, at this point the United States hardly pro(luces any
radios any longer. We have lost roughly about half or more than half
of our black and white television production. In other wor(1s, half or
more than half of the black and white television sets sold in the
United States, frequently wilh American tra(le label, are l)ro(lucC(l
abroad.
We are losing out rapidly in the production of color television sets,
of cassettes, anti we are losing out very rapidlly in brand new kinds
of things, like video tape recorders, where American corporatiol's haltve
already licensed their l)atent agreements to foreign coml)anies or plan
to be producing these new kinds of consumer electrical gods in
foreign subsidiaries.
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You can go down the line-typewriters, electric calculators, colnponent: of computers. We aire not only talking of old industries, we
are also talking of new, relatively soplhisticate(I industries and products. This is a vast problem that we face here.
DISPLACEMENT OP AGRICULTURAL LABOR
Senator IHANSEN. Just 011 final question, Mr. Goldfinger. Is it nlot
true that-and maybe I shouhl not "ase the word consensus-hu t I
have gained the impression that a majority of so-called "exl)er.s" in
this field seem to say that America should concentrate on the nianufacturer of sophisticated materials an(! that we are bound to lose out
in the field of agriculture, that, is, in fields where I am aware of the
fact as I know you are, that agricultural enl)loyment has steadily
decreased. There has been a great outmigration from the rural areas
to the cities. These people are the first on relief rolls and the last to be
eml)loVed because of their l-ack of merchantable skills.
Within this sort of background, does not the situation insofar as some
agricultural exports go, fly in the face of what most of the experts
seem to recommend as the long range course, for American workers?
Mr. GOLDFINGER. I think so, and I think these experts are either
ignorant, or are irresponsible or maybe a combination of both.
The very rapid displacement of labor from agriculture has ht!ped to
produce our very severe urban problems. It, is not the only reason, but
it is one of the reasons for our very severe urban l)roblems.
The very ral)id displacement of employment, from coal mining, where
the great emphasis was on efficiency-which is to the good-created
other problems. We seem to know how to produce distressed economic
areas, and for years now we have the Appalachia problem, for example.
But we have not been solving the )rol)lems that are created by
these very rapid changes that are taking place. I think that it is time
for the U.S. Government to take a hard look at, these rapid changes
and to put some kind of curbs and some kinds of supervision on them,
in terms of the American national interest and in terms of the interest
of the American people as a whole.
Senator HANSEN. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Could I clarify that about, agriculture. Were
you suggesting that our agriculture was not as efficient, as the foreign
agriculture?

Mr. GOLDFINGER. Oh, no. I think our American agriculture is
fantastically efficient.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I thought so. They are thc ones I am interested
in, particularly our own.
Senator HANSEN. Would the Senator yield?
I would like to observe it is becoming largely mechanical. There
are not very many workers.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It,is very true. It is efficient and Coml)e~itive,
and we can sell abroad and we can protectt it. We cannot sell it against
the quota and that is what bothers me about this whole affair, that
agriculture through the years has contributed to our balance of trade
very substantially, and still does, such as it is.

XML ' . GOLDFINGER.

But, Senator Fulbright, we have to recognize
that to the extent that, we, in the United States do have quotas, we
have quotas on agricultural products to protect agriculture, 1hl(l
American industry and American industrial workers have not been
protected at all or hardly at all.
Senator FULBRIGHT. What quotas do 3ou have in mind?
Mr. GOLDFINGEII. Oh, there are various quotas on sugar, for
examl)le.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Well, sugar is a very special thing. Sugarthere is no other crop like that. This is an outrageous program, I agree
with that. But that is not typical of agriculture. That has been boondoggled for a long time for certain beet sugar l)roducers.
Is that the only example you have?
Mr. GOLDFINGER. Well, I think there are others.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I hope you won't use that as typical. That, is
a real scandal and has been for a long time. But that is not agriculture's
fault.
Mr. GOLDFINGER. I am not saying it is agriculture's fault, at all.
Senator FUJBRIGHT. It is not economic. That is the one big crop
that is not economic, and could not compete, and had to be protected
in a very special way and with special means to get it done. But, that
is not agriculture that I am talkig about, and that is the only one I
can think of that is like it.
The CHAIRNIAN. With regard to this quota matter, if we did have
quotas on some of these items that you think we should have quotas
on, I would take it you would have quotas on beyond what is in this
bill. You would have quotas on electronics-Mr. GOLDFINGER. Yes, we advocated an orderly marketing approach to this problem in which there would be a mechanisms to place
quotas on any product line in which the imports are rising very rapidly
and disrupting U.S. production and U.S. employment, in the U.S.
market.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you about that.
Mr. GOLDFINGER. We certainly agree with quotas on apparel,
textiles, and shoes. We go further and say that we urgently need an
orderly marketing approach, with a mechanism for setting quotas on
other products, when the rise of imports of such l)roducts creates
problems for U.S. employment.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you about one simple situation.
Mr. GOLDFINGER. Sure.
FOREIGN QUOTAS

The CHAIRMAN. Are there impediments to selling American automobiles in Japan?

Mr.

GOLDFINGER.

There sure are.

The CHAIRMAN. As a matter of fact, it is practically impossible to
sell them over there because of the policy of that government; isn't
that correct?
\r. GOLDFINGER. That is right.
Senator FU, BRIGHT. What is the nature of it, would the Senator
say, what is the nature of the impediment, the quota?

Mr. GOLDFINGER. I do not know the nature of the impediment in
Japan. Japan has more quotas on more goods than any other major
industrial country in the free world, so that, perhaps, they have a
quota or similar arrangement on autos.
IPe CHAIRMAN. Japan, the last time I looked at it, had about

$1.5 billion favorable balance of trade with the United States. The
Japanese are shipping large amounts of textiles, automobiles, steel,
and electronics. Couldn't we just say to them: "If you are going to
have to send us all these commodities you are shipping, you will
have to remove your import barriers and buy about an equal amount
from us or else with somebody who is trading with us with whom we
have a favorable balance so that those dollars and that gold can
eventually find its way back to where they started out from? You
can't have it, both ways-inundating our market with your goods,
while protecting your own market." Couldn't we sell an awful lot of
soybeans and rice and various other things if we did business in that
fashion?
Mr. GOLDFINGER. Oh, I thirk so, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, with regard to Europe, I understand we have
a favorable balance with them. Of course, we do buy a lot from
them, including automobiles. Are there not, a number of impediments
in selling American automobiles over there?
Mr. GOILDFINGER. There are impediments, and they do that by
weight and various technical ways. There are impediments in
Western Europe to the sale of American automobiles; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mainly by nontariff barriers, road taxes for
example.
Mr. GOLDFINGER. Right.
Senator FULRRIGHT. Could I ask, just to clarify this, isn't the
greatest impediment to Japan's selling an automobile its price and
size? It is a small country with narrow roads, and they do not want
big cars costing a lot more than their own. The same way in Europe,
our price is not competitive.
• lr. GOLDFINGER. But all of that is undoubtedly true, sir. But,
neverthelessSenator FULBRIGHT. What I asked was, is there a quota. I mean,
do they put up a quota against cars or isn't it the economic facts of
life? What you just responded to the Senator from Louisiana leads
me to say that it seems to me the whole trend of this conversation
is the displacement of the so-called free enterprise system which we
used to pride ourselves upon. The description of what he mentioned
there about trading is exactly the system the Russians use nov;
isn't it?
It is the way they do their foreign trade. It is more or less a
barter's basis.
Mr. GOLDNGER. No; that is state trading.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It is on a barter basis.
M:. GOLDFINGER. But, what exists in Japan and what exists in
Western Europe are managed national economies. The Keynesian
revolution in economic thinking has gone much further in those
countries than in the United States.

They manage their national economies, and they manage their
investment and trade policies, so that what you point out about the
sale of American automobiles, in Japan or in Europe, is partly true
in size and price but not entirely true. Those governments have impediments to the sale of American atomobiles in those countries.
Senator FULBRIGHT. The system that the Senator from Louisiana
sort of described to you very briefly is very similar to that followed
by the Russians and by other Socialist countries.
I am not trying to pass judgment on it. Maybe Ave have gotten
into a situation in the competitive world where we have to follow
that. But I think it is so important that we ought to know what we
are doing, that is all I am suggesting.
On the one hand, that we ought not to continue to talk about free
enterl)rise and competition, the life of trade, and then proceed down
the same road that the Socialist countries are. If we are going to proceed that way we ought to acknowledge it and follow it and (t1 it,
and maybe that is the way we have to (1o it. I am not saying we do
not. I (1o not know, to be frank about it..
The CHAIRMAN. I just wanted to make this clear for the record
with regard to Japan. I think I want to trade with Jajpan. I would
like to see it reciprocal. They have import licensing on virtually everything. Then there are some 98 products that are subject to quotas,
so that,
Senator FULBRIGHT. Would you put, that in the record? Are our
automobiles under the quota?
The CHAIRMAN. Japan had a tariff of 17 percent atl valorem on
large automobiles, those with a wheelbase of 270 centimeters. Ours is
about 3 percent. In addition, virtually everything is subject to imliport
licensing, some of it is rather automatic, but virtually everything is
subject to an import license, and 98 products are subject to quotas.
I will be glad to provide that for the record.
(The material referred to follows:)

Japan's Import Quotas
Live horses
Fresh grapes
Fresh apples
Frozen pineapples (not containing
sugar)
Black tea
Flour, meal and flakes of potato
Vegetable oil
Margarine and shortening
Smoked scallops
Cake mixes

Macaroni and the like
Edible starches
Puffed rice, corn flakes and like
cereals
Frozen pineapple (containing added
sugar)
Whiskey
Residues of starch
Oil cakes
Natural graphite
Tungsten ore

Coke
Antibiotics
Prepara.tions of antibiotics
Color film
Patent leather and its imitations
Leather apparel
Charcoal
Ra ie
Embroidery
Parts of leather footwear
Synthetic, precious or seilpreciotts
stones
Tool tips and similar products
Water-cooled diesel engines and
automobile engines
Typewriters
Kaoliang and other grain sorghunis
Sausages and the like
Unroasted iron i)yrates
Soda ash
Sodium glutaminate
Live swine
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Japan's Import Quota-Continued
Sweets

40. Molasses
41. Flavored and colored sugar
42. Flours and meals of sago, manico
and arrowrootes, etc.
43. Malt
44. Starches
45. Coal
46. Lignite
47. )extrins, glues of dextrins and
starches
48. Cattle and horse leather

Rock candy, cube sugar and loaf
sugars
Grape sugar, milk sugar and malt
sugar not containing added sugar.
Sugar syrup, caramel and artificial honey
Sugar
confectionary
(excluding
chewing gum)
Chocolate confectionery
Cookies, biscuits and crackers

Meat
49. Live animals of the bovine species,
excluding buffaloes
50. Meat and offal of bovine animals
and pigs, excluding tongues and
internal organs
51. 11am and bacon
52. Prepared or preserved pork or beef
Dairy products
53.
54.
55.
56.

Starches
Mashed potatoes and potato flakes,
tomato puree' and tomato paste
Artichokes and other similar roots
Oils and fats
79 Ground nuts (excluding those for
oil extracting purposes)

Fresh milk and cream
Others
Milk and cream, processed
peas
Beans
and
80
Processed cheese
Ice cream powder and like l)roducts. 81 Menthol
82 Peppermint oil
83 Compound feed
Marine products

57. Herring, cod, yellow-tail, mackerel,
Minerals
sardines, horse mackerel, etc.
84 Sulphur
58. Ilardroe of cod and herring
85 Fuel oil
59. Scallops, cuttlefish and adductors
60. Edible seaweeds
Hides, skins and their products
61. Other seaweeds
86 Sheep and lamb skin leather
62. Flours and meal of fish
87 Goat and kid skin leather
Cereals
88 Leather or furskin footwear
Flours of wheat,
rice,
other grains
Groat and meal of grain

barley,

Machinery

89 Steam turbines (with a rating of
more than 400,000 KW)
Fruits and preparations
90
91
65. Fresh oranges
92 Digital Computers and Accessories
66. Preserved oranges
and components
67. Tomato ketchup, tomato sauce and 93
mixed seasonings chiefly con- 94
sisting of sodium glutamate
95 Electronic telephone switchboard
68 Pineapples containing added sugar 96 Integrated circuits (with 35 eleor spirit, fruit pulp and roasted
ments or more)
ground nuts
69 Fruit puree and fruit pastes
Others
70 Fruit juice (excluding lemon juice)
and tomato juice
97 Ethyl Alcohol
71 Nectar
98 Prepared dressings for starching
AGRICULTURAL

QUOTAS

TheCHAIRMAN. Tit regard to our agricultural situation,
quotas on meat and dairy products, wheat, leantuts, and
we have a, provision in the agricultural law where quotas
posed on virtually everything. Moreover, our agricultural

we do have
others, and
can be imexports are

generally subsidized, and $1.5 billion of it goes under Public Law 480,
which is just a matter of buying the taxpayers' money and giving it
away.
Well, thank you very much.

Mr. GOILDFI 'OER. 'Thank you, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, the next witness will be MIr. D. i\1. Kendall,
chairman of the Emergency Committe.z for American Trade. I understand Mr. Bob McNeill will testify.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. MoNEILL, EXECUTIVE VICE CHAIRMAN,
EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN TRADE
.\fr. McNEILL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Kendall is unable
to be here.
Chairman Long and members of the Finance Committee, I am
Robert L. McNeill, executive vice chairman of the Emergency Committee for American Tra(le. 1 appreciate this opportunity to appear
before you on behalf of ECAT, as our committee is frequently called.
Senator FULmIGHT. IS this a new committee?
\Ir. 1cNEmL,. It is a committee, sir, formed in 1967. Did you
receive, sir, this list of our membership with the statement?
I must, however, add that I would bave preferred to have ECAT's
views presented to you by tile American business leaders who formulate them. When the House Committee on Ways and Nleans held its
hearings on the President's trade bill and related matters, ECAT
had as its spokesmen, the heads of four major American corporationls,
mione of whom were able to be in Washington today to meet your call
for testimony given to us yesterday .
The views 1 will present, have been thoroughly considered by the
presidents or chairmen of the 54 conpamiies who are members of
ECAT. Their names and positions are given in the reprint of the
testimony presented before the Committee on Ways and \Means.
I respectfully request that the text of this testimony be included in
,our record. This previous testimony does not deal with the specific
legislation that is the subject of your hearings.
M4r. Chairman, since the announcement of these hearings yesterday,
I have heard exl)ressions of dismay that this legislation, which is so
fundamentally important to millions of Americans, will receive but
2 days of hearings, so that many who would like to appear won't be
able'to. I believe this concern is the result of the fact, that the most
significant features of the bill before you, features that would callgo
the course of U.S. trade policy, have never been the subject of any
l)ublic hearing or of any open session of the Congress or a committee
of the Comigress.
ECAT, itself, was formed in 1967 out of a deep conviction oni the
part of its members that trade policy was of the utmost importancethat, freer trade was essential to the well-being of the Americam
economy and to the immediate and long-range welfare of the private
enterprises we rel)resent. Let me add that in all our policy statements,
in our testimony, in our advertisements and in our 1)uhblications, we
have continuly stressed our belief that, trade should not only be
freer but also fairer and that no American worker, 110 American
farmer and no American company should be asked to suffer alone for
policies that benefit the Nation as a whole.

That is wvhy we strongly recommend passage of H.R. 14870, the
original administration trade bill. That is why we urge the defeat of
the trade bill amel(lment to H.R. 17750 nowv under consideration by
your committee.
There are certain to be a number of witnesses who will appear
before you-and many others who will only be able to submit statements-who will call to your attention the general effects of this
legislation. Speaking on behalf of practical businessmen-and not
free trade theorists-I would prefer to deal with the specific damage
it will cause American economic interests.
The trade bill amendment introduces a quota system into American
trade policy.
It provides for almost immediate quotas on textiles, apparel,
nonrb ber footwear and manmade fibers.
It. provides for tariff quotas on mink furskins and glycine.
It provides for latent quotas on many other products.
As such, it is an alien system, more akin to the disappearing Euroean and Japanese practices than to anything we have ever known
before in American trade policy.
ECAT is more than sympathetic to the )liglit of any American
injured by imports. We strongly support help for them in the form
of adjustment assistance and prompt and effective relief through
escape clause provisions that are consistent with international obligations.
The administratici's original trade proposals, in our judgment,
would provide these.
The trade amendment, in the cases of textiles and shoes, would
actually bypass adjustment assistance and disregard the Tariff Commission. For other products, the escape clause provisions contained
in the trade amendment establish new and untried criteria for granting
relief in the form of import quotas or higher tariffs. These criteria are
dangerously loose.
In the case of products where imports supply 15 percent of the
American market and where certain other conditions are met, domestic
producers would receive more assurance of quota protection than in
other industries where injury might be greater but where the arbitrary
formulas were not, met.
Senator BENNETT. MIay I ask you a question at that point?
Mr. IMCNEILL. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT. When you use a figure of 15 percent, do you
mean 15 percent or more or 15 percent or less?
Mr. MCNEILL. I am referring to the provision in the bill which
provides that if an imported product represents 15 percent or more of
domestic consuml)tion.
Senator BENNETT. So that is "or more."
Mr. McNEILL. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
Mr. McNEILL. With textiles and footwear, it is possible to mnake
rough calculations on how much trade will be cut off by these quotas.
Voluntary agreements may reduce the impact, but without, them, up
to $500 million in imports could be rolled back. Every dollar of these
lost imports, of course, could be matched, or more than matched
by dollar losses in exports.

The effect of the arithmetic and automatic escape clause provisions
is less certain. But other trading nations have begun their calculations
on the damage that might be done to their exports. The early returns
are ominous. At a meeting with Euro pan officials and businessmen
last month in Brussels, members of ECAT were presented with preliminary figures that indicate the common market along fears that
$1.6 billion of its exports could come under the shadow of these
arithmetic calculations.
The press reported this week that the British Government has Inade
similar estimates and found 120 of its exports to the United States
with a value greater than $240 million could be threatened.
Needless to say, our trading partnerss will exercise their rights under
international agreements to deman(1 compensation for any trade loss
or will retaliate against American exports. In addition to estimating
the effect of these mathematical formulas on their exports to the
United States, we also find foreign officials calculating the effect, tlhat
the arithmetic provisions would have if they al)l)lied them to their
iml)orts from the United States. Such arithmlietic criteria, if adol)tcd
abroad, could bad!y damage our sales of products like aircraft, comiputers, farm machinery, and many agricultural com modities.
Proposals for so drastic a change in American trade policy as those
before you would seem to indicate that our Nation was in severe
straits in terms of its trade balance and had exhausted all known
alternatives. The situation is, in fact,, quite the opposite. 'rhe recovery
in our traditionally favorable balance-of-trade in 1970 has been a
shining light in the American economy. It was one of the first indications that the pace of inflation was receding. Our 1970 trade surpluIs
is running at, an annual rate of $3 billion-more than double the surplus of last year.
MISLEADING NATURE OF TRADE STATISTICS

The CHAIRMAN. Did you see my statement in the Congressional
Record on the misleading nature of our trade statutes?
.Mr. McNEILL. I did not, see that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I suggest that you see it. I Will l)tlt it in the record
at this point.
(The material referred to follows. Hearing continues on page 94.)
[From the Congressional Record, Sept. 17, 1970]
OFFICIAL 'MISSTATEMENTS ABOUT Oui REAL.,

FOREIGN TRADE POSITION

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, the International Monetary Fund has recently
issued a report warning against the consequences of )rolonged U.S. balanceof-payments deficits. We have been running deficits in our balance of l)ayinents
in every year since 1950 with the exceptions of 1957 and 1967.
For the first half of 1970 the balance-of-payments deficit, under the traditional
basis of w.lastrnement, was running at an annual rate of $6 billion. On another
basis of "measurement-the so-called official settlement method-the balance-ofpayments deficit for the first half of this year was running at an annual rate of
$9 billion.
One of the major l)roblems we face in searching for solutions to our balance-ofpayments l)roblem is misleading information on our balance of trade.
The Department of Commerce has recently issued monthly trade statistics
which have been widely reported by the press as showing "a booming surplihs"
of exports over imports, "running at an annual rate of more than $5 billion" for
June and July. It has been suggested that this so-called surplus indicates that the
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country would be better off without the major trade legislation awaiting House
action that would impose mandatory import quotas on textiles and shoes, and
facilitate import limitations on other products. To cite 2 months' statistics as
c.idence of a basic reversal in our trade position is grasping at straws. It is a
classic example of how misleading facts create erroneous conclusions.
The Department of Commerce statistics give a false impression that this
country enjoys a highly favorable balance of trade when, in fact, if our trade
balance were accurately tabulated, it would show an unfavorable balance of trade.
For too long the public has been misled into believing that we have a "favorable
balance of trade." The proponents of our "one way free trade philosophy" have
argued that our trade negotiations have been an unmitigated success since they
have resulted in a "favorable balance of trade." Even our negotiators have put
themselves at a disadvantage by using our misleading statistics arld providing
their negotiating counterparts with the ammunition to destroy our negotiating
position. All the foreign negotiator has to do is read back the statements of our
negotiators about how favorable our trade l)icture is, and how if we do anything
here to protect our industries, they-the foreigners- -will retaliate, and our
negotiating position is destroyed. If you read back to a man his own words it
is hard for him to repudiate the thought behind them.
So here are our own negotiators using misleading trade statistics, misleading
Congress, misleading the American public, misleading the world, and defeating
their own objectives in representing American interests.
All foreign countries have to do is read back to them their own false statements
which they make. Those false statements are picked up and published in the New
York Times, which is probably the only American newspaper that diplomats in
foreign governments usually read, and they cannot understand why the United
States is trying to save some domestic interests, when our national policy requires
it.
In past years-during the first half of the sixties-our misleading statistics
indicated that our balance of trade was in surplus by $5 to $7 billion. In more
recent years, since 1967, this so-called surplus has dwindled to a rate of about $1
billion. So, even under the most rosy method of calculation, the balance of trade
has deteriorated sharply over the last 4 or 5 years.
But, Mr. President, this is not the whole story. Those official figures belie the
fact that our balance of trade was never as favorable as the official figures would
suggest, and that we have a large net deficit on commercial exports and imports.
Under the traditional method of calculating our trade balance, our exports include foreign aid giveaways which do not earn a penny of foreign exchange for the
United States. When we give wheat or corn away to India, for example, the fare.
receives his money from the U.S. Government, not from the Indian Government.
The American taxpayer pays for the wheat, not the Indian Government. As far
as our balance of trade is concerned, we just as well might be dumping it into the
ocean. In fact, we would save money, because we would save the ocean freight.
On the import side of the equation we do not include the cost of insurance and
freight, in computing imports, even though most other countries in the world, the
United Nations, and the International Monetary Fund calculate implrts on a c.i.f.
basis. The Tariff Commission has done some calculations showing that if you
computed our imports, on the same basis that most orhc:" countries compute
their imports, it would increase our import value by 10 percent.
So, Mr. President, if we deduct the foreign giveaways from our exports and
calculate our imports the same way that most foreign countries do, instead of
having a $1.4 billion balance-of-trade surplus-last year-in 1969, we would have
about a $4.4 billion balance-of-trade deficit. In other words, the statistics overstate our position by more than $5 billion.
Let us look at what has happened in 1970. Our exports are reported to total
$24.9 billion for the period January through July. If we subtract the foreign aid
giveaways, the net figure would be about $23.4 billion. Our imports, f.o.b., were
running at $22.9 billion and, if we add the c.i.f. factor of 10 percent, this would
increase to $25.2 billion, leaving us with a net unfavorable balance of trade
of $2.3 billion. So, what is widely reported in the press as "a booming surplus"
actually turns out to ve a blooming deficit.
Let us look at the July data which is being widely circulated as evidence that
we do not need the major trade legislation just about to pass the House. The
Department of Commerce statistics show exports of $3,683 million and imports of
$3,242 million for a net "surplus" of $441 million. Some analysts multiply this by
12 and say we are running a surplus of over $5 billion.
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Now let its see what happens if we revise thee misleading figures. Take out
the foreign aid giveaways and our exports drop some $200 million to $3,483
million; add the c.i.f. factor and our import bill for July increase by some $324
million to some $3,566 million, leaving us with a net, deficit of $83 million for
July. If we then multiplied that, by 12 we could say our balance of trade is ruling
in deficit by $996 million. Not a $5 billion annualized surplus, Mr. President,
a $996 million annualized deficit for that month on that basis of calculation;
and that is the best month so far this year.
I am not going to elaborate on the fact that what has been hailed as a big
export surplus in June or July, occurred at a time of domestic recession, growing
unemployment, and huge balance-of-payments deficits. If we need a domestic
recession to create a phony trade surplus is that any cause for rejoicing about
our coml)etitive position? It suffices to say that the trade statistics currently
published are a misleading indicator of the competitive position of this country
in world markets and they should )e changed to more accurately reflect our
trie coml)etitive position.
a
Mr. President, I ask manimous consent to have printed in the RErCOi)
chart which shows how completely misleading are the figures offered by the
American negotiators to their own Government.
There being no objection, the chart was ordered to be printed in the Hucolo,

as follows:

BALANCE OF TRADE, 1960-69
(In billions of dollars]

Less Government-financed
exports
Total exports
(1)
1969..1968...
1967----1966----.
1965..1964-..1963-..-1962 .....
1961.---.
1960-..

37.4
33.0
39.9
29.4
26.7
25.7
22.4
21.0
20.2
19.6

Total
Commercial
exports imports f.o.b.

(2) (3)=(!)-(2)
2.2
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.8
2.6
2.1
1.7
1.6

35.2
30.1
28.1
26.7
24.1
22.9
19.8
18.9
18.5
18.0

(4)
36.0
32.0
26.8
25.6
21.4
18.7
17.1
16.4
14.5
14.7

Estimated
imports c.i.f.

Overall
balance

' (6)=(1) -(4)
(5)
39.6
35.2
29.5
28.2
23.5
20.6
18.6
18.0
16.0
16.2

+1.4
+1.0
+4.1
+3.8
+5.3
+7.0
+5.3
+4.6
+5.7
+4.9

Commercial
balance
(7)=(3)--(5)
-4.4
-5.1
-11.4
-1.5
+0.6
+2.3
+1.2
+0.9
+2.5
+1.8

1 Imports including the cost of insurance and freight.
Source: Survey of Current Business.
Mr. LONG. I ask unanimous consent that another chart, showing the July
trade figures before and after adjustment and also a statement of the American
Federation of Labor, which has changed its position on foreign trade because it
has been forced to conclude that what I am saying here is right, as well as for other
reasons that are equally cogent, be printed in the RECOR1D at this point.
There being no objection, tile chart and the statement were ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
July trade data
[In millions]
Traditional method of measurement:
Exports ---------------------------------------------------Imports ----------------------------------------------------Balance --------------------------------------------------Revised methods of calculation:
Exports --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Imports

3, 683
3,242
441
3, 483
3, 566
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Balance ---------------------------------------------------1 Goveniment-financed exports estimated at $290 million ($95 million P.I,. 480; $105 million AID).
3Imports calculated on c.l.f. by Tariff Commission +IMF (10 percent difference).
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THE EXPORT OF AMERICAN JOBS

(By Andrew J. Biemiller)
The United States position in world trade deteriorated in the 1960s, with adverse
iml)acts on American workers, communities and industries. The deterioration
continues in the 1970s, with further displacement of U.S. production and loss of
American jobs.
The lasic causes are major changes in world economic relationships during the
past 25 years, which accelerut.d in the 1960s. Among these changes are the spread
of government-managed national economics, the internationalization of teehnology, the skyrocketing rise of investments of U.S. companies in foreign sabsidiaries and the mushrooming growth of the U.S.-based multi-national
corporations.
U.S. government policies and doctrines, which were developed to meet world
economic conditions of the 1930s and 1940s, are utterly unrealistic today. 'Moreover they contribute to undermining the U.S. economic position in the world.
Their continuation in the 1970s spells further losses for U.S. production and
employment.
Solutions cannot await additional long-range studies. Action must start now.
Workers, whose jobs are at stake-from a rising tide of imports, frequently produced with modern technology at wages 50%-90% below U.S. levels-mnist not
be told to wait another year or two or three for the findings of yet another study,
while the displacement of U.S. production and export of American job accelerates.
Changes in world economic relationships have made two old concepts-"free
trade" and "protectionismn"-outdated and increasingly irrelevant. U.S. government policy must face up squarely to the increasing export of American technology and jobs by U.S. companies for their own private advantage. U.S. government policy must also face up to the reality that foreign governments directly
and indirectly bar imports from the U.S., while they spur exports to the huge
American market.
A thorough revision of U.S. government posture and policies, in the related
areas of international trade and investment, is required. The AFL-CIO urges
this committee to initiate the legislation needed to enable America so meet the
economic realities of the world of the 1970s-for the orderly expansion of world
trade, on a reciprocal basis, and the improvement of the U.S. trade position in
the interest of the American people.
The U.S. ranks first among nations in world trade. But this rating is essentially
based on the huge size of the American economy. In terms of the share of world
trade, the U.S. position has been declining throughout the post-World War II
period. This decline continued ever after the war-ravaged economies of other
industrial nations returned to world markets, and it continues at a more rapid
rate today.
While U.S. exports continued to increase-although at a much slower pace
than that of most other industrial countries-imports also rose throughout the
past 25 yeats. In most of the latter 1960, imports rose much faster than exports.
Imports also increased faster than their share of the total national output of
goods (excluding services and siructures)-from 5.8% in 1960 to approximately
8% in 1969. For many specific industries and l)roducts, the impact is much greater
than 8%.
Since imports rose much faster than exports during most of the latter 1960s, the
reported merchandise trade surplu.i dropped from about $5 billion in the early
1960s and $7.1 billion in 1964 to $SO million in the 1968 and $1.3 billion in 1969.
government-financed A1l) and PL 480 shipments are excluded from the reported
volume of merchandise exports, the U.S. had trade deficits in both 1968 and 1969.
The U.S. trade position has been worsening in coml)osition, as well as volunle,
with imports of manufactured goods--parts and components, as well as finished
products-rising most rapidly.
By 1968 and 1969, the U.S. had become a net importer of steel, attos, trucks
and parts, as well as such products a,, clothing, footwear and glass. A flood of
shoe imports absorbed the entire expansion of U.S. domestic shoe sales in the
1960's. Even in electrical and non-eletrical machinery, exports increased less
rapidly than imports, with clear signs of danger for the period ahead. In consumer
electrical products, imports took over major parts of the U.S. market in recent
years.
From 1960 to 1969, exports of manufactured goods doubled. But imports of
such goods tripled. Imports of finished manufactured goods rose from about 35%
of all imports in 1961 to over half of all imports in 1969. In the latter year, when

imports generally rose about 8.7%, imports of finished manufactured goods
soared 18%.
During the 1960s, the expansion of manufactured exports was strongest in
products which are based on advanced technology, such as computers, jet aircraft, control instruments and some organic chemicals. Such industries are generally capital-intensive, with relatively few production and maintenance workers
for each dollar of production.
The expansion of exports of most products was hampered by barriers of foreign
governments by the sharply increasing operations of foreign subsidiaries and other
foreign affiliates of U.S. companies.
Detailed information on the job impact of imports is not available. There are
some jobs involved in the transportation and distrubution of imports. However,
there are job losses due to imports that compete with U.S.-made products. Moreover, the labor-intensive nature of much of the great import-expansion of the
1960s has caused significant losses of job opportunities, particularly for seniskilled and unskilled production workers-at a time when such job opportunities
were sorely needed. And the shift of imports to relatively sophisticated products
has also caused the loss of skilled industrial jobs.
An indication of the deterioration of the U.S. trade position and related job,
losses can be found in the substantial change in the competitive nature of imports,
In the 1950s, according to foreign trade experts, only about 30%-40% of imports
were considered competitive with U.S.-made products, By 1966, according to a
report by Secretary Shultz to the Joint Economic Committee of Congress, about
74% of the much greater volume of imports were "nearly competitive with domestic products." About 13% of imports in 1966, were products not produced in
the U.S. and another 13% were goods "produced in the U.S. but in short supply,"
according to Secretary Shultz. Between the 1950s and the latter 1960s, the total
volume of imports increased sharply and competitive imports, as a share of the
rapidly rising total volume, approximately doubled.
Temporary factors in the 1960s can explain only part of the deterioration of the
U.S. trade position. The rising price level in the U.S. since 1965 and the boom of
business investment in new plants and machines undoubtedly contributed to the
sharp rise of imports and the deterioration of the U.S. position.
But there are basic, underlying causes of the deterioration of the U.S. trade
positions. Temporary factors-the rising U.S. price level, the business investment
boom and the Vietnam war-merely aggravated then.
The Chase-Manhattan Bank Newsletter for June 1969 predicted a further
slippage of the U.S. share oi world trade by 1973. Moreover, it predicts a slower
rise of exports of "technologically advanced l)roducts," while imports of such
products are expected to continue to increase rather rapidly. "Thus," states the
bank newsletter, "prospects for an iml)roved U.S. trade balance remain dim."
NEW

DEVELOPMENTS

IN

THE

960I'S

Among the major changes in world economic relationships during the past 25
years, which accelerated in the 1960s, have been the following:
1. By the latter 1950s, the war-shattered economies of Germany, Japan, etc.,
were revivied, with newly installed plant and equipment and increasing strength
in world trade. Some effects of such American-aided revival of the war-ravaged
economies on the U.S. trade position were to be expected. But these effects have
not stablized. The U.S. share of world exports of manufactured goods continued to
decline in both the 1950s and 1960s.
However, the desired revival of these war-ravaged economies, in itself, can
hardly be the reason for the deterioration of the U.S. position.
2. In the 1960s, another development was the emergence of trading blocs, such
as the European Common Market, with its inward-looking, protectionist tendencies.
The Common Market countries have greatly expanded their world trade. As a
bloo, the Common Market is now the world's greatest exporter. Yet these Common Market countries maintain barriers to U.S. exports and many of these
barriers have been imposed in the past 10 years-despite U.S.-aided economic
revival and increasing prowess in world trade.
These major trading nations have not significantly readjusted their trade
arrangements-after achieving great export strength-to provide equitable,
two-way arrangements with the U.S.
3. In the past 25 years, there has been the spread of managed national economies-with varying degrees of government management, regulation and control
over economic activities, including foreign trade and investment. The U.S. is
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now confronted by complex governmental economic arrangements in other
countries to spur exports (direct and indirect subsidies, etc.) and to bai or hold
down imports (direct and indirect barriers). Examples include numerous Japanese
quotas on imports, the German border tax and the Mexican border problem.
The Federal Reserve Bulletin of April 1968 reported that "some goods in which
the U.S. competitive advantage is large are not freely admitted to some foreign
markets. They are subject to quotas, usually stringent health and technical
standards, equalization levies and other special import taxes, marketing agreements, and mixing requirements whereby situpulated amounts of local products
must be used. Such restrictions have li;tted U.S. exports of wheat and other
grains, tobacco, poultry and some agricultural products; and also coal and a wide
range of manufactured products, including computers, autos, heavy electrical
equipment, drugs and fabrics."
4. The internationalization of technology has been reducing or eliminating the
former U.S. productivity lead in many industries and product lines.
In many products , the lead in technology and productivity, which enabled
high-wage U.S. industries to compete successfully in world markets, even against
low-wage competition, has been reduced or eliminated.
Deputy Undersecretary of Labor George Itildebrand explained to the National
Foreign Trade Council's Labor Affairs Committee in September 1969: "It has
often been assumed that high U.S. wages and better working conditions were
largely offset by high U.S. productivity and a strong internal market. Increasingly, however, the spread of skills and technology, licensing arrangements and
heavy investment in new and efficient facilities in foreign lands have all served to
increase foreign producitivity without comparable increases in wages."
Much of the U.S. technology, which has =apidly skipped over national boundary
lines, has been developed with U.S. government expenditures, at the expense of
American taxpayers.
5. The sharp rise of foreign investments of U.S. firms in foreign subsidiariesaccompanied by licensing arrangements, patent agreements, joint ventures, etc.,
of U.S. companies with foreign firms-has contributed substantially to the
internationalization of technology and its deteriorating effects on the U.S. trade
position.
It is estimated that in the past 25 years, U.S. firms established about 8,000
foreign subsidiaries, mostly in manufacturing.
Direct investments of U.S. firms in foreign saibvidiaries, plants and other
facilities soared from $3.8 billion in 1960 to $10.6 billion in 1W69 and an estimated
$12.7 billion in 1970-partly financed by outflows of U.S. capital, partly by
plowed-back profits and depreciation of foreign subsidiaries and partly by foreignraised capital. The outflows of private U.S. capital that have financed part of
part of these soaring investments have been a major factor in U.S. balance of
payments problems.
Foreign subsidiaries of U.S. firms and foreign companies using U.S. license,
patents, etc. with U.S. technology-and, thereby, with productivity levels that
are close to those in similar U.S. l)lants-can take maximum advantage of lower
wage- and fringe-benefit costs and l)roduce goods at lower unit costs. Many such
foreign subsidiary plants, operating with American technology and know-how,
l)ay workers as little as 15 cents an hour.
This development has displaced U.S. production. It has meant the export of
American jobs to subsidiary plants of American coml)anies in foreign countries.
It has resulted in the loss of exports to third-country markets. It has meant a
growing tide of imports from foreign subsidiaries into the U.S. American workers
have been the losers.
6. The rapid spread of U.S.-based multi-national corporations-firms with
plants, offices, sales agencies, licensing arrangements, etc., in as many as 40 or
more countries-is a new factor of growing importance in the deteriorating U.S.
position in world trade. They can manipulate the location of operations, depending on labor costs, taxes and foreign exchange rates. They can juggle exports,
imports, prices, dividends, from one country to another within the same corporate
structure.
Multi-national companies attempt to use a systems approach to global production, distribution and sales. With plants and other facilities spread through
numerous countries, multinational firms can and do juggle the production of
components and assembly operations, license and patent agreements, distribution
and shipping and sales arrangements to maximize the gains of the firm. What
finally shows up as U.S. exports and imports is, to an increasing degree, the.
result of intra-corporate decisions, made by the private mangers of U.S.-based
international companies for the private advantage of the firm.
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A multi-national corporation can produce components in widely separated
plants in Korea, Taiwan and the U.S. assemble the product in a plant in Mexico
and sell the goods in the U.S.-with a U.S.-brand name.
Moreover, when such goods are sold in the American market, they are sold at
American prices. So the American worker loses his job and the American coosumer pays the same price or close to it. The beneficiaries are the U.S.-basd
multi-national companies.
The fact that other nations have high, and often prohibitive, barriers to U.S.
exports, while the U.S. is a relatively open market for industrial goods, means
that U.S.-based multi-national companies can have relatively free rein both
abroad and at home, while U.S. workers' jobs, incomes and communities pay the
price. No wonder that spokesmen for multi-national corporations usually advocate
a free trade policy for the U.S.-freedomn to manipulate operations, prices, sales,
profits, etc., and to ship back whatever they wish, for sale in the U.S. market.for the benefit of the managers and stockholders of the corporation, regardless of
adverse impacts on Amderican workers, communities and the nation.
The claims of miilti-national corporations that foreign investments always help
to boost U.S. exports is not true. A study by the Department of Commerce,
reported in the Survey of Current Business, May 1969, stated: "The great
majority of U.S. parent companies (and) of foreign affiliates contributed very
little of U.S. export, trade. This suggests that foreign direct investments by U.S.
corpoations do not necessarily contribute to the export trade of these corporations.
In fact the operations of foreign subsidiaries often substitute for U.S. exports-to the countries of the subsidiary operations and to third-country markets, with
impacts on job opportunities. For example, the Commerce department reports
that in chemicals, non-electrical and electrical machinery-which account for
about one-half of U.S. manufactured exports-foreign subsidiaries of U.S. firms
exported $1.9 billion in 1965 to third countries, amounting to about one-fifth of
all such xports from the U.S.
Moreover, foreign subsidiary operativans result in increased imports into the
U.S.-frequently displacing U.S. production and employment. In April 1969
Commerce I)epartment report on foreign t ade states: "The increase in imports
of manufactures has resulted in part from the establishment of plants by U.S.
firms in low-wage countries to produce for the U.S. market, as in the case of TV
picture tubes and clothing. Precise data are not available to develop this ob,-rrvation fully." The report also declares: "Technology is rapidly diffused among
advanced countries. European and Jal)anese manufacturers are penetrating the
American market even in the most advanced l)roduct areas where we have been
exporting technology. The more rapid rate of increase of imports than exports
implies a larger problem in future years. Some of these imports will come from
foreign subsidiaries of affiliates of U.S. firms."
The growth of multi-national companies, in the 1960s, has been accompanied
by the rapid expansion of international banking-much of it by U.S.-based
banks. The London Economist of November 15, 1969, stated: "It is without
precedent that banks should have joined forces across national frontiers to establish multi-national institutions with their own separate identities."
These international banks have been servicing and helping to finance the
multi-national companies. They move money back and forth across national
boundary lines "beyond the effective reach of the national monetary policies of
any country," as the London Economist pointedd out.
U.S.-based multi-national banks have succeeded, increasingly, in moving
beyond the effects of U.S. monetary policy, just as U.S.-based multi-national
comnanies have succeeded in juggling l)roduction, distribution and sales across
national frontiers, with different laws, customs, taxes, living standards and
currencies.
The spreading operations of U.S.-bascd multi-national companies are an important factor in both the surge of manufactured imports into the U.S. and the
absoluitte slowdown or the slowing ris,,
of U.S. exports in many product-lines.
Foreign trade experts are particular concerned about the near-future impacts
of foreign subsidiaries of U.S.-based Yu..
ulti-national corporations on exports and
imports of such major connodities
': chemicals, non-electrical machinery including engines, office and metal-workng machinery, construction and factory
equipinent) and electrical products (including generators, power machinery,
motors, TV, radios, household equipment and control instruments).
These multi-nationals now account for about one-half of U.S. exports. About
25% are direct transactions between the parent and subsidiaries. Probably another
25% involve the multi-nationals and their other business relations-licensees,
foreign l)at(nit holders, foreign joint ventures, etc.
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A similar or larger percentage of imports is also intra-corporate-involving the
transactions of U.S.-based multi-national firms with their subsidiaries and other
business arrangements.
These closed-system, intra-corporate transactions are hardly competitive. They
are not trade. And "foreign" is hardly the word for them.
The U.S.-based multi-nationals have substantially affected the volume and
composition of U.S. exports-through competition with U.S.-produced goods in
third-country markets, as well as in the country of the subsidiary. They have
greatly affected the volume and composition of imports into the U.S.
At the same time, a large percentage of U.S. exports is affected by the management of foreign trade by foreign governments-direct and indirect subsidies for
exports and barriers to imports.
Therefore, most U.S. foreign trade has little to do with what most people
consider competition. Text book theories of foreign trade-and government
policies based on such theories-are increasingly irrelevant in the real world of
trade and investment in 1970.
Tilt, IMPACT OF U.S.

TRADE

DETERIORATION

ON

WORKERS

The deterioration of the U.S. foreign trade position has obvious impacts on
jobs, on collective bargaining strength of unions, on wages and labor standards
in adversely affected industries.
Precise statistics on the job loss of imports are not available and estimates of
the job impact of exports are only rough guesses that are clouded by the increasing complexity of trade patterns.
Unfortunately, foreign trade experts usually show little interest and even less
knowledge about the employment impacts of developments in foreign trade.
One rough indication of job losses was Secretary Shultz's estimate, presented
to the Joint Economic Committee of Congress, that "about 1.6 million jobs in
1966 would have been required in the U.S. to produce the equivalent value" of
the 74% of imports into the U.S. that were competitive with U.S.-made products.
Secretary Shultz brought these figures up to date in his statement to this
committee last week, when he said: "In 1969, if we had attempted to produce

domestically goods equivalent in value to such imports, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics has estimated that, we would have needed 2.5 million additional
workers ..

These rough estimates indicate the loss of approximately 700,000 American
jobs in the three years 1966-1969, as a result of the rising tide of imports that
compete with U.S.-nade products.
Secretary Shultz's estimates omitted the additional job losses due to the sales
of foreign subsidiaries in foreign countries, in competition with the U.S.-made
products. Anything like a full picture of the job-impact of foreign trade developments is lacking.
The fact of increasing job losses is clear. And recent changes in the composition
of exports and imports have been a special burden on semi-skilled and unskilled
production workers in an increasing number of industries and product lines.
The loss of job opportunities has occurred at a time of urgently-needed unskilled
and semi-skilled production jobs, as well as skilled industrial jobs, in the U.S.
labor force, which is growing about 1.5 million persons each year. These are the
blue-collar jobs that are being affected by spreading layoffs and production
cutbacks.
Production and maintenance workers are being forced to bear most of the
burden of the deterioration of the U.S. position in foreign trade. There are the
same non-supervisory workers-including skilled employes-who bear most of the
heavy burden of the Administration policy of severe economic restraint, as w.l
as the impact of radical and rapid technological change.
Two months ago, for example, The Wall Street Journal provided an illustration.
It reported that Zenith Radio Corporation had said it would "reduce its work
force by about 3,000 jobs this year, and more than one-third of those laid off will
be blacks." The chairman, Joseph S. Wright, said that, in addition to the 3,000
layoffs this year, probably another 4,000 layoffs will occur in 1971.
Why? Because Zenith is building a giant new plant in Taiwan.
The increasing export of American jobs threatens to undermine domestic living
standards and the growth of consumer markets at home. When an American
corporation exports American jobs, it weakens a part of its potential market.
Zenith won't be selling many of its products in Taiwan. It will be paying wages
as little as 15 cents an hour so none of Zenith's workers in Taiwan will be able to
afford them. And, of course, the workers Zenith lays off here-black and white
alike-won't be able to buy them either.
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Another story, iii the New York Times of May 12, 1970, reported from South
Korea, about a Motorola plant, outside of Seoul:*"Because labor is less expensive
in Korea, production costs are one-tenth those of a similar plant in Phoenix."
The report stated: "George A. Needham, representative director of the Motorola
Company's electronic component assembly plant on the outskirts of Seoul, told
visitors to the bright, modern factory that total production costs in Korea were
one-tenth of costs for similar production at Motorola's plant in Phoenix, Arizona.
"He also noted that it took two weeks less time to train Korean girls to assemble
semiconductors and transistors than to teach American girls the same job.
" 'The girls here are more motivated,' explained Mr. Ncedham, 'Life is tough
in this country. These people really need this work.' "
Although this account did not report the wage levels in the Motorola plant, it
noted that wages in a nearby plywood plant ranged from $32 to $48 a month, for
six-da-" weeks of 10 to 11 hours of work per day.
There have been other adverse impacts on workers, as well as job losses. Imports
are sometimes encouraged as a supposed "discipline" on prices. Often, the American consumer benefits not at all-the imports are sold at the American price.
Or, frequently, the price differential to the customer is small and the profit margin
to the business widens. The "discipline" is usually most effectively directed to
the labor cost-to the workers' collective bargaining strength and their ability
to negotiate improved wages and fringe benefits. For example, in 1967 and 1968,
the copper imports of major corporations contributed to delaying achievement
of a settlement of the strike of U.S. copper workers.
The adverse impacts of the deterioration of the U.S. position in foreign trade are
much tougher and nore direct on workers than on capital or top-management officials. Capital is mobile-investments can be moved out of an unprofitable business
to other industries, companies and countries. Owners and top-management are
more mobile than workers. It contrast, workers have great stakes in their jobs and
their communities-skills that are related to the job or industry, seniority and
benefits, investment in a home, a stake in the neighborhood,
seniority-related
schools and church.
NEW
POLICIES FOR
TIE 19701S

In the setting of world economic realities, in 1970, there is an urgent need for
immediate action to thoroughly revise government policies affecting international
trade and investment.
The choice is not between free trade and protectionist theories. Free, competitive
trade relations hardly exist any longer in this world of managed national economics
and the large-scale operations of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies. It is
neither possible for the American economy to hide behind high tariff walls nor to
pretend that free, competitive trade relations are possible.
There is a need to: 1) move ahead rapidly for an orderly expansion of world
trade, with U.S. considerations as the starting point for U.8. policy and posture,
based on the premise that trade is a complex network of interrelationships and 2)
establish trade and investment policies to deal with the foreign investments and
operations of U.S. companies and banks.
U.S. government measures are required:
1. To stop helping and subsidizing U.S. companies in setting up and operating
foreign subsidies-to repeal Section 807 and similar provisions of the Tariff Code,
for example, and to repeal the tax provision which permits the deferral of U.S.
taxes on the income of U.S. companies from their foreign subsidiaries.
2. To supervise and curb the substantial outflows of American companies for
investment in foreign operations.
3. To develop regulations covering U.S.-based multi-national companies.
4. To press, in appropriate international agencies, for the establishment of
international fair labor standards in world trade.
5. As a stop-gap in the face of growing unresolved problems, to regulate the flow
of imports into the U.S. of a variety of goods and product-lines, in which sharply
rising imports are displacing significant percentages of U.S. production and
employment in such markets.
ORDERLY

MARKETING

The need for guarding against a sharp inrush of imports of any product or
component--to prevent adverse impacts on American workers, communities,
firms or industries-has become crucial.
The existing escape clause mechanism is woefully inadequate, as experience
has unfortunately proven. Even a much-needed, improved escape clause, in itself,
is not sufficient to guard against the harmful effects of a rising tide of imports on
American workers and the disruption of domestic markets.
51-389-70-pt. 1- 8
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The AFL-CIO, therefore, supports the general approach of the Orderly Marketing bill, IH.R. 9912, introduced by Congressman James A. Burke of Massachusetts, to stein the tide of imports through the imposition of quotas on imports
of a product or component, whenever a significant share of the U.S. market in
such a product or component is threatened. International agreements to accomplish this purpose would supersede the imposition of import limitations, but
quotas would be established for imports from countries that are not party to the
agr cements.
This aproach provides for the orderly marketing of articles imported into the
United States, as well as a flexible basis for allowing foreign-produced products
to enjoy a fair share of the growth of the U.S. market in the product or component.
In the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, Congress recognized the concept of orderly
marketing in Section 352, which provides for international agreements on such
import limitations. But this provision has not worked.
The AFL-CIO urges the Committee to adopt legislation along the lines of the
Orderly Marketing bill.
THE ESCAPE CLAUSE

The Escape Clause, under Title III of the Trade Expanzion Act of 1962, has
not worked satisfactorily.
Both the Administration bill (I.R. 14870) and the bill introduced by the
Chairman of this Committee (II.R. 16920) recognize the need to remove the
requirement to find a causal relationship between a tariff concession and the,
injury that results from imports. Thus, both bills would remove the burdensome,
technical impediments to finding injury from imports.
However, these two bills differ on whether the imports are a "primary cause"
01 injury, as in the Administration bill, or a "substantial cause," as in Chairman
'Mills' bill. We believe that the Chairman's bill provides a more realistic test and
we support it. Our concern is that imports be recognized as a cause of injury.
Both bills propose changes that affect the government's authority to reduce
duties, in compensation for an Escape-Clause action. We believe that the 20'
request of the Administration is too great and support the proposal of 11.11. 16920,
as more in line with the AFL-CIO request that this authority should be "minimal."
However, the most important cause of injury is the displacement of U.S.
production and export of American jobs, while the Escape Clause deals with injury
from iml)orts. We suggest, therefore, that the relationship of injury to a decline
in U.S. production be fitted into the Escape Clause and other adjustment ssistance provisions.
UNFAIR

FOREIGN RESTRICTIONS

The Administration has requested that the Congress strengthen the government's ability to act, when unfair trade barriers in foreign countries are applied
to mantfactured goods from the U.S.
The AFL-CIO believes that such authority is contained in the 1962 Act. But
it has not been ol)erative for manufactured goods. Therefore, we urge the Congress
to clarify its intent on this.
ADJUSTMENT

ASSISTANCE

The AFL-CIO has consistently advocated the concept of adjustment assistance. The AFL-CIO hailed the adjustment assistance provision in the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962. But due to a rigid interpretation of the Tariff Commission, this provision has been of little value. Between 1962 and 1969, there
were only three findings of injury to workers; in 1970, there have been three more.
While the AFL-CIO continues to support the necessity of workable and
effective adjustment assistance, we believe that it is merely a supplement to the
needed, meaningful legislation on international trade and investment. Adjustment assistance is most decidely not a substitute for such legislation. Those
workers, adversely affected by trade-problems, who can be retrained and helped
to relocate, most certainly should have adjustment assistance. Those whose
jobs have been lost through injury from iml)orts should most certainly receive
benefits. But the basic core of U.S. trade and investment policies should be aimed
primarily at preventing such job losses, with adjustment assistance is a cushion
for those few workers who are, nevertheless, adversely affected.
Therefore, the AFL-CIO supports the Administration's proposals for a workable
adjustment assistance policy, which would provide for findings of injury by the
President, with the Tariff Commission supplying factual information.
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ITEM 807

AND

SIMILAR

PROVISIONS

OF

THE TARIFF

SCHEDULES

The AFL-CIO urges immediate adoption of 11.11. 14188, introduced by Chairman Wilbur Mills, to repeal Item 807 of the Tariff Schedtles. We also urge
repeal of Item 806.30, which is a similar provision of the Tariff Schedules.
In introducing I.R. 14188 to delete item 807 from the Tariff Schedules, Chairman Mills declared on October 3, 1969, that "item 807.00 is being exploited in a
manner not originally anticipated by the Congress. If operations under it continue
to expand and its use is adopted by other industries, the result will be loss of many
jobs. While there may be meaningful economic operations being conducted under
this provision, I am convinced that in many instances, it is being misused in some
industries. Therefore, I feel the )rovision should be repealed until such time as the
government can develop new language and assure that the operations under such
a provision are economically viable and contribute to rather than damage the
wellbeing of the U.S. labor force."
The AFL-CIO agrees with the Chairman of this Committee. Item 807 should
be repealed. And the similar item in the Tariff Schedules, 806.30, should also be
repealed.
Both items 806.30 and 807 provide reduced U.S. tariff duties on imports which
contain U.S.-produced components and which have been assembled or processe(l
abroad. The U.S. tariff duty is applied effectively to merely the valte added in
foreign assembly or processing-often, to merely the very low wages of workers
in the foreign operations. Under 807, the advantage to the firm is twofold. There
is a substantial advantage from the utilization of American equipment and knowhow in foreign assembly operations, usually combined with wages and fringe
benefits that are 50% to 9)0% less than in the U.S., and frequently accompanied by
lower taxes in the foreign country. Item 807 adds to this a reduced-tariff subsidy.
Item 807 is one small loophole in the trade and investment structure for the
advantage of U.S.-based multi-national companies. It operates as a lubricant for
the growing export of U.S. capital, which is a major factor in America's balance
of payments difficulties. It provides financial encouragement of foreign l)rodluction,
by U.S. firms of goods that are sold in the U.S. market. It is a factor in tile deterioration of both the volume and composition of the U.S. trade balance.
Like many tax loopholes, 807 and similar provisions tend to grow. Reported
imports under 807 shot up from $577 million in 1965 to $1.6 billion in 1969. Moreover, these figures may well be understated, since multi-national firms can juggle
their prices in intracorporate transactions, for the benefit of the firm.
In addition, even the so-called U.S.-produced component, under 807, may not
li what it appears. Such coml)onent may be an imported item, processed in the
U.S. and assembled abroad, for shipment back to the U.S. under 807.
From 1967 to 1969, when reported 807 imports rose 77%/, overall U.S. imports of
ail commodities increased 33.8%. Thus 807 imports are growing at double the
rate of overall U.S. imports.
The expansion of 807 operations has been )henomenally rapid since 1967, in
countries like 'Mexico, Taiwan, other countries in the Far East as well as tile
lowest-wage areas of this hemisphere. Reported imports, under 807, from Mtexico
alone soared from $3.1 million in 1965 and $19.2 million in 1967 to $145.2 million
in 1969.
The operations of U.S. firms in foreign countries, with the utilization of thi.
provision, have led to the export of one hunderd thousand or more American
jobs between 1967 and 1969.
At home, the U.S. government is engaging in numerous efforts to train unemployed workers for low-skilled jobs-jobs that are now disappearing, due to
recent and current economic developments. But 807 provides fitms with a federal
subsidy to export such assembly and production jobs for the advantage of some
companies and to the detriment of the American labor force, including the most
disadvantaged. Thus, while the Executive Branch has been examining the issue in
these past few years, and while the National Alliance of Businessmen has been
training, with federal subsidies, a small portion of the disadvantaged unemployed
for jobs in U.S. l)lants, many companies, including NAB members have used the
encouragement of 807 to export jobs to low-wage foreign subsidiaries.
The issue of ;07 involved tariff savings to the companies of approximately $24
million in 1968, which may have increased to about $30 million in 1969. Of the
$1.6 billion in imports ulder 807 in 1969, all but $339 million were charged tile
duties appropriate for the imported items. Payment of the al)pro)riate duties
on the excluded $339 million would surely not break the compaanies involved,
but it would eliminate this specific type of federal inducement for the displacement of U.S. production and employment by runaway operations to countries
whose wage levels are as low as 15 cents an hour. Moreover, it would end this
Federal government inducement for the export of American jobs.
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INTERNATIONAL FAIR LABOR STANDARDS

Labor organizations in various parts of the world, as well as the AFL-CIO in the
U.S., have advocated the establishment of international fair labor standards.
The development of such standards, through appropriate international channels,
is essential to protect and advance living standards in the U.S. and in other
nations, as well.
For years, there have been occasional discussions of this issue within the U.S.
government and in international agencies. But there has been no follow-through
and no action.
This issue has grown in importance, as multinational business has been expanding its search to produce goods in subsidiaries in low-wage countries for sale at high
prices in the industrial nations, particularly, the U.S.-without regard for labor
standards or consumers.
The report to the President, "Future United States Foreign Trade Policy,"
issued on January 14, 1969, states:
"The United States should bring for review and resolution under appropriate
provisions of the GATT cases of exports to this country produced under what it
believes to be clearly unfair labor standards. The United States should also seek,
through the GATT and the ILO and possibly other international organizations,
to develop international agreement upon a workable definition of fair labor
standards and upon realistic means for their enforcement.".
The AFL-CIO urges the Congress to direct the Executive Branch to press for
the establishment of international fair labor standards, as one essential step
towards the development of a rational and socially responsible international
trade and investment policy for the U.S. and all trading nations.
AMERICAN

SELLING

PRICE

The AFL-CIO is opposed to the Administration's proposed repeal of the
American Selling Price.
The resolution on international trade, adopted by the AFL-CIO convention
in October 1969, declared: "No tariff-cutting authority, beyond the authorization
of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 should be approved if there is any change
of the methods of valuation of imports, such as the American Selling Price."
The Trade Expansion Act placed a 50% limit on tariff reductions. The Administration's proposed repeal of A.S.P., as negotiated, could result in considerably
greater tariff cuts for affected products. Such action, therefore, would be unfair.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we of the AFL-CIO are not isolationists and
have no intention of becoming isolationists.
We support an orderly expansion of world trade. We oppose the promotion of
private greed at public expense or the undercutting of United States wage and
labor standards. We want expanded trade that expands employment at home
and abroad and that improves living standards and working conditions, here and
abroad.
No single action or one-shot panacea can meet the complex issues of world
trade, foreign investments of United States companies and the operations of
U.S.-based multi-national corporations.
A battery of realistic policies and measures must be adopted to meet the needs
of the American people in world economic relations in the 1970s.
Practical, common-sense foreign trade and investment policies are needed that
promote employment and achieve decent wages and working conditions-in the
United States and in every nation with which we trade.
Mr. LONG. I pointed out, Mr. President, that this country is faced with an
unfortunate situation where bad figures lead to bad conclusions. The books are
deliberately kept in an erroneous fashion, in my judgment, to justify an erroneous
policy that is benefiting Fomebody, but it is not benefiting this Government.
OVER ONE hUNDRED

FOREIGN COUNTRIES

USE C.I.F. IMPORT

STATISTICS

MR. PRESIDENT: On September 17, I pointed out on the Senate floor just how
misleading our trade statistics are. Subsequent to that discussion, I asked the
Department of Commerce for a list of those countries which properly tabulate
their import statistics to include the cost of insurance and freight.. The Department has sent me a list of over 100 countries which compute their statistics on a
c.i.f. basis. This indicates most clearly that it would be to our advantage to accept
the most commonly used system of tabulating imports-the c.i.f. system.
I ask unanimous consent to include in the record at this point the information
supplied to me by the Department of Commerce.
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FOREIGN

COUNTRIES

WHICH

REPORT

Latin Amerian Republics
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Cliil
Colombia
Costa Rica
El Salvador
Gitatemiala
Ilaiti
londuras
Mexico
N icaragma
Peru
Uruguay

IMPORTS

ON

Brunei
Burma
Cambodia
Ceylon
llong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea, Rep. of

A

C.I.F.

Far East

Laos

Other W1"estern Hemisphere
Bahamas
Barbados
British Ilondmas
Guadeloupe
Guyana
Jamica
Leeward and Windward Islands
Martinique
Surinam
Trinidad and Tobago
Western Europe
Austria
Belgium and Luxembourg
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany, Federal Rep. of
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
Yugloslavia
Communist areas in Europe: llugary
Near East
Cyprus
Ethiopia
Iran
Iraq
Israel
Jordan
Lebanon
Malta
Southern Yemen
Syria
United Arab Republic (Egypt)

Malaysia
Pakistan
Philipplines
Sabah
Sarawak
Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam, Relpblic of
Oceania
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Africa
Afars and Issas (French)

Algeria
Angola
Cameroon
Central African Republic

Clad
Congo (Brazzaville)
Congo (Kinshasa)
Dahomey
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Ivory Coast
Keny'a
Liberia
Libya
M'%aagasy
Mali
Iauritania
MIauritim-,
Mlorocco
Mozanibique
Niger
Nigeria
lieunion
Sao Tome and Principe
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Somalia
Sudan
Tanzania
Togo
Tunisia
Uganda
Upper Volta
Zanzibar

Source: Official trade statistics of listed countries. United Nations.

BASIS

Mi'. IcNEIL. It is interesting further to note, sir, that this year
American exports are running at a 14/- )ercent higher level than
their level a year ago, which is a far higher percentage increase in
American exports than, I believe, ever before in American history.
Imports are running at. the rate of 9 percent above the rate of last year.
Nor is the landscape bleak when it comes to the development of
alternatives to the protectionist features of the trade amendment.
In the case of shoes, for example, the President has already requested
an escape cleuse investigation by the Tariff Coinnission and has
offered an array of assistance to shoe firms and workers.
Senator FuI, RGIT. What was that last, point,?
Mrl'. 'McNEIL. The President announced a several-point program
for the shoe industry some weeks ago. One of these points is a request
of the Tariff Commission to conduct a study to see whether that
industry was injured by imports.
Senator FuiLBRIGHT. Haven't they done that already in view of all
the agitation?
.Mr. McNEILL. They are doing it, now.
Secondly, he provided that SBA and other Government agencies
should immediately provide financial and employment, assistance to
firms and workers.
The President's Commission on World Trade is now studying the
entire range of our trade and related policies for the 1970's. The
hearings and deliberations of the subcommittee of the Joint Economic Committee dealing with the same issue can be counted on to
produce valuable recommendations. Moreover, the impending visits
to the United States by many heads of state, including the Prime
Minister of Japan, would seem' to offer possibilities for dealing with
major outstanding trade policies in an atnosl)here conducive to
agreement.
In short,, the enactment of protectionist legislation at this time
would be tantamount to lowering the flag when help is on the way.
The members of the Emergency Committee for American Trade
seek no special consideration from this committee with respect. to
trade policy. We are satisfied that America's free enterprise economy
can compete successfully in world markets given fair treatment. We
recognize that some practices followed by some nations today are
not, fair but we believe that continuing efforts to improve the international trading climate will benefit the United States. If protectionist legislation is enacted, retrogression will result, and the United
States will share in the blame for the ensuing damage to our own
economy.
Should this happen, we can also foresee damage to the members
of ECAT who employ approximately 3 million American workers
and whose international transactions assist the U.S. balance of trade
and payments in an extremely favorable manner.
Beyond this presentation on the substance of the amendment,, I
wish to urge your committee to consider trade legislation on its own
merits. Linking it to legislation designed to help the needy in our
Nation would be confusing to many Americans who have views on both
subjects. It, would also be sadly ironic to link a trade' bill that would
raise prices for many people to a bill that assists thiemn financially.
Thank you,
ir.
Chairnlan.

BALANCE OF TRADE ON A CIF BASIS
The
CHAIRMAN. I would just like to Put in tile record the matter
that I asked you about. Here is a chart that was prepared and made
available to us in connection with the hearing on the nomination of

Samuel Pierce to be General Counsel of the Department of Treasury.
It appears on page 22 of the hearing record. It, shows how our balat'e

of trade comes through if you put your imports on a CIF basis tie way
the International Monetary Fund and virtually all other nations do ii,
and it shows that we do not have any $3 billion plis.
Last year we had a $4.4 billion minus, anml we are rutnnilg a deficit

right now if you put it on that basis. You had a $4.7 billion minus in
1968 and a. $1.1 billion minus in the previous year.
If you put our imports on an FOB basis, and then consider all tile
giveaways and pretend you sold that, rather thani gave it away, you
show up with a different result. In some of those years you show uip
with a plus when actually you have got a great big nints staring you
in the face by the time you take it into account. I would like to ask
that that chart appear in the record.
(The chart referred to follows:)
U.S. TRADE BALANCE, 1960-69
[in billions of dollars

Total
exports,
f.o.b.
(A)
1969 ------------------1968 ------------------1967 -----------------1966 ------------------1965 -----------------1964 ...................
1963 ...................
1962 ...................
1961 ------------------1960 ...................

37.3
34.1
31.0
29.5
26.8
25.8
22.5
21.0
20.2
19.6

Total
imports,
Trade
f.o.b.
balance
(8) (C=A-8)
36.1
33.2
26.9
25.6
21.4
18.7
17.2
16.5
14.8
15.1

+1.2
+.9
+4.1
+3.9
+5.4
+7.1
+5.3
+4.5
+5.4
+4.5

AID and
Total
Public Law exports less
480,
AID and
Govern- Public Law
ment480,
financed
financed
exports
exports
(0) (E=A-D)
'2.0
2.2
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.7
2.6
2.3
1.9
1.7

235.3

31.8
28.5
27.0
24.3
23.1
19.9
18.7
18.3
17.9

Total
imports,
c.i.f.'
(F)

Merchandise
trade
balance
(G=E-F)

39.7
36.5
29.6
28.2
23.5
20.6
18.9
18.2
16.3
16.6

-4.4
-4.7
- 1. 1
--1.2
+.8
+2.5
+1.0
+.5
+2.0
+1.3

1CIF imports are assumed to be 10 percent higher in value than f.o.b. imports in accordance with Tariff Commission
study.
Estimated by Department of Commerce.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.
STATUS OF U.S.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

The CHAIRMAN. Here is another chart which answers the $64
question in connection-what is the status of our balance of payments?

I would ask that this chart which shows the U.S. balance of payments
from 1960-69 appear in the record at this point.
(The chart referred to follows:)

TABLE 1.-U.S. BALANCE OFPAYMENTS, 1960-69
[In millions of dollars]
1960
Merchandise trade I------------------------------------------Exports -------------------------------------------------

sportss -------------------.--------------------------

4,906
19,650
-14,744

Travel (including tares) --------------.---------------------- 1.238
Receipts
-.--.-.-------------------------......
Payments-----------.
....-------------.----------------------------

1961
5,588
20,107
-14,519

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

4. 561
20, 779
-16,218

5,241
22,252
-17,011

6.831
25,478
-18,647

4,951
26,447
-21,496

3,926
29,389
-25,463

3,860
30,681
-26.821

33, 624
588
-32.964

-1,499
1,57

-1.613
1545

-1,627
1,78

-2,144
1,81

-1,872
2035

-2092
,36
2.,363
-4.445

-1,235
-1,444
-1.596
Recepts..............................1,05
1,57
,070
1,13

1967

1968

1969

624

638
638 v-36,473
-35,835

1,025
-2,263

11,057
-2,292

1,070
-2.514

1,133
-2,729

1,357
-2.856

1. 545
-3,158

1,785
-3,412

1,881
-4,025

2,035
-3,907

2,752

-2. 596

-2,449

-2,304

-2,133

-2,122

-2,935

-3,138

-3,140

335
-3,087

402
-2,998

656
-3,105

657
-2,961

747
-2,880

830
-2.952

8n
-3,764

1,240
-4,378

1,395
-4,535

Dividends and interest ----------------------------------------

2,689

3,398

3,889

3,984

4,686

5,088

5,140

5,646

6,000

5,744

Receipts ------------------------------------------------Payments ------------------------------------------------

3, 752
1.063

4,4315
-1,007

4,999
-1, 110

5,309
-1,325

6,142
-1,456

6,817
-1,729

-1,730
- 1,873

-2,020
3,136

-2,023
2,536

Direct investment --------------------------------------------1,674
-1,598
Bank claims -.
.
. .
.
..
.
.
..--------------------------------------1,148
-1,261
Nonbank claims-..
.
.
.
..-------.------------------------------394
-558
U.S. transactions in foreign securities -----.--------------------662
-762
U.S Government capital, net excluding unscheduled repayments) ...
-1,158
-1,621
Foreign capital- ----------------------------------------419
1,398
Errors and omissions
--------------------------------1.156
-1,103

-1,654
-450
-354
-969
-1,774
1,707
-1,246

-2,058
3,269
-1,976
-1,536
158
-1105
-1,987
1,016
-509

-2,003
5,883
-2,328
-2,465
-1,108
-667
-1,799
812
-1,118

-1,941
4,364
-3,468
93
340
-759
-1,819
492
-576

7,282
-2.142
-2,011
2,492
-3,661
253
-443
-481
-1,963
2.961
-514

8.008
-2.362
-1981
2,243
-3,137
-475
-760
-1.266
-2.427
3,366
-1,088

8,933
-2,933
-1,947
-336
-3,209
253
-1,202
-1,254
2,537
8,970
-514

10,207
-4,463
-1,841
-885
-3,070
-541
-269
-1,494
-2 097
4,060
-2 924

Balance on liquidity basis -------------------------------------3,901
Balance on official reserve transactions basis---------------------3,403

-2.204
-2,702

-- 2,670
-2,011

-2,800
-1,564

-1,335
-1,289

-1,357
266

-3, 544
-3,418

171
1,641

-7,221
2,708

Military -------------------------

--------------------------

Receipts --------------------------------------------Payments -------------------.-------------------------

Other services and transfers, including Government grants --------Current account total----------------------------------------

I Balance-of-payments basis.
2 Including unilateral transfers.

-2,371
-1, 347

Source: Treasury Department.

--

3,355
1.515
-4,850

Senator FULBRIGHT. Payments or trade?
The CH1ATRM&.N,\. Balance of payments. That is the answer to the
$64 question which is, are we as a nation making money or losing
money. The liquidity deficit is the usual way of looking at the net
result but it also has an official basis as well. We have been averaging
about $2.5 billion minus since 1960 on the liquidity basis, and $1.1
billion on the official basis. We have been averaging about $2.5
billion a year in the minus for the last 10 years on balance of payments.
How long (to you think we can keel) that up?
Mr. McNEILL. Mr. Chairman, I appeared before this committee on
behalf of the Johnson administration some years ago to discuss
with you and your associates this whole question of import and
export valuation, and we )resente(d a statement at that time showing
that if we are going to add insurance an(l freight as a measurement
of our merchandise imports, we would also have to add the same
factor to our exports in order to weigh comparable things, and if you
do that you come out with the same figures.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not talking about valuation but just talking
about the statistics correct, that is all.
Mr. MNcNEI,. The Bureau of the Census, sir, in its quarterly
publication on foreign trade does list, in the begining an adjustment
factor for CIF which now is about 6 percent, so you could subtract, I
suppose if you wanted, 6 percent, but you would also, it seems to me,
have to add 6 percent to your exports in order to have the two things
on a comparable basis.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it, does not make much difference whether
you are adding it on iml)orts or exports as long as it is the other fellow's
S.1ip.
Now, over 90ships.
percent of this stuff on a tonnage basis is going in the
person's
other
Mr. MCNEILL. Well, sir, the insurance an(l the freight transactions
internationally are reported fully in our balance-of-payments statistics,
as are our tourist account figures.
The $3 billion figure that I was referring to, the trade figure, has to
do with merchandise trade only.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the foreign merchandise cannot compete
over here unless it, does bear the cost of insurance and freight.
Do you have this chart, Mr. Reporter, that I ask that you place
in the record here? It shows what the final answer to it is on a liquidity
basis on balance of payments, and this is where we really, by the time
you put in everything, you put il, everything that belongs in it, and
take out everything that belongs out of it, you show up with a great
big minus figure averaging about $3 billion a year. You are aware of
that?
Mr. McNEILL. I am also aware, sir, that the balance of payments
has been out of whack to the tune of billions of dollars. I am also
aware, if you look at the balance of l)ayments in the l)ublic and l)rivate
sector, that the private sector contributed on a net basis billions of
dollars both on trade and investment account to the balance. It is the
expenditures we have abroad for national security and economic
foreign aid reasons that bring the balance, the total balance, into net
disad vantage.
But the private sector, I maintain, sir, is that sector of the balance
of payments that more than pays its own way.

The CHAIRIMAN. Yes, but when you add everything up you get a
great big minus. You can study and arrive at your conclusion as to
where we stand on merchandise trade balance. The figures that we
have, and this is the best calculation we have made, we make a 10,)ercent calculation above FOB, which is in accordance with the Tariff
Commission's study, and that shows ul) a deficit in accordance with
the figures that I )ut, in the record.
It is also in accordance with the way the International Monetary
Fund estimates it. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNETT. No questions.
Senator FULURIGHT. Mr. McNeill, I have studied those figures, too,
and I quite agree with you that on trade we have had-and the previous witnesses said when we asked this question-I think the feeling
has been that we have a favorable balance on trade.
The trouble is that those who sul)port our foreign policy are unwilling to face the consequences of it in giving away vast sums of
military equipment and other economic goods and spending it on
our activities such as Vietnam and Korea, and so on, and all around
the world. This is what, since that is not, very favorable to the argument, they dismiss.
But the fact, is that, as I said, and I agree with exactly what you
said.
ESCAPE CLAUSE PROVISION

I do not understand why the Tariff Commission has not proceeded
under the escape clause provision to give relief to the textile and
footwear industries. What is the explanation of that, because this
discussionn of this bill, the probabilities of a bill, have been underway
for a long time.
Why have they not moved in that area; what. is the excuse for
it not moving? It was set ul) for that purpose, wasn't it?
Mtlr. NIcNEILL. Yes, Senator Fulbright, I certainly am not the
one who can talk for the Commission, but I ( in report to you, however, a year ago the Tariff Conmission did conduct, a factual investigation and made a report to the Congress and to the President.
Senator FULBRIGHT. On textiles?
Mr. McNEILL. On shoes.

Senator FULBiRIGuT. On shoes.

Ir. \MfcNEILL. And this year the President, in effect, asked the
Tariff Commission to update the facts that it had acquired a year ago
under its investigation so that the Tariff Commission, I think, for
the past 2 or 3 years on an annual basis has been ascertaining the
facts.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Have they been given relief?
Mr. XMcNEiLL,. They have not yet come up with a recommendation to the President. It. will be in January.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Why can't the President have this recom-

mendation expedited? It is ridiculous that they (1o not get action in
view of the urgency here asked to pass a bill in a couple of days.
What is wrong with the TIariff Commission? They have no excuse,
having made this studly, why can't, they act more rapidlly if the President asks them to?
i\r. 'McNEILL. I cannot speak for the Tariff Commission.

Senator FULBRIGIT. You must have some ideas. You have been in
the business a long time.

Mr. INcNEIuI,. Yes, sir; I have.
Senator FULBRIGHT. What are your ideas, tell us them.
Mr. McNEILL. The Tariff Commission?
Senator FULBRIGHT. What is wrong with it?
Mr. McNEILL. There is nothing wrong with it. Their workload is
terrible. When I worked in the Budget Bureau I worked as an examiner
for the Tariff Commission, and I sympathize with their position.
They did not have enough staff to take care of their business and
business of the United States. That is their problem.
Senator FULBRIGIHT. For goo(lness sake, most of us thought this
was set up for the purpose of giving relief where it, was needed in
just such investigations as tariffs on shoes which should
i)emade.
They ought to (o that, through an orderly procedure with a flexible
ability to give relief. That is the theory of the bill.
I do not understand why the Plresident has not encouraged them
to take action in this administration, and why wait until January
is what I would ask. Why can't they do it now, if they have already
been making, as you have said, a more or less continuous stuly of
this last year? It, would be a sinl)le matter to update it.
But I am very worried about the effect of sudden action here
without knowing what the consequences are.
Do I gather from what you said that the Common Market, which
is now becoming more and more consolidated and acting in a iore
effective way, has estimated that $1.6 billion of their ex p orts will be
affected by this bill; is that what you said?
Mr.
cNFILL. No, sir. I said that under the escape clause alone,
the $1.6 billion figure would apply. If you add to that the textiles and
shoes and the manmade fibers, then the figure would be well over $2
billion of their trade that would be affected.
The $1.6 billion figure applies only to the products that, they
export to the United States that. would meet the arithmetic test of the
escape clause as in the Ways and Means Committee bill.
They.made it very clear, Senator, they were going to defendl their
economic interests.
Senator FuInlRIGHT. Well, they made that clear before. I mean, we
had that experience, as I mentioned before, with poultry. They started
doing that a good while ago, and I did not particularly like'it, and I
think we ought to take comparable action.
What worries me is the urgency, of the action on trade, and linking
it with the social security bill.
As I said before, I am not at all sure I would not support, a bill that
I thought I understood and I was fully aware of its consequences.
As I understand it, your people , made up primarily of business
concerns in this country, and many of them very sizable business
people, are opposed to this procedure.
Do you take a position, a final position, on the bill itself or do you
say you supported the administration bill but were o1)p)ose( to the
House bill?
Mr. NcNEILL. We support the administration bill and are strongly
ol)l)osed to the legislation al)l)roved by the Ways and ,Meanis Coinmittee; that is, we are opposed to the trade amendments before this
committee.
Senator FULRIGHT. The one that is being l)roposed here?
Mr. McNEILL. Yes.
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Senator FULBRIGHT. Could you say in just a brief way what is the
major reason why you take this position; in other words, the things
that affect your judgment?
Mr. McNFIL. The group that I represent would like to see as a
basic premise an expanding world economy.
Taking that as a basic premise, we find this bill very objectionable
because it is designed to assure just, the opposite effect, that is, a

reduction in economic activity in this country and abroad, and
therefore it would lead to a contraction of economic activity, and this
is what we are opposed to. In a nutshell, that is our reason.
Senator FULBRmGHT. You do not subscribe to the idea that we

might develop a system, sort of a system of barter, like the Russians
have that we miglt, profit under that?
Mr. McNEILL. No, sir.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Why not? They have (lone pretty well,
haven't, they?
Mr. MCNEILL. I think they may have done well in terms of the
nianayemnent of their own internal economy in the way they have

done it, but look at the cost in human terms.
Senator FULBRIGIIT. You are still a private enterprise man?
Mr. McNEILL. Yes, sir.
Senator FULBRIGHT. OX. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.

We will meet again in this roon at 2:30.
(An attachment to 1\1r. McNeill's statement follows. Hearing continues on page 113).
FO1IEWOhD
On Mfay 18, 1970, three members of the Emergency Committee for American
Trade were lead-off witnesses in public hearings on foreign trade and tariffs
before the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives.
The statements reprinted here were presented by:
Donald M. Kendall, President and Chief, Executive Officer, PepsiCo, Inc., and
Chairman of ECAT.
Ellison L. IIazard, Chairman of the Board, and President, Continental Can
Company y, Inc.
Lynn Townsend, Chairman, Chrysler Corporation.
Patrick E. Ilaggerty, Chairman, Texas Instruments Incorporated (Mr. haggerty was unable to appear, an( submitted a statement for the record.)
In addition, the formal statement submitted for the Committee's record is
included.
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Chairman Mills and members of the Committee, my colleagues and I are )leased
to be testifying today on behalf of the Emergency Committee for American
Trade. I am Donald M. Kendall, Chairman of our Commlittee and President of
PepsiCo, Inc. With me are Ellison L. llazard, Chairman of the Board and President, Continental Can Company, Inc.; and Lynn Townsend, Chairman, Chrysler
Corporation. Patrick E. Ilaggerty, Chairman, Texas Instruments Incorporated,
had planned to join us, but is tillable to appear at this time. We will submit a
statement on his behalf for the record.
In keeping with your time schedule, we will speak briefly, and submit material
for your further consideration.
ECAT was formed in 1967 to oppose the surge of protectioni.i-n which you,
Mr. Chairman, and your Committee have dealt with so constructively. Our
members are gratified that U.S. trade policy has not been cripl)led by a harsh
grid of quota restrictions that others have asked you to impose.
For our l)art, we are asking only for a fair chance to increase out exports and
l)rotect our investments. We believe the President's bill will do this. We believe
quotas will not.
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ECAT's members are mostly large companies and we have operations in many
countries and in all American states. Many of our companies are larger today
than when we last appeared here. And I may say that many of the companies and
industries that were clamoring here for protection two years ago are also larger
today. We are delighted by this latter fact.
We are particularly pleased to see the improvement that has taken place in the
steel industry. In 1968, the industry's association asked your Committee for a
complicated system of mandatory quotas on grounds of national security needs.
It now appears that conditions have improved and the president of a major steel
company was quoted earlier this month in the press as saying: "In retrospect,
the 60's were rough on the steel industry. The combination of factors that combined to produce a climate of unfair world trade that was characteristic of much
of the 1960's was really a blessing in disguise for the American steel industry. We
upgraded our facilities, eliminated unprofitable products, invested in new materials and new businesses, and built a stronger base on which to grow and improve."
We hope this proves to be the case and that it helps demonstrate the healthy
effect that international competition has on the American economy. ECAT
believes that any drastic reduction in such competition could burden America
with lethargic, non-competitive industries sheltered behind quota walls. The
members of ECAT do not want to see a single job lost in America or to see even
the smallest business suffer.
Our welfare is also dependent on the good health of thousands of smaller concerns, on suppliers, dealers, retailers, processors and others. In this connection, I
believe the companies in our country with fewer than 50 employees also have a
great stake in freer trade. ECAT members can easily see the importance of the
billions of dollars we contribute to American exports and balance of paymenlts.
The value of trade may be less obvious to many smaller companies, but it is there
and I believe they have a great potential for improving our export performance.
We realize your Committee has been highly and rightly concerned about our
trade performance. The huge surpluses of the 'sixties' have indeed slipped away.
ECAT, however, does not believe protectionism would meet this l)roblem. Market
forces are already helping somewhat and I understand the current trade surplus
is running at a $2.4 billion annual rate, alno.st twice that of last year.
ECAT believes that the U.S. competitive capacity is sound and that our trade
performance will improve with a return to normal economic growth rates and
control of inflation.
Our exports, we note, have continued to grow at the historic rate of seven
percent. We believe this is the side of the trade equation where our efforts should(
be concentrated. In terms of exl)orts as a percentage of GNP, the U.S. could
be called an underdeveloped country.
Let's give our exporters and potential exporters more practical help, better
credit, tax incentives and the support of our government officials abroad.
Let's also insist that our negotiators use the power they have and the power
the President's bill will give them to open foreign markets to American products
on the same basis that our markets are open.
The huge American market is so attractive, even so essential, to other nations
that we should have great leverage in such negotiations.
The members of ECAT are impressed with how well overseas busine.-smneit
appreciate this fact. We have met with like-minded business leaders in Japan
and Europe to encourage them to oppose restrictions on American trade and
investment. When the facts are presented to them, they have been very helpful
on issues like soybeans in Europe and quotas and investment barriers in Japan.
The U.S., of course, has its own restrictions. One-sixth of our trade is already
covered by quotas and it is impossible for ECAT members to conduct our bu-iness
around the world without being daily reminded of fear abroad that these restrictions will grow.
What we believe is needed is the negotiation of a series of agreements adding
up to a "fair competition" policy that would establish reasonably equal competitive conditions for all traders on matters like subsidies and bidding on government procurement. This could also lead to common positions on the safety
of products traded internationally and even safeguards against undue damage to
the environment.
ECAT can only predict that the forces working in favor of our trade balance
will prevail and that vigorous efforts to obtain fairer treatment of American
goods will succeed. We can, however, be categorical in stating that legislated
quotas and other restrictions are self-defeating in terms of our trade balance.
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The record shows that restrictions breed restrictions, that nations can and do
retaliate and the results cancel each other out on a downhill race. Protectionists
will tell you this won't happen-ignoring recent American retaliation on chickens
and Belgian retaliation oil carpets. We are also certain that the cost of quotas,
domestically, is higher prices, less ability to compete abroad and less incentive
to Compete at home.
Various proposals for "orderly marketing agreements" have a rhetorical appeal
and a facade of fairness but they are no less objectionable. They are such burej, ucratic horrors that the only definite thing that can be said about how they might
work is that competition would be cut off without any proof of injury.
For these reasons, Mr. Chairman, we cannot concur with the view that textile
quotas should be applied across-the-board and that the time-tested and internationally accepted l)rincil)le of proving injury before relief is granted should be
abandoned. These principles are hard won in this world. They include, for example,
the principle that expropriation should not take place without proml)t and
adequate compensation. This is really a "law and order" issue and the United
States has the most to lose if the few rules that have been established are vitiated.
In short, we are sympathetic to the textile and other industries and recommend
relief when the need for it is demonstrated. In such cases, we would welcome
voluntary agreements with supplying countries.
Our formal statement details our support of the President's trade bill. I would
like to note that while we favor making it easier for domestic industries to obtain
temporary relief through the escape clause, we recommend that the Congress
show that it expects the test for such relief to be meaningful and exacting.
ECAT has given considerable attention to Section 252 of the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962. We support the extension of the President's power to retaliate when
any American product-not just farm products-is discriminated against. We
think the problem of subsidies of exports to third countries would be better dealt
with by an international agreement than by extending the President's retaliatory
authority. But, we strongly recommend extension of retaliatory power to cover
discrimination against American investments. Such discrimination effectively cuts
off exports of plant equipment and other goods. We also recommnend that any
action under this authority be taken in conformity with international rules.
In conclusion, ECAT believes our trade policy has been a good one and would
like the Committee to improve and protect it.
I would like to thank you and ask Mr. Hazard to continue.
STATEMENT OF ELLISON L. HAZARD
Ir. Chairman and members of the Ways and Means Committee: I am Ellison
L. Hazard, Chairman of the Board and President of the Continental Can Company, Inc. I an pleased to have this opportunity to appear with my associates
from the Emergency Committee for American Trade to express illy serious concern about the direction of our nation's trade policy and its implications for my
industry.
Packaging, Mr. Chairman, is the fourth largest industry in the United States.
Unlike sume industries, packaging is not susceptible to easy categorization. The
industry's operations are diverse and widespread. It uses a very wide range of
materials, most of them produced in the United States. The industry's domestic
sales and production are far more significant than its international activities.
Yet, I believe the industry has a critical stake in the subject of your hearings and
I wish to strongly recommend that the Committee renew our nation's policy of
international trade expansion under conditions of reciprocity. I believe this can
best be accomplished by enactment of President Nixoit's trade proposals.
Let me present a few salient facts about the interests of my company and the
industry of which it is a part, and the relationship of these interests to freer
trade. iany l)ackaging companies. including Contiacittal Can have operations in
many countries. As you know, the United States is the world's leader in the field
of packaging. Our methods and processes and technology are needed and emulated
in almost every nation. As an illustration, my company has over 50 licensing
agreements with packaging companies throughout the free world. In addition
we own and operate 61 plants abroad. Their earnings make a substantial contribution to the hard-pressed blaanee of payments of the United States.
These overseas plants serve overseas markets. There is very little international
exchange of finished products in the industry, because most of our finished
products are normally quite bulky and do not lend themselves to shipment ove(r
great distances. Thus, if we did not operate abroad, others would take our place
to the detriment of American economic interests.
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What is traded internationally are the raw and semifinished materials on
which this industry is dependent. The balance of this trade is very much in tie
favor of the United States.
Paper and paper products are an important part of our company's activities.
As a matter of information, our company ranks third in the production of paperboard in the United States.
These facts all have an important bearing on the welfare of the 48,000 Americans
my company employs in its plants in 33 states and on the welfare of a company
with annual sales approaching $2 billion, 72 percent of which are generated ill

the United States.
As I understand the legislation before you, the basic choice is between the
proposals of the President which would continue United States trade policy on
the same course it has followed for many years and a variety of hills that would
subject trade to regulation by quotas. I realize that some of these quota bills are
restricted to one or two commodities and some are more general in nature.
Since my company is not, dependent to any extent on imports, it may appear
that we could afford to be indifferent to the outcome of your considerations. To
the contrary, however, there are a number of reasons that compel ine to support
the policies that your Committee has promulgated in the past and are now proposed by the President.
Our first consideration involves the international climate in which we must
operate. The notion that national economies are neatly divided into domestic and
international business is not )orne out in our experience. When trade is subject
to restrictions and the hostile policies that restrictions engender, it becomes more
difficult to operate efficiently in any country. Our plants overseas are dependent
to a large extent on cooperative relations among the countries concerned. We
would not wish them to be caught in the middle of a trade war.
Additionally, we regard international competition in raw materials as an essential
restraint on rising prices which, as you know, are a problem everywhere in the
world. Without the Spur of such competition, our industry and the people we
serve would find suppliers less impelled toward policies of maximum efficiency,
modernization and competitive pricing.
Although ECAT does not wish to appear doctrinaire on any trade matter, it is
difficult for us to be anything else on the subject of iml)ort quotas. I believe you
are familiar with why we do not regard quotas as a practical solution to trade
problems. In addition to the factor of retaliation, quotas should be anathema to
any businessman. They place in the hands of government officials tile power to
favor one firm over another, one region over another, one set of labor practices
over another or what have you. No matter how skilled their administration, they
are the hallmark of a "planned" as against a "market" economy.
In conclusion, I would like to say that we are opposed to quotas not only as
members of ECAT but simply as businessmen.
STATEMENT
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Ways and Means Committee, I am Lynn
Townsend, Chairman of the Chrysler Corporation, and I am delighted to be here
today with some of my fellow members of the Emergency Committee for American
Trade to support continuance of the historical reciprocal trade policies of the
United States and to recommend approval of the President's trade proposals.
I would like to preface my remarks by quoting from a current statement of
policy of the Automobile Manufacturers Association. The quote is as follows:
"Protectionism by any trading nation undermines the princil)les of recil)rocity
and endangers the long-term growth of any economy which retreats behind its
arguments."
I strongly believe in the truth of this statement. A retreat into any major form
of economic isolationism can only work against the best economic and political
interests of this or any other country undertaking such an unwise ste). If there
is one successful economic policy that this country has had experience with, it
is the policy of reciprocal trade agreements legislated initially by time Congress
in 1934. I hate to see success tampered with.
The automobile industry has long supported and l)romoted efforts to expand
international trade. We firmly believe that competition is desirable whether that
competition be within our own market or foreign markets. As is well known to
members of this committee, American automobile coml)anies operate on a truly
international scale with facilities in every country of the free world. In some
countries we h we manufacturing facilities while in others we have either facilities
for assembly or for distribution.
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I am sure that I speak not only for myself but for my associates in the automobile industry when I say that we believe that any impediment imposed upon
us in competing for world markets would be undesirable not only for ourselves
but also for the economic interests of the United States. In the period from
1947-1969 for example, exports of automotive products totaled $38.3 billion
and imports of automotive products $19.6 billion. This has afforded the United
States an automotive trade surplus during that period of $18.7 billion, which I
think is a very major contribution to the balance of payments of this country.
While it is true that imports of foreign cars have increased greatly in recent years
to the disadvantage of the automotive balance of trade, the domestic automobile
industry is facing that competition head-on through the introduction of smaller
domestic cais to the marketplace. We firmly believe this to be the proper response
to import competition. We believe equally firmly that pleas for iml)ort protection
through legislated quotas would be the wrong response for a variety of reasons.
Among them is our recognition that such quotas would trigger counteractions
abroad, which could lead to a major trade war from which there could emerge
no winners. Anong the princil)al losers would be the consumer, whose range of
product choice would be narrowed.
Policies seeking to expand trade and investment, on the other hand, benefit
private enterprise and the national economy. Such policies provide the consumer
wider product selection and stimulate greater price competition, from which he
also benefits. Restrictive import legislation, on the other hand, would lead to
higher costs and prices for raw materials both through a reduction in supply
and in competition, thus adding fuel to already strong inflationary pressures.
In supporting an open-looking trade policy, I in no way want to gloss over or
ignore the many serious problems confronting this Committee in its present
examination of l)restc1, and proposed trade policies. The U.S. automobile industry
faces many commercial risks, and has a variety of serious problems at home and
abroad that require the serious attention of yourselves and the agencies of the
Executive Branch. We want a fair shake in foreign markets. We would like to
see our government negotiate for us treatment in foreign markets similar to
that accorded foreign companies in the U.S. market. In short, we would like full
reciprocity, and consistent with that we believe that trade negotiations should
be aimed at the reduction and ultimate removal on non-tariff barriers.
The American automobile industry is seriously affected by foreign non-tariff
barriers. Among them is a device used by many foreign governments requiring
specified percentages of "domestic content" in autos sold in their countries. This
requirement forces U.S. auto manufacturers into often high cost assembly or
manufacturing operations in the countries concerned to the detriment of consumers in those countries, who pay the resultant higher prices.
Another serious barrier abroad is internal taxes that discriminate against
American cars through forcing payment of proportionally higher taxes than on
the smaller cars produced in the home market. This fiscal discouragement to
foreign purchase of U.S. cars is a serious problem.
Among the countries utilizing such discriminatory taxes are Japan and some
member.; of the European Common Market. As members of this Committee are
aware, the U.S. negotiators in the Kennedy Round of tariff negotiations negotiated
a package of concessions concerning the American Selling Price (ASP). As part of
that package, Congress is being asked by the President to eliminate that system
of import valuation. We in ECAT and we in the American auto industry Sul)port
the President's request for two basic reasons. First, umiless it is eliminated, it is
our belief that our trading partners will attach little credibility to stated U.S.
intentions that it wants to negotiate on non-tariff barriers. Foreign businessmen
often remind us that unless the U.S. is able to implement the negotiated ASP
package, then what confidence can they or their governments have in the U.S.
The second reason for sul)porting the President's ASP request is that as part
of the negotiated ASP package, Belgium, France and Italy have agreed, on
elimination of ASP, to modify their internal automobile tax system to eliminate
the discrimination against U.S. cars. This would benefit U.S. exports of automotive
products.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I thank you for your generous

attention.
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Mr. Chairman, I am Patrick E. Haggerty, Chairman of Texas Instruments, and
a "ounding member of the Emergency Committee for American Trade.
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While I am here as a member of the Emergency Committee for American Trade,
I think it worthy to note that the electronics industry, of which my
company is a
part, has an enormous stake in international trade. It is an industry that last year
achiefed approximately $25 billion in domestic sales; that employed over I million
persons in the United State.s; that had $2.8 billion in export sales and that saw
iml)orts of $1.8 billion. Thus, the electronics industry's 1969 stake in U.S. international trade was $2.6 billiort, and we contributed a net foreign exchange earning
of $1 billion to the U.S. balance of trade.
There is great competition in the United States electronic products markets.
Competition is not only among domestic companies but among domestic concerns
and overseas manufacturers. Competition from the latter is particularly keen in
l)roduct areas with a relatively stable technology, such as radios, television sets
and home tape recorders. Because of the labor intensiveness of these l)roducts,
many U.S. firms have established manufacturing facilities abroad or entered into
business ventures with overseas l)artners whereby manufacture abroad is coupled
with manufacture in the United States in order to keep total costs at competitive
levels.
In those l)roduct area characterized by ral)idly changing technology such as
semiconductors, the l)roduction pattern is domestic manufacturer with some assembly of American components overseas. Vital to this assembly is item 807.00
of the Tariff Schedules of the United States. I would like to address myself to this
provision, since II.R. 14188 is one of the several issues before this Comnittee.
The tariff item at issue allowed the dynamic semniconductor market to expand
since 1962 at an average annual rate of 22 l)ercent. This growth has been accompanied by sharp and sustained declines in unit prices, facilitating the economic use
of semiconductors in established consumer )roducts such as radios and television
sets that formerly used vacuum tubes. Low unit price. and volume production
have stimulated the development, in turn, of other new industries such as the
computer industry.
By making it possible for U.S. electronics manufacturers to transfer laborintensive assembly operations abroad and to keel) and expand skilled operations
in this country, item 807.00 has contributed iml)ortantly to the growth of the
domestic work force and to higher paying jobs in the Umited States.
Were this tariff provision repealed, there is no doubt in my mind that my industry would be seriously damaged to the detriment of our work force, to thme
American consumer, and to the economy in general. lere is what I believe would
happen:
1. First, the imposition of import duties on American-made components would
immediately drive up costs, which, in most cases, could not be absorbed by profits.
Prices would be marked-up, which would cut sales, both at home and abroad.
Then production and employment would fall. Consuniers, of course, would have
to pay more for the end-products.
2. With costs and prices ul), our industry's competitiveness would weaken and
foreign producers would enjoy a growing market share. As our domestic and overseas markets decline, our industry's contribution to the U.S. balance of payments
would shrink.
3. To regain our lost markets, we would have to find ways of cutting costs. In
our domestic operations, this could be accomplished, in sonic cases, by expanded
use of labor-saving machinery. In other cases, we might expand our international
activities to manufacture or purchase )roducts abroad that are now made in the
United States. Or, there could be some combination of these alternatives. Whichever way, employment undoubtedly would be hurt.
4. As'more and more American )roduction is sourced abroad, imports would
rise and exports would fall, because overseas sales would be su1)plied by the production of our subsidiaries abroad. This, of course, would hurt the U.S. trade balance.
Were time available I would address myself to a number of other issu(es involved
in repeal of this tariff provision. How, for example, can the United States reconcile
repeal with its long-standing and justified policy of promoting economic progress
in the developing countries of the world? Where is the equity in putting a tariff
on an American-made l)roduct if assembled in Taiwan but exempting it if assembled in Tulsa?
There are many complicated questions that need examination and answers before action is taken. I welcome the Tariff Commission's painstaking invest igat ion
into this matter. I believe it will shed needed light on this issue. I therefore, urge
this Committee to withhold action to retain or reveal item 807.00 until the Tariff
Commission reports its findings.
51-39-70-pt.
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED TO THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

Chairman Mills and members of the Committee, my colleagues and I are pleased
to be testifying today on behalf of the Emergency Committee for American Trade.
I am Donald M. Kendall, Chairman of our Committee and President of PepsiCo,
Inc. With me are Ellison L. Hazard, Chairman of the Board and President, Continental Can Company, Inc.; an-d Lynn Townsend, Chairman, Chrysler Corporation. Patrick E. Hlaggerty, Chairman, Texas Instruments Incorporated, had
plannedd to join is but is unable to appear at this time. We will submit a statement
on his behalf for the record.
This is the second time in the brief history of ECAT that a group of our members
has appeared before your Ccmmittee. Two years ago under the leadership of
Arthur K. Watson, now Amelicn Ambassador to France, an ECAT team testified. I have read the transcripA of that appearance and can report that ECAT's
views have not changed. Time Las only strengthened them. I subscribe fully to
what, was said at the end of our statement in 1968:
We are not here to ask for special favors. We do not want protection for our
businesses. We do not want subsidies for our exports. All we need is a sound domestic economy and access to foreign markets.'
But time has changed the conditions that influence American trade policy. We
are appearing today to support the President's trade proposals and to recommend
strengthening amendments, but first, I wxmfld like to comment on some of these
changes.
Since we were last here, the danger of a wrecking operation on the world trade
system has increased both at home and abroad. The members of ECAT have consequently decided to hold fast, to persevere in what I assure you is a thankless
job of helping to defend that system and trying to make it work better.
ECAT was formed in the fall of 1967 in face of the surge of protectionism which
you, Mr. Chairman, and your Committee have dealt with so constructively. We
grew in a few months from a handful of companies to slightly more than 50, the
number we have decided to maintain. ECAT members are practical, working businessmen. We have not become free trade theorists but, rather, have concentrated
on specific issues and have supported the reciprocal trade program because we
know it has worked. Our members have been personally involved in ECAT
initiatives. We have taken the ECAT case to the Congress, to the prior and present
Administration and to the public and, when necessary, we have taken it abroad.
It is a fact, Mr. Chairman, that we are mostly large companies. Many of our
companies are larger today then when we last appeared here. And I may say that,
many of the corl)anies and industries that were clamoring here for protection two
years ago are also larger today. We are delighted by this latter fact.
We are particularly pleased to see the improvement that has taken place in the
steel industry. In 1968, the industry's association asked your Committee for a
complicated system of mandatory quotas on grounds of national security needs.
It now appears that conditions have improved and the president of a major steel
company was quoted earlier this month in the press as saying: "In retrospect, the
'60's were rough on the steel industry. The combination of factors that combined to
l)roduce a climate of unfair world trade that was characteristic of much of the
1960's was really a blessing in disguise for .he American steel industry. We ,apgraded our facilities, eliminated unl)rofitable products, invested in new materials
and new businesses, and built a stronger base on which to grow and improve.'
We hope this proves to be the case and that it helps demonstrate the healthy effect
that, international competition has on the American economy. ECAT believes
that any drastic reduction in such competition could burden America with
letha ic, non-competitive industries sheltered behind quota walls. The members
of ECAT do not want to see a single job lost, in America or to see even the smallest
business suffer. Although ECAT comprises large companies with operations in
every American state, our fortunes depend on the good health of thousands of
small concerns, on suppliers, dealers, retailers, processors and many others. I,
personally, believe that the backbone of American business can be found in the
more than 3,300,000 companies in our country with fewer than 50 employees. I
also feel that these small companies have a greater stake in freer trade than they
realize. ECAT members can easily reckon the billions of dollars that we contribute
to America's exports and to its balance of payments. Small companies cannot
measure their collective contribution so readily but they are no less essential to our
standing in world markets and a great )otential for improving our performance
resides with them.
Your Committee has been rightly concerned with America's balance of trade-a
very significant area in which conditions have changed since ECAT was last before
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you. In our view, the situation is not as bleak or as prohibitive to freer trade
policies as those seeking protection would have us believe. The history of the
reciprocal trade program holds volumes of protectionist pronouncements that
America had priced itself out of world markets and that we had better give up the
game. The record shows that these judgments have been consistently vrong.
Our trade balance has indeed declined. We are not likely in the iear future to
see the six and seven billion dollar annual surpluses of a few years ago. However,
I do understand that the current surplus is running at, a $2.4 billion annual rate
in 1970, approximately a three-fold improvement over 1968 and nearly a twofold improvement over 1969 when the recorded surplus was $1.3 billion. Europe,
Canada and Japan and other countries are challenging our competitive edge in
manny manufactured goods, as Secretary Stalls outlined here last week. The
"green revolution" is easing-at least temlporarily-the demand for Americanl
farm l)roducts and trade balances in natural resources are worsening. These
are real changes and present real l)roblems. But they are no cause for the kinds of
quota legislation now being proposed.
First of all, there are off-setting factors. For example, it is true that technology
moves faster around the world today than in the past. It is also true that advanced
technology is generated and ap)lhied much faster today than in the )ast. American
primacy in this area is firmly established.
Secondly, other factors that have damaged our trade balance are subject to
correction. We know an overheated economy sucks in iml)orts. Economists can
actually predict the abnormally high rates at which this occurs. We have had such
an economy for a number of years, accoml)anied by inflation as the consequence of
the war in Southeast Asia and rising demands at home.
ECAT believes that ameliorating these problems-so critically important in
itself-will significantly iml)rove our performance in trade. We also believe that the
United States is capable of exporting far more than it does today.
l)es)ite our declining trade balance, United States exports have continued to
climb at the historic rate of seven percent a year. Those who despair of our competitive abilities either ignore this important fact or are unaware of it. This
seven percent rate is not up to our cal)acities. I believe the United States could be
termed an underdeveloped country when it comes to trade. Almost every country
in the world exports a far higher percentage of its gross national product than the
United States. We cannot blame this fact completely on our continental economy,
on competitive factors or on foreign restrictions. Part of it is our own fault.
It is important to encourage export-mindedness in the United States and to
provide the means for American producers to complete on even terms with others
like export credit and tax incentives. It is even more important in terms of fairness
as well as trade figures to use every means possible to open foreign markets to
American products on the same basis that our markets are open. We do not believe
this should be a subject for acrimony or name-calling but rather for vigorous,
tough negotiation.
You have heard Administration witnesses proposed new measures to improve
our export performance such as Domestic International Sales Corporations...
We have not studied this matter to a point where we can comnnient preciselyy on
various proposals but our members are well aware of the competitive advantages
that foreign producers enjoy as a result of the assistance and encouragement
they receive from their governments in world trade. We strongly recommend
vigorous and even costly action to improve the export side of the trade equation.
We believe that. as American producers become more export-minded the initial
investment will be repaid many times, that the appetite will grow on what it
feeds, which is certainly the case in many other countries.
While there is great need for improvement, we must call attention to the
inconsistency of protectionist claims that, on one hand, the United States cannot.
compete in world markets and that, on the other, there is widespread discrimnination against our exports. After all, of our products were not competitive, there
would be no need for other countries to discriminate against them. If discrimnination were as severe as some say, we could not have racked up the big surplus.s
of the past or the modest, but improving, one of the present.
We must also recognize that one-sixth of American trade is covered by quotas.
It is impossible for ECAT members to conduct our businesses around tihe world
without being daily reminded that the United States has its full share of imllport
restrictions. Unlike sonic countries, we have managed to accommodate many of
these restrictions to the letter of international rules. It would be erroneous, however, for members of this Committee to presume that ours are the only clean.
hands in international trade or that ours is the only open market. in the world.
The facts are that no nation has perfectly clean hands or a wide open market.
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What we believe is needed is the negotiation of a series of agreements adding up
to a "fair competition policy" that would establish reasonably e(qtlal competitive
conditions for all traders on matters iike subsidies and bidding on government
procirement. We believe that the kind of cooperation that would lead to such a
policy could also he employed to establish common policies on issues assuming
new importance in the world such as the safety of products traded internationally
and even safeguiards against undue damage to the environment.
ECAT can only predict that the forces working in favor of our trade )alance
will prevail and that vigorous efforts to obtain fairer treatment of American goods
will succeed. We can, however, be categorical in stating that legislated quotas
and other restrictions are self-defeating in terms of our trade balance. The record
shows that restrictions breed restrictions, that nations can and do retaliate and
t06 results cancel each other out on a downhill race. Protectionists will tell you
this won't happen-ignoring recent American retaliation on chickens and Belgian
retaliation on carpets. We are also certain that the cost of quotas domestically
is higher prices, less ability to compete abroad and less incentive to compete at
home.
Japan is probably the country where changes affecting our trade position have
occurred niost dramatically. In a few short years, our trade balance wvith Japan
has completely reversed itself and we are now operating at a substantial deficit.
ECAT has been very concerned about this situation. We note, among other things
that developments in Japan shed light on the simplistic notion that low wages
are the most important factor in world trade. Japanese wages have doubled and
tripled in recent yeats and yet Japan's trade )erformance has steadily improved.
Yet, despite its rapid rise in the ranks of major industrial powers, Japan still
maintains a relatively closed market to both foreign goods and capital-a far
cry from the environment of fair competition that we have espoused.
Rather than wring our hands about this situation, the members of ECAT see
great opportitties in the Japanese market and we see equally great dangers,
political as well as economic, in a policy of matching their restrictions with
restrictions of our own nimking. We have mm t a number of times in the United
State, with Japall-e ( biisiimess !eaders who believe as we do--that the best interests
of both countries are to be found in fair competition. This March, a team of ECAT
members visited Japan for an important meeting with our counterparts there
who have formed an ECAT-like group to press openly for liberalization of Japanese
restraints on trade and investment. We have se(,n the results of thbir work and
they are very encouraging although the outcome is still in precarious balance.
We look forward to substantial American sales in Japan and profits from operations
there, but we are most apprehensive about the danger of protectionism in the
United States playing into the hands of the still powerful Japanese economic
nationalists.
I would like to add that ECAT members have iAso met in the United States
and Europe with a group of business leaders from the European Common Market.
As ill the case of our Japanese endeavors, we have encouraged them to urge upon
upon their governments policies of fair treatment of American trade and investment. Just as the Japanese busitessmen have given us evidence that they have
been influential in accelerating a policy of liberalization, the Europeans have
convinced us that they are working hard to prevent restrictions on such American
exports as soybeans.

Obviously, these business-to-business contacts can only be of limited help in
bringing about fairer treatment of American trade and investment. But, to the
extent that they can help at all, ECAT is prepared to continue them. We believe
there is too much at stake to overlook any medium of effective communication.
The chief device offered by protectionists for dealing with the U.S. trade balance
has been import quotas.
Although ECAT does not, wish to appear doctrinaire on any trade matter, it
is difficult for us to be anything else on the subject of import quotas. I believe
you are familiar with why we do not regard quotas as a practical solution to trade
)roblems. In addition to the factor of retaliation, quotas should be anathema to
any businessman. They) place in the hands of govenrment officials the power to
favor one firm over another, one region over another, one set o! labor practices
over another or what have vout. No matter how skilled their administration, they
ale 'the hallmark of a plannedd "a-" against a "market" economy.
As you know, Mr. Chairman, ECAT was formed to oppose (lulotas. We are well
aware that the various proposalss for "orderly marketing agreements" or "equitable trade" bills have a rhetorical appeal and a facade of fairness. But, ;n fact,
the., would restrict trade in a "meat ax' fashion. They- wotld cut off competition
without any proof of injury. Moreover, they would engender an alein idea in the
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American econon-w-the idea that each industry should have an arithmetic share
in future growth and be restricted to a fixed percentage of future resources. It is
difficult to offer an analysis of how such measures would operate and what, their
precise effect, would be because of the multitudes of uncertainties that attend
them. Most would be a thrust into the unknown-a radical and even reckless
experiment.
Vohintary quotas may also be more attractive than mandatory ones but they
obviously have their own drawbacks. The bitterness that has been engendered in
Japan and other countries by real or imagined inequities in certain voluntary
quotas is evidence of thi-. ECAT has not opposed vohntary quotas when they
are the only pracitcal alternative to more objectionable measures. We are not
purists on the subject. This leads to the difficult subject of textile quotas.
The members of ECAT are naturally reluctant to disagree publicly with fellow
businessmen, who in many cases are old and valued customers. Yet we cannot,
concur with the view of the textile industry that textile quotas should be applied
across-the-board and that the time-tested and internationally accepted principle
of proving injury before relief is granted should be abandoned. These principles,
Mr. Chairman, are hard won in this world, it is in the interests of the United
States to do everything possible to strengthen rather than undermine them. They
include, for example, the principle that expropriation should not take place without
prompt and adequate compensaton. This is really a "law and order" issue and
the United States has the most to lose if the few rules that have been established
are vitiated.
Again, we are not unsympathetic to the textile industry's problems. We are
aware that disagreements exist, as to very important facts such as sales, profits
and employment. We recognize that aggregate statistics can often mask particular
problem,. These problems can be painfully real and should be exposed so that,
when damage is being done to a particular part of the industry, remedies can be
applied. It is, of course, our hope that when relief is justified, it will be granted
in accord with international obligations. In short, we recommend relief when
demonstrated and warranted. If this relief could take the form of voluntary
agreements with supplying countries, we would welcome it.
What I have said about textiles is generally applicable to other industries experiencing difficulties.
I would like to add another cautionary comment about dealing with other countries on l)roblems of imports. You will hear many arguments based on self-interest.
Certainly, the views of ECAT spring from self-interest-enlightened we hopebut self-interest, nevertheless. It the case of Japan, we believe that the current
fixation with textiles that has required so much attention over the past year while
the problem of open markets has been neglected is like playing ball in a sand lot.
rather than in the big ball park. We believe that much of the time and energy devoted to the textile problem with Japan could have been better used in opening the
growing Jal)anese market to American autos and farm goods and the like. We ask
you to consider this view when you hear the views of those who would have quotas
at any price.
In this connection, we would like to emphasize our recognition that action on
trade policy should be considered in the context of the interrelationship of all elements of our international economic policy. I have mentioned our business concern with the close relationships between trade and investment. We realize that
you must bear in mind the fact. that action on either of these matters will have
ramifications in other areas such as monetary and financial affairs. We fully realize
that the hearings before this Committee relate to a very large and crucial universe
of which we as businessmen are only a part.
THE

TRADE ACT OF 19

When the President sent his message on foreign trade to the Congress on
November 18, 1969, ECAT commented:
"In his proposed Trade Act, President Nixon appears to have written precisely
the right prescription for the United States at this juncture in its trading relations
with the rest of the world."
We have since been able to study the Act further and are now able to place our
considered support behind what we regard as a positive program, one that will
make clear to the rest of the world that American trade policies will continued to
be sensible and consistent. We further believe that the Act will stimulate sinilr
prudent and positive actions nn the part of other nations.
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NEGOTIATING AUTHORITY

ECAT supports the granting of authority to the President for a three-year
period to reduce tariffs by 20 percent or two percentage points ad valorem below

the rate on July 1, 1967. We understand that no important new tariff negotiations
are envisaged but the authority would enable the United States to offer a tariff
reduction on one product in compensation for an increase in the tariff on another.
Such tariff increases might occur, for example, as the result of an escape clause
action. Without such compensation, the affected countries might choose to retaliate against U.S. products-which is how trade wars start. We would also have
to go back to the time before the Trade Agreements Act of 1934 was passed to
find another period when the President had no latitude to negotiate reductions

in tariffs.
AMERICAN

SELLING PRICE SYSTEM (ASF)

ECAT would welcome the long overdue abolition of this anachronistic feature
of the import valuation system in our foreign trade policy. It has been an impediment to the United States in our efforts to obtain fairer treatment of Ameiican
exports by the elimination of many non-tariff barriers in other nations. The
original reason for granting special protection for benzenoid chemicals in 1922 to
foster the development of a new industry has long since disalppeare(l. There is
now no justification for providing privileged treatment to one industry while
denying it to others. ECAT understands that the elimination of ASP will result
in additional reductions by other nations of tariffs on U.S. chemical exports and
en(! certain non-tariff barriers that impede exports of U.S. automobiles and tobacco. We consider this a fair deal with iml)ortant symbolic benefits.
CONGRESSIONAL STATEMENT ON NON-TARIFF BARRIERS

In his message to the Congress, the President requested a Congressional statement of intent that would direct him to seek to negotiate the reciprocal lowering
of such barriers. We realize this will be a difficult undertaking and are pleased
that the President has promised to work closely with the Congress in carrying
out its intent. ECAT warmly endorses this l)roposal and its members will cooperate with government officials in the efforts resulting from it.
ESCAPE CLAUSE
The escape clause is inten(led to enable American industries to adjust to serious
injury from imports through the temporary imposition of higher tariffs or quotas.
The bill provides that relief will be available whenever increased imports are the
primary cause of actual or threatened serious injury to a domestic industry.
Presently, the import increases have to be related to an earlier tariff reduction.
In fact, most U.S. imports have been subject to such tariff concessions and ECAT
believes that if imports are a cause of injury, that is the relevant fact and prior
tariff reductions are now only incidental. We know this change will be criticized
1)y many advocates of freer trade but we have concluded that is a practical means
of assuring fair consideration for the needs of domestic industries. We assume,
however, that the Congress will make it clear that it wishes the test of imports
as a "primary" cause of serious injury to be a meaningful and exacting one.
ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

ECAT strongly supports the concel)t of assisting industries, individual firms
and groups of workers to adjust to foreign competition. As in the case of the
escape clause, we believe the President's l)rOl)opsal to drop the link between increased imports and prior tariff concessions to be a sensible one. We also think
that tile proposal for requiring that imports only be a 'sunbstantjil'" rather than
a 'primary" cause of damage is reasonable.
With regard to both the escape clause and adjustment assistance, ECAT would
like to see steps taken to assure more l)roml)t action on industry requests. ECAT
is unwilling to defer to anyone in its concern for the p)light of businessmen and
workers in demonstrated need of assistance as tile result of the effects of foreign
trade. In our opinion, the failure of administrative l)rocedures to provide such
assistance lroml)tly and in full measure is a national disgrace. Like justice,
assistancee (elaved, is assistance denied." We (1o not offer any specific proposals
on how this sitination may I)e.t be corrected Nit suggest that Congress expres
its views.
RESTRICTIVE ACTIONS BY OTIIER

COUNTRIES

ECAT is, of course, opposed to all forms of unfair competition but believes
that these should be dealt with under international rules. We approve of that
part of the recommended revision of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 that
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would extend Section 252 coverage to all U.S. products and not just agricultural
ones. On the proposal for extending the potent retaliatory power of this section
to cases of subsidies of exports to third countries, we believe this might better
be dealt with by the negotiation of an international code that would define subsidies, their legitimate uses and limits and provide appropirate sanctions for
violations. This approach is consistent with ECAT's espousal of a "fair coml)etition policy" and with the spirit of GATT.
Like many businessmen, the members of ECAT have been troubled by the
fact that Section 252 presently overlooks the close link between U.S. investments
and exports. ECAT ias worked for recognition of the important fact that when
a country restricts our investment, it also damages our trade since investments
almost always result in substantial exports of machinery, parts and the like.
Therefore, in Exhi!,,t A, ECAT offer- detailed justification for an amendment
this link and the statutory language recommended for
that would est.O,li
effecting it. Wr .mmend this to your attention as a matter for serious concern.
GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND IIADE

ECAT is pleased to be able to endorse the proposal for annual appropriations
of the United States contribution to GATT. This siml)le action will have useful
ramifications in our efforts to encourage fairer treatment of American trade.
ITEM 806.30 AND 807.00 OF 'ITIE TARIFF ACT

ECAT recommends that the present patchwork treatment of Americanmade products, that are exported and then returned to the U.S. with foreign value
added, be made consistent. We are strongly opposed to eliminating the present
sections unless this is accomplished. Without the l)resent sections, the United
States would lose valuable export markets and any gains in U.S. employment
resulting from elimination would be quickly offset. In addition, ECAT is opposed
to the principle of placing any tariffs on American-made l)roducts.
In conclusion, ECAT would like to thank the Committee for its interest in our
views and for the monumental canvassing of the opinions of so many Americans at
these hearings. We hope we have been helpful and we hope we have adequately
documented our judgment that American trade policy should be continued in the
same spirit that has earned it wide acclaim as the most successful economic policy
of our time.
EXHIBIT A-RATIONALE FOR PROPOSED AMNI)MENTS TO SECTION 252 OF THE
TRADE EXPIANSION ACT OF 1962
The attached proposed amendments to Section 252 of the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962 would modify this section in three respects:
1. The President's authority to retaliate against countries maintaining unjustifiable restrictions against U.S. commerce would be broadened to encompass all
U.S. exports, not just agricultural exports.
2. The President would be armed with new authority to impose discriminatory
import restrictions against countries nullifying or impairing tariff concessions to
the United States by restrictions on U.,S. direct foreign investment.
3. The President's use of his retaliatory authorities under this section would
be circumscribed by an enjoiner to take "due regard for the international obligations of the United States."
BROADENING TIlE PREiIDENT',

AUTiHORITY

At present, Section 252 authority to tike retaliatory action against countries
unjustifiably re.itricting U.S. commerce is limited only to U.S. agricultirm,
products. U.S. efforts to ensure fair treatment for U.S. exl)orts would he strengthened considerably if the President had the means to take effective action on all
American exports.
EXTENDING THE PRESIDENT'

S AUTHORITY

TO FOREIGN INVESTMENT RESTRICTIONS

A country is in violation of the. Ieneral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) when it fails to compensate another country for nullifying or immpairing
tariff concessions granted in return for reciprocal concessions.
Thuats, if a country grants reciprocal tariff concessions on parts and components
and then denies its trading )artner, by investment restrictions, the opp)ortunity to
assemble these parts and components, ECAT is of the opinion that the tfiriff concessions granted to the United States have been mllified or impaired.
The case of the automobile industry )rovi(les an excellent example. The fact
that U.S. automobile manufactures hav, not been allowed to invest in Japan
l)reclu(es a substantial volume of shipments of productive car-making equil)ment
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to Japan, as well as necessary components and parts for assembly, that would
follow the direct manufacturing investments. Further, tariff concessions on such
equipment, components and parts have little, if any, consequence in absence of
the ability to invest. The value of such tariff concessions, therefore, is impaired
by the investment restrictions. Under current law, the President has no authority
to deal with this problems.
The proposed amendment to Section 252 would remedy that deficiency. It
would give the President the authority to impose discriminatory restrictions
against imports from countries restricting U.S. foreign direct investment when
such restrictions impair or nullify tariff concessions that have been granted to the
United States. Such discriminatory restrictions would be imposed, however, in
accordance with our international obligations under the GATT, particularly, in
accordance with Article XXIII, which provides for discriminatory import restrictions against any country nullifying or impairing tariff concessions.
LIMITING THE PRESIDENT'S RETALIATORY AUTHORITY

Subsection (a)(3) of Section 252 authorizes the President, to impose retaliatory
restrictions on imports from any foreign country maintaining unjustifiable import
restrictions against U.S. agricultural products to the extent that, he deems such
action necessary and appropriate, "notwithstanding any provision of any trade
agreement." In other words, exercise of this provision could be tinder circumstances that would violate our GATT obligations.
ECAT firmly believes that the United States should always act in conformity
with its international obligations, lest it. provide a poor example to the rest of the
world to the detriment of U.S. commerce. For this reason, Section 252 should be
amended, so as to delete the clause condoning action in violation of our international obligations and to enjoin the President to take "due regard for the international obligations of the United States."
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

TO SECTION 252 OF TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF l92

Subsection 252 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1882) is amended
as follows:
(a) In subsection (a)(3), strike "notwithstanding any provision of any trade
agreement under this Act" and insert in lici thereof "having due regard for the
international obligations of the United States", and strike "agricultural" wherever
it appears.
(b) Subsection (d) is redesignated subsection (e), and a new subsection (d) is
inserted reading as follows:
"(d) Whenever the President determines that(1) a foreign country of instrumentality has granted a tariff concession
applicable to a United States product;
(2) such United States product is not likely to be exported in significant
quantities to such foreign country or instrumentality unless direct United
States investment is made in that country or instrumentality in order to
assemble, manufacture, or further process such product;
(3) such foreign country or instrumentality has imposed unjustifiable or
unreasonable restrictions on such direct United States investment; and
(4) such foreign country or instrumentality has thereby impaired or
nullified the value of the tariff concession applicable to such United States
product,
the Preiident may, to the extent that such action is consistent with the
purposes of section 102, and having due regard for the international
obligations of the United States, impose duties or other import restrictions onthe products of such foreign country or instrumllentality."
(c) New subsection (e) is amended by inserting after "United States commerce"
in the first sentence "and concerning the restrictions on direct United States
investment abroad which are referred to in sectionctn (d)".
MEMBERSHIP

William M. Allen, Chairman of the Board, The Boeing Company.
Lee S. Bickmnore, Chairman, National Biscuit Company.
James I. Binger, Chairman of the Board, Honeywell, Inc.
William Blackie, Chairman of the Board, Caterpillar Tractor Co.
W. Michael Blumenthal, Vice Chairman, The Bendix Corporation.
Lester A. Burchani, Chairman of the Board, F. WV.Woolworth Co.
Roy 1). Chapin, Jr., Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, American Motors
Corporation.
Donald W. Douglas, Jr., Corporate Vice President-Admiinistration, McDonnell
Douglas Corporation.
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Shelton Fisher, President, McGraw-Hlill, Inc.
Henry Ford II, Chairman of the Board, Ford lotor Company.
J. Frank Forster, President, Sperry Rand Corporation.
Richard L. elfb, President, Bristol-Myers Company.
J. Peter Grace, President, W. It. Grace & Co.
W. P. Gwinn, Chairman, United Aircraft Corporation.
Patrick E. Hlaggerty, Chairman, Texas Instruments Incorporated.
I. V. llansberger, President, Boise Cascade Corporation.
11. C. Harder, Chairman of the Board, CPC International, Inc.
1). J. Ilaughton, Chairman of the Board, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation.
Ellison L. Hazard, Chairman of the Board and President, Continental Can
Company, Inc.
II. J. tleinz II, Chairman of the Board, H1. J. Heinz Company.
William A. Hewitt, Chairman, Deere & Company.
William I. Hewlett, President, Hewlett-Packard Company.
Edward B. hlinmnan, President, International Paper Company.
Melvin C. Hlolm, Chairman of the Board, Carrier Corporation.
Robert S. Ingersoll, Chairman, Borg-Warner Corporation.
J. K. Janieson, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Standard Oil Company
(N.J.).
Gilbert E. Jones, Chairman, IBM World Trade Corporation.
1)onald M. Kendall*, President and Chief Executive Officer, PepsiCo, Inc.
John I. Kimberly, Chairman Finance Committee, Kimberly-Clark Corporation.
Donald P. Kircher, President, The Singer Company.
Edwin H. Land, President, Polaroid Corporation.
James A. Linen, Chairman of the Executive Committee, Time Incorporated.
Ian MacGregor, Chairman, American Metal Climax, Inc.
Thomas B. McCabe, Chairman, Finance Committee Scott Paper Company.
J. I. Miller, Chairman, Cummins Engine Company, Inc.
Milton C. Mumford, Chairman of the Board, Lever Brothers Company.
James A. Newman, Executive Vice President, Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc.
Peter G. Peterson, Chairman of the Board, Bell & flowell Company.
Rudolph A. Peterson, Chairman of the Executive Committee, Bank of America,
N.T. & S.A.
John J. Powers, Jr., Chairman and President, Pfizer, Inc.
T. J. Ready, Jr., President, Kaiser Alumninum & Chemical Corporation.
C. W. Robinson, President, Marcona Corporation.
James M. Roche, Chairman of the Board, General Motors Corporation.
David Rockefeller, Chairman of the Board, The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.
W. E. Schirmer, Chairman and President, Clark Equipment Company.
Fred M. Seed, President, Cargill, Inc.
Robert D. Stuart, Jr., President, The Quaker Oats Company.
Charles E. Swanson, President, Encyclopaedia Britannica.
A. Thomas Taylor, Chairman, I)eltec International Ltd.
Charles B. Thornton, Chairman, Litton Industries, Inc.
Lynn Townsend, Chairman, Chrysler Corporation.
John M. Will, Chairman of the Board, American Export Isbrandtsen Lines.
Joseph C. Wilson, Chairman of the Board, Xerox Corporation.
Walter B. Wriston, Chairman, First National City Bank.
Robert L. McNeill, Executive Vice Chairman, ECAT.

(Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 2:30 p.m., this same day.)

Clerk's Note.-Testimony taken during the afternoon session of the committee was not subject to the objection raised
in the Senate Chamber that the Committee on Finance should
not meet during the session of the Senate. The Senate
adjourned at 1:29 p.m. Testimony taken during the informal
meeting of Finance Committee Senators begins at page 51
and proceeds to this point.
*Chairman of ECAT.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

Tie committee will come to order.
Is MNIr. Gerald O'Brien in the room?
h\Ir. O'Brien, we will hear from. you if you are ready, sir.

The CHAIRMAN.

STATEMENT OF GERALD O'BRIEN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION
M,\r. O'BRIEN. \1y name is Gerald O'Brien. I am executive vice
president of the American Importers Association. We very much
al)preciate, Senator, this opportunity to appear before this committee,
even though it was awfully short notice.
Our organization was established in 1921 andl has become the recognized trade association of American importers. At the present time
we have more than 800 members throughout the United States. Most
of our members are actual importers who bring into this country from
almost all the other countries of the world a wide variety of commodities ranging from raw mat trials, and semimanufactures to finished food
products, beverages, and other consumer goods. We also have in our
organization individuals and firms which serve importers, for example,
customhouse brokers, attorneys, banks, marine insurance, and transportation companies.
The subject of this hearing, H.R. 18970-the Trade Act, of 1970, is
the most, drastic change in American trade )olicy since the SmootHawley Act, of 1930. It, has not been passed by the House of Representatives-in fact, it, barely cleared the Rules Committee by a vote
of eight to seven, and it will not be debated in the House until after
the election.
There can be no illusion that, this bill is not controversial. The bill
reported out by the Iouse Ways and TMeans Committee has been
labeled by the dissenting minority' of that committee as "* * * restrictive, ill tied and l)rovincial. It will provide artificial market controls
and increase prices. It, is inflationary'. It, decidedly reflects a lack of
confidence in the basic worth of our own conil)ettilve system.'
H.R. 18970 is the most misguided, as well as the most complex and
artfully designed piece of trade legislation in memory. It masquerades
as necessary to rescue beleaguered domestic industries and American
labor friom'the inroads of "unfair" foreign competition. In the same
breath it offers a SO) to consumers and importers through )rovisions
which permit the exemption of some footwear and textile items from
statutory quotas and at, the same time establishes elaborate and confusing criteria for escape-clause relief for other industries.
It constitutes a hunting license for almost any (lomnestic industry
to seek )rotection. It invi'\.ts retaliation by foreign governments
against billions in U.S. exports, and that it is doing so at the direct
expense of the American consumer, of the American farmers, workers
and manufacturers whose livelihood(l depends on exporting, amd of
the national interest so frequently cited in the language of the bill
itself. If this bill becomes law, we will be living with import quotas

on most footwear and textile articles for the next 5 to 10 years.
\Iost of the 70 or more other industries which claime(1 hardship (lue
to imnl)ort competition at the House Ways and Means Committee
hearing last June will be petitioning the Tariff Commission for higher
duties or import quotas an,' many will obtain such relief.
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Under an arbitrary mathematical formula, increased dutiess or
quotas are virtually mandatory if import penetration of the U.S.
market reaches 15 percent and certain other criteria are met.
Tile bill sets statutory quotas on footwear and textiles but l)ermits
the President to negotiate voluntary agreements at levels in excess

of those set by statute and to exem)t any item which he finds is not
disrul)tive of the U.S. market. It also 'pays lipservice to the consumer by l)ermittig the President to increase quotas if he finds
(domestic supply inadequate to meet demandd at reasonable prices
These amelioraiing provisions will probably prove to be a farce and
a mirage.
There is no real differencee between voluntary and legislated quotas,
which have the same net effect of subsidizing noncompetitive domestic
industries at the expense of -consumers through artificial limitation of
supply. The bill does not define "reasonable price" or "a(lequate
supply" for the purposes of raising a quota in the consumer interest.
The suggested criteria for market (isruption specify that increasing
imports, at prices substantially belowv those of (domestic items are
among the circumstances which constitute a market disruption, thus
ensuring that, import quotas will be l)lace(d on high-volume, lower
priced textile and footwear imports.
Most unfortunate of all, every one of these ameliorative determinations is left to the President, who is thus exposed to endless
detailed decisions and intense political pressure with respect to trade

matters.
The bill drastically complicates and weakens the criteria for granting
import quotas or higher duties to other industries under the "escape
clause." The Commission is directed to grant relief even if imports
are not shown to be the "major" caue of actual or potential injury,
as under the present law; a showing thatt imports have contributed
"substantially" to serious injury will require the Tariff Conmission
to make specific recommendations as to the actual tariff increase or
quantitative quota needed to "prevent or reniely" sitch injury.
The segmentation concept of the Trade Agreements Extension Act
of 1951, definingg an "industry" as that segment of the producing
company or plant which makes a specific article is reinstated, making
it possible to find injury with respect, to countless articles p)roduced4
by plants or companies which, overall, are operating at high levels of
profit and have sustained no injury whatsoever.
Although the President. may override Tariff Commission recommen(lations for quotas or higher tariffs on the grounds that they are
not in the national interest, he is nevertheless then required to offer
adjustment assistance to firms and workers. Congress can iml)ose the
ttzriff or quotas recommended by the Commission even if the President
rejects them, in cases where imports have reached a 15-percent share
of the U.S. market or increased by specified p)ercentages over a given
)erio(d of time.
Any sudden increase imports of any article due to changing fashion,
cha,nging technology, or even to a modest shift of prodluctioll for tile
U.S. mnmirket from domestic to overseas operations by an American
firm, could trigger these virtually mandatory import quotas or (hilty
increases or throw them into the politicall arena.
There can't. be any (loibt about, the likelihood of a flood of demands
for import quotas. The Ihouse Ways and Means Committee report
urges a substantial increase in Tariff Commission 1)orsomiel to hand le
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the expected sharp increase in petitions by domestic industries and the
protectionists have already haile(l the revised "escape clause" as
likely to result in import. quotas on a long list, of items.
It is ironic that this bill should have been adlo)ted in an atmosphere
of l)olitial compromise and concession instead of sound economic
l1m1Iysis; it is evel more ironic that it should bv justified in an atmosphlc of lit
tr pessinisil andi (efeatism as to this country's ability to
compete in the world marketplace, to adjust to competition, cope with
inflation, and deal constructively with our balance-of-paynents
problems .
The House Ways and Mleas Committee has yielded to protectionist

pressure and made a wrong diagnosiss of, and the wrong remedy for,
two of the Nation's continuing economic problems: (1) how to ([eal
with the anomaly of recession in the midst of inflation and, (2) how to
deal with our balance-of- payments problem. We urge this committee
of the Senate not to (1o likeVise.
The justification of import, quotas or other barriers as a solution to
the balance-of-paymonts problems has been refuted by recent developments and )ast experience. Late last, year, prol)het.s of doom foresaw
a 1970 trade surl)lus as low as $1.5 billion following on the heels of
surpluses of only $835 million and $1.26 billion in 1968 and 1969
respectively. In January, the Departmont of Commerce predicted a
1970 surpllus of about $2 billion. By July of this year, the 7-month
trade surplus was running at, the rate of $3.5 billion and a minimal
surplus for the year of $3 billion is now predicted.
A similar turnabout in U.S. trade with Jalan-the main target, of
the alliance seeking footwear an([ textiles quotas-is in view. Although
the U.S.-trade balance with Japan a(hittedly (leteriorate(l in recent
years- U.S. exports to Japan hiringg the first, 7 months of 1970
totaled $2.6 billion and. chalked up an increase of 46 l)ercent over those
for last year, while iml)orts from Japan rose by only 18 percent (luring
the same period.
It is now expected that the U.S.-trade deficit with Japan will be
reduced by some 40 percent this year. Tho release of the 7-month
figures wvas accompanied by a press story quoting the conclusions of a
study for the President's Committee on International Trade and
Investment just coml)lete(l by the Federal Reserve Board, indicating
that the United, States would have had an export surplus of at least
$4 billion in 1969 "if excess demand and inflation had not been allowed
to (develol) after 1965."
Trhe study came out at the same time as a speech by Dr. Hendrik
Houthakker of the President's Council of Economic Advisers in which
li pointed out that:
The American economy is strong enough to participate in the growth of world
trade, which means both more imports and more exports. The means for dealing
with any transitional problems are already at haiid.
Growth in imports means, of course, that some of our domestic industries
are faced with increased foreign competition, just as some of our export industries
are benefiting from increased foreign demand. These changes in imports cause
adjustment problems. What is needed, essentially, is that some resources be
shifted from import-competing to exporting industries. Such a shift should be
in the interest of the affected workers, since the wages they would receive in the
export industries would normally be hig her than those they now receive in
industries that are affected by imports. If we keep inflation under control, it is
quite conceivable that our trade surplus will again reach the ($5.0) billion lovely
of the 1960's.
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It is really incredible that Congross would seriously consider t during

the Nation back to protectionismn. President Nixon has stated:
I believe that the interests of the United Statcs an( the interest,; of the whole

world ,xill best t)e served ly moving toward freer (rade rather than towar(r
protection.

At the time he said this, the Wall Street, Jouirnal editorialized thus':
No foreign country is going to l)articil)ate in a t( xtiih 'rrangi,,(nt withoihoit exacting stiff concessions from this country. The l"M0l)ejwn ECohomic Coniintiit- is
likely to demand the reciprocal right to impose a sJe ial tax on oil seed product's, a
mea.zture that could jeol)ardize nearly $500 millio-a of American soybean exports.
II ,Ilan,
Which is being asked to lift import tiotas and loosen import restrictions by American export companies, protectioelist sentiment would be greatly
strengthened. Unquestionably, President N-xojt is confronted with a difficult
political problem. Like the late President Kennedy, he bmilt 'Southern election
support by l)romising more textile protection. But, when the United States is
deeply involved in several important trade iigotiatiois, the cost of honoring
that regional debt is much too high.

There is little doubt but that there will be ret-aliation-with (isastrous consequences not, only to importers but, to U.S. exporting
industries and their employees, to American farmers who ship about
25 percent of their produce abroad, and to workers on the (locks and
in transportation and allied trades.
Potential i-etaliation in response to textile and footwear quotas,
alone, would affect, about $500 million in U.S. exports. Under an
eased escape clause, threatening an avalanche of other quotas, tile
base for retaliation could rin tile total into billions.
Uiiler tle rules of tIme General Atrvene'nt on Tariffs an(I Trade, tie
United States has two choices: (1) accel)t retaliation fromI
other
countries in equal amount of trade, or (2) compensate other countlirws
by reducing tariff or quota barriers by an equal amllunt. If tariff
compensation is used by the President un(ler his present authority. of
20 )ercent, $2.5 billion'of imports could be affected.
Some people might say the United States has a third choice--forget
the GATT rules and go it alone. In my opinion, this would be a m1)onutmental mistake. We tried that in 1930 and it. was a 'lisaster. After
worldwide depression followed by World War IL, the United States
took the lead in organizing GATT for ti primary l)urpose of (Stablishing some rules of the game. GATT may not have functioned
perfectly but it is vastly more advantageous for this country to maint ain it, and multilaterally agree on a change of the rules than to
abandon it or ignore it.
Retaliation by other nations, as they did in 1930, is a reality which
cannot be ignored. Tie European Common Imarket lis (,stiintted t lnt,
$1.6 billion of exports to the United States wouhl be affecte(I by the
quota provisions of this bill as w-elI as the escape clause trigger
mechanism.

A very recent Tariff Conmission stuly shows that some $6.1 billion
of U.S. 1969 imports--other than textiles and apl)arel antd footwear-also qualified for special consideration for (ulotas or increase(l dllties
on the basis of the market penetration criteria established in the bill.
The list of "eligible" items is an allidling one. It includes: album ,.1s,
automobiles, chinaware and heart henware articles, baseball gloves and
mits, barbed wire, certain bells and gongs, bicycles, caculating machines, certain clocks and clock movements, clothespins, household
glassware, leather and other gloves, marble and travertine, mosaic
tiles, mattocks, sledges, crowbars, ,acktools, nails and screws; micro-
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phones, loudspeakers and ainplifiers; power transmission chain: radio
anti TV sets, tape recorders anti (ictation machines; sewing machines;
table tennis sets; tennis rackets and e(quipinent; umbrellas; wooden
bllinds, shutters, screens and shingles; hardwood plywood; and a long
list of food products, metals anld ores, chemicals and related products.
When the facts surrounding the loudest protectionist industries are
brought, into the daylightt for public scrutiny, it is clear that there is
no economic justification for either textile or footwear quotas.
Senator, at this point, I would like to (lel)art from the text to react
to a question Senator Fulbright asked this morning as to why textiles
and( footwear had not gained or been given any escal)e-clause relief.
It is really very silple. They have never asked for it.
The textile and apparel industries have prospered to an unprecedeuted degree in recent years and is still holding its owvn admirably in the current recession, relative to other industries. Textile
industry sales rose 63 percent and before-tax profits more than doubled
between 1961 and 1969; apl)arel industry sales rose 85 percent an(d
before-tax profits nearly tripled in the same period. Although first
quarter 1970 profits declined for both industries-in common with
many others-total sales were ul) nearly 5 percent over the first. quarter
last year. Overall employment in textiles and apparel rose by some
300,000 jobs between 1961 and 1969, and last month still provided
nearly 260,000 more jobs than in 1961. August 1970 employment
was down only 3 Jpercent from that for August of last year.
The domestic footwear industry is not entitled to protection from
imports. Iml)artial investigation has repeatedly shown that undercapitalization, failure to modernize, failure to adapt to fashion trends
and inability to attract labor are at the root of its l)roblems.
The President's Interagency Task Force on Footwear reported
that the facts and information available do not constitute a case of
(import) injury to the overall footwear industry and that, the imposition of quotas was not all "al)l)ropiate" solution. By order of the
resident, the Tariff Commission is investigating whether any tariff
or quota relief or adjustment assistance is needed by any segments of
the industry because of actual injury due to imports. If it finds the
footwear industry does need protection, there are adequate measures
in existing law.
Import quotas and higher duties will give impetus to a new round
of inflation at the consumer's expense. Import restrictions will comnpound the balance-of-payments 1)roblemn-very likely without easing
the plight, of the relatively few production workers in domestic industries suffering from economic dislocation which for the most part
stems more from automation and other (islocations within the domestic
economy than from imports. The steel industry offers an interesting
case ill point.
Back in 1967 and 1968, management and the steelworkers joined
forces in a drive on Congress for import quotas. The industry claime(1
inability to compete with foreign producers; both management and
the union claimed that if all the steel imported in 1967 ha(l been
ould have bee) jobs for 70,000
l)roduced in the United States there N%
additional workers. The voluntary steel agreement subsequently
reached between the United States, Japan, and the Common Market
reduced 1969 steel imports by some 4 million tons.
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During that year, (omestic steel production rose by sonie 10 million tons and the industry enjoyed a sharp increase in exports due to
rising worhl demand for steel. Despite this fact, the number of production workers emp)loyed in the dolnestic industry declined by 5,000(due to automation. In the same )eriod, the domestic iu(lsitry raised
prices, overall, by about II percent. Foreign steel shipl)pers not only
began to follow the domesticc industry price lead with their own increases but, faced with quotas, concentraded increasingly on sllil)nents
of higher priced specialty steels to the United States. By July of this
year, the domesticc industry hand increased prices, overall, by about,
19.5 percent over those in effect when the quotas came into being.
rile CIAIIiMAN. I regret, sir, but we are operating on a strict 10minute rule, andi you have used your 10 minutes. In fact---Mr. O'BRIEN. You did not tell me, Senator.
The CHAIR.MAN. But would you please just summarize the remainder

of your statement, then.
Mr. O'BuIt.,. All right.
I have read it while you were reading it, and I
think the same is true for the other members here.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Ultimately the bill for iml)ort, quotas will have to lie
paid by the American consumer who will not only find himself increasingly limited as to chioce of merchandise, but find that one of
his few irops in the losing battle against inflation has been removed.
As a labor spokesman recently told the House Ways and MIeans
Committee:
The CHAIRMAN.

In today's inflationary economy where working people have to run like the
dickens just to stand still, imports offer one small measure of price control.

Beyond question, the imposition of iml)ort quotas can only give new
impetus to the inflationary spiral. They will reduce total supplies of
consumer goods on the U.S. market; they will cut off, in particular, lowpriced goods which have no dlodestic ounterpalts. It is interesting to
note that more than half of all footwear imports retail at ,prices of less
than $3 a pair and would not be available to the low-income groups
who buy them if it were not for imports.
Similarly, low-priced apparel imp orts, mainly blouses, sweaters, and
shirts, offer consumers savings of 25 to 30 )ercent in some cases.
Items such as these are the primary targets of the footwear and textile quotas and will be the targets of petitions by other industries
for relief under a relaxed escape clause. As under the steel quota
system, foreign l)roducers, facing quantitative limits, call be expected
to concentrate increasingly on higher price, higher margin items.
Domestic l)roducers, )rotected both by an absolute decline in
import volume and by foreign concentration in higher priced nerchandise, will be able to raise their prices with impunity; and foreign
supl)liers, in turn, can and will follow the domestic industry's lead.
An example, of the penalty which consumers pay is the fact that
tinder longstanding U.S. sugar quotas, U.S. sugar prices today are
about 2.3 times the world market price. Similarly, the administration's failure to raise meat imlport quotas, combined with virtually
static domestic productionn levels, has resulted in an 18.8-point increase in the Consumer Price Index for meat products in the past
2 years.
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It is for this reason that Virginia Knauer, the Presideiit's Assistant
for Consumer Affairs, has declaredd she is "alarmed over the (Jisregarl
of the American consumer evi(lenced by the restrictive tra(le bill
presently before the House Ways and MIeans Committee * * * this
bill is the most significant, 'anticonsumer' legislation now in the
Congress.
he imposition of import quotas will hurt virtually every
consumer in the United States, particularly lower income consumers
* * *. If, as many economic experts believe, a trade war results
and
other nations (1o retaliate, there will be an even greater reduction in
the Supl)ly of goods and price coml)etition and the effect on the
consumer will be devastating."
'T'here will also be a very negative effect on our foreign policy and
relations with the less developed countries who are disenchanted
with the slogan, "Trade Not Aid" because they see aid from the
United States going (town while trade does not go up.
''he big i)roblem of the seventies, however, is not the affluent
nations wit i which the United States now trades, but the less
(evelo)ed countries which are trying to escape from solely agricultural economies and join the big trading nations by producing
industrial goods. Tie less developed countries through a United
Nations Commission havo been pushing for preferential tariffs on
their exl)orts of manufactured goods to the )owerful, developed
countries of the world. One of the main exports such countries can
develop with their limited cal)ital and technical know-how is textiles.
Without passing judgment on the merits or demerits of a preferential tariff, we should recognize that the Congress is considering
the curtailment of imports of textiles from not only developed
countries like England and Japan, but underdeveloped countries
like Taiwan, South Korea, and Pakistan, 1)lus others in Africa and
Latin America who might go into textiles are the very countries who
could be big markets for American exports of automobiles, radios,
refrigerators-all the things of modern lifo which these underprivileged people yearn to have.
American businessmen are not, unique in believing that protectionisni is a valid, defensible policy for a nation. There are the
sano forces in business circles in Europe and Japan. The very great
danger for all the world economy is that a little protection to take
care of special circumstances in one country will trigger a reaction
by other nations and ultimately an avalanche just as it was in 1930.
H.R. 18970 is a bad bill. It does have a few redeeming features such
as the repeal of American selling price, tariffcutting authority for
the President and liberalization of adjustment assistance. These are
all desirable but the dangerous and harmfil features of the bill far
outweigh the good.
Furthermore, the enactment of H.R. 18970 is not necessary since
all of the good features are included in the President's trade bill
H.R. 14870. We urge this committee to reject the bill reported by
House Ways and Means Committee and sul)port, the President if
and when ihis bill ever reaches the Senate.
Trade legislation is too serious to be rushed through without
extensive hearings where all interested parties have an opportunity
to be heard. The short notice, less than 24 hours, given for this hearing
has made it almost impossible for really adequate testimony to be
given by the most desirablee witnesses. The brevity of the time
allotted "for the hearing is excluding many persons and organizations,
and it is denying the committee the benefit of much expert knowledge.
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I sincerely hope that morc extensive hearings will be heli I)efor'l
the committee takos any action on this very important legislation.

In concluding, there is one last i)oint I would like to make. 'ralde
policy woldi not be the hot. issue it is today if organiized labor
lhad
not abandoned its lomigstantliing advocacy of a liberal trade policy.
What brought about this change? Thie spiral of inflation and wage
(emanls since 1965. American exports are being pricedd out of wNorl
markets and iml)orts are being sucked into tile 1T.S. market because
this country has failed to control inflation. Congress camot. isolate
tei United States from the rest of tile world either economically
or politically. Our standard of living is higher than the rest of the
industrial nations and has been so tor a long time. But we cannot
accelerate indefinitely anl expect to widen the gap even more.
Tariffs were tried in 1930 and were a disaster. quotas won't solve
the l)roblem in 1970, and they can cause another disaster .
'The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Any questions, gentlemen?
Senator BENNETT. I just want to ask you, did you testify before
the House?
Mr. O'BiUEN. The chairman of our Trade Policy Committee,
Mr. Ralph Cutler, did.
Senator BENNETT. So the testimony of tie American Importers
Association is available in the House record and, of course, it is
available to this committee.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir, indeed.
Senator BENNETT. So we have not cut you off to the limit, of
whatever you may have said this morning?
Mr. O'BIIEN. That is right. It is all in here, Senator.

Senator

Thank you.

BENNETT.

The CHAIR.mAN. Thank you very much.
The next witness will be 0. R. Strackbein, president of tile
Nationwide, Committee on Import-Export Policy.
STATEMENT OF 0. R. STRACKBEIN, PRESIDENT, THE NATIONWIDE
COMMITTEE ON IMPORT-EXPORT POLICY
iMir. STRACKBEIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
I have a very brief statement here.
I appear on behalf of the Nationwide Committee for ImportExport, Policy. This organization is colnposed of industries, trade
associations, firms and farm and labor groups that have in common
the problem of imlort coml)etition. Some 50 industries andi groups
are represented by the committee.
Testimony was presented before the House Way s amd Mfeans (oimittee last ,INay, and I would like to incorporate it in this hearing hy
reference unless, you having no objection, I offer it, for tile record.
The CHAIRMAN. It, will be printed at this point.
Ir. STACKllEIVN.

Thank you.

(Tile prepared statement referred to follows.
oil page 125.)
STATEMENT OF 0.

It.

STRIACKBEIN,

PRESIDENT,

Tile

hearing (ontillues

NATION-\VIDE

COMMITTEE

ON IMPORT-ExPOIIT POLICY BEFORE TIlE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

My name is 0. It. Strackbcin. I ampresident of the Nation-Wide Committee
on Import-Export Policy. This organization is composed of industries, companies,
associations, agricultural growers and some labor organizations that have in

common the problem of import coml)etitioi.
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I wish to offer a very bri-f review of the Trade Program as the basis for the
l)ro)o: als I shall offer later in this statement.
REVIEW OF TRADE

AND

TARIFFS

SINCE 1934

Thirty-six years ago the United States embarked on a radical new del)arture
from our predominant tariff policy of the preceding one hundred and twenty-five
years. The llawley-Smoot tariff of 1930 had been charged with high economic
crimes, including the precipitation amid prolongation of tile Great Depression.
It was condemned as the sire of virtually all our woes in the mid 'thirties.
A veritable anti-tariff crusade was launched, lasting thirty years, ending with
the Kennedy Round only three years ago. We gutted our tariff and should,
according to the prescription, be dwelling in Paradise now. Unfortunately as I
look about and around I do not see many elements of Pariside on the landscape.
We asked little and received little from our trading partners in return for our
tariff cuts, except. what they were willing to grant us without injury to themselves
We have reduced the protective effect of our tariff upward of 80%, so that our
average duty on dutiable items is about 11% on the foreign value of imported
goods. About 38% of the total imports are free of duty. This leaves the tariff
burden on our total imports at about 7%. This will drop some more as the reinainder of the Kennedy Round reductions take effect.
Beyond that we have a handful of import qoutas, mostly on agricultural
products: raw cotton, wheat., wheat flour, dairy products, sugar, peanuts. We have
one quota on mineral products, namely, petroleum. Then we have what comes in
effect to a quota on cotton textiles and steel. We have placed a ceiling in lieu of
an import quota on iml)orted meat.
We employ only a few of the other nontariff devices used extensively by other
countries, such as exchange controls, import l)erinits, special taxes, etc., to protect
their industries and l)romote their exports. We have the Buy American and the
Anti-I)uiping Acts.
Moreover, unlike most other countries we have not devalued our currency duiring the tariff-cutting era, son-ething that some countries have done more than once.
This is a device that often impairs or even nullifies the effects of tariff reductions
by making it easier to export and harder to import. Other countries have resorted
at will to this device, and continue to do so. )uring the 1962-67 period alone over
20 devaluations took place. This was during the Kennedy Round negotiations or
immediately after.
Ti.kNSFORM 'TION

O

OUR

TRADE:

TECIINOLOGICAL

DEVELOPMENTS

Meantime the whole complexion of our world trade has changed since the Trade
Program was launched. The post-War world trading community has undergone a
veritable transformation. We are no longer in the world of the 1930's or even the
1950's. American technology and methods of production have been widely adopted
by foreign countries. Natural advantages enjoyed by some other countries have
virtually vanished, evicted by technology and chemical advancement. The most
such natural advantages that come to mind are l)lantation rubber
common aong
and silk. Many other items have been affected profoundly. The law of comparative
advantage, the free-trade cornerstone, is hardly recognizable today because of
technological incursions that have become international in scope, and, further,
because the world is full of controlled economics that have little regard for theory.
Since World War II foreign productivity has been greatly boosted -while foreign
wages, though moving sharply upward, have lagged behind our own levels.
In response to these and other changes the composition or mix of our iml)orts
has shifted heavily from a preponderance of fully manufactured goods. This
could have been expected since finished goods contain more man-hours of cheap
labor than (1o raw products. Therefore there is more saving in bllying them and a
greater competitive advantage in selling them within this country. About twothirds of our imports consist of finished goods today.
FOREIGN COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE RESIDING IN LOW WAGES

Because of the rise in foreign productivity and the lag in foreign wages our
industries find it ever more difficult to compete. While we still lead the world in
output per man-hour in our l)1ant5, our lead in many instances is no longer wide
enough to overcome the foreign labor-cost advantage. If we are 50% or 100% more
productive per man-hour but pay wages are 2Y2 to 5 times as high or even higher
than our competitors our higher efficiency can no longer be relied on to even the
score. We are at a competitive disadvantage.
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RISE IN FOREIGN FRODUCTIVIIY

Little wonder that our private commerce in merchandise is in a serious adverse
state of balance. The cry therefore is for greater efficiency. Unfortunately greater
efficiency means more output per man-hour or fewer workers io terms of output.
The danger of cumulative unemployment stares the imperative of greater efficiency
in the face; but there is another obstacle: foreign producers can also increase their
man-hour output, as they have demonstrated quite well in recent years by actual
performances. Therefore if we increase our output per iuan-hour wN:hile our foreign
competitors do the same we will be left with a net dividend of added
unemployment.
With the transformation in our trade just mentioned we might expect many of
our industries to fall behind in the import-export operations; and they have indeed
fallen behind and the end is not yet.
OUR NARROW EXPORT SURPLUS

With the exception of machinery, including aircraft, computers and special
purpose machine tools, plus chemicals (principally raw materials or semi-manufactured) our exports of other manufactured products are nearly all in a serious
deficit position, a deficit that has been growing rapidly. This is true even under
the present method of computing our trade balance, wherein we value imports at
their foreign value instead of what they cost us, landed in our ports of entry, or
c.i.f. The exports also include All) and governmentally assisted exports. Therefore the export deficit in "Other Manufactures," which in Census classification
means manufactured goods other than machinery and transport equipment,
would be even greater that they appear in our official statistics if we corrected
our statistics.
EXTENT OF

TRADE DEFICITS

When our deficit in competitive minerals, such as petroleum and lead and zinc
are included, plus imports of competing agricultural products, such as fruits and
vegetables, fishery products, meats, etc., the surplus that we enjoy in the export of
machinery and chemicals is swamv,.d.
An importantfactor in this equation is that cinployiment in the deficit manufacturing
industries is approximately 2 million higher than in the combined machinery and
chemical group.
Also, in the machinery group our surplus has been narrowing alarmingly. For
example, from 1965-69 our exports of machinery, exclusive of transport equipment rose only 46.2% while imports rose 154% or more than three times as
rapidly.
We do enjoy an export balance in coal in the magnitude of half a billion dollars;
but unfortunately this competitive status was achieved by such strides in efficiency
that the industry's employment dropped by two-thirds or some 350,000 workers,
and left us with the problem of Appalachia. Should all our industries that suffer
from import competition displace workers in proportion to the experience in coal,
we would be swamped with uneml)loyment to the point of a national disaster.
Our rising machinery exports have, of course, been a side-effect of our booming
foreign direct investment in. plants and other installations abroad. This growth
cannot be expected to continue because the needed machinery for these purposes
is becoming more readuly available abroad.
EFFECT OF DIRECT FOREIGN INVESTMENTS

Beyond that, as we l)roduce more and more abroad, we will be supplying more
and more of the foreign markets from within. Also our companies will use our
foreign production as sources of exports to third markets rather than from the
United States. In some instances our companies seill in our own market, products
they are producing in ever greater volume abroad.
OUR IMPORT-VULNERABLE INDUSTRIES

The products in which we are lagging in our trade are numerous, and they will
no doubt be joined by others. We hear of textiles and footwear, household electronics, steel and apparel, but numerous other products are suffering to an equal
or higher degree: fishery products, fruits and vegetables, such as tomatoes,
strawberries, mushrooms, olives, citrus fruits, potatoes; lamb, dairy products
(saved by import quotas), honey, mink, oysters, crabmeat. flowers, glass, glassware
pottery, bicylces, clocks and watches, typewriters, sewing machines, toys, ath-
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let ic goods, rubber and plasticc ianufactures, handbags, unmbrellas, nails, screws,
nuts an bolts, handtools, optical good., plywood, cameras, niuscial instruiient-.,
phonographs records and players, sound recorders, etc.
FAILURE OF A REMEDY FOR INJURY

It was long a favorite response to say that if our industries suffered serious
injury there was a sure and p)rompt remedy in recourse to the Eseape Clause.
That was not only the case; the very words were cynical. From 1962 to 1969 not a
single remedy wa- granted in a list of over 20 applications to the Tariff Commission.* Before that only about 10% of those applying for a remedy were granted
some relief.

It is now recognized that the 1962 Trade Expansion Act was too stringently
drawn. The Administration bill l)rovides some relaxation but not enough. It
places too much emnl)hasis on adjustment assistance. This rel)resents a surrender
to the view that imports should be awarded a priority over domestic industry and
workers. It was based on the untenable ground that inability of American industry to compete with imports resulted from relative inefficiency-.
NEED OF A NEW APPROACH

Import ceilings and import quotas
Over 20 years of experience with the Escape Clause approach as a remedy for
injury from imports and eight years with Adjustment Assistance leaves us totally
unconvinced that a mere relaxation of the criteria of injury as embodied in the
Administration bill (11.11. 14807) or the Mills bill (11.11. 16920) as its stands,
would be of much hell) in slowing the rapid capture of our market by imports,
particularly in consumer goods. Several industries are in danger of virtual extinction from imports, and others are coming into the danger zone. Footwear,
vegetables, and fruits (tomatoes, strawberries, etc.) bicycle parts, athletic goods,
are examples of products that are very hard pressed. Already watches, typewriters,
sewing machines, radio receivers, binoculars, fishery products are quite far gone
and can hardly be restored to a healthy state-and certaninly not under the l)re..ent
tariff levels.
A few industries have been saved from destruction by quotas, such as petroleum,
cotton textiles, dairying, sugar, possibly steel; wheat and cotton-growing.
Merchant Marine as an example
Our merchant shipping and shipbu;idi. g have barely survived even under the
Federal subsidy granted them, which is designed to equalize the cost of production
and operation here and abroad. Without the suiAdy American ships would be off
the seas entirely except. under foreign flags. There would be no employment of
American merchant seamen and except for naval vessel construction our shipyards
would be idle. It had been thought quite erroneously that the expansion of trade
under the freer trade program would stimulate our merchant marine; instead
while our trade expanded several times over, American flag ships carried a smaller
and smaller share. Such an example should have some real meaning for our trade
policy.
ASP (American selling price)
The chemical industry, which is the principal beneficiary of ASP is held up as a
horrible example, apparently because the industry has had a remarkable growth
and enjoys a handsome export surplus. Instead of crediting ASP with a welcome
assist to one industry it is to be condemned for having produced such handsome
fruit.
In view of the state of the other manufacturing industries, other than machinery,
perhaps an extension of ASP to some of them would work wonders.
This recalls to mind the reported reply of President Lincoln to those who
complained of General Grant's drinking. The President replied he would like to
know what brand of whiskey General Grant favored, so that he could prescribe
the same brand to his other generals.
Share of mnirket
Experience of our trade with import competition has demonstrated conclusively
that with our tariff reduced to a mere stubble, our industries are exposed to more
than gradual erosion from impoi-ts; they are exposed to loss of participatiof in
market growth and then to progressive loss of their customary share of the market.
We cannot accept this style of retreat before ti import invasion without consenting to disaster.
*At the end of 19 three unions were granted adjustment assistance.
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Other countries can and wi!l understand our acts of self-preservatio if these
are explained in understandable terms instead of our spokesmen's bemoaning our
reversal of a policy that has more than exhausted such goods as it initially
contained. Other comtries will understand our doing what is necessary to avoid
the cumulative unemployment that will come from unimpeded imports because,
for aimreciation of our actions, they need only look at tliemielv'-, for exampleiii their own actions of the past, such as (levalumation of eII I1ncitC,
iuipo-.itioll f
ermiigeucy dties, laying of special taxes, rebatv-e f export , e0C.
Tariff substitutes
The tariff may be regarded as beyond resurrection these days, practically
speaking. however, the problem to which it was addressed has not gone away.
Therefore a substitute is needed.
We feel that ceilings on imports of products offer the most suitable device (1)
to prevent imports from galloping rooghshod through our market and disrupting
reductionn and employment, and (2) to offer imports a fair share of our market
without creating a straitjacket. If imports are allowed to grow in proportion to
our domestic consumption, and if they have already l)enetrated ten percent or
more, in some instances considerably more, it is not unreasonable to keel) them
from exl)loiting their low-cost advantage beyond the already achieved share of our
market, which in some cases is over 25% or even more than 40% or 50%.
In order to ring the sharing-of-the-market l)rinciple into practice, we would
suggest adding the import-ceiling proposal as contained in the Fair International
Trade bill which has been introduced by upward of 65 louse Members, to 11.1H.
16920, the Mills bill.
We feel that man-made and woolen textiles and footwear are entitled to a
restriction of imports as proposed in the Mills bill but we feel strongly that it would
he discriminatory to single out these products for special attention while there are
other products that are equally or more sorely afflicted. We feel further that the
general l)rovisions of 11.1. 16920 would not provide these other )roducts with a
remedy on a par with the special treatment of textiles and footwear, unless the
ceiling features of the Fair International Trade bill bere incorporated into 11.1.
16920. This procedure would provide an alternate third remedy equally to all
industries that could qualify beyond the two remedies now in existence and retained in the Mills bill which is to say Adjustment Assistance and the Escape
Clause.
The ceiling provision could be nieshed with II.1t. 16920 without causing a
distortion of its provisions. It would merely offer the industrie- either than textiles
and footwear an alternative choice of remedy, not mandator., but optional.
Such an integration of the two bills would represent the best defense against
the destruction of additional industries by low-cost imports and would have our
full support. We urge that this third remedy, the ceiling approach with its marketsharing feature, be adopted by the Committee.
Items 806.30 and 807.00
We support the repeal of these items of the Tariff Schedules of the United
States, as proposed in 1.R. 14188 with respect to Item 807.00. Item 806.30 should
be included.
Once more we have an example in our merchant marine. American-owned ships
can escape the American wage standards by registering under foreign flags. How
far, it may be asked, has this escape hatch been utilized? The answer is "Very far
indeed." Today the tonnage of American-owned foreign flag tonnage exceeds that
of all the merchant ships operating ,under the American flag! The latter carry less
than 6% of our total foreign trade, whereas 50% vould be an equitable share.
The experience with the severe loss of shipping should provide us with an idea of
how far foreign manufacturing activities might be carried under the special
benefits of Items 806.30 and 807.00.
The estab shment of plants in foreign countries with the specific purpose of
gaining the advantage of low wages and tariff relief is to outflank our minimum
wage laws, and can only lead to unemployment, just as foreign flag vessels kill
jobs for our merchant marine.
If the practice expands it can only embitter our international relations in time.
The longer it continues the greater will become the vested interests and the
greater the friction produced by inevitable corrective efforts.

Mr.

STRACKBEIN. H.R. 18970, the bill before you
Tle CHAIRMAN. Incidentally, Mr. Strackbein, we are now officially-starting at 2:30-back in business. The Senate adjourned before
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two today so we can now officially hear you and the Government is
willing to pay our expenses to hear your testimony. (Laughter.)
Mr. STRACKBEIN. I am delighted to hear that.
We are ill support of H.R. 18970. However, I believe, that several
mo(lifications and clarifications would be desirablee.
While the bill would greatly improve the availability of remedy for
serious injury, it nevertheless places some difficulties in the path of
the aplplicants.
1. 'The mathematical formula prescribed by the so-called trigger
mechanism will exclude some industries that are suffering from deep
import penetration of the market. This fact would not exclude them from
a remedy as is, I think, sul)iosed by some people, but the remedy
would, perhal)s, be less assured and possibly less satisfactory.
We would recommend also that the share of the market supl)plie(d
by imports should not be required to grow 3 or 5 percent in the most
recent, 2 years if the market penetration had already reached 20 percent or higher.
From the concept of a share of the market increase a shift to an
absolute increase in terms o6f simple percentage as distinguished from
percentage points could remove this inequity. This is to say, that instead of having a 3- or 5-percentage points of a share of the market after
the level of 20 percent had already been reached, if a simple percentOge were substituted, I think it would b" more equitable and it would
not be so likely to exclude a number of industries that have a deeper
penetration than the 15-percent level.
Some industries have been re)ortiihg 50 or 60 or even higher percent
peletration.
2. The Presidential discretion in rejecting a remedy by citing the
national interest should be he(ged with a requirement that the Presi(lent) spell out to the Congress the asl)ects of the national interest that,
wollld be jeol)ardized should lie proclaim all imnl)ort, quota, a tariff
increase or other remedy. Such a requirement would avoid relinquishiig the congressional responsibility in the premises.
3. The requirement of proving that imported goods are offered for
sale at prices substantially below those of their domestic counterpiarts, and that the foreign unit labor costs are substantially below
those of the competing (omestic industry would impose an impossible burden in some instances. The evidence is sometimes not available in explicit terms. It should be enough to require that the best,
available evidence be piroducel, and an industry or labor group should
niot be penalize(d by the nonexistence of specific statistics or the
ina(lequacy of such statistics, if serious injury were proved to the
satisfaction of the Tariff Conmmission1by means of the other required
evidence.
Foreign unit labor costs cannot in some instances be ascertained,
and except, as evidenced I)y unit vaimes of imnJort invoices obtained
by divi(ling total value by. total quantity. Sometimes even that is
not possible, as in imported units varying in terms of size, weight,
dime nsions, quantity, materials, and so forth.
Department of Labor statistics on foreign wages and productivity
are not sufficiently refined in most instances to supply the proof of
lower foreign unit labor costs.
Our suliliort of the bill is founded on the intolerable encroachment
of imports on many domestic industries and their workers and the
need for a reasonable remedy to save these industries and the jobs
provided by them.
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On tile whole, our industries are pitched against foreign producers
who are advantaged competitively by relatively low wages and fast,
man-hour.
rising productivity per
While many foreign countries have adol)ted the American system
of mass production, they have not raised their wages sufficiently to
build an adequate purchasing power at home to absorb the ot l)ut.
The),, therefore, look to the American market as the absorbent agency
to liquidate what woul(l otherwise become a surplus. They seem to
overlook the fact that mass production requires mass l)urchasing
power to keel) the production wheels turning.
Several objections are leveled at, the bill by ol)polenlts. One of the.
most common is that iml)ort, quotas will raise prices.
I offer for the record at this point, Mr. Chairman, two pieces of
evidence which trace the prices of products on which we (10 have
iml)ort quotas. The evidence is overwhelming that, import quotas have
not cause(l higher prices. In most instances, the prices of the products
concerned have risen distinctly less than the general price level. The
principal purpose of quotas has been to prevent prices of products
from falling to such low levels as would spell ruin to the domesticc
producer,
ut that might still be profitable to foreign exp)orters
because of their lower costs.
I have two short documents here, 'Mr. Chairman. One is called
"Iml)ort Quotas and Prices-A Review," and then a second one,
"Quotas and Prices-A Second Look."* This second one was l)relare([
in response to some observations made by the United States-Japan
Trade Council.
Another cry is that of foreign retaliation. I (ffer for the record a
classical examl)le, fully documented, oin this point. There was no
retaliation (lesl)ite widely exl)resse(d apprehensioi. The rules of the
General Agreement on Tariffs andi Trade, il they were wortl anything, will prevent retaliation. Compensation would in(leedl be in
order, according to orderly )rocelure, but not jungle warfare.
The sul)l)orters of GATT, that is, the General Agreemet on
Tariffs and Trade, shull be ready to demonstrate the usefulness of
that, organization in lrovidhng for orderly international trale.
As al al)l)endix, lr. Chairman, attention should be called to the
foreign trade statistics published by the Department. of Commerce.
That )ractice was the subject, of a hearing before your committee on
Joint Resolution 115 4 years ago.
On that occasion the Delartment of Commerce )romisel to )ubl)ish
statistics in conformity with the resolution. To this lay they have not
complied excel)t in the most grudgiilg and virtually conc-ealel mallmler,
A provision in this bill calling for statistics that will truly reflect the
competitive standing of this country in the world would, l)erhal)s,
reme(ly tile mischievous defectt, ill the i)Iesellt statistical practice .
On the matter of retaliation, 1 would like to offer for time rec'd
another short piece of three or four pages.
The CIIIUAN. Without objection, it. is agreed that they will be
printed in the record at the end of your statement.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. And on the point, of trade statistics, I have alother )rief study which is called Trade Statistics-A Continming
Distortion, which I would like to offer for the recor(l.
Thile CHAIRMAN. J would suggest that be l)rinted also.
*See pages 131 and 134.
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M\r. STRACKBEIN. That conclltdes my statement, '\r.
Chairman,
but I wotlld like to advert for just a moment to the statement made
this morning by the Senator from Arkansas, 'Mr. Fuilbright, who
seemed to harbor the illusion that agricultural exports provided most
of otir so-called surplus trade.
Now, I have the greatest friendship for our agriculture. It is basic
to our ecoll)IIaud tI)
to11r country, but it, is not, the correct notion
that our agricultural exports rel)resent the principal source of -hat, is
called our export suir)ltls.
I have a few statistics which show that in 1967, 1968, and 19G9, our
agricultural exports were in the magnitude of some $6 billion to $6.7
billion, whereas the 1969 they dropped to $5.7 billion.
These figures include anywhere from $1 billion to $1.5 billion of
governmentally assisted exports and, therefore, (1o not rel)resent a
test of our competitive standing in the world.
These exl)orts, of course, are those that go out under AID, food
for peace, and certain highly subsidized agricultural projects, such as
raw cotton, wheat, and wheat flour. So that on the basis of not even
bringing in ti
CIF or landed case, net exports of farm l)roducts
stripl)ed of tile governmentally assisted exj)orts would have left us
with no surplus at all or at least one of a very, very narrow margin.
If we put the imports on a CIF basis, which is what the goods cost
us laid down in this country, then we would have been running a
deficit in agricultural trade in these latter few years.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Strackbein, I want to just agree with
you 1 million percent.
I think these are misleading and official fraudulent statistics, and
I assume that we get. them because the State Department does not
want this program measured out in the o)en where people can see
what is actually going on.
While you were testifying here, I just added up where we really
stand in our balance of trade compared to these officially fraudulent
statistics.
For examl)le, this is a chart which I have already put in the
record* showing where we stand when you allow for tile fact that we
are not getting a penny for the giveaways.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And yet they insist on putting that down as though
we were being )aid what, it cost its to buy all these farm commodities
and give them away.
Then when you add the cost of freight and insurance to your imports, and take into account. whose ship is haulhng those exl)orts, you
have to make a 10-percent adjustment with regard to iml)orts, and
that is the way the International 'Monetary Fund does it.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Which is not trying to favor one side or the other,
just trying to calculate the overall situation, make those adjustments,
and just, on the chart that I asked to be placed in the record, ill the
years 1965 to 1969, the official misstated facts reflect us as having a
favorable balance of trade of $15.5 billion.
Now, just add up the finat column of that chart that I had placed
in the record, and see what you add up to, and then you find out we
did not have a )lus of $15.5 billion, we had a minus of $10.6 billion,
$25 billion difference.
$See p.95.
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Mr. STRACKBEIN. Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN. [n other words, we did not, make $15 billion, we
lost, $10 billion. So that now when you make those simple adjustments
that we are not getting paid for, the stuff we are giving away-The
Mr.

STRACKBEIN.

Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN (continuing). And the stuff we are buying from

abroad includes the cost of ocean freight, make those simple adjustments, and you find that, no, sir, you did not make the $15 billion,
you lost $10.6 billion.
I (1o not know how long it. is going to take our State Department to
adjust itself to the facts of life or to start, telling the truth, and I
(1o not, know how long it is going to take the Department of Commerce
to start publishing correct figures.
I guess the reason that pressure is brought to bear upon them to
(1o this kind of misrepresentation to the American people is the hope
that they can continue to justify this foolish policy until we are bankrupt anI forced to change it. Not by the fact of any wisdom in the
Congress or by wisdom at the executive level, but because nobody
else will take our money, it won't be any good.
Now, at that point we cannot (1o them any more favors, cau we?
Mr. STRACKBEIN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Our money is no good and they would not take it,
so they won't trade with us after that, except if we can find some way
then to change our way of doig business and (1o the kinds of things
you are advocating now.
Mr. STRACKBEIN.

M\Ir. Chairman, I have on repeated occasions

called attention to these decel)tive trade statistics and, as I said ill
my statement, the Department of Commerce did promise 4 years
ago they vould carry out tile general intent of that Senate joint
resolution upon which this committee held 2 (lays of hearing, anid
they have complied by showing the, what they call the commercial
exports, which is to say striping the exports of these governmentally
assisted quantities, values, and then, oil the other hand, calculating
the imports on the 0.i.f, basis by adding only some 6.3 percent.
Now, this latter low percentage, I (1o not'think can be justified.
The Tariff Commission made an examination of this subject at that
time, and they caine out with very close to 10 percent and, as you say,
the International Monetary Fund regularly employs the 10 percentt
level as a means of bringing our import statistics into a coml)arative
level with those of other countries, because nearly all other countries
do use the c.i.f. basis of valuing their imports. The result has been
that we have lived in a fool's paradise, so to speak, believing that we
are competitive in the world market when, as a matter of fact, we are
not.
Now, in a few segments we are, but. this very surplus has been used,
was used, by former President Kennedy in arguing that this country
must be competitive because if we were not competitive how could
we possibly have an export balance of $5 billion.
Well, now, if the facts had been known, it, would have been very
clear that the so-called surl)lus of $5 billion did not, reflect our comipetitive )osition in the world because it, contained elements of publicly
subsidized and grants in aid, and so forth, on the one hand, and
undervaluing our imports, on the other.
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This morning, Mr. MeNeill maintained that if our imports were to
be valued on a c.i.f. hais, then our exports should be valued on the
basis of their f.o.b. exports, plus the cost of freight, to ship them
overseas.
Actually, the difference, of course, comes in the transportation, as
you have said. But this country's shipping carries only between 5 and
6 percent of our total export and import trade under the American
flag so that nearly all of the freight payments, and so forth, that show
up in the balance-of-payments statistics, where they are shown, are
against us.
So the way to value our exports an(1 imiports is to show what the
goo(Is cost us laid dowli in this country, that is, c.i.f; and what we get
or the goods that we sell. We get, the price f.o.b. port of shipment.
Our exporter (toes not get, the price or the value of the goods handle
overseas. He gets the value of the invoice which is usually f.o.b. port
of shipment. So, therefore, the correct way-and the other countries

(1o it-is to value our imports c.i.f. and our exports f.o.b. port of
shipment.
The CHAIRMAN. As you say, so long as we are shipping the goods in
our bottoms and our shil)s, then we (1o not fleed to count the ocean
freight against United States.
'r.
STRACKBEIN. 'That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. But if it is going in the other fellow's bottom, as is
true with regard to about 92 percent in terms of tonnage, then it is
the foreign seamen rather than the American seamen (Irawing the paycheck, and you have to credit, that to the other man rather than to us,
and so if you take those into account, it works out at about the fashion
you and I are speaking about.
Now, again, to see who tends to be telling the truth, as you suggeste(l, look at our balance of payments.
While you were testifying, I added that up, 1965 through 1969,
that would tend to show whether we are making $15 billion or losing
$10 billion, an(l look at those figures.
You adi them
1u)p-and I have put this chart in the record-this is
something both of us can agree on.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And I am told that the correct, the best basis, to
look at would be your liquidity basis, and on that basis, 1965 through
1969, we had a balance-of-payments deficit of $13.5 billion. Well now,
doesn't, that ten(l to show you whether we made the $10 billion, made
$15 billion, or lost $10 billion, so that confirms your position, not theirs.
Ir. STRACKEIN.

Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. I will ask that the chart to which I made reference
be place(l in the record at this point.*
You are familiar with those figures, I am sure?
Mr. STRACKBEIN. Yes.
I would like to point out also that in those instances where we do
have export surl)lus as officially reported by the Department of ComDierce, these are princil)ally concentrated in two or three segments of
our economy, machinery an(l transport equipment being by far the
leading items.
We (t1 have a very considerable export surplus in our machinery
exports, and most of this, or a. great part of this has been stimulated,
*The chart referred to appears at page 96.
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of course, by our investments overseas, where the plants that we build
over there are equipped with American machinery and equipment.
Before long they will be, or theyare already, manufacturing abroad
and serving those foreign markets from within rather than our shipping
in the form of exports from here over to those markets, so we are
really working against our own export outlets in this fashion.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you one further thing, Mr. Strackbein.
The people whom you rel)resent would hopefully be represented by
our State Department and by the special trade representative, in
trying to obtain agreeneits that would try to offset some of our disastrous balance of payments and our unfavorable balance of trade.
Now, can you explain to me how our negotiators, speaking for the
State Department and claiming to speak for the President, can
negotiate a trade agreement favorable to us when they are confronted
with their own deliberately misleading figures that have been )ublished
all over the country, to which we hear witnesses testify before this
committee, where they are saying that. we have a big sUrI)lus when, in
fact, we have a deficit. How can they proceed to fight for the American
position to try to offset this
.unfavorablebalance of trade when they
are confronted with their own published statistics which say that we
have a favorable balance?
Mr. S'T'RACKBEIN. Well, apparently, they were more concerned
with making the policy of freer trade look good than they were concerned about the welfare of the American economy, American
producers, and American labor.
The CHAIRMAN. More concerned with trying to convey a picture to
the American people that the situation is good when it is bad th,;i
they were with getting the job done, it would appear.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. Yes.
The CH-ARMAN. Any further questions, gentlemen?

Thank you very much, Mr. Strackbein.
(The documents previously referred to by M\r. Strackbein and a
subsequent letter to the committee follow. Hearing continues on page
145.)
IMPORT QUOTAS AND PtucEs-A REVIEW BY 0. I. STIRACKBEIN, PRESIDENT,
TuE NATION-WIDE COMMITTEE ON IMPORT-EXPORT POLIcy, JULY 6, 1970

A constant patter of conmtient tells us that import quotas will raise domestic
the products that are the subject of such quotas.
It should be possible to test the soundness of this unsubstantiated theory. To

prices of

do so we should trace the wholesale price trends of products that are "protected"
by import quotas compared with the price trend in general and the price on
particular products that, are not so "protected."
PETROLEUM

A favorite whipping boy is oil, or petroleum. An import quota was established in

1958, first on a voluntary basis, followed by a niandatcry quota, effective March

1959.

The wholesale prite of refined petroleum products expressed in an index form,
where 1957-59 equals 100 had risen to only 100.3 in 196S and 101.8 in 1969. A very

recent rise carried the level to 104.2 in May 1970.

This compared with an index for all commodities, 'where 1957-59 again is 100,
of 108.8 in 1968, 113.0 in 1969 and 116.8 for May 1970.
"All commodities,'" of course, include those on which we have import quotas.
Therefore it will be desirable to compare the refined p1(troleIIn )rice level with

that of other products that are not subject to an import quota. If we .elect
another fuel, namely coal, which has no import quota and should therefore not
be free to move upward in price because it is not "protected," we find a sharp
contrast. The wholesale price index had reached 107.1 in 1968, rose to 116.2
in 1969 and zoomed to 146.9 in May 1970.
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Surely if there were an import quota on coal, the quota would be blamed for
this runaway price. Obviously other factors were at work.
We find, in other words, that the wholesale price of refined petroleum increased
distinctly less than wholesale prices of all commodities and very much less than
the price of its competing energy fuel, namely, coal. (For confirmation, see Survey
of Current Business, U.S. Department of Commerce, June 1970, p. S-8.)
COTTON TEXTILES

Another product that is the subject of an import quota or its equivalent is
cotton textiles. An arrangement was made with Japan alone, effective January 1,
1957, whereby that country restricted its cotton textile exports to this country.
This arrangement was sul)erseded October 1, 1961 with the so-called Long-Term
Arrangement negotiated tinder GATT. This arrangement covered some 30
countries and about 90% of our total cotton textile imports.
The wholesale price of cotton products (1957-59 equaling 100) was 105.2 in
1968. In 1969 it remained at 105.2 and in May 1970 stood at 105.8.
Once more we encounter a very moderate price rise compared with the general
comnmodity wholesale price-level, which, as we saw, had risen to 116.8 in May
1970. (Reference: same, p. S-9.)
Wool products, which are not tinder quota restrictions, had an index level of
103.7 in 1968, compared with 105.2 for cotton products or only 1.5 below cotton
products. The index rose to 104.6 in 1969 but fell to 103.8 by MIay i970. It thus
stood only 0.1 higher in May 1970 than in 1968. In the case of cotton products
the increase from 1968 to May 1970 was or:ly 0.6. Thus there was little to choose
between the wholesale price movement in cotton and woolen products. Yet the
one was tinder an import quota or its equivalent while the other was not.
In the case of man-made fiber textile products there was a decline in wholesale
prices since 1957-59, accounted for by increased productivity. The index stood
at 90.8 in 1968 and moved lower to 89.5 in May 1970.
The downward trend of man-made fiber textile products has been of longstanding. Measured on the 1947-59 base, as compared with the 1957-59 base as
used here, the wholesale price in 1959 had already declined to 81.1. This was
before imports reached a significant volume. Thus the further price decline on
the 197-59 base to 89.5 in 1970 merely represented a continuation of the cost
reduction process that had already dropped prices in the decade of 1949-59 by
nearly 20%. (Survey of Current Business, October 1961, p. S-8.)
There is nothing in this record to show that the price of cotton textiles rose as
a result of the import limitation. In any event, the price increase through May
1970 was comparatively modest, lagging distinctly behind the general commodity
wholesale price in, lx.
In a pamphlet recently issued by the United States-Japan Trade Council it
is asserted (p. 10) that "Textile Quotas Would Have Slight Benefit but Very
High Cost."
"In

su1m,"

it says, "proposed textile quotas would be enormously costly to

the United States.
"Quotes would accelerate inflation, raising clothing prices to consumers.
"They would boomerang against U.S. export sales and harm the economies
of l)ort cities," etc.
Against this cry of alarm, the wholesale price trend of cotton textiles of the
past teni years while these l)roducts have been under import limitation, stands
as a complete rebuttal.
SUGAR

Yet another l)roduct that is under import quota control is sugar. This quota
has been in effect antedating World War II.
In 1955 the retail price of sugar was 10.40 per lb. Ten years later (1965) the
price was 11.80. In 1968 the price was 12.50. In 1969 it was 12.70 and in April 1970
it was 13.40. In 15 years the retail price increased only 28.8%. (Statistical Abstract
of the U.S., 1969, Table 512, p. 350; and Survey of 'Current Business, June 1970,
p. S-29.) Compare this increase in retail sugar prices since 1955 with the allconsumer price increase of 34.6% on the 1957-59 base, a period during which
all food prices rose 32.4%-also a period during which public transportation coit
rose 66.6%, medical care 63.6%. Keeping in mind that 1955, the base of our
retail sugar price, antedated the index base of 1957-59 by several years, it is clear
that the consumer paid distinctly less for sugar in terms of price increase than he
paid for consumer goods in general, or for food in general, and much less than for
transportation and medical care which were not pinched in point of suppply
by an iml)ort quota.
It follows that the sugar quota also cannot be used to demonstrate that import
quotas raise prices unreasonably, or even as much as the rise in other prices.
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A*II EAT

Wheat is under a severe import restriction that permits less thanI 1 % of domestic
production to be imported, in pursuance of a limitation imosed under See. 22
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act in 1941.
The price of wheat (hard winter, No. 2, Kansas City) has fallen quite sharply
in recent years. The price Iir bushel was $2.22 in 1950. I1 1955 the price was
$2.25. By 1960 the
o had dropped to $2.00. In 1968 it had stink to $1.46 per
e
bushel, i nd inLM y , 070 it wa- $1.53.
Cor i,
not thu subject of an import quota. The 1950 price (yellow, No. 2
Chicagt,,, was $1.50 per l)u:hel. In 1955 the price was down to $1.41. The decline,
as in the case of wheat, continued. In 1960 it stood at $1.15; in 1968 it was $1.14
and in May 1970 it was $1.30 (yellow, No. 3, Chicago. The difference from No. 2
is very slight, as note, that in 1968 the price of No. 2 in Chicago was $1.14 while
that of No. 3 was $1.11). (See Statistical Altract of the U.S., 1969, Table 504,
p. 33; and Survey of Current Business, June 1970, p. S-27.)
Comparing the i)ri(e trend in wheat with that in corn we find that from 1950
to May 1970 the price of wheat dropped 31% while that of corn dro)lped only
13%. Yet it was; wheat and not corn that was "protected" by an import quota.
The wheat price dropped over twice as much in the 20 years as the price of corn.
Since 1960 tie price of wheat dropped from $2.0) per bushel to $1.53 in May
1970, a decline of 23c%,. The price of corn, by contrast, rose from $1.15 per bushel
in 1960 to $1.30 in May 1970. This was an increase of 13%. Thuis while the price of
the "protected" wheat dropped 23%. that of corn which was not under an import
(luota, rose 13%.
In comparison with other comnoditie- the price of both wheat and corn has
dropl)ed while the other prices rose rather sharply, especially in rece!it years.
RAW COTTON

The price of raw cotton has also declined. The decline was greater than that of
wheat and corn, dropping from some 36¢ per 1l). to some 220, or by more than
3 3). Yet raw cotton imports are limited under See. 22 of the Agricultural Adjwitment Act to a quantity less than 5% of domestic )roduction. (Statistical Abstract
of the U. S., 1969, Table 505, 1). 344.) (There is some difficulty in reconciling the
Statistical Abstract prices with those in the Survey of Current Business, bit the
diserepIancy is not Futficicnt to destroy the value of the comparisons).
DAIRY PRODUCTS

With a base of 1957-59 equaling 100, the wholesale price index of dairy products
stood at 94.0 in 1955, at 105.0 in 1960. In recent years the price rose to 118.5 ill
1966, to 127.7 in 1968 and on to 135.4 in May 1970. This was an increase of 29%
since 1960, and compares with an increase since 1960 of 18.6%)o in wholesale price
of "Farm Products, Foods and Feeds," which, of course, includes grains, on which
the price, :ts %e have seen, dropped considerably.
)airy products enjoy an import limitation under Sec. 22 of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act, and the price increase has outl)aced that of other farm l)roducts,
as mentioned, but, did not outl)ace wholesale prices of many other products.
)airying has declined quite sharply per capita. Milk l)roduced on farms was less
than 1% higher in 1968 than in 1950, despite the considerable increase ii ll)oulation. The number of cows and heifers kept for milk declined by more than 40%.
Unquestionably these factors have influenced the price of dairy products much
more than the import quota.
The wholesale price of agricultural machinery and equipment on an index base
of 100 for 1957-59 rose to 137.4 by May 1970. There is no iml)ort quota on this
machinery and equipment. Moreover, agricultural implements are duty free! If
imports exert such :a salutary effect on prices the effect must have failed in this
instance.
CONCLUSION

The foregoing recitation can leave little doubt that import quotas have not led
to higher prices; indeed, quite the opposite. With the exception of dairy products,
with respect to other l)owerful factors, such as the public acceptance of oleo-

margarine, played a large part,, the prices on products that are protectede" by
import quotas have lagged distinctly behind average prices and far behind prices
on somec other products that were under no import quota lim-itationi.
The cry that the imposition of import quotas would be costly to consumers is
unfounded, and those who continue to raise the cry are guilty of misleading the

public.
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QUOTAS AND PRICEs-A SECOND LOOK BY 0. R. STRACKIEIN, PRESIDENT,
THEy NATION-WIDE COMMITTEE ON IMPORT-EXPORT POLICY, AUGUST 17, 1970

Because of some questions raised about the coverage of products that were not
included in a previous review of the subject Import quotass and Prices-A
Review, dated July 8, 1970, issued by this office, a second look, is desirable to
dispel any doubts about the validity of the conclusions reached in that review.
The United States-Japan Trade Council, specifically, challenged the Review
in a 13-page Reply. In the Reply the Council mentions Meat, Steel and
Peanuts as important products that were not in our Review. The allegation is
correct. They were not included.
however, meat is not. the subject of an import quota. It is tinder a ceiling,
established in 1964, that would trigger a quota if imports should breach the ceiling.
The only time when such a breach was imminent, which was very recently, the
ceiling was lifted slightly to permit more imports.
It may, of course, be argued with some validity that the ceiling has operated as
an import quota without invoking the actual administrative burden of an outright
quota.
An answer on meat prices is therefore in order.
MEAT PRICES-WHOLESALE

It is true that meat prices have moved upwards since 1964, the year in which the
ceiling legislation was passed. The U.S. )epartment of Agriculture, Statistical
Reporting Service, keeps an account of prices on cattle meat, hogs and sheep.
The 1964 average price of beef was $18 per 100 lbs. In June 1970 the price was
$28 representing an increase of 55%. The table below shows the price trend from
1964:
BEEF PRICES
Dollars per
100 pounds

Dollars per
100 pounds
Year:
1964 ------------------------------------1965 ------------------------------------1966 ------------------------------------1967 ------------------------------------1968 ------------------------------------1969 ------------------------------------

18.00
19.90
22.20
22.30
23.40
26.20

1970:
26.20
January ---------------------------------27.20
February --------------------------------28.80
March ----------------------------------28.60
April ---------------------------------------------------------------- 2.90
May
June----------------------------------- 28.00

This record of beef prices may be compared with that of hogs (pork):
HOG PRICES
Dollars per
100 pounds

Dollars per
100 pounds

1970:
Year:
14.80
January ---------------------------------1964 ------------------------------------20.60
February --------------------------------1965 --------------------------------------------------22.80
March ------------1966 ------------------------------------18.90
April ------------------------------------1967 -.-.. . . . . . ..------------------------May -------------------------------------18.60
1968 ------------------------------------June ------------------------------------1969 ----------------.-----------------22.20

26.30
27.40
25.60
23.80
22.90
23.20

From these tables, to repeat, we find that beef prices rose from $18 per 100 lbs.
in 1964 to $28 in June 1970, an increase of $10 or 55%. We find also that pork
prices rose from $14.80 per 100 lbs. in 1964 to $23.20 in June 1970, after having
reached a peak of $27.40 in February 1970. The rise from 1964 to June 1970 was
$8.40 per 100 ibs., which is to say, .56.7%, or a shade more than the price of beef.
However, at the peak, which was $28.80 for beef in March 1970, and $27.40 for
pork in February, beef had risen 60% since 1964 while pork had risen 85%
com pared with 1964.
Which of the two meat products, beef or pork, it might be asked, was under an
import restriction? According to the inflationary theory of import quotas it must
have been pork, since the price rose higher than did the price of beef. Yet, it was
beef and not pork that was and is tinder such a restriction.
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Thus, while beef prices did rise more than tile general wholesale price level and
more than other farm Iroducts in general, the rise was not as great as that oil its
corapanion product, pork, which had no import restriction.
STEEL PRICES

In the case of steel an international arrangement was concluded toward the end
of 1968 under which the principal foreign suppliers of this country agreed to limit
their exports to the United States. The arrangement took effect at the beginning of
1969.
The item was not included in our Review because the time elapsed since Janiuary 1969 is too brief to draw final conclusions.
Nevertheless since the United States-Japan Trade Council raised the question a
response is in order.
According to the Survey of Current Business of July 1970, the wholesale iron
and steel price index, where 1957-59 equals 100, stood at 105.6 in 1968, or the year
before the export restriction by other countries took effect. In June 1970, the
index had moved to 120.2 This was a rise of 14.61 points or 13.9%.
The index for all commodities had risen (hiring the 1957-59 period to 117. Thus
the wholesale prices of iron and steel exceeded the rise since 1957-59 by 3 percentage points or 21 %. This is not a serious rush ahead of the general price level,
especially when compared with the rise in nonferrous metal prices which jumped
from a base of 125.1 in 1968 to 155.0 in June 1970. Among the metals that made
up these rising prices were nickel, copper, aluminum, lead. The composite increase

was 25%.
Also, the wholesale price of coal far outstril))ed tile price of steel, rising from a
base of 107.1 in 1968 to 152.8 in 1970. Coal, as it liap)pens, is an important raw
material used in the l)rod ction of steel.
Yet neither nonferrous metals nor coal have import restrictions in effect.
The price of iron and steel may be double-checked by the price of finished
carbon steel. The average price for 1968 was 8.730 per lb. By May 1970, the
price had risen to 9.740 per lb. This was an increase of 11.57(,, compared with
the rise of 13.9% in the coml)osite price of iron and steel, quoted above. (See
Survey of Current Business, U.S. Department of Commerce, July 1970, 1).S-32,
bottom of page.)
There is nothing in the price trend of iron amid steel since 1968 that would
support the inflationary charge leveled against import quotas, especially when
other metal prices which were not under a quota rose appreciably more sharply,
and also coal.
It is reliably reported that prices of iron and steel also rose more sharply iii
West Germany, Japan, Britain and France than in this country. According to a
public statement made by the Chairman of the American Iron and Steel Institute,
Mr. George A. Stinson, market prices of steel in West Germany have risen 19%
since the inception of the "Voluntary Lii itation Program" went into effect; 18%
in the United Kingdom, 13% in France and from 15% to 50% in Japan, depending
on the product. These increases all outran the price increase of steel in this
country.
PEANUT PRICES

Another product that was not mentioned in the REVIEW above referred to
was l)eanuts. The reason for the omission was that, the item is not in the item
listing provided by the SURVEY OF CURIRENT BUSINESS which was the
source of most of the other price data tabulated nor il) to (late in the STATISTICAL ABSTRACT.
However, the )epartment of Agriculture does report the season average prices
of peanuts annually; and these are available through 1969, but not for 1970.
Peanuts are under price sup port and an import quota limitation. This quota
was established in 1953 under Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
The 1953 "season average price" was 11.l per lb. By 1969 this average price
had risen to 12.20 per lb., or almost, exactly 10 %. Yet by the 1957-59 price index
base currently in use, the wholesale price of all commodities had risen 17% by
June 1970. The wholesale price of farm products in general on the 1957-59 base
was 111.3 in June 1970.
Since 1953 antedates the 1957-59 price base by several years it is clear that the
price of peanuts ran behind the general price level by a very considerable margin,
and also behind farm prices in general.
It cannot be properly asserted therefore that the omission of peanuts from the
previous REVIEW answered by the United States-Japan Trade Council changed
the conclusion from what it would have been had this farm product been included.
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The experience with peanuts as with the price trend on all the other products
that are under import quotas covered under the original REVIE\V except dairy
products, as noted in that REVIEW itself, supports the conclusion that import
quotas cannot be saddled with the objection that they are inflationary.
FURTIERl CONCLUSION

What might indeed he said is that, one of the prime purposes of our iml)ort quota
or similar limitation on imports is to l)revent a drop in prices to a level so low that
it would be disastrous to domestic I)roducers but that might still return a profit
to a foreign exporters to this country causee of their lower costs.
To say that it is tile purpose of quotas to raise prices would be to say that to
(late nearly all our quotas have failed of their purpose )eeause most of them have
not succeeded in keeping up with the general price level, as demonstrated in our
previous REVIEW. They could then apparently be discarded with safety; but
that is not the essential purpose of the quota.
However, that the floor under prices might give way because of imports if the
quotas were removed, and thus )roduce an untenable price level for domestic
producers, be their product textiles, sugar, petroleum, wheat, peanuts, meat or
steel, represents the motivation for such (Ilotas as a l)reventive measure, rather
than a windfall or the possibility of gouging the consumer.
The need for such quotas (loes not rise in this country but in the foreign countries
that enjoy a coml)etitive advantage over us, provided by their lower wages. They
need foi eign markets because they do not pay their workers enough to buy the
increased output of their farms and industries attributable to highly improved
technology; and look to us to) provide the purchasing power that results from our
higher wages.
FOitf;IGN TADE R ET.LIATION-AC.sF.

IN POINT BY O.

{. STRACKItWIN, PRESIDENT,

TiE NATION-WID E COMMITTEE ON IMPORT-EXPORT POLICY, AUGUST 4, 1970

A rising chorus of warnings about fearful retaliation against our exports should
the trade bill before Congress provide for import quotas, assaults us from all sides.
A veritable trade war, it is warned, will erupt should this country adopt import
quotas.
If we impose import quotas other countries will jum) to their trade weapons,
and foreign trade will be thrown into a bristling exchange of reprisals to the woeful
loss of all concerned.
The warnings from import and export interests in this country are echoed by
threats from abroad as if this country were about to commit the unforgivable sin
of rescuing our industries from irreparable loss from imports and our labor from
climbing unemployment.
One cry is that other countries will throw up barriers against our exports and
thus dry up our markets abroad. Such alarms are freely bandied about, but no
hard supporting facts are provided. It is only fair to say that such facts are hard
to come by.
However, one clear example-is available.
In 1954 the Tariff Commission recommended to President Eisenhower a duty
increase on watches as a result of a finding of a serious injury of the watch industry
in an Escape Clause action.
An outcry of retaliation was sent u) by the Maryland Congressional delegation,
joined by an assortment of liberal trade supporters. Maryland cried out because
Switzerland, which is the l)rincipal source of our watch imports, regularly buys
much Maryland tobacco.
The Swiss, it was warned, would be sure to retaliate against imports of Maryland
tobacco should the President approve the recommended increase in duties on Swiss
watches. Nevertheless the President did increase the watch duty.
A fortuitous fact makes it possible to test the validity of the warnings and
threats of Swiss retaliation. Our Department of Agriculture maintains a record of
tobacco exports by type of tobacco and by country of destination. What do the
export statistics show, They are as follows:
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EXPORTS OF TOBACCO, TYPE 32 (MARYLAND TOBACCO)
Country o1destination

Year

Switzerland .............................
1954 ---------------------------------do ---.-------------------------h$5 --------------------------------------------do------------------------19A --------------------------------do----------------------------------------------------1957
1958........---------------------------- do -------------------------do ------------------------------1'.60
--------------------------------------do -----------------------------1962 --------------------------------------do -----------------------------1964 --------------------------------------

Pounds
5,817,000
4,976,000
7,395,OOJ
7.5S4,000
6,452,000
6,163,000
6,756. 000
6,897,000

Value
$4,790, 060
45(O
5868.000
6.080,000
5.260, COO
5 416 (on
6, 088,00
6,467,00C

From this record of exports of Maryland tobacco the failure of any retaliatory
effort that may have been, but probably was not, attempted by Switzerland
stands fully confirmed. While there was a significant decline of our tobacco exports
to that country in 1955, the first year after the increase in duty on Swiss watchee,
the considerable rise in exports in the following year merely confirms the vacuit.,
of the claims of reprisal. Thereafter a broken but distinctly upward trend wa
resumed through the following decade.
Moreover, our total exports of all merchandise to Switzerland did not suffer,
as the following short table shows:
EXPORTS TO SWITZERLAND
$154, 385,000
1954 -------................----------------------------------------------------------------163,594,000
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..----------------------------------------------------------------1955 -------.
221,350, 00
1956 ----------------------------------------------.-----------------------------------------238, 562,000
1957 ....-----------------..----------------------------------------------------------------164,064,000
1958 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------188,242,000
1959 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------252.661,000
1960 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------271, 973,000
1961
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The shouts of warnings and threats of retaliation whenever imposition of a
quota or an increase in tariff is proposed, in any case, are easily exaggerated,
especially where trade is carried on as private enterl)rise rather than by State
trading.
For example, Swiss tobacco import merchants make profits from tobacco imports. A maximum of importation is in their interest. They do not manufacture
Swiss watches. If the latter stand to stiffer a setback in their export of watches,
It is their problem, not that of the tobacco importers. If the watch mantifacturerm
had sought government restrictions on tobacco imports to retaliate against U.s.
action, the Swiss tobacco importers would have opposed the effort, since it would
have reduced their own business. Only if trading is a State function, as in totalitarian countries, is retaliation a ready weapon to use, and even then it may not be
convenient or profitable. When, however, other private interests than the one
clamoring for retaliation would find their toes stel)ped on, retaliation is Iore
likely to be blocked by politics within the country. Thus, while the hue and cry of
threatened retaliation is easily raised, it is not so easily carried into effect. The
teeth may be bared menacingly, but the bite is not so sure to follow.
A distinction should, in any case, be drawn between retaliation, on the one hand,
and compensation, as provided for in GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade), on the other. Compensation may be agreed to ahead of time or after a
barrier has been imposed. Such compensation supposedly will follow only after due
process in the form of orderly procedure and is not in the form of reprisal. It becomes a matter of negotiation. One of the very purposess of GATT was to establisti
a compensatory mechanism in lieu of retaliation by roughly conforming the comn
pensation to the damage and no more.
The objective was to bring order into trade relations among the national.
Under this principle reparation is made through compensation but its magnitude
is to be measured by the damage done; not by an ill-tempcred mood of reprisal.
Those who now threaten retaliation are in effect enemies of GATT, disavowing its
objc tives.
This country has, indeed, extended and received compensation in a number of
instances over a period of years under GATT.
All of which is to say that all the gnashing of teeth and showing of fangs are
mostly acts to serve ulterior ends, and represent the flouting of GATT.

51-389-70-pt. 1-
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TRADE STATISTIcS--A CONTINUING l)IsTORTION BY 0. It. STR.CKIl:IN, PRESIDENT,
I
i-m NATION-WIDE COMMITTEE ON IMPORT-EXPORT POICY, JuL, 10, 1969

The I)epartment of Commerce continues to issue trade statistics that give the
public a false impression of this country's standing in foreign trade. According to
the official statistics issued by that Department a few days ago we continue to
enjoy an export ,mrplus, although it is a mere shadow of its former dimenisions.
The department of Commerce does the public no favor by clinging to its
misleading form of trade-balance reporting.
The fact is that in point of competitive trade we are running a serious deficit.
For years we have incurred balance of payments deficits but have looked to our
trade balance to offset in great part our debits in the other transactions. Now the
bleak facts intust be faced. We lost our trade surplus position several years ago.
This fact has yet to be officially recognized.
The stubbornness exhibited by the I)epartment of Commerce can be at triblted
principally to a desperate desire to prevent the facts of our trade policy from
becoming public knowledge.
Public officials, virtually all the media of public communication, and tl,ose
charged with the conduct of our foreign relations, have become so accustomed to
singing the praises of the so-called reciprocal trade program that anything to
the contrary is not acceptable to them. Therefore the truth must at all costs be
suppressed, as it has been these last several years.
The chickens, however, are coming to roost in such great flocks that the reality
of our very weak competitive position in the world will break through one day
soon; and we will pay heavily for our refusal to face the facts in time.
A brief review of how our self-deception has been practiced will not of it.,elf
open the door to a correction but it may make it more difficult henceforth for the
l)epartment of Commerce to continue the scandalous and indefensible policy of
using statistical reports to conceal and obfuscate the facts rather than serving the
public with the trite trade balance, however unpalatable this may be.
It has been the official practice of the department of Commerce to issue monthly
quarterly and annual reports on foreign trade sunny side up. By including in out
exports the shipments made under Foreign Assistance, Food for Peace, and subsidized shipments of cotton and wheat, our total exports are made to look better
than they should by $2j. to $3 billion per year. Yet such shipments (lid not
reflect an ability to compete in foreign markets, nor did they repre. ent trade in
the true sense of the word. Private foreign trade flows only into markets in which
we are competitive. Governmentally subsidized or financed sales are inade regardless of our ability to compete. It is not a matter of trade at all, bIut of world
politics.
Our import statistics, on their part, do not show what the iml)orted goods
actually cost us. Rather, they show what they cost on the other side of the water,
leaving out ocean freight and insurance. Nearly all the leading trading nations
of the world publish their import statistics on the basis of landed cost.
By clinging to our antiquated system of reporting imports our official statistics
show our present annual level of imports at about $3 billion less than their landed
cost.
Add the overvahuation of our exports to the undervalitation of our imports
and we have a discrepancy in the magnitude of some $5 to SG billion per year
at our present trading level.
What has been and continues to be the purl)ose of such distorted trade statistics? One purpose has already been mentioned. It was to make our trade
position look good, so that cheerful reports could he issued to the l)ublic.
What then was the genesis of that desire? It was to sustain the freer-trade
philosophy that has so long beguiled our State l)epartmnent and other blind followers of Adam Smith, and which serves the interests of iml)orters and exporters.
If our competitive position could be made to look good, the cry for further tariff
reductions could be justified. Otherwise it would fall on deaf ears and would be
questioned, as it should be.
Last but not least, our professional economists, nearly all of whom were spoonfed the pap of free trade in our colleges and universities, could never admit that
they had uncritically accepted ideas expounded by the British economists of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when free trade was good economic gospel
for England. Nearly all our professional economists are old-style, free trade
oriented and emotionally-bound expounders of a theory that is nowhere actually
practiced, least of all in our domestic econoiny. The free market, which is the
basis of free trade, was discarded in this country after the 1930 l)epression beyond
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resurrection. Very inconsistently the siipporter.s, of regulation and control of the

domestic economy stipport freer trade internationally. It is in such aln atmosphere
that the false trade statistics are condoned and defended.
In 1966 S. J. Miles. 115 was introduced in the Senate with tile 1)url)ose of bringing about a corrective modification in the mantner of reporting our exports iaid
imports, to the end that the true competitive status of this country in world
markets would be reflected in at least one version of our l)alance-of-trade reports.
Hearings on the resolution were held oil August :31 mid September 1, 1966
by the Committee on Finance of the Senate. A-; a resilil of the hearings and the
ercetile resolution
appearance of representatives of the departmentt of Conu
was not pusIIed u11on assurances recieved by the Committee from that I)epartmfent to the effect that the intent of the lResoltition would be caried out volmtarilv.
Now, nearly three years later, the department coiitinues to isste its trade
statistics as before the hearings on the Resolution. Its regular monthly, (l-arterly
and annual press releaes on the balance of trade continue exactly as before. The
only concession minade in fultillnwt of its promise is containe(l in a quarterly
Implication of a special set of tables in a monthly report known as FT 990 published
by the Department. of Commerce.
One of these two tables shows separately the exports of good; sipped inder the
Foreign Assistance Act and Public Law -T0.So grudging, however, is this imblieation of the bare bones of the statistics that the resulting total for "commercial

exports," i.e., stripped of these governimntally-origiiated shipments, is not shown.
Trhe miser of the report, if he wishes to determine the net expl)orts, muist make his
own calculations.
The other table ptirports to show ilulports enhanced by a imiltiplier (h,-eril),d

as bringing the f.o.b. imports to a c.i.f. basis. hit order to provide this additional
information a sampling test. of imports was made. This re4ulted iii a imultiplier of
108.3 applied to bring the imports to a c.i.f. level. A separate column in the table
in Fi 990 does show the enlarged 1968 import total, ri-ng from .$33.11.1 billion
to $35.86 billion, i.e., up 8.3%. (FT 990, Dec. '6S). However, this 8.3%C is it!(,If a
low factor, as will be shown later. Nevertheless later this low pvrcemitage was
re(huced to 6.9%.
The res)onse of the )epartment has thus been deficient in three respect.:
(1) Tile Report (FT 990) is not distributed to the public with benefit of a
press release, such as regularly accompanies; the issuance of the monthly, quarter
and annual trade balances on the old basis. It is simply a report (listributed to a
small number of subscribers. So far as publicity on the ira(le balance calculable on
the new basis is concerned, FT 990 might as well vot exist.
(2) Another deficiency lies in the muner of the presentation in FT 990. To
rel)eat, no new trade balance is shown to reflect the result of stripping exl)orts
down to private commercial transactions, and valuing imports o1 their landed
value. Only the "makings" are shown. Users of the Report must make their own
calculations if they wish to arrive at a trade balance that woldd really reflect the
competitive performance of this country. By contrast, inder the old method of
reporting the purported surplus is regularly set forth in ti l press rela-es.
(3) The third objectionable feature of the report lies in the use of the low
imultipliers of 8.3% or 6.9%, as already related. The 8.3%2 einhancement factor,
as already noted, was itself very low if it is compared with other neasumre,. Now a
6.9% factor is sul)stitlted.
The Tariff Commis.,ion had already found a factor of 10%, to bring the f.o.b.
values to a c.i.f. I)a,i,. Ii it., report of February 7, 1967 it made a comni( t
indicating that tihe difference between c.i.f. and f.o.b. iml)orts was indeed apiplreciably broader than th.- 10% found from its sampling of some 13,000 shipments for
time year 1965. The report, said (p. 1, third pai'agraph):
"The value used by most foreign countries for (uty and statistical pulposes
includes not only freight and insurance charges, but additional costs (such as
buying commissions), which are not ordinarily included in U.S. values. It is not
feasible to collect reliable statistics on these additional costs oui iml)orts into tile
United States, but they arc known to range from an insignificant amount to (is much
as the charges for freight and insurance, or eren morc." (Emiplhasis odded.)
The low percentage used by the Department of Commerce (i.e., (ither S.3%,
or, now, 6.9%) is therefore of questionable validity toward bringing the c.i.f. and
Quite surely
f.o.b. to a comparable basis with the statistics of other countries.
charges'"
even the 10% fomd by the Tariff Commission is low ill view of the "other
rel)ort.
its
in
stated
as
account,
that its survey (lid not take into
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The 1968 trade balance would be affected appreciably (1) if the departmentt
of Commerce's own statistics were used in casting a balance, and (2) still more if
the Tariff Commission's 10% were applied and (3) yet more if the other charges
indicated by the Tariff Commission were included.
(1) Using the Departnent's statistics as shown in unfinished form in FT 990
for March 1969, pp. IV and VII, the following trade balance would be obtained
for the year 1968:
In billions

Total exports, as officially reported -------------------------------Less: Military aid --------------------------------------------.
Less: AID shipments ----------------------------------------Less: Public Law 480 ----------------------------------------

$34. 661
573
*1. 200
1. 178

*Not given in FT 990 on the grounds of its not yet being available. Assuming AID to be at a level of the
average of the 3 preceding years, a fair enough assumption, It would have lbcen slightly over $1.200 billion
In 1968.

If we assume that All) was at the level of $1.200 billion in 1968, we arrive at
competitive commercial exports in that, year of $31.710 billioJl or $2.951 billion
less than the $34.661 billion publicized by the )epartment of Commerce.
1968 iml)orts were estimated on a c.i.f. basis by the )epartlnent at $35.546
billion (FT 990, Mar. '69). This level was achieved by nmltiplying the official
imports ($32.251 billion) by 106.9%. The enhancement was $2.294 billion.
Even on the basis of the Commerce department's own calculations the surplus
that was publicized to the country and to the world, i.e., one of $1.410 billion,
would have become a deficit of $3.83 billion if net exports were matched against
c.i.f. imports (i.e., net exports of $31.710 billion compared with c.i.f. imports of
$35.456 billion).
The discrepancy between the department'ss publicized statistics and the present
calculations based on FT 990 was therefore $5.246 billion (the $3.83 billion deficit
plus the $1.410 billion surplus.)
(2) If the Tariff Commission's 10% factor were used, c.i.f. iml)orts in 1968
would have been $36.576 billion. The deficit would then be found to be $4.866
billion in place of $3.83 billion as it was when the 6.9% factor was used. The
difference between such a deficit and the surplus of $1.410 reported by the Department of Commerce would have been $6.276 billion.
In billions
Summarizing the foregoing for 1968:
$1.410
Surplus as shown by Department of Commerce -----------------Deficit if c.i.f. imports enhanced by 6.9% are compared with "net
3.836
exports" -------------------------------------------------Deficit if c.i.f. imports enhanced by 10% are compared with "net
4.866
exports "---------------------------------------------------$4
trade
at
a
magnitude
of
sonic
in
competitive
commercial
With a deficit
billion, compared with an officially reported surplus of $1.410 billion, the Department of Commerce's stance brings into question the quality of the Department's
honesty.
The importance of the difference in the two sets of balances to considerations of
foreign trade policy can hardly be exaggerated. If the United States is in a weak
conl)etitive position in international trade our trade policy should be determined
by that fact rather than basing it on the assumption, as it has been, that we are in
a strong competitive position in the world.

STATEMENT OF 0. It. STRACKBEIN, PRESIDENT, TIlE NATION-WIDE COMMITTEE
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BEFORE TIlE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON
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D.C.,
ECONOMIC
COMMITTEE,
WASHINGTON,
ECONOMIC
POLICY
JOINT
SEPTEMBER 29, 1970
IMPORT ADJUSTMENT

The impact of imports on domestic producers naturally varies with the particular products concerned. No generalization would apply equally to all imports.
In some instances imports are quite steady, supplying a rather stable share of the
domestic market, causing little or no disruption of domestic production and
employment. Other imports may fluctuate from year to year, responding to conditions of supply both here and abroad. Agricultural commodities fall most
readily into this category.
The real concern centers around imports that succeed in capturing a rising
share of the domestic market, such as has occurred in a number of instances during
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the past decade. In those instances several interests are at stake. Workers may lose
their jobs, or em)loynment may stagnate in the face of general expansion. Cornpanics may experience reduced profits, find it difficult to plan production for tile

future, or may even be forced out of business. They may also face the need of
installing more labor-saving equipment in order to reduce costs or avoid becoming
noncompetitive.
It is often said by economists of the free-trade persuasion that import competit ion
is necessary to assure industrial efficiency and progress. They compare the competition from imports to competition within our own country. They also minimize
the rigors of adjustment to rising imports as if they were of a kind with efforts to
meet the upsets of technological advancement at home. New discoveries and inventions, they say, also cause disruption in this country and call for readjustment.
There is need to re-examine production, to shift to new lines of production, to
retrain workers and generally to make painful adjustments to the new realities.
Our industries, they say, are constantly adjusting to new developments. Indeed, they say, it is this need to adjust, that has kept our industries Ilexible and
responsive to new conditions.
The value of competition to industrial regeneration and avoidance of stagnation
may be conceded without im)uting the same virtue to iml)ort competition.
To serve as a healthy stimulus competition must meet at least two conditions.
(1) The discrepancy in unit cost must not be so great that one competitor may still
real) a profit while his rival, selling at the same level of prices, suffers a loss. (2)
The road to mass production as the key to a mass market through lower prices
must not be l)reeml)ted by special r.)ntechnical advantages, such as an excessively
lower wage scale.
It is not always recognized that competition among American producers, especially manufacturers, is of a special variety. This special function of competition
is traceable to the discovery by American enterprise of the value of mass production as the supplier of goods to a potential mass market. Mass production itself,
l)roceeding from inventive genius and fueled by the profit motive, would have been
doomed but for a vision that saw in rising wages, hand-in-hand with increasing
)roductivity, the blossoming of mass consumption as the absorbent of mass production. The link between production and consumption was seen as the key to
material abundance if the two could be made to go forward together.
Further, the difference between an elastic and an inelastic demand had also to
be appreciated. It would be no industrial miracle, for example, to mass-produce
salt, so long as salt was only a staple of the diet. Only so much would be coisimined,
no matter how low the price. Mass production as the key to mass consumption
had to be selective: it needed to be pursued with respect to l)roducts for which the
demand was elastic. Lower and lower prices must be met by a growing consitmner
demand supported by ever greater purchasing power.
The classical American examl)he is the automobile, although there are others.
The automobile had a potentially high popular demand because it offered a great
improvement in the mobility of individual people, at greater speed, going from
l)lace to place without the need of laying costly but yet limited trackage.
At the outset the building of an automobile was an expensive unundertaking.
If only a few cars were built only a few persons could buy them because of the
high cost. The riddle was how to achieve lower costs so that more people could
buy them because of the lower prices. The vision of a jackpot provided tile

motivation.
As we look around today we see that the internal combustion automobile
succeeded only too well. Someone had to take the risk of building more cars
hoping that if he could offer them at a lower price enough additional buyers
could be found to absorb the increased output. Henry Ford is generally credited
with both the vision and the courage to take that course. lie saw the linkage
between wage levels and consumer purchasing power and instituted the $5 per
day wage midst outcries and skepticism from all sides.
Yet his vision was clear. If technology would make possible the higher output
per man it should be possible to strike a broader market as prices were brought
still lower. 'This followed from the nature of the distribution of income. The mas
market resided in those levels at which most of the income was centered. This
would be the tens of millions of wage earners and salaried eml)loyee.. A product
that could be put within their reach-a product that would serve a universally
useful purpose and for which the demand would therefore be elastic-such a
product would enjoy a bonanza if the equation were solved, as indeed it was.
We come now to the other part of the contention that imlort, competition performs the same service as domestic competition.
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It is said that the displa'enient of the horse and buggy meant less immediate
employment but that this disruption was not fatal. The new industry producing
automobiles after a time emlo'yed more workers than were engaged in making the
carriages, harnesses, etc. Unq ,e.,tionably that is true.
However, to jump from that easily sustained fact to the conclusion that dis)lacement of industries and their workers by imports is the same process, entitle(l
to applause despite the temporary disruption, represents a malfunction of the
processes of logic.
Sonic clarification is in order. Since World War II foreign industry in the industrially advanced countries opted for our system of mnass production. We gladly
helled with the technology. The war had done soc of these countries a disguised
favor, so to speak, of boml)ing out many of their antiquated plants. We supplied
mutch of the capital needed for rebuilding. In a few years manyiup-to-date l)lants
arose in Western Europe and Ja)an.
Unfortunately those countries did not adopt that part of the American equation
that calls for broad consumer purchasing power based on higher wages. Therefore
their )roduction outruns their consunier purchasing power or threatens to do so.
They need a foreign market for their surplus output, which could be sold at, home
if wages were raised sufficiently. They look instead to this country for an outlet.
This development confronts us in effect, with the American productive system
coming back upon us from abroad in the form of competition with one of the
prime factors partially lacking, namely, high wages. This condition strikes many
American producers with a witl'ering handicap; and American labor with a leak
outlook for full employment.
We continue to enjoy "growth industries," but in very recent times we have
been able to observe a disheartening process so far as labor is concerned. Radio
and television may serve as a handy example. Radio did not displace another
industry in this country. The workers it added were largely net additions to
emlploymnaent. Even though in very recent years Japanese I)roducers struck our
greatest mass market by offering sets at prices that would spell disaster to our
producers, our industry nevertheless had been left free for several decades to
produce and market radio sets; and the process did not halt until nearly all
households had a radio set.
The television situation is a little different. The cost has not been brought to
a low enough level to tap the ultimate mass market, in the form of multiple sets
per family. Here the Japanese and others rob our indus, ry, but more particularly
our electrical workers, of the tinal employment possibilities in this field, while
our capital is free to go to foreign sources for production.
While the automobile was rel)lacing buggies the workers making the automobiles
were employed in this country. When foreign television sets, because of their low
cost, disl)laced American radios the workers making the television sets arc not
enmploycd here. Consequently not only are our electronic workers displaced but
what was a growth industry becomes a sick industry with no bright future to
attract capital investment.
Import competition is thus seen to be of a different species from the domestic
variety. In new growth industries early foreign competition, using our patents
and their mass l)roduction, with low wages, may beat us to the mass market
that in the )ast promised its eni)loyment-expanding growth. Imports may thus
despoil our ac'?ustomcd market development and expansion.
In the case of established industries, such as textiles, steel, footwear, etc.,
imports at low prices, instead of stimulating the domestic industry may have
l)recisely the opposite effect, if the cost gap is wide. If the outlook for )rofit is
bleak, capital will shun the industry. The outlook is then not one that attracts
both cal)ital and talented enterprisers.
I am moved to say that the liberal-trade economists have evidently not adequately weighed these aspects of foreign competition and their negative-influence
on industrial expansion of the type that also expands employment.
We have in this country an unforgettable example of what the effort to become
or remain competitive may mean. This example is rich in its message to those who
speak so glibly about what American industry should do in order to hold a coinpetitive position. They simply prescribe higher efficiency as the remedy without
considering ,he means by which greater efficiency may be achieved. There is
only one real .ource of greater efficiency, and that is the labor force. Since employee compensation accounts for some 80% of total corporate costs it is the 'ery
heart of production costs. Nothing else approaches this factor in weight.
Very well, labor costs can best be reduced by reducing the number of man-hours
required to produce a given quantity of outl)ut. This means displacing workers. A
20%l reduction in the total workforce miight make possibly, say, a 10% reduction
in cost.
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The example alluded to above is provided by the coal industry. Its very existence was threatened by competition from imported residual fuel oil, by natural
gas and diesel oil which replaced coal in our railroads. It was a question of sharl)ly
reducing costs or extinction. The industry succeeded in becoming competitive,
not only at home but abroad. Today, in fact, coal is in short supply.
If one industry could meet such a challenge, why not any or all other industries?
The question is a natural one and can best be answered by reference to the cost of
the process. The number of coal miners was reduced by nearly 75% from 1950 to
1965, or from about 480,000 to 140,000 representing a displacement of 340,000
workers. Tie result is best known )y the name of Appalachia. The cost to the
federal government has run into hundreds of millions of dollars and the cost in
human misery has not yet been fully recorded.
flow many such experiences could our economy tolerate? Should steel go through
the same worker shake-out, if indeed the technology that would make it possible
were on hand? Should the textile industry-an industry that with apparel employs
over five times as many workers as were employed in the coal mines? Should the
footwear industry be put through the same paces, or many smaller industries
scattered through the whole country? The fisheries, vegetable growers, glass and
glassware, tile, optical goods, bicycles, a variety of hardware, household aPl)liantes, etc. A number of industries have already yielded to iml)orts and are mere
shadows of their former selves: watches, typewriters, sewing machines, binoculars,
fisheries, radio receivers, cameras, etc.
The problem of adjustment is beset with difficulties that are not readily visible.
If show and textile workers are to be evicted by intports where are they to go?
To' the high-paying export industries, as Mr. Ilouthakker of the Council of Economic Advisers has suggested, i.e., the coal industry, the steel industry, the automobile industry or the aircraft industry, all of which are high-paying industries?
A little reflection and look-about will tell us that these industries have troubles of
their own. If only half the textile workers were displaced, in place of three-quarters
as in coal, well over a million new openings must be found in other industries.
Would it l)erhaps not be better to regulate the flow of imports to keel) them
within reasonable bounds? In less than ten years shoe iml)orts have cal)tured
about a third of our domestic market. Other industries are suffering a similar

invasion.
The problem of adjustment would become a serious additional burden on the
taxpayer and the attendant human misery would but add to l)resent discontent.
It is obviously a false exercise in economic thought to apply the principles of
classical economics to situations that bear but little relation to those assuln(d.
The assumptions for free trade include free competition and free play of all na-kdt
forces. During the past 35 years this couMltry and the whole world has moved far
afield from laissez-faire econolnics. We have indeed moved in the opposite direction
of regulation and public control.
Why then does anyone insist that free international trade could produce anything but disruption and confusion in these premises? Free trade would simply
upset the finest laid plans of our economic l)lanners who undertake to prescribe for
their domestic economies. Here would be one free force, unbridled, unleashed to
break through, around, or over any controls established for domestic production,
labor, agriculture, commerce and trade. We have wage controls, interest, and
money controls, taxes designed for social purposes, unemployment compensation,
bank deposit, insurance, farm output controls, many subsidies, etc. These are all
interferences with the free market. If then we should open wide our seaward front
we would soon compound our difficulties with contradictory and countervailing
forces sufficient to sink the ship of state.
One more example must suffice as evidence of the unreality of the effort to inject
classical economic theories onto the present-day economic.scene. Our merchant
inarine offers an example as impressive as the coal industry.
Exposed as it is, without benefit of tariff or other coni)etitive insulation, to
foreign shipping, the maritime industry, with the exception of coastal vessels,
would today be extinct. What is left of it, carrying less than 6% of all our imports
and exports under the American flag, survives by the grant of federal subsidies.
Should our commercial aviation not enjoy a virtual monopoly of the American
market, it would unquestionably be in the same condition as our merchant marine,
and for the same reason.
To say this is not to say that either the maritime or the aviation industry is
inefficient. This indictment only conceals an unwillingness to face the facts. Tim
prime fact-loomns high indeed. It is not seen for reasons of inconvenience. Admission
of the gigantic fact would upset comfortable existing policies and honored theories.
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The wage differential between this and other countries is wide, nonnegotiable
and therefore persistent. This conclusion collides head on with economic theory,
which in point of stubbornness is worthy of a tall monument.
Competition is supposed to bring unit wage costs, not wage rates, to a somewhat uniform level thoughout the world, washin,- ,ut wage and productivity
differentials.
The only trouble with the theory is that. it really has no chance in the world of
economic controls and regulation. This is not, the fault of the theory. It is bad
fault in economists who reason as if the world permitted the theory to operate.
Maritime wages are not out of line with industrial wages in this country. Shipbuilding, of course, is not a inass-production operation and therefore lacks the
advantage that many of our other industries enjoy, or did enjoy but are now
losing because of the development of mass production in the countries.
In the case of relative merchant marine costs, here and abroad, both with
respect to shipbuilding and ship ol)eration, we are not dependent on guesswork.
The federal government makes wage surveys here and overseas to determine cost
differentials. This differential is a little over 100%.
Countering the belief that competition will equalize costs is the fact that this
differential increased by approximately 10% in a recent decade. low can the
differential persist. in the light of economic theory? The answer is that we do not
have free competition. If we did we would not have one ton of civilian ocean-going
shipping.
We face a situation in international trade that is the result of our industrial
development on one level alongside that of the remainder of the world. We
l)ioneered mass production and stumbled onto the vision of the mass consumer
market based on high wages. We were so far ahead of the rest of the world in
productivity that our higher wages were in many cases no handicap. Now, however, with the establishment of mass production abroad and the consequent
great rise in foreign productivity the wage differential looms as the stumbling
block to free trade.
The processes of adjustment are too slow, too painful and too disruptive to
permit imports to run wild and confront our industries with the option of opening
up abroad or losing foreign markets. The option is a cruel one for our labor unless
it wishes to emigrate; and is often reluctantly exercised by industries who would
rather give employment on the domestic .icene rather than abroad. With approI)riate regulation of imports the problem could be greatly ameliorated by making
the domestic scene more attractive.

THE NATION-WIDE CoMM1irTrmF ON IMPORT-EXPORT POLICY,
Washington, D.C., October 12, 1970.
lion. RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building, IVashinglon, D.C.
)EAR Mr. LONG: In view of the impression prevailing in some circles to the
effect that agricultural exports are preponderantly responsible for our trade
"surplus" it will help to place these exports in their true perspective if we turn
to the actual export-import statistics.
Attached is a table compiled from the Statistical Abstract of the United States,
1970, Table 948, p. 603, and U.S. Foreign Agricultural Trade by Commodities,
June 1970, Supplement, 1).25.
In view of the false impression above referred to, I request that this letter and
table be made a part of the printed record of the Hearings before your Committee
on October 9 and 12.
O. I. STRACKBEIN, President.
Sincerely,
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AGRICULTURAL TRADE BALANCE
[Amo4.nts in billions

Total agricultural exports:
Under governmental programs ------------------------Outside governmental programs --.----------------------Commercial exports ----------------------------------

1965

1967

1968

1969

$6.097
1.598

$6.771
1.308

$6.311
1.297

$5.740
1.044

4.499

5.463

5 014

4.696

Imports ---------------------------------------------------

4.087

4.453

5.024

4.931

Trade surplus or deficit:
Total agricultural exports ------------------------------Total agricultural imports
----------------------

6.097
4.087

6.711
4.453

6.311
5.024

5.740
4.931

2.010

2.318

1.287

0.809

4.499
4.087

5.463
4.453

5.014
5.024

4.696
4.931

Apparent surplus

--------------------------------

Surplus or deficit: Outside governmental programs:
Total agricultural exports outside governmental programs-_
Total agricultural imports ------------------------------Balance ---------------------------------------------

.412

1.010

-. 010

-. 235

rotal agricultural exports outside governmental programs ---C.if. agricultural imports --------------------------------

4.499
4.495

5.463
4.898

5.014
5.526

4.696
5.424

.004

.565

-. 512

-. 728

Balance ---------------------------------------------

The CHNIR.IAN. 'rlie next witness is Mr. Nelson A. Stitt, Director
of the United States-Japan Trade Council.
STATEMENT OF NELSON A. STITT, COUNCIL DIRECTOR, UNITED
STATES-JAPAN TRADE COUNCIL, ACCOMPANIED BY DANIEL
MINCHEW, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR
Mr. STITr. ,r. Chairman, I am Nelson Stitt, Director of the United
States-Japan Trade Council, here to testify before you on the proposed tra(e legislation under consideration by the Finance Committee,
with special reference to H.R. 18970, the proposed Trade Act of 1970,
as reported by the Committee on Ways and M\1eans of the House of
Representatives, and presently before that body for action.
Our association consists of apl))roximnatey-illcideitailly, at my left,

I woulh like to introduce .r. Daniel 'Miuchew, our Legislative Diect or.
Our association consists of approximately 800 firms doing business
in the United States and interested in pronotiug a growing healthy
trade bet-ween tile two countries.
Because our Council is largely financed by the Japan Trade Promotion Office of New York, an organization supported by the Government of Japan, it is registered under the Foreign Agents Registration Act, as an agent of that foreign J)rincipal. Tile provisions of the
Foreign Agent,: Registration Act, require that, )rior to the apt)earance
before any cc. gressional committee, the Council must submit to tile
committee its latest report, to the Foreign Agents Registration Section
of the Department of Justice and I herewith hand a copy of such report
to you, Mr. Chairman.
I wish to emphasize that our views upon U.S. foreign economic
policy do not represent those of the Government of Japan, nor of
any group of Japanese businessmen. In other words we (1o not speak,
officially or unofficially, for the Japanese Goverunent. Our policy
positions on trade matters are well known and have attracted the
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support of a large American nmembership. NMore than two-thirds of
our members are American firms, as you can see from a perusal of
our membership list.
Having been engaged professionally for the last 25 years in econonic relationships between Japan and the United States, I want
to comment at, the outset on some of the things that have been said
with respect to those relationships. Mr. Chairman, I feel that many
unjustified and unfortunate assertions have been made. At this point
I wish to stress just tile following points:
First, the rapid and, indeed, astonishing increase in Jal)an 's economic strength has created new circumstances which many in both
nations (1o not yet fully apl)reciate. In the United States, we have
not fully realized that Japan has moved from a state of dependence on
the United States, as during the occupation and post-occuI)ation
periods, to a state of full independence and with a consciousness of
national pride. These changes make the relationships of only a few
years ago no longer possible.
On the other hand, I (io believe that the Japanese are just beginning
to grasp the implications of their new found power. As a consequence
of this realization, they have proceeded to remove trade and financial
restrictions at a pace which to them seems raid but which has beei
disappointing to some in the United States.
Second, we must, not let the frustration over the many problems that
we have in the United States today vent itself against the Japanese
simply because they are diligentt workers and salesmen, because they
are visible, aod because they are foreign. Japanese goods are here in
the United States because Americans want, them and need them.
Tile. problems that they give rise to are problems involving a balancing of U.S. interests, chiefly consumers, versus groups requesting
protection. It is essential that, we systematically and dispassionately
explore those problems and not discuss imports as if they were solely
an issue between the supplying nation and the United States.
Third, one might have the impression from some of the things being
said that Japanese doors are closed to American goods and that there
is no reciprocity at all. On the contrary, U.S. sales to Japan are increasing at a very satisfactory rate-about 10 percent from 1968 to
1969 and a phenomenal 46 percent for the first 7 months of 1970-and
Japan still remains our best offshore customer.
Iinorts into the United States, not only from Japan, but also from
many other countries, have sharply increased p)rimarily because of
the U.S. inflation. And, imports have served an essential p purpose in
helping to hold down prices which would otherwise have risen more
than they have. Rather than there being any refusal on the part of
Japan to remove import. restrictions remaining from the (lays of anthorized foreign exchange controls, liberalization is now the' order of
the (lay in Ja)an.
The expression "Internationalization," which is their word for it,
is constantly found in the economic journals of Japan. At the same
time, because trade is essential to Japan's very existence, these issues
are a matter of great emotional concern to the Jananese people.
Japan's success story is not a success for Japan alone, but it is also
a success for the postwar policy of the United States. With no country
have our relationships proceeded more smoothly, with greater friendshil), and with less friction than with Japan since 1945. This has special
importance for the United States.
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Japan is now the second ecolonlic power in tie free world. This fact,
plus her strategic location ill the Far East, increases the significalce
of Japan as a customer and ally. I)espite the current tra(le deficit
which will be sharply reduced thlis year, Jal)an is tile largest offsholre
customer of the Unit e(d States, assuring jobs andi income for thousands
of American workers.
During the course of recent weeks, I have been disturbed to hear
Japan referred to in terms as disparaging as many of those used. It
could have been concluded, after hearing some of these comments,
that Japan was using its economic success to unlermine the United
States. Quite the contrary is true.
Japan, as should any good and loyal ally, has cooperated with the
United States. For example, during the U.S. "gol crises" of several
years ago, did Japan rush to convert its dollars into gold? No; although
many dollars in Europe were converted into gold. Who at that time
was cooperating with the United States?
At a time when the United States is attempting to reduce its presence
in the Far East, which nation does the United States depend upon
to provide additional )eaceful leadershi) to counter the economic
influence of Communist China? Mainly Japan. What country, of
all the nations in the world, is increasing its aid to unlerdevelo)el
nations at the most rapid rate? Again, Japan.
Mr. Chairman, you now have before you l)roposed trade legislation
which we believe is niot, in large measure, in the best interest of the
United States. While appearing before the Commit tee on Ways and
Means on May 19, 1970, The Council spoke in support of H.R. 14870,
the President's proposed "Trade Act of 1969" which, with some
exceptions, was considered to be generally in the national interest.
The bill emerging from the House Ways and 'Means Committee,
H.R. 18970, is a different matter entirely. Until now, there has been
no ol)portunity for public discussion of that measure, which we consider a large step backward toward the economic nationalism reminiscent of tie narrow and misguided trade )hilosophy unfortunately
prevalent prior to 1934.
Certain of the proposed provisions do niot conform with the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, of which the United States is a
member. Their enactment could well lead to a "beggar thy neighbor"
policy entirely contrary to the position of the United States as the
outstanding exponent, of a growing, freer and fairer international
commerce intended to benefit all time nations involved. Because of the
council's l)aramount. interest, much of our comment will be devoted
specifically to time effect, of such legislation upon the trade relationship
between the United States and Japan.
11.11. 18970

Title I of H.R. 18970 would impose mandlatory quotas upon U.S.
imports of manmnade and woolen textile products, apparel and footwear from those countries which are unwilling to negotiate bilateral or
multilateral restraints in these commodities. The bill p)rovides for some
exemptions, for example, market (isrup)tion. However, it woll(l, if
enacted, be in violation of article XIX of the GA'I' which requires
proof of injury.
Senator '"ALMADG.E. Would you yield?
.Mr. STITT. Yes, sim.
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Senator TALMADGE. You are also aware of the fact that Article
XII of the Rules of the GATT provides:
"Notwithstanding the provisions of paragral)h one of Article XI,
any contracting l)arty, in order to safeguard its external financial
l)osition and its balance of I)ayments, may restrict, the quantity or
value of merchandise lerlitted to be imported subject to the provisions of the following paragra)hs of this Article.
You are familiar with that, are you not?
Mr. STITT.

Yes, sir.

Senator 'TALMADGE. Isn't it a fact that, we have had a deficit in
our balance of payments about 19 times in the last, 21 years?
Mr. STITT.

Yes, sir.

I must say, however, that that, article of the GATT was intended

(luring the l)ostwar period to protect our neighbors abroad at a time
when this Nation was, of course, the outstanding grantor of aid, if
one may say, inl helping to sustain Europe and the countries of Asia.
Senator TALMADGE. You are aware also of the fact that Japan now
has import quotas on 98 different articles, are you not?
Mr. STITT. I am, sir.
I must say that, of those 98 items, upon examination all but about
10 are of any great consequence to this country, sir. And I would
go further and say that even if these were to be removed, it would
cai:se little difference in the balance-of-trade position between the
two countries.
Senator TALMADGE. How can you coml)lain if the United States
wants to iml)ose quotas on textiles when you are a representative of
a government that has quotas on 98 commodities?
Mr. STITT. Nincty-eight items under the Brussels nomenclature,
sir. At the moment, to the best of my knowledge, Ja)an has no import
restrictions u)on textiles.
Senator BENNETT. Why should it? It produces more than it can
consume.
Mr. STITT. That, is true, Senator.
However, I believe we are discovering, Japan is discovering, that
the other countries of the Far East are rapidly moving into the
production of textiles.
Senator BENNETT. But as subsidiaries, usually under the control
of Japanese companies that are using these other countries in part,
at least, to sup)ly textiles over and above their local capacity, and
which the Japanese sell in the world market.
Mr. STITT. To the best of my knowledge, the bulk of textile imports
into Japan are not financed by Japanese interests, neither are the
bulk of textile imports into the United States from Japan from these
other developed countries financed by Japanese interests.
Ja)anese interests, indeed, are moving to some of the other countries
for the production of these l)ro(lucts, but I (1o not think, at least so
far, this matter has loomed large.
Senator T1A.AIADOE. Mr. Stitt, will you yield at that point?
Youthare aware of the fact, I presume, that, our unfavorable trade
balance with Japan in calendar year 1969 was $1,426,500,000; are you
not?
Mr. STITT. This is correct, Senator Talmadge.
Senator 'I'ALMADOE. You are further aware of the fact that, the
trade deficit on textiles alone; that is, textiles and clothing, was
$1,340,100,000; are you not?
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,\r. STITT. That figure escapes me.
Senator TALMADGE. Let me revise that question and strike that.
The deficit in textile trade for the United States with all countries
in the world was $1,340,100,000. Tie textile deficit with Japan alone
was $525,100,000. You are aware of that fact?
Mr.STITT. I am aware of that, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. You are aware of the fact for the first 6 months
of this year, the deficit on tra(Ie with Japan on textiles and clothing
was $323,100,000?
Ir. STrTr. I have heard it, sir. I would like to point out at, this
time, Senator Talmadge, however, that last, year while we did, the
United States did, have a balance of trade deficit with Japan of
!Ml)proximately $1.4 billion, that this year our tra(le with Japan is
increasing at a l)henomenal pace. U.S. exports to Ja)an this year are
Procee(ling at a rate 46 percent higher in the first 7 months 'of 1970,
(luring that same l)eriod of last year.

Senator
TALMADGE. Wouhl you yield at that point?
Mr. STITT. Yes,
sir.

Senator TALMADGE. You aware of the fact that the trade deficit
on textiles with Japan is not improving but is worsening this year;
aro you not?
Mr. STITT. To some extent, sir, but at, a very-in a declining
magnitude,
Senator TALMADGE. Last year the textile trade deficit was $525
million. The first 6 months of this year it was $323 million, so if it,
continues at its present pace, it would be about $700 million for this
year against $525 million last year.
Mr. STITT. My figures,
Ir. Senator, are based not upon textiles
alone. I believe in this entire area the l)roblem of textiles has assumed
a magnitude and has reached such bitterness that it is one of the
major problems existent between the two nations today.
Senator TALMADGE. Of course, that is what this quota bill is directed
at, the textiles, as you know, and I assume that is the reason you are
up here fighting it.
Mr. STITT. It is certainly one of the reasons why our council is
greatly interested in a healthy trade relationship between the two countries, it is one of the main reasons why I al)l)ear here today, sir.
The trade between Japan and the United States is certainly not
one of textiles alone.
Senator TALMADGE. I (1o not blame you. If I represented the Japanese Government I would be ui) here opposing this bill, too.
What percentage of your funds (to you get from the Government of
Jap)an?
kiMr. STITT. If yOu are speaking of our trade council, sir, in the neighborhood of approximately 95 percent.
Senator TALMADGE. I compliment you. You are fighting a good
battle for the people who hire(l you, Mr. Stitt.
Mr. STITT. I would like to reiterate, sir, however, that the positions
of oumr council do not represent the positions of the Japanese Government. That Government, in its wisdom, over the past 20 to 25 years
has recognized the worth, I believe, of our views on trade policies and
has sul)ported them, as you know, to a considerable extent.
However, we are not dictated to by that Government.
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Selator TALMADGE.

IOtt (10

not mean to say that, you would colie

before this committee and present views contrary to your client that
pays 95 percent of your dues, (1o you?
Mlr. STITT.

I ceraily-the p1oiiit I would like to make, sir, is that

o0r views are supported in large measure by the Jalpanesse Government. That Government, being dependent on trade to such an extent
that, its very existence depends ul1on0 trade, does ha'e such a great.
interest in trade that, indeed, it does sul)l)ort, the free trade policies of
our council.
However, I wish to make it entirely clear we certainly (1o not speak
for that Government nor for any business or business organization in
Japan. They support the policies we have supported.
Senator TALMADGE. They just pay you and you make your own
decisions?
Mr. STITT. Our decisions are largely made by a professional staff
with a great belief, sir, in the existence of growing world trade as a
relief to world tensions and all the other lroblefls that are in the world
today.
May I contime, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Would you, please, sir.
Mr. STITT. Furthermore, the consultative provisiolis of article XIX
would entirely be ignored. That (ocluflent presu)lpOses diplomatic
discussions prior to the invocation of mandatory limitations.
We strongly oppose mandatory U.S. quotas oil iml)orts of textile
and apparel for the following reasons:
1. The U.S. textile and apparel industries have shown a healthy
growth over the past, decade in production, sales and profits,
and new ilivestinent.
2. Employment, in these industries, despite growing autoiltitioil,
has risen by about 300,000 between 1961 and 1969.
3. Textiles imports in 1969 represented only 8.5 percent of
total U.S. consumption.
4. Restrictions on textile imports would result in inflationary
price rises to American consumers, especially in the low-income
brackets.
5. Mandatory import quotas on textiles would have a serious
adverse effect Oil U.S. exports of maunfactured products and
agricultural commodities.
6. Textile quotas would have a severely damaging_ impact Oil
the economies of many underdeveloped countries in Asia and
Latin America.
We urge that the textile issue be examined on a sector-by-sector
basis, rather than through comprehensive unilateral across-the-board,
limitations.
For mnucli the same reasons as those outlined above, we are o))oscd
to the bill's provisions on nonrubber footwear. At the time of the
hearings before the Ways and Means Committee, we welcomed!
statements trom administration spokesmen to the effect that they
did not find a case for such quotas. If injury can be established to
individual firms in the industry, adjustment assistance would be ii)
or(er.
Footwear is not a major issue in United States-Japan economic
relations. Footwear importe(d from the Far Eaust is almost all sold ill
mass diftribution outlets at ,prices well below those of United States-
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made shoes, and they disl)lace very few sales of higher riced shoes.
Iml)orts of lower price(I footwear are shifting from Japan to the underdevelol)ed countries of Asia.
At this very time, tile Tariff Commission has underway an escape
clause investigation intended to consider tile alleged need for import
relief by the American footwear industry. The ('Commission
is expected
to determine, inl an objective and dispassionate way, whether growing
shoe imports are damagingg any sectors of tile American industry and
whether, if such is the case, an appropriate remedy may be provided,
whether it takes the form of import, quotas, higher tariffs, or adjustment assistance. All this is in compliance with the law and in conformance with article XIX of the GATT. If the standards of the
present law are regarded as too rigid, then this case can be l)rougllt
to a conclusion
under amended standards.
Let me make tile Council's position clear. We think that tile way to
make a case for limitation of imports is through systematic Tirilt
Commission investigation under the Irade Expansion Act, and if
those standards were written too tightly, then they can be changed.
Quota legislation for footwear is obviously unnecessary because of
the Tariff Commission's investigation, anl if a basis is found, the
President will have all the options before him to do whatever makes
sense for sectors of that industry. lie will be able to consider higher
tiess and unot just quotas, a course that all economists colisider
)referable.
Such an investigation has never been conducted for textiles. Instead,
comprehensive legislated quotas have been persistently sought. There
was no justification, in the absence of a methodical nonpolitical
examination of the impact of textile imports on the various sectors
of the textiles and apparel industries, for the extraordinary step of
going to other countries and (lenan(ling coml)rehelsive export
restraints.
Nevertheless, we regret that agreement was not reached with
Japan on textiles, and hope that it may still be accoml)ishe(I. This
may seem contradictory, but our reason is simply that this issue
has been allowed to generate far more friction between the two
countries than is justified by its true importance.
Section 104 of H.R. 18970 would amend the national security
)rovision of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 by limiting the President's authority to act thereunder except, by the imposition of import
quotas. This would appear to be both unwise am necessary. The
President's authority to protect tie national security when threatened
by imh)orts should .not be circumscribed. He should continue to
possess flexibility to determine, on a case-by-case basis, whether tariffs,
quotas, or tariff quotas would be most effective in protecting tie
national security.
It, is generally believed that the escape clause provisions of the
Trade Expansion Act were unduly restrictive, because of time conlitions of "major cause" required between tariff concessions and
illcreased imports aii(l serious injury.
Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, I very rudely interrllpted Mr.
O'Brien when lie talked for 20 minutes. This witness has talked for 20
minutes, so I feel honor-bound to interrupt him, too, and ask if we
could not arrange to iave the rest of his statement summarized ili
or(ler that, we can get, through with the rest of the witnesses today.
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The CHAIRMAN. I have carefully real your statement, sir.

Senator BENNETT. It Will all be plUt in the reCord.
Senator TALMADGE. 'May I ask a question of the witness before lie
leaves?
Senator BENNETT. I would like to ask one, too, but I think we should
allow him to wind up his testimony.
Tie CHAIRMAN. What we are trying to do-we sometimes are
compelled to (1o this-Mr. Stitt, is, to limit our witnesses to 10
miltes, and we hope that, they woul(l summarize their statements.
We can read those statements taster than you can read them aloud,
and so we hope the witnesses would confine themselves to 10 minutes,
and then make themselves available for questions. We have read
your statement and we will print the entire statement.
Senator BENNETT. Is he through?
'rie CHAIRMAN. If it is all right vith you, we will print the remainder
of your statement in the record, unless you want to just summarize
what is left there.
Mr. STIT'T. Well, sir, I have two short sentences which I perhaps,
would like to get in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. By all means, (1o so.
Mr. STITT. Senator Talmadge, have you a question?
Senator PALMADGE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Please coml)tete your statement in chief and then
we will ask you questions.
Mr. STITT. Very well, sir.
In our view, the language of the trade bill proposed by the
President, would have rectified this situation, as we supported it
as being in consonance with both the letter and the spirit of the GATT.
This cannot be said about the escape clause incorporated in H.R. 18970
which opens the door wide for import limitations of all kinds.
We take particular objection to those provisions providing for
segmentation of an industry, whereby lprosperous companies may
obtain relief from import competition on specific product hes,. despite
the fact that these organizations are doing well in all other respects.
We believe that the injury occasioned by l)roduct imports should
be the 'primary" cause of Injury rather than merely a 'substi~ntial"
cause.

Particularly unfortunate, in our view, is the so-called trigger
mechanism set out ih amunded section 301(b)(5) of H.R. 18970 which
would be activated when a majority of the Commission concludes
that imports have caused injury. These provisions are much toQ
complex to describe here. We believe that they are unnecessary and,
indeed, unworkable. If injury is found by tle Commission, surely
the Commission staff should not be mired in complicated research,
much of it requiring data not available, in order to determine whether
only quotas will be invoked to protect the injured industry.
Whether quotas should be used rather than tariffs requh'es a
udginent on all the facts, and cannot be based on any mathematical
formula. Provisions such as these would simply protract investigation
and waste valuable time and resources of Commission personnel
as wall as interested parties.
At thia point, 1 would like to ask the chairman's permission to
offer for the record a short paper setting out some technical comments
on H.R. 18970. (See below.)
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We believe that this bill, if enacted, could only encourage ir itation
abroad which in turn could only lead to diminutationi in tie flourishing
export trade of the United States. Tlie word "retaliation" is perhaps
too strong but not entirely unjustified. We would strongly sIl)l)ort
U.S. initiatives toward a freeing of commerce, an objective in the
nmtual interest of all.
Finally, may I say, gentlemen, that despite all assertations to the
contrary, Jal)an is moving in the right direction in its gradual dismantlemnent of import, restrictions and foreign investment controls.
Friendly persuasion by U.S. officials and private Japanese business
leaders share a part of the credit for this. But there are intrinsic forces
urging liberation within the Japanese economy. Japanese economic
leaders have in mind the goal of catching up with Western economies,

not only in total size. where Japan is already second in the free world,
but also in per capita income, which is as yet, only 16th in the world.
In trying to achieve this goal, it is necessary for Japan to shift
resources from the sectors with lower productivity to those with higher
productivity. The best way to realize this is further liberalization and
introduction of coml)etition from abroad. This inner need for liberalization within the economy assures a steady move toward further
liberalization. Details of this liberalization 'process are set out in
more detail in United States-Japan Economic Relations, fact
sheet No. 3, a copy of which 1 herewith offer for the record.
In our view, now is not the time for the United States to erect new
barriers of its own. Barriers to world trade are more easily erected
than withdrawn, Mr. Chairman, and we would hope that the conimittee in its deliberations will bear this in mind.

(An attachment to Mr. Stitt's statement, fact sheet No. 3, follows:)
FACT SHEET No. 3-UNITED

STATES-JAPAN

TRADE

COUNCIL

RECENT JAPANESE ACTIONS TOWARDS LIBERALIZATION AND INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION IN UNITED STATES-JAPAN ECONOMIC RELATIONS

In the joint communique issued at the end of the meeting between Prime
Minister Sato and President Nixon in November 1969, the President "reaffirmed
the commitment of the United States to the principle of promoting free trade."
The Prime Minister "indicated the intention of the Japanese government to
accelerate rapidly the reduction of Japan's trade and capital restrictions. Specifically, he stated the intention of the Japanese government to remove Japan's
residual import quota restrictions over a broad range of products by the end
of 1971 and to make maximum efforts to accelerate the liberalization of the
remaining items. Ile added that the Japanese government intends to make
periodic reviews of its liberalization program with a view to implementing trade
liberalization at a more accelerated pace than hitherto. The President and the
Prime Minister agreed that their respective actions would further solidify the
foundation of overall U.S.-Japan relations." The pledge given by Mr. Sato
confirmed a cabinet decision taken one month previously. Since that decision was
made, many liberalizing steps have been taken, and more have been announced.

The target by the end of September 1971 is the elimination of all but 40 items
from the list of residual import restrictions, and all but some 40 industrial categories from the list of industries restricted as to direct foreign investment. Other
liberalization moves are explained in the following summary.
This report covers roughly the period from October 1969 to October 1971.
I. TRADE

A. Residual inport restrictions

Total at the end of September 1969, 120 items.
Reductions within the past 12 months, 30 items.
Reductions scheduled within the coming 12 months, more than 50 items.
Scheduled total at the end of September 1971, maximum of 40 items.
51-3S9--70--pt.

1-

12
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About three-quarters of the remaining 40 iteis will be subitems and the rest
will be full 4-digit items. All the full items will be non-industrial. The OECI)
Secretariat estimated in its recent report on Japan that the value of imports
now under quota is about $1 billion, including $609 million in coal and $200
million in agricultural products.
COMPARISON WITH IKE CURRENT RESTRICTIONS OF OTHER COUNTRIES

Fra nce --..-----------------------------------------------

West Germany -------.-----------------------------------Italy ---.----------------------------------------------Benelux ------------------------------------------------United Kingdom -------------------------------------------

Residual
import
restrictions

Restrictions
aimed solely
at Japan

Total
(excluding
duplications)

74

42

39
20
14
25

83

22
46
21
44

40
63
41

(1)

Not Aaifable

The United States currently has ten items under restriction sanctioned by the
GATT waiver )rocedure and restricts 73 items from Japan through Japanese
voluntary export restraints.
B. Other nontariff barriers
In October 1969, the United States submitted to Japan a list of 17 Japanese
non-tariff barriers to U.S. exports and received in return-a Japanese list of 21 U.S.
non-tariff barriers to Japanese exports. Since then Japan has unilaterally removed
some of its barriers.
1. Import 1ceposit rcqircment.-Effective May 18, 1970, import deposits (cash,
other eligible collateral or bank guarantees) under the import guarantee system
have been suspended. I)cposit rates had been one percent since November, 1969
and 5 percent before that.
2. Trade financing conditions.-On. May 15, 1970, the preferential margin in
interest. rates for discounting export bills and short-term export credits was reduced across the board by one percent to a range of 5 to 5.5 percent, leaving only a
one-percent gal) remaining between the new rates and the bank rate.
3. Reduction of import financing costs.-The Bank of Japan introduced a new
scheme on June 1, 1970, to supply yen funds to banks for import financing l)url)oses at official discount and loan rates (which are lower than )revailing niarket
interest rates). These funds will be in addition to the rediscount and loan ceilings
stimulated by the Bank of Ja)an for each bank. The additional funds are limited to
a specified percentage of the total import credits now accorded in foreign currency
by foreign banks.
.. Expansion of quotas.-The government announced in April, 1970 its intention
to allow goods under import quotas to enter freely up to a total of at least 2 percent of domestic consumption. Sausage, butter, cheese, fruit juices, fish, han,
bacon, chocolate, biscuits etc. are the items affected by the measure. This took
effect from September 1970.
5. Shifting from audomatic import quota (AIQ) to automatic approval (AA).Fifty-five items were shifted on September 1, 1970 from AIQ to AA, reducing the
AIQ total froin 124 to 69. The U.S. has maintained that although there is no
quantitative limit for AIQ, it is restricted because the requirement of reports for
statistical purpose.;s leaves the possibility of administrative intervention to curb
im)orts. Japan maintains that AIQ is 'only a transitional legal status between
Import quotas and automatic apl)roval of imports, requiring a monitoring of the
trend of imports of the particular items involved. No item has ever moved back
from AA status to the AIQ list.
Items under A IQ
September 1969 --------------------------------------------------253
April 1970 -------------------------------------------------------124
September 1970 --------------------------------------------------69
NOTE.-A majority of these are sub-items of BTN-4 digit headings.
6. Simplification of import procedres.-In August, 1969 the number of copies of
import application forms was reduced from four to three and other simplifications
were concurrently carried out.
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C. Tariff barriers
I. Acceleration of specific tariff cuts.-Japan currently applies tariffs !oN er than
the final tariff level agreed upon in tile Kennedy Round on 41 full items and 3S
sub-items. In addition, Japan has accelerated inplenentation of tariff cutoriginally scheduled for January 1971 on 33 fuel items and 8 sub-items.
In May 1970 Japan carried out a tariff reduction on automobiles originally
scheduled for January 1, 1972. The leading imports in this category, including
VW, Opel (GM) and Capri (Ford), reduced prices by about $250. Seventy percent
of the cars imported into Japan are small-sized. The 'May reduction cut the tariff
on small-sized cars from 35 percent to 20 percent. A similar acceleration of tariff
reductions on large-sized cars was carried out one year previously, from 28 percent
to 17.5 percent. A further reduction to 10-11 percent, coml)arable to European
tariffs, i,; now under study.
2. General acceleration of tariff cuts by nine Pnonths.-The Japanese government
has announced that the final round of Kennedy Round tariff cuts would he
accelerated from nine to twelve months. The finai round was originally scheduled
for January 1, 1972; it will now be carried out on either January 1, 1971 or April 1,
1971.
This step will reduce tariffs an average of 2.87 percentage points from 12.86
percent to 9.99 percent oil all goods negotiated in the Kennedy Roun(. The
Japanese tariff level oil April 1971 will go (town to 10.7 l)ercent for manufactured
goods. The comparable U.S. tariff level will be 9.9 percent after the Kennedy
Round.
II. SERVICES AND OTHER EXCHANGES

A. Tourist travel allowance
Effective March 1, 1970, the ceiling on the amount of money an individual
Japanese can take out on each foreign trip was increased from $700 to $1,000.
Those attending conferences abroad or making a business trip can take out up
to $2,000.
B. Otuhr scrv ices
Also effective May 1, 1970, the limit on the amount of assets a foreigner call
take back to his home country was raised. Remittances are now automatically
approved up to $5,000 for copyrights and remuneration for lawyers and accountants and $10,000 for expenditures oil exhibitions and fairs and certain other
l)urposes.
IL.

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS

A. Direct forei~qn investment from abroad
Three hundred and twenty-three industrial categories were additionally opened
to foreign direct investment in Sel)tember 1970, raising to 524 the total number
of such industries. 447 industries are now open for automatic approval of 50
percent foreign participation, and 77 industries for 100 percent foreign l)articipation. The liberalization of an industrial category in capital transactions means
that an application for direct investment in that area will be given automatic
approval, in contrast to others still subject to individual examination oil their
merits. The final round of liberalization will be carried out in the fall of 1971,
leaving only 40 categories for individual screening. In the areas still subject to
individual examination, procedures were radically speeded Ul) last year.
Investments in the automobile industry will he liberalized in the spring of 1971,
and the entire fourth round of liberalization has been advanced to the fall of 1971.
B. Portfolio investments
Effective September 1, 1970, foreign investors can acquire an aggregate total
of up to 25 percent of the shares of existing Japanese firms. The ceiling vas l)reviously 20 percent. There are inany companies for which higher ceilings are
sanctioned. For instance, , the ceiling for foreigners' acquisition of shares in Sony,
is 45 l)ercent. For a limited number of industries (banking, ulblie ittilities etc.)
the ceiling is 1.5 percent. Individual foreign investors can acquire tip to 7 percent
of the shares of existing firms.
C. Japanese intvcstments abroad
1. The ceiling for automatic approval of loans and direct investments was
raised to $200,000 in October 1969 and to $1,000,000 in September 1970.
2. Investment trust funds were allowed to invest in foreign securities, effective
April 18, 1)70, with the overall ceiling temporarily set at $100 million. Other types
of corpoi te investors and individual investors are expected to be included in the
near future.
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IV. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION

,4. Contributions to internationalaid organizations
1. World Bank.-Japan bought World Bank participatory certificates worth
$160 million in late 1969, and followed up in 1970 with yen loans to the Bank worth
$200 million. Japan has become a major source of new development ,,pital for
the Bank. Also about $200 million are committed for 1971.
2. Asian Development Bank -The Bank is shortly to float yen bonds in Tokyo,
with the initial amount of the flotation pegged at $15 million.
B. Preferentialtariff
The Japanese preferential tariff plan for the products of less developed
countries is to start in April, 1971. It provides for only seven exempt items, one
of the smallest list of exemptions among participating nations.
C. Policy commitment on foreign aid
1. In a recent international conference, the Finance Minister pledged that
Japane.se foreign aid would reach one percent of the GNP by 1975. lIe estimated
that Japan will extend about $10 billion in aid during the next five years.

Japan's aid to LI)C's:

1965: $601 million.
1969: $1,263 midlion.

1975: 1 percent of GNP (=$4 billion).

2. In a recent OECi) meeting on aid policy, Japan supported the untying of aid.
The current practice of tying aid to purchases from the donor country places
severe limitations on the aid recipients.

Senator BENNETT. I have in my hand a publication of your
organization which shows a breakdown of the American exports to
Japan, and on the ol theory that colonies export raw materials to
the mother country to be nnnutfactured, it is interesting to see what
a high percentage of American exports to Japan are raw materials,

an( what a coml)artitively low percentage are finished products.
I would like to offei for tie record, Mr. Chairman, with a suggestion
that only the totals in the left-hand column be printed, without
p)rinting all the regional breakdowns of the types of )roducts exported
from the United States to Ja)an, I would like to offer these for the
record at this point.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The material referred to follows: Hearing continues on page, 162.)
U.S. EXPORTS TO JAPAN, 1969
(in thousands of dollars
Sec.-

Amount

,ITC commodity
-- -----------

Grand total t --

3,461,842

Food and live animals ........
001

Live animals --------------------Meat and meat preparati,)ns ........

Oil

012
013

Meat, fresh, chilied, or frozen - Meat, dried, salted, or smoked - Meat and meat preparations.
ns.e..
Dairy products and eggs ------------

022
023
024
025

031

032

Milk and cream ---------------Butter and anhydrous milkfat. __
Chiese and curd --------------Eggs -------------------------

552, 729
4,646
35,610
34,560
570
479
2,188
1,677
4
492
14

Fish and fish preparations ----------

23,493

Fish, fresh ....................

20,403

Fish and fish preparations, n.e.s.

3,090

Sec.-

SITC commodity

Amount

Cereals and cereal preparations .....
400. 120
1 19,283
Whe.at, unmilled --------------467
Rice -------------------------402
Barley, unmilled --------------190, 596
Corn, unmilled ---------------483
88,
----Cereals, unmilled other
347
Meal and flour of wheat -.----150
Mealandflourof cereals,other...
Cereal flour, starch
394
preparation, other ...........
37,906
Fruit and vegetables--------------17, 191
Fruits, fresh, and nuts ---------6,691
Dried fruit ------------------6, 766
---------------preserved
Fruit
6, 739
Vegetables, fresh or frozen.....
Vegetables, preserved or pre518
pared ---------------------Sugar and honey ...................
Sugar and honey..............
Sugar preparations, other ......

1,343
521
822
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U.S. EXPORTS TO JAPAN, 1969-Continued
tIn thousands of dollars]
Sec.-

SITC commodity
Coffee, tea, cocoa, and spices -------

071
072
073
074
075
081
091
099

1II
112

121
122

Coffee ----------------------Cocoa----------------------Chocalte and preparations,
n.e.s ----------------------Tea and mat6 -------- _------Spices -----------------------Feeding-stuff for animals ----------Miscellaneous food preparations .....
Lard, margarine, and shortening.
Food preparations, n.e.s --------

Amount

Sec.-

Mineral fuels, lubricants, and
related materials.

4,091
3,197
57 321
586
- 42 331
211
332
34,972
8,367 341
3,560
4,807

Beverages and tobacco -------

49,483

Beverages ------------------------

388

411

Nonalcoholic beverages, n.e.s_ Alcoholic beverages ------------

9 421
379 422

Tobacco and manufactures ----------

49,094 431

Tobacco, unmanufactured ------Tobacco manufactures --------Crude materials, inedible,
except fuels --------------Hides, skins, and furs, undressed ....

211
212

Hides and skins, undressed - Furskins, undressed -----------

221
231

Oilseeds ------------------------Crude rubber includingg synthetic)...
Wood, lumber, and cork ------------

44,662
4,431
924,478
55,239

55,029 514
210 515
205,896
14,653
276,063

521

Fuel wood, charcoal, and waste.
Wood, rough ----------------Wood,shaped -----------------

251

Pulp and waste paper -------------Textile fibers and waste------... ---

261
262
263
265

Raw silk --------------------24 541
Wool and animal hair ----------514
Cotton ----------------------54,874
Vegetable fibers, excluding
cotton --------------------16
Synthetic fibers _------------1,762 551
Waste materials --------------345
553
Crude fertilizers and crude minerals.
37,893
554
Fertilizers, crude -------------17,803
Stone, sand, and gravel..
517
Sulfur and unroasted iron
pyrites --------------------12
Natural abrasives, industrial
diamonds ------------------9.625
Other crude minerals ----------9,937

271
273
274
275
276

Metal ores and scrap -------------281
282
283
284
285
286

Iron ore and concentrates ------Iron and steel scrap -----------Ores and concentrates of nonferrous base metals.
Nonferrous metal scrap--------Platinum and concentrates -----Uranium, thor;um and concenrates.
Crude animal and vegetable materials, n.es.

291
292

Ciude animal materials, n.e.s.-Ciude vegetable materials, n.e.s.

1
245,533 531
30,527
532
56,135 533
- 57 532

213,613
35,528
126,842
24,554
26, 164
519
5
7,451
2,581
4,871

318,804
244,401
71,895

Petroleum, crude and partly
refined.
Petroleum products ------------

70,070

1,825

Gas, natural and manufactured ......

2,507

Animal and vegetable oils and
fats.

34,444

Animal oils and fats ---------------Fixed %egetableoils and fats -------Fixed vegetable oils, soft ------Cither fixed vegetable oils ------Animal and vegetable oils and fats,
processed ---------------------Chemicals -----------------

512
513

Amount

Coal, coke, and briquettes -----Petroleum and petroleum products...

Chemical elements and compounds.

241
242
243

266
267

SITC commodity

Organic chemicals ------------Elements, oxides, and halogen
salts ---------------------Other inorganic chemicals ------Radioactive and associated
materials ------------------Mineral tar and crude hydrocarbons.
Dyeing, tanning, and coloring
materials, n.e.s ----------------Synthetic organic dyestuffs
natural indigo --------------Dyeing and tanning extracts-...
Pigments, paints, varnishes,
etc ---------------------Medicinal and pharmaceutical
..--------------------products .
Essential oils, perfume materials;
preparations ------------------Essential oils, perfume
materials ------------------Perfumery and cosmetics, other
preparations---------------Soaps and cleansing
preparations----------------

30,635
950
630
320
2,860
304,094
129,234
67,122
10,057
12,741
39, 308
9,448
10, 991
1,644
158
9,186
30,352
15,586
6,643
2,973
5,969

12,352
Fertilizers, manufactured ......
Explosives and pyrotechnic products.
Plastic materials an:! artificial
resins .........................
Chemical materials and products,
n.e-s ..........................
Manufactured goods classified
chiefly by material .......
Leather manufactures, n.e.s. and
dressed furs ---------------Leather ......................
Manufactures of leather, artific ial or r econst it ut ed. . . . . . . .
Furskins, tanned or dressed....
Rubber manufactures, n.e.s .........
Materials of rubber ..........
Articles of rubber, n.e.s......

697
34,i58
61,179
222,541
1,079
758
92
230
2,171
802
1,362
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uln thousands of dollars
Sec.-

Amount Sec.-

SITC commodity
Wood and cork manufactures,
excluding furniture.............

631
632
633

37,944
1,093 7ll
44 712
9,599 714
715
7,010 717
718
2,594 719

Paper, paperboard and manufactures.
641
642

Paper and paperboard .------Articles of pulp. paper, or
paperboard'---------------Textile yarn, fabrics and articles-_

651
652
653
654
655
656
657

12, 207

Textile yarn and thread --------Cotton fabrics, woven ---------Textile fabrics, woven, except
cotton --------------------Tulle, lace, findings, etc -------Special textile fabrics, related
products -------------------Madeup articles, textile, n.e.s. Floor coverings, tapestries, etc._.

661
662
633
664
665
666
667

34,768

Lime, cement and fabricated
building material ----------Clay and refractory construction material ---------------Mineral manufactures, n.e.s .....
Glass ----------------------Glassware -------------------Pottery----------............
Pearls and precious stones-..

672
673
674
675
677

2, 122
2,8S0
8,172
2,485
21
18,706

678
679

sections -----------

Nonferrous metals .................

681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689

Silver and platinum ............
Copper ------------------Nickel ---------------------Aluminum ....................
Lead -----------------------Zinc .........................
Tin -------------------------Uranium and thorium ---------Miscellaneous non-ferrous base
metals ......................
Manufactures A metal, n.e.s--------

691
692
693
694
695
696
697
E98

Finished structural parts and
structures, n.e.s .............
Metal containers ...............
Wire products and fencing grills.
Nails, screws, nuts, bolts, etc....
Tools .........................
Cutlery.-.......-.----.--Household equipnertof base ----metals..---------------Manufactures ca metal, n.e.s...

729

Power generating machinery --Agricultural machinery and
implements ---------------Office machines --------------Metalworking machinery -------Textile and leather machinery-.
Machines for special industries.
Machinery and appliances ard
machine parts, n.es ----------

Electric power machinery and
switchgear -----------------Equipment for distributing
electricity -----------------Telecommunications apparatus..
Domestic electrical equipment...
Electromedical and radiological
apparatus ------------------Other electric machinery and
apparatus ------------------

191
205 841
745 842

103
2,733

951

523

861

100. 208 862
12, 949 863
20,518 864
2,998
57,922
315
58
17 891
2

892
893
894
16,186 895
5,433

896

93
897
418 899
489
1,829
6,282
394

931

1,371
4,496 941

811,075
476,641
97,955
1,652
121, 357
55,996
9, 505
32, 857
141, 321
161, 738
27,160
1,247
24,938
2,867
2,150
1 03,369
1 72, 702

Railway vehicles --------------374
Road motor vehicles-----------29,851
Vehicles, other ---------------1,626
Aircraft--- _----------------140, 501
Ships and boats -------------355
Miscellaneous manufactured
articles- -------------

812
1,638 821
101 831
-,

_------

Transport equipment ---------------

731
732
733
734
735

7,241

Pig iron, sponge iron, ferroalloys, etc. -_--------------Ingots and other primary formsBars, rods, angles, shapes, and
Universals, plates, and sheets.
Hoop and strip .---------- ..
Iron and steel wire, excluding
wire rod ....................
Tubes, pipes, and fittings -----Castings and forgings, unworked, n.e.s -----------------

723

386

Iron and steel -- _----------------

671

722

2,983 724
491 725
242 726

Nonmetallic mineral manufactures,
n.e.s -------------------------

Machinery, nonelectric----

Electric machinery, apparatus, and
appliances -----------------

2,357
3,200
2,710
226

Amount

Machinery and transport
equipment _--------------

39,082

Veneers, plywood boards, etc.,
n.e.s .
Wood manufactures, n.e.s...
Cork manufactures ...........

SITC commodity

- 200,111

Building fixtures
--------------Furniture- .---------------------Travel goods, handbags, etc --------Clothing -------------------------

2,824
575
564
2,312

Clothing, except fur clothing ..-Fur clothing ------------------

2,301
12

Footwear -----------------------Precision instruments and goods. - - -

510
96,473

Scientific, medical, optical, etc.,
instruments ---------------Photographic and
cinematographic supplies.
Developed cinematographic film.
Watches and docks -----------Miscellaneous manufactured
artiles, n.e.s ..................
Musical instrume its, sound
recorders, part. ---------Printed matter -------------Articles of plastic, n.e.s.......
Toys. games, sporting goods, etc.
Ofice and stationery supplies,
n.e.s .....................
Works of art, antiques, etc ---Jewelry ----------------Manufactured articles, n.e.s _. .
Commodities and transactions not
classified according to kind .....
Special transactions not
classified by kind---------Animals, "n.e.c.-Live,"
Inluding zoo animals ......

61, 520
28,F18

1,701

4,436
96,847
26,099
26,796
3,791
24,624
4,073
2,238
1,516
7,717
8,893
8,451
443
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[In millions of dollars, f.o.b.j
Imports from
Japan (A)

Exports
to
Japan (A)
1968

1969

2,923.5

3,461.8

25.7

23.4

Sec.- Customs distrkts
Grand total I ..........
Region I-Boston, Mass.
01
02
04
05
06
07
09
10
11
13
14
54

Portland, Maine --------- (.)
.1
St. Albans, Vt ...........
Boston, Mass ...........
18.0
.7
Providence, R. ---------Bridgeport, Conn-------2.3
. . .5
Ogdensburg, N.Y........
Buffalo, N.Y............
. 2
Region II-New York City
Region IIt-Baltimore, Md ....

559.6
326.9

33.1
Philadelphie, Pa .........
Baltimore, M ..........
31.3
176.0
Norfolk, Va............
Washington, D.C ----------.

36.7
39.1
250.2
.3

19
20

101.0

Region V-New Orleans, La. --

418.3

Mobile, Ala............
New Orleans, La ........

51.2
367. 1

Region VI-Houston, Tex_.-.
21
22

Port Arthur Tex
Galveston, fex
.

_...
-..

Laredo, Tex .............
El P.so, Teax
----------Houston, Tex..........
RegionVIt I--Los A'i-gnls, Calif-

16.9
122.7

4.3
0
75.2

322.2

401.4
0
379.8

Francisco, ..
Reion
927.8
Calit VII--San
----.
.------------

1, 302.5

21.6

San Frencisco, Calif ......
Portlard, Oreg --------Seattle, Wash .---------Juneaj. Alaska --------Itlonol ilu, Hawaii -------Great Falls, Mont ........--

442.8
215.7
208.9
47.4
13.0
(-)

681.2
258. 1
290.6
61.2
11.4
(

Region IX- -Chicago, III-------

72. 7

60.2

Pembi ia, N. Oak---------- (:)
Minneipolis, Minn ------3.6
2.0
Duluth Minn-----------Milwaukee, Wis ---------- 3.6
9.9
Detroit, Mich ...........
31.2
Chicago, Ill-------.--22.3
Cleveland, Ohio--------St. Louis, Mo -----------.1

34
35
36
37
38
39
41
467. 1 45

269.1

4.7
.1
124.7

..- - 14.3
Nog.les, Ariz...........
()
Lis Angeles, Calif ------- 207.8

37.8
7.7
16.5
24.6
3.1
1.9

40. 1 60
427.0
70
180.9
80
14.5
86.9

1969

San Oiera, Cs','

28
29
73
31
32
33

91.6

Wilmington, N.C .........
42.5
Charleston, S.C.---------- 9.1
13.5
Savannah Ga
Tampa,
31.3
San Juan, P.R----------- 1.8
2.8
Miami, Fla ..............

1968

Custams districts

23
24
5i

.'
.2
16.3 25
2.2 26
3.6 27
.9
.1

527.6
240.5

Region IV-Miani, Fla........
15
16
17
18
49
52

Sec.-

Vessels under their own
power or afloat ............
Esimated low-value shipments ----------------Mail shipments ..-..........
Special category (military)
shipments ................

.7

(

5.4
2.5
4.4
13.6
19.4
14.9
0
0

4.2
5.6

7.7
5.6

8.0

35.2

I The grand total figure also includes vessels under their own power or afloat, low value shipments, mail shipments and
special category (military) shipments. These items are not classified by commodity nor assigned to specific customs
districts. The total values of each are presented in the supplementary table.
2 Values less than $50.000 and percentages less than 0.05 percent
3 Included in Region I total: Portland, Maine (97)--cutlery (39),crude vegetable materials(26), chemicals (13) aluminum
(12); St. Albans, Vt. (151)-crude minerals (151); Buffalo, N.Y (79)-chemicals (59).
Note: District totals and commodity entries may not equal their respective subtotals and grand totals because of
rounding.
Customs districts receiving less than $250,000 worth of goods from Japan are not individually show on the main table;
however, their values are included in appropriate region totals. Total shipments from these customs districts ard principal
commodities are listed above with va!ue figures (in thousands of dollars).
There were no exports to Japan in 1969 from El Paso, Tex.; Nogales, Ar~z.; and St Louis. Mo. Exports from Great Fal!s,
Mont and Pembina, N. Dak. totaled iass than $500.
Soirce: U.S. Bureau ol the Census.
U.S. IMPORTS FROM JAPAN, 1969

(In thousands of dollars
Sec.-

Amount Sec.-

SITC commodity

Grand total .................

4,848,897 (25

Food and live animals .........

130,856

001

Animals, live---------------------Me,', and meat preparations ........

100 031
2,028 032

01
012
013

Meat, fresl'. chilled, or frozen..
Pork, dried, salter, or smoked...
Meat and meat preparations.
n.e.s .......................

1,937
42 048
52

SITC commodity

Amount

Dairy products-Eggs ...............
Fish and fish preparations ..........

Ii
100, 480

Fish, fresh ...................
Fish and fish preparations,
n.e.s .......................
Cereal flour, starch preparations,
other ..........................
Fruit and vegetables ---------------

47,740
52, 739
1,670
17,648
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[in thousands of dollars]
Sec.-

051
052
053
054
055

061
062

SITC commodity

081
099

Vegetables, fresh or frozen -----Vegetables, preserved ----------

303 321

Sugar and honey --------------Sugar, preparations-----------

69
236 3.1

Coffee---------.----------Chocolate and preparations -....
Tea and mate ----------------Spices ------------------------

122

2,866

Beverages and tobacco ------

2, 578

Nonalcoholic beverages --------Alcoholic beverages-----------Tobacco manufactures ------------

Hides, skins, and furs, undressed. -.-

221
231
241
242
243
244

Hides and skins, undressed-. Furskins, undressed-----------Oil-seeds------------------------Crude rubber (including synthetk)__.
Wood, lumber, and cork-- -.-------Fuel, wood, and charcoal -------Wood, rough ---------------Wood, shaped _--------------Cork, natural, raw, and waste..
Textile fibers and waste------------

261
262
263
264
265
266
267

Silk ------------------------Wool -----------------------Cotton ----------------------Jute -----------------------Vegetable fibers ------------Synthetic fibers ---------------Waste materials ------------Crude fertilizers and crude minerals.

273
274
275
276

Stone, sand, and gravel .........
Sulfur and unroasted pyrites....
Natural abrasives, industrial
diamonds------------------Other crude minerals-----------Metals ores and scrap--------------

282
283
284
285

Iron and steel scrap-----------Ores and concentrates of nonferrous base metals ---------Nonferrous metal scrap.'
Silver and platinum ores._____..
Crude animal and vegetable materials, n.e.s --------------------

332

1 341
73
964
981

Feeding stuff for animals- ----------Miscellaneous food preparations-Food preparations, n.e.s----------

Crude materials, inedible,
except fuels ---------------

211
212

2,018

3, 731

411
422
431

2, 515

Amount

Crude animal materials, n.e.s...
Crude vegetable materials, n.e.s.

150
2,930
4,676

Coal. coke, and briquets
--------Petroleum and petroleum products -.

I
4,665

Petroleum, crude and partly
refined --------------------Petroleum products ------------

189
4,476

Gas, natural and manufactured ----

11

Animal ani vegetable oils and
fats ----------------------

2,996

Animal oils and fats--------------Fixed oils and fats-Other fixed
vegetable oils------- ----------Animal and vegetable oils and fats.
processed ----------------------Chemicals ------------------

2
2,573
I

SITC commodity

Mineral fuels, lubricants, and
related materials----------

224
3,457

Sugar and honey -------------------

Beverages ----------------------IIl
112

Sec.-

Fruit, fresh, and nuts ----------- 339 291
Dried fruit -------------------28 292
Fruit. preserved --------------13,597

Coffee, tea, cocoa, and spices ------071
073
074
075

Amount

514
32,385
521
829
7
823

531
533
8
6,094 541
2,437
41
1
2,386 551
9
553
15,649
554
2,727
904 561
87 571
7 581
- 3
10,375 599
1,549
3,352
13
7
2,428
906 611
612
932
613
289 629
5
178
460 631
632
3,081 633

968
109
120,503

Chemical elements and compounds- 512
513

1,918

78, 573

Organic chemicals ------------Elements, oxides, and halogen
salts ---------------------Other inorganic chemicals ------

57, 225
1 5,748
5,600

Mineral tar, tar oils, etc-----------Dyeing, tanning, and coloring
materials, n.e.s------------------

4,026

Synthetic organic dyestuffs - Pigments, paints, varnishes--_

3,042
984

Medicinal and pharmaceutical
products
----------------------Essential oils, and perfume
materials -----------------------

4, 637
1,619

Essential oils. perfume and
flavor
materis ..............
Perfumery and cosmetics, other
preparations ---------------Soaps and cleaning preparationsFertilizers, manufactured ----------Explosives and pyrotechnic productsPlastic materials and artificial
resins
------------------------Chemical materials and products,
n.e.s----- _---------_------Manufactured goods
classified chiefly by
material -----------------

71

60
1,154
408
647
1,926
27,772
1,221

1,668,594

Leather manufactures. n.e.s., and
dressed furs-------------------Leather --------------------Manufactures of leather or of
artificial leather ------------Furskins, tanned or dressed ...
Rubber manufacturers, n.e.s -------Wood and cork manufactures (excluding furniture) --------------Veneers, plywood boards, etc.,
n.0.3
----------------------Wood manufactures, n.e.s ------Cork manulsctures -------------

7,022
418
6, 524
80
20, 437
99,978
70,875
29,097
2
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(in thousands of dollars
Sec.-

SITC commodity
Paper, paperboard, and manufactures._...............

641
642

651
652
,53
654
655
656
657

Paper and paperboard ---------Articles of pulp, paper, or
paperboard ---------------Textile yarn, fabrics and articles.
Textile yarn and thread--------Cotton fabrics, woven ......
Textile fabrics, woven, except
cotton fabrics --------------Tulle, lace, findings, etc -------Special textile fabrics, related ...
Made-up articles, textile, n.e.s,
Floor coverings, tapestries, etc.
Nonmetalic mineral manufactures,
n.e.s --------------------------

661
662
663
664
665
666
667

Lime, cement, and fabricated
building material ------------Clay and refractory construction
material ------------------Mineral manufactures, n.e.s ----Glass
-----------------------Glassware --------------------Pottery ---------------------Pearls and precious and semiprecious stones -------------Iron and steel -------------------Pig iron ---------------------Ingots and other primary forms. -Bars, rods, angles, shapes, and
sections ---------..--.......
Universals, plates, and sheets -_Hoop and strip..............
Railway construction material_-.
Iron and steel wire, excluding

wire rod --------------------

Tubes, pipes, and fittings .....
Castings and forgings, unworked,
n.e.s ......................
Nonferrous metals -----------------

681
682
683
684
685
686
689

Silver and platinum -----------Copper ---------------------Nickel and nickel alloys .......
Aluminum -------------------Lead and lead alloys----------Zinc
--------------------.
Miscellaneous nonferrous base
metals --------------------Manufactures of metal, n.e.s --------

691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698

711
712

Amount Sec.-

23,380

3,038 718
719

20,338
283, 584

19,460
51,126 722
153,393
5,658
9,818
19,748
24, 379
158,829

723
724
725
726
729

731
26,805 732
1,518 733
24,156
7,644 734
81,572 735
13,561
812
2,895 821
831 831

130,712
431,668 841
12, 250 842
151
851
54,695
132,136
861
1,469
862
57,543
863
969 864
21,690
5
11,350
101
13,27" 891
10,151 892
251,018 893
894

4,216

Office machines ---------.......

86,071
19,665
67,312
8,524

Electric machinery, apparatus, and
applia nc es . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .

877,910

Metalworking machinery........
Textile and leather machinery...
Machines for special industries..
Machinery and appliances and
machine parts, n.e.--......

95,560

Electric power machinery and
sw itchgear -----------------51,161
Equipment for distributing electricity ----------- ----..
-_
27,630
Telecommunications apparatus. 646,555
Domestic electrical equipment_.26,789
Electro-medical and X-ray
apparatus and parts ---------2,971
Other electrical machinery and
apparatus -----------------122,775

895
896
897
899

520,960

Railway vehicles--------------Road motor vehicles---------Road vehicles other than motor
vehicles ----------------Aircraft
---------------------Ships and boats --------------Miscellaneous manufactured
articles ------------------

766,805

31,501

Amount

Transport equipment ---------------

3,573

Finished structural parts and
structure. n.e.s--------------611
Metal containers ...............
410
Wire products and fencing grills27,825
Nails, screws, nuts, bolts, etc---82, 749
Tools -----------------------28,436
Cutlery ---------------------37,253
Household equipment ofbass
metals --------------------26,067
Manufactures of metal, n.e.s 47, 670
Machinery and transport
equipment --------------- 1,711,721
Machinery, nonelectric------------- 312,859
Power generating machinery ---Agricultural machinery and
implements -----------------

714
715
717

SITC commodity

Building fixtures ------------------Furniture -----------------------Travel goods, handbags, etc--------Clothing ----------------------

3,273
477, 060
16,804
19,966
3,855

1.105,716
12, 257
15,524
27,510
250,985

Clothing, except fur clothing --250,851
Fur clothing -----------------136
Footwear -----------------------Precision instruments and goods
.
Scientific, medical, optical, etc.,
instruments ----------------Photographic and cinematographic supplie ------------Developed cinematographic film.
Watches and clocks -----------Miscellaneous manufactured articles,
n.e.s ----------------------Musical instruments, sound
recorders, parts ------------Printed matter ---------------Articles of plastic, n.e.s --------Toys. games, sporting goods,
etc -----------------------Office and stationery supplies,
n.e.s ---------------------Works of art, antiques, etc -----Jewelry ---------------------Manufactured articles, n.e.s.
Commodities and transactions not
according to kind---------------Special transactions not classified ---------------------Animals, "n.e.s.-Live," including zoo -----------------Arms of war, military equipment ----------------------Commodities and transactions
not classified according to
------------k in d ---------

84,339
170,861
146,534
9,072
659
14,597
544,239
299,812
9,799
54,208
111,439
7,891
3,655
9,494
47,956
68,863
30.224
726
105
37,804
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(In millions of dollars f.o.b.1

Imports from

Imports from
Japan (A)
Sec.-

1968

Customs districts

Grand total --------- 4,043.7
t

Region I-Boston, Mass. .....
01
02
04

05
06
07
09
10

11
13
14
54

137.0

2
Portland. Maine ----------.
5
St. Albans, Vt ------------.
Boston. Mass ----------- 113.4

2.4
Providence, R.I ---------6.0
Bridgeport, Conn -------3
Ogdensburg, N.Y ---------.
Buffalo, N.Y ------------- 14.1
Region II-New York City .... 1,141.0
264.1
Region Ill-Baltimore, Md.2..
Philadelphia, Pa -------- 157.3
Baltimore. Md ----------- 72.3
34.0
Norfolk, Va -----------Washington, D.C ----------. 5
Region IV-Miami, Fla------- 188.0

15
16
17
18
49
52

19
20

Wilmington, N.C --------Charleston. S.C ---------Savannah. Ga ---------Tampa, Fla -----------San Juan, P.R ----------Miami, Fla ..............

22.7
21.0
23.3
36.6
51.7
32.7

Region V-New Orleans, La...

181.6

Mobile. Ala ............
New Orleans. La .........

19.8
161.8

Japan (A)

1969 Sec.-

Region VI-Houston. TeX.3 ....

4,848.9
144. 7 21
22
.2 23
.8 24
120.6 53

2.9
4. 7
.2
15.3 25

1,284.0
284.4

26
27

148.2
89.9 28
45.9 29
.4 30
220.5
27.1
21.8
28.7
43.4
64.6
34.9

31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38
210. 7 39
41
45

21.2
189. 5

Customs districts

1968
155.8

1.2
Port Arthur. Tex --------7.3
Galveston, Tex ---------.9
Laredo, Tex------------3.2
El Paso, Tex -----------143.2
Houston, Tex ---------Region VII-Los Angeles.
alif.4 --------------------

1969
179.6
1.0
7.0
.7
5.0
165.9

840.3

1,162.1

San Diego, Calif --------- 30.2
.1
Nogales. Ariz -----------Los Angeles. Calif ------- 809.9

33.1
.2
1,128.8

Region VII-San Francisco,
Calif. ---------- -m----.

632.0

336.3
San Francisco, Calif ---Portland. Oreg --------- 109.5
Seattle, Wash---------- 136.2
5.5
Juneau, Alaska --------44.6
Honolulu, Hawaii -------(4)
Great Falls, Mont -------450.8
Region IX-Chicago, Ill1.7 2
Pembina, N. Dak ---------.
8.4
Minneapolis, Minn ------Duluth. Minn ------------ 1 .9
Milwaukee, Wis--------- 14.1
73. 7
Detroit, Mich ----------272.9
Chicago, III----------Cleveland. Ohio --------- 61.1
18.5
St. Louis, Mo-----------

Estimated low-value shipments -------------------

53.1

812.6
392.7
136.5
209.4
13.0
60.9
.1
512.2
.3
12. 1
.2
14.5
57.2
329.5
72.9
25.5

37.8

I Included in region I total: Port'and, Maine (233)---chemicals (101), metal manufactures, n.e.s. (36) machinery (34);
Ogdensburg, N.Y. (196)--machinery (54), clothin (43), chemicals (24), textile mill products (17).
2 Included in region III total: Washington, D.C. (455)-works of art, antiques, etc. (115). cultureJ pearls(70), machinery
(67), printed matter (38), musical instruments, sound recorders and parts (31), chemicals (30).
3 Included in region VI total: Laredo, Tex. (749)-precision instruments (452), machinery (148), texti'e mill products (69).
4Included in region VII total: Nogales, Ariz. (246) -steel mill products (138), non-metallic mineral manufactures,
n.e.s. (35) machinery (15).
3 Included in region VIII total: Great Falls, Mont (82)-tubber tires (48), footwear (12).
6 Values less than $50,000 or percentages !ess than 0.05 percent.
' Included in region IX total: Pembina, N. Dak. (253)-metal manufactures, n.e.s.(120), machinery(50), footwear(20);
Duluth, M'nn. (166)-machinery (76), precision instruments (35), alumnum (12).
Note: District totals and commodity entries may not equal their respective subtotals and grand totalsbecause of rounding.
Customs districts receiving less than $750,000 worth of goods from Japan are not shown on the main table; however,
'he values for these districts are included in the respective region totals. Principal commodities and total shipments to
these customs districts are given in the above footnotes wth value figures (in thousands of dollars).
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census.

Mr. STITT. There is 1o question, Mfr. Senator, that Japan has a
grelat need for foods and raw materials a1(l that, indeed, bet ween a
half an1d two-thirds of U.S. products exported to that nation are in
thiat area.
I wotil(l like to point out, however, something that is, perhaps,

new to 1nany of Its. Japan only today is reaching the mass consumer,
or in other wor(Is, is becoming a ni1ass consumer market. I think You
will discover a tren(I in recent years toward the import into Japan

of Americon consumer goods, adid. other things which we in this country
lave enjoyed over the past several decades, and I believe this trend
will co 6itiule, sir.
Senator BENNETT. I have no further questions.

1 63
Senator 'PALMADGE. 'Mr. Slit t, 1 (10 want to congratulate yolu on
your good juldgilment in elljploying as your legislative counsel a brilliant and dedicated Georgian, Dan 'Minchew, whom f have known for
a long time.
Back in the (lays when f used to practice law, my clients (lid not
tell me what to say or how to say it or when, but f tried to represent
their interest, and [ compliment you for doing the same thing.
Mfr. Chairman, at this point I vould like to insert in the record an
article from the September issue of Fortune magazine entitled "How
the Jal)anese lount that Export Blitz."
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The article follows: Hearing continues on page 169.)
[From Fortune, SIetember 1970]
flow TrE JAPAN:sE 'MOUNT TtiAT ExPORT BLITZ
By Louis Kraar
The world's t rating nations are feeling the squeeze of a powerful
government-business complex dubl)bed "Japan Inc." Its weapons
include cartels, price cutting, al
unbounded l)atriotic zeal.
To hard-pressed competitors around the world, Japan's export drive is taking
on the overtones of a relentless conspiracy to invade and dominate every vital
international market. Almost everywhere, from North America to Southeast
Asia, the Japanese are steadily increasing their already enormous share of sales.
The very rhetoric of Japanese businessmen reinforces the image of a hYl)eraggressive trading power-with talk of "advancing" into a new area, "forming a
united front" against foreign rivals, ant "cal)turing" a market.
Moreover, this thrust comes from a nation that firmly shields it own market
against foreign competitors, who are thus doubly provoked and are now
threatening economic warefare.
In the non-Communist Far East, which accounts for almost :30 percent of
Jalan's exl)ort sales, ever rising trade iml)alances are spurring Thailand, Taiwan,
and other countries to consider higher tariffs and other defensive restrictions.
Says Jose 1)iokno, chairman of the Philippine Senate Economic Affairs Committee:
"We realize that the Japanese are getting through commerce what they failed to
achieve through the war."
The trade clash is even more intense in the U.S., which buys nearly a third of
Japan's exports and is its largest single customer. Tokyo's refusal to adopt longterm "voluntary" limits on textile exports has prompted a reluctant Nixon
Administration to support stringent legislation setting quotas. And atop this
significant American retreat from a free-trade stance, l)rotectionist forces in
Congress are pressing for even broader restrictions on other l)ro(ucts. "The
present economic image of Japan in the United States is not, poor; it is )ad,"
observes Philip II. Trezise, Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs.
Japanese manufacturers of television sets are facing a major show(lown with
American coml)etitors, who have accused the Japanese of dumping-i.e., sell ng
below recognized market prices-a charge on which a U.S. Treasury ruling is
soon expected. While the Japanese TV set makers firmly deny (umnl)ing, other
Japanese manufacturers openly acknowledge that they often use cutthroat export prices for market )enetration. To establish its air conditioners in Western
Europe, for example, Ilitachi, Ltd., deliberately sold below cost for three years.
As a company executive puts it, with surprising candor: "If you get a better price
in some countries, then you can sell to others for a 'dumping' price. As long as the
unit l)roduction cost is low, the c6mlpany still has an over-all profit from its total
sales. \Ve sold at a loss in Europe to break into the market, and now we're making
a profit there".
Such practices fall some heree in the gray shadows of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade, and the argument will doubtless continue as to whether
they are in actual violation. M(-anwhile, Japanese exports are expected to keep
right on soaring. They are now projected to reach nearly $42 billion by 1975,
l)roducing a staggering trade surplus of $12 billion, a prospect that leads A-sistant
Secretary Trezise to warn: "I seriously question whether the international system
can stand a Japanese global trade balance of $12 billion in 1975."
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The starting point for this trade offensive is an economy of phenomenal
strength, directed wholeheartedly toward growth rather than immediate profit.
Over the past decade the Japanese gloss national product has increased by an
average of more than 16 percent annually, and from this ever broadening base,
exports have also been rising by an average of 16 percent a year-about twice as
fast as the growth of world imports. The entire economic system is, inherently,
a powerful export-promotion apparatus. Always anticipating growth, corporations
routinely expand manufacturing facilities to optimum size, pushing excess pro(uction onto world markets at l)rofit margins that competitors find cruelly lowwhen they exist at all. Now Japan is preparing to move on to new trade peaks
by emplhasizing exports of entire industrial plants. As befits an insular industrial
giant, it is also making long-term deals overseas to asstre a stable su pplv of raw
materials for itse in the ever greater expansion of its export position. Within five
years the Japanese expect a 123 percent ri.e in exports, enough to seize at last 10
percent of the global market.
Hit with the full impact of this aggressive export drive, rival industrial nations
are nlow beginning to ponder the singular, and devastatingly effective, tactics
being employed by the Jal)anese. The program has some highly original features
that will be hard to match:
The export offensive is commanded by Premier Eisaku Sato in )erson; he heads
the Supreme Trade Council, where top business and government leaders quietly
slice l) the world market and set annual goals for every major product and
country.
To boost exports, the government backs corporations with an arsenal of helpcredit at preferential rates, attractive tax incentives, and even insurance against
overseas advertising campaigns that fail to meet sales targets.
Cartels of exporters meet regularly to fix prices and lay plans for overwhelming
foreign competitors.
A large and growing foreign-aid program is, at heart, another export-pranmotion
device, fueled with long-term credit and direct investments.
Giant general trading companies spearhead the export drive. Their tireless
sale- forces abroad are backed Iv the full force of Jal)an's banks and government
ministries.
A government-owned company, JETRO, operates on a global basis to proinote
Ja)anese products and arm companies with export intelligence.
EXCEEDING TARGETS IS A DUTY

The key to the entire program is intimate, effective teamwork between corporate
executives and government officials at every level. United by a group spirit that
makes the Japanese behave like a tight-knit family, busines.smen and bureaucrats
cooperate to l)romote continuing growth. "If business goes one way and governnient goes another way, it would bring harmful effects for the country," explains
a Finance Ministry economist. So they coordinate plans in the clubby atmosphere
of formal consultative committees and over evening cocktails ill the Ginza, Tokyo's business entertainment district. This government-busine.ss interaction is so
close and constant that the system is often dubbed Japan Inc.
Detailed strategy for the export drive is developed through the Supreme Trade
Council, a thirty-member body that brings together the country's elite from key
ministries dealing with the economy and from the major private industries. At
its last semi-annual meeting in July, the council projected a 14.3 l)ercent growth
for exports to $19.2 billion in the fiscal year ending next March 31. Says a government official deeply involved in the planning: "Once the target is announced,
business leaders think it is their duty to achieve it. Usually, they exceed the goal.
To carry out expansion plans, the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(MITI) constantly confers with company representatives about allocation of
resources. Through "administrative guidance" (which is almost always obeyed),
MITI even sets minimum sizes for industrial plants when it feels economy of
scale is vital. The Ministry of Finance, through the Bank of Japan, funnels funds
to areas with the highest growth potential. By backing an extremely high use of
corporate debt to finance growth, this ministry and the central bank play a key
part in setting the pace and direction of expansion. This government structure
stabilizes a Japanese business system devoted to high growth-the launching
l)latform of the export offensive.
Since companies normally finance expansion by borrowing about 80 percent of
their total capital, mostly from banks, debt service is a major fixed operating cost.
Japan's tradition of virtual lifetime employment, with a paternalism that fosters
an unusually dedicated and productive work force, makes labor costs another
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fixed expense. "The high breakeven point set by fixed labor costs and debt costs
means that new facilities are operated at capacity, and products are moved into
world markets at relatively low pirces", notes James C. Abegglen, vice president
of the Boston Consulting Group, Inc., a management-consulting organization
that has closely analyzed Japan's business strategy.
START

WITH A SACRIFICE

FIY

The system enables companies to use highly flexible market )enetration tactics.
Two Japanese auto makers-Nissan Motor Co. and Toyota Motor-established
footholds in the U.S. by offering dealers higher commissions than were given on
other imported cars, as well as unusually generous advertising supl)ort, according
to the Boston Consulting Group, In the Philippines, Toyota has captured a
quarter of all auto sales, after initially selling to taxicab fleet owners on terms of
nothing down and a six-month holiday on installment i)aymellts. "They were
losing money on is outright for about two years just to introduce Toyota vehicles
in the Philippines," says Pablo Carlos, executive vice president of Delta Motor
Corp., Manila, which assembles and distributes Toyota cars. Other Japanese
companies readily acknowledge that they forgo profits to break open new markets.
"When there's sharp competition and we want to introduce our products, theni in
the initial sale we make a sort of sacrifice hit," declares Morihisa Emori, managing
director of Mitsubishi Shoji Kaisha, Ltd., the general trading company with the
largest total sales. There is a distinctively Japanese motive behind such tactics,
lie explains: "In America top management people are big stockholders and are
more defensive about maintaining profits. For us, growth is most important."
Such penetration pricing is not only a significant competitive device, bult also
sets the base for handsome future profits. The rapid growth of production facilities
at the sacrifice of high immediate returns cuts unit costs; this steadily leads to
large profit margins at the same time that it allows highly competitive prices to
squeeze out rivals. Until three Years ago, Japan's shipbuilding industry operated
at almost no profit margin for exports, according to a highly qualified Tokyo
accountant; now Jal)anese yards have heavy backlogs of orders, turn out half
the annual ship tonnage of the world, and report tidy earnings. Norihiko Shimizi,
a Japanese economist with the Boston Consulting Group, declares: "Japan'-,
pricing policies can in no way be termed dumping. They constitute a powerful
competitive weapon in capturing and holding market share."
dcOUR EQUIVALENT OF KNIGHTHOOD"
The Japanese team goes after exports with genuinely patriotic zeal. Toyota,
the countr3 's exporting champion, proudly cheers on assembly-line workers with
large monthly posters depicting on a world map the number of cars sold in each
major overseas market. (The government recognizes such success with handsome
certificates of merit-"our equivalent of knighthood," says a Toyota executive
with a smile.) In the same spirit, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., which
exports nearly 20 percent of its total sales of National and Panasonic appliances,
starts the day with a company song urging workers to build "a new Japan" by
promoting production-"sending oirr goods to the people of the world, endlessly
and continuously, like water gushing from a fountain."
)irectly and indirectly, government policies work to concentrate new investment
where worldwide demand is currently highest-heavy machinery, chemicals, and
high-precision products. Moreover, following a strategy agreed upon by the
government-business establishment, Japanese corporations are giving exports an
integral-and larger-role in their blueprints for expansion. For example, Hitachi,
a leading manufacturer of heavy electrical equipment and industrial machinery,
is embarked on an extensive drive to make greater inroads in world markets by
not only selling more equipment, but peddling technical know-how and forming
joint ventures abroad; Hfitachi's goal is to raise the export portion of total sales
from 14 percent last year to 23 percent by 1975. Likewise, Teijin Ltd., which now
exports about 30 percent of its synthetic-textile production, is spawning joint
ventures outside Japan and diversifying into oil drilling, titanium production, and
the processed-food industry. Over the next ten years Teijin plans to expand sales
tenfold-half of which is to be exports. Says Teijin President Shinzo Ohya, "It's
practically our duty to increase exports." To wideni opportunities abroad, other
manufacturers are designing products specifically for overseas markets, ranging
from miniature office computers to entire fertilizer factories for underdeveloped
nations. Akai Electric Co., Ltd., has emerged as a major producer of tape recorders
by specializing in higher-priced machines ($300 and up) and it sells about 95 percent of its production abroad.
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In crucial areas of trade, the full force of Japan's subtly interlocking system can
almost always overwhelm foreign competition. Bidding for a recent telephoneequi)ment contract in Taiwan, a consortium of Japanese telecommunication coml)anies won the order after a government official urged individual manufacturers
to combine forces, cut prices, and forgo most profits "to get the business for the
good of Japan." Japan's competitive edge is sharpened further I)y governmentbacked credits at. relatively low interest rates, which finance about 10 percent of
the country's exports. In bidding against Italian and American competitors for
a chemical plant in Latin America, Niigata Engineering Co., Ltd., sweetened its
low bid by offering substantial government financing from the Export-Ilnport
Bank of Japan. This was the case, too, when Chiyoda Chemical Engineering &
Construction Co., Ltd., last year went after a $31-million job to build a refinery
for Standard Oil (N.J.) in Singapore. In the final weeks of competition against
E'uropean and U.S. contractors, the Japanese company hastily arranged $12 million in government financing for the project over seven years at 6.5 percent annual
interest. Recalls a Chiyoda official: "The question of financing was raised about
one month before award of the contract. I was in America, talking to Esso in the
daytime and talking to Japan on the phone at night. Our people checked with the
Japanese Government and within three weeks had some indication of approval.
That was just one week before the contract was awarded."
TANKERS AND INSTANT

NOODLES

The uniquely Japanese soogoo shoosha, general trading companies, add a inimber
of effective touches of their own. As the principal sales agents for all products,
these mammoth companies mobilize the combined forces of manufacturers, banks,
and government and are the day-to-day leaders in Japan's assault on world markets. The ten largest trading houses are resl)onsible for some 50 percent of the
country's exports and 65 percent of imports. Together with smaller, specialized
firms, the traders make more than 70 percent of Japan's total foreign sales.
"We handle about 7,000 different commodities, ranging from turnkey industrial
plants and 300,000-ton tankers to small packages of raisins or instant noddles,"
says Emori of the Mitsubishi trading company, the sales leader with an annual
turnover exceeding $9 billion. The trading firms thrive on a traditional form of
Japanese economic cooperation. Most mianfacturers concentrate entirely on
production, assigning to traders both tile buying of raw materials and the selling
of finished products at ho1e and abroad. As middlemen, the large trading companies earn their profits (with margins as low as 0.5 percent) on massive turnovers.
In return for commissions, trading houses assure manufacturers of growing markets
and come to their aid with timely infusions of credit.
Astute, energetic trading-company representatives work almost everywhere,
sniffing out opportunities for Japanese manufacturers. In Indonesia, competitors
are amazed that trading agents travel to small factories far from the capital and
give away ballpoint pens, cigarette lighters, and other advertising gifts-all in
hopes of eventually selling equipment to those remote )lants. "The still never sets
on Mitsui's globe-girdling establishment," boasts the coml)any; its 2,100 employees
in sixty-four foreign countries are based not only in the obvious business centers,
but also in such places as Chittagong, Sofia, and Mexicali. Trading-house operatives are the eyes and ears abroad for Japanese industry.
Single-minded in their dedication to expanding international markets, Japanese
trading executives foresee a never ending rise of exports. The headquarters of
larger houses are so jammed with a daylong procession of clients and potential
customers that entire corridors are set aside as "visitors' rooms." There, businessmen sit on overstuffed couches with white linen antimacassars and make deals
while sil)ping tivy Cul)s of green tea. The working rooms are overflowing with the
bur. ting energy of lifetime employees devoted, above all, to selling more for
Japan.
Armed with timely business intelligence from their men overseas, the trading
firms organize manufacturers to get the orders, and draw on their government
contacts for financing. Under the direction of trading firms, Japan has steadily
moved from just supplying foreign markets with l)etrochemicals and fertilizer
to exporting entire industrial plants. Mitsui alone has sold twenty-two chemical
l)lants to developing countries in the past five years.
To enhance Japan's competitive positionn in world markets, the traders are
intensifying their efforts in new directions. "When there are many international
tenders for electrical generators or other machinery, Japan will become one unit,
and we won't compete with each other," explains Mitsubishi's managing director.
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The government encourages such teamwork among Japanese coml)anies, which
businessmen readily accept because it hels)s assure long-term credits and ex)ands
foreign orders. "From past experience, we've found more advantage than disadvantage in cooperating for the good of the country," says Jiro Fukushi, managing director of Marulbeni-Iida Co., Ltd., another large trading house.
TEAMING UP WITH RIVALS

Japanese manufacturers have long followed the tactic of forming export cartels,
which MITI officially sanctions and i)rotect ,. By getting together, coml)anies that
normally compete in Japan cool)erate to preserve the quality of export merchandise
and prevent any company from underselling by such a wide margin that it would
harm others in the industry. "The function of these associations is to keep the
price of explot commodities at a certain level," explains Masafinuii Goto, directorgeneral of MITI's Trade and I)evelopinent Bureau. "When an outsider, a company
that's not a member of the association, rushes into the market at a lower price,
MITI under law can order the outsider to stop." Increasingly, the giant trading
houses themselves are teaming up with rivals and with manufacturers to push
into overseas markets with an even ,norepotent single force.
Seven trading con)anies, for example, banded together with three Jalmnese
steelnakers to obtain orders last year for $100 million worth of pipe for the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline System under construction by a consortium of U.S. and
British petroleum companies. "In this kind of epoeh-making, huge project,
cooperation aniong all our companies gives us a better chance against lE1uropean
mills,' says an executive of Sumitomo Shoji Kaisha, Ltd., the trading com1iany
that was picked as "champion" by the team and i)ut in cI-ar-;u of the negotiations.
Pitted against U.S. and European bidders for another recent oil-pipcline contract
in Ecuador, the Sumitomo and litsubishi trading companies joined forces to win
the contract for three Japanese steel coml)anies. A Sunitono official candidly
describes the th;.nking behind such cooperation: "If we cone)te againi-t each other
overseas, it's no use; sone foreign company may get the job. We have to present
a joint front against the overseas comnl)etitors. This will become more and more
necessary as the years go by-to keep up our com!.,etitive advantage against other
countries. In order to safeguard Jalanese interests against powerful foreign
coml)anies, we must form a united front."
Since any major international transaction must )e cleared, at least informally,
with MITI, the Japanese Government is abl- to guide trading-house teamwork
in directions that will expand markets. One result is an easy blending of official
ains with private business interests-as when Jal)anese trading firms signed a
five-year contract with the Soviet Union in 1968 to im)ort $163 million worth of
lumber from Siberia in exchange for exl)oIts of machinery and textiles valued at
the same amount. Japan sorely needs lumber, while its manufacturers are always
seeking ncew outlets.
DIGGING IN

AIROAD

In a departure from the customary middleman role, trading houses are developing raw-material sources abroad for Japanese industries. Alarubeui-Iida is
helping Canada's Fording Coal Ltd. finance a mine that, over fifteen years, will
supply twelve Japanese steel mills with 45 million long tons of joking coal. Such
projects for importing essential raw materials ultimately strengthen Jalmn's
position as an exporter of manufactured goods, and they also lead to immimediate
sales abroad: Marubeni-lida is selling Japanese bulk carrier vessels to Canadian
mining coml)anies. Rival trading firms also team up to develop overseas resources--for instance, Mitsubishi and Mitsui have jointly invested in a Zammbia
COpl)er ine in collaboration with the Anglo American Corp.
In another new foreign-sales initiative, trading firms are actively promoting
joint industrial ventures abroad. M1itsui, for instance, has invested in sonie
ninety-five foreign ventures, including a plastics plant in Portugal, a pepq)ermintoil and crystal refinery in Brazil, and a factory for making galvanized iron sheets
in Thailand. Says a Alitsui executive, "These improve export circummstances. for
Japane.se industry."
Above all, the traders are willing to adapt to almost any situation that presents
a sales o)l)ortunity. They handle trade between other countries, not only for the
relatively small commissions but for business intelligence that leads to Japanese
exports. Marubeni-Iida for instance, has long sold sugar to the U.S. for a Philippine
mill; its contacts in Philippine industry have led to suibstantial contracts to
equi) several sugar mills with Japanese machinery-always with backing from
the Ex-lhn Bank of Japan.
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If the sale is significant, trading houses can even arrange deals that relieve
overseas customers of the need to l)rovide foreign exchange. Sumitomo has an
agreement with the Indonesian state oil company, Pertamina, to build in Sumatra
a $30-imillion oil refinery, financed entirely by the Japanese Government and
commercial )anks. Pertamina will pay for the project by supplying Sumitomo
with heavy oil over a five-year period, receiving credit at the going price. The
trading company will make a profit both ways, according to a Sumitomo official:
"The refinery contract vill produce some profit on the sale of machinery and
services, and then the in port of the oil to Japan will also give us a commission."
Trading firns can operate widely and flexibly because they are plugged into
every level of the Japanese establishment, which supports their role as Japan's
most aggressive overseas sales force. The big traders are interlocked with major
manufacturers; some (such as Mitsubishi and Mitsui) are an integral part of the
zaibatsu, or large industrial groups, while others maintain managerial ties with
scores of independent manufacturing concerns. These corporate relationships
ensure traders a stable base of clients. The trading houses attract still more clients
by borrowing enormous sums (up to twenty times their total capital) from banks
and offering loans to manufacturers. Many smaller Japanese companies, which
have difficulty obtaining bank credit, rely on the traders for financing.
The government works closely with the trading companies, too. An association
of fourteen top trading companies meets every other month, often with government officials present, to discuss foreign-trade tactics. Inevitably, such gatherings
of supposed competitors fortify cooperative bonds. When mainland China's
Premier Chou En-lai announced in April that Peking would not trade with
Japanese companies dealing with Taiwan and South Korea, the major trading
companies reacted as though they had arranged a division of labor. Some firms
chose to stick with China, while others decided to maintain business with Taiwan
and Korea. But the over-all result so far has been to ensure Japan's continued
access to all those coveted markets.
So intimate is the cooperation between government ministries and large trading
firms that it is impossible to determine which is really trying to influence the other;
usually they are united in the cause of trade expansion. Therefore it is not unusual
to hear trading-house executives sounding like government officials.
"It's our duty to hell) other countries develop," says Mitsui's executive managing director, Hisashi Murata.
A colleague adds, "It's our duty to sell more."
"Yes," continues Murata, "but in doing business, we've got to hell) the countries,
too. Otherwise we might get kicked out of exporting to them."
Indeed, the Japanese have at long last become slightly embarrassed by the
angry tide of coml)laints about their trade offensive, which has piled up enormous
and still-growing surpluses in Tokyo's favor. To placate disgruntled trading
partners abroad, the government-business establishment has pledged to put more
emphasis on imports and has launched a major foreign-assistance l)rogram. Even
the Supreme Trade Council (until recently called the Supreme Export Council)
has a new face and a working committee on imports. But all these moves actually
hell) spur exports.
AID, BUT TO WHOM?

Although carried under the banner of "economic cooperation," nearly half of
Japan's total $1.2 billion assistance to developing countries last year consisted of
export credits for the lrchase of Japanese products. Private companies handle
most of these sales with government financing, actively seeking out and signing
deals that are officially called foreign aid. "We are always approaching foreign
governments and business circles to determine what is needed for their development. We put our tentacles all round to see where the business opportunities are,"
says Mitsui's Murata.
Lumped into the aid package are direct private investments (totaling $144,100,000 last year), which also stimulate Japanese exports. Overseas joint ventures,
carefully coordinated with the government, open up fresh markets for Japan.
With combined financial help from major trading companies, banks, and the
government, Nippon Steel has established joint-venture mills in Malaysia, the
Philippine.,, and Brazil. The mills are considered "foreign aid" even though all
are equipped with Japanese machinery, and the Philippine mill buys semiproces sed hot coils from Nippon Steel. None of the foreigh affiliates competes in
Japan's principal markets in highly industrialized countries. By spawning manufacturing affiliates for textiles in. underdeveloped countries, Japanese companies
benefit both from cheaper labor and from new outlets for petrochemicals required
by the foreign factories.
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Japan has pledged to increase private and government "economic cooperation"
to about $4 billion by 1975. But the move toward larger assistance is closely

related to export promotion. MITI says th,)t exports must continlue increasing
by at least 15 percent annually to help meet the nation's foreign-aid target.
Simultaneously, corporations are cranking up larger export plans on the basis of
greater long-term, credit expected from the aid program.
Surprisingly, in view of the tremendous overseas sales effort, Japan's economic
strength is relatively independent of trade. Exports account for only about 9
percent of G.N.P., in contrast to 19 percent for West Germany and 35 l)ercent
for Holland. While Japan naturally must export to pay for foreign l)urchases of
raw materials, its relative dependence on imports is shrinking. Technological
advancement has reduced reliance on imports of machinery, and the more advanced heavy and chemical industries require proportionately less in the way of
nl)orted raw materials.
A larger sense of nationalism derived from growth and market expansion-not
hard economic necessity-seems to drive the Japanes(e toward ever rising exports.
"They're somewhat intoxicated by the figures. All of this has become alost
a
religion for them," observes a U.S. businessman who has spent the past twenty-five
years in Ja)an.
PROBLEMS AT HOME

Ultimately, long-repressed domestic demands could slacken the pace of exl)ort
growth. Despite its emergence as the third-largest economic power in terms of
G.N.P. (after the U.S. and the Soviet Union), Jal)an still faces widespread (eficiencies in housing, social services, and roads, as well as a choking environmental l)31lution. The industrious work force has lately been demanding-and
getting-wage increases that outl)ace productivity gains.
A few government advisers are beginning to urge a slowdown in the export
caml)aign, in favor of a more balanced growth to recentt inflation and improve
the quality of life. )r. Nobutane Kuichi, seventy-one, a former banker and Finance
Ministry official who now heads the business-supported Institute of World Economy, urges: "Someone in authority must take the initiative. Confrontation between
is and the world isno good. I'd like to .see the growth rate of our exports decline
from last year's 22 percent to no more than 10 percent, ideally 7 percent. I have
told this to the Prime Minister, and lie doesn't like it because everything is
geared to exports. They probably won't accept my view by lerstiation,
b,isut
necessity we'll be following it within two years because of inflation anrl a shortage
of manpower. Gradually, they will see tle foolishness of expansion for the sake of
expansion."
Although the Ja)anese deeply respect men of age and experience, there's little
sign of widespread stipport yet for )r. Kuichi's view. The consensus of Japan's
closely meshed government ministries and buisine-s corporations is still for
raml)ant export expansion. As a Mit,'i trading-company executive says, "We
now handle more than 12 percent of Japanese exports, and soon it will be 15
percent. The sky is the limit."

Senator
1'.

TALMADGE.

STITT.

I lave n0 further (Iestions.

Senator Talmadge, that is iZlee1

am interesting article.

I must say I agree with it in great part, but I am afraid that many (,'
the iml)licatiols there are overdrawn and could certainly stalId I
searching reexamination.
Senator TALMADGE. I read it this morning and I was impressed, I
admire the Japanese people greatly. As you pointed out ill your
statement, they are (le(licated, they are hard working, they are ingenious. Their accomplishments since 1945 are an all time marvel of
technology. They have recovere(l to where they can take over any

market in the world if they make up their milds to do so.
I was impressed vith the candor of the statements of the Japanese
businessmen, who are quoted here in some (etail. 'Phey (did not in mke
any bones about their intention. They diI not make any bones abo ut

how they penetrated a market. They %i( not, make any bones about
their future plans.

That was one of time reasons why I was so impressed with the article,
and I think it,
will make interesting reading in the record of this
of this hearing.
51-389---70-pt. 1-13
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Mir. SI1TT. There is much to 1)e envied, sir, in the Japanese record
of the inst. 20 years.
Senator BEENNETT. Mr'. Stitt, one other thing. You have referred to

98 articles in which the Japanese restrict imports and you say only 10
of them are interesting to the United States. I think we had better
have th,, 98 articles listed in the record.
Mr. STITT. That is a current list, sir. By October of next year that
list, which incidentally, is in Brussels nomenclature, will be reluced to
40 items of which only 10 will be manufactured.
Senator BENNETT. But by October of next year this legislation will
either have been )assed or forgotten, so I would like to have the 98
articles listed toda.y.*
Mr. STITT. In fact, they do appear in fact sheet No. 3 which I
presented to this conunittee as an attachment to my statement.
Senator BENNETT. Very good.
M . INCIIEW. 'Mr. ( ihairnian,

could I make one additional
comment on Senator Talnadge's, article which he has inserted in
the record?
As Mr. Stitt said there are many interestg comments in this
article. We feel, however, that some points were not emphasized. Two
come to mild immediately which are these:

First, of tll, Japan, as a country, virtually void of raw materials,
has to im ortlpractically all of the raw materials used in its manufacturing facilities, and in order to iml)ort these it has to )a.y for them
with currency eairne( by exports. This is, I think, part of the inotivational factor behind tie Japanese drive for exports, which is not,
maybe expressed in the article in question as strongly as it is felt in
Japan.

The :;econl point is that in spite of the great Japanese drive for
exports, their share of exports as a function or as a proportion of their
GNP i3 relatively small. It is less than 10 percent, a much smaller
figure, say, than the export of GNP of European countries.
I think that the 10 l)ercent, less than 10-percent figure has been
rather constant and will probably remain constant in the future
because of the increasing affluence of the Japanese consumer who will
be l)urchasing more and more and therefore reducing their propensities
to export.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator HANSEN. ,Mir.Chairman, may I ask a qtiestion?
Tie CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator HANSEN. Mlr.

Stitt, you represent the United StatesJapan 'Trade Council. I take it you testified to that effect, and you
spoke about how-I (idnot unl(lerstand fully, but I gather that uinder
tie applicable law you have to make the' statement, thay you did
asserting that you are registered as a foreign agent under the registration act.; is ihat right?
Mr.STITT. That is correct, sir.
Senator HANSEN. But you do represent some 800 American comnpaanies or some 800 companies; were those American companies?
I am not sure I understan(l.
Mr. STITT. Yes, sir. This is our membership list, our most recently

published membership list, which list approximately that number.
*.Seep. 77.
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Of tile companies set, forth here about two-thirds are purely
American; one-third are Japanese trading ,ompanies doilig business
in the United States and incorporated here.
Senator HANSEN. But most of them are American companies?
Mr. STITT. Yes, sir.

Senator HANSEN. And you speak for all those 800 companies

which have membership in your association; I guess that would l)e
a fair statement?
Mr. STITT. I would say so, sir. We have been in this business for
a matter of over 15 years. Our policies and positions are well kmown,
and we have yet to witness any resignations base(l upon our tra(le
l)olicies.
I beg your pardon, I believe one company in Ohio a year ago (id
resign because they did not agree with the i)hilosoplhy of our foreign
tra(le policy.
Senator HHNsEN. How is your organization financed? Do the various members of it contribute to its sul))ort?
Mr. STITT. They (1o, to time extent of 5 percent.
Senator HANSEX,,-. To the extent of what?
Mr. STITT. Five percent.
Senator HANS EN. Five percent?
Xftr. STITT. Yes, sir.

Senator Hansen. You mean each company 1)uts in about 5 percent?
Mr. STITT. No, tile total contribution from all these companies
would represent 5 percent of our Council budget.
Senator HANSEN. Where (toes the rst, come from?
Mr. STITT. From the Japan trade promotion office in New York
which is financed by the Japanese Government.
Senator HANSEN. According to the information I ]have, I think thlat
you testified before a House committee on June 11, at that time, Mr.
Byrnes called attention to the fact, that ahout $171,992 of your budget
at that time came from the Japanese Government, despite the fact,
it may have been via a circuitous route, and the only other income that
your organization had was some $2,280 from these other companies; is
that right?
XMr. STITr. That is correct, sir.
Senator HANSEN. Did you (1o better in the second half?
Mr. STrTT. Oh, yes, sir.
Senator HANSEN. How much better?
M\r. STITT. As I say, about, well, roughly $14,000 better.
Senator HANSEN. flow much more did the Japanese Government
put in the second half?
MIr. STITT. Roughly the same as the first, half.
Senator HANSEN. Isn't it a fact. that. the total, the (,retribution for
the whole year, discloses that some $339,792 came from the Japanese
Government, and only some $14,000 from these other 800 companies?
Mr. STITT. Those figures are r.'ughly correct, sir.
Senator HANSEN. If I figure right, that is about, 4 percent.
Mr. STrr. Yes.
Senator HANSEN. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Ilhnk you very munch, Mr. Stitt.
The CIAIIMAN.
The next witness is Mr. John W. Hight, executive director committee for a National Trade Policy.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN W. HEIGHT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COMMITTEE FOR A NATIONAL TRADE POLICY, ACCOMPANIED BY
DAVID 3. STEINBERG, SECRETARY AND CHIEF ECONOMIST
Mr. IIIG11T. Mr. Chairman, I am John Hight, executive director
of the Committee for a National Trade Policy.
I would like to introduce my associate, NMr. David J. Steinberg,
who is chief economist and secretary of our committee.
Senator BENNETT. M.Ir. Hight, before we embarrass youM\r. HIGHT. You need not embarrass me.
Senator BENNETT. OK.
Mfr. ILIGHT. I thought you were going to (1o it, right now.
'Tle C(IAIRAIAN. Senator Bennett\wanted to make the point that
we want the witnesses to confine themselves to a 10 minute sutnimary
of their statement. I do not think you have a long statement.
Mr. 1homIT. I have no statement at all, Senator.
Senator BENNETT. That is sometimes the worst kind, MXr. Hight.
M\r. IIGHT. I ask that, I may share the 10 minutes with Mr.
Steinberg, and we will talk on several subjects which are before tile
committee.
First of all, Mlr. Chairman, I think you know us. We have been
before you for some 15 years.
I can remember back to 1955, 1958, 1962, when we presented
testimony on the renewal of the Trade Agreements Act, and two or
three other occasions, I think, when special legislation was before you.
We are a business-suplported organization. We are quite broad. We
are not necessarily big business, but we are supported by some big
business and by quite a number of middle businesses, smaller
businesses, not all of whom have direct interest in exports.
We regard ourselves as a public organization, educational organization, with contacts with l)ublic and private organizations across the
country numbering into the hundreds.
Our membership is quite large but, for the most part, they have no
active voice in our views. We express our views, subject to a board of
directors of some 35, which I can submit for the record as to who these
people are. They are the governing body.
I think I nay say right away th at we oppose the bill as approved
by the Ways and M\eians Conimittee, and we do not like the rule
that was passed by the Rules Committee by a margin of 8 to 7. We
would have preferred an open rule in the House, but nowv you have
this legislation before you in the form of an amendment which is
essentially the same as the House Ways and M\eans Committee
approved bill.
We regard this trade bill now before you to be worse legislation in
the context of 1970 than the Smoot-Hlawley Tariff Act; was in the
context of 1930.

The reasons, I think, are quite simple. This is essentially a quota
bill which, in our view, is worse than a tariff bill, than a high tariff

bill.
The Smoot-Hawley bill was a high tariff bill. It cullninated a period
of high tarii,'s, of a high tariff policyy il the Congress and in the executive starting from a low of the Underwood tariff in 1913, going
through the Fordiey-MeComber Act of 1922, 1 think it was, and(
coming up) to the Smoot-Hawley Act which was the highest tariff act
in our history, in 1930.
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In terms of the tines, it. was )ad because it continued a 20-year
period of high tariffs. I think what ;we are faced with now is a bill
that, may reverse a period of something like 35 years from 1934 when
the first Hull reciprocal trade agreement bill was passed. During
that 35-odd years, we have consistently, for the mostlypart, reduced
our tariffs on a reciprocal basis.
In tie first 10 years, first 15 years, they were bilateral, but later on,
after 1945, the renewal of 1945, they became multilateral through the
Gatt, which was, I think, a considerable advance.
Quotas are vorse than high tariffs because quotas are restrictive to
certain levels whereas tariffs can often be overcome.
Mr. Chairman, I will say that we favor, we would sl)port, the
administration's bill as it was originally proposed in 1969 November,
I think. This we regard as the ininimum.
We woulh have muchpreferred that this extension, an extension
like this, be proposedd in 1967 at the conclusion of the KiennedN round
negotiations, when we would have had the momentum of the accomnlpishments of the Kennedy round, whereas now we have lost 3
years.
Protectionists, if I may use that,. term, have won considerable
ground not only in this country but in all other industrialized countries
as well. We have lost considerable ground.
I think the bill before you from the Ways and Means Committee
is an outright retreat, and we could well lose most of what we gained.
in the KenIedv round.
Just, to conclude, Mr. Chairman. As I said, I will be very brief. You
have before you, I hope, at least I distributed, a statement signed l)y
some 5,000 Professional economists in this country opposing this bill,
as apl)rovel by the House Ways and Means (ommnit tee.
'r.
Chairman, 5,000 economists oppose this bill as a retrogressive measure
which will turn the clock back.
Thiis petition is similar, has a historical similarity, to what was (lone
in 1930 by 1,000 economists led by Mdr. Paul Douglas, who used to
be a member of your committee. In 1930, 1,000 economists opposed
the Smoot-Hawley bill, yet iU was signed by M[r. Hoover.
We ho)e this will not beIpassed, anid, if passed, it will not be signed
by tie President in its present, form.
I will stop there, 'Mr. Chairman. I have copies which I hope tire
distributed of the appeal by the 5,000 economists, and of the New
York Times treatment in the 1930's. We call such legislation a massive
mistake, a mistake similar to the mistake that was made in 1930
Which, in our view, I say not only as a committee, but I say on behalf
of 5,000 economists, a mistake which deepened the del)ression aind
laidltie seeds for World War 1I.
'r. STEINBERG. Mr Chairman, I have some very, very brief
comments to make, none of which I can give much attention to
because of the time limitations.
I want to say that those Congressmen and those Senators who are
concerned with the competitive position of the textile industry,
steel, shoes, and other industries, ought to be commended for their
concern. But the concern ought to be constructive concern with the
real l)roblems and the real needs of these various industries and, in
my judgment, )l r. Chairman
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If I C<OIl( just interrupt you, would you please
with a Copy of that statement Chat you say the 5,000

The CHAIRMAN.

provi(le in

economists signed, I will put it ini the record.
Mr. HIGHT. 'Mr. Chairman, I have almost, 5,000 names listed here,

if you wish. But the statement itself, that is what you have in your
hand.
'The CHAIRMAN. I would bc happy to. I now find I have a copy of
this statement. 'hank you.
.1r.

IIIGHT. Yes.

Tie CHAIRMAN. I will ask that to be printed in the record at this
poiit.

(The (lociment follows:)
A,

APPEAL FOil FiEER WVORiLD TRADE

The United States is faced once again with a momentous decision in its foreigntrade policy. Should our trade policy l)romote genuinely and consistently freer
international trade in the total national interest, or government-controlled trade
reflecting perversion of the national interest by the shortsighted )ressures of
special interests? A-, the world gets smaller and the stakes in freer trade get larger,
the margin for allowable error in deciding this question gets progressively less.
Forty years ago, in the midst of a growing economic crisis at home and abroad,
Congress enacted and the President signed the highest tariff law in the nation's
history. This curbed the ability of foreign nations to sell to us and hence their
ability to buy from u.. Our higher tariffs induced other democracies to retaliate
with higher tariffs against our gooods, notably farm products and machinery. Our
exl)orts shrivelled, intensifying our unemployment and deepening the Depression.
The dollar weakened. The fabric of international cooperation further unraveled.
Economic depression spread. Democracy foundered in many parts of the world.
These were the seeds of World War II. Over 1,000 American economists, including
several signers of this appeal, protested against the ill-advised tariff legislation of
1930. They urged PresidentHoover to veto the bill. The bill was signed into law.
We now seem on the threshold of another massive mistake, which would
seriously damage the trade agreements system that since 1934 has replaced the
anarchy of the 1920's and early thirties. Even if the present crisis should pass,
there are signs of new ones ahead. A clear assessment of our national needs and
goals in this important policy area is necessary.
Great progress has been made in removing the tariff abominations of 1930 and
establishing the foundation for continued liberalization of world trade and for
sound and sustained economic growth. There is much more to be done, and no
time should be lost in charting the way. Many sectors of our national economy,
however, are concerned over their ability to compete., in an increasingly competitive
world. The rising and increasingly diversified flow of imports from developed and
developing countries alike has caused growing anxiety in many U.S. industries,
unions and communities fearful of job displacement by foreign goods or by the
transfer of U.S. production from domestic to foreign plants. The affected industries
and workers note with concern the special advantages some foreign governments
give their own industries and the highly restrictive barriers they impose against
U.S. access to their own domestic markets. These sectors of our economy, and
many of their elected representatives, seek government controls against import
competition. They say the world has changed, and that our well-established freertrade policy must also be changed, in fact reversed.
The world economy has indeed changed. Our trade )olicy must keel) pace.
But the changes we seek should be constructive and responsible. We should
seek genuinely freer world trade and orderly domestic adjustment, not yield
reckle,.sly to pique and frustration at the difficulties of this rocky road. The rules
of fair international trade need to be reassessed and up-dated. Appropriate muse
should be made of retaliatory authority already authorized in existing legislation
to counter unreasonable foreign barriers against U.S. exports. New initiatives
for furt her trade liberalization need to be taken for many reasons-e.g., to remove
inequities imposed by old and new trade barriers, provide the most open consumer
access to the widest international market, and maximize access for the developing
countries to the world's best export markets. The adequacy of our own domestic
policies for effective adjustment by U.S. business, labor and agriculture to increasingly free trade must be meticulously reexamined and up-dated.
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The record of other economically advanced countries in implementing the
letter and spirit of their trade-agreement coimmitIients has in many cases been
less than impressive, and the prospect for early reform less than encouraging.
Many of our own trade barriers, such as the use of American Selling Price to
limit imports of certain chemicals long after the infant U.S. chemical industry
had grown to resilient maturity, are still formidable. These cause considerable
irritation abroad and contribute to the reluctance of other countries to liberalize
substantially their own iml)ort controls on goods and capital.
Our country's response to the adjustment problems of U.S. producers and
to the need for truly reciprocal liberalization of trade barriers t roughout the
industrialized areas of the Free World should show clear determination to solve
problems at home and foster close cooperation abroad. At present, however,
it seems little more than rudderless drift,. The Administrations' own efforts
to restrict textile imports, without a coherent, constructive textiles policy that
documents the need for such controls in the context of balanced government
attention to the industry's needs, seem ill-advised. Congressional legislation
imposing unilateral import quotas-even on textiles alone, considering the wider
implications of such a move-would be as l)erilous to the nation's interest today as
was the Tariff Act of 1930 four decades ago.
Today, as in 1930, a protectionist policy, explicitly curbing imports but imj)licitly cutting exports as well, would directly impair our own prosperity. Foreign
countries would have less purchasing power and hence less ability to buy from us.
They would also retaliate by raising tariffs or imposing further non-tariff barriers,
and/or stiffening their resistance to requests that they liberalize their import
policies. Prices in this country would tend to go ill), reducing the real income of
Americans, affecting especially those who can least afford it. Indeed the effects of
new import quotas would almost inevitably be worse than the imposition of higher
tariffs, impeding the l)rivate enterprise initiatives we extol so pridefully and
tarnishing America as an example for others. Our leverage for getting foreign
countries to reduce and hopefully remove their own import barriers and export
distortions would be seriously damaged, as would other major objectives of U.S.
foreign policy. Import controls would also be an unproductive and irresl)omsible
answer to the problems and meeds of industries and wokers seeking government
hell) against foreign competition. There are serious adjustment l)roblems at home,
and considerable cause for irritation at the treatment accorded our exports abroad.
But the right answer does not lie in triggering a trade war. That would only make
a bad situation worse.
tVe therefore urge Congress to reject import controls-dirct or indirect, explicit
or implicit. The bill reported out by the House Ways and Mleans Committee in August
1970 provides for and encourages such controls. If such a bill is passed by Congress,
we urge the President to veto it. We urge instead a realistic foreign and domestic
policy aimed at getting all countries to cooperate in furthering the expansion instead
of the contraction of internationaltrade, and at finding durable answers to the adjustment problems of U.S. industries, workers and communities.
We urge the earliest enactment of the Administration's interim trade bill as the
barest minimum to continue the nation's avowed free-trade policy in meaningful
form. Beyond this, we believe the time has come for a new U.S. initiative in both
the foreign and domestic dimensions of trade policy.
(1) In foreign policy, the time has come for a U.S. invitation to all the industrialized countries of the Free World to come forward with their own initiatives on
how all the advanced countries together might program the dismantling of all their
artificial trade barriers and distortions in accordance with a realistic timetable and
the rules of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. The determination of
the United States to explore and, consistent with our national interest, to chart a
definitive and truly reciprocal course to free trade with as many industrialized
countries and regional communities as wish to take this route should be clear and
convincing. The need for at least eotal access to these markets by the developing
countries should be adequately and appropriately recognized. Industrialized
comntrie, and regional communities not participating in such a free-tradle area
should (for as long as they remain outside) expect to l)e denied equal access to the
markets of those who do. The ultimate inclusion of all industrialized members of
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade in stch an agreement should be a
priority objective of U.S. trade policy.
(2) In domestic policy, the time has come for an adjustment program ensuring
orderly, constructive government attention to the adjustment problems and needs
of industries, workers and communities s seeking and needing government hell)
against foreign competition. Workable escape-clause and adjustment-assistance
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provisions of the trade legislation, to deal with emergency situations, are essential
components of such a program.
We urge the Administration to move quickly and resolutely to raise the sights
of the nation and the world to these goals. We call on the Congress to stimulate
and ensure rapid and effective Administration attention to these new initiatives.
And we call on all those in the business conunity, the labor movement, colleges
and universities and elsewhere who understand the importance and urgency of
these objectives to communicate their views to the President, their respective
Congressional delegations, and the public at large.

Mr.

STEINBERG.

So, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, the concern of

the Congress with the competitive )roblems of various industries
oght to be constructive concern with the real problems and the real
neels of those industries.
The bill before you does not reflect, constructive concern with these
problems. In brief, if the textile inlustiy needs Government help,
then let, us have a balanced, coherent, constructive textiles policy
through which the Government brings to bear on the l)roblem the
best, kinds of remedies the Government has available.
Let us have a shoe policy an( a steel policy and an oil policy right
down the line to the extent, that Government help is needed. Without
such a policy how do you know if imports ought to be restricted, and
if they ought, to be restricted, how do you know to what extent they
ought to be restricte(l, and for how long they ought, to be restricted.
Now, quotas are proposed ott textiles, and yet we have no textiles
policy.
They are l)roposed on steel, and we have no steel policy; on electronics, and there is no electronics policy, et cetera, et, cetera, (own
the line.
Now, I think that Mr. Goldfinger today had a point when he,
I think, expressed his concern about, the adequacy of our trade policy
and I, too, am concerned because 1 do not think it, is adequate. I (1o
not think that the executive branch of Government has been adequately responsive to the fears and the anxieties of American workers
and American businesses in an increasingly competitive world. The
executive branch ought to be concerned. If they are not adequately
concerned, then, with due respect, sir, and gentlemen, it is the job
of the Congress to see to it. that, the executive branch does what the
executive branch ought to do and has never done in the entire history
of the trade agreements 1)rogramn; in other words, it has never had a
balanced, constructive, coherent, policy to deal with the evolving
adjustment needs of U.S. industries.
The time has come for that kind of policy.
Now, one final point. Regarding the trade statistics, my views,
my fundamental views on this problem, Mr. Chairman, are exl)ressed
in testimony I presented before your committee about 4 or 5 years
ago w'hen you had hearings on this very subject of f.o.b. versus c.i.f.
I would only make this one point: if you are going to adjust the

trade statistics in order to get a better picture of the competitive
position of the United States, and this poses all kinds of l)roblems,
then I think it. is important to make all the adjustments that are
necessary, not just a few convenient adjustments.
One of the adjustments needed is to scale down the value of imports,
to remove all those imports that. are not coml)etitive with American
products.
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There are many other things that have to be done, but it seems to
me that, if you are going to make the adjustments, it is essential thlt
you go all the way.
I will close with that, sir, in the interest of time.
Senator BENNErr. At this point, the previous witness in(licated
thit most of the Japanese imports from the United State, are not coinJ)etitive with Japanese products, So we would have to scale down our

exports. They want coal, they (1o not have coal; they import wheat,
they import feed grains. If you are going to play the game on one side
you have to play it,
on both'sides all the way.
M\[r. STEINBERG. But Japan, Senator Bennett, has recess to maly
other sources of supply besides the United States.

I think we are talking about-what I was talking about-was the
coml)etitive position of American goods, and I think that is reflected
in part, but only in part, in the level of exports and import's, exports
from this country, imports into this country.
i mean, this is a very complicated subject.
Senator BENNETT. It sure IS.
Mr. STEINBERG. And I think a big mistake would be made if you

merely add freight and insurance onto the f.o.b. import figures, and
think that, now, at, long last, you have an accurate picture of the
competitive position of the United States. It is much more Coml)licatedi
than that. I wish there were more time to discuss it.
Senator BENNETT. Does Jal)an add freight and insurance on the
basis of its imports?
So why shouldn't we (teal on the same mathematical level?
Mr. STEINBE~RG. Senator, I have no objection at all to our guilig
on a c.i.f. basis. But I think it is awfully important, to uiderstand
why we are doing it. What are you really trying to measure?
Senator

BENNETT.

We are trying to get some kind of a means of

equating the two sets of figures.
Mr. STEINBERG. Right. I have no objection to our going on a c.i.f.
basis. I think there are some advantages to f.o.b, import figures
because then you can separate out the freight and insurance. But I
have no objection to c.i.f. data.

I just think there is a real l)roblem here of how you interpret whatever sets of figures you have.
Senator BENNETT. I said Japan, but that is true of most other
countries abroad with whom we trade.
Mr. STEINBIERG. Right, on a c.i.f. import basis.
Senator BENNETT. Correct. I have no further questions, N[r.
Chairman.
The CITAIIMN. Thank you very much, gentlemen. Any further
questions?
Scnator HANSEN. Just one question, Mr. Steinberg.
Mr. STEINBERG. Yes.
Senator HANSEN. Isn't it a fact that probablyy the reason why

Japain does so much business, buys so many raw materials from us, is
that we are the few countries in the world today that will permit the
iml)ortation into this country of the manufactured products from a
nation that is putting our people out of business, out of jobs?
Can you name me another country that has demonstrated even
one-fourth the willingness that America has to have people lose their

jobs as we are losing them here?
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N'1'. STEINBERG. I am not sure, Senator, on the extent to which
jobs have been lost. A lot of claims have been made about this, but I
am not sure about the validity of those claims.
Senator BENNETT. What has happened to the radio manufacturing
industry? Mlost radios with American labels on them are made now in
Ja an; are they not?
Mr. ItIo r.'Senator, If I may reply to that, I think you will find
that the Electronics Industries Association is quite deeply split on
this issue. Some parts are made abroad and incorporated in assemblies
here. In some cases, assemblies are made abroad with the American

brand nane.
I think the essential issue here is, does the consumer get a good
product.
Senator BENNETT. That is not the essential issue.
Mr. IIIGIIT. It is not?
Senator BENNETT. The question was raised by the Senator from
Wyoming, whether the trade pattern had resulted in the loss of jobs.
Now, there are far fewer jobs in the nmanufacture of radios in the
United States than there were before we began importing them or
their components from Japan.
Mlr. HIGHT. But, Senator, isn't it true that any time you have an

international trade situation, some jobs are lost, and some jobs are

gained?
Senator BENNETT. That is not, the point.
Mr. HIGHT. I think that is the point.
Senator 3 ENNETT. Ile made a specific statement that there were
cases in which we were willing to import things from abroad which
we were manufacturing and because of economic conditions abroad
we were importing )roducts which could be sold in this country below
the cost of American products and, therefore, the American manufacturers, or the foreign manufacturers, go abroad to make them, and
peol)le who are employed in this country manufacturing that
particular )roduct are no longer employed.
Mr. STEINBERG. Are they no longer employed, Senator, or have
they been employed making other things, perhaps more sophisticated
products?
I recall many years ago the Burroughs Corp. in Detroit transferred
completely out of the United States to its plants in Western Europe
its production of adding machines. The workers who were employed
in Detroit making adding machine,-, were then put to work making
more sophisticated products, and this is the way the process is supposed to work.

Senator HANSEN. Like what?
Mr. STEINBERG. Like computers.
Senator HANSEN. Outside of computers, can you name another
example that bears out the point you are making? The Senator from
Arkansas this morning implied that our great opportunity for expanded exports would come in agriculture, and yet I think that most
of your 5,000 economists would testify that if we are going to hold
our own, we have got to move from low-cost products into higher cost
products.
Yet, I submit that, the record is replete with evidence indicating
that these are the very areas in which we have been losing most of

our jobs.
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They have gone to MIexico, they Lave gone to Japan, they have
gone to Taiwan, they have gone to Hong Kong, they have gone to
Scotland, they have not come to America.
Mr. STEINBERG. Well, sir, all of thisSenator HANSEN. And our unemplloyment; you were talking about
what has happened to these jobs. Right now, I submit, it is 511 percent. Have you any better figure?
M[r. STEINBERG. What is the reason for the unemployment, Senator?
Senator HANSEN. I have my ideas; obviously, you have yours. I do
not think we agree.
Mr. STEINBERG. Senator, before you know whetlher--Senator J[ANSEN. Before you assume.
Mr. STEINIERG. Before you know, sir, whether they eletronies
industry needs Government hell) and to what extent they need
Government hell) and what kind of Government help they need, you
have to make a thorough examination of the )roblem and formulate a
policy to help the industry.
All kinds of suitable remedies should be used, even possibly restricting imlpors-I say that as a dedicate(d free trader-even
restricting imports on certain categories where the inrush of imports
may be very heavy, and where you have to buy time for the more
constructive remedies to take effect. But how do you know whether
you have to go that route, and the extent to which you have to go that
route, an(l for how long, unless you have a balanced electronics
policy? And we do not have that, sir.
I think that resorting to trade restriction is little more than a
gimmick. It is not a constructive answer to the problem.
Senator HANSEN. I have no further questions. I just want to make
one observation, though. I think Senator Talmadge pointed out that
in the last 21 years, in 19 of those years if we were to consider all of
the facts and get things on the same level, we have had a negative
balance of trade.
%Iy statement to you, Mr. Chairman, is that I have had enough.
I am pretty well convinced. I do not need any further documentation.
I think we are losing jobs.
r. STEINBERG. May I make one other point, 'Mr. Chairman, on
this matter of shifting out of one product anl into another. I suggest,
that you ask Senator Percy, of Illinois, what he did when he was
president of Bell & Howell and discoveredd very soon after the eml
of World War I[ that Bell & Howell could no longer compete with
the Japanese and Germans making 35-millimeter cameras.
Instead of coming to Washing ton and asking for import controls
against 35-millimeter cameras, Bell & Howell just stopped making
35-millimeter cameras and shifted all their resources into what they
knew how to (1o best, and I think they did very well.
Senator BENNETT. What did they (10?
Mr. HIGHT. He is talking about still cameras, and they concentrated on motion picture cameras.
Mr. STEINBERG. Now, of course, there are other kinds of things,
electronics and other things.
Mr. HIGHT. IMr. Chairman, one final thing. Could I put the appeal
which you have in front of you in the record?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. In iact, I was going to put it in if you did not.
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MIr. lIGHT. I submitted to the committee two sets of the 4,900-odd
names. I do not ask that you necessarily printl this, but for your own
records, I have two sets of the 4,900 economists by name and State.
The CHAIRMAN. It, is a l)retty good percentage of economists.
How many economists are there in this country?
.r. IHIGHT. I wouhl suppose-I do not know. You see, this is not a
l)rofe.ssion where you pass a bar examination or something like that.
1ou simply assert you are an economist. It is an assertion and you
work as al economist for your living. I guess in the order of 12,000,
13,000, maybe more.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator HANSEN. When' I talk about the number of important
people there are my wife tells me that there is one fewer than I think
there are. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, gentlemen.
The next witness will be Nr. Eugene Keeney, l)resi(lent of the
American Retail Fe(leratiol.
STATEMENT OF EUGENE A. KEENEY, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
RETAIL FEDERATION, ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES GOLDBERG,
VICE PRESIDENT, GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS DIVISION
,Mr. KEENEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAnIRAN. Will you proceed, sir.
Mr. KEENEY. Mly name is Eugene A. Keeney. I am president of
the American Retail Federation, a national organization which,
through its 50 State and 28 national retail trade association affiliates,
represents more than 800,000 retail establishments across the country.
It, is the only organization which speaks for retailing as a whole, an
industry which employs nearly 11 million people.
I have with ie James Goldberg, vice president of government
affairs division of the federation.
We appear here today to express our thoughts on H.R. 18970, the
Trade Act of 1970.
The American Retail Federation strongly oppoes this proposal,
for a number of reasons. The most basic reason is because it would
interfere drastically and, in our view, unnecessarily, with an
international trade in textiles, apparel, and footwear which benefits
the overwhelming majority of Americans in their role as consumers.
The reverse of the coin is less obvious but equally significant; the bill
would provide an artificial incentive for too nany l)roductive resources
to be directed toward industries in which U.S. l)roductive efficiencyand therefore our ability to earn incomes-is relatively low. It would
do this by restricting export markets for those American goods in
which our productivity-and therefore the ability of U.S. nationals
to earn incomes-is relatively high. We would lose both as consumers
and as producers.
Put this way, as the economist prefers to put it, it all seems very
abstract. It can be made more concrete. The bill would directly raise
prices for shoes and for text les, both domestic and iml)ortecl, in four
different ways.
First, it would reduce the supl)ies of imported items which are
relatively lower in price than their domestic counterparts, forcing
consumers to l)urchase instead more of the latter. Exhibit A, attached
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to this statement, compares tile prices of selected ill)Ol'ted and
domestic items of apparel, of essentially identical quality. These con]parisois Vere sul)l)lied to the American Retail Feleration by buyers
for a number of retail establishments, and represent their best judgments of prevailing market conditions. The difference, especially wheti
expressed as percentages, are striking:
Second, it,would cut off some imports-esl)ecially of low-end
goo(ls-Awhiich have no domesticc counter)arts. They are not, and would
not, be produced domestically even if there were no imports. lor
instance, more than half of all footwear iml)orts retail at prices less
thani $3 a pair. Imports of such low-end goods would not merely he
reduced in the same prol)ortion as all imports. With limited ((lintas,.
thele would be strong incentive to export, to the U.S. inerclulldi e
with maximum unit value. This form of price increase would, of course,
bear most heavily on those Americans least able to pay higher prices.
These include Americans whose circumstances this committee has
been concerned very recently-the recil)ients of public welfare and
social security.
Third, it would raise the prices of the goods that continued to be
implorted. Price competition among foreign l)rodu(cers for entry into
our markets would be materially lessened once they were unable to
ex1)an(l their sales by lower exl)ort prices.
Fourth, it would raise the prices of domestically l)roduce(l goods.
No longer needing to fear that. higher prices woulhll lose then markets
)eyon(l the quotas, American producers could andi \' oll(l raise prices
(liectly. Moreover, with a lessened slmr of foreign comj)etition, tie
pressure on then to become mom e efficient would be reduced, so that.
their costs, and then their prices, would tenid to drift il)even more.
It is clear that these consequences fly directly in the face of the
enlarged interest in consumer protection recently evidenccl both Iby
the administration and by the Congress. 'I'he directt cost, of quotas
would this be p)aid by consumers. But, it is argued, this may be a
cost worth paying because:
(a) It will create, or at. least, protect, American jobs; and
(b)It will improve, or at least avoid a further deterioration of, the
U.S. balance of payments.
I believe that neither of these advantages will ensue, a i for th
same reason; any reduction of U.S. iml)orts as a result of quotas will
be fully offset by a reduction of U.S. exports.
Re(llced iml)orts of textiles, apparel, and footwear would reduce
the number of dollars flowing to foreigners. To some extent, this
would directly reduce our exl)orts, as well. But tie main reason is
that other nations whose exports would be hurt, by our quotas would()-I
U.S.
as they have every right to (1o---iml)ose eqlivalent t,.ri
exj)orts. As a result, our balance of payments would not be imlroved;
and we would exl)ort as many Jo bs as we l)rotected, and, oi the
whole they would be higher-paying jobs. \Iany of these jobs would
ariculture.
almost surely be inl
If a nation suffers fitm a chronic general shortage of jobs-that is,
from chronically excessive unem)loyllelt-it cannot ordinarily
exl)ect to find tIe remedy in exporting its unem)loymeIt; the intended
recipients will simply reexport it-if possible, back where it came
from. The remedy for excessive unemployment, we know, lies ill
another direction comlletely-in monetary and fiscal policy.
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If a nation suffers from a serious and persistent balance-of-paynents
deficit that threatens to exhaust, its international reserves, the remedy
again must be found elsewhere-in basic structural changes in its
economy; or, failing these, in uniform and teml)orary emergency
surcharges on all imports or a uniform export subsidy; or, failing all
else, in a realinement of exchange rates.
In the case of the U.S. deficit, the most important structural change
we need to accoml)lish is to halt domestic inflation. We will not help) to
halt inflation by unnecessarily and substantially raising the prices of
goods that make a significant, contribution to the cost, of living. We
would thereby tend, as well, to enlarge wage increases, and thus give
an extra lift to the prices of everything we produce, including, of
course, our exports wid our goods that complete with imports.
In my view, the most dangerous of all consequences of the passage
of H.R. 18970 is te danger that such action could set off a chain
reaction of protectionism and economic nationalisms. During the great
del)ression, nearly 40 years ago, we learned something of the disastrous effects-not only economic, but political, and ultimately perhal)s military-of that'kind of economic warfare. I hope you are aware
that there is tinder lying around that would not be difficult to ignite.
Protectionism and economic nationalism are sentiments found in
every country. I should not want the United States to be the Nation
that lit the match.
(Exhibit A referred to follows:)
EXHIBIT A.-RETAIL PRICE SAVINGS ON COMPARABLE KEY CONSUMER ITEMS I
Retail price
for imported
item
1. Mens dress shirts --.----------------------------------2. Boys dress shirts --------------------------------------3. Mens knitted cotton sport shirt ............................
4. Boys knitted cotton sport shirt ----------------------------.
5. Womens tailored blouse ......--------------------------6. Womens walk short ------------------------------------7. Mens walk short ------------------------------------8. Mens zipper jacket ......................................
9. Boys zipper jacket .......................................
10. Mens ziplined raincoat ---------------------------------11. Womens raincoat - ----------------------------------12.
raincoat
----------------------------------13. Boys
Gi:rls zip!ined
play shorts
------------------------- -----------14. Umbrellas .... --------------------------------------15. Womens acrylic sweater --------------------------------16. Mens acrylic sweater -----------------------------------17. Boys acrylic sweater .....................................
18. Girls acry c sweater.
19. Me-s cashmere sweater (English) .----------------------20. Mens V-neck lambs wool sweater (English) ----------------21. Womens cashmere sweater (English) ----------------------22 Mens worsted wool suit .................................

$3.00
2.00
2.00
50
2.00
2.50
-- 3.00
5.00
4-6.00
18.00
17.00
14.00
2.0O0
4-5.00
8.00
7.00
4.00
4.00
25. 00
17.00
20.00
70.00

Retail price
for domestic
item
$4-5. 00
3.00
3.00
,2. 50
3. 00
4.00
5.00
6-7.00
5-9.00
23.00
20.00
16-17.
00
3.00
6-9.00
10.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
35.00
21.00
30.00
100.00

Percentage
sabed
25
33,q
33
40
333,4
37
40
16%
25
21
15
12M
33].
333.
20
30
33q
333J
27
18
33A
30

The term comparable means like items equal in terms of quality, style, size, fabric, workmanship, and customer
acceptance.

The CHAIMAN. 'lhank you.
Mr. KEENEY. M r. Chairman,

exhibit A is a chart, of imports,

domestic items and percentage saved. You have heard all the arguments today, aid you will hear sume more on Monday, representing
retailers throughout the country. 1 (10 not l)reslme to say that

there is not merit on either side.
We keel) hearing about, polarization amid division in our country
today. There is great division as to what this legislative proposal
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will do as far as our country is concerned. It is difficult to look into
the crystal ball, and you have one side that, will say that the country
is going to fall apart and that Sinoot-Ilawley will come to rule the
day. To a great degree, these proponents have merit.
On the other llan(l, a number of our domestic industries have been
suffering some hurt as far as imports are concerned, )ut this is the
one world that, Mr. Willkie talked about back in 1940, and it is here
today when a l)lane can cross the ocean so quickly when a satellite
can give us almost simultaneously what is happening in other parts

of the world.
If we put barriers ill) around our country, others will retaliate.
I think one of our administration officials said that pressure from
one area l)olitically will bring counter-pressure from some other area.

It a)plies domestically. It applies internationally.
We woui(l hope that the committee, when it goes into this issue and
determines what major policy shift is made with respect to this quota
proposition, it will consider that with all the facts and all the figures
and all the statistics that have been given, we have not, had a I)ublic
hearing on textiles and on shoes before other than a legislative form
as to the hurt and as to the problems of both of these major industries.

It is unfortunate that now it is before a legislative body with the
l)rol)onents on both sides who can present their views nd issues, but
tile facts and the forum are not what it could be in a less adversary
procee(ling, where a governmental body could hear both sides and then
come u 1) with a report.
But possibly we have gone beyond this point. The retailers of the

country, who represent consumers, are colicerned with inflation, and
retailers who are on Mlain Street throughout this country are having
troubles as far as tie consumers are concerned, prices kee l) going ul),
and ul), and up, an tomiobile prices have gone ul); RCA has just all-

nounced an increase in television prices. Inflation is still at. our door.
This could be another opening we ge.

We would hope that some ty)e of balaI-ce would be struck by this
committee as it considers the pros and cons of this issue.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator BENNETT. 'Mr. Chairman, I just want to make one cominient. I have had a chance to look at the list of the economists oin the
list, of the j)revious witness, 'Mr. Hight.

From my State of Utah, all but one of them are educators, they are
all on college faculties, they are not people who have actually had
experience in the business world. I thin k-1 have looked at other
lists, and this is the general pattern, so this represents an appeal by the
academic economists to flood this committee with a list, and I tlinl:
that the record should be made clear.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask just one question.
Mir. Keeney, you represent some 800,000 retail establishments
across the country, according to your testimony.
Mr. KEENEY. Yes, sir.
Senator HANSEN. Does their business go ul), (1o their sales volumes
increase, with unemployment?
M\Ir. KEENEY. No, it does not go ill). Many areas in the country
to(ay are having )roblems with tneiplo'vient, especially tile

autoinobile centers. But retailers also service all types of consumers.
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When it is forced to restrict its imports and turn to domestic
rather than have a mix as far as merchandise is concerned, there
will be a lower income (onsumer who will not l)e able to take advantage

of the imports that he is able to (10 today.
An ulieInl)loyed man who is trying to watch the pennies, and if
lie ( oes not have an Opportiuity to buy an iluport, lie will either not
and also
1buy, which will hurt the retailer as well as the economy,
cause sonie uineml)loylent, but also will have to buy a higher l)rice(d
item wellu lie goes to time retail store.
So it is more of a mix, again, ,"lr.IhIaiisen.
Th'liere is no absolute, there is nlo absolute in life today, but it is
a balance that I would urge thai this committee strike as they pursue
Some sort of amelioration of tile problem .
Senator BENNIITT. M avbe you woul(l prefer to have the retailers
selling only imported goo(s -Mr. KErNEY. No, sir.
Senator BENNETT (conltimmuing). Because they are generally lower,
according to your scale.
Vhy should they sell any (oluestiic goods?
Mr. KEENEY. Senator Benniet, tlere is an excitement about im1)orts. There is nothing like competition in our free enterprise system
today, as you well know, because you are a major exponent of the
free enterprise system, and there is quite an excitement of the merchan(lise that imports bring.
Senhator BENNETT. Leaving that aside and looking at the first item
on your second t)age, you cal provide a woman's acrylic sweaterl,which
you sa, is like and equal in terms of quality, style, size, fabric, workinansllp, and customer acceptance, with an iml)ort which ret ails at
$8, and a domestic item which retails at $10.
What right has the retailer to offer his customer a $10 item which is
exactly equal in value if lie is there to serve the consumer, why should
lie not devote his entire effort, to bringing imp)orted acrylic sweaters
into his store and point out that, "I am saving you 20 percent )y limiting my purchases to importe(d sweaters."
Mr. KENNEY. Vell, it, boils down to certain basics that imports
are a small percentage of the overall merchandise that is shown. But
the excitement, the competition from an import, is something that
the consumer has found when lie walks into a store.
A retailer of a shoe store call have a (omestic shoe and a Spanishmade shoe and lie will find that a consumer will come in and will have
a choice, and often the domesticc is oi)mrchased over the import for
some various reasons. But there is a choice that, a consumer has, and
if this bill goes through there will not be such a choice.
The CHAIRMAN. Look, the whole basis of your argument, is that
the consumer call get the same thing manufactured in a foreign nation
at a much lesser price.
Now, if that, is correct, why should lie buy the domestic product at
all?
Senator BENNETT. Why should you offer it to him?
Alr. KEENEV. You are delving'into the subjectiveness of why a
consumer buys, and for years we retailers have been trying to determine why a consumer buys certain things, and otherwise.
I think that. there is no absolute answer as far as that is concerned,
but, believe it, or not, when a shoe retailer has a foreign-made shoe and
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domestic shoe, they find that, the domestic merchandise sells evell
better.
.Now, you tire talking about a subjective reason as to why a consumer
buys. But it does seem to sell better, the doliesti, merchandise does
Mov-e fast er.
Senator BENNETT. I think you have been eiroind both sides of
that argument because just a minute ago you said there is an
excitement---

Mir. KEENEY. There is.
Senator 13ENNETT. A)out buying a foreign-inade shoo.
M\r. KEE-;NEY. Yes. But also; for some reason or other, induces a
number of colisumners because lore doilestic shoes have beei sold
when there has been a mix with imliorted shoes, for exallph, l l ave
talked to the top inanufacturers and retailers in t ie coulltry to(lay.
Senator IIANSEN. Mr. Chairman, if I could, just let me say that
I happen to know our retail organization in WINyomning, 1111(I cal say
that fr. Keeney does not, speak for all of those members of the
National Federal who live ill mv State, and I know also that the
l)eol)he in tile Wyoming towns would much rather payw a slightly
higher price with ilhard (ash dint cones frolm a paychiecl thanlthe.
would to have the advalantllge
of beilg able to buy Ilie slightly he.ssr
check.
price with a welfare
Senator BENNETT. 'lh1t is why this bill is going on the welfare
bill. [Laughter.]
Mt. KEN-EY. Senator, I am not sure that you tire s)eakilg for
Wyomnillg ret ailers.
Senator HANSEN. I can speak for then, and if you think I cannot,
just, list for me a doctumentation of the ones I do not speak for. W\ill
you (1o that? You cani submit it, for the record.
rWe
have an association in Nyoming.
\r. KEENEY.
Senator ItANSEN. Fi,. I would like to have the specific nanes
and you submit it for the record.*
'le CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
\Ir. K"EENEFY. You are very welcome, M r. Chairman.
The CH1AIRMAN. The next witness will be Mr. Weldonm Barton,
assistant director of legislative services of the National Farmers
Union. Will you proceed , sir.
STATEMENT OF WELDON BARTON, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES, NATIONAL FARMERS UNION
i\ Ir. BARTON. Nih'. Chairman, members of the committee, I inn
Weldon Barton, assistant, director of legislative services, Natio,.-l
Farmers Union.
I have placed before you a rather detailedd statement, of the National
Farmers Union's position generally on trade )olicy an(l of our
position on H. R. 18970 in l)articular. With the committee's permission,
I w\'ill present only the shorter statement of position on H.R. 18970
at, this time, and ask that the more detailed statement be included in
the hearing records.
The CHAIRMAN. We will print the entire statement.
,[r. BARTON. Although the Farmers Union recognizes the need to
extend the President's authority to negotiate trade agreements under
'At presslime, Nov. 9, 1970, th, material referred to had not been received by the Committee.
51-389-70-pt. 1-14
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the Trade Expansion Act, we are deeply concerned that the net effect,
of II.R. 18970 as reported by the House Ways and Means Committee
would be to carry the United States toward protectionism rather than
trade liberalization.
Title I of the bill would retain, and freeze into law, the oil import
quota system, despite contrary recommendations by the Cabinet
Task Force on Oil Imports. Title I would impose new import quotas
on textiles, wearing apparel, and footwear.
If the bill carrying these import quotas on textiles and shoes is
enacted into law, the grant of presidential authority elsewhere in
II.R. 18970 to reduce ditties by 20 percent of present levels will,
we can exl)ect, be absorbed in the l)avnent, of tariff compensations
deinande(d by our trade partners.
In(I-el, as Ambassador Gilbert eml)hasized in his testimony this
morning, it is qquestionable, highly questionable, whether the 20percent tariff red auction authority is of sufficient magnitude to coipensate for the restrictions imposed by the U.S. quotas on textiles
and shoes.
As the American farmer fully understands, trade in agricultural and
other commodities is a two-way street,. He knows that U.S. import
quotas on textiles and shoes will induce other nations to reduce his
crucially important foreign markets for feed grains, wheat, cotton and
other agricultural commodities.
I will not burden you at this time with statistical details. Pertinent
statistics arelprovided in our longer statement for the record. However, allow me to eml)hasize that Japan is the largest exporter of
textiles and shoes to the United States, and Japan is also the U.S.
farmer's largest single-nation overseas cash customer.
The European Common Market is the second largest exporter of
textiles and shoes to the United States, and the Common Market.
iml)orted over $1.25 billion dollars of agricultural comnmodities in 1969.
Several additional nations are also importantly involved in this textilesshoes-agricultural commodities exchange relationship with the United
States.
Mr. Chairman, the National Farmers Union is not, afforded the
luxury of looking at this bill in terms of its impact on "free trade" in
any abstract sense-although a case can be made against it, on this
basis. Tihe directt threat to farm ex)orts and income posed by U.S.
trade restrictionist actions was highlighted in a major speech just
2 weeks ago by Herbert F. Propps, specialist on agriculture and
conuno(lity affairs in the Office of the President's Special Representative for Trade Negotiations.
We concur with this view of the President's own adviser. Farmers
Union is convinced that American agriculture will suffer direct and
severe export and income losses unless the new import quotas are
removed from this bill.
Although I would not try to minimize the problems faced by the
textile, shoe, or any other industry, there is reasoned disagreement
on whether import quotas are the best response to l)roblems experienced by these industries at the present time.
Furthermore, H.R. 18970 without the textile and footwear quotas
contains provisions to protect these, or other, industries if circumstances change. Chapter 2 of the bill gives the President full authority
administratively to impose import restrictions in the case of par-
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ticular industries or items if the Tariff Commission finds serious
injury to domestic )roducers arising from import coml)etition.
Tho authorization for the Presid ent to act. whenever essential to

protect . our domesticc industries, while striving wherever possible to
eep open channels of world trade, is l)perhal)s the itiost reasonable
balance that. can be. struck in this bill. This authotization, without
st atutory-nipose(l qutiv '. )erhalps will result in the maxillillill net
bellelits to the U.S. economy, considered as a whole.
Farmers Union strongly sUl)l)orts one provision a(lle( to the tra(le
bill by the House committee. Section 342 of the hill provides that the
Secretary of Agriculture--rather than the Secretary of the 'Treasuryshall have finial authority to (leterinine whether any specific article

or class of articles is covered by the iml)ort, restrictions un(ler Section
22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as aniended.
Tlhis provision would allow the Secretary of Agriculture to close

loopholes in the law governing the importation of (llity l)ro(lucts,
wheat, cotton, andl peanuts.
We direly need a )rocedure whereby, when iniporters resort to
tactics of circuvent ion, relief can be secured promptly. Section 342,
by (livorcing article classification for dluty purposes from classification
for quota l)url)oses and giving the Secretary of Agriculture final
authority to (leterine on the later type of classification, that is,
classification for quota purl)oses, is designedd to provide this reform.
We urge retention of this provision by vour committee.
In brief summary, National Farners Union must oppose enactment
of H.R. 18970 as reported by the House Ways and leans Conunittee.
We respectfully urge your committee either to remove the objection-

able import quota provisions, or withhold action until more reasonable
ani(l acceptable tradl legislation is l)rOl)ose(l for enactment.
(The complete prepared statement of the National Farmers Union,
follows:)
STATEMENT

OF THE NATIONAL FARMERS UNION

The National Farmers Union has a long history of support for the liberalization
of international trade in agricultural commodities. We firmly believe that expansion of trade-inchiding trade with the developing two-thirds of the worldgenerally is good for both the American farmer and the economy as a whole.
While Farmers Union is committed to liberal trade as a general goal, it is
unrealistic to look in the immediate future to any automatically-operatitig international marketing system to solve our problems in the agricultutal sector. This
is trite for at least two reasons. First, trade policies miut be made in relation to
the existing and emerging network of agricultural production patterns, national
laws, international arrangements, and other elements of the world agricultural
system. Secondly, (vel if it were p)osible to formulate trade policies unenclimbered by existing circumstances, a completely miregulated international market
situation would be detrimental to producers, Processors, and consumers of farm
commodities.
Some market regulations are essential for the following reason: instability of
raw material prices-especially of agricultural
conmmdit is--hanpers and endangers economic progress throughout the chain of economic activity from production through consumption. Capital investment by producers designed to
increase the total output of raw materials must be niv d. far in advance of the
time when their products will be marketed. Uncertainty about farm commodity
prices at the time that capital investments nmist be made can result in the wrong
investment decisions by producers.
Likewise, investments in processing and manufacturing industries that use raw
materials from farms mlist be made well in advance of their realization of profits
from the sale of processed or manufactured products. It is true that consumer
needs and (!delni(l.s for food and fiber products are relatively stable, and therefoie can be fairly accurately predicted. Nevertheless, if faced with wildly fluctu-
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ating raw material costs, the manufacturer-like tile producer of raw material+umist intro(duce a large uncertainty factor into his investment calculations.
To Farmers Union, the implications of these costs of uncertainty are rather
clear. It means that we should avoid any futile atteml)t to establish a kind of
quasi-Victorian competitive market equilibritim. Instead, lMited States trade
policy should be explicitly directed toward lie bold, imaginative, conscious
building of workablhe international economic institutions. In a word, the correct
answer is in the direction of more tradc ncgoliations. The route to orderly change is
through negotiations, nioctly on a coimodity-by-comnmodity basis, as authorized
under the Trade l'xpanion Acts. The most promising international institution
to bring order to agricultural trade relations is the treaty, or contract agreement.
Such agreements, of which the Intermatioial Grains Arrangement is tile most
successful example, set out obligations, rights, and procedures among nations or
other t trading entities.
An intelligent foreign policy must go liand-in-hand with a deep concern for tie
economic stability of our nation's farm producers in our agricultural trade negotiations. It is in tile national interest to make every reasonable and workable
effort to maintain and expand our agricultural exports. Our farmers must not be
expected to bear along the full cost of that effort. Neither should they be ex)(.cted
to bear alone the cost of competition for domestic markets from heavily subsi(dized
farm commodity iml)orts.
We accor(l the same right and privilege to other domestic raw material and
industrial producers. The net benefits of better internal ional economic cooperate ion
accrue to all the )eol)le, alld tile temporary costs involve( should be borne by all
case of both exports and imports, programs aiil
the peol)le. This means that in tihle
policies should be estal)lished, as they have been in the case of the hIternatiolal
Grains Arrangement and the Sugar Act program, to spread the cost to all the
l)eo)le instead of putting all of them directly on the small number of l)ro(lictrs
Concerned.
Section 312 of II.R. 18970, as reported by the House Ways and 'Means Committ(., provi(les that the Secretary of Agriculture (rather than the Secretary of the
Treasury) shall have final authority to determine whether any specific article or
class of articles is covered by the import restrictions under section 22 of the
Agricltural Adjustment Act, as amended. This provision would allow the Secretary of Agricuiture to clo4e loopholes in the quota system governing the importation of dairy products, wheat, cotton and peanuts. It was added as a Ilouse Committee aniendmnent to the draft bill introduced by the Administration last
November.
The Farmers Vi tion supports this provision. In previous testililony before
this committee, we expressed our vital concern over loosely-drawn regulations
that allcw importers to evade quotas and flood our markets with agricultural
those that are in over-supply abroad. This type of quota
product -usually
circumvention occasionally has bordered on dumping.
The long campaign by Farmers Union and others to curb imports of Colby
cheese and other non-quota dairy products is a specific case in l)oint. Although
this particular loophole was finally closed, it took many months to complete the
Sec. 22 proceeding that was necessary to obtain relief.
Ve direlv need a procedure whereby, when importers resort to tactics of
circumvention, relief can be securely promlttly. Sec. 342, by divorcing article
classification for duly purposes from classification for quota purposes and
giving the Secretary of Agriculture iual authority to determine on the latter
type of classification, is designed to provide this reform.
We are alarmed that-while 11.11. 18970 extends the President's authority to
negotiate trade agreements under the Trade Expansion Act and empowers hinm
to reduce duties by 20 percent of their present level-it would at the same time
carry the United States far down the road to economic protectionism. Title I of
of the bill would retain, and freeze into law, the oil import quota system, despite
contrary recommendations by the Cabinet Task Foree on Oil Imports. Title II
would impose stringent import quotas on textiles, wea.'ing apparel, and footwear.
The new quotas o1 these basic consumer goods will have the effect of negating
any possibility for trade liberalization through use of the President's authority to
negotiate duty reduction over the next three years. The Presidential alithorizationi
to reduce duties by 20 percent of present levels can be expected to be absorbed in
the payment of tariff compensation to our trading partner.; for import-restricting
actions by the United States tuidr the quota provisions for textiles and footwear.
The quotas will negate tariff concessions the United States has already negotiated, thus subjecting the United States to compensatory claims. Indeed, it is
highly questionable whether the 20-percent tariff reduction authority is of sufficient magnitude to compeniate for the restrictions that would result from the
(qulotas on textiles and footwear.
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The American farmer knows that trade is a two-way street, and that it is imlpossible to maintain an upward trend in agricultural exports in tile face of Unitecd
States protectionism.
Consider, for example, our trade with Japan. Japan in 1969 exported $576.6
million of textiles and shoes to the United States-which made her the largest
single exporter of these items to this country. Japan is also the U.S. farmer's
biggest single-nation overseas cash customer, having received $933.6 million of
U.S. commercial agricultural exports in 1969. This included $277.9 million of feed
grains, $205.6 million of oilseeds (primarily soybeans), $119.6 million of wheat and
flour, $52.2 million of cotton, and $44.7 million of tobacco.
The European Common Market in 1069 exported $555.0 million of textiles and
shoes to the United States-making this the second largest exporter of these
articles to the U.S. The nations of the Common Market imported a total of
$1,269.0 million of U.S. commercial agricultural produce in 1969. This included
$295.0 million of oilseeds (soybeans) $227.0 million of feed grains, $149.1 million of
tobacco, S37.1 million of wheat and flour, $31.0 million of rice, and $23.7 million of
cotton.
Of course Japan and the Common market are only two of many nations and
trading entities from which we can expect drastic retaliation against agricultural
exports if the new quotas authorized in 11.R. 18970 become law. Congressmen
Corman and Gibbons, m dissenting views from the House Committee Report on
11. I. 18970, included a table which shows the total 1969 valte of U.S. textile and
shoe imports-in relation to U.S. commercial agricultural exports-for 11 nations
or trading entities. Especially since this table was inadvertently omitted from the
published House Committee Report, we incorporated it into our statement:
SUMMARY TABLE: U.S. TEXTILE AND SHOE IMPORTS FROM AND AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS TO, SELECTED
COUNTRIES FOR 1969
[in thousands of dollars]
U.S.
textile and
shoe imports

U.S.
commercial
agrcultural
exports

555.000
576, 584
101,859
283.492
101,909
105.526
90,638
26,421
17,690
25,195
40,330

1,269, 000
933, 583
360,836
54,475
60,948
90,514
144.095
50.161
69,894
64,471
509, 168

1,924,660

3,608,145

European Community ------------------------------------------------------Japan -------------------------------------------------------------------United Kingdom ----------------------------------------------------------Hong Kong ----------------------------------------------------------------South Korea ................----------------------------------------------Taiwan -------------------------------------------------------------------Spain ---------------------------------------------------------------------...
----------------------------------------------------Israel
Switzerland --------------------------------------------------------------Philippines ---------------------------------------------------------------Canada -------------------------------------------------------------------Total ---------------------------------------------------------------Source: The U.S. Department of Agriculture.

As this table indicates, qttota restrictions on the textile or footwear exports of
these nations would pose a clear and direct threat to maintenance of markets for
U.S. agriculture.
This threat was highlighted in a September 24, 1970, speech of hIerbert F.
Propps, Specialist on Agriettlture and Commodity Affairs in the Oflice of tie
President's Special Ilelpresentative for Trade Negotititions. Propps emphasized
the need for negotiations to be conducted on a sector basis, that is, for multilateral negotiations covering all trade barriers confined to tile countries principally concerned with exports amid imports of the products of a particular industrial
sector. lie concluded:
"More generally, if agriculture is to benefit fully in future negotiations-as we
are determined that it shall-these negotiations must, deal simultaneously with
indiustrial and agricultural trade. Only in this way can we obtain agricultural
concessions from countries which are not agricultural exporters, but which might
give us concessions on agricultural l)roducts in return for reciprocal concessions
we might accord on industrial products."
Even in the face of these obvious restrictions on trade negotiations, the
case for quotas might be somewhat stronger if there was an imminent threat to
the survival and health of the textile and shoe industries. But this al)l)arently
is not the case. I)uring the decade of the 1960's, the net profit after federal
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income taxe,; has riken ill both textile mill )roducts and apparel and other
finished products . The problem of the shoe industry, according to a June 1,
1970, report of the Task Force on Nonrubber Footwear, "i- a relatively smnall
problem in terms of adverse iml)act on an entire industry, u)on employment, or
upon the national well-being'" The Task Force found a major problem in certain
colnlutillit ics heavily ( ele(lent upon shoe manufacturing for economic prosperity,
bt conclided that the indu.;tr''s difficilties "are not solely (ite to imports
and the solutions niust be found in a variety of directions."
Furthermore, it.1I. 18970 tilthout the textile and footwear quotas contains provisions to protect these, or other, industries if circumstances change. Chapter 2
of the bill gives the President full authority administratively to impose imlqrt
restrictions in the cas e of particular industries or items if the Tariff Commission
linds serious injury to domestic producers arising from import competition. BMit.
even in such circu[ist ances, qmiantitative restrictions as providedd in the bill may
be unwise. For these may then become hardened into our trade policy, as
exemplified by the freezing of oil import quotas into 11.11. 18970. Instead of
import restrictions, other stel)s--adjustment assistance, retraining, and other
such measures-may be more l)referable forms of relief.
In sumnniary certain provisions of II.1t. 18970 are consistent with Farmers
Union trade policy objectives, and we certainly hold the position that the
President's authority to negotiate trade agreements under the Trade Expansion
Act should be extended. Considered in its entirety, however, this bill in its present
form would move the United States in the wrong direction in its al)proach to
international trade. It particularly endangers our agricultural exports, which are
vital to protect the already-inade'quate returns of the American farmer.
We must for these reasons oppose this bill. We urge your Committee to
either remove its objectionable provisions or withhold action until more
reasonable and acceptable trade legislation is proposed for enactment.

The CJ1AIN1A-,.

Thank you very much.

Senator BENNETr. Mr. Chairman, just one comment. The witness
is against import quotas for general materials, l)ut, anxious to have
the Secretary of Agriculture emnl)owere(l to impose imnlort quotas on

agricultural material, which I can understand.
Mr. BARTON. YeS.
Certainly, this is an about-face.
Senator BENNETT. This is the name of the whole game, and I am
glad we have an honest man before us who will admit that lie has a
self-interest in this question of quotas.
Mr. BARTON. There is a small difference here in that the quota
system on doiry products is already part, of the statutory law, and
what we are trying to do now is work at, effective administration of
the law. We want to make it. easier to close the loopholes ill the existing
statute.
Senator BENNETT. Whether it. was put in the law a year or 10

years ago, whether we put it, in next week, the essential principle is
the same.
Mr. BARTON. Yes, I certainly agree with it.

We are not com-

pletely clean in this respect.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen.

Senator HANSEN. I think you have made the point, Senator
Bennett.
1 was just going to ask Mr. Barton if lie is aware of the total percentage of dairy products consumed in the United States that are
imported. You speak about cheese and the other products. Do you

know how] much of our total dairy products consigned in the United
States were imported last, year?
Mr. BARTON. I (1o not have that figure precisely, Senator. I would

be happy to get, it for the record.
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Senator HANSEN. I think 1 know what it is. I just wondered if you
know what it is.
Mr. BARTON. No, 1 (10 not.
Senator HANSEN. Would you think it mi ght be 15 percent?
'Mr. BARTON. Well, I woul(l think it. would be lower than that.
Senator HANSEN. Would you think it might )e five.
Mr. BARTON. Something like five or six.
Senator HANSEN. Would you think it, might. )e 1t,?
Mr. BARTON. 1 just do not know.
Senator HANSEN. It happens to be 1, and yet, you feel that. there
is need, despite your embracing the concept of free trade, voi oppose
a system whichi permits 1% percent of the total (liary 1)roducts consumed in the United States to be imported, you oppose that system
which woull have that end result.
Ir. BARTON. We are not. opposing that. We are simply saying the
system is there, the import system, the quota system, is there, and we
would like to have effective administration of it, and there are certain
res)ects
Senator HANSEN. Well, you were saying it had not been effective,
and I was telling you last year it was about 1" percent, and yet you
feel there is a threat to Anerican agricult tire; (1o you?
Mr. BARTON. Not necessarily; no.
Senator HANSEN. You (10 not agree with the Wisconsin dlairymNen
and Senator Proxmire then; is that what y , -re saying?
Mr. BARTON. No; I am not, saying that, Senator. I am in agreement
with Senator Proxmire andl the Wisconsin dairymen.
Senator HANSEN. No further questions, Ir. Chairman.
The (1AIRMAN.
Thank yo very much.
We will meet again at. 10 o'clock on Mon(lay.
(Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the committee a(ljourne(l, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., on Monday, October 12, 1970.)

TRADE ACT OF 1970
Amendmienis 925 and 1009 to H.R. 17550
Social Security Amendments of 1970
MONDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

lWash ilqgton, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.
Present: Senators Long, Anderson, Talmadge, Fulbright, Ribicoff,
Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Williams of Delaware, Bennett, Curtis, Miller,
Jordan of Idaho, Fannin, and Hansen.
The ChAIRMAN. The hearing will come to order.
Prior to calling the first witness today, I am going to ask that all
prel)ared statements be presented to the Chair in order that all prepared statements be printed, and I do this in the event there should
be objection to the committee meeting during the session of the Senate
today and so that everyone's prepared statement can be printed.
I have the prepared statements of the Honorable Maurice Stanls,
Secretary of Commerce, and General George Lincoln, Director of
Office of Emergency Preparedness. Do we have, prepared statements
from Assistant Secretary of Agriculture,
rI. Paimby, Secretary of
State Rogers, Senator Strom Thurmond, Senator Tom
Ichntyre,
Mrs. Bruce Benson, Robert Jackson and Senator Ernest, Hollings? Do
we have prepared statements from them?
Then I am going to ask that thie repairedd statements be printed,
and that thereafter the questions asked the witnesses appear in tile
record. *
This morning we are privileged to have with us the Honorable
I\Iaurice II. St ans, Secretary of Commerce of the United States. Are
you going to be accompanied by General Lincoln or is lie to testify
separately?
Secretary STANS. We will testify separately, Mfr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN.

Then we are pleased to have you, Mr. Secretary,

and welcome you before our committee. Will you proceed in your
own fashion. Present your statement in chief and then we will lay it
open for the committee to ask questions.
•The prepared statements were received by the chairman at this point.
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE MAURICE H. STANS, SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Secretary STANS: Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
pleased to have thki opportunity to appear before you today to discuss
the situation in international trade as it affects the United States, and
comment in particular on the l)roisions of H.R. 18970. That bill was
reported by the House Ways and Means Committee August 21, 1970.
A great deal of testimony was developedd during the extensive
hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee. Testimony
by administration,
congressional, and private witnesses l)rovide(d
comprehensive coerae of all asl)ects of the trade situation, both in
general terms and wvit~i regard to particular products. Accordingly, I
will confine my formal statement today to certain highlighis. Of course,
we will also 'endeavor to provide whatever additional information
may be desired by the committee.
OUTLOOK FOR TRADE

Before discussing the bill itself, I would like to review briefly the
trade picture at tlhis time.
In my first appearance before the Ways and Means Committee
on May 12, 1970, [ pointed out that during the two decades following
World War II we enjoyed substantial export surpluses which gave
vital support to our international payments position, and which aided
our efforts to meet our worldwide responsibilities. Our trade surpluses
during the fifties averaged almost $3 billion annually. Ii the early
sixties through 1967, they averaged over $5 billion annually. In 1968
and 1969, however, these large export balances (isapl)eared: We had a
trade balance just. over $1 billion last year out of a trade turnover of
approximately $70 billion.
Senator TAL-MADGE. Mr. Secretary, will you yield?
Secretary STANS. Yes, sir.
Senator TAUMADGE. Does that tra(le surplus include the subsidized
Commodities?
Secretary STANS. Yes.
Senator TALMADGE. So on the basis of exchange of goods, then, it
would have been a deficit.
Secretary STANS. It would have been a deficit, correct.
The CHTATIRMAN. Also that surplus (hoes not include insurance an(h
freight, I take it,, M\fr. Secretary.
Secretary STANNS. You are correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAINIAN. If yOU l)ut all that in that winds ul) to a deficit
also. Is that the year 1969 you are sl)eaking of?
Secretary ST-XINS. 1 am speaking of the year 1969.
'Ihe CHAIRMAN. Here is the way our staff adds it up. They take the
same 10 percent correction that the International Monetary Fund
takes to put your FOB data on a CIF basis and then takes out the
exports under Public Law 480 and AID which are just gifts for the
most part to these foreign countries, with the result a favorable
balance of 1.2 billion becomes a minus of 4.4 billion, and I will just ask
that you be shown this table and that it. appear in the record. That is
the way our staff calculates it. We have been trying to get these
figures presented to reflect our real competitive position in inter-
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national trade. I would like the staff to show you that chart which I
placed in the record, and have used it several times and that is the
way the International ,\[onetary Fund comi)utes it.'
Secretary STAN'S. ?Mr. Chairman, there is no argument between us
oil principle. I agree with the fact that tlhe figures I have quote(d (o not
give reference to the AID program, the farm exports under Public
Law 480 or the CIF charges on imports. Oir figure on the result if
those factors were taken into account differ slightly from yours. We
have a figure of $3.2 billion as the deficit. 1 may say the disparity
between these two methods of calculation has troubled us for a long
time, and I think by the end of this year we 6ill have a procedure

whereby we will announce the trale figures in two different, fashions
so there will be no misunderstanding of what has happened.
The CHAIRMAN. I have never known you to be a party to that kind
of misrepresentation of the facts to Congress. But you and I both
agree that 1969 is a big deficit if you take everything into account and
you recognize you are not being paid for these gifts for foreign comimlities; isn't, that right, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary STANS. That is correct.
Tire CHiAIRMAN. SO the thing that concerns

me is there are
some people in this country, and I believe we have some in our Department of State as well as some in business, who are just determined
to mislea(l the American public to think that we are reflecting a big
profit, when we are losing money. Obviously when one says that you
are making money (loilig this, and you are showing a profit, he can
argue that you ought, to (1o more of the same. But if you are losing
money you ought to (to just thet opposite. So it just, makes a great big
dliflerence as to what our l)olicy should be for the future and I would
hope that you are recognizing the fact that our trade is not such a big
plus as is often indicated in the press rel)orts on it, if you take every-

thing into account.
Secretary

STANS.

I would agree completely.

This year, 1970, there has been a substantial iniprovenient in our
trade balance with current figures showing a likely surplus of perhaps
$3 billion and this again includes the noncommercial transactions and
it does not include the c.i.f. If those are taken into account it would
still perhaps be a small deficit.
There are, of course, great differences of opinion as to the factors
responsible for the changing trade picture we have witnessed in
recent years. Although domestic inflation has been an important
factor in the decline of our trade surplus, ou1r success in the fight
against inflation will not guarantee us a position of continuing trading
strength, on either the export side or the import, side. Many colil)lex
ail(l often contradictory forces are at work, and the long-term outlook
is unclear.
As our own technology advances, so (toes that, of foreign nations,
and, in an age of rapid and iml)roving transportation and communication, that inevitably will mean ever increasing competition, and ever
increasing opportunities for those able to compete in tile world
marketplace.
The increasing flow of imports of manufactured goods un(luestionably has been felt by important segments of American business and
labor. You are well aware of coml)etitive pressures of these imports
I Table referred to appears at p. 95
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and of the concerns of your constituents that, existing legislative

remedies for imlort-related problems have been ineffective.
At the same time, foreign trade and investment, barriers remain
high, and in many Cases they clearly hamper the flow of trade from
the United States. We have also been concerned about this situation,
as we know clearly the importance of export expansion to so many of
our citizens. While much has been said about trade and payments
balances, we must remain aware that, the livelihoods of millions of
our people are reflected in the figure which make up these balances.
In light of these complex factors, we believe that, new interim trade
legislation is clearly required in the national interest.
TilE TRADE ACT OF 1970

We know there are many different, views as to what type of legislation is required at this ti'm, but we believe most strongly that such
legislation should retain the flexibility needed to permit us to continue
our world leadership in the liberalization of international trade. At
the same time, domestic industries, firms, and workers engaged in
both import and export oriented activities shoul not be left without
remedies where remedies are required. We believe the proposal silbinitted by the President last November, 1.R. 14870, with the additions I shall discuss below, will best meet our present needs.
We are pleased that. many of the President's proposals have been
adopted by the House Ways and IMeans Committee. In particular, I
refer to tie granting of limited tariff negotiating autliority, new
authority with regard to foreign barriers against U.S. exports, autlorization ot appropriations for the expenses we incur in our participation
in the GATT, and acceptance of the idea that the American selling
price system can be eliminated on certain benzelioid chemicals and
other products. However, on ASP we prefer the administration's
proposal as being more expeditious. Ambassador Gilbert has discussed
these provisions with the committee in some detail, and I shall not
go over them again at. this time. I would like, however, to express
our views on the textile question, to comment briefly on the DISC
proposal, and to review those areas of the bill about, which we have
the most serious reservations.
TEXTILES

On June 25, 1970, I advised the Ways and leans Committee that
as a result. of the failure of a serious effort to negotiate an agreement
vith Japan on wool and mnamnade fiber textiles, the administration
had reached the reluctant conclusion that the only means available
to solve the textile import problem was through the textile quota
provisions of a bill then pending in the House. We Supported these
provisions with a number of amendments which were adopted. We
continue to support, the textile quota provision of title Il of the
Trade Act of 1970.
Thie basic thrust of the textile provisions of this bill is in tlhe direction that we have pursued for many months-the negotiation of
viable international textile agreements. The qitota provisions of the
bill would be Sl1erseded by bilateral or multilateral textile agreements and may be waived for nondisruptive iml)orts or where the
President may find it to be in the national interest not to impose
quotas.
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,ite textile provisions of tile bill originally before tile Ways and
suggeste(I
respects
\Ieans Committee were amended illcertain
tee's
o that ascommit
by the administration, and during tile course
work various other changes and revisions were made. We have supported those changes and believe that the textile iwon'isions of title
I I offer a sound basis on which to achieve a reasonable and effective
solution of the textile import problem. (As noted by Ambassador
Gilbert, we have some reservations about. sec. 205(a) relating to

administ rat ive l)rocedlures.)
Without reciting the details of tle textile provision I will note 0111,
view that they provide the kind of flexibility for the Presilent, that is
essential to deal wvith a complex aml (liflicilt problem which affects
not. only American workers and firms, but tile workers anid businesses
of mian ' foreign countries.
The situation in the textile al( aptarel imlustries has been explored
at. length in public hearings. At, the present, time I vould note that

imports have continued to rise substantially (ll1ring recent,i months.
Imports of cotton, wool, and manniade fiber textiles and alp.lrel
through August of 1970 are running at an annual rate of 4.4 Iilion
square yards equivalent, 21 percent higher than imports in 1969. Il
adlition, I would like to give you one other statistic which is not. in
my prepared statement illtile case of ilanna(e fiber textiles and
a)l)arel. The rate in 1970 is at an annual level of 2.6 billion yards
against 1.8 billion yards last year or ai increase of 46 percent ill I
year in iml)orts of mnanma(le fiber textiles and apparel.
All of this is causing j)rpoblems in ei ploymeni t, with the current
seasonally a(ljustedl figures showing a decline in the textile and apparel
industries in September of 91,000 jobs from January of this year.
Eml)loymnent in this industry is at the lowest level since January 1966.
Capital expenditures, sales, l)rofits, amid l)rodutction have all declined
this year as against last year.

A'clear message of this situation is that a basic industry directl1y
employing over 2.3 million workers, a growing number of whom are
from minority groups, and which forms t lie backbone of tie livelihood
lcers,
is 4lbreatened
of hundreds of tholusmnds of farmers and other prodl
of
with serious disruption and dislocation if a reasonable pai. ,.flI
iml)orts is not established promptly.
We have always acce)te(d the idea that foreign producers and work-

ers should share in the growth of tile (bluestic textile market, and this
01 )lroach to this problem un clr t his legislation
will continue to be,our
DISC

Title IV establishess a tax deferral for income from the exl)ort of
U.S. goods. Thie Ways and leais Committee aIdopted the DISC
proposal substantially as it was submitted by the administration and(
with few changes.

DISC will hell) keep jobs in the United States and will bellefit the
balance of payment ts by im)rovinig the international comn etitive
position of or exporters. This coml)etitive aspect is important. \\are making good )rogress iili nl)rovimg export credit facilities amil
)r'omotioial services. I lowe V'II, We Ore not
overseas
l'
developing o
yet providingg our ex)ort, )rodlucers an(1 merchants with tax treatment
otler major trading
c.l1l)airable illetect to that accorded exporters ill
colnt ries.
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Nany different tYpeS of export tax measures haw, leell collsidered.

Others were l)it. forward by in tereste l segimin ts of the business
community. For a variety of reasons--un\\'rkalfility, excessive cost,
ineffectiveness, or violation of our international colnmitnilents-one
was wholly acceptable. We believe I)ISC fills all tie specifications.
This belief has been confirmedby business reaction to DISC. We
are receiving enlor'selents from all the leading trade organizations.
'lis sIlpiort, is important because DI SC will succeed or fail depen(ling
on the extent to whicll biisille.smell act ullly lise it. Just, a few da
ago the committee e on Simall Business of the National Fxport Expalnsion ('o im, il alol)ted a resolution urging speedy elct ment of DISC.
It should be mllerstood that the mail purpose behind

tile DI)SC

is to remove unItequal burdens wlcl now encumber our exl)orters and
to give U.S. companies more nearly Comparable tax treatment to
that enjoyed by their foreign Com)etitors. This international coin-

letitive aspect applies to large as well as small companies, anl

it

Wvouldi be unwise to limit the DISC to any l)articillar 'lzed colli)alIV.
I ain confident that the ) ISC will materially help o:ur exports, amid
in so doing will help create and maintain jobs in tlie Unitedi States.
.1 would like to adl another word to that,. It, is incomnprehenusible to

me that labor should fin any dlifhculty with the 1)IS

proposal . The

,ole piUrpose of it is to provide iimcemitives to Amnericumi companies to
build their plants in the United! States and export from here to other
countries instead of building plts
in other countries auid depriving

Amneican labor of the jobs. Time cost to tie Government is small in
relation to the benefits to the economy by keeping these jobs in the
United States.
OTHER MATTERS

Ile 1 resident has ma(de clear our general dislike of import quotas.
We have recognized that in some unusual situations they may be
required, and in such cases we have put them into effect or recoi-

men(led their adoption to the Congress. However, the current bill
(H1.R. 18970) includes quota provisions which we (leem undesirable.
We do not believe, for example, that the footwear import situation
warrants the inclusion of footwear articles under tie coverage of title
If, and we (1o not sul)port that action. Au interagency task force
established at the direction of the President concluded this year that
import quotas were not the answer to the problem. Following that
report the President requested the Tariff Commission to conduct an
investigation under the escape clause provisions of the Trade Expansion Act. This investigation is now underway and, as Ambassador
Gilbert pointed out, if the amenmients to the escape clause and
adjustment assistance criteria l)roposed by the administration are

adopted while this investigation is in progress, they will apply to the
Commission's determinations. It is our view that an al)lropriate
program for the footwear industry has been riol)osed aiid that we
should not resort to the extensive provisions of title 1[ for footwear.
Ambassador Gilbert also set forth the other provisions of the bill
about. vhich we have deep reservations, amd I shall not discuss them
at length here. I wish only to reiterate our concenms about the inclusion of tariff quotas on mink fur skins, and glycine, the excessive

loosening of the escape clause and the requirement that any action to
restrain Imol)rts for national security reasons use a quota control.
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Ini conclusion, although tihe bill has provisions about wh!iich wh,vt
reservations, there is much ill
it which wve strongly sil)l)ort.. Accordingly, I urge, the committee to giv'e serious (osiderlitioll tot it'.,
eStrvations so thtat the bill will reflect a balanced al)proach to our
trade policy and will advance Our national interest.
'Pihe CA R.,MA.x. Thank you very much for itvery good llid sue(cilct statem(,nt, Mr. Secret ary.
A couple of things I would like to a.sk you about, and I am going
to ask that we all Tinit ourselves to the 5 minte rule the first tine
we ask questions of the Secretary so that everyone ('al have an opportunity to interrogate tle Secretary anid we will consider havilnlg a
longer time for those who might want to ask further questions.
Mr. Secretary, I presented the chart to show how bal our bIalanIe
of payments is. Iast year we hatd a $7 billion balaiice-of-paVineiirs
delicit and I unlderstald it is running at about that rate for thlis year.

You are well aware of that, 1 1m sure.
Secretary STANS. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. It is a very serious prol)hMl isil't it'?
Secretary ST.s. I don't think there is any question aibotit it.
T1h0 CHAIRMAN. The overall problem
h1as not sliowN' any real

inj)roveiMent.
Secretary STANS.

have
-,'Oto improve our balalice of l)avilents.
alho ut I'()0B alubi tdie
CIF with regard to our balance of trade. Btit t hat dIoesn't take inito
account, tile tourist tra(le where wve Ihave a great big deficit, anld it
doesn't take into ac'conm t otlir ap.,ects of our. foreign account ts If
you look at the overall problem mv really have a very serious bala',nceof-payments problem and it has been going oi for quite awhile;
hasn't it?
Secretary STANS. Yes; I think there has oly )een one year in
which we had a surplus in our balance of payments during tih e last
10 years.
''he CHAIIMAN. Looking at it on the liquidity basis we,alppealr to
have a surplus in 1968 of $170 million id that is because a great
number of those items were )ushed over into 1969 so 1969 we show
up with a (Ieticit of $7 billion which is about twice the average. So
just looking at, the figures I haive here from 1960 through 1969, it
alpiears that the only year there that we show a surplus is atf uke
because a great miniml)er of the items that would have fallen into 1968
occurred in 1969. In 1969 it is just twice as bad as it was in tie a average

Tile

(,11A l1MAN. InI other worIs, we call argue

year. Over the whole 1960-69

periodd it, looks like we are rimniing a

deficit averaging $2J, to $3 billion atyear. That is about the way it
looks on a liquidity basis which I am told is the most prOl)er basis
"
to look ul)O1 it. Is that, about the way it looks to 'ou?
Secretary S-7ANS. Yes; except I would estimate that at the Inoillent
the problem is a little larger than that figure would indicate.
Our estimate of the transactions that took llace in 1968-69 is that

the figures of 1968 would have shown a deficit of about $2.5 billion if
that were adjusted out of 1969, and 1969 would have shown a deficit
of about $4.5 billion. It, is too early to know whether we will improve
on that $4.5 billion this year, and if so, how much, but at the moment
I measure the problem as one of about $4 billion that we have to do
something about.
The CHATICMAN.

Yes.
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Now, the DISC is intended to help with that. But. here is the thing
that concerns me. The General Agreement on Tariffs an(l Trade did

not make a distinction between a nation's right to rebate indirect
taxes and its right to rebate direct taxes, although about, 1960, this
Nation agreed to an interpretation which woull make that, distinction.
We have beem negotiating this border tax position a long time.
The U.S. Representative to the GAT made a very strong and forthright statement on the inequiities in the GATT interpretation back in
April 1968, which-I am going to include in the record at, this point.
I hope we still take a firm stand on this issue.
('he statement referred to follows:)
STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE OF UNITED STATES ON BORDER T.AxEs BEFORE

GATT

WORKINo PARTY,

Apimm,

30,

1968

The United States welcomes the convening of this Working Party. We realize
that the examination we are about to embark upon will be coml)lex, and that
fundamental policy issues regarding governmental intervention in trade will be
raised. Nonetheless, we believe that it is essential at this time that the entire question of border tax adjtistments be re-examined, and we hope that the appearance
of such strong delegations is an indication of the desire of all of us to deal with this
l)roblem constructively and expeditiously.
When the present GATT language was drawn up more than two decades ago, the
question of border taxes did not appear to be a major one. Levels of indirect taxes
were much lower. Under these cirenstances, overlying simple and sweeping
ass imptions about, tax shifting seemed acceptable, and already existing l)ractices
w-ere incorporated without searching examination. The rules were drafted in very
general terms. The United States at,that time had no pressing reasons for seeking
more elaborate provisions which provided more equitable safeguards for its trading
position. On the contrary, at that time the United States was conscious of the need
to assist other countries in relieving the pressures of the so-called dollar gap and the
requirements for post-war reconstruction. Little detailed attention was paid to a
problemm which might hypothetically arise which would be harmful to our then
strong l)ayments position.
Times have changed, and the United States must now pay very careful attention
to rules and practices which are unfairly prejudicial to our trading interests. As
President Johnson stated in his 1 January statement on this issite, "We must now
look beyond the great success of the Kennedy Round to the problem of non-tariff
barriers that pose a continued threat to the growth of world trade and to our
competitive position" .
More generally, the effect on trade of border tax adjustments and other nontariff barriers is relatively much more important multilaterally now than when the
GATT was drawn ul). Since that time, tariffs have become considerably less of a
hinderance to trade, and quantitative restrictions have been substantially reduced in number and scope. Border tax adjustments have been placed in sharper
focus by these developments particularly since there has been a steady increase in
the rates and coverage of indirect taxes in many important trading countries.
Most of this increase has been reflected in higher border tax adjustments. In some
cases these rates are very high and cover almost all t traded products. Consequently,
in some countries the border tax adjustments on many items are well in excess of
the tariff rate, and changes in border tax rates may often dwarf recently negotiated
trade concessions.
W\then the current, practices were in their eariy stages of development, principally
after World 'War I, indirect taxation tended to be confined to similtuary taxes on a
limited number of goods or to low-rate general taxes. Border tax problems were
then simpler and relatively little attention was paid to the border tax issue. Now,
the general growth of indirect taxes has made prominent the issue of border tax
adjustments, and a major re-examination is essential. But the problems have
recently been further accentuated by the series of upward changes in border tax
adjustments which have taken place in the past few months, and by the variety
of new changes contemplated by various member countries of thi.s Working Party.
These changes, coming as they have at a time when the international balance-ofpaymemis adjuistment process is already wnder strain, have exacerbated a serious
imiltilateral trade and payments adjustment problem.
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For some time now, both ii international organizations 1and( in I)ilateral consultations, United States rel)rese(ntatives have indicated a growiaig concern over the

present arraiigmnnts ol border tax adjustments .and their effects oil trade. As
early as July 1963, the United States proposed ill the Organisation for Ecoiiomic
Co-operatioll and l)evelopment a comprehensive study of the )rol)lems of border
tax adjustments and their effect on trade. Our concerns are well-documented in
the
the \,arious discussions and consultations held in that Organization. Also, inl
the past several years, United States representatives have at various
I
GATT duringg
times suiggested that this problem needed to be explored more full%-. Since these
adjustments are governed prilcil)ally by the G ATT, u under Articles It, III and XVI
i l)articular, we believe that a ,A'1TTreview of its own rules is now in order. Ve
believe that the Working Party should review the relevant rules in these articles
with a view toward amending them or reaclhig new agreement on their interpretation and application in light of the current worlh trade and payments situation
and of the need to improve the GATT inour continuous search for fairer trading
rules and practices.
We have not come to this Working Party with fixed and inflexible views as to
the results it must achieve. We wish the discussion to be a wide-ranging one. There
will undoubtedly be other members of the Working Party who will wish to raise
aspects of the problem which have not yet occupied tis, or to present substantive
argumentation to develop points that we have made. \Ve shall welcoine such
cont ril) ut ions.
deal in
There are several general problem areas with which we should like t,,)
this Working Party.
First, we should like to have a serious comprehensive discussion of whether
there should in fact be border adjustments to compensate for national differeiices
in taxation. There are no adjustments for a wide range of government measures
which directly affect prices, nor for many forms of taxation which afTect prices.
Why then should governments make specific border adjustments for certain types
new domestic economic l)olicies which have
of taxes? When governments adopt
side effects on trade or payments, domestic action is not necessarily accompanied
by offsetting action to neutralize the balance-of-payments effect. 'Many governmnict actions, for example, affect general price levels. But only in the case of imidirect tax measures is there an institutionalized provision for such offsets. What is

the characteristic of indirect taxation that makes it uniquely qualified for automatic border adjustments?
If there are to be border adjustments, then they should be designed to allow
no more adjustment at the border than is warranted by the impact on prices
caused by taxes. From this point of view, we doubt that the current GATT rules
and border tax practices are a good approximation of reality. The underlying
assumption of the current rules is that certain kinds of indirect taxes are always
fully passed forward in prices to the ultimate buyers of those goods, but that direct
taxes and other indirect taxes are never passed forward to the buyers of those
goods. Several issues arise out of this theoretical distinction.
Under present rules, it is unclear whether certain border tax adjustments are
legal or not. In the first place, the definitions of direct and indirect taxes are by no
means unanimously agreed. Tile GATT itself does not refer to the distinction, and
the report of the Experts Group on this question is ambiguous in many respects.
This is not surprising. Even today, economists have difficulty in defining direct
and indirect taxes, depending upon the conceptual framework within which they
are working and the purpose for which they wish to find definitions. The distinction
between taxes which are shifted and those which are not is generally considered
insufficient for analytical purposes and distinctions are often made between taxes
which are meant to be shifted (whether they are of not) and those not so meant;
between taxes on expenditures and taxes on receipts, and taxes on business enterprise as opposed to taxes on individuals. There are many examples: some authorities consider property taxes as direct, and others consider them indirect:
some authorities consider employer contributions to social security as direct and
some as indirect. In the second place there is wide diversity of opinion of just which
taxes arc "levied on" or "borne by" goods. The practice of certain countries varies
significantly from the practice of other countries on this point. In the third place,
under current rules, countries have had difficulty in assigning precise border adjustments to products in relation to taxes on those products. Av'eraging has often
been used to determine the precise amount of adjustment at the border for some
taxes removed from the last stages of production. The averages, because of the
nature of the problem, have sometimes been based on sweeping and dubious calculations. The current system allows, and perhaps even encourages, imprecise
51-3S9-70-pt. 1-15
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arithmetic to determine the amount of adjustments. In these cases, imprecision
often can moan continuous i)ressure for upward adjllstlents as a result of protectionist (le.sires.
Putting aside these problems of classification and imprecision, there is a funda-

mental istsue. Even when one is talking about relatively easily classifiable taxes,
such as income and sales taxes, the economic validity of the distinction implied
bv the GATT between direct and certain indirect taxes is open to serious question.
We think it is a fair statement to say that economists generally believe that
indirect taxes are neither always nor fully shifted forward, and that direct taxes
are seldom borne fully by the l)roducer. There are differences of view on the extent
of forward shifting of direct and indirect taxes but the extreme assumptions underlying the present GATT provisions are l)atently wrong. Therefore, a border
adjustment equivalent to the full internal indirect tax has the same effect on
international trade as an export subsidy or an additional customs duty on imports.
Similarly the failure to make border adjustments for that l)ortion of direct taxes
shifted forward into prices )enalizes the domestic producer vis-a-vis his foreign
competition, both at home and in export markets. This handicaps countries relying
primarily on direct taxation.
Well-known economists and fiscal experts brought together in a syl)osium
organized by the Secretary-General of the Orga.iisation for Economic Co-operation
and I)evelopment in September 1964 reached conclusions along these lines. In
irief, the conclusions of the experts were: 1. "In practice, indirect taxes are not
fully shifted into product prices. .." and 2. "Ctrtain direct taxes, and particularly
the corporation profits tax, may be partially shifted into product prices, although
the degree: of shifting may vary from country to country."
Similarly, the Business and Industry Advisory Committee to the OECI) (BIAC)
in a report on the problem of tax shifting stated: "In a strongly competitive
situation the prices obtainable-and hence the degree of tax shifting-are substantially determined by the market itself.' The BI AC study on tax .shifting found
that while prod-.cers normally try to shift all taxes, their ability to do so is determined by a range of factors, including the state of the business cycle, the
l)rolucer's control over his market, and institutional factors which vary from
coum'try to country.
Thus, it appears to my delegation that the GATT rules create the inequitable
situation whei'e indirect taxes which are not fully shifted forward to the consumer
can be rebated on export but corporate income taxes which are shifted forward to
the consumer cannot be rebated on export. The inequity also exists with respect
to the use of compensatory import charges.
In summary, the present GATT provisions on border tax adjustments do not
neutralize the effects of taxes on trade. Instead, they are export promoting and
import restricting for the indirect tax countries. The basic assumptions underlying
the GATT provisions are not realistic. The full border tax adjustment provided
for with respect to indirect taxes constitutes both an export subsidy and an import
surcharge. Adjustments for indirect taxes should be eliminated, or they should be
reduced under carefully circumscribed conditions, or some comparable advantage
should be granted to countries who do not have heavy indirect taxes to balane,
the advantages now granted to the indirect tax countries.
This brings me to the second basic, general problem area vhich we wish to
have examined. That, is the question of changes-that is to say, increases-in
rates of border tax adjustments. Many countries have made or are making increases in their border tax adjustment rates. Some of the sam countries, as well
as a number of other countries, are planning to increase their border tax rates
in the near future. These changes will raise obstacles to exports into their markets
and give price advantages to their products in export markets. We are l)artieularly
concerned in cases where tariff conce-4sions which we had obtained by reciprocal
bargaining have been offset, or are currently threatened by new or increased
compensatory import charges and by export rebates affecting other markets where
we have received coicessiois.
These changes take two different. forms, although they are sometimes mixed
together: sometimes, changes are made on the argument that an adjustment from
umndercoml)ensation to full compensation at the border is ahowed. Sometimes
changes are made in relation to a changeover from one system of indirect taxation
to another system of indirect taxation.
QuIite apart from the 1 iuestion of price shifting, changes raise fund:iment al
i)roblems. Once a comtry has established its rate of domestic taxation, its rates
of border tax adjustment, it, tariff rates, and its exchange rates, then any icrease
in the rates of border tax adjustmeit will create new a(lvanitages for the country's
Irade. Clearly, a change from so-called ui(erromlensation to -;ome higher,
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so-called full com peusation level has markedly" favourhable effects on tile trt~h.
of the country making such a change.
Tite changes which have recently taken place and which are soon to take place
have intensified the balance-of-payments problem of my country. We believe that
these changes have a fundamental adverse effect oil the bilance-of-payments
adjustment, process. The changes have been made even by coumities which are inI
substantial payments surplus, and who ought to be seeking ways to avoid exacerbating balance-of-payments diflicilties of other countries. The United States
Government, ill the framework of international co-operation, is presently seeking

to achieve equilibrium in its balance of payments in a manner conducive, in the
long term, to an increased flow of world trade. Increases in the level of border tax
adjustment operate directly against these efforts. There is understandable interest
ill harnionization of their tax systems by the members of the European Comimnmnitiets. The shift from a turnover to a value-a(lded system imay be applauded
as a tax Aimlilification measure, bit the increases in Iorder tax adjustments which
accompany such action can be harmful to the process of achieving a better l)attern
of multilateral payments balances.
In saying this we recognize the right of each country or gronp of countries to
adopt any tax system it chooses. But, I repeat: the concurrent increases in border
tax adjust nents by surplus countries can l)e disoiuilibrating and contrary to the
balance-of-payments adjustments which are nveeued internationally. Taking into
account the basic problems which require new examination, and mindful of the
urgencies brought about by the present and planned changes in the border tax
adjustments of some countries, the United States Government respectfully requests that all countries contemplating changes in border tax adjustments refrain
from increasing the level of their adjustments spending completion of the work of
this Working Party. This is a difficult request to meet. We recognize the awkward.
ness it may create for certain countries. But we believe that these planned changes
will very seriously exacerbate all already very difficult international trade and
balance-of-payments situation, and that a standstill for the time being is a modest
step compared with the general difficulties further rate changes may create for
the United States, and for all countries.
A third general problem area which we believe requires careful and detailed
examination is the ambiguity in present rules and the need for a more precise
code of practices relating to present, rule. and any changes which miIght eventually
be contem plated by this Working Party. We are concerned with the ambiguities
already referred to regarding distinctionss between direct anti indirect taxes. Aln
attempt must be made to clear il) what is legitimate and what is not. The question
of what is meant by the terms "levied on" must be re-examined. Averaging and
allocating practices should be examined. The alumtion bases for assessment of
border adjustments should be examined. Where a product is not produced in the
home market, serious doubt exists that border adjustments should be made.
Cases where )ro(uction at home may he l)rovided with special exeml)tions or
escapes from taxes while at the same timne re(quiring border tax adjustments on
similar foreign goods should be examined. The broad scoJ)e for abuse of tuirmover
tax systems, because of the ambigiuity in them, should be examined. Ultimately,
the question of what is "levied oil" a I)ro(hltet mist be re-examined. New tax systems which might be alol)te(d should be callght up in this basic review.
In order to assist other delegations ill assessing the significance of present
l)ractices an(! tile scope aI(l dimension past, present, and projected developmentss
in border tax practices in a number of countries, we shall make available to other
delegations some descril)tive information we have collected on border tax practices
in a number of countries. We would welcome comments upoli ani ad(litions to
this comnpilation. Its l)url)o.t' is to provi(le background as to why we believe the
problems are growing ill number, and why the work of this Working Party is a
inatter of urgency.
We would hope that in due course certain OECI) documents can be reh.'e(
generally to members of this Working Party. E'entually, the docunmentation of
this Working Party itself may grow large. The subject, as I said at the outset,
is extremely complex. We believe, however, that it is extrenely important,
and that new approaches must be found, ill spite of the great burden of work
which it will place 111)011 Its.
The Working Party will in due course reach conhlsiois. We hope lese conclusions Vill take the form of reoinmmnidations to change certain

aspects of the

GATT rules, and new iterpretations of existing rmles which ihight, perhaps,
take the form of a Code, or a mnitilateral agreement of somea( kind. As I stated
earlier, our ideas are not fixed. NV( would weleomve suggettvd approaches., by
other countries. We are guided by certain )roa(d eonliderationls. We (luestion
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whether there is a soun( conceptual basis for any general border tax adjustments.
If, however, it is a widely held view that some forns of border tax adjustments
should continue, we believe that these border adjustments should not act in such
a way as to give an unfair advantage to countries with one type of tax system and
to penalize countries with other types of tax systems. If border tax adjustments
are to serve the l)urpose of neutralizing the effect on trade of price and resource
distortions caused by taxation systems, the rules should not have the effect of
encouraging countries to adopt one sort. of tax system over another sort of tax
system, merely because the GATT rules on border taxes give trade advantages
to one system over the other. We believe that a country generally should be able
to choose its tax system primarily because of domestic considerations without
regard to trade advantages conferred by GATT rules on certain tax systems.
Finally, we believe that the border tax adjustments, and changes in them, should
nou be set or operated in such a way that they exacerbate the international
balance-of-payments adjustment process.

'l'he CIJA1IRMAN. Now, in 'iew of the fact, that the GATT agreement.
was negotiated mainly for the purpose of helping the other fellow to
begin with, and that interpretation was agreed to which could easily
be construed the other way, wouldn't, it be a lot, better for this country

to just adopt, a policy where we will rebate taxes paid in the manufacture of these commodities for export as tie foreign governments
are in practical effect doing. Then just tell them that was a faulty
interpretation we agreed with aid we are going to find it necessary to
rebate our direct taxes in order to protect our balance of payments.

Why don't we do something like that which would do a lot more to
hell) our exports rather than trying to vote this DISC thing into
effect. I am not necessarily against the DISC, I would just like to ask
why don't we (10 something more effective than that.
Secretary STANS. 1 would agree with you that if we were to adopt
the proposition that we could apply t ie same kind of border tax
system that the European countries have, it would be a very substantial advantage to our trade.
At the present, time the Europeans are negotiating among themselves
to harmonize their indirect tax system and their border taxes at, an
uniform rate which we expect will l)e around 15 percent. This meais
they have a 15-percent advantage against us in trading in third
countries, and that a large )art of our goods which have already paid
all of our taxes going into the Common Market countries would have
to pay another 15 percent.
However, I don't think we have any basis for adopting unilaterally
a 15-percent border tax on imports unless either the other parties to
the GATT agree with us that we can or unless we are wrepared to
see the effective dismantling of the GATT agreement because we
have no authority under GATT, as now interpreted to adopt such
a tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Well it, seems to 1n1 that the first, thing we ought
to do is to start publishing our figures the way the other fellow is
publishing his so we are not reflecting a profit when we are actually
losing moncy on our balance of trade. Then we should show them
what everybody agrees and what even our trading partners are concerned about, our desperate situation in balance-of-payments problem
and tell them this is what we are going to have to do. In effect, that
is what you are recommending here about Japanese textiles, you had
to say to them, "Now, here if you can't, work this thing out, fellows,
and quit putting our American l)roducers out of business, we are going
to have to take measures to protect the American market." And it
seems to me we ought to do something like that with regard to the
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bigger problem and say "All right, iow this we will have to do, amnd
if you can coo)erate with us that is great, please (10, but if you are
not, going to cooperate, that is how we are going to be compelled to
(1o business." Don't, our trading partners (1o about that kind of thing
when they find themselves in a parallel situation.
Secretary STAN'S. I am afraid they (to. They say just that, and wA
are left in many cases quite helpless.
I would say this, .r. Chairman, I woild urge very strongly that
the DISC proposal be enacted at this time and made effective as a
means of stopping the outflow of American plants to other countries.
If it is possible to work out any knid of a modification of the GATT
arrangements to permit us to apply border taxes or if we go to a
Value-added tax in the United States, as some people have proposed,
we will be able to redress that coml)etitive balance that, we now have
with many other countries. I think, however, that, is a long process
and I would hate to have to wait giving American exporters a comil)etitive incentive, and inducing them to keel) their plants in the
United States until-we cal redo the GATT arrangement or until we
can even redo that one provision in GATT. I think we need incentives
right now to be competitive.
The CHAIRMAN. I call show one Nvay- that we could get, around tile

thing in a hurry, Mr. Secretary. We could just say that we will take
these income taxes and give any company tihe option to l)ay that on
a unit basis, which wouldn't change his tax liability at. all (loletsticaily
but then say that. having agreed that lie can pay' it, he can regard it.
as an excise tax payable oil a unit, basis we could then proceed to
rebate it.
Now the GATT )eol)le might argue about it but at that, point we
could say to them "Well now, maybe you doi't agree that this is an
indirect, tax but we think that, it, is an indirect tax and that being tie
case we so regard it. and we will rebate it.."
Secretary STANS. Well, it is a very ingenious idea. I can say, 'Mr.
Chairman, that the administration is very seriously studlyilg right

now the whole question of value-added taxes and border taxes, alid
it may be that we will have some recommendations ill tiat, respect
through the Treasury Department early next, yeal. It is a matter that
has concerned me for a long tinme becallse we are at a competitive
disadvantage, and I think something should be don, about it.
The CHAIRM MAN. Senator Andersonm?
Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, to what extent arte the mmi)Vers
of tie European Common Market members of the OATT?
Secretary STAN'S.
they all are.
Senator WVILLIAmS. All are?
SeC,1l'iy STANS. Yts.
Senator VILLIA.M S. Under what l)rovision of tile GAT'tcan they

establish a border tax a11(1 at the sane time prohibit us from establishing one?
Secretary STANS. I don't, have the l)recise section before ime, but.
it is a provision that allows the rebate to exporters of indirect taxes
that they pay, and causes the assessment of imirect taxes against
imports into those countries. These imlircct taxes are, ill effect, sales
taxes, which are called by various terms, cascade taxes or value-addled
taxes.
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Senator WILLIAMS. Well, isn't it ai iiterl)retation of article 16
which was agreed to some time back at. the time when we had more of
a surplus and we were feeling a little more lenient?
Secretary STANS. I understand that is right ; Yes.
Senator Wli L.,AMs. I just wondered if that interpretation woul lmve
to

stand inlefinitey.

SCovetary STANS. Well, we have had preliminary discussions with
other countries of GATT which make it quite clear that they are not
willing it the present time to accept, any modification of that interpretatioi.
Senator WILLIAMS. But. the regulation, the article it, (oes not carry
any distinction as I Inlerstand it, which give to them the right to
establish any kind of a tax to which we dto not have the same right
isn't that true, except some agreement that was entered into a few
years I)ack?
Secretary STANS. I am not sure of the origin of the provision. I just
know that, this is the inter )retation which the other coutries J)Ut on
it Is of this time and that they are extremely reluct ant., in fact, totally
unwilling, to accept any modification of it to'help us.
Senator MILLER. Would the Senator vield?
Senator WIILIA'MS. Just, a moment. I can understand their reluctanice and so forth, but after all, we are running our own affairs.

Yes, I yielh.
Senator MILLER. 'Thiat,provision that the Senator refers to I understand was a clarification by, agreed to by our State Department in
1962. It was an interpretation matter. It was )lot, a matter of the law,

and was a clarification, so-called, made by our State Department, in
1962. I think the question you are really asking is how binding it, is
Oil US.

Secretary STANS. WVe of course have the right to adoptan indirect
tax system, a. national sales tax or a value-added tax and if we did

there woul be no question of it falling within that interpretation.
''liey would object, however, to our al))lying our direct taxes, our
corporation taxes aund so forth as an adjustment at the border.
Senator WIIAms. For the benefit, of the record, woulhi you olitliine
this so-called DISC proposal and just, how it would work on this ttIx
leferment.
Secretary STAN,;. Yes; in the very simplest, of terms, if an American
company were to form a seI)arate domestic corporation to deal
exclusively in exl)orting, that subsidiary exporting corporation could
defer the payment of its income taxes until the profits that it realized
oin its exports were withdlrawn from tihe exporting company into the
Ilrent comilally. It i)ellits the defermentt, of income taxes on export
profits so long as they re used ill export trade.
Sector W ILLIA MS. Ultimately, W1hen they are distributed they
woulh be taxed.

Secretary STANS. ''hey would be taxed. That is the saine situation
that now applies with resl)ect. to the subsidiary of a company organized
in a foreign courtry. It doesn't piay those taxes until the profits are
brought back to the, United States. What w want to do is allow that
subsidiary to be in the United States instead of requiring it. to be
overseas, and then give it. the same tax benefit.
Senator WILLIMAMS. No further question.,.
Tile CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge.
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Senator TALMADGE. MXr. Secretary, I congratulate you oin your
candid, forthright statement.
On September 23 of this year Chairman Mills of tile Ways and
M\Iealis Committee inserted in the record a docune|nt ald I quote a
portion thereof:
As Stanley Nehmer, Deltity Assistant Secretary of Commerce, stated recently,
we are the only major market in the world without quantitative limitation on
imports of wool and manmade fiber textiles and apparel. Many importing countries have unilaterally imposed restrictions. Other countries have reached bilateral
agreements limiting trade. Japan, for example, has agreements with nine importing
nations restricting trade in wool and manmade fiber textiles.

Mr. Secretary, can You describe generally anld supply for the record
the specifics of the Eiuropean countries' restrictions of iluai-made-fiber
and woolen textile imports especially from Japan?
Secretary STANS. There are a number of types of restrictions that
are imposed by other countries. One vas quota limits, another, another,
licensing agreements wvhich are employl,d to reduce the quantity of
goods that, are allowed into these countries, nd we have a very v'oluminous file, Senator, which we would be glad to submit for the recoN.
which lists the foreign restrictions on woo and mn|-=made-fil)er textiles
imposed by other countries insofar as we know them.
Senator TALMADGE. Please sup),)ly that for the record. 2 I want to
(l1uote further from tie lills document:
Data now available shows that in 1968, while the United States took 20 percentt
of Japane.se textile mills' product exports the European Economic Commiumnity
imported only three percent. We imported 51 percent but Jal)an's apl)arel exports
and the EEC took only five percent. We imported :38 l)ercent of long Kong's
apparel exports in 1968, first half only, while the EEC took only 14 percent. In
the mill products sector we imported 32 percentt of Hong Kong's exports as
against two percent for the EEC. We think the reason for this is that the European
community is deliberately keeping those goods out of the market. In short, our
market has been open while others have been closed.

Does that statement sound familiar to yo, ,r.

Secretary?

Secretary STANS. That sounds familiar, and I think it is entirely

correct.
Senator TALMADGE. YOU collcIr?
Secretary STANS. Yes.
Senator TALMA nGE. Thank you, sir.
(Material requested by Senator Talmadge
follows. Hearing continues on page 223.)
FOREII(N

of Secretary Stalls

1 FSTHIICT'rtONS oN FAR EAST EXPORTS OF WOOL/MAN-MADF,

FIBR:

TEXTTILES-MAY 8, 1970
JAPAN

A. Austro-Japanese Trade Agreement of November 1966 established a list of nonlibe 'alized items which are stubject to import licensing an(l global quotas. Certain
wool yarn, fabric, knitwear and apparel products are on the non-liberalized Iti-:
however, specific ceilings are not in force.

B. Benelux-Japanese Bilateral Agreement: The three Benelux comitrie share a
common bilateral agreement with Japan which expired April 30, 1969. Pursuant
to this agreement, all imports from Japan are subject to licensing, and a market disruption clause )rovides for immediate conultation-A should any industry (including
the textile indtistry) be actually or potentially injured.
The bilateral agreement also contains provision for ceilings on Benelux imports
of certain wool narrow fabrics and apparel.
The information Senator Talmauge reiueted appears folowig intr, ro, dioou of Scc, tory Stan.: noie
dttailed information apmiais ini appeuidix b-. page 413.
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C. Denmark require, import licenses for all exports from non-Free List countries
(including Communist bloc countries, Japan, Ilong Kong, Korea, Taiwan).
Licenses are used as a means of regulating imports from these countries; however,
specific ceilings are not in force.
1). German-Japanese Trade Agreement of December 1967 provides for ceilings on
Japanese exports of certain wool yarns, fabrics and apparel, and certain man-made
fiber fabrics and apparel for 1967168. FiG unwilling to announce 1969/70 ceilings.
Federal Republic of Germany requires licenses for the importation of certain
wool yarns, fabrics, and apparel products from Country List B countries which
include Japan.
E. Franco-JapaneseBilateral Trade Agreement scheduled to expire 'March 1969
contains a provisions for ceilings on French imports of certain wool yarns, fabrics
and apparel. In return for certain Japanese concessions, France has agreed, by
1969, to reduce by half the number of categories of imports from Japan which
are subject to quota restrictions.
France requires licenses for the importation of certain wool yarns, fabrics,
carpets and apparel products from any GATT countries (except OECI) countries
with the exception of Japan). Licenses are used as a means of regulating imports;
however, specific ceilings are not in force.
F. Italian-Japanese Trade Protocol of October 16, 1955. The 1969 agreement
for the period October 1, 1969-September 30, 1970, provides for ceilings on Italian
imports of certain wool and man-made fiber yarns, fabrics, made-up goods and
apparel from Japvn.
G. Norwegian-Japanese Trade Agreement for the period October 1, 1969September 30, 1970. The agreement includes ceilings on Japanese exports of
certain wool fabrics, knit goods and apparel to Norway.
11. Swedish-Japanese bilateral trade agreement for the period April 1, 1970 to
March 31, 1971, provides for a ceiling of $2.5 million on Japanese exports of certain
yarn, fabric and apparel products to Sweden.
I. Anglo-Japanese Commercial Treaty of November 1962, reviewed annually,
includes a provision for ceilings on Japan's exports of certain wool fabrics and
apparel.
J. Switzerland requires price certificates for the importation of all textile produets from Hong Kong, Japan, and Eastern Europe, fabric stage and beyond.
Goods are not permitted entry if landed prices are Lelow domestic prices by the
following margins:
20%
Apparel and other finished products ---------------------12%
Wool fabric ------------------------------------------Imnort licenses required for all textile products, fabric stage and beyond, regardless of origin. These licenses are granted automatically unless the products
originate in Japan, Ilong Kong or Eastern Europe and fall below Swiss prices by
the margin indicated above.
Importing country, Austria; country of origin, Japan
Restriction.-Austro-Japanese trade agreement of Nov. 4, 1966, extended
through )ec. 31, 1969, established a list of nonliberalized items which are subject
to import licensing and global quotas. The wool textile items on the nonliberalized
list are given below; specific ceilings are not in force:
Iem

Worsted yarn of sheep wool, not made up for retail sale ------------Yarn of sheep wool, of other fine or coarse animal hair or hore hair,
made up for retail sale ---------------------------------------Woven fabrics of sheep wool or fine animal hair -------------------Woven ribbons and ribbons without weft made from yarns or fibers
laid parallel and glued together other than goods falling under tariff
number 5S.06 (woven labels, badges, and the like); all made from
textile materials other than cotton ----------------------------Woven fabrics coated with an adhesive or starch-containing agent
for book covers, cases, and sheaths, and similar bookbinding and
boxmnaking purposes; all from textile materials otler than cotton-_
Woven fabrics coated or impregnated with prep)arations of cellulo-e
derivates or other plastics ------------------------------------Other fabrics, impregnated or coated; painted fabrics for theatrical
decorations; studio backdrop and the like; with the exceptio, of fine
woven fabrics coated with a preparation based on mtural resins or
camphor; all made from textile materials other than cotton --------

Tariff No.

53. 07
3. 10
53. 11

ex 58. 05
ex 59. 07
59.08

ex59. 12
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Item

Elastic woven fabrics of other textile materials than cotton, combined
with rubber threads, with a width of less than 30 centimeters-- --Knitted fabrics by the yard, not rubber-elastic, not rubberize", imade
from other textile materials than cotton -----------------------Knitted gloves and mittens, not rubber-elastic, not rubberized; made
from other textile materials than cotton -----------------------Knitted stockings,
iderstockings, socks, and the like, not, rubberrubber-elastic, not rubberized, made from other textile materials
than cotton ------------------------------------------------Knitted (tricot) under garments, not rubber-elastic, not rubberized,
made from textile materials other, han cotton ------------------Knitted (t'icot, jersey) outer garimnts and garment accessories, not
rubber-elastic, not rubberized, made from textile materials other
than cotton -----------------------------------------------Rubber-elastic or rubberized knitted fabrics by the yard, and goods
mmde thereof (including elastic kneecaps and elastic stockings)
made from textile materials other than cotton ------------------Garments and garment accessories made from textile materials other
than cotton, excluding handkerchiefs (tariff number 61.05); mufflers
and miantillas (ex 61.06); tuckers, fallals, bodice fronts, jabots,
cuffs, flounces, yokes and similar accessories and trimmings for
women's and girls' garments (ex 61.08); gloves, mittens, stockings
and socks, not knitted (61.10) ---------------------------------Other made-up textile l)roducts made from textile materials other than
cotton, excluding traveling rugs and blankets other than made from
wool and fine animal hair (ex 62.01), and other made-up articles
including dress. patterns (62.05) --------------------------------

Tariff No.

ex 59. 13
ex.60. 01
Cx S). 02
ex 60. 03
ex 60. 01
ex 60. 03
ex 60. 06

cx 61

ex 62

Importing country, Benelux; country of origin, Japan
Restriction.-Benelux-Japanesebilateral agreement in effect until April 30, 1969,
contains provision for ceilings on Benelux imports of certain wool products from
Japan into the Benelux countries. 1967 quotas given below remain in force:
Quota in
metro tons
Item
Ribbon, lace, braid, and trimming, not silk ----------------------------30
Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, of wool or wool
mixtures --------------------------------------------------------85
In addition, all other imports from Japan are subject to licensing. A market
disruption clause provides for immediate consultations should any industry
(including the textile industry) be actually or potentially injured. If not agreement can be reached within a reasonable tine, the Benelux countries may impose
quantitative restrictions as deemed appropriate. This clause, however, has never
been invoked, and licensing requirements have evidently not, been used rcstriclively.
Importing country, Federal Republic of Germany; country of origin, Japan
Restriction.-German-Japanesetrade agreement of December 1967 provides for
the following ceilings on Japanese exports of wool textile products. The quotas
below are for the 2-year period 1967-68, with half the quota for each year. FIIC
unwilling to release 1969-70 ceilings:
Item
Quota
Worsted ya n, not for retail sale (kilograms) ---------------------470, 000
Yarn of wool or of fine animal hair, for retail sale (kilograms) -----110, 000
Wool fabric -----------------------------------------------$2, 475, 000
Outergarments, woven, of wool or manmade fibers_
$3, 575, 000
Importing country, France;country of origin, Japan
Iestriction.-Franco-Japanese trade agreement of May 14, 1963, reviewed
annually. Protocol signed February 1969 provides the following ceilings on
French imports of wool textile products for the period April 1, 1968, to March 31,
1969:
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Quota value in
U.S. dollars
Coibed! wool yarn for retail sale -05,
000
Wool fabric (quantity in metric tons, 84) ------------------------1304, 000
Other textile articles, except of cotton:
Voven clothing ------------------------------------------424,000
11cm

Knitted goods ---------------------------------------------

118, 000

Other articles---------------------------------------------Indicative level.

63,000

In late 1967 both countries agreed to a reduction in discriminatory quotas. In
return for certain Japanese concessions, France agreed, by 1969, to reduce by half
the number of categories of imports from Japan which are subject to quota restrictions; some wool textile items may be included, bit it is not yet known which ones.
Importing country, Italy; country of origin, Japan
Iestriction.- talian-Jal)mese trade protocol of October 18, 1955, renewed
annually. 1969 agreement for the period October 1, 1969-September 30, 1970,
l)ro%'i(le.s for the following ceilings on Italian imports of wool textile products
from Japan.
Tariff No. arnd Men

Qur

I

53.07 Worsted yarn
3. 11 Woven fabrics of sheep's or lambs' wool or of line animal hair -ex 58.04 Woven pile and chenille fabrics, except of cotton, excluding

items under No. .55.08 and No. 58.05 --------------------------ex 58.05 Narrow woven fabrics, except of cotton, excluding items inder
N o . 5 8 .0 6 ---------------------------------------------------Apparel and clothing accessories (except of cotton):
ex 60.05 Knitted and crocheted goods: Outergarments, not elastic
or rubberized_
61.02 Other than knitted or crocheted: Women's, girls', and
infants' outergarmnents
Other made-up articles, except of cotton:
ex 62.02 Bed linen, table linen, kitchen linen, curtains-

.'S. dollars

160, 000
360, 000
70, 000
70, 000

70, 000

I Italy
will consider
Issuance of imli)o t iiciises beyond the e3tablishii amounts whenever the Italian
:nai
kct situat
ion may the
Ix'nnil.

Exporting country, Japan; country of destination, Unihd Kingdom
Restriction.-The Anglo-Japanese commercial treaty of November 1962,
reviewed anmally includes a provision for ceilings on' Japan's exl)orts of the
following wool products for 1968 and 1969:
19f
I
Item
11%9
1,000,000
Woven wool fabrics (square yards)
1, 20), 000

Knitted fabrics of manmade fibers and al))arel

(excluding gloves) of knitted, netted, or cro-

cheted material of cotton, wool or mnaninade fibers
(including stockings and socks).

Otergarnients (excluding gloves) of woven manmade liber fabi ic; outergarments and miderwear
of woven cotton; handkerchiefs, shawls, scarves
and mufflers except those of silk or linen ------Knitted gloves, other than gloves knitted to shap(_Lace and lace net and embroidery of all types - - Narrow fabrics of all types a'id articles made
therefrom----------I If this sum, $942,000, is for cotton.

$2, 560, 800

1 6,

596, 400
552, 000

$ 2, 944, 800)

---------------------------

192, 000

32)

307, 200

352, 800

2Liberalized.

Importing country, Norway: Country of origin, Japan
Rcstriction.-Norwegian-Japanese trade agreement for the period October 1,
1969, to September 30, 1970. The agreement includes ceilings on Japane,,e exports
of certain wool fabrics, knit goods and apparel to Norway.
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Importing county,

Swedn

country of origin, Japan

Isriclion.-Sw~di-Japanesebilateral trade agrenent for the period April 1,
1970, to .March 31, 1971, provides for a ceiling of S2.5 million oil Japanese, exl)i Is
of various textiles including the( following wool products:

Yarn of sheep's or lambs' wool, of horsehair or of other aniimal
hair (fine or coraoe), put up for retail sale -------------- 53. 10.
Woven fabrics of wool and other animal hair -------------- 53.11-.13.
Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics

5S-01.

--------

N'arrow woven fabrics, and iniarrow fabrics 4iolduc) consisting of warp without weft a. .,ehnihld by

eans of an

a d h e s iv e _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5S-05.

Woven labels, badge,-; and the like, not (,nlhroid(ied, in the
58-06.
licce, ill strips or cut to shape or size ------------------

Bolded fiber fabrics and articl..; of bonded fiber fabrics,

whether or not imp)regnated or coated ----------------59.03.
Elzvastic fabric.i aid trimmings (otlier than knitted or crocheted good-s) consisting of textile Inatel ial.s comblined
with rubbe threads-------------------------------59.13.
Knitted or chjrochet(d fabric, not elastio ,i rlherize(l - - 60.01-.06.
Men's, boys', women's, and girl,' outergarinents and undergarnenits, not knitted or crocheted-, -.......-----------Vx 61.01, 61.02.0-1.
Shawls, scarves, muffl,,rs,
iiantill:v4, veil.z, and the like - - - - ex 61.06.
Gloves, mittens, mitts, stockings, socks, anmd sockettes, not
knitted or crocheted goods ----------..
61.10.
travelingg rugs and blaukets
62.01.
Bed linen, table lineln, toilet linen, and kitchen linei; curtains
and other furnishing articles .
.
.
.
.
62.02.
62.05.
Other made-tip textile artiev. (including diess pattei'ns) -Ilats and other headgear (inchding hair nets), knitted or
crocheted, or made up from lace, fe-lt or other textile fabric
in the piece (but not from strip-) , whether or not lined or
ex 65.05.
trimmed
.----------------------------------------JA PAN
A. A ustro-Japancsc Trade Agreent of
'o'tbfr
1966 (stablishCd a list of notob
libcralized items which are subject to import licensing and gl al quotas. Certail
man-made fibers yarns, fabrics, knit goods ntd(la1)l)arel are on thv non-libralizid
list; however, specific ceilings are not in force.
B. I'nclnux-Japancsc Bilat ral Agrcinent: The three lBenelx countries share a
common bilateral agreement with Jal)an which expired April 30, 1969. Pursimunt
to this agreement, all imports from Jaipan are subject to licensing and a markt
disruption clause
)rovidles for immediate consultations should any industry
(including the textile industry) be actually or potentially injured.
The bilateral agreement also contains )rovision for ceilings on Blenelux imports
of certain man-made fiber yarns, fabric and apl)arel.
C. Canadian-JapanescAgrcctnut inchides provision for ceilings on Japlanese
exports of nylon fabric, and certain man-made fiber apparel products.
1). Dc mark requiires import licenses for all exports from non-Free List countries
(including Communist bloc countries, Japan, H!ong Kong, Korea, Taiwan).
Licenses are used as a means of regulating imports from these couitries; however
specific ceilings are not in force.
E. German-Japanese Trade Agreement of )ecember 1967 providvhs for ceilings

on Japanese exports of certain wool yarns, fa)ric- and a))arel, and certain iman-

made fiber fabrics and tl)l)arel for 1967/6S. FIRG unwilling to relea-e 1969/70
ceilings.
West (ernmany requires licnv.--s for the importation of all man-mnade fiber
products from CountrY List B countries which includesi Japan.
F. Franco-JapaneseBilateral Trade Agreement scheduled to exliire March 116)
cointain-, a provision for ceilings on French iml)ort, of certain man-made fiber
Varmis, fabric. and al)l)arel. Im return for curtain Jal)anv.4 concessionw, Franme ha-,
agree(d, by 1969, to rednhc(Iby half the inimber of categories of impo)ort- from
Ja)an which are suii)jvct to (jiota rest frictions.
France requires licenses for the importation of certain man-madhe fiber carpet.
and al)lar(1 products from any (ATT countries (except OECI) comitriv with
the excel)tion of Japan). License.. are isemd a- a Imieans of r,.gulating imllort,;
however, specific ceiling- are not in force.
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(L. Italian-Japanese Trade Protocol of October 15, 1955: The 1969 agreement
for the period October 1, 1969-September 30, 1970, provides for ceilings on
Italian imports of certain wool and man-made fiber yarns, fabrics, made-up
goods and apparel from Japan.

1. Norwegian-Japanesc Trade Agreement for the period October 1, 1969September 30, 1970. The agreement includes ceilings on Japanese exports of
certain mani-made fiber yarns, fabrics, knit goods and apparel.
I. Swedish-Japanese bilateral trade agreement for the period April 1, 1970 to
March 31, 1971, provides for a ceiling of $2.5 million on Japanese exports of
certain yarn, fabric and apparel products to Sweden.
J. Anglo-Japanese Commercial Treaty of November 1962, reviewed annually,
includes a provision for ceilings on Japan's exports of certain man-inade fiber yarns,
fabrics and apparel items.
K. Switzerland requires price certificates for the importation of all textile
products from Hong Kong, Japan, and Eastern Europe, fabric stage and beyond.
Goods are not permitted entry if landed prices are below domestic prices by the
following margin:
20%
Apparel and other finished products ---------------------Switzerland requires licenses for all textile products, fabric stage and beyond,
regardless of origin. These licenses are granted automatically unless the products
originate in Japan, Ilong Kong or Eastern Europe and fall below Swiss prices by
the margin indicated above.
Importing country, Austria, country of origin, Japan
Itestriclion.--Austro-Japanese trade agreement of November 4, 1966, extended
through )ecember 31, 1969, established a list of nonliberalized items which are
subject to import licensing and global quotas. The manmade fiber textile items on
the nonliberalized list are given below; specific ceilings are not in force:
Item

Yarn of continuous manmade fiber of natural polymers, not made
up for retail sale.
Woven fabrics of continuous fiber of natural or synthetic polymers including woven fabrics of monofils, strips, or similar
shapes of materials listed under tariff number 51.01 and 51.02.
Discontinuous viscose textile fibers (rayon staple fiber), not
carded, not combed.
Continuous filament tow of natural polymers for the production
of discontinuous fiber (rayon staple fiber).
Rayon staple fiber waste, not carded, not combed, including
waste yarn and reclaimed fibers.
Discontinuous viscose fiber (rayon staple fiber) and waste,
carded, combed or otherwise prepared for spinning.
Yarn of discontinuous fiber of natural or synthetic polymers or of
waste thereof, not made up for retail sale.
Woven fabrics of discontinuous fibers of natural or synthetic
polymers.
Woven ribbons and ribbons without weft made from yarns or
fibers laid parallel and glued together other than goods falling
under tariff number 58.06 (woven labels, badges and the like);
all made from textile materials other than cotton.
Woven fabrics coated with an adhesive or starch-containing
agent for book covers, cases and sheaths, and similar bookbinding and boxmaking purposes; all from textile materials
other than cotton.
Woven fabrics coated or impregnated with preparations of celtlose derivatives or other plastics.
Other fabrics, impregnated or coated, painted fabrics for
theatrical decorations, studio backdrop and the like; with the
exception of fine woven fabrics coated with a preparation based
on natural resins or camphor; all made from textile materials
other than cotton.
Elastic woven fabrics of other textile materials that cotton, cornbined with rubber threads, with a width of less than 30 centimeters.
Knitted fabrics by the yard, not rubber-elastic, not rubberized,
made from other textile materials than cotton.

Tariff No.

51.01B.
51.04.
ex 56.01BI.
ex 56.02B.
ex 56.03B.
ex 56.0413.
56.05.
56.07.
ex 58.05.

ex 59.07.

59.08.
ex 59.12.

ex 59.13.
ex 60.1.
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Item

Tariff No.

Knitted gloves and mittens, not rubber-elastic, not rubberized; ex
made from other textile materials than cotton.
Knitted stockings, understockings, socks, and the like, not cx
rubber-elastic, not rubberized, made from other textile materials than cotton.
Knitted (tricot) under gannets, not rubber-elastic, not rubber- ex
ized, made from textile materials other than cotton.
Knitted (tricot, jersey) outer garments and garment accessories, ex
not rubber-elastic, not rIbberized, made from textile materials
other than cotton.
Rubber-elastic or rubberized knitted fabrics by the yard, and ex
goods made theleof (including elastic kneecaps and elastic
stockings) made front textile materials other than cotton.
Garments and garment accessories made from textile materials ex
other than cotton, excluding handkerchiefs (tariff number
61.05); inufflers and mantillas (ex 61.06); ttickers, fallals,
bodice fronts, jabots, cutffs, llounces, yokes, and similar accessories and trimmings for women's and girls' garments (cx
61.08); gloves, mittens, stockings and socks, not knitted
(61.10).
Other made-up textile products made from textile materials ex
qther than cotton, excluding traveling rugs and blankets other
than made from wool and fine animal hair (ex 62.01), and other
made-up articles including dress patterns (62.05).

60.02.
60.03.
60.01.
60.05.
60.06.
61.

62.

Importing country, Canada; country of origin, Japan
R'striction.-Canadian-Japaneseagreement includes provision for ceilings on
Japanese exports of certain manmade fiber products, 1969 levels-Shipments
under these quotas and subquotas may be increased by not more than 5 percent
in 1969 with equivalent reductions in shipments under the corresponding quotas
and sulxuotas for 1970:

iii do:ena

ItemQuci.a

Blouses, polyster/cotton blends I

---------------------------------

Shirts, polyester/cotton blends ----------------------------------Trousers and outershorts, synthetic ------------------------------Knitted wear, spun rayon and synthetic 2----------------------------

42, 863

80, 997
59, 410
401,082
Quota

Elastic braid of all fibers (pounds) ------------------------------605, 000
Fabrics of nylon (includes only fabric for use in the manufacture of
apparel) (square yards) ----------------------------------3, 811, 500
I The Canadtan-Japalese bilateral includes quotas for cotton products as well as mannade fiber. Tile subgroups for shirts and blouses may each be increased up to 10 percent by transfers of quotas, but tile
total must remain stable. Tramnfers to tile manmade fiber subgroup for trousers anid shorts may
increase the amount by up to NJ percent. The Japanese Government will urge Japnaese producers and
exporters to so plan their shipments that there will be no undue concentration on any item within

the quota categories.

2 Includes knitted wear of spun ra'on and svnth(.tic fiber as defined In the explanator)" note amd
also knitted wear of synthetic fibers blended with wool, containing more than .WO
percent 1by weight
of synthetic fiber.
NOTF.-In the above table "symithietlc" includes rayon filament and all other manmnade fibers except
spun rayon, except In tile case of synthetic shiut and blouses, as noted.

The following ;s a table of criteria used by the Government of Japan to distinguish betweca the quota categories of made-tIp textiles which are a mixture of
various fiber components. The basic principle for the criteria is chief value, converted into percentage of fiber content by weight, so that the percentages vary
extensively:
Defined and fibr composition
Cotton:
Cotton and ,ilk --------------------Cotton and wool -------------------Cotton and rayon filament -----------Cotton and spun ryon --------------Cotton and synthetic fiber ------------

Percentage of fiber content (by weigtt)

88
67
40
30
51

percent
percent
percent
l)crcent
percent

and
and
and
and
and

over
over
over
over
over

cotton.
cotton.
cotton.
cotton.
cotton.
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De)It ed fid fP, er Cot)xMsition

)'ercentave offihr content (bygweighf)

S)u1n rayon:
Spun
Spu
Spun
Spn
Spun
Spun

rayon
rayon
rayon
rayon
rayon
rayon

and
and
and
and
and
and

wool
silk
jute or flax__
synthetic fiber -------cotton-------------rayon filament --------

Rayon filament:
Rayon filament and cottonliayon filament and synthetic fiber.....
Synthetic fiber:
Synthetic fiber
Synthetic fiber
Synthetic fiber
Synthetic fiber

and
and
and
and

rayon filament -..
jute or flax------cotton
spun rayon-

91 percent and
91 percent and
71 percent and
71 percent and
71 percent and
Regardless of
tent.

over spun rayon.
over sputn rayon.
over spun rayon.
over spun rayon.
over spun rayon.
percent fiber con-

61 percent and over rayon filanent.
51 percent and over rayon filament.
50 percent and over synthetic fiber.
)o.
I)o.
30 percent and over synthetic fiber.

Importing country, Benelux; country of origin, Japan

Ilestrictions.-Blenehix-Japanese bilateral agreement in effect intil April 30,
1969, contains provision for ceilings on Benelux imports of certain manmade
fiber products front Japan. 1967 quotas given below remain in force:
Item

Quota in metric lonts

Yarn of manmade fibers and rayon fibers pitt up for retail sale ----------Woven nianniade fiber filanient yarn fabrics, printed -----------------Woven manmade fiber filament yarn fabrics. not l)rinted excluding grey -_
Woven manmade fiber spun yarn fabrics, printed ----------------------Woven mannande fiber Sl)Un yarn fabrics, not l)rlnted excluding grey-----Grey cloth of manmade fibers and of cotton- ------------------$1,240,
Ribbon, lace, braid and trimming, not silk of all fibers -----------------Women's, girls' and infants' outergarnients, not silk or wool (excluding
kimonos) -------------------------------------------------------Men's and boys' shirts and pajamas of manmade fibers and cotton -------Handkerchiefs of cotton and manmade fibers -------------------------Shawls, scarves, etc., of manmade fibers -------------------------------

65
50
300
70
179
000
30
60
35
16
70

NoTE-Inl addition, all other Imports from Japan are subject to licensing. A market disruption clause
provides for immediate consultations sholild any Industry (Including the textile industry) be actually or
potentially injured. 1 no agreement can be reached within a reasonable time, the Benelux countries may
impose quantitative restrictions as deemed appropriate. This clause, however, has never been Invoked,
and licensing requirements have evidently not been used restrictively.

Importing country, Federal Republic of Germany; country of origin, Japan
Restriction.-German-Japane.setrade agreement of )ecember 1967 provides
for the following ceilings on Japanese exports of manmade fiber textile products.
The quotas below are for the 2-year period 1967-68, with half the qttota for each
year. FRG unwilling to release 1969-70 ceilings:
Item

Matnmade fiber fabricFabric of cellulosic fibers, dyed, 135-145 meters wide
Fabric of celluloic fibers, unprocessed and bleached_
Outergarments, woven, of wool or matnmade fibersFabric of cellulosic fibers except mnprocessed and bleached -------127.200.000 square meteis.

Quota

$1,650, 000
1, 250, 000
(1)
3, 575, 000
1,650, 000

Importing country, France; country of origin, Japan
Restriclion.-Franco-Japatnese trade agreement of May 14, 1963, reviewed
annually. Protocol signed February 1969 provides the following ceilings on French
imports of manmade fiber products for the period April 1, 1968, to March 31, 1969:
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Q~aily

ia

nd r.'C

f0n

item

Noncellulosic filament varn (of which 33 tons of yarn is more than
92
400 turns per meter) -------------------------------------219
Cellilosic filament yarn ------------------------------------91
Noncelhilosic woven filament fabric --------------------------32
Cellulosic woven filament fabric, printed ----------------------48
Cellulosic woven filament fabric, unprinted -------------------61
Noncelliulosic spun yarn fabrics ------------------------------137
Celhilosic spun yarn fabric., I)rinted -------------------------63
Cellulosic spun yarn fabrics, unprinted -----------------------Other textile articles, except cotton:
Woven clothing ------------------------------------------Knitted goods---------------------------------------------Other articles ------------------------------------------

I ['.s¢.
lr in
d)Ilot

I

277, 000
253, 000
458, 000
80, 000
160, 000
365, 000
250, 000
250, 000
424,000
118, 000
63,
6--- 000

I )ollar valte only indicative level.

NOT.--I! late 1(67 both countriS agreed to a reduction iii (disriminatory quotas. In return foe certain
France agreed, by 190), to reduce by half the iltliber of categories of imports from
Japainese micesslons,
o
Jalkin which are subject to quota restictions; some manmade fiber textile items may be included Ibat it
is not yet known which ones.

Importing country, Italy; country of origin, Japan

Restriction.-Italian-Japanesetrade protocol of October 18, 1955, renewed
annu11ally. 1969 agreement for the period October 1, 1969, to September 30, 1970,
i)rovides for the following ceilings on Italian imports of manaide fiber textile
products from Japan:
Q~uota in U.S. dollars

T r iff Ao. a nd itema

440, 000
51.04 Woven fabrics of continuous mnmade fiber_
56.07 Woven fabrics of discontinuous manmade fiber or waste ------- 1 2600, 000
ex 58.04 Woven pile and chenille fabrics, except of cotton, excluding
70, 000
items under No. 55.08 and No. 58.05ex 58.05 Narrow woven fabrics, except of cotton, excluding items
70, 000
under No. 58.06Apparel and clothing accessories (except of cotton):
ex 60.05 Knitted and crocheted goods: Outer garments, not
70, 000
elastic or rttbberizedex 61.02 Other than knitted or crocheted: Women's, girls', and
70, 000
infants' outergarments
70, 000
ex 61.05 Handkerchiefs_
Other made-up articles, except of cotton:
70,000
ex 62.02 Bed linen, table linen, kitchen linen, curtainsI Italy will consider the issuance of lnport licenses Ixyond1
market situation may perniit.
2 Temporary Impomts.

tI
e established amounts, whenever the Italian

Importing country, Swcdcn; country of origin, Japan
Restriction.-Swedish-Japanese bilateral trade agreement for the period April 1,
1970, to March 31, 1971, provides for a ceiling of $2.5 million on Japanese exports
of various textiles including the following niantnade fiber products:
li1(m
7 'ariff No.

Woven fabric of continuous man-made fibers -------------Yarn of mnanmade fibers (discontinuous or waste), pitt ill)
for retail sale--------------------------------------Woven fabrics of manmade fibers (discontinuous or waste)-Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics ------------------Narrow oven fabrics, and narrow fabrics (boldutc) consisting xvarip-vthout weft assembled by means of an adhesive.
WVoven label:, badges and the like, not embroidered, in the
piece, in stril)s or cut to shape or size-----------------Bonded fiber abrics and articles of bonded fiber fabric,
whether or not impregnated or coated -----------------Twvine, cordage, ropes, and cables-----------------------

51.04.
56.06.
ex .56. 7.
58.04.
58.15.
58.06.
59.03.
59.04.
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Nets and nettirg made of twine, cordage or rope, and i., ade
ul) fishing nets of yarn, twine, cordage or rope ----------- ex 59.05.
Textile fabrics coated or impregnated with oil or preparations with a basis of drying oil -----------------------59.07-.09, 12.
Rubberized textile fabrics, other than rubberized knitted
or crocheted goods---------------------------------59.11.

Elastic fabrics and trimniings (other than knitted or crocheted
goods) consisting of textile materials colnbinedwithrubber
threads ------------------------------------------59.13.
Textile hosepiping and similar tubing

Transmission, conveyor or elevator belts or belting, of textile
material ------------------------------------------Textile fabrics and textile articles, of a kind commonly used
in nmachinery" or plant ------------------------------Knitted or crocheted textile/ap)arel products -----------Men's, boys', women's and girls outergarments and undergarments, not knitted or crocheted -------------------Shawsls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils, and the like__
Gloves, mittens, mitts, stockings, socks, and sockettes, not
knitted or crocheted goods--------------------------Travelling rugs and blankets --------------------------Bed linen, table lenin, toilet linen and kitchen linen; curtains
and other furnishing articles -------------------------Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of goods
Other made up textile articles-------------------------Hats and other headgear includingg hair nets), knitted or
crocheted, or made up from lace, felt or other textile
fabric in the piece (but not from strips), whether or not
lined or trimmed -----------------------------------

59.--------------------15.

59.16.
59.17.
60.01-.06.
ex 61.01, 61.02-.04.
ex 61.06.
61.10.
62.01.
62.02.
62.03.
62.05.

ex 65.05.

Importing country, Norway; country of origin, Japan
llcistriction.-Norwegian-Jal)anese trade agreement for the period October 1,
1969, to September 30, 1970. For items on list I, licenses are issued automatically
up to specified levels, at which point the two countries consult "with a veiw to
finding appropriate nicasures for the development of trade between the two
countries." The agreement includes ceilings on Norwegian imports of certain
manmade fiber yarns, fabrics, knit goods and apparel.
Exporting country, Japan;country of destination, United Kingdom
Restridion.-The Anglo-Japanese commercial treaty of November 1962,
reviewed annually includes a provision for ceilings on Japan's exports of the
following manmade fiber l)roducts for 1968 and 1969:
Qo

$c

111in

$106, 428
Spun yarn of manmade fibers --------------------Woven nianmade fiber fabrics, except re-export
(square yards)_
6, 000, 000
Knitted fabrics of manmade fibers and apparel (excluding gloves) of knitted, netted, or crocheted
material of cotton, wool or manmade fibers (including stockings and socks)
$2, 560, 800
Outergarmnents (excluding gloves) of woven manmade
fiber fabric: outergarments and underwear of
woven cotton; handkerchiefs, shawls, scarves and
2 $6,596, 400
mufflers except those of silk or linenKnitted gloves, other than gloves knitted to shape--$552, 000
Lace and lace net and embroidery of all types .......
$192, 000
Narrow fabrics of all types and articles made therefrom
$307,200
I Pounds.
3 Of this sum VA.42,000 is for cotton.
8 Liberalized.

152 15, 000

7, 000, 000

12, 944, 800

(3)
(1)

$352,800
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REPUBLIC OF KORFA

A. The Republic of Korea agreed November 26, 1969 to apl)ly eeiling,

onI

Korean exports of certain wool products to Canada.
B. Federal Republic of Germany requires licenses for the importation of certain
wool yarns, fabrics and apparel from Country List B countries which include
Korea.
C. France requires licenses for the importation of certain wool yarns, fabrics,
carpets, apparel from any GATT countries (except OECI) coun rivs with the
exception of Japan). Specific ceilings are not in force.
1). Denmark requires im)ort licenses for all exports from non-F-ee List
countries includingg Communist bloc countries, Japan, Hong Kong, Korea,
Taiwan). Licenses are used as a iteans of regulating imports from these countries;
however, specific ceilings are not in force.
E. Noru,ay requires licenses for the iil)ortation of all textile and apparel
products from the Republic of Korea. Specific ceilings are not in force.
F. Swdish-Kor(an trade agreement renewed .\larch 1970 for one year includes
ceilings on certain wool ap)parel items.
Importing country, Canada; Country of origin, Republic of Kor(a
Rcstriclion.-The Korean Government. agreed to apply the following ceilings
on Korean exports of certain wool products in 1969:
Quota

Items

Broadwoven worsted fabric (square yards)-------------------------Narrow fabric of all fibers (pounds) -------------------------------Gloves, of all fibers (including nontextiles) (dozens) ------------------

166, 625
50, 794
22, 145

NOTE.-For the purposes of the Canadian-Korean Agreement the following definitions of wool products
will apply to products of niixed and blended fibers.
Pireetage ofjfber comet
Djfind andfiber composition
(bt wet~gt)
Wool:

W\tool and silk ------------------------------Wool and cotton ---------------------------Wool and manna(le fiber ---------------------

Over 65 percent wool.
33 percent and over wool.
40 percent and over wool.

Importing country, Swedcn; Country of origin, Republic of Korea
Rcstriction.-Swedish-Korean trade agreement in effect, March 1, 1969, to
February 28, 1970, provided the following ceilings on Korean exports of apparel:
Rem

Jackets --------------------------------------------------------

Quota in
U.S. dollars

80,000

210, 000
Shirts -------------------------------------------------------NoTE.-As a result of negotiations concluded March 6,1970, Sweden agreed to raise the quotas for the items
above by about 10 percent for Ih net year.
RIEPUIILIC OF KOREA

A. The Republic of Korea on November 26, 1969, agreed to apply ceilings on
Korean exports of man-made fiber fabrics and apparel products to Canada for
CY 1969.
B. Federal Reptblic of Germany requires licenses for the importation of allman-made fiber products front Country List B countries which include Korea.
C. France requires licenses for the importation of certain man-made fiber carpets
and al)parel products from any GATT countries (except OECI) countries with
the except of Japan). Specific ceilings are not in force.
I). Denmark requires import licenses for all exports from non-Free List country s
(including Communist bloc countries, Japan, Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwaan). Licenses are used as a means of regulating imports from these countries; however,
specific ceilings are not in force.
E. Norway requires licenses for the importation of all textile/apparel prodilcts
from Korea. Licenses are used as a means of regulating iml)orts; however, specific
ceilings are not in force.
F. Swedish-Korean trade agreement renewed March 1970 for one year includes
ceilings on certain man-made fiber apl)arel items.
51-389-70-pt. 1-

16
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Importing country, Canada; Country of origin, Republic of Korea
Resf,iction.-The Korean Government agreed to apply the following ceilings
on Korean exports of manniade fiber fabric and apparel in 1969:
Itim

Quota

Broadwoven fabrics wholly or substantially of nylon (square yards) -...
247, 500
Garments, cotton and/or manmade fiber (dozen):
Woven shirts ----------------------------------------------60, 419
Blouses ---------------------------------------------------40, 670
Sleelwear -------------------------------------------------41,839
Trousers, slacks and shorts ----------------------------------76, 385
Knitted manmade fiber shirts ----------------------------------- 20, 806
Also included is a provision for ceilings on exports of worsted fabrics, narrow
fabrics and gloves:
Narrow fabrics of all fibers (not more than half to be elastic) (pounds)
Gloves, of all fibers (including nontextiles) (dozen) ---------------Nor.-For

the [)iUr1rSes of the Canadian-Korean

50, 794
22, 145

Agree:neitt the following definitions of manmade

fiher pmtoimcts will auply to products of mixed and blended fibers.
DJfned andfiber composition

Percenlage of fibr contrna

Cotton:

(by w0ght)
Cotton and ilk

-----------------

Cotton aui wool .----.------------------------------Cotton and manmma(e fiber ----------------------------

Manmadle 114m:

Over 88 pereelit cotton.

Over 67 perc-nt cotton.
Over 55 percentcotton.

Manmade fiber ani cotton ------------------------- 45 percent and over manniade fibwr.
Mainadn fiber and silk -.---------------------------75 percent and over manmade fiber.
Manmade fiber and wool ---------------------------Ovr 60 percent mann,ale fiber.

The following schedule of deductions for overshipments will be a applied in
determining the relevant effective voluntary quotas for 1969, 1970 and 1971:
Schtdule of deductions

Item

Garments of cotton and/or mautmade fibers:
969
Uf70
1971
Woven shirts (dozen) -----------------------20, 000 35, 000 35, 000
Blouses (dozen) ----------------------------10,911
10,911 10,911
Trousers, slack.- and shorts (dozen) ------------8, 963
8, 963
8, 964
Broadwoven fabrics substantially of nylon (square
yards)--------------------------------------34,666
In those cases where overshipments have occurred the relevant effective
voluntary quotas for 1969 have been calculated as follows:
It em

Basic
lerl

Lfss
deduction
for over-

Effectire
ler(i

Garments of cotton and/or manmade fiber:
sMpment
Woven shirts (dozen) ----------------------60, 419 20, 000
40,
Blouses (dozen) ---------------------------40, 670 10, 911
29,
Trousers, slacks, and shorts (dozen) ----------76, 385
8, 963
67,
Broadwoven fabrics substantially of nylon (square
yard) -------------------------------------247, 500 34, 666 212,
Importing country, ,Sweden; country of origin, Republic of Korea

419
759
422
334

Restrictions.-Swedish-Korean trade agreement in effect March 1, 1969 to
Fel)ruary 29, 1970, provided the following ceilings on Korean exports of aplarel:
Quoa'In

Rem

Ankle socks and men's stockings other than wool (dozen pairs)-- .--Jackets -------------------------------------------------------Shirts---------------------------------------------------------

U.S. dollars
213, 000
80, 000
210,000

NOTE.-As a result of negotiations concluded Mar. 6, W970,Swedenm agreed to raise the quotas for time itenis
above by about t0 percent for the next year.
REPUBLIC

OF CHINA

A. Fcdcral Republic of Germany recinire.s licenses for the importation of certain
wool yarng, fabrics and apparel from Country List B countries which include
Taiwan.
B. Denmark requires import licenses for all exports from Non-Free List countries
(including Communist bloc countries, Japan, long Kong, Korea, Taiwan".
Licenses are used as a means of regulating imports from these countries; however,
specific ceilings are not in force.
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C. Swicdcn reintroduced a licenmiig requirement Jily 25, 196s, oil imports of
certain wool yarn,, fabric., carpets and apparel from Taiwan. These regulations

were adopted partly to control long Kong products shipped from the Rle)ublic
of China; however, specific ceilings are not in force.
Importing country, Sweden; country of origin, Republic of China
I1estriclion.- effective July 25, 1968, Sweden reintroduced a licensing requirement on the following wool products. Specific ceilings are not in force.
IITN
Cqphr No.

11(m

Wool yarn and fabric ---------------------------------------------5S
Carpeis, carpeting, and rugs, "Kelems," etc ------------------------,
Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics, narrow woveli fabrics and other
narrow fabrics, woven labels, badges, etc., net fabrics --------------5S
Articles of wadding ------------------------------------------------.
59
Felt and articles of felt ..---------------------------------------------59
Bonded fiber fabrics and articles thereof ------------------------------59
Textile fabrics coated with gmn or amylaceous substance.---------------59
Textile fabrics iml)regnated or coated with )rel)arat ions of cellulose derivatives or of other artificial plastic materials --------------------------59
Textile fabrics coated with gum or amylaccous substances --------------59
Textile fabrics impregnated or coated with preparations of cellulose
derivatives or of other artificial plastic materials ----------------------59
Textile fabrics coated or impregnated with oil, rubberized fabrics except
rubberized knitted goods, and textile fabrics otherwise impregnated or
coated ---------------------------------------------------------59
Knitted goods and knitwear ---------------------------------------60
Outergarments and underwear, including foundation garments, stockings,
gloves, mitten, etc ----------------------------------------------61
Miscellaneous manufactured textile products --------------------------62
NoTE.-Above regulations adopted partly to control tong Kong products shipped from the Repm IliC o
China.
IEPUIlIC OF CHINA
A. Canadian-Taiwan Bilateral Textile Agreement provides for ceilings on Taiwan's exports of polyester fiber apparel products for two twelve-month periods
beginning October 10, 1969.
B. Sweden reintroduced a licensing requirement July 25, 1968, on imports of
certain man-made fiber yarns, fabrics, carpets, and apparel from Taiwan. These
regulations were adopted partly to control Hong Kong products shipped froin the
Repltblic of China; however, specific ceilings are not in force.
C. Denmark requires import licenses for all exl)orts from non-Free List countries
(inchding Communist bloc countries, Japan, Ilorg Kong, Korea, Taiwan).
Licenses are used as a means of re gulating imports from these countries; however,
specific ceilings are not in force.
1). Federal Republic of Germany requires licenses for the importation of all
man-made fiber products from Country List B countries which include Taiwan.
Importing country, Canada; country of origin, Republic of China

(Quota in dozens)
Ih tit

Category A:
Woven polyester/cotton shirts and/or polyester/polynosic
shirts:
Basic level-------------------------------------Deductions related to previous shipments ------------

Effective level --------------------------------Category B:
Woven polvester/cotton trousers, slacks, and outer shorts:
Basic level -------------------------------------I)eductions related to previous shipments -----------Effective level ---------------------------------

Year breiPning
oa. 1o.
ort. lo,
I "9
1970
60, 181 60, 181
14, 145
13, 215

46,036

46, 966

21,078
8, 082

21,078
7, 692

12, 996

13, 386

Note.-These restraint levels will apply to (1) those shirts, trousers, slacks. and outer shorts that ate made
of polyester and cotton fiber belnds ln which the percentage of pdlyester fiber by weight is 50 percent or
mote, and (2) shirts of polyester and polynosic fiber blends.
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November 9, 1969, the Chinese agreed to restrain exports to Canada of inter
Ytar fgiinfg
alia cotton or rayon trousers as specified below:
I1em

Cotton or rayon trousers (dozen) ---------------------------

July !,
1969

July 1,
1970

71,050

72, 116

Imposing coitntry, Sweden; country of origin, Repiltic of China
leeslriclion.-Effective July 25, 1968, Sweden reintroduced a licensing requireInvut on the following inanlade fiber products. Specific ceilings are not in force:
Item

B TN
0Chopttr No.

51,56
Manmade fiber yarn and fabric ------------------------------------56
1)iscontimuous manmade fibers and waste -----------------------------58
Carpets, carpeting rugs, "Kelems," etc -------------------------------Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics, narrow woven fabrics and other
58
narrow fabrics, woven labels, badges, etc., net fabrics ----------------59
Articles of wadding -----------------------------------------------59
Felt and articles of felt ---------------------------------------------59
Bonded fiber fabrics and articles therefor -----------------------------59
Twine, cordage, ropes, and cables; nets and netting thereof -----------59
Made-up fishing nets of yarn, twine, cordage, and rope -----------------59
Textile fabrics coated with gum or amylaccous substance---------------Textile fabrics imlpregnated or coated with preparations of cellulose deriva59
tives or of other artificial plastic materials ---------------------------Textile fabrics coated or impregnated with oil, rubberized fabrics except
rubberized knitted goods, and textile fabrics otherwise impregnated or
59
coated --------------------------------------------------------59
Elastic fabrics consisting of textile materials combined with rubber threads59
Textile hosepiping and similar tubing --------------------------------59
Textile transmission, conveyor or elevator belts or belting ------------Textile fabrics and articles of a kind commonly used in machinery or for
59
related technical purposes ----------------------------------------60
Knitted goods and knitwear ----------------------------------------Outergarme'ts and underwear, including foundation garments, stockings,
61
gloves, mittens, etc ----------------------------------------------62
Miscellaneous manufactured textile l)roducts -------------------------NoTE.-Above regulations adopted partly to control HIong Kong products shipped from the Republic of
China.
lONG KONG

A. France requires licenses for the importation of certain wool fabric, carpets
and apparel from Hong Kong.
B. Swedish-Hong Kong Memorandum of Understandingof July 4, 1968, renewed
June 1969, provides ceilings on Hong Kong exports of wool apparel products to
Sweden for one-year beginning July 1, 1969.
C. Denmark requires import licenses for all exports from non-Free List countries
(including Communist bloc countries, Japan, Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwan).
Licenses are used as a means of regulating imports from these countries; however,
specific ceilings are not in force.
D. Switzerland requires price certificates for the importation of all textile products from Hong Kong, Jal)an, and Eastern Europe, fabric stage and beyond.
Goods are not permitted entry if landed prices are below domestic prices by the
following margins.
20%
Apparel and other finished products ---------------------12%
Wool fabric -------------------------------------------Import licenses are required for all textile products, fabric stage and beyond,
regardless of origin. These licenses are granted automatically unless the products
originate in Japan, Hong Kong or Eastern Europe and fall below Swiss prices by
the margin indicated above.
E. Federel Republic of Germany requires a certificate of origin for all wool
products when imported from Ilong Kong or Macao.
F. Norwegian-Hong Kong trade agreement renewed September 1969 includes
ceilings on Hong Kong exports of various wool apparel products to Norway for
12 months beginning October 1, 1969.
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Importing country, Fra nce; country of origin, Hong Kong
Restriction.-France requires licenses for the importation of various wool
products listed below. Licenses are not granted freely:
2"iriff No
mIm
Carpets, rig,, mats, matting of wool or of coarse animal hair containing
more than 15 percent, by weight of discontinuous cellulosic fibers.__ ex 58. 02
Gloves, mittens, and muffs, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubber60. 02
ized ---------------------------------------------------------60. 04
Undergarments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized -----Outergarments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor
rubberized -------------------------------------------------ex 0. 05
Men's and boys' outergarments --------------------------------x 61. 01
ex 61. 02
Women's, girls' and infants' outergarments -----------------------Men's and boys' undergarments including collars, shirtfronts and cuffs61. 03
Women's, girls', and infants' undergarments -----------------------61. 04
61. 05
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, veils, etc -------------------------------Importing country, Sweden; country of origin, Hong Kong
Restriction.-Swedish-Ilong Kong memorandum of understanding of July 4,
1968, renewed June 1969 provides the following ceilings on hlong Kong exports
of wool apparel products to Sweden for a 12-month period commencing July 1,
1969:
Quota in piwCs

In

Women's and Girls' Jackets, jumpers, sweaters, cardigans and pullovers, knitted or crocheted, wholly or mainly of sheep's wool (including lambs' wool) or of man-made fiber ---------------------1,675,000
NoTE.-Any items listed above which are Fubstantially embroidered or beaded will not be icucluded within
the scope of the restraint, provided that exporters submit samples to the 1long Kong Government l)erartwent of Commerce and Industry when applying for export licenses outside quota.

Export authorization system: During the period July 6, 1968, to June 30,
1969, export licenses for the l)roducts listed below were to be issued only against
export authorizations.
Item.-Jackets, jumpers, sweaters, cardigans, and pullovers, knitted or crocheted, wholly or mainly of sheep's wool (including lambs' wool), men's and
boys' wear.
Importing country, Norway; country of origin, Hong Kong
Restriction.-Norwegian-IlongKong trade agreement renewed September 1969
provides for ceilings on hlong Kong exports of the following wool apl)parel items
for the year beginning October 1, 1969:
Tariff No. and item

ex 841.462, 465 Men's boys', women's and girls' jackets, jumpers,
sweaters, cardigans and pullovers, knitted or crocheted, wholly or
mainly of sheep's wool including lambs' wool --------------------

Quota (dozen)

90, 000

HONG KONG

A. Canadian-HongKong Memorandum of Understandingof September 9, 1969,
provides for ceilings on Hong Kong exports of polyester, polyester/cotton, and
polyester/polynosic shirts, blouses and trousers to Canada for one year beginning
October 1, 1969.
B. Francerequires licenses for the importation of certain man-made fiber fabric,
carpets and apparel from tlong Kong.
C. Swedish-Hong Kong Memnorandum of Understandingof July 4, 1968, renewed
Jume 1969. provides ceilings on long Kong exports of man-made fiber al)pparel
products to Sweden for one year beginning July 1, 1969.
D. Denmark requires import licenses for all exports from non-Free List countries
(including Communist bloc countries, Japan, Ilong Kong, Korea, Taiwan).
Licenses are used as a means of regulating imports from these countries; however,
specific ceilings are not in force.
E. Switzerland requires price certificates for the importation of all textile
products from ]long Kong, Jal)an, and Eastern Europe, fabric stage and beyond.
Goods are not l)ermitted entry if landed prices are below domestic prices by the
following margin.
Apparel and other finished products ---------------------20%
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Import licenses are required for all textile products, fabric stage and beyond,
regardhl.-le
of origin. These licenses are granted automatically unless tile products
originate in Japan, flong Kong or Eastern lurope and fall below Swiss price. by
tle margin indicated above.
F. F~dcral Republic of Germany requires a certificate of origin for all man-made
fibers and yarn when imported from long Kong or Mactao.
G.
Norwcgian-Hong Kong trade agreement renewed Septel-lber 1969 provides for
export authorization for 12 months beginning October 1, 1969, whereby
a lo
tthe iNorwegian Gro\verninent will receive advance information on the develop imett
of ]long Kong exports: of certain man-made fiber apparel product-,.
Importing country, Canada; country of origin, Hong Kong
Itestriction.-Canadian-longKong mneiiorandum of understandling of September 9, 1969, provide,; the following ceilings on iong Kong exports of polyester,
polyester/cotton, and iolyester/polynosic shirts, blouse-,. and trousers to Canada
for 1 year beginning October 1, 1969:
Item
Qu&ta in do:e as
Shirts made from woven fabrics of 100 percent polyester, of blended
polyeter/cotton of major weight polyester , and of blended polyester/
100, 000
Iolylnosic fibers ---------------------------------------------Bhlomses made from woven fabrics of 100 percent polyester, and of
blended polyester/cotton of major weight polyester fibers -----------i, 600
Trousers made from woven fabrics of 100 percent polye.,ter, and of
blended polyester/cotton of major weight polyester fibers56, 375
NOTE.-I)urinZ the peod of restraint itis the intention of the IHoo'g Kong Goverunnt to allow any of
the category limits to be exceeded by licit moie than 10 pret at, but the aggrtgate of th 3 category liIJits
will lol be vxCe(Aed.

Importing country, Norwao!; country of origin, Hong Kong
Iestriction.-Norwegian-llongKong trade agreement provides for a systein of
export authorization for the year beginning October 1, 1969, whereby the Norwegian Government will receive advance information on !long Kong exports of the
following nanmade liber products. No export licen-e for these items will be issued
unless an export authorization has previously been obtained.
T7riIT No.

111m

Women's and girl;' blouses and jimllers, not knitted or crocheted,
wholly or mainlv of polyester, nylon (polyamide) or rayon, not
embroidered ---------------------------------------------8 1. 739.
Men's and boys' sweaters, jackets, jumpers, cardigans, pullovers,
knitted or crocheted, wholly or mainly of acrylic fiber----------- Ex 84 1. 863.
Women's and girls' undergarments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic
or rubberized, wholly or mainly of synthetic liber --------------841. 844.
Importing country, Sweden; country of origin, Hong Kong
lIestrictio.-S wedish-llong Kong memorandum of understanding of July 4,
1968, renewed June 1969 provides the following ceilings oni long Kong exports of
manmade fiber products to Sweden for a 12-month period commencing July 1,
1969:
1140m

Women's and Girls' jackets, jumnpers, sweaters, cardigans, and pullQporl
i '
overs, knitted or crocheted, wholly or mainly of manmade fiber or
of wool --------------------------------------------------1,675, 0)0
Men's and Boys' anoraks and similar jackets, not knitted or crocheted,
wholly or mainly of manmade fiber ----------------------------180, 000
NOTE.-A-Any of the items listed above which are substantially embroidered or beaded will not he nclteh-M
within the scope of the restraint provided that exporters submit samples to the Hong Keng Cov'nnrnent
l)etrattnent of Commerce and Industry when applying fUr export liceises outside quota.

Export authorization system: luring the period July 6, 196S to June 30, 1969,
export licenses for the products listed below were to be issued only against export
authorizationll.
Itens

Women's and Girls' undergarments (excluding nightwear), knitted or crocheted,
not elastic or rubberized, wholly or mainly of continuous man-made fibers.
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Anoraks and similar jackets, not knited( or crocheted, wholly or mainly of
continuous noncelhidosic fiber.
Blouses, not knitted or crocheted, wholly or mainly of continuous or discontinutous norlcellulosic fibers, not embroidered, (excluding blolises wholly or mainly
of cellulosic fiber).
Dress shirts, not knitted or crocheted, wholly or mainly of discontinuous noncelhilosic fiber (excluding dress shirts wholly or mainly of cellulosic filer).
Importing country, France; country of origin, Hong Kong
Resriclion.-Francerequires licenses for the iml)ortation of various maninad,
fiber i)roduct.: listed below. Licenses are not grante(l freely:
Item

Woven fabrics of sheep's or lamlbs' wool or of line animal hair o" of a
)lend containing more than 1.5 percent )y weight of cellilosic fibers
and discontinuous noncelliflosic fibers --------------------------Carpets, rugs, mats, matting of wool or of coarse animal hair containing
more than 15 l)ercent by weight of discontinuous cellilosic tigers --Cloves, mittens, and mufs, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rilbberized -----------------------------------------------------Undergarments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rulbberized -----Outergarments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, tiot elastic nor
rubberized ------------------------------------------------Alen's and bovs' outergarnients ---------------------------------Women's, girls', ad infants' outergarments_----------------------AMen's and boys' mndergarments including collars, shirtfronts and culffsWomen's, girls', and infants' mndergarments ----------------------Shawls, scarves, mufflers, veils, etc ---------------------------------

Tariff .Vf.

ex 53. II
ex 5S. 02
60. 02
60. 0-1
cx 60. 05
cx 61. 01
x 61. 02
11. 03
61. 0-1
61. 06

Clerk's Note.-At this point, objection was raised in the
Senate Chamber to the Committee on Finance sitting while
the Senate was in session. (See p. 405 for excerpt from proceedings in the Senate, Oct. 12,1970.) The testimony beginning
at this point and proceeding through page 380 was taken during informal proceedings with the following members of the
Committee on Finance present: Senators Long, Anderson,
Talmadge, Fulbright, Ribicoff, Byrd, Jr., Williams, Bennett,
Curtis, Miller, Jordan, Fannin, and Hansen.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to -al1UOICe lit this i)Oillt there l
heen
bes
objection to the committee meeting, anm Itiuler t lose ecir liist llwis I

declare this to be an informal n,,eting of Seltors and alyol
ilo
wants to l)articil)ate aid ask any questions can.
Senator TALMADGE. Mil'. C1hairna , I move we aljollrnl alnd iIiediatelly reconvene as an informailfll grotjli of Sevltors to have Ilie
pleasure of hearing what the Secretary inighl like to (liscuss witli Itl(
SmiittonS.

All in favor .,ay "Aye."
(A choruis of "Ayes.")
'l'lle CHAIRMAN. Opposed, "No."
(No response.)
The CIAIIIIMAN.

The

CHAIRMAN.

'1he"Ayes" have it,

We now are convened as lilt informal groul and request yol to
p)rocee(l to advise us, '\r. Secretary, of your views on thisIlegislation.
Secretary STANS. I Will reply informally, M\lr. Chairman.
[Laughter]
The CHAIRMAN.

Senator Bennett.
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Senator BENNETT. 'Mr. Secretary, call you tell its wlat. makes
textiles a special case and why shou( they be given consideration that
more
is not given to other industries. Is that industIy economically
depressed than, say, steel, glass, electronics or footwear an'd can yol
supply for the record comlparable data on import, penetration, profitability and employment in these various industries for the 1960-69
period. Also at the risk of creating more smiles than I got last Friday,
my State of Utah is probably the largest producer of minkskins and
the penetration there is 46 percent, down, I admit from a little over 50
percent, and don't you think an industry that is being penetrated to
that extent deserves a little consideration?
Secret arV STANS. Well, let ine answer in several parts, first as to
the illfornatiotl you voltld like for the record, we will supply that
gladly.
Senator BENNETT. Very well.
(The data referred to follows:)
TEXTILES AND APPAREL

(Sic 22)
Percent import penetration

Percent import penetration
(quantity)
Year
1960 ------------1961 ------------1962 ------------1963............
1964 ------------1965 ............
1966 -----------1967 ------------1968 -----------1969 ---- ------1970 (fiscal year).

Percent profits after taxes toSales
Equity

Manmade
Wool
fiber

Cotton
6.0
4.7
7.2
7.4
6.9
7.7
10.3
9.4
10.7
11.7
11.8

16.0
13.3
18.1
20.6
18.4
20.8
21.5
21.6
25.4
25.4
27.0

I Not available.

(Sic 23)
Percent profits after taxes to-

(1)

(:
,)
(
.
2.7
3.6
3.9
4.6
5.3
6.4

Employment
(thousands)

Textiles

Apparel

Textiles

Apparel

Textiles

Apparel

2.5
2.1
2.4
2.3
3.1
3.8
3.6
2.9
3.1
2.9
2.4

1.4
1.3
1.6
1.4
2.1
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.0

5.8
5.0
6.2
6.1
8.5
10.8
10.1
7.6
8.8
7.9
6.4

7.7
7.2
9.1
7.7
11.7
12.7
13.3
12.0
13.0
11.9
10.4

924
893
902
885
892
925
963
958
994
999
986

1,233
1,214
1,264
1,283
1,3(2
1,3V,
1,402
1,398
1,406
1,412
1,401

FOOTWEAR (SIC 3141, 3142, AND 3021)
Imports as percent of total U.S.
consumption

Year
1960- -.----.............
1961 ----------------------1962 .......................
........
1963 . . .
. . .
1964 ----------------------1965 .................---1966 ----------------------1967 .......................
1968 ----------------------1969 ----------------------

Quantity
9.5
9.7
13.0
12.5
13.3
14.7
15.2
19.4
24.5
26.6

Profits after taxes as percent of i-

Value

Sales

Net worth

Employment
(in thousands

(2)
3.6
5.3
5.7
7.6
10.0
13.0

1z)
1.6
1.1
1.7
1.8
2.6
3.8
3.0
2.9
3.3
2.6

6.3
4.4
6.9
6.9
10.5
11.6
12.9
11.8
13.0
9.3

264.6
263.4
267.7
260.7
260.1
264.5
270.2
258.6
261.4
254.8

I Profits of major SIC group 31 which covers leather and leather products and of which 3J is nonrubber footwear. Profits
of rubber footwear including canvas upper shoes are not available because such shoes are made by the major tire manufacturers (who do not report profits on their shoe operations) or by privately owned firms who do not report profits.
2 Not available.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and U.S. Department of Labor.
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ELECTRONICS (SIC 365-7)

Year

Imports as
percent of
total U.S.
consumption
(value)I

Profits after taxes
as percent of-

1.2
.7
2.0
1.9
2.3
2.7
3.7
3.9
5.4
6.8

1960 -------------------------------------1961 -------------------------------------1962 -------------------------------------1963 ------------.-----------------------1964 -------------------------------------1965 -------------------------------------1966 -------------------------------------167 -------------------------------------1968 -------------------------------------1969 -------------------------------------

Sales

Net worth

Employment
(in thousands)

3.2
3.0
3.3
3.3
3.9
4.6
4.7
3.9
4.0
)

10.5
9.5
10.7
10.3
12.1
14.9
16.7
13.4
13.1
()

722.7
750.5
821.5
811.3
792.2
857.3
1,018.0
1,052.1
1,057.4
1,067.2

I Excludes SIC 3652 for which no foreign data are available.

I Not available.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and U.S Department of Labor.
STEEL
(Sic 331 ex. 3313)
Imports as
pIrcent ol Profits after taxes as percent
of I-

Total U.S.

Year

Employment
(thousands)

consumption
(quantity)

Sales

Net worth

4.7
4.7
5.6
6.9
7.3
10.3
12.2
16.7
3 13.7
0 11.8

5.7
5.2
4.0
5.4
6.1
5.9
4.9
5.3
4.3
43.0

7.7
6.5
5.3
7.1
8.7
8.9
6.9
7.9
6.5

571.6
523.3
520.5
520.3
553.6
583.9
555.1
551.6
544.0

(5)

(5)

1960 ---------------------------------------------1961 ---------------------------------------------1962 ---------------------------------------------1963 ---------------------------------------------1964
---------------------------------------------1965 ---------------------------------------------1966 ---------------------------------------------1968 ---------------------------------------------1969 ---------------------------------------------1970 ---------------------------------------------' Voluntary restraints-EEC, Japan.
I Includes nonsteetmaking activities.

3 8 months.

46 months.
aNot available.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce; employment data from American Iron & Steel Institute.
FLAT GLASS (SIC 3211)
Imports as
percent of
total U.S.
consume tion
(value) '

Year
1960 ----------------------------------------------------1961 -----------------------------------------------------1962 -----------------------------------------------------1963 -----------------------------------------------------1964 ------------------------------------------------------.
1965 -----------------------------------------------------1966 -----------------------------------------------------1967 -----------------------------------------------------1968 ------------------------------------------------------

1969 ---------------------------------------------------

I2Includes
the value of mirrors exported (SIC
Not available.

32315).

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and U.S. Department of Labor.

8.9
10.0
9.8(2)
7.6
8.9
7.0
8.9
10.7
13.5
(;)

Profits alter
taxes as
percent of
sales
(2)

()
(2)

15.5
16.1
10.6
10.9
13.2

(1)

Employment
(in thousands)
33.2
29.9
30.4
30.5
30.8
32.3
32.4
29.9
26.7
26.2
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ALL MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
Profits alter taxes as
percent ofSales

Yenr
.----.--...--.-.--.--.-............----------1960 ------ .-------1961 ----------------- - - ---_
- -__.-------.-----.
- - - - --_ .._...... .....
.. ..
1962 _.-.
--...-.....
. ..-------------------------------_. ------.---.. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1963
. -.. ------------.
-----------.
1964 ..
.
......
. . . .
......
.............-------------1965...........................................................................
... .. ... .....
.. ..
1966_.
. . . . . .-- - ------_- - ------------...
- - --196 1... .... .....
....
.. . ...........
.. .............
.... .....
.............
.
......_ _ _ ........-----------------1968 ---- .- ..------------- ..
...........---------1969 --------------.----......
-------------

-

4.4
4.3
4.5
4 .7
5.2
5.6
5.6
5.0

5.1

4.8

Net worth I
9.2
8.9
9.8
10 . 3
11.6
13. 0
13.4
11. 7
12.1

11.5

I Based on averages of quarterly data.

Source: Federal Trade Commission-Securities and Exchange Commission.

Secretary STAkNS. As to why textiles are a special case, I think there
are several reasons, one of wwhichh is tile size of the industry and ils

ini)act tl)on the American economy. This industv employed a year
Itg() 2,400,000 l)eol)le. IIl many communities it was tile sole in(lustry.

Senator BENNETT. I would be interested at this point in its size
relative to the steel industry.
Secretary STANS. There are al)proxima tely 550,000 steelworkers.
The textile industry eml)loys a considerable number of our disa(l vantaged people, and that proportion is growing as time goes on.
I think more Im)ortantly than anything else is the massive rate at
which these imports of textiles are coming into the United States.
When I mentioned earlier in my testimony that there was a 46
percentt increase in 1970 over 1969 of apparel andi textiles made from
man-made fibers, and I did not want, to imply that that was only in
1970 that this situation prevailed. We have had similar increases in
each of tile last several years. It amounts to a flood of imports which
tle industry could not possiblyy adjust to, and the result is closing of
)lalits and 'the loss, as I sat(I, of 91,000 jobs already this year, and it
will be more than that.
Our projections a year or two ago were that if this trend continued,
and this tidal wave of imports continued we wouhl lose a hundred
thousand jobs a year in the textile industry so that it is of such imposing size that it creates what is really a very imposing problem for
our whole economy. And this is one of the reasons why I think textiles
should be considered to be a very special case.
Senator B]ENNETT. Do you have any record of the effect on cmiiployment in the steel in(ilistry and the electronics industry?
Secretary STANS. I don't have any figures before me. I can l)rovi(le
those for the record. I would say that. unquestionably the electronics
industry has been very hard hit..'Ahnost all of the portable radios sold
ill the United States are now imported, over half of the black and white
television sets are now iml)orted. We (1o have, however, an industry.
structure somewhat different from textiles in which the larger cornJranies in the United States have been able to bear that type of comnp)etition with a little less suffering. But there isn't any question but
what the electronics in(lustry has had a great deal of idss of capacity
as a result of imports.
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Senator BENNETT. For the record I would like to point out thlt
we have a steel ifant in Utah as well as mink ranchers. So I am
naturally interested in those industries and as far as I know we d1o) no(
matke any textiles.
Secretary STANS. Well, as you know, Senator, there is a volatintary
restriction oil the l)art of the Jalanese and EEC steel i)roducers as to
the amount of steel they will ship into the United States. It. goes oil
until the end of next year, till I the administration is now considering
the question of extension of that agreeenvtt.
Senator BENNETT. But sIeaking from the point of view of the )lant
ill Utah, it, is my un(lerstanlidng that that volummitairy aglreeiclent
included an aglreemelt. to spread their distribution in the UIited
States out, over i )recelilg pattermi. But obviously, they have been
concentrating rather thanii spreading, and when I c(oisi(ler that
voluit ary agreement again I think it coull be considered because of
concentrating their exlrts in a particular area. They are king it
very difficult for the plaint il Utah to remain open because the l)ene(ration of the market of thilat plant is nuch greater than the average
peletration. So there is more tlhani one way to skin a cat or a mink.
[ La ought er.]
Secretary STANS. That is entirely correct. The imports, particularly
from Japani, have not observed the )revious pattern both geogralhil(ally ad as regards to productt mix, and in any future (liscussiolls
with the Japanese I think those two matters might be explored.
Senator BENNETT. That is miy share, Mr. Chairman. Thank you
very much.
The CiARMAN.

Senator

X ILuLEi.

Senator Miller.

Mr. Secretary, you state "We have always ac-

celpted the idea that. foreign producers aind workers should share in the
growth of the domestic textile market,."

I would like to probe on that a little bit.
Suppose that, there was all increase in domestic consumnlption of 400
million yards of man-made fiber for a lpirticular year, what share of
that for foreign l)rocedures are you suggesting we cain always accept?
Secretary STANS. I don't, think there is any precise formula or percentage that I would think we ought to allocate.
I think the main thing is that we should not allow a situation to
prevail in which when the market grows 400 million yards, tie imports grow 800 million yards, something like that.
Senator iMILLER. Do you think they should be lermiitted to grow
400 million yards and take over all of the domestic increase?
Secretary STANS. No, I don't. I think they should have i prolor tionate amount, their proportionate provision in the narket.
Senator iMILLER. That is really the thrust (if the tra'le bill that
they will be given a certain percentage of our domestic consumption
and domestic increase but that they won't, get it. all or go beyond that.
Secretary STANS. That is the basic thrust, yes, and it is the kind of,
if I mayT take a nionient, it is the kind of point, that we made in all of
our (lise'ussions with the Jalpanese and the other Far Eastern coulltries
Very sinlly-"Yon are ilicreasing your share of the U.,'. market, it, ml
i'te of 30,'40, 50 percent a year. All we are asking you to (to is to be
reasonable about, this, and not, send these goods in in suich a flood that
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it, is something that our American industry can't adjust to and that
causes a lot of unemployment in this country."
Senator MIiLLEiI. Now suppose there \was an item being imported
to the United States in which there was little or no domestic production, but our domestic consumption increased. There wouldn't be a
problem there would there?
Secretary STANS. I wouldn't think there would be a probleni there.
Senator ,MILLER. Isn't it, in other words, only when we have a substantial industry in this country where we think there ought to be some
share between our own domestic in(Iustl'y and the exporting country
of our increased domestic consumption that we believe we have a
)roblem, and the problem is particularly a tough one in the case of
textiles, but that would not limit us to looking at, the other areas such
as Senator Bennett referred to so that if, for example, in steel we have a
100 million ton increase in dolnestic use of steel, it would seem that we
would be concerned if all the 100 million ton increase was taken over
by foreign exporters to this country. Would that accord with that same
)hilosophy, we would be concerne( when all the domestic consumption
increase is taken over by other countries?
Secretary STANS. If it,would not induce the other countries to
(isrul)t our market, but in the case of the other countries including
the EEC and Japan, they have been willing to regulate their shipping
to the United States voluntarily so that they do not cause disruption
here.
Senator MILLER. Well, by that disruption do you mean they did
not take over all of the increased domestic consumption?
Secretary STANS. No, they did not. They limited themselves over
3 years to a fixed figure which was less than the previous level with a
provision for an increase of 5 l)ercent a year.
Senator MILLER. I noticed you modified your statement on page 8
which originally read that it should be understood that the main
purpose is to improve unequal burdens which now encumber our exporters. You changed that to more nearly even tax treatment.
It seems to me that to give American companies a deferral of
income tax as against what we understand to be a coml)lete tax writeoff
or rebate among our foreign competitors is not very much coml)arable.
It means a savings on interest but I just wonder how effective this is
going to be. I can un(lerstand how a savings on interest is better than
nothing at,all but we are really going to l)ut our American companies in
competition with our trading partners and when our trading l)artners
enable a rebate of taxes, not just a deferral, it seems we are going
to have to come ul) with something comparable. Senator Long indicated one approach to this. Another apl)roach would be to simply
reduce the corporate income tax rates attributable to exports. Why
are we so reluctant to come up with something like that?
Secretary STANS. Well, Senator, you are entirely right, I put, the
words "more nearly" in there because I did not feel that the DISC
was all that was necessary to obtain comparability ill position as
between the United States and other countries. Tiere are a great
many different ways in which we can approach the question of comp)arability. One would be for the Congress to adopt the value-added
tax in rel)lacement for part of the corporation tax.
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excuse me for interiiipting
Senator MILLER. Yes, I ullderstand(,
but you know as well as I (1o that is atlong way down tile road if it
ever gets here.
Secretary STA.N.S. Sen1ator, that is why I uIrge(d so strongly that we
adopt tile DISC now as aii interim measure until sneli time as tih
Administration, the Congress call get, together on the question of
whether we are going to change the tax system or whether we are going
to try to impose some kind of a new procedure oii the GAIT iii order
to get equality.
Senator MILLER. Now, finally, you stated that all interagency
task force established at tile direction of the President conclided
that, import quotas on footwear were not the answer to the problem.
It is very interesting that they decided that that was not tile answer,
but what; is the answer they are recommending or what is the answer
that you think should be considered?
Secretary STANS. ''he answer is a combination of things that, wouli
try to deal with the footwear import Iobl'm withill the United
States rather than by affecting the foreign countries. By that 1 mean
the escape clause action as roiVided in tile Tra(le Expansion Act,
aid the adjtustnielt assistance provisions in that act; if they are
opened ul) to make it easier for companies to become eligible as is
p)rOl)osed in tile bill before you.
Senator 'I LLER. By adjustment assistance you are referring to
an increase in tariffs.
Secretary STANS. No, I am referring to financial hlel !) to American
companies that are hurt severely by imports, financial htel ) to (1o a
better job of designingg their product, to get new machinery that is

more modern, to consider diversification of tile business, to add new
products , to (1o any of those things that make them more vial)le ill
the face of competition.
Senator MILLEI. What about adjuistment, assistance through increased tariffs?
Secretary STANS. The Tariff Commission by an escal)e clause action would iave the right to recommend an increase in tariffs within
certain limits, and the President would lave the authority un(er those

circumstances to impose the tariffs.
Senator TMILLEt. And that woul be another possible solution to
this one.
Secretary STANS. That is another possible solution. And those are
things we can do internally without. restricting the import of the goods
through quotas.
Senator MILLER. Thank you, 'Mr.Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Filbright.
Senator FtrLBRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, before I ask a question, I received a telegram from the Soybean Association requesting to be
heard. Did the chairman receive tlat similar telegram? It is signed
by Mr. Sheldon J. Hauck, executive director, requesting the Soybean
Association be allowed to testify.
The CHAIRMAN. I haven't seen it., Senator, but if they want to come
in here and testify I would suggest that you invite them to make themselves available to be here today if they can. I will try to accommodate
them on any basis.

-
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Senator FULIBRIGIHT. Is this tle only day, of hearing?

Th'lie CHAIRMAN. We scleduled two'days of hearings.
We will have a witness from the Agriculture Department to testify
on soybeans but we have scheduled two days of hearings and the
Senator is well aware of our time limitat ons, so I will do what I can
to see that they are heard. If they will endeavor to be here. I can't
assure the Senator that we will have any further hearings on it but I
wvill (10 what I can to cool)erate.
Senator FUbuRiGUT. And also Congressman Sam Gibbons would
like an oj)portunity to testify. I have talked with him. He seems to be
very wvell informed about this matter. But if we are going to vote on
this bill I think they would add a great, deal to the Committee's
underlstanding of the'bill.
Well, 'Mr. SecretaryThe CHAIRMAN. If the Congressman wants to come over here we
will try to hear him this afternoon.
Senator FUILBRIGHT. All right. I will let him know.
Mr. Secretary, I wasn't quite clear about your testimony with
regard to the health of the textile industry. Are you maintaining that
it is in a serious financial plight? That, the owners are not making any
profit and there is a serious decrease?
Secretary STANS. No, I am not saving that industrywide they are
not making profit. 'Many of the individual companies are losing money.
Many plants are being closed month by month, there are more, and
more 1) ants closed, and more and more people are being laid off.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Mr. Secretary, isn't that true of industry
generally? Aren't we in a recession generally and all kinds of plants are
being closed, not only textiles, is that, true?
Secretary STANS. Senator, I think it is quite clear that the administration position is that we are not calling what has happened a
recession.
(Laughter)
Senator FULBRIGHT. Not until after November 3 anyway.
(Lauighiter)
But according to the statistics that I have, based upon Department
of Commerce figures, and if these aren't correct I would like for you
to correct them, is that sales, for example, in the textile industry have
risen from $27.7 billion in 1961 to $44.5 in 1969. Profits have increased
from $920 million in 1961 to $1.2 billion in 1969, and that, the imports
s a lperlcenlt, of domestic consumption are 4.2 percent measured in
dollar volume. Are those fig tres correct?
Secretary STANS. I think they are j)artiaily incorrect and I think
they are also, Senator, not al)lprOpriate in lits situation.
Senator FuBnRIioT. Wily not?
Secretary STANS. Well, comparing 1960 or 1961 with 1969 ignores
the fact tfhat this crisis in the industry, if we may call it that, has
occurred within the last year or two. in the last year, in 1970, as I
said, there has been a very severe blow to the industry because of the
cumulative impact of the increased imports. They have been increasing
at tile rate of 40, 50 percent a year in manimade fibers, andSellator FULBRIGHT. Whem, just this year?
Secretary STANS. No, in 1968, 1969, 1970. These are the years in which
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the impact of these increases has been very significant in terms of
yardage and in terms of value.
Imports of nm ade fiber textiles with which we are most concerned here, have been on the upgrowth, or upgrade for a relatively
short, period of time. Tley were relatively insignificant in 1961.
Senator FUJBRIGIT. These figures that I have been furnished say
the synthetic textiles and textile products amount to only 3 percent
of the dollar volume which is less even than textiles generally; is that
correct or not?
Secretary STANS. No, that is not correct..
Senator FULBRIOHT. What. is the correct, figure? These are 1969
figures, of course. Anything of this nature that comes up just a month
before an election, it seems to me are always sus )ect. Ve have the
southern strategy and all these other things that influence these figures
just before an election. But I think 1969 is the last period in which you
have reasonably objective figures.
Secretary STANS. The manmade fibers used in textiles and alplarel
now have more than 50 percent of the total textile fiber market in the
United States.
Senator FULBRIGIIT. According to Department of Commerce
figures, in 1969 manlnade fiber and textile manufacturers rel)resente(d
only 5.5 percent of U.S. consumption. You say 50 l)ercent?
Secretary STANS. Yes.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Is that dollar volume?
Secretary STANS. Of volume, yes.
Senator FULnRIGIIT. Dollar volume?
Secretary STANS. No, of poundage consumed.
Senator FULBRIGHT. What about dollar volume. Some of these
iml)orts are very primitive, if you are talking about jute and this type
of synthetic jute, I don' th nk that is what we are trying to think of
in this connection. These figures say 3 i)erceit of the dollar
volume of synthetic textiles. I just wanted to know if that is incorrect.
if it is incorrect we would have to find out why.
Secretary STANS. I think, Senuator, we ought, to be sure what it is
that you are asking.
Senator FULBIIIGT. Dollar volume of synthetic textiles.
Secretary STANS. Dollar volume in relation to the market
United States.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Total United States market.
Secretary STANS. Are you speaking of the synthetics' share of that
market in the United States or are you speaking of the iuport share
of that market, I am not, sure?
Senator FuLBRIGiiT. Well 1 will read the whole paragraph: "Im ,ports
of all textiles and textile products made of synthetic maumade fibers,
cot ton and wool amounted to 8.5 percent of domestic (onsumltionI
in bulk pounds. They accounted for 4 percent of the United States
market in dollar volume." This I think is indicated there by these large
imlorts of cheal) and bulky but, not very valuable products.
"Imports of synthetic textiles and textile products supplied 5.5
percent of the United States market in bulk amid about 3 percent
in dollar volume."
Secretary STANS. I understand your question, Senator. We don't
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have those figures in dollars. At the present time, ill Jlne of this year,
or the year ending ill June, manmade fiber textile imports were 6/
l)ercent of the market in the United States for those products.
Senator FUIBRIIIT. These figures, it says "source: Federal Trade
Commission, So.curities amid Exchange Commission, Quarterly Financial Report for Manufacturing Corporations" and some of these are
from the Commerce Department.
What I am really getting at is it seems to me if it isn't so serious
why isn't the escape procedure suitable and proper for these industries
thaft really suffer injury?
Secretary STANS. WVell, we have considered that. There is one principal factor in this, and that is again the growth rate, tile massive
growth rate, of 46 percent, in 1970, as against 1969. Now to adjust.
would be impossible in the face of that kind of a growth rate, for the
inlustrv to adjust and to be able to accept that growth rate means it
has to iind other ways of finding jobs for those people, of developing
diversification and so forth, and you don't do that, that rapidly. This
is the reason why we consider it a critical problem for the industry. If
the growth in imports was 5 percent a year or something like that,
there would be no difficulty. The industry would not be suffering.
Senator FULBRIG T. IS the iml)act on the textiles much greater
from imlorts than upon the steel industry?

Secretary STANS. The growth rate in textiles is much greater than
on tile steel industry. The overall percentage of the market, taken by,
textiles is not. as high.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It is not as high.
Secretary STANS. As it is in the case of steel.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Why don't you give relief to steel? Why isn't
that included?
Secretary STANS. Well, there is a voluntary agreement now on the
part of the European and Japense producers to limit their growth into
tile United States to 5 percent a year. A similar agreement on textiles
would be ideal but to go back to your question as to why don't we use
adjustment assistance, the industry is so broad, there are so many
people in it, that it would be an almost unbelievable task to determine
which compalnies were entitled to adjustment assistance; it also would
be a financing burden of tremendous proportions if we were to try to
find ways to stem the injury to the industry in that manner.
Senator FULBUIGHT. 'Mr. Chairman, I have been hande(l a note
that 5 minutes is up. I know Senator Miller had 10 minutes. Is there
any differencee between whether you are on this side or the other side
of the chairman? He had a note too but took 10 minutes.
Senator FANNIN. Senator Fulbright has had al)proximately 9%
minutes.
Senator MILLER. Right.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Well, I don't care to take all the time. I will
wait until next time. I (lid want to ask the Secretary oie question

about the DISC, how that would work in the case of an oil company
that owns a coal company that exports )rimarily to Germany and so
on. It is already doing that. Would this apply to an oil company with
very large foreign investments and production. Would it apply to its
subsidiary that is exporting coal?
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Secretary STANS. Yes, it would.
Senator FULBRIGIIT. And even though they presently pay taxes
upon it they would then be excused from paying taxes.
Secretary STANS. The subsidiary would be excuse( from paying
taxes oil its profits so long as it. used the profits for the )ul)ose of
export trade.
Senator FULRIGHT. Could the profits be set off against, foreign
taxes, royalties paid?
Secretary STANS. No. There would be just a direct deferment of
the taxes payable in the United States.
Senator FULBIIGHT. Well, I was told, I don't know, of course, that,
one of the principal motives for this DISC was the possibility of their
offsetting foreign taxes against such taxes that would be deferred.
Secretary STANS. I don't quite understand how that would be tile
case. The motivation insofar as I am concerned and insofar as I
believe the administration is concerned is a desire to create an incentive for American companies to kee l) their plants in the United
States instead of building them overseas in other countries.
Senator FULBRIGHnT. I understand your motive. Woul(! tile President sign this bill if it, were enacted is we have it from tile House?
Secretary STANS. I (ol't know, Senator.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Well, he stated, hasn't he, that lie would not.
SeCtretary STANS. I think it is a judgment that only lie can make
at the tie
the bill gets to his desk in the light of all the circumstances
then.
Senator FumLuiiwmT. Well, I would like to know because I would
like to support the bill that he is going to support and that lie would
sign. I don't want to vote for a bill lie vetoed.
Secretary STANS. Well, my position iere as an administration
position is that we neither support nor oppose the bill. There are many
things in it that we like. There are some things in it that we don't
like as we have )ointed out.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Thank you.
.Mr. Chairman, I ask unaminous consent to have inserted in the
record, a discussion by the chief economist of the United StatesJapan Trade Council, on the effect, which import quotas have on
prices.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(Tie material referred to illows: Hearing continued on page 238.)
IMPORT QUOTAS AND PRICES-A REPLY (By Dr. Stephen D. Cohen,
Chief Economist United States-Japan Trade Council)
In the current debate on U.S. trade )olicy, one of the chief arguments against
the iml)osition of import quotas has been that restrictions on foreign competition
would lead to price increases in the restricted products. A recent study by 0. R.
Strackbein, President of the Nation-Wide Committee on Import-Export policy,

has attempted to demonstrate that this thesis is erroneous, and that there is no

cause and effect relationship between import quotas and domestic prices. While the
study succeeds in showing that import quotas by themselves do not necessarily lead
to major price increases for each protected product, its conclusions are renmtred
invalid by its failure (a) to discuss major quota-protected products whose prices
have significantly increased, and (b) to take into account government price support

operations which have massively interfered with the normal effect of supply and
demand factors on market prices.
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To examine the critical factors neglected by the Committee study, we will first
look at the price movements of two commodities with major impact on the econoniy, each of which is under quota restrictions but whose prices are otherwise
unaffected by government intervention. Then we will examine a series of commodities under quotas whose prices are substantially controlled by government
subsidies, price supports and other artificial market distorting practices.
QUOTAS

AND

PRICES IN OPEN MARKET SITUATIONS

AMeat
The price of meat is as significant a factor in the family budget as the price of
steel is in the American economy. Beef and veal, which account for most of the
meat production. and consumption in this country, have experienced sharp
increases in prices during the past few years. The retail price index (1957-59= 100)
for these two meat products in May, 1970, stood at 135.9, a gain of 8 points in
one year and 18.8 points in two years. Choice grade beef is now selling at 99 cents
per pound and veal at $1.22 per pound. Two years ago, the respective prices were
86 cents and $1.00.
There are two primary reasons for this upward price spiral. First, domestic
production has not increased as fast as total domestic demand. The resulting
price increases have belatedly encouraged an expansion of cattle herds, but due
to the relatively long period required for the development of mature cattle for
slaughter, supply has not yet, caught up with demand. This disequilibrium is in
turn fostered by the second factor in the recent price increases of meat: import
controls.
I)espite rising consumer demand coupled with a bare one percent increase in
1969 in domestic production of beef and veal, growth in meat imports has been
restricted by a complex quota mechanism. A base quota is established each year.
Should the Secretary of Agriculture anticipate that covered meat imports might,
exceed 110 percent of the quota in any year, the President is required to invoke
the quota. Unfortunately for the consumer, the annual quota is based on a formula
utilizing average import data for 1959-63 and changes in domestic production
since then. But changes in domestic production have not reflected changes in
demand. The result has been that despite a steady increase in both the per capita
consumption and price of beef, imports in 1969 by weight were actually less than
in 1963, the year before meat quota legislation was enacted.
In June of this year the President raised the 1970 base quota slightly in the
name of the "overriding economic interests" of the United States. The increase
in meat imports as a result of this action will be minimal. If foreign beef producers
are allowed to increase their current share of about 7 percent of the U.S. domestic
market by any significant amount, beef prices will increase less rapidly or perhaps
even stabilize.
,Steel
Since January 1, 1969, Japan and the six European Community countries have
"voluntarily" restricted their exports of steel to the United States. Because these
seven countries accounted for more than 80 percent of foreign-produced steel
sold in this country, imports in 1969 declined in terms of tonnage and as a percentage of total domestic production. The restraint arrangement stipulated that import growth during the three-year agreement would be limited to not more than
five percent of the previous year's ceiling.
A major element of competition having been remoed, steel prices quickly
began to rise. Statistics published in Iron Age magazine show that at the end of
1968 finished steel prices per net, ton averaged $131.76, virtually unchanged from
the previous year's figure. Following adoption of the "voluntary" restraint agreement, the price per net ton of steel increased to $140.84 on July 3, 1969 and to
$156.26 on July 2, 1970. The latter represented a 19.5 percent gain from the
period immediately prior to import restraints. Despite the widespread iml)act of
steel's pric, on the rest of the economy, wholesale prices of all commodities during
the same time span increased by less than 10 percent.
QUOTAS AND PRICES IN SPECIAL MARKET SITUATIONS

Cotton
Despite continuation of an international agreement begun in 1962 under which
exporting countries "voluntarily" agreed to limit exports of cotton products to
the U.S., the wholesale price index for cotton products has been relatively stable.
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But it is necessary to examine the extraordinary factors which prevented import
quotas from inducing more rapid price increases. The price of cotton products has
not increased significantly because government subsidies have been introduced
for the specific purpose of reducing the price for raw cotton which must be paid
by domestic mills. Mounting surpluses and the growing competitive pressures of
man-made fibers led in 1966 to a revision of the government's price support
program for cotton. At that time, the basic loan rate, or price support level, was
cut from 29 cents a pound to approximately the ,urrent 20 cent level. The resulting
decline in the sale price of cotton was offset by adoption of large scale direct
subsidies paid to cotton growers who conformed to acreage controls established
by the government. In this way consumers were spared major price increases, but
all taxpayers shared the cost of more than $800 million in cotton subsidies doled
out last year by the U.S. government.
Further retarding price increases has been the fact that cotton, even at its new
subsidized price, has been progressively losing its market share in total textile
consumption. There are few factors more effective in encouraging price stability
than intensified market competition. The growing challenge to cotton sales by
man-made fibers can be seen in the following table:
DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION OF FIBERS, BY PERCENTAGE

1950 -----------------------------------------------------------1959 -----------------------------------------------------------1969 ------------------------------------------------------------

Cotton

Wool

Manmade

67.7
62.4
40.8

10.5

21.8
29.5
55.0

8.1
4.2

Source: USDA.

Falling demand is also associated with price stability, and total cotton production
in this country in 1969 was one-fourth less than it was in 1960.
'Vhtal

The Committee report points to the steady decline in the wholesale price of
wheat, which has been under severe import restriction for nearly thirty -ears.
It neglected to say that the price decline is attributable primarily to a decision by
the Johnson Administration to further tighten acreage controls on wheat )roduction by reducing indirect price supports and emphasizing direct supplementary
payments to participating farmers. Whereas in tile 1957-59 base period, the support price for grain averaged just under K2 per bushel, by, 1965 that price had been
dropped to the $1.25 level which still remains in effect. In addition to enabling the
government to apply greater pressure on farmers to comply with acreage allotments, the policy of driving down the wheat price was aimed at making wheat
more competitive with corn as a feed grain. W ith lower prices, the use of wheat
as a feed grain has increased more than eight-fold since 1963, the last year of tile
higher wheat supl)port price.
The irony of the quota on wheat imports is that its elimination would have little
or no effect on domestic wheat prices: this country is still too efficient in wheat
production for other countries to profitably penetrate the U.S. market. The U.S.
has traditionally exported about one-half of its total domestic wheat crop. The
quota can best be characterized as a marginal contingency measure, a carryover
from an earlier period which has been allowed to remain on the books through
bureaucratic inertia.
The price of import-protected wheat has fallen more than twice as fast as corn,
which enjoys no import protection, because the parity price of corn has not fallen
as sharply as that of wheat. Between 1950 and 1969, the sul)l)ort price for wheat
fell by 75 cents, while the support price for corn fell by only 42 cents. )espite
the absence of quotas, corn imports have not provided a meaningful impetiu for
further price reductions because corn is l)roduced in the U.S. with high efficiency.
This country's international competitiveness in corn may be seen from the following data (1967 figures expressed in 1,000 bushels): Total Corn Production,
4,760,076; Exports, 633,727; Imports 915. (Source USDA).
Petroletuin
It is indeed true that current data show that the wholesale price index for
petroleum since 1957-59 has performed favorably relative to all commodities. To
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keel) matters in perspective, however, two points must be emphasized. First, the
wholesale pricc: of domestic petroleum for the past several years has exceeded
the average cost of imported petroleum by almost 50 percent (or $1.30 per barrel).

The recent report of the President's Cabinet Task Force on Oil Import Controls
estimated that in 1969 American consumers paid $5 billion more for oil products
than they would have paid in the absence of import restrictions. This excess
payment results from the oil import program, which not only places quantitative
limits on imports of relatively less expensive foreign-produced petroleum, but
guttrantees tlht petroleum importers can sell their allotments at the higher
domestic cost.
Secondly, the oil import program is not all-inclusive. Imports of residual fuel oil
used by utilities, factories and institutions have not been restricted since 1966 on
the East coast of the United States, an area which accounts for 71 percent of the
demand. In addition, petroleum imports shipped overland from Canada and
Mexico up until early 1969 were also exempted from restrictions. The WPI
figu'ce for petroleum products thus partially reflects freely admitted imports.
The oil import program is .unique in the sense that quotas were imposed by a
1959 Presidential Proclamation rather than by legislation. Constant political
pressures for termination of the quotas have come from the Northeastern states,
which pay disproportionately high prices for petroleum, and the President's Task
lorce stu(ldying tile pzogram recently recommended that tariffs replace existing
oil quotas. The fact that the Pre-ideitial order could be quickly rescinded without
past in)pozed
tile relatively lengthy process of Congressional action has in the
' 1,lecial kind of pressure on the domestic petroleum industry to refrain from
,ubtantial pric,- increases.
Under the cucrent quota system, authorities in the states with effective "market
demand prorationing," principally Tt .:as and Louisiana, restrict production to
what is neded at the prevailing price and thereby control both price levels and
domestic output, in effect, they move the supply curve to meet changes in deimaud. Not only would a falling demand merely result in a lower supply, but the
l)rorationing principle guarantees the continued operation and market share of the
lametime that it discourages further cost
relatively inefficient producers at the
reductions by the more efficient producers. I)ownward pressures on petroleum
prices are therefore all but nonexistent.
Certain segments of the petroleum industry are currently sponsoring an amendmeat to the trade ) iu1 being considered by the House Ways and Means Committee
the effect of reenforcing the maintenance of oil import quotas.
which would h
By denying the President the tariff alternative to ensuring American national
security (the baiis for protecting the domestic oil industry in the first place), such
legislation would revoke the possiblity of restoring even a limited element of free
market competition or of ending the current practice of allowing holders of oil
import licenses to sell their imported oil allocation at the higher domestic price.
8Sould quotas receive this legislative reenforcement, the resulting effect on
domestic petroleum prices would be far more illustrative of the impact of quantitative import controls than is likely ider the current administrative arrangement.
The Committee's report not only mistakenly takes satisfaction in the recent
domestic price performance of petroleum, but it stresses the relatively large
price increase in coal, a competing energy source which enjoys no import protection. There is no mention of the fact that the U.S. is the world's most efficient
producer of high quality coal, and consequently is the world's leading coal exporter. Nor is there any explanation of the spiraling domestic and overseas
demand for coal which has bid up its price. In 1969, U.S. coal exports increased
by 12 percent, and in the first live months of 1970 have jumped another 30 percent. Foreign and domestic demand is so strong relative to the existing supply
that a Commerce Department official recently told the industry that it did not
produce enough coal in 1969, and warned that if present domestic shortages should
worsen, the possibility of export controls could not be ruled out. The imposition
of such control-in effect externally imposed import quotas on U.S. trading
partners-would inevitably aggravate the world-wide coal shortage and contribite further to price increases, despite the Committce's assertion that quotas
have no effect on prices.
Diiry products
The rather substantial rise in the wholesale price index for dairy products (35
percent over the 1957-59 base) is dismissed in the Committee's report, with the
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assertion that factors other than the import quotas have influenced the price.
Surprisingly, however, the single most important factor-the U.S. government's
price support programs-is not mentioned. The USDA report on the dairy price
price support program during the 1949-68 period begins with the following
statement: "Prices received by dairy farmers have been substantially higher
since 1949 than they otherwise would have been as a result of price support
purchases of dairy products by the Commodity Credit Corporation and other
related program activities." It was probably only because of the nearly one-third
increase in the price support between 1958-59 and 1969-70 for niufacturing
milk that the price of dairy products could increase. For in this same time period,
steadily declining per capita consumption of milk products (26 percent betwc e*n
1950 and 1968) resulted in a total production and consumption of milk products
in the U.S. in 1969 which were actually lower than the comparable figures of 1955.
If imports had not been restricted to an average rate of about one percent of
domestic production during the past ten years in order to protect support price
levels, the declining aggregate demand for dairy products would have combined
with foreign competition to drive prices down. The aforementioned U.S.I).A.
report explains that "U.S. market, prices of dairy products generally have been
enough higher than the export prices of foreign exporting countries to make the
United States an attractive market for the foreign exportable supplies."
The effects of price support operations for dairy products can be summed up
in the following statistic: the price index for prices received by farmers (195759= 100) in 1969 stood at 120 for dairy products and 114 for all farm products.
(Source USDA).
Sugar
The Committee points to an increase in the retail price of quota protected
sugar of only 28.8 percent since 1955 as proof that import quotas do not. raise
prices unreasonably. But it is necessary to point out that the price pattern of
sugar has been a function of the government's complex price support program.
Each year a combination of acreage and marketing allotments and import quotas
and tariffs is utilized to assure that sugar remains near the price level predetermined 1)v the S(cretary of Agriculture. This )rocedure has accomplished its specified objective of l)rice stability for sugar. Price increases have been steady, but
gradual.
It seems logical to assume that increased foreign competition would have discouraged the aforementioned 29 percent price increase, in view of the fact that
world sugar prices are currently a little less than one-half of domestic U.S. prices.
A unique wrinkle in the sugar quota program requires the American importer to
pay prevailing domestic rates. The beneficiary of the difference between domestic
costs and lower foreign costs is the foreign producer rather than the American
consumer. The wholesale price index for sugar may have gone ul) lezs than for
other commodities, but the regulation of imports has not been without great
cost to the consumer.
Peanuts
Because of the U.S. support price program for peanuts, the domestic price is
approximately double the world market price. Imports of peanuts in recent years
have been restricted to less than one-tenth of one percent of total domestic
production. Peanuts produced abroad are such a bargain that it takes only one day
(August 1, the beginning of the marketing year) for the entire annual import
allocation to be grabbed up by domesticc businessmen.
Despite the fact that there has been a sharp uptrend in viel'-s per acre which has
further contributed to the domestic surplus of peanut., the estimated 1969 supl)port
price of 12.7 cents per pound to farmers is a 27 percent increase from 1960. The
wholesale price index for peanuts increased by about the same amount during that
period, while price- received by foreign peanut producers in Nigeria, a major
producer, declined from five cents to 3.7 cents per pound. Currently while the
American consumer is being forced to pay double the world peanut price, the Commodity Credit, Corporation is exporting neanuts for about, one-half the U.S.
support price. Forced to absorb aboutt one-fourth of total U.S. peanilt production
as l)art of its price support operation,, the CCC disposes of a l)ortion of its stocks
by selling peanuts abroad at competitive world prices.
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CONCLUSION

When competition is diminished by import quotas one of two things will
happen. In a free market situation, there will be a noticeable upward pressure on
pries. If there is a special market circumstance, such as predetermined price
levels artificially Inaintained by government intrvention, prices will move in
response to the type and magnitude of the intervening factor. The establishment
of quotas to protect a domestic industry or a government support price from open
market competition involves a permanent economic cost which must be paid
either by consumers or, as in the case of cotton, by all taxpayers. Any perversion
of free market competition eventually results in direct economic burdens on
everyone in the form of subsidies to the protected industry and denials of cheaper
alternatives, as well as the indirect costs of minimizing incentives to producers
to innovate and modernize.
No one can predict in advance with any precision exactly what price increases
will be induced by the import quotas now tnder consideration in Congress. But
the law of supply and demand is elementary; it cannot be wished away by trying
to deny the economic costs of a restrictive trade policy. A reduction in supply at a
time of a stable or rising demand will inevitably foster ulpward price movements
except where governmental intervention controls prices or payments to l)roducers.
Foreign competition stabilizes prices by adding to the supply actor and encourages
roznrch and innovation by domestic producers unwilling to suffer a decline in
their market share.
Import quotas can put a cosmetic glaze over a domestic industry no longer able
to produce a l)roduct more efficiently than its foreign coml)etitors. But someone
mmuit pay for this artificial distortion of market forces. Inevitably that someone
is the consumer, whose real income is diminished to the extent that lie must subsidize his government's determination to stifle foreign competition. A ceiling
placed on competitive or cheaper goods can only encourage upward price nmovenients in any normal marketplace. Try as they may, protectionists will never
succeed in selling quotas as a boon to consumers.

The CHAIRiMAN. Senator Jor(lan.
Senator JORDAN. Thank you, lr. Chairman.

\r. Secretary, did I understand you to say that certain foreign
export countric,; are moving toward stabilizing at about a 15-percent
advantage for their OwN'l export 1)usiness?
Secretary STANS. Well, yes, in the sense that they are adopting a

uniforml)o1rder tax system in the European Community, in the
Common 'Market countries.
Senator JoR)AN. They are doing that by the uniform value added
tax or rebate concept.
Secretary STAixS. Yes, they are going to a uniform value added tax

concept.
Senator JORDAN.

T these are only the European export. countries.

This does not obtain in Jal)an or Hong Kong or other Asian countries.
Secretary STANS. Not at the l)resent time, although a number
European countries not in the Common Market are moving
the same tax system, and it seems to be getting fairly broad
accel)tance.
Senator JORDAN. We have no authority at the present

of other
toward
general
time to

estal)lish a similar border tax system?
Secretary STANS. We think that we (to not have authority to
establish an effective border tax system.
Senator JORDAN. I want to find out a little more about DISC,
because it. seems to me this does give some prospect of immediate relief.
It seems to me if an exporting corporation can set ul) a separate corporation devoted exclusively to the export business and can plow back the
profits from that, operation and rotate them in export, for export
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purposes, so long as they don't deliver those profits to tile rentt
company, they can go on indefinitely, could they not, and t0 tax
exempt from income taxes.
Secretary STANS. They could so long as in that circumstance they
also increased their exports and the need for capital in the export
business. If they did not increase their exports then at some point they
woull not have the need for the capital and they wouhl pay tax on it.
Senator JORDAN. Yes, but assuming they increased their exports
would this not give them a better advantage taxwise than the 15-percent advantage you talk about in value-a(dled tax in the European
countries?
Secretary STANS. No, I don't think so, because the-as has been
pointed out earlier-the real advantage that. the American company
has by this process as a deferment of tax is effectively tile use of additional cal)itial without )aying interest on it.
Senator JORDA1AN. Yes.
Secretary STANS. That is not nearly as great for us as a trading
nation a,; the 15 percent disadvaltage that an American company has
in selling in Brazil, for example.
Senator JORDAN. I un(lerstand it is not, a completeSecreta'V STANS. I don't, think the two are exclusive, I think we
call vcry well have the DISC and the value-added tax.
Senator JORDAN. I see DISC is not a complete forgiveness of tile
tax but it is a postponement indefinitely just so the criterion will be
set u ) for its purpose.
Secretary STANS. That is correct so long as it is used in export trade.
SeMtor JO1DAN. ias tie DISC concept been implelnelted illany
country, to your knowledge?
Secretary STAN.S. I don't believe there is a DISC concept as such in
any other country but tile other countries in tie world have a great
vaariety of incentives for exporting, and I ant sure that some go farther
than this, some of the South American countries that have export
incentives that go even farther than the DISC proposal.
Senator JORDAN. What has been the reception of this DISC concept
among our exporting corporations?
Secretary STAxS. Almost universal approval cf it, andl this is true
for corporations of all sizes ilcuding small corporatiois as evideenced
by tile statement in ily testimony that the Small Business Committee
of the National Export Ex)ansion Council believes it is iml)ortatllt for
small business coml)anies that can get into tile export l)usilless and are
not ill it mow.
Senator JORDAN. I lm1lcrstanld certain agencies in tile Governmemit
are giving thorough research alld scrutiny to the value added tax for
possible recomendl(Iation.
Secretary STANS.

Yes, the Treasury Department has a very tlor-

ough study of the value added tax ulderway right now.
Senator JORDAN. In your o)iniol, the 1mphImentation of DISC
woul be a standby relief measure until such time as we might give
comlsidleration to a vahle-added tax.
Secretary STANS. It certainly would, and at that point it could be
determinee( whether the value-added tax shoul replace tile DISC or
whether tile two should continue or whether some other combination
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should be devised but I think the administration and the Congress
should look very seriously at this question of the tax advantages and
disadvantages that now exist in export trade.
Senator JORDAN. Thank you.
The CIIRIIiMAN. Senator Ribicoff.
Senator RIBICOFF. N[r. Secretary, I gather from your testimony
that you like parts of H.R. 18970 and you dislike other parts of it.
Do you like what is in it, more than you (ilislike What is in it?
Secretary STANS. Well, I think, Senator, I would like to defer
that answer to the President. It will be his final decision. when the
bill is put before him as to whether the good outweighs the bad.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Secretary, it is not quite that easy. This
bill can't come up until we have a lame-duck session. This bill is
going to be riding piggyback on the social security bill which the
President wants. It is going to also have attached to it the welfare
reforms that the President wants.
Don't you think the President of the United States has an obligation to tell the Congress and the l)eople of this country whether he
is going to allow the social security bill and the welfare bill held hostage
to a trade bill such as this.
Secretary STANS. Well, of cour-se, Senator, the administration's
proposal was never on the basis of attachments to either legislation
or being held hostage. We made a )roposal of a trade bill, made
su)plementary proposals to that to include textile quotas and to
include the DISC and we agreed to some changes that were made in
the House. There are a number of things which we did not propose,
and which are not part of the administration policy and under those
conditions it would be up to the President, with the advice of his
administration, to decide whether he wanted the bill as a whole.
Senator RIBICOFF. But we are not acting here in a vacuum. You

know what is going on, Mr. Secretary, and I am sure the President
knows
what is going on. We have 2 (lays of hurried hearings on a very
im )ortant
matter. It is going to be attached to the social security
bill. Does the trade bill stand on its own? If it is weak, will it be
adopted and signed because it is part of social security and welfare?
This is a basic decision of policy and I think the President of the United
States has the obligation and the responsibility to tell the people of
this country what lie wants.
If this is ani improper way to do it then I think the President ought
to say: "I will Wvait, for the next, Congress to decide what ought. to be
done on important matters such as social security, trade and welfare."
Secretary STANS. Well, Senator, you know the matter of congressional prerogatives much better than I do. But I think it is perfectly
conceivable that the Congress would pass a bill in any frame and any
terms and the President, would make his decision after lie sees it, and
studies it in relation to the whole and in relation to all of the circumstances that surround it, and this is the administration's position at
this time; That the President will look at the bill when it is on his desk.
Senator RIBICOFF. Look at the trade bill, look at the social security,
welfare and trade bill.

Secretary STANS. In whatever form the Congress presents it to him.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, the President will not make his
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position known on a matter of such grave importance to the fulture of
this country.
Secretary STANS. I am not sure that we even know what the coinbination is likely to be by the time it reaches the President's desk and
what the social security and welfare pWovisions are going to be. So
that if it comes to him'in that kind of a package, only he can make
that decision.
Senator RIBICOF'r. Well, let, ine ask yon this: Do you think, as
Secretary of Commerce, that the trade bill should he attaclied to a
social security and welfare bill? Is that where it belongs?
Secretary STANS. I have no jntlgmnent on that. I think that is a
matter of congressional prerogative to (ecide.
Senator RIBICOFF. You mean as Secretary of Commerce you don't
have a judgment. whether it is 1)ro)er to tie i1)a trade bill with a
social security bill.
Secretary STANS. I think it,
is certainly proper and legal, it, has been
done many times. Whether it,
is the most desirable course I wouldn't
know in this particular case.
Senator RIBICOFF. One question:, 'Mr. Secretary: This bill freezes in
the oil quota system, does it not?
Secretary STANS. This bill continues the provisions of the law with
respect to oil quotas but provides that they iiay-tit
the imports
of oil into the United States may-not be regllited by a tariff.
Senator RIBICOFF. So basically what we are dealing hero with is a
freeze in of some $5 to $7 billion for the oil companies on the back of
the consumers of this country.
Secretary STANS. Senator, I couldn't agree with that statement at
all.
Senator RIBICOFF. You can't agree with that statement.
Secretary STANS. No, I spent very, very many days last year as a
member of the Cabinet task force on oil imports studying this matter,
and I think it is quite clear from the events that have taken place
since that report was delivered that had we gone to a tariff system
last year we would now have great difficulty getting oil into tbo
United States and it would cost the consumers a lot more than it
does under the present system because of the circumstances that have
taken )lace in the li(ldle Eastern countries. The shortages of tankers
and all that have pushed the price of imported oil up very high, so
that I think subsequent events have vindicated the judgment of
those of us who said last year that the tariff system was not workable.
Senator RIBICOFF. What do you estimate-one final question-Is
the figure of $650 million correct as what it will cost the Treasury for
DISC?
Secretary STANS. Well, I have to rely on the Treasury judgment on
that. I accepted it as apl)roximately correct when it is in full effect.
Senator Ri BICOFF. $650 million?
Secretary STANS. Yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. 'lhank you very much.
TVhe CHAIRMAN. Senator 1annin.
Senator FANNIN. 'Thank you, A\r. Secretary. I commend you for a
very excellent statement aid 1 agree with you that DISC was long
overdue.
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Secretary STANS. Thank you.
Senator FANNIN. But I think that is really just a start.. What I am
worried about is why we are not. getting greater protection of the
American worker. We have jobs being exported (aily-thousands of
them because of the imbalance in the tariff that is now in existence.
That here we have the European countries, the Japanese shipping
cars, for instance, into the United States that when it comes to the
Kenned.y round on GA'T, a 4Y2 percent tariff, is it not, on those cars?
Secretary STANS. 1 don't know the percentages.
Senator FANNIN. It is 4,/ percent going down to 3 in 2 years.
Secretary STANS. Yes, that is correct.
Senator FANNIN. And here we have when we want to ship ai
American car to Japan and it is 17,1 percent to start with and many
other nontariff barriers. It is certainly not a quid pro quo, it is a
closed door policy. When we are talking about the European countries
then we are talking about a 12-percent tariff. I can't undeslstand wh(
we continue this imbalance. Do you have any thoughts in that. regard
Here we have hundreds of millions of dollars involved if we could just
balance the tariffs. In other words, if the Japanese are going to charge
us 17M1 percent why shouldn't we charge them 171, percent?
Secretary STANS. Well, I have strong thoughts on that, Senator,
and very simply, they summarize like this: That 1 think we, as a Nation, through the years, have been relatively soft in our trade l)olicy,
particularly as it affects the nontariff type btrriers that other countries
have iml)ose(l.
Senator FANNIN. Yes.
Secretary STANS. And as to ty)es of preferential agreements and so
forth that other countries have negotiated among themselves evnl
in violation of their international agreements.
I think the time has come for us to insist on total reciprocity between
ourselves and other countries. Now that might not necessarily mean
total uniformity in tariffs because the tariff system can recognize
other factors. lut I think we should seek from now on every time
there is an adjustment, in trade practices or tariffs or nontariff activities
and so forth, that it should be done on a basis of total reciprocity
between this country and other countries. We can no longer be th'e
country of great wealth that can hold an umbrella over the development of so many other countries.
Senator FhNNIN. And we are doing just that, and I would say this.
We have many of our corporations that, are going abroad, they are
making greater profit, by doing so, but. we are taking Americani jobs
overseas, that is my great concern, and I think we must do something
about, it, especially if we hook at the electronics industry. Here we
have, we let them, many of their goods come in, let's say, under 6
percent, and we try to get something in their countries, like ill Japan
about 24 percent, it. i'i so very unfair. And I know that letters have
been written to you, and I know you are in agreement, with some
of the recommendations that have been made. I juist can't un(lerstand
why we don't, do something at once because you do mention the other
tradle barriers, for instance, in Japan, if you send a car over there,
there is a weight charge, it is a horsepower charge, a wheel base
charge, and this is so derogatory to the A merican worker and American
manufacturer and we cannot complete.
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Supposedly under GATT it is to equalize. Instead of that. they
can mianufactura' a car for much less thani we call, and so if we were
working on that theory, we would have about a 30-percent tariff
on their cars and they would have about a 10 on ours, if you took it
on the basis of the cost of manufacturing; so it seems very unfair.
But. getting to the problems we are talking about, on th~e countervailhing duty laws and the other foreign trade regulatory laws, I am
concerned. For instance, the Antidumping Act, has a severe time
problem. In the past 2 years a total of 10 (luml)ing complaints have
been processed through to a final decision. In eight of these, dluml)ing
duties were ultimately assessed, but the time it. took to reach this
result, is frightening. The shortest time which elapsed between the
filing of the complaint with the Treasury Department and the imposition of (lumping dutiess was 11 months. Tie longest period was 2 years
and 3 mouths, and the average time elapsed was more than a year
and 8 mouths. The Antilumpig Act like the countervailing duty
law is only rarely enforced and for the same reason. If a domestic
producer files a complaint with the Treasury and Treasury decides
not to enforce the act there is no appeal. On the other hand, if (lumping
duties are assessed against an iml)orter lie can appeal.
I would like to have your opinion on a proposal I have introduced.
What I proposed was to allow the l)arty aggrieved by the agency action
to appeal directly to the Court of Apl;eals of the District of Columbia.
Such a procedure would produce a more consistent adillinistration of
our international trade regulatory laws and would cause a body of law
to be develope(l which could )e consistelitly alhered to until clngetld
by the Congress. I think this would be much lore fair than what we
are a)l)lying t the present time.
Secretary STANS. Well, Senator, the responsibility in this field is in
the Treasury Department.
Senator FANNIN. Yes.
Secretary STANs. And I would prefer that they be the ones to
develop tile adllinistration Viewpoiilt on your suggestion and 1 ail
sure they would be quite willing to (10 it.
Senator FANNmX. I a)preciate that and I will, Mr. Secretary, but I
am so concerned about it because this has been a continuouls l)rol)leII, and as you were saying here we have flooding of our markets
with the domestic radios, over 90 percent , and thei, shoes for installCe,
going from 3,, percent in 1959 aid 37" percentt in 1969, aid [ just
can't understand it. Nlost any way you look at it, it is going to be
disastrous to the Americai workerif we continue this )olicy for a-,y
length of time. I can see by 1975 or 1980, a very serious lrobleit.
We must have people employed to buy the merchandise, anId if wve.
look at this over a p-criod of time aind the l)ercentage of workers thait,
are out of jobs, and I hlove one illustriion of this was in a letter to
you. A letter from one of tile lia'gre inlllifacturers of electronic equipienlt, and \he0n he s:tid that whel they finislied their phlnt ill
Tai\\ail
in 1971, anlld it g(oes on stream, 30 perceit of their workers iii tihe
United States will he out of work. So this is so very seritnts, I just
Wo\'(ler if yo l woul1 \vilit to conillelit oil that.
Secretar'y STANS. Vell, of 'course, the llnderlyilig
einiUlit hit,
allows all this to happen is tihe (ispiarity iII wage 'ltes iII t iese various
countries. In the case of textiles we pay alproximnately $2.40 all hour
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for
textile
workers;
JapanKong
it is less
than 60 under
cents even
now;alland
in
Korea,
Taiwan,
andin Hong
it, averages
20 cents
hour.

Now, this is one of tile reasons this is such a complex subject-we
want to keel) people at, work in this country. At, the same time we
want to have our Consumers have tile benefit of lower prices, and the
toilhZ1 job that, the Congress has, and we have in tile administration, is
to find the balancing point.. think the balancing point is the one at
which we avoid the kind of shock to an industry that now exists with
respect to the textile industry resulting not 'from imports over a
gradual rate over a long period of time but, from what I call a tidal
wave of increases of 40, 50 percent. a year.
Senator FANNIN. Well, if tlose consumers don't, have jobs, \Ir.
Secretary, they are certainly not going to be able to purchase the
mierchan(ise, and that is my greatest, concern, because, as I say, the
corporations can make more money by going into Taiwan, for instance,
in the electronic industry, and eml)loying people for 16 to 24 cents an
hour, and those are the figures that were given to me as existing there,
and in discussing this with the gentleman who had just. been over in
those areas investigating what could be done, and this is a very
alarming situation. But I still can't understand why we don't do what
it, is possible for us to (10, to give some protection to these industries,
because it, certainly isn't, fair to let them bring that merchandise back
here on 6 percent and then we can't get the merchandise to their
countries for less than 24.
Secretary STANS. I think the real irony of all these illustrations
is that we and others are not allowed to si) freely textiles into Japan
at all.
Senator FANNIN. Yes, and that is true, for instance for much of the
electronic equipment. I know a manufacturer who wrote to you, in
which he sent me a CO)y of his letter, saying that they could not even
get one set., TV set, into Jal)an. They have been trying to do so
for some time. They sent survey teams over to see what could be done
and it. has just beel a closed door policy. Now I am just talking about
electronic equipment.
I was in a dental office a few days ago. They had a new chair,
dental equipment, highspeed drills and all, and here it came from
Ja)an, and we can go to most any building and different types of
offices and you will see that the electronic equipment or whatever
it might be utilized in those buildings is coming from foreign countries.
This just can't continue or we are not going to be able to maintain
the economy that we have today.
h'lhank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, '.Mr. Chairman.

First of all, Mr. Secretary, let me coml)liment you on your response
to Senator Ribicoff. I think that you called attention to a fact that
much of the eastern press just refuses to recognize as existing. They
seemingly don't know that the oil import program hasn't penalized
the American consumer. Actually, it has been tie best thing that
happened to them. There isn't $5"or $7 billion to be saved if we had a
tariff plan substituted for the oil import )rogram. It is the other way
around. When Dr. Wilson Laird testified on October 2 he pointed out
that residual fuel oil in New York now, and there never has been
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any quota, any tariff, on this oil at. all, a, you know, for the last 5
years, which a year ago was selling for $2 a barrel. Now it is sellitig
for R3.25 a barrel, and I hope sometime somebody with soJe res p onsibility will take note f the fact ihat this oil situation isn't whl1at
a lot of people would try to make som of us believe it is.
I want, to comunniment you on your underscoring the concern volt
have for a growing iumbier of workers in this country from minority
groups which form the backbone of the livelihood of hundred; of
thousands of farmers and other producers as well. Th'ey are all being
threatened with serious disruption and dislocation i(f a reasonable
pattern of imports is not established promptly. Tie (list inguislied
Senator from Now York, h'. Javits, wrote me on the 28th of September asking my support for an amnendmeiit that, he and the distinguished
Senator from Wisconsin, Mr. Nelson, proposed or rather as a matter
of fact., lad introdulced already, to increase tie a pprol)riation for I EMT
by some $149 million. One of the points that he makes is that there
isn't nearly enough money in this program to carry on tle manpower
programs under the Economic Opportunity Act.. lie says that witl
tie added budget that was recommended by the administration,
they were meeting the needs of less than one-tenth of those on welfare

and in poverty generally who could achieve economic independence
through such programs.
Now, of course, Senator Javits is entirely right, in focusing attention
on this problem, lie knows, I am sure, that the textile industry
eml)loys more than 224,000 people in New York City alone, and that
just, last year 65,000 textile apparel workers lost, jobs sice January
1969, and also that 250,000 new jobs might have been created in
this country, if we had been producing the fabrics and the materials
that are being imported now. When we consider that, last year alone
27 plants in the United States were shut down completely, I think

we can begin to understand why you are so concerned about. some
of the treatment we have been .getting from foreign countries.
I know in my State of Wyoming, I (lon't find much enthusiasm for
those people who say "Well, we have got to have freer trade and we
have got to be tolerant of these emerging countries because ill tile
long run it is a good wvay to fight inflation."
You know people out, in Wyoming would much rather pay a slightly
higher price for a few l)roducts made in the United States if they can

pay the bill with a paycheck instead of having to go down to the
welfare office and get a relief check, and take advantage of a slillt
drop in )rices for imported products . They aren't. one bit interested
in substituting the advantage that, they now have being on a job
rather than unemployment pay.
I would like to ask you, don't you think in light of what has taken
place that it is l)retty important that. we take some action and that

we take that action quickly if we are going to fulfill the proImiises we
have been making to the unemployed in this country, if we fulfill t ile
promises that the President has in mind in welfare reform, in tryinl.g
not to increase welfare collection but to expand work opportunitie.-, i
this country, we have got to do something about making more jobs
available for people in the United States.
Secretary STANS. Senator, I would hope for one otliemr reason that
,r
the Congress would take action on this bill, taking into account
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reservations about some parts of it, and that is maiy of us who have
spent an unbelievable amount, of time on trade matters this year that
would be resolved if we had legislation, and I would not want to go

through all of this again. So far all the reasons you have said, yes, I

hoe)that, the Congress will act on a trade bill and will take seriously
into account the recommnendations and position and reservations that.
the a(Iministratiol has expressed on the various points.
Senator HANSEN. 'Mr. Secretary, isn't it your sincere belief that a
majority of the people in this country on welfare would much rather
have a job if jobs were available for them, where they could be working
and could be earning their keep and supporting the'r families, than to

have to look to increased welfare checks for their sustenance and for
tie support and Care of their families?
Secretary STANS. I think certainly that most of the people on

welfare would rather work, yes.
Senator HANSEN. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
(Senator Hansen subsequently requested that the following statement be included in the record :)
OF 1)R. WILSON M. LAIRD,
)IRm:CTOR, OrFIcE: OF OIL AND GAS,
)EPAITMENT OF THE INTI-RIOR,
BEFORE; TilE ANNUAL 'MEETING OF Tile
ROCKY "MOUNTAIN OIL AND G.ts AssocIATION, DENvER, COI.O., OCTOBER 2,

REMARKS

1970
It is a pleasure and a privilege to be able to participate with you in your
annual meeting of the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association. Although the

Census Bureau and even the Department of the Interior have North Dakota

identified with the North Central region of the United States, as a petroleum
geologist. I have always felt a provincial kinship, let us call it, with the Rocky
Mountain region.
So although ny legal domicile may be in the Great Plains, my geologic home
is in the Eastern Rockies, and I was happy to see that the National Petroleum
Council made that concession inits recent report on Fldure Pdrolemm Prozinccs
of the Unitcd Stacs.
If any of you have not obtained copies of this report, I urge you to do so. It
rel)resents the summary findings of the first comprehensive study that has
been made (f the petroletun potential of the United States since the S.ymyposium
of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists on petroleum provinces of
the United States in 1951. The Association cooperated with the Council in this
effort, and the detailed supl)porting data will be published by the Association
later under the Council's si)onsorshil) under the title "Memorandum 15."
It would be hard to pick a more appropriate time for th emergence of a study
dedicated to the potential for finding domestic oil and gas.
Certainly there was never a time within my own memory when the need for
the full exploitation of our domestic fuel resources was greater.
There is, as a first consideration, the enormous needs for energy that lie alead
of us. Between now and 1985-just over the next fifteen years, we shall need
100 billion barrels of oil, and by the end of that period we shall be using oil at the
rate of 22 million barrels a day. Our gas requirements are even more
spectacular.
We look for gas demand to exceed 400 trillion cubic feet, provided we can find
that much. This is an average annual requirement of 27 trillion cubic feet over the
period, with a 1985 demand projected for 32 trillion cubic feet.
Coal demand will rise from 530 million tons to 847 million tois, with total
cOltiuml)tion over the 15 years exceeding 10 billion tons.
Against. these requirements, we have the following recent history of sul)l)ly:
Betwvn 1955 and 1970-the same period of time I have just projected-our
total consumption of petroleum liquids was 58 billion barrels.
Our domestic production provided 48 billion barrels of this.
During that period we added 51 billion barrels of oil to our proved reservesjust half of what our needs will be for the next fifteen cars. In the case of gas,
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our total addJitions to reserves between 1955 and 1970 amounted to about 70
percent of what they will have to be between 1970 and 1985 if we are to Sul)l)ly
our full requirement. from domestic resources.
In the same period, we shall have to mine half again as much coal as we have
done since 1955.
These gross figures tell little however, of the dynamics of our current domestic
energy supply situation.
They compare only *vlhat has been done in the past with what must, be accoml)li'hed in the future, without assessing the prospects for meeting our supply
objectives.
Let me now address this aspect of the l)roblcm.
Our proved reserves of crude oil and natural gas liquids-that is, our total
proved liquid hydrocarbon reserves, cumrentlv amount to 38 billion barrels. This
is about 3 billion barrels more than the level was in 1955, when production was
only two-thirds the current rate.
In consequence, the reserve to production ratio has fallen from 12 to I to 10 to 1.
In six out of the last ten years, our proved reserves of crude oil have failed to equal
withdrawals, and in 1969 reserves showed a decline of over a billion barrels.
Not only have the levels of reserves been declining, but, the capacity to produce
them has begun to decline as well. I can remember, and so can you, when overcapacity was one of the great burdens of the petroleum industry. No more.
Productive capacity, according to both the IPAA and the API, has been declining
since 1968.
In the face of rapidly rising production, this means that our spare capacity is
melting away at a rate no one would have dared l)redict five years ago.
So now I dare to predict that it will be gone, for all l)ractical purposes, by the
end of next year, if not sooner.
Between 1965 and 1969, according to the IPAA figures, we lost 800,000 barrels
a day of our spare cal)acity, and tC., disruption of world sul)ply patterns, which I
shall presently discuss, has caused us to draw down at least an additional 700,000
barrels a day in 1970 alone.
Since 1967 we have been unable to produce our full requirements for oil, although
until the end of the Second World War we were the world's largest exporter of
petroleum products. Now we are wholly dependent upon imports for at least Il2
million barrels a day-the difference between our productive capacity and our
demand.
Turning now to natural gas, we watched, for several years, the narrowing gap
between our additions to proved reserves and our withdrawals, as the rezservcs to
production ratio declined from 20 to I in 1959 toward the critical level of 12 to 1.
In 1968 the cro.ssover point was reached, and for the first time, withdrawals
exceeded additions to reserves by over 5 trillion cubic feet.
The next year the deficit was 12 trillion cubic feet, and withdrawals are virtually
certain to exceed additions again this y-ear.
With the reserve-to-production ratio dipping below 13 to 1, as it will do this
year, we are apl)roaching levels at which we can expect the onset of deliverability
problems. As the level of 10 to 1 is apl)roached, these problems in deliverabilityl
are likely to become acute in certain areas.
As for coal, we have not l)roduced our full requirement in the past two yearsthis despite a known supply measuring ul)ward of a thousand years.
We may, with luck, just balance demand with production this year, but stocks
of consumers are far below desirable levels, and l)rices have increased by 30 percent
over last year.
The flat, unpleasant, but incontrovertible truth of the matter is that, Nye are
short of all kinds of energy, and we are due to remain in this condition for a good
number of years to come.
Local and temporary palliatives may help to get us over the hard spots, but the
basic trouble is of such nature that almost anything we may do to remedy it is
going to take from three to five years to produce results.
For whatever comfort it may be in these circumstances, we are not alone in our
predicament.
The energy crunch is worldwide, and every other industrial nation in the world
is more vulnerable to its effects than we are. For this reason we cannot hope to
find the answer to our problems in foreign supply sources, and I have only to cite
current conditions to illustrate my point.
Today, the normal flow pattern of something less than three percent of the
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Free World's oil supply has been disrupted-first by the shutdown of the TrainsArabian pipeline, and second by the curtailment of crude production ordered by
the Revolutionary government of Libya.
This means that the oil-about a million barrels a day-affected by these
actions no longer could cross the short expanse of the Medierrancan on its way
to market in Europe, but had to come from the Persian Gulf around the Cape of
Good Ilope-a shift that required five to six times the amount of shipping it
formerly needed.
The world tanker pool was barely adequate even before these events, and it
promptly became inadequate as sooi as they occurred.
The result has been skyrocketing costs of shipping under short term charters,
and a drastic decline in overseas crude oil shipments to the United States.
It now costs over $3.00 a barrel to ship crude oil from the Persian Gulf to New
York on single voyage charters as opposed to $1.50 six months ago.
Reflecting these prohibitive costs, crude oil imports to the East Coast are
running about 300,000 barrels a (lay below last, year's levels.
We are making up this deficit in our crude oil imports by increased production
from Texas and Louisiana, plus accommodating all the normal year to year growth
in crude oil demand, both foreign and domestic.
We we,'e able to do this because sound judgment prevailed over the council of
certain Wise Men of the East who urged that all marginal production be shut in
and that market demand proration be abolished.
Iad we followed this bootless advice, however, there would have been no spare
capacity anywhere in the United States that could have taken up the difference
and cushioned the shock of the sudden drop in crude reportss.
As it was, we were able, once again, to deal effectively with the disruptions of
supply that are a regular feature of the world oil trade. Regrettably, this may well
be the last time we can avail ourselves of this fortuitous shock-absorber inherited
from the era of overcapacity unless more large finds can be located in the Lower
48. As our spare productive capacity diminishe.s to zero, we shall have the problem
of devising other means to handle the contingencies that have until now been met
by calling on our spare productive capacity.
The supply of re-idual fuel oil on the East Coast furnishes another example of
the hazards of excessive dependence upon foreign supply sources.
Residual fuel oil has entered the East Coast virtually free of all restrictions
since 1966.
As a result of restrictions on sulfur content of fuels adopted in recent years by
the major consuming areas on the East Coast, residual has been displacing large
amounts of coal in this area.
The result has been a tremendous increase in demand for residual fuel oil, of
an order of twenty percent over last year, for examl)le.
Because the East Coast now depands on foreign sources for nearly all its residual
oil supply, increases of this magnitude can only be provided by sharply increased
imports.
And although imports have increased, it is doubtful that they will increase
enough to satisfy the full requirements of the East Coast for residual oil this
winter.
Why? Because demand for residual was increasing all over the rest of the
world, too, and we are in competitition with both Europe and Japan for a limited
supply.
Moreover, this world l)inch of residual fuel oil is going to go on for two more
years at least, because it will be that long until refinery capacity is adequate
to supply the volume demanded.
Now we see residual oil selling in New York harbor for $3.25 a barrel for grades
with no sulfur guarantee, where two years ago it regularly went for $2.00 a barrel
and less. Oil with less than one percent sulfur sells pr)portionately higher-the
latest quotation I have is $3.60 a barrel in cargo lots at New York.
A great deal has been written about the outlook for importing liquefied natural
gas, and applications have recently been filed with the Federal Power Commission for the importation of one billion cubic feet a day to the East Coast
from Algeria, and an additional 425 million cubic feet a day from Venezuela.
Deliveries would begin some time in the 1974-1975 period. This comes to
approximately 520 billion cubic feet a 3ear, or about as much as we imported
from Canada in 1967.
Negotiations for another two billion cubic feet a day are currently under
way with other nations, so that looking ahead, a substantial part of the North-
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eastern region's needs for natural gas-as much as half of it-could Collcei val)l
be met by imported LGN by, say, 1977.
Thus we see the beginnings of a new East Coast (lel)edely-this time on
liquefied natural gas.
In the nature of things, most of it would come from the saine disturbed part
of the world that has repeatedly shown its unreliability as a. source of oil.
And one can wonder if the benefits are worth the risk of interruption that
would be far more difficult to cope with than would be the case of oil.
If the outlook for foreign supplies of oil and gas are doubtful and hazar(lous,
the outlook for coal imports is nil.
The United States is the world's largest source of coal, and if we cannot supply
our coal needs, it is a certainty that no other nation can, or will.
Thus, both necessity and common sense urge that we look homeward for the
means to satisfy our energy needs, and the Rocky Mountain region offers a
treasure trove oi opportunities.
By the National Petroleum Council's report. on future petroleum provinces,
there are 75 billion barrels of oil in place that await discovery in this area alone.
The U.S. Geological Survey estimates that over 300 trillion cubic feet of gas
remains locked in tight formations in Rocky Mountain basins, challenging our
ingenuity to make it available to man's use.
Meanwhile we continue to work toward transforming the past potential of
the Green River shales from dream to reality.
Department of the Interior people have been working closely with State oflicifis
of Colorado, Wyoming and Utah to insure that, shale operations on Federal leases
can and will be conducted with full regard to the necessary environmental considerations.
The deposits are incredibly rich. The recoverable shale oil under one 5,120-acre
tract I recall is estimated to exceed two billion barrels, comparable in oil content
to the Wilmington field in California.
All told, we conservatively estimate that there are at least 480 billion barrels of
oil in Federally-owned shale beds at least 10 feet thick and yielding over 25
gallons per ton.
Another 900 billion l)arrels in sales 15 feet thick yielding between 15 and 25
gallons per ton are found in the same region.
Although the total resources are huge, it is obvious that not all the area will be
mined.
Therefore, the total overall recovery will probably be around 50 percent.
Rivaling the oil shales as a source of hydrocarbon.- are the immense deposits of
Western coal, virtually all of it low in sulfur, and much of it occurring in seams so
thick as to make an Eastern coal man gape in wonderment.
I hope you will permit a brief commercial while I beat the tub for the 350 billion
tons of lignite occurring in my own state of North Dakota.
A pilot plant which will convert 50 tons of lignite a day to pipeline quality gas is
scheduled to go into operation in Rapid City, South )akota, some time toward
the middle of next year. If it is successful, as we expect it to be, the way will be
opened for commercial plants to help pick up the burden of supplying the staggering demand for gaseous fuels that future years will bring.
To complete this brief inventory of hydrocarbon resources I should mention
the tar sands that are known to occur in the Rocky Mountain area, notably in
Utah.
We really know so little about the occurrence of tar sands in the United States
that any judgment of them must be tentative.
There is presently little interest in these sands, and even less comnmnitiment of
effort toward evaluating their potential to contribute to the energy sul)l)ly.
We do know that there are three large deposits in Utah, of dimensions we would
be delighted to find in reservoirs of liquid petroleum. The largest of these, at Asphalt Ridge, is estimated to contain nearly a billion barrels of tar sands oil.
So there is no dearth of energy resources in the United States. They are so fa4,
in fact, that we could be entirely self-sufficient if we chose.
The fact that we have not chosen to do so as vet minay reflect an assessment of
the relative value of foreign energy sources that is no longer in tune with the realities of the present.
The time is at hand, at least for a new look at the efforts best calculated to
yield a reliable and adequate flow of energy to support the nation's plans and
purposes-if not, indeed, a new direction.
5l-,9--70 --- t. 1-
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The CHAIRMAN. 'Mr. Secretary, you have made a very fine statement here and I think you have been most, forthright iii responding
to the questions asked of you; I don' t want, to keep you here longer
than necessary. 1 (10 want to ap nlaud what, you said with regard to
the legislative situation. I am 'welIaware that, you have worked very
hard with regard to your recommendations on this trade bill and that
some of them, I think definitely should be enacted. What, you pick u l )
in tile way of riders to what you recommend to the Congress is something no one can )redict.. But I, for one, am well aware of the fact,
that sometimes you have to get, your legislation the best way you can
and if this social security bill should prove to be the last revenue bill
through tile station, it might well be desirable to pass such of it as the
Congress is willing to agree to whether that. be the textile quota or the
DISC part, or some other recommendations that, you think desirable
in connection with it.
Now, you are aware of the fact. that the administration uIipporters
of the family assistance llan have clearly reserved their right to offer
that-ant that is a very important piece of legislation-as an amendment, on this social security bill, if that bill is not reported in its own
right. You are fully aware of that, are you not?
Secretary STANS. I have read that in the paper, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is something that the Senate must decide,
and while it. i- fine for you to recommend it, in the last analysis, it is
our decision and I applau-id you for making that clear.
There is one thing that troubles me about this DISC proposal, "Mr.
Secretary. It, seems to me that best thing that could happen for thi;
country is for those who have the responsibility for our trade and
financial situation is this world, to join together in making clear to
our friends abroad that we are going to have to take whatever action
is necessary to protect the fiscal and monetary integrity of this
Nation in its trading position with the entire world. And, ihis being
the largest, and generally freest market in the world toward which
anyone can ship his commodities, my guess is that. if the leadership
of this country just, gets its back ulp and says "Here is what. we are
going to have to (1o to correct our position," while some of our trading
)artners may protest they should realize that we are doing about the
same kind of thiny
they would do under the same circumstances and
they will go along with us when we make it clear that, we must do
certain things to protect our position. And the l)roblem I find in my
mind is whether we are just l)oStl)oning that fateful day b) just
voting for this DISC thing rather than just simply insisting that we
stand pat and live with an intolerable situation until those in the
executive branch are ready to make that decision that we just can't
continue to live under a set of rules that we have arranged for the
benefit of the other fellow when it, is penalizing us to the extent that
we just can't forever kee l ) it. u). What is your reaction to that?
Secretary S'rA.4,s. Well, my reaction, Senator, from what I have
learned in the 2 years I have been in mv present post, is that it takes a
long time to work out these international relationships such as are
involved in trade matters, such as are involved in the question of
tax incentives in the various countries; consequently, even if we
determined in the administration immediately to take the action
you suggest, I wotdn't see any hope of resolving this discussion
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with the other cGuntries within a period of years. That being the case,
I think we need something to hel l) American business to compete and
something to help American business so that it, is induced to keel) its
lants in this country, and the DISC fulfills that function. If, as, and
when we and the Congress can agree on alternative t ax measures to
hell) our coml)titive position or induce the GATT o)r take other
steps, we can then review the question of whether tile D ISC is further
than we want to go in combination with other measures, or whether
it should continue, but I do think we need something now all(l we
need something quickly to stop the outflow of American plants into
other countries and this w ill help. It. wouldn't, stop it I)ut, it. will help.
T[ie CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Secretary, we have been concerned
about these l)roblems for many years. Even in 1962, this committee
wrote section 252 in the act to provide our negotiators with leverage
to deal with foreign nontariff barriers and specifically with tile European variable levy system, and it proved fruitless. Viey (i(l't, heed
the direction from Congress. Now, one further question, .\ [r. Secretary.
I am not sure that, I (Io not, know, whether this has come to your
attention, but, our sulfur producers in Louisiana are in trouble.
I introduced legislation, and it might be that the) (10 not require
legislation to hell) them, but their position is that, we produce sulfur
as a primary product, and tley) are competing with our Canadian
friends whose sulfur is a I)ypro(luct of gas which they are going to
merchandise and sell at any price; much of it in this country. As a
result, of these sales at (lel)ressed prices we have had a number of our
sulfur mine"; closed, some in 1o,iana.
Can you offer me any suggestion as to what we might do about that
situation? We certainly cannot complete with their prices because they
could sell it for any fraction of the price that it costs us to produce it.
Secretary STANS. Senator, it, is ausubject with which I am not very
familiar. IVvould suggest, as a first step, that we meet with the sulfur
)ro(lucers and learn more about the problem. I was not, aware of the
act that, a significantproblem existed.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I will put my statements in tie record of the
hearings here and just suggest to you that you have your people
take a look at it.
(The statements of Senator Long referred to follow. Hearing continues on page 258.)
[From tho Congressonal Record, June 17, 1970]
DOMESTIC SULFUR SITUATION

Mr. Lox. 'Mr. President, for some time now I have been troubled by the
succession of signs that one of America's most basic, vital industries-sulfur
mining-is under severe economic strain. Since early 1968, when sulfur began to
be in oversupply, there has been a drastic decline in sulfur prices and a consequent
reduction in the earnings of sulfur producers. At least six sulfur mines have had
to shut down, and many sulfur workers have lost their jobs. Exploration for new
reserves of sulfur has come to a virtual halt.
The most recent, sign for concern i., the news that Freeport Sulphur Co., the
world's largest sulfur producer, has had to lay off some I I)ercent of its eiployces
in Louisiana since the first of the year and that further reductions may ultimately
become necessary.
What is the cause of the problem? The Louisiana sulfur industry's difficulties
appear to stem largely from the pricing policies of western Canadian producers
who are forcing into U.S. markets already fully supplied a large increase in sulfur
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recovered from sour natural gas. I am told that the unremitting pressure front
imports of low-priced Canadian sulfur has caused substantial reductions in
Louisiana sulfur product ions and prices. Canadian sulfur, i like Louisiana sulfur,
is not a primary product but a byproduct or coproduct. It is obtained from the
hydrogen sulphide which must be removed from the gas in order to make the gas
salable. Consequently, Canadian sulfur production is unrelated to market requirements and it is priced without regard to cost. One of our Iouisiana sulfur
companies reports that in the large Midwestern market, for example, offers of
Canadian sulfutr at below I)revaililng prices have been responsible since June 1968
for 10 successive price cuts.
Mr. President, sulfur is essential to the well-being of the national economy. All
farms and all industries rely upon the availability of sulfur in adequate supply.
But the assurance of futuresupply depends upon producers being able to continue
to conduct increasingly expensive, increasingly difficult explorations for and
development of new sources. Current conditions seriously impair producers in
this respect.
There may well be actions our Government should be taking to safeguard the
domestic sulfur industry. I intend to give the entire matter immediate and serious
attention, and I invite other Senators who may be as concerned about this as I
am to join me.
A considerable amount of useful information is contained in two items which
I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD at this point. They are
an article, entitled "Freeport Cuts Working Force," published in the Times
Picayune of May 26, and an in-depth analysis prepared by Freeport Sulphur Co.
for its stockholders earlier this year, entitled "The Competitive Situation in
Sulphur."
There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the New Orleans Tinies-Picayune, May 26, 19701
FREPPORT

CUTS WORKINo

FoRcE-ll

PERCENT LAYOFF BLAMED

ON

IMPORT

PIMESSURE

Freeport Sulphur Company announced Monday it has had to lay off 11 per cent
of its eiployes in Louisiana sulphur operations because of "unremitting pressure
from imports of low-priced Canadian sulphur."
The company said further cutback3 in its work force may be ultimately
necessary.

Cutbacks affect sulphur mining operations in and off the Louisiana coast, the
research and development laboratory Belle Chasse and the company's Southern
operations offices in New Orleans.

In a statement to the press, Freeport reported a 56 per cent decline in earnings in
the first quarter of 1970 compared to the corresponding period in 1969. In April
the directors cut the quarterly dividend to stockholders in half.
The company said employment in Freeport's sulphur operations is expected to
decline from the January level of 1,340 to 1,190 in June.
Z. W. Bartlett, vice-)resident, Southern operations said, 'Because of concern
for the well-being of Freeport employes, we have resisted untl now the inevitable
result of the continuing, unremitting pressure from imports of low-priced Canadian
sulphur."
Bartlett attributed Louisianaq sulphur industry's problems to the pricing policies
of western Canadian producers, which, he said, are forcing a large increase in
by-product or co-product sulphur recovered from sour natural gas into already
fully supplied markets.
He said since the Canadian sulphur must be removed from the gas in order to
make the gas salable, its output bears no relation to market requirements and is
priced without regard to cost.
Bartlett said offers of Canadian sulphur at below prevailing prices have been
resl)onsible for 10 successive price cuts in the large midwestern U.S. market since
June 196S.
TiE COMPETITIVE SITUATION IN SULPHUR

(Sulphur is now in oversupply. Prices have fallen. Mines have been shut down.
Exploration is being curtailed.)
The sulphur l)roblem today is similar to that of the late 1950's and early 1960's.
At that time the development of new sulphur mines in Mexico, accompanied by
the recovery of stulphur from sour natural gas in France and Canada, created
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substantial oversupply. Producer stockl)ile. of mined sulphur mounted, and inventories reached a peak of nearly a -ear's supl)ly. Prices everywhere were driven
down by over-eager sellers seeking to enlarge their market positions and by overzealous buyers seeking short-term bargains. In the United States, where virtually

all of the production was brimstone (elemental sulphur) mined by the FraZelh
process on the Gulf Coast, prices f.o.b. Gulf ports decline(] by al)out one third
over a period of eight years.
The price cutting in the late 1950's and early 1960's had many harmful effects.
Unless the output of a sulphur mine can be sold at a profit, the mine cannot long be
operated even though it may still contain sulphur. As a consequence of the low
prices, a number of mines closed down, leaving sulphur in the ground all or most
of which would never be recovered, or if recovered at all only at. exceptionally high
cost. Of still greater importance, exl)loration for new reserves was curtailed or
terminated. Even when success attends exploration efforts and sulphur is discovered in commercial quantities, it takes years to bring a del)osit into production.
In view of the continuing growth in the demand, a slphur shortage was clearly
in the making but prices were too low to encourage either new exploration or nev
production.
The shortage came, and for five successive years-1963 through 1967-demand
exceeded production. What had happened was that the consumption of brimstone, particularly by the expanding fertilizer industry, had grown at an aboveaverage rate of 10 percent per year for the years 1962 through 1966, and had
caught up with and passed productive opacity, stalled by the unattractive prices.
Only the aboveground stockpiles of mined sulphur which had been maintained
by large producers prevented a disastrous curtailment of agriculture and industry.
The stockpiles were drawn upon heavily, and eventually fell to 12 weeks' su)l)ly
(which, considering the amount of sulphur in transit and the necessity for maintaining sizeable quantities of sulphur as "bin-bottois"-foundations for the
stockpiles-was probably no more than six to eight weeks' supply of sulphur
available for shipment to consumers). The stockpiles of sulphur built during the
period of oversupply, together with large increases in current l)roduction which
Freeport and some other )roducers were able to achieve, enabled most of the
requirements to be met. Even so, sulphur had to be allocated and plans for new
plants which would use sulphur in the processes had to be shelved.
Thus, the unremitting pressure for ever-lower prices proved to be vcry harmful
to producers and consumers alike. About one half of all the sulphur consumed
goes into the manufacture of fertilizer so necessary for production of food for the
world's increasing population. The remaining half is required by industry; sulphur
is consumed directly or indirectly in the making of almost everything we cat,
wear or use. It is no overstatement to say that a major sulphur shortage would
seriously threaten the entire economy of the world.
Freeport took the position, both in published statements and in discussions in
Washington and elsewhere, that the cure for the shortage lay in higher prices.
Higher prices, we said, would stimulate exploration for and development of new
sources of supply, which in turn would bring supl)ly and demand back into balance.
Eventually prices did rise. The price of Gulf Coast sulphur increased to its l)rcshortage level and then rose by another two fifths. Prices of sulphur from other
areas rose very much more.
Exploration was resumed on a large scale by sulphur producers, consumers and
others and many new projects to add to the supl)ly were initiated. In 196S, sulphur
production exceeded demand for the first, time in five years. In 1969, the excess
became much larger.
Today, notwithstanding the fact that production exceeds consumption, production of brimstone continues to rise. The main source of the additional sulphur
is the sour natural gas produced in Alberta in western Canada, principally by oil
and gas companies. There, brimstone is recovered as a by-product (or coproduct)
in the l)roduction of the gas. The hydrogen sulphide in ihe gas must be removed
to mmake the gas salable. The cost of recovering the brimstone from this hydrogen
sulphide may be considered by )roducers either .s a cost of producing the gas or
as a cost of producing the brinmstone. A recovered brimstone l)roducer may therefore ascribe to his brimstone any cost he wishes-or indeed none at all-because,
the argument goes, his brimstone must be )roduced in order to sell the gas and
therefore regardless of market considerations.
From the start of 196S-the first recent year of oversupply-to the end of 1969,
the daily production rate of recovered brimstone in Alberta increased by more
than 60 percent. This additional production of recovered brimstone, large as it is,
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had an impact on sulphur prices out of proportion to the quantity involved. It
nevertheless has occurred because some producers (and their brokers), in their
efforts to force ever-increasing quantities of their sulphur into markets already
fully supplied, have progressively initiated reductions in prices. Alberta brimstone is now being offered in the upper Midwest, of the United States and elsewhere at prices that, on the basis of net realization in Alberta, are approximately
one third of the average obtained from all sales of Alberta sulphur at the start of
1969! It is belicvcd that much of the Alberta sulphur is now being sold below its actual
cost determined in accordance u'ith good accounting practice and on thc basis of any
reasonable distribution of total costs bticeen gas and sulphur.
United States brimstone producers have had no choice but to meet the insistently
lower competitive sulphur prices. During 1969 and in early 1970 price 'allowances" or discounts became widespread and increasingly large.
,Much harm is being done by the excessively low prices at which sulphur is
now being dumped into world markets. Already mines have shut down; others
are believed near termination. Exploration f(.r new supplies is )eing curtailed.
We do not think these results are in the best, interest of anyone in the indihetry
or of the public generally.
This pricing problem in the sulphur industry has been caused by factors similar
to those which existed in the potash industry. Well before oversul))ly came about
in sulphur, the development of large new potash mines in Saskatchewan in western
Canada created substantial oversupply in potash. As this new supply forced its
way-on a price basis-into the United States, the domestic potash industry
became increasingly iml)eriled; some mines shut down, and unemploymenit
followed. Bills were introduced in Congress for the imposition of iml)ort quotas
and duties on imports of potash. In 1969 the. U.S. Tariff Commission ruled that
Canadian potash which was being dumped into this country was injuring the
domestic potash industry, and the U.S. Treasury I)epartment commenced
assessing damages against the Canadian sellers. In an effort to remedy this
situation, the provincial government of Saskatchewan recently adopted a i)roduction control program which has resulted in higher prices and exl)ort quantities
much more in line with actual market requirements.
Whether a somewhat similar program-or some other renmwy-for the C:madia,
sulphur problem will be put forth remains to be seen. There are good reasons for
a program similar to that adopted for potash. The very low prices at which
Canadian brimstone is being forced into the markets are adversely affecting the
Province of Alberta and alqo the Canadian economy. The prices are resulting in
lower royalties to the Province and lower tax revenue to the Dominion. A program
for sulphur would need to control only the export of sulphur and not its product ion:
unlike potash, sul,)hur can )e stored easily and for long periods above ground
without being under cover, with no deterioration and at almost no cost.
As the demand increases--and it will surely do so-the stockpiles of sulphur,
together with then-current l)roduction would be shipped to fill the requirements
of industry and agriculture. This course of action is the one followed by individual
sulphur producers (luring the period of oversupply in the late 1950's and early
1960's. Had Freeport and other sldphur producers not stockpiled sulphur :u,'ing
those "years of abundance," the shortage during the fire "lean
through
ters"-196.
1967-coutld had serere consequences for sulphur consumers and for the economy of
this country and the rest of the Free World.
From 1950 through 1967 brimstone consumption in the Free World grew at an
average annual rate of about ,!. )ercent per -car (die ill good part to the large
growth in the fertilizer industry. 11- 1968 the rate of growth in brilnstone consuml)t ion dropped sharply to about 1', percent; in 1969 it roce to about 3 percent,
which, of course, was still far' below the historical growth rate.
The decline in the growth of brimstone consmnl)tion in 196S and 1969 was cau-ed
mainly by the slowdown inl the manufacture of new supplies of fertilizer in the
United States. This slowdown occurred because of the very high level of inventories
of finished fertilizer at the end of 1967. To compound the )roblem, bad weather in
the United States retarded application of fertilizer to tl'e soil, and in addition the
I.S. (-Government cut back its All) program for shipment of fertilizer overea,.
Significantly, however, cnnsunm nfion of pho ,pbate fertilizer (the largest brimstoneconsuming market) continued to grow during each of the two years 1y more, h!-avi
3 percent. in the United States, and by more than 5 percent in the entire Free
World. It is believed that the excessive inventories of finished fertilizer have uow
been reduced to normal or near-normal level,, and that production of nev. fertilizer (and thi-refore consumption of sidplhur) should again apl)proach their hitorical growth race.
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The food iteed- f the expanding world population must inevitably bring great
growth in fertilizer use and therefore in the use of sulphur. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, in a recently announced plan for
world agricultural development, estimated that use of fertilizer in all forms in
developing countries would double in 1975 over 1968-69 and would more than
quadruple by 1985. In another recent study, the Sulphur Institute l)rojected an
average annual increase of 6 percent in stilphur requirements for phosphate fertitilizers between 1970 and 1975 for the Free World. In the non-fertilizer segment of
the market, sulphur consumption tends to follow industrial output and is therefore
also expected to increase.
Sulphur demand thus will in lime equal-and probably again excec l-lhc supply.

Flomi the Congressional Record, July 22, 1970]
LIMITATIONS ON SULFUR IMPORTS

Mr. Lo-. Mr. President, on July 10, 1970, 1 introduced a bill (S.4075) to provide for limitations oi tie importation of sulfur, which was referred to the Committee on Finance. Since that time, the junior Senator from Texas (Mr. Tower)
has expressed his desire to be a cosponsor of that bill. I, therefore, ask unanimous
consent that the name of the Senator from Texas be added as a cosponsor of S.
4075.
The PRFsIDI.NG OFFICER (Mr. Schweiker). Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. Lox(. On June 17, I called the attention of the Senate to the critical
situation in which the U.S. sulfur industry has been l)ut, with loss of sales, Inine
shutdowns, unemployment, and the virtual cessation of exploration for new
sulfur reserves. The legislation I have introduced is based upon clear and coincorrective steps are taken, events are leading toward
pelling evidence that, less
the closing of other U.S. sulfur mines and the (trying up of the domesticc sources of
sulfur upon which the Nation now relies.
Mr. President, before discussing the way in which my bill proposes to alleviate
this critical situation, let me point out how important sulfur is to our economy . It
is a vital raw material for all segments of industry andi agriculture. In elemneti~
form or as sulfuric acid, it enters into the production or processing of fcrtilizers,
chemicals, titanium and other pignents, pulp, and paper, rayon and film, iron and
steel, dyestuffs, vulcanized rubbers, insectici(les, fungicides, and many other
products. Our country consumes annually more than 100 pounds of sdfur for each
five times as
man, woman, and child. We use twice as much sulfur as aluminum,
much as copper, eight times as much as lead or zinc, an 70 times as mmuch as
nickel.
Although vital to our economy, sulfur represents a minute part of the cost of
most of the final products it helps to make. For examl)le, a SI l)er-ton reduction
":,the price of sulfur would reduce the cost of a ton of newsprint by only 2 cents,
the cost of a ton of galvanized steel by less than a cent, the com.t of four passenger
tires by only a half cent and the cost of a gallon of exterior paint by only one-tenth
of a cent. This same $1 per-ton reduction in the price of sulfur wold reduce the
price of diammonium )hosl)hate, a popular fertilizer which retails for $80 to .S.5
per ton, by only 39 cents.
Consequently, changes in sulfur prices (1o not affect the level of sulfur ,'n..lulption. Nor (1o they affect the prices of the en( products paid by the consumer. lie
neither gains nor loses from reductions or increases in sulfur pric('s. As a matter
of fact, although sulfur prices have been declining, fertilizer producers recently
issited new price lists increasing the prices of fertilizers.
However, fluctuations in the price of sulfur do have a demonstrable effect on
sulfur supply. Historically, higher prices have resulted in stupi)ld-il) exl)loration
efforts and the development of new domesticc sources. Lower prices, comver"cly,
have retarded exl)loration and (levelol)ment, and in time have caused shortages.
For a great many years, our domestic sulfur industry has taken good care of the
requirements for sulfur of U.S. industry aind agriculture. III World War 11 sulfur
was one of the very few products that never had to be rationed or allocated. Our
domestic mines su'pplied U.S. needs in full-and also a considerable, part of the
needs of our allies. In the Korean war, our domestic sulfur indihtry again ,,l);plied
a considerable part of the needs of our allies, although it was nece.-sary to allocate
sulfur here at, home in order to do so.
U.S. sulfur has .ong competed successfully na~ainst the sulfur mined in foreign
countries and has done so without the help of tariffs, quotas or other govern-
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meant sljpmort. Now, however, it is facing a new and unfair kind of competitioncompetition that has nothing to do with efficiency of operation, productivity of
workers, wage rates or the other elements generally involved in foreign competition. This competition is that created by the rapidly increasing production of
large quantities of sulfur derived as a byproduct from sour natural gas in Canada
and )eing forced into United States and other markets. It. is this pressure of
Canadian sulfur that is creating chaos in U.S. sulfur markets and providing the
U.S. sulfur industry with the most serious threat of its three-quarter century life.
Because the Canadian sulfur must be removed from the natural gas to make.
the gas salable, the amount. produced is dictated not by the demand for sulfur but
by the demand for gas. Altough sulfur recovery from sour gas is not new, never
before has it occurred as a byproduct in such volume or has it been forced into
markets at such diminishing prices.
From the start of 1968, the first year of the current sulfur oversupply, the daily
product ion rate of Canadian recovered sulfur has increased by nearly 75 percent.
Canadian production has tripled in the last 6 years and Canada has surpassed the
United States as the world's largest exporter of sulfur.
Figures l)rovided by the 1)Lpartment of Commerce show imports of Canadian
sulfur in 1969 of 929,000 tons as compared to 655,000 tons in 1965. Production
from the Western Canadian oil and gas fields is expected to increase from 3,700,000
tons in 1969 to 4,300,000 tons in 1970. At the present rate, Canadian shipments
of sulfur into the United Stat s this year will exceed one million tons.
The large increase in the l)rodiction of Canadian sulfur, virtually all of which
is l)roduced in the province of Alberta, has had an impact on sulfur prices far out
of proportion to the quantity involved. Canadian producers and their brokersin an effort to sell ever-increasing amounts of sulfur in markets, which are already
fully supplied-have steadily cut prices. According to the monthly reports of
the Alberta Oil and Gas Conservation Board, the average net price f.o.b. plant
for sulfur produced in Alberta has declined from $33.73 per ton-Canadian
dollars-in January of last year to $9.33 per ton in March of this year. This is a
drop of nearly 75 percent in only 14 months.
The record of what has happened to sulfur prices in the U.S. Midwest market
illistrates the effect of this price cutting. According to data provided to me by a
U.S. producer, there have been 10 successive price reductions-all instigated
by Canadian producers-in this market since June 1968. 1J.S. sulfur producers,
in order to hold what business they could, have had to meet these insistently
lower rices of Canadian sulfur.
I understand that the price cutting is continuing and, with the anticipated
increase in production of Canadian sulfur, the effects can be calamitous in U.S.
sulfur markets.
Already, six sulfur mines in Louisiana and Texas have shut down, with a loss
of productive capacity of a million and a quarter tons a year. If the l)lumuleting
price situation could he corrected and demand improved, three of these mines
might be reactivated, In all !)robability, the others will never reopen, and we will
permanently lose the reserves of sulfur in the ground at those locations. In addition, there are believed to be at least six other U.S. sulfur mines which are
ol)erating marginally at existing price levels and which may be required to shut
down. 'Most of the mines still operating have had to cut back. More than 1,000
jobs have already been lost in the U.S. sulfur industry and the jobs of thousands
of other sulfur mineworkers are in jeol)ardy.
In addition, our previously favorable balance-of-payments situation with respect to sulfur has been reversed. The United States in 1969 changed from a
net exporting nation to a net iml)orter of sulfur.
Even more important, in the long viewv, is the curtailment of exploration for
new reserves of sulfur in the United State,. This curtailment is seriously endangering the national interest with respect to future supl)lies of a vital raw material.
The U.S. Government, which does not stockpile sulfur but depends upon donlestic producers' production and inventories, has long recognized the essential
nature of sulfur to the national defense and ce)moliic well-being.
Mr. President, it seems to me that whlat we have here is an important domestic
indu,;trv being threatened with being put out of business by the unfair competition
of a foreign byproduct being offered at extremely low prices without regard to
lprodtuction cost or market demand. This domestic sulfur mining industry provides
employment and tax revenue to my State, Louisiana, and also to Texas. There is
the possibility that-under proper economic conditions-sulfur deposits may be
found and developed in other States. New Mexico and Miisissippi for example.
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In all, 25 States produce sulfur from one source or another. The industry, moreover, has nationwide significance for another reason-the paramount importance
to U.S. industry and agriculture of having a large and dependable source of sulfur
production within our borders. We must not let this industry be destroyed by
the caprice of producers whose main concern is not sulfur but rather the i)roducts
of which sulfur is a minor sideline.
I have attempted to deal with this critical problem by the introduction of S.
4075 to provide for limitations on the importation of sulfur. The limitation would
be accomplished by either one of two means: First, quantitative limits on imports
based on price levels and allowing for growth in domestic consumption or second,
international arrangements or agreements under Presidential action.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the bill (S. 4075) be
printed in the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the bill was ordered to be printed in the RI:com), as
follows:
S. 4075
lie it enacted by the Senate and House of Representathes of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,
SC. 101. The Congress finds that increasing imports of sulfur into the already
fully supplied United States markets have caused grave injury to the domestic
sulfur industry and may jeopardize its very existence if permitted to continue
unchecked. Such imports have caused mine closings, resulting in unemployment
to large numbers of workers. It has also brought to a virtual halt exploration for,
and development of, new sulfur reserves. Several sulfur mines are now operating
on a marginal basis, may be required to be closed. Because sulfur is an essential
item, vital to the well-being of the United States, an immediate remedy for the
intolerable conditions prevailing in the sulfur industry must be provided.
Siic. 102. It is the policy and purpose of this Act to provide for the regulation
of commerce in sulfur among the several States and with foreign nations so as to
foster the maintenance and expansion of an economically strong sulfur industry
in the United States and to avoid undue disruption of the markets for sulfur in
the United States. This regulation shall be accoml)lished by the imposition of
quantitative limitations on imports of sulfur in accordance with the provision, of
section 103 of this Act, or by agreement with other governments or instrumentalities providing separately for limiting imports of sulfur from such nations or
instrumentalities into the United States in accordance with the provisions of
section 104 of this Act.
SF~c. 103. Except as provided in section 104:
(a) The total quantity of sulfur originating in any country which may be
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption during the calenudar year
beginning January 1, 1971, shall be limited to the average annual quantity of
sulfur originating in such country which was entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption during the three calendar years 1965-1967.
(b) Beginning with the calendar year 1972, the total quantity of sulfur originating in any country which may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consuimption during that calendar year and during each succeeding calendar year
shall be increased or decreased in amounts proportionate to increases or decreases
in domestic consumption of sulfur, as determined in accordance with this subsection. Increases or decreases in domestic consumption of sulfur shall be determined by comparing the domestic consumption of sulfur during the preceding
calendar year with the average domestic consumption thereof during the two
calendar years immediately precedng such calendar year.
(c) All determinations required by this section shall be made by the Secretary of
Commerce and shall be published in the Federal Register not later than December
31 of the year preceding that for which a limitation on sulfur imports is established.
Determinations of consumption for a then current year may represent the Secretary's best estimate.
Sc. 104. The President is authorized to enter into international arrangements or
agreements with foreign governments or instrumentalities separately regulating
the quantities of all sulfur originating in such nations or instrumentalities which
may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption. The provisions
of each such arrangement or agreement entered into hereunder shall substantially
carry out and implement the declared purposes and findings of this Act and assure
the avoidance of undue disruption of the markets for sulfur in the United States.
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The President shall make such arrangements or agreements effective by proclamation, and is authorized to issue regulations necessary to carry out the terms
thereof. The total quantity of sulfur which may be entered, or withdrawn from
warehouse, for consumption from any country which has entered into such an
arrangement or agreement hereunder shall not be subject to the provisions of
section 103 while such agreement is in force and effect.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, this bill recognizes the grave injury that has been
done to the U.S. sulfur industry by the effect of under-priced, l;yproduct sulfur
moving into domestic markets from foreign sources. In its three-quarter century of
production in this country, the U.S. sulfur mining industry has never had Government assistance in the regulation of sulfur imports. It has been able to operate
productively despite a veritable jungle of restrictions which it encounters in world
markets outside of North America. ,More than 25 countries impose tariffs on U.S.
sulfur, some of which merely restrict imports, such as the proposed act would do,
or are imposed as revenue-raising agents. Other foreign restrictions are so high
that they constitute a complete embargo against U.S. sulfur. In addition to tariffs,
foreign trade barriers encountered by U.S. sulfur include blockade by tariff,
embargo on sulfur, discriminatory tariff, restrictive import licensing, and onerous
deposit bond requirements. If, in the home market, U.S. sulfur companies are
damaged by unfair coml)etition to the extent that they cannot compete, we may
well sec the demise of the U.S. sulfur mining industry.
I have offered my bill in the hope that, given assistance, the U.S. sulfur mining
industry will be able to continue to contribute to the Nation a vital raw material
in a sound economic environment.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The CHAIRMAN. Tile impression I gain, 'Mr.
Secretary, is that unless
this Nation is to take an interest in their l)light it is totally within
tile capacity of our Canadian friends to put our producers out. of
business anl, of course, they are not as important to the economy, I
admit, as the textile industry or the steel industry, but they are very
important to Louisiana, I know and, perh'.ips, to Texas and s,'me
ohers.
T'hanik you very n-tcl.
Selator:CURTIS. '%Chairman,
r.

I was detained. I will inot take any
time to ask questions, but I will read the Secretary's statement.
SenMator HA-Ns1EN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask unanimous consent
that there be included in the record following myv questions of the
Secretary, the remarks of Dr. Wilson M[. Laird to which I referred.
The C+I.A.IMAN. Yes, sir.*
Senator FutBRIGIT. Mr. Chairman, I want to saw that I agree
with you about, taking proper steps to protect the integrity of o1ir
econo.y. 'Fle question is whether this is a proper step and a piopei
time. I (1o not think that we can assume that it is the best way to
Irotect 0oltr economy.
I wanted to ask tle Secretary his views-lie has mentioned two or
three times that we shlou(l st01) the outflow of U.S. companies to
foreign coumitlies.
As a matter of fact, our Government, this administration anid prior
ones, together with the Congress, aic giving positive, direct incentives
for Ameiican capital to go abroad. You do it through your guarantee
program in the foreign trade bill; you give aid. and "you have -'lso,
and continue to give, and we have in the past forimany veal's, given
direct subsidies for the building and asistance and project lo us anld
'amnts to many of the same countries which are now competing with
Us.

On the one hand, we ComipUlain about what they are doing and, on
the other hand, we give positive assistance for them to do it.
*See page 245.
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Senator FANNIN. Would the Senator yield? I think there is a great
difference in whether or not we are giving incentives to our companies
to go abroad and produce for sales for foreign countries. But here I
am talking about a company going abroad and shipping back to the
United States and taking away American jobs. There is a great difference because I can give you many illustrations where, for instance,
one of the electronic firms in our State that has a plant in France,
they supl)lv many of the materials from the Arizona plant to the
French )aut, and it. (oes not come back to the United States.
We have others that are going into, for instance, Taiwan Or Korea,
that are shipping directly back to the Uited States, and this is where
we lose the American jobs.

Senat(,r FulAIuIGHIT. There are n restrictions. These plants (1o
whatever is most beneficial to them. Wheni they make a loan or when
they give a guarantee to an American company to go and invest
abroad, there is no restriction about their sending it back here.
On many of the guarantees we are going to lose a lot of money, I
exl)ect, 1 (to not know, in South America, due to the threatened
expropriation, much of that being under American Governmiient
guarantees.
I sympathize with tie Secretary's position that we should not (10

this. I voted against that bill. This is one of tie reasons. But there
are many things that contribute here to this balance of payments
which he is concerned about, besides this trade.
Actually, didn't you testify that there is a favorable surplus in
balance of trade? The deficit is in the balance of payments; is it, not?
Isn't that right?
Secretary STANS. Well, yes. But I have to qualify that. It has been
pointed out here by the clhairman and others that our tradIe statistics
(1o not include all of the elements that, might be included.
For exami)le, we include as a part of our favorable balance of trade

things that, in effect, we give away, ald it can very well be argued
that our commercial balance is, therefore, something (lifferelit.
Senator FULBIRIGHT. Well, then, it is very bad bookkeeping if that
is what you do because you give us what the actual commercial
balance is.

Secretary STANS. We are in the process, Senator, of developing a
formula wheieby we can report. the figures on two different methods
from here on oi'l".
Senator FULBRIGHT. You mean you do not know, the Secretary of
Commerce does not know, what our balance of trade is, I mean real

balance of trade, commercial balance of trade?
Secretary STANS. Yes, of course.
Senator lFULBIIIGT. You (1o not know?
Secretary STANS. Yes, we (o.
Senator FUARIG1HT. What is it?
Secretary STA.
Well, if you take the adjustments for two factors,

one, to e.xclude from our exports the things that, in effect, are like
our aid )rogramSenator FULRmIGHT. I think we ought to clear it, u).
Secretary STANS. And if we add to the costs of our imports the
ocean freight and insurance and other costs to brinmr them into the
United States, then what appeared to he a surJdnL.
year becomes a deficit of $3 billion.

of $I billion last
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Senator FULBRIGIT. In trade?
Secretary STANXS. In trade.
Senator Fu'mmIGIHT. What, was the balance-of-payments deficit?
Secretary STANS. Ti balance of l)aymenits deficit last year was $7
billion, as we indicated in the earlier testimony, and about $2.5 billion
of that was the unwinding of transactions in 1968, so that the estimated real deficit in the balance of l)aymellts last year was $4.5 billion.
Senator FULBRTGHT. Estimated real balance-ofSecretary ST,& s. Payments deficit.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Welt now, did you put in the record these
other activities which really are niot dealt with here at all, and they
are activities which the Government does not discourage, and could
discourage. I have already mentioned the direct incentive, direct subsidy, in an American company to go abroad and build a l)lant, which
we'have done through guarantees.
What, other reasons is there to give guarantees?
Secretary STAN.S. Of course, we should take into account, Senator,
the fact that there is also a program of restrictions on overseas direct
investments right now to help the balance of payments which was
instituted at. the beginning of 1968, and is still in effect,, with some
modifications, and this has induced American companies to (1o a lot
of their financing of foreign plants in foreign countries.
Senator FULMUGHT. The interest rate here makes it advisable to (1o
that if they can find the money, (hoes it not.?
Secretary STANS. If they can find the money.
But in any event they cannot-we (1o not perinit them to send the
money overseas for investment beyond certain limits.
Senator FuLnruGn . But, there are many exce)tions. You permit
agencies such as the Inter-American Bank to borrow money in this
country; do you not?
Secretary STANS. Yes.
Senator FUILBRIGHT. And they (1o it.
Secretary STANS. Yes.
Senator FuLBRIGHT. The lIternationol Bank does-to be used
abroad. There are many leaks-in the system which encourage the very
thing you point out, anld properly so, as being something contributing
to our difficulties.
It seems to me, to h)e consistent, that, you ought to recommend at
least that we stop those activities which, f would agree with, we
should stop. But there are many other things.
Take tourism. 'That is one
of the biggest contributors to our
payments.
difference iii the balance of
Secretary STANS. Yes; it runs a deficit.
Senator FULBRIGHT. HoW 11uclh?
Secretary STANs. $2 billion out of the year.
Senator FULBR:GHT. That is about, half.
Secretary STAN.S. No; it has been running $2 billion for the last 2 or
3 years at least.
Senator FULBRIGHT. You said a moment ago that the real deficit
in the balance was $4 billion. Here is $2 i)illion, and that is half of it.
Secretary STANS. Taking that one subject alone.
Senator FULBRIGHT. That is what I mean. You take your
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explendittres for military base; abroad, not even to mention the war
itself but bases, and other activities such as sul)port, of troops ill
Europe. Do you know what that is?
Secretary STANS. I (10 not have the figures before me.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It. is very big; is it not?
Secretary STANS. It is fairly large; it is not the large-t item.
Senator FULBRIGHT. \Vell, it, is a very large item, if you calculate
all that we have around the world, 380 bases abroad of one kind or
another, military bases, from big to small, we have about 200 in
Germany alone, and these all cost money. I mean with local costs,
and so on, they cost a great (ceal of money. he war is another very
large one.
But, at least., you ought to consider that this type of approach to
this problem might be useful.
What bothers me is this country di(l have a favorable balance of
tra(le, and we did it largely with agriculture, didn't. we?
Secretary STANS. Yes; but. that is some time ago. But for the last
couple of yeas, our commercial balance in agriculture, has been
practically il. That is, the agricultural exports that have been laid
1or as against agricultural imports have been ap)rximately even over
the last 2 years.
Senator A*NDERSON (presiding). Senator Futlbright, we will have to
terminate this testimony.
'Ihe Secretary of State is here.
Senator FUI 4BRIIoT. Well, Mlr. Chairman, it seems a great pity
that if you intend to brimg this bill out, anl(l you will llot permit

the Secretary of Commerce, wvho is a most, important, part, of time
adlministration01, to put. ill (data concerning what we are dealingg withI
here.
It, seems to me that this bill has a good l)urpose but the remedy. that
they are proposing to use is a very inappropriate one. There are many
other ways, far better than DISC and other things, that would benefit,
the country and not endanger the exports of soybeans and cotton and
rice which my State has a dee) interest.. We (1o not have many electronmic industries, but we are interested in continuing to sell soybeans,
.and we sell them for money. I mean, when the Japanese buy soybeans
we (1o not give them to them; isn't that correct, ,\[r. Secretary? I)olm't
they pay for them?
Secretary STANS. 'They pay for tlwin.
Senator FUILIDRGIIT. They pay for the soybeans and pay for tile
cotton, and when. we sell cotton to Canada they pay for it?
Secretary STAN.s. That is correct.
Senator FummROnT. While we do give away a good (teal of rice,
nevertheless, I was surprised that you would say there is not a favorable balance. in agriculture any more. it. has gone worse than I had
thought.
Secretary STANS. Selator, I would debate very strongly the question of whether there is anything in the trale bill, as we have )roI)ose(1
it, that would cause us to lose any sales of .3oybeans or other agricultural commodities.
Senator FULBRIGIT. You (to not think there vould be any retaliation
by other countries if we passed the bill as proposed?
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Secretary STANS. If we passed the bill as proposed by the Administration, I do not believe there would be any retaliation from any other
country; that is correct.
Senator FULBRIGLIT. Well then, that brings me back to an earlier
point. Are you going to veto it, if it is not the Administration's bill but

the House bill? I agree that the Administration's bill is the better bill.
Senator ANDERSON. I think we have to terminate questions.

Senator FULBRIGHT. All right, Mr. Chairman.
I have never seen a bill of this consequence ruslied through in 2 days.
Usually, we take weeks.
Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much. We al)l)reciate your
help to us.
Secretary STANS. Thank you.
Senator ANDERSON. We are hap)y to see you Senator Thurtnond.
STATEMENT OF HON. STROM THURMOND, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Senator THURMOND. i'I\r. Chairman, anld distinguished members
of the Finance Committee, my statement is a little less than 10
minutes, after which I shall be lpleased to respond to any questions.
I want, to express my appreciation for this ol)portunity to testify
before you today in support of the textile industry and its'employees.

The topic about which I shall testify is of utmost importance to
millions of American working people. 8ince I have already contacted
a! of you about this matter and discussed it at length with most
of the members of this committee, I shall not take up an undue
amount of the committee's time. I shall, however, attempt to convince
you, in a succinct manner, of the great need for favorable action
on the Trade bill.
Before I begin, Mdr. Chairman, I would like to call the committee's
attention to a very fine article which appeared in the October 7,
1970, edition of The Times, published in London, England. This
article points out that, most foreign countries feel that tile United

States is completely justified in enacting l)rotective legislation. I
recommend this article to each of you and request that it be included
in the transcril)t at the conclusion of my testimony.
Senator ANDEISON. Without objection, that will be done.
(The article referred to follows:)
(From the The Times, London, England, October 7, 19701
PROTECTIONISM: FACING FACTS

Today's Board of Trade Journal opens with a helpful summary of the implications of the trade legislation which recently emerged from thn \,ars and Means
Committee of the United States House of Representatives. Official sources have
been quick to emphasize the threat which it poses to British exports to the United
States. They are, however, incapable of saying whether the prospective loss of
exports would be a small or indeed a negligible proportion of the £100-1200m.
of exports potentially affected.
The sanie sources are conspicuously willing to see it. suggested that Whitehall
has countermeasures up its sleeve with which to retaliate if the Ways and Means
Committee bill becomes law. At the same time, the Confederation of British

Industry's President, Mr. John Partridge, told the British-American Chamber of
Commerce in New York yesterday that the pressures to introduce protectionist
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legislation in the United States and the failure so far to abolish the American
Selling Price have raised serious doubts in Europe whether the political will
behind the United States liberal commercial policy has been seriously impaired".
Mr. Partridge added that he was optimistic enough to believe these fears will
prove wrong, arguing that "it makes no economic sense at all for the United
States, which is the base of so many multinational corporations, to call a halt to
the movement towards freer world trade and investment". That is true. But it
makes even less sense for Europe.
As Mr.Partridge al-o pointed out, an enlarged E.E.C. would still have a much
larger share of Gross National Product in external trade with the res: of the world
than does the United States.
This is only one reason why it would be foolish for Britain and other European
countries to allow an emotional resentment against the current )rotectiolnist
spasm in the United States to lead them into an "eye for an eye" trade war.
Europe has much more to lose not only in terms of trade volumes.
The same applies in terms of the other beneficent effects of trade with North
America. Over the next 15 -ears it will offer the most rapidly growing market,
the most technologically advanced market and the most homogeneous market.
Thirdly, the United States has a much stronger case, in a rhetorical showdown,
against Japaneie quantitative restrictions on manufactured imports and against
the Common Market's Common Agricultural Policy than anyone has against the
present United States trade bill.
Fourthly, it has to be understood that Washington is not the seat of an allpowerful sovereign executive, as in most European capitals. It is a l)olitical forum
in which multiple political forces are resolved by compromise and horse-deals.
The impact of transatlantic protests on the l)arallelogram of forces in Washington
is less than that of the human voice on the course of the heavenly bodies.
Fifthly, it does lie within the competence of overseas Governments to correct
the root cause of protectionist sentiment in the United States. This is partly a
matter of liberalising the Common 'Market's agricultural policy and Jal)anese imports. According to Mr. Partridge, who apparently believes that the aim of the
C.A.P. is "a smaller, more efficient European agriculture which will be able to
compete in tho world without costly support," this liberalisation will be forcefm;iiy
accelerated by British membership of the E.E.C. But, whatever the farmers and
the politicians of the present Six might make of that revisionist interpretation,
it is certainly open to European and Jal)anese r horities to adopt realistic exchange rates against the dollar through the mecham..-im of moreflexible aditstments.
United States industries would then be able to compete on equal terms with
foreign imports without appealing to Washington for protection. But until Europe
and Japan show themselves willing to act on exchange rate policy on Japanese
import quotas and on agricultural trade with Europe, the United States Congress
is going to look with a jaundiced eye on shrill threats from junior trading l)artners
to immolate themselves unless the United States forbears from its marginally
deplorable trade bill.

Senator THuNoND. Mr. Chairman, imports of cheap foreign goods
from Asian countries are threatening a basic national resource.

Throughout our history, the textile andI apparel industries have been
a major source of American jobs, providing this country with a hig
rate of employment. 'To(ay they employ one out of every eiglit
nianufacturinig workers, for a1total of 2.5 iiiillion people.
Because of the tremendous increase iin foreign imports, which have
more titan doubled since 1965, these jobs are placed in serious jeopardy.

In recent, years, over 300,000 such jobs have been displaced, 87,000
of these in the past, year alone. Each (lay this number increases, as
more textile-apparel workers are thrown out of work. 1 cannot eml)hasize enough the fact that the situation is critical. We must have
this legislation to protect the industry and its employees.
The textile, al)parel, or footwear in(lustries have plants in all of
our 50 States, and are important to large and small communities
alike. In South Carolina, for example, almost 75 percentt of our mauificturing employees are in textiles or apparel. In New York, tlse
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two industries provide over 18 percent of all manufacturing jobs. In
hundreds of small towns and villages throughout the Nation, textile
and apparel plants are the only employers of significant numbers of
people. As a result, these towns and villages are largely dependentt. on

these plants' payrolls for their survival.
If a company is forced to reduce its work force, or worse, to close
it's doors, the community suffers from a crippling catastrophe. If one
plant with several hundlred workers reduces its work force, such an
action in towns like Graniteville, S.C., or Biddeford, Maine, can play
havoc, affecting the livelihood of hundreds of people in retailing,
service organizations, banks, and others.
The survival of the textile-apparel ind,,stry is important to the
growth of this country, because it provides mmerous job opportunities
for women, minorities, and semiskilled workers. I think that it, is
particularly important to note that minority eml)loyment in th.
textile industry has tril)led during tle last 10 years. "tile textile in(ustry employs a larger l)ercent-I repeat, a larger l)ercent-of minorities than any other major industry.
On September 29, 1970, a fact sheet on textiles which I compiled
was delivered to all members of this committee. While I shall not
reiterate the revealing statistical data which was contained in this
fact sheet, I ask that it. be included in the transcript.
Senator ANF.:msox. Without objection, that will be done.
(The fact sheet referred to follows:)
FACT SHEET
1.

IMPORTANCE

OF

DOMESTIC

TEXTILE-APPAREL

INDUSTRY

TO

UNITED

STATES

(A) Textile and apparel industry offer eml)loyment in all of 50 states, directly
employing 2.5 million l)eople with an annual payroll of $10 billion. It indirectly
employs another 3 million workers.
(B) One out of every nine U.S. manufacturing jobs is in textiles or apparel.
(C) Textile-apparel industry ranks as the nation's largest rural manufacturing
employer.
(D) Textile-apparel industry is largest eml)loyer in New York City, providing
jobs for over 224,000 workers.
(E) One out of every four jobs in Ap'palachia is in textiles, apparel or footwear.
(F) Textile industry greatly assists in halting rural-to-urban movement.
(G) Textile industry opens new opportunities for minorities, employing a larger
percent of minorities than any other major industry.
2.

TREMENDOUS INCREASE OF IMPORTATION OF FOREIGN GOODS

(A) Overall importation of yarn, fabrics, and apparel articles of cotton, wool
and man-made fibers have increased front 976 million yards in 1959 to an all time
high of 4 billion yards in 1970.
(B) Mlan-made fiber iml)orts have increased 1,080 percent in last ten years.
(C) One out of every four yards of wool products currently sold in U.S. is of
foreign origin.
(D) Dollar value of textile-apparel imports rose from S744 million in 1959 to
$2.1 billion in 1969.
3.

EXTREME ADVERSE EFFECT OF EXCESSIVE FOREIGN IMPORTS

(A) Over 65,000 textile-apparel workers lost jobs since January 1969.
(B) 250,000 new jobs which would normally have been created were abandoned.
(C) Last year alone 27 plants in United States were shut down coml)letely.
()) United States now bas textile deficit of staggering $1.3 billion.
(E) Textile stocks dropped 39 l)ercent, coml)ared to Dow-Jones average drop
of 13%.
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4. ADVERSE

EFFECT ON OTHEI

BUSINESSES

(A) Textile-apparel industry buys annually:
1. $4 million worth of fibers, including all domestically produced wool and twothirds of output from 300,000 cotton farms.
2. $600 million worth of chemicals and dyestuffs.
3. $420 million worth of power and fuel.
4. $240 million worth of packaging products.
5. $100 million worth of trucking services.
(B) Textile-apparel industry guarantees more than $2.5 billion in federal, state

and local government tax revenues.
NOTE.-The foreign import legislation seeks only reasonable restraints on textile,
al)parel and footwear imports so that foreign producers and the domestic industries

alike may have equitable access to the United States market.

The bill provides a framework for a long-range solution of the year's-old import
problem of the textile, apparel and footwear industries, as well as the deteriorating
United States balance of trade. By leading to more evenly distributed international
commerce, its effects would accrue to the long-term best interests of all nations.

Senator TnURMOND. In my judg ment, these data conclusively
demonstrate the great need for this legislation.
The trade bill is aimed at no particular nation. It does -ot require
that imports be shut off or that fixed limits be imposed. To the contrary, it encourages negotiated agreements. Only those countries
which refuse to negotiate agreements will be subject to specific import
liinit"'tiwus on their shipments to this country of textile-apparel
articles and footwear.
These limitations would be set during 1971 to equal the average
amount of iml)orts to enter the United States in 1967, 1968, and 1969;
after 1971, the permissible level of imports can be increased by upl to 5
percent over the preceding year's level. The President has authority
to suspend the quotas if iflnl)orts from a given country are "not
disruptive", if the supply is inadequate to meet demand at, "reasonable
prices", or if they are found not to be in the national interest.
Iml)ort quota limitations are nothing new and are common with all
nations. The controls under this legislation would be flexible. 'his bill
seeks only reasonable restraints on textile, apparel, and footwear
imports, so that foreign producers and the doniestic industries alike
may have equitable access to the U.S. market.
Finally, I would like to emphasize that legislation is the only
practical solution to this serious )roblem. Exhaustive studies conducted by the Department of Commerce, the American Textile
Manufacturers' Institute, andImyself, conclusively show that the
President has no real authority under the law to make any meaningful
change in the )resent situation by Executive order.
The President could enter into agreements with foreign countries
under section 204 of the Agricultural Act, and to this end he has been
striving for the past 2 years. However, as you know, it takes two parties
to reach an agreement and so far Jal)an, South Korea, Taiwan, and
Hong Kong have refused to negotiate in a reasonable manner. If only
two of these countries would enter into an agreement with the United
States, )erhlaps the President could, under section 204, then imposO
this agreement on the other two. However, to date, it has been
impossible to reach an agreement with any of these countries, although
over 100 attempts have been made by the Nixon administration.
I wish to poiat out that the trade bill does not preclude negotiated
agreements, bub to the contrary, encourages them. What it does do is
51-3S9-70-pt. 1-
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to put foreign countries on notice that, unless thay act, reasonably,
and voluntarily limit the amount of cheap goods they are pouring
into the American market, a mandatory limitation will be applied.
This committee is now being asked to decide whether this
country can afford to give 2.5 million jobs now held by Americans to
foreign nations. Once all of the facts are studied, in my judgment, the
obvious answer will be no-absolutely no!
I sincerely hope that this committee will realize the vital need for
this legislation and report it out as an amendment to the Social
Security bill.
Now, MIr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. I have previously furnished a fact sheet to each member of the committee, and
I would urge the members to read it, particularly page 1 under
"Tremendous Increase of Importation of Foreign Goods" where it is
clearly demonstrated how the textile industry has been damaged.
Senator ANI)ERnSON. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator THURMOND. Are there any questions?
Senator ANDERSON. Thank you.
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, I believe the distinguished Senator
from South Carolina has made a very good statement.
I understand the (listinguished Secretary of State is in the room, so
I will pass.
Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much for your appearance
here. The Secretary of State is with us now.
Mr. Secretary, we are pleased to have you before the committee.
You may proceed.
STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM P. ROGE.RS, SECRETARY OF STATE
Secretary ROGERS. MIr. Chairman and members of the committee,
I welcome the opportunity to discuss with your committee the )ending
Trade Act. My comments will be made against the background of our
relations with friendly countries and in the light of our position in
world affairs.
Last year the President sent to the Congress a proposed Trade Act
which followed in tle tradition of American trade legislation designed
to increase trade and )rosperity by reducing barriers and obstacles
to peaceful commerce in the world. In major l)art, because of vigorous
American leadership, international trade since World War II has been
substantially relieved of the restrictions and distortions that we had
inherited from the 1930's.
I would remind the committee that in the 25 years since the end of
the Second World War the world has had the longest period of sustained and rapid income growth in history, thanks in very important
part to the unblocking of the channels of trade. Tle American people,
along with peoples everywhere, have been the beneficiaries of this
unprecedented period of l)rcsperity.
'The legislation before you incorporates many of the provisions t'dat
the President requested in his initial proposal to the Congress, including limited tariff cutting authority, liberalization of adjustment
assistant provisions of the l)resent Trade Expansion Act, and authority
to eliminate the "American Selling Price" system of valuation.
It includes also a provision for the establishment of domestic
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international sales corporations, intended to assist our exports, which
the administrationh subsequently had requested. Tihe President, has
also indicated his willingness to accept a provision for restrictions on
certain textile imports because our efforts to find other solutions to
problems in our textile trade have thus far been unsuccessful.
The administration recognizes that the world environment is
changing, that new economic, trade, and investment problems are
appearing and that new al)proaches may be necessary. TheIPresident.
therefore, has commissioned a group of distinguishedd Americans under
the leadership of Albert Williams to study the emerging situation and
to recommend a comprehensive set of foreign trade and investment,
policies for the 1970's.
In tl20 meantime, a bill limited to the provisions I have just enumerated would be a positive factor in our relations with the rest of the
world. It. would be accepted l)y our trading l)artners as evidence of
American intention to continue along the broad lines of the post-war
commercial policy that has served us all so well. It would be taken as
a signal that the United States will maintain its place of leadership in
the development of the world economy.
It would lput, us in a favorable i)osition to achieve further reductions
in bfirriers to our exports. It would permit us, I believe, to deal with
the difficult problems in our textile trade in a manner calculated to
minimize difficulties with supplying nations.
Unfortunately, the bill before you includes a number of additional
provisions which the President (lidl not request and which the administration considers to be contrary to the national interest. Primary
among these are, first , provisions for quotas on individual items apart
from textiles and, second, the potential extension of restrictions,
including quotas, to many other products through an excessive
loosening of the escape clause.
Additionally, the proposed bill would depart from past escapeclause procedure by setting an arbitrary arithmetic formula to be used
in assessing injury. I must tell you that if other countries were to
apply this approach to our own exports, there would be grave dainage
to the sales of hundreds of American firms and to the jobs of hundreds
of thousands of American firms and to the jobs of hundreds of
thousands of American workers.
I urge this committee, therefore, to recommend to the Senate the
elimination of these undesired and potentially damaging features of
the legislation.
We have made a careful assesient of the iml)act of this bill, not
only upon our economic interests, but also upon our international
interests. We are convinced that it would cause serious harm to the
United States.
Naturally, we have heard from other countries about, their views of
the legislation as it now stands. The President and I heard some of
these views at fir-thand during our recent, journey to Europe. Ti
reactions abroad to the pending bill are those of deep concern and
even alarm at. the al)arent, direction of American policy.
Our trading partners fear thait. the United States is about to make
an historic turn in its foreign trade policy. Just as we have led tle
trading world on the way to a. steady rehuction of tra(le barriers, it is
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now feared that our example could drive the trading world back to
the kind of bilateralism and resrictionism that crippled international
commerce, including our own, in the 1930's, and contributed to the
disastrous consequences that we all know.
It may be said that these fears are unjustified, that the proposed
legislation merely seeks to deal with certain special and urgent problems of the United States, and that other nations too have restrictions

on imports. Tie fact is, however, thlt the legislation before you could
lead to restrictions on a very large volume of U.S. trade, as much as
$3 billion or more, and other nations are acutely aware of this.
It is also a fact that the very size of the United States in the world
economy lends special weight and eml)hasis to everything we
do and
that our- actions do set an example, for good, or bad, [or everyone
else. Obviously, other nations have trade re-strictions, as of course we
do. But we and the rest of thle world recognize that the way to a
reduction of the remaining obstacles to trade in the world is through
hard, reciprocal bargaining, not by adding new and unnecessary
obstacles.
Considering the potential damage to trade and the amount of public
attention that has been and will be given to this matter, it must be
expected that other govelnments woull not be able to accept l)assively increased trade restrictions by the United States.
There is widespread fear of an impending trade war that no one
wishes, neither we nor our trading partners. But we must realize that

the political )ressures on other governments could be so great, as to
lead to retaliatory actions against our trade. We are a very large
exporter and in some fields the volume of our more dynamic export

items already gives rise to foreign concern.
I hope that the Congress will give us a trade bill which will preclude
any possibility of serious retaliation. I think it is my duty, nevertheless, to tell you what easily might happen, and it would be wrong
for us to minimize the travesty of the situation that we might come
to face.
Let me add that a liberal trade policy is essential if the developing
countries are to achieve the self-reliaice that the Nixon doctrine
seeks to encourage. If we are going to foster self-reliance by the
developing countries of the wor d, we must not deny to thel the
)ossibility of earning their own way. If we (1o that, we shall undermine
tile very processes that generate self-confidence and growth. The
consequence will be that we will hurt them and ourselves as well.
The legislation before you appears in some respects to give the
President a wide degree of flexibility in the application of the provisions of the legislation. Some may argue that this will enable the
President to avoid the application of the worst features of the bill.
But in many instances, this flexibility could not be used.
Specifically, it would be extremely costly to discriminate among
countries in order to moderate the impact of the legislation. We are
solemnly committed, in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
and in many bilateral treaties, to treat, other countries on a nomidiscriminatory, most-favored-nation basis. To (1o otherwise would be to
dishonor our obligations.
We have economic and trading interests everywhere. We (1o not
want to become a victim of a world fragmented into trading blocs
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and bilateral arrangements. It would ill serve our Nation to take the
lead in restricting trade and damaging or destroyingg the principle of
most-favoced-nation treatment that is now written in our own basic
trade law.
Mr. Chairman, I have spoken out of sleepp concern for the potent;'l
damage to our industry and agriculture of certain features of the
legislation that you are considering. It is possible for this committee
to propose to the Senate a bill that will advance our economic interests,
not retard them, that will uplioll our status and position in world
affairs and that will still enable the administration to deal effectively
and constructively with the pressing problems of specific firms and
industries in our domestic economy.
A statute that it limited to the provisions recommended or supported by the administration will (1o that. A statute with additional
and restrictive features, such as are contained" in II.R. 18970, on the
other hand, would threaten our economic interests and would underraine our position in the world, without meeting the true nature of
our particular problems at home.
I earnestly invite you to look upon our trade legislation as part
and parcel 3f our total national interests and in the framework of a
coherent political and ecot.omic policy that takes into account our
domestic needs and our world responsibilities.
I urge this committee, therefore, and the Senate to remove from the
bill these unneeded and dangerous features and to send to the President
trade legislation consistent with our tradition of leadership) and with
our national interests.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDFRSON. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
We will now have questions of 5-minute duration the first time
through.
Senator Fulbright.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Iiirst,, Mr. Secretary, I think you have made a
very constructive statement. I agree with it, and I would tiink people
who do not have a special interest would agree with it.
But I wonder if you would be more specific on the last part of your
speech about these unneeded and dangerous features. Could you say
which they are, to be clear, so that there is no misunderstandini, that
is, on the bill before us as (listinguislied from the President's biI?
Secretary RoGERs. Well, I think that any of the provisions that
extend beyond the textile industry would be particularly dangerous
because they will signal to the rest of the world that we are about to
embark on a trade war, and I have no (oubt from my discussions with
other nations that there would be retaliation.
Senator FULBIGLHT. Well, this is what I wanted to emplhasize
because I gathered from the Secretary of Commerce that lie was not
disturbed about this retaliation aspect. At least, he did not take that
very seriously and, as you know, le has just completed nearly 2 hours
of testimonyI agree with your point of view.
The countries with whon we do most of our trading, particularly
the trade in which my constituents are interested, are in the Common
Market, in Ja )an, in the United Kingdom, and in Canada. iliese are
the big ones where they l)ay in cash. I mean, these are countries which
are quite competent and qtite able, I would say, to be able to retaliate.
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They are the countries to whom we sell a large )art of our agricultural
products in this country. We now have fewer members of Congress
representing farm States and agricultural interests.
Nevertheless, it remains ain important part, of our economy, and I
think they are playing fast and loose with it, and I believe that is the
thrust of your statement.
Secretary ROGERS. That is correct, Senator.
Senator FULBRIOHT. It is very dangerous to (o this, and especially
to do it under a head of steam of just 2 (lays of hearings. There is a
great drive to get this under the wire without (leliberation which nornially accompanies legislation in this body.
It seems to me another way to put, your statenient-well, I mean
to phrase it-is that you are supporting the concept of trale rather
than aid with the under(leveloped countries. This was a policy, and
it used to be very fashionable in the Congress, but now it seems to
be reversing or about to be, if this bill is a(lol)ted.
Secretary ROGERS. Well, I think the future of undeveloped countries depends on trade. You cannot develop those countries by aid
alone, and I do not think there is any question about it that the
countries in the undeveloped world feel that trade is the future for
them.
Senator FULBRIGT. It is much more reliable. They really would
like to end the aid program if they can develop) trade, wouldn't they?
Secretary ROGERS. Yes, sir.
As a matter of fact, when they talk about aid they talk about it
in terms of (evelo)ing sufficient industry so that they can actively
engage in more trade.
Senator FULBRIGHT. If we got their market, and exclude it, there
would be no change for it, it being the largest market of all.
Secretary ROGERs. That is correct; and also it is fair to say these
undler(leveiope(l countries have only one or two products that they
can depend on, and so if there were restrictions imposed on those
)roducts it would very seriously undermine their economies.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I think your statement comes at, a very
propitious time. On Friday there were suggestions that, )erhaps,
we might do all right if we would just change over to a system similar
to the Russians and create bilateral bartering arrangements, and we
could then balance our trading with the Communists.
Do you think there is any hope in the future like that?
Secretary Rogers. Not, at all.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It might be injurious in the long-term interests.
Secretary, ROGERS. If you look at our position vis-a-vis the Soviet
Union in ihe last 10 or 15 years, we have (lone very well, and we
certainly would not want to adol)t their system in view of the success
of our own system.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. I
think you marie a very construcitiive statement.
Secretary ROGERS. 'Thank you.
Senator ANDERSON. Senator Williams.
Senator WILLIA s. No questions. I just congratulate you on your
statement and welcome you to our committee. Recognizing the
harmony between the Secretary of State and the Senator from Arkansas, I will just merely pass. [Laughter.]
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Senator FULBRIGHT.

It is not the only time there has been such

harmony. This is only the lastest one.
Secretary ROGERS. It, is getting to be a habit. [Laughter.]
Belnett.
Senator ANDERSON. Senator

Senator Byrd.
\t.fou,Chairman.
Senator BYRi). Thank y
You (o favor the bill as it, 1)ertciinls to textiles?
Secretary ROGEs. Yes; I do, Senator.
Senator BYRD. You (1o want a trade bill enacted?
Secretary ROGERS. Yes, sir.

Senator BYmD. And preferably ait this session of the Congress?
Secretary ROGERS. That is correct, Senator.
Senator BvYR.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Air. Secretary.
Senator CURTIS. MXr. Secretary, I[appreciate having your statement
here. I would like to ask you, (o y-u feel that if at all possible acute
domestic problems should be solved by negotiation and agreement
where that can be done?
Secretary ROGERS. Yes; I (10.
Senator CURTIS. Do you share the feeling that a specific authorization for l)lanned negotiations such as set forth in this bill will

strengthen the hand of our Government in getting negotiations that
will be fruitful?
Secretary ROGERS. Xou are speaking about the textile feature of it?
Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Secretary ROGERS. Yes; we (10.
Senator CURTIS. I think that is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDERSON. Senator Miller.
Senator AMILLER. Mr. Secretary, on page 6 of your statement

you say:
Our trading partners fear that the United States is about to make an historical

turn in its foreign trade policy. Just as we have led the trading world on the way to
a steady reduction of trade barriers, it is now feared that our example could drive
the trading world back to the kind of bilateralism and restrictionism that crippled
international commerce, including our own, in the 1930's, and contributed to the

disastrous consequences that we all know.
I would have to say that the thrust of Secretary Stans' testimony
was that that is the environment that now exists. He told us about
bilateral agreements and restrictionism on the l)art of our trading

partners , especially in the Common Market and in Japan. So it looks

to me as if he is talking about a situation that now exists, whereas you
are stating that, or you state that, our trading partners' fear might,
exist.
Do you have any thought whether it now exists and, if it does, then
what are they talking about?
Secretary ROGERS. Well, Senator, I certainly (ho not think that
Secretary Stans meant to suggest that tie situation now was the
same as it was in the thirties. There are some restrictions that we are
concerned about. We are having discussions with many nations about
them. We think the principles that are set. forth in the GATT are still
alive and well and are viable, and we think the way to deal with these
restrictions is to discuss them with our trading l)am'tners and see if we
cannot remove them.
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I think we can eliminate them as time goes on, and I certainly do
not subscribe to the idea that the way to conduct our foreign economic
policy is to retaliate. I think if the United States should justify
restrictive action, legislative action, on that basis it would require
counter-retaliation on the part, of other nations, and that will lead to
a tra(le war.
If I may make one other comment, Senator-I think the trade
picture this year is considerably better than it was last year, aiid we
are encouraged by it..
Senator MXLLER. What I cannot understand is why, if there is this
bilateralism and rest rictionism in these trading partners , among these
trailing l)artners of ours, why some action which is proposed in this
bill should result, in retaliation on their part.
It seems to me that, a lot of the support for this bill, certainly over
in the House, was based on trying to equalize the situation, not trying
to get ahead, and when we are told that we should retaliate against
their restrictions and bilateralism, and then we are told they are going
to retaliate against us, it is difficult to understand that.
Let us say, everyone was complying with the GATT, and we were
not violating any of those provisions, if we took the initiative ourselves, and started bilateralism and restrictionism, then I would think
we would expect retaliation because they would have to try to equalize
that situation.
But it is the reverse, as I understand it.
Secretary ROGERS. As I said, Senator, the trade picture is considerably better this year than last year. If things continue as they
have up until this )oinit., it may be that we will be three times as well
off as we were last year in terms of the total result.
Anyway, we think the way to deal with these problems-there are
always some problems in the trade field-is specifically and on a core
by core basis; and, in view of our predominant position in the trade
field we think that any action that would make it appear as if we were
about to embark on a trade war could be disastrouss. It is not a onesided situation. We benefit very much from world trade.
We are envied by nations all over the world because of our tra(e
position.
Senator 'MILLER. Well, may I say I do not have to be sold on the
desirability of trade. But what worries me is that Secretary Stans
and others from your Department go out and try to work out a problen area, and they do not get. anywhere, so the next thing we know,
we have a textile provision here which the administration sul)ports.
We have some success, as I understand it, in the form of voluntary
restrictions on steel imports, and that, is succeeding, and that is fine.
But aside from the shoe situation, footwear matter in here, it seems
to me that, the thrust of the House Ways and Means Committee bill
is to give the President authority to take action if these bilateral
arrangements cannot be worked out so that, if we ran into a similar
situation in the future-and steel import matters were voluntarily
negotiate(l, although we did not get, into an agreement on footwear,
for example, just as in the case of textiles-the President could take
action without having to wait 6 months or a year for Congress to act..
Now, do I misunderstand the authority that is set forth in this bill
on that point?
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Secretary ROGERS. Well, I have tried to make clear, in my ju(lgment, Senator, that we (1o not favor that. We think it would be
difficult for the President to put into effect, and we think we would
have consequences that are undesirable.
Senator MILLER. I must say, if we (t1 not do that I can see us here
a year from now sitting down, legislating specifically on another item
or another series of items, and I think it would be most unfortunate
that every time the administration ran into an impasse on some of
these specific items that they would have to come over to Congress
and ask us to pass some new law such as the textile provision.
So what we are trying to (t1, certainly one thing I am trying to (o,
is to give some authority to avoid this constant running back to
Congress, on the one hand and, on the other hand, give the President
some flexibility so that he will have a little fiber in his negotiating
position.
Secretary ROGERS. Well, Senator, as I said, the position of the
administration is that, we favor the proposals that we made to the
Congress, and hope that the other features will be elilninate(l from
the bill.
Senator IILLER. One further question along the lines of Senator
Fulbright's interrogation. I did not hear the complete colloquy, but
can you tell us if our position with respect to the developing nations
is to work out arrangements whereby they may have preferential
treatment with resl)ect to our market on a bilateral basis or to (t1
this in conjunction with the other developed countries?
Secretary ROGERS. In conjunction with the other developed countries.
Senator 'MILLER. In other words, that is a policy that I recall was
adopted several years ago.
Secretary RO GERs. That is right..
Senator MILLER. And our policy remains the same?
Secretary ROGERs. That is correct, Senator.
Senator \hLL~n. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN (presiding). Mr. Secretary, I am pleased to have
you here. I had to leave the room momentarily when you appeared,
and we appreciate your problem and your scliedluIle and your pressure
of time.

One thing that concerns me very much is that \ ile our balanceof-payments statistics are something we can all agree on, and it 1)resents a very unfavorable l)ictture, and has done so for miany years, we
keep getting figures that', in my j udginent, are completely misleading
with regard to balance of trade.
Now, I interrogated Secretary Stans about this, and lie agreed with
me that you ought, to be considering the ocean freight as well as the
cost of insuraie on tranms)orting the commodities here as a part of
tile cost of a trade transaction. That is how all the other nations (1o it,
so far as I know. There might be one or two exceptions, but not many.
The International MoiInetary Fund looks upon it that way, and when
you add the cost. of freight, anil insurance to your imnports or if you jutst
consider whose ship it is tfhat is hauling those commodities which, in.
most, instances, is the other fellow's sl),

nine times out of ten, on a

bulk basis, at least, and add that in, then we (to not have a favorable
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balance of trade, and have not had for many years; we have an unfavorable balance.
For example, last year that so-called favorable balance that was referred to in Secretary Staus' statement, from our calculation works out

to be a minus $4.4 billion, Now, lie calculated somewhat differently,
but even his would account for a minus $3.2 billion, if you include the
cost of ocean freight in your calculation.
If you subtract the gifts that we are giving these foreign countries
un(ler Public Law 480 for which we are not being paid, and you crank
into it an adjustment to account for ocean freight and insurance, that
converts these favorable balances into an unfavorable balance,
Here is a chart that we have ,)rei)ared which is about the way we
think the International Monetary Fund computes it, and I would ask
you if you agree with me that in the last several years of so-called
favorable balances they have not beeni favorable at all, not when you
take out your gifts and put in your ocean freight.
Secretary ROGrts. Well, Mr. Chairman, I understand your point.
I do not know that, we are l)rel)ared to say which calculation is
preferable. I assume Mr. Stans has given some thought to that. In
any event, as I said before you came into the room, the trade picture
is a good deal brighter this year than last year.
The CHAIRNtAN. Even though, according to Secretary Stans, if you
take those two factors into account it. is a minus, not a iplus.
Secretary ROGERs. But it is still a lot better than last year.
[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. But if you are losing money, you are still losing
money, and Secretary Stans concedes that if you look at your freight.
and take out the gifts to foreign countries un(ler Public Law 480, we
are still losing money.
I am reminded somewhat of what happened when I was in college.
A friend of inirie thought that lie could work his way through school
teaching people how to fly an airplane. I hlad a few (ollars in the
bank, so I loaned him the money to make a (lownl)ayment on it. He
made a profit. every year. In about 6 years, lie had to go ott of business, and the reason was lie did not. know what depreciation was. It
was on a cash-in, cash-out basis.
Every day lie taught someone how to fly lie made money. But
without putting any item in for depreciation there when the atirplane
wore out he was out of business.
If you are not counting the freight, if you are just putting it on
like buying an automobile and saying, "I' have, paid the f.o.b. price
Detioit," whean all you really paid was the delivered price ill Washington, over a period of time you go broke that way.
Now, the thing that concerns me about it, Mr. Secretary, is those
who represent your Department and the Department of Commerce
)ublish those figures. Here comes some fellow from the Japanese
Parliament who was once the Japanese Ambassador to the Soviet
Union, reading a very rose article in the New York Times, which is
the only l)aper most foreign diplomats are reading in foreign lands,
and it says that the situation is wonderful.
W h y in the world would anybody restrict imports into the American market with the big profit, they are showing? I do not see how
your people can get, their job done h\,en all a foreigner has to (1o is
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confront you with your own rosy publications about a favorable
balance, when it is not really favorable at all.
How can you negotiate the most favorable agreement to us when our
own. published figures are saying that we have a good situation when,
in fact, it is not good?
Secretary ROGERS. Well, as I said, I will certainly talk to Mr.
Staiis and see if lie wants to change the method of calculations. I dto
not think the rest of the world is confused about the United States'
position in trade or the strength of our economy. I have heard )iedictions for many years in Washington, as you have, that the United
States was losing ground; that it was not strong and was being overtaken. It is not true, that is all.
I can remember the last, years of the Eisenhower administration,
when we had long discussions about the Soviet Union overtaking us.
That, of course, did not come to l)ass. Just, the opposite. We now are
twice as strong as the Sovit Union in terms of gross national Iroduct,
our economy is strong and our trade position is good. We certainly
are not in desl)erate straits.
That does not biggest that we should not think of ways to improve,
and we are. Tihe President's trade l)roposals aire good ones and we
sul)port them. But so far as the other features in the bill are concerned,
as I said in my opening statement, we would hio)e the committee
would eliminte "them.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Secretary, the thing that very greatly
concerns me, just looking at the figures right, there on that table, if
you add them ul) since 1964, now, by the method of calculation, not
just your administration, your predecessor, was using it before you
came in here, that would indicate we had made a profit of $15 billion
since 1964.
You add it. u ) tlhe way it should have been a(lde(l ill) and we have
lost, over $10 billion. So there is a difference of $25 billion. But even
more than that, to present those figures without showing the whole
picture , without saying, "Look, we were not )aid for all these agricultural giveaways, we didn't get a penny out of that, and we had
to l)ay tile ocean freight on what, we were hauling into thIos,,
countries." Put those into the scales, and there are $25 billion of the
differencee, which means this, that instead of saying we are making
a )rofit, at this so we must (o more of the same, it makes the
argument. that we are losing money and cannot, afford to keep this il).
We must move in the opposite direction.
All I am saying is why don 't we start publishing these( figures in
a way that reflect to these foreign nations as well as to ourselves the
facts so that we are not confronted with our own official )ublications
and our own American publications stating that which says the
situation is wonderful when it, is not.
Secretary, ROGERS. I certainly see your oint, Senator, and I will
talk to the Secretary of Commerce a bout it.
'The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fulbright.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Well, this discussion strikes at the center of
this whole problem. If trade, as such, is unprofitable of course, wV
ought to stop it. WO ought to l)ut Ul) a barrier around our country
and not have it.
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But there are many other things involved in this particular trade
bill, as we mentioned before, which may or may not be the answer.
I (1o not think they are.
You were mentioning retaliation a moment ago. There are a number
of activities which contribute to our deficit, which we could restrict,
and which would not inspire any degree of retaliation. For example,
there was consi(dere(l not long ago a restriction on tourism which
contributes some $2% billion, as the Secretary of Commerce has
testified. If it is that serious and you wanted to (t it, you could
restrict tourism. They would not care, and they would not be
embarrassed if we did not send so many tourists to Rome.
Secretary ROGEInS. They certainly would not like it.
Senator FULBRIGHT. What wouli! they do, outside of the hotelkeepers, they would welcome it as a political matter. They woul vote
confidence in it.. Of course, the hotelkeep)ers would not like it, and the
Secretary of Finance would not like it. But just as a matter of the
serenity of life in Paris, they probably would welcome it. But in any
case how could they retaliate? What would be the nature of the
ret aviation?
Go on to other things. Take the military bases abroad. It, is true the
immediate economy of this little town around a base might not like
it, but in most countries, now would they retaliate if we closed a half
or three quarters of the numbers of our military bases? There would
not be any retaliation, would there? Mly only point, is there are many
other ways than just this way of cutting off trade. If it is as serious
as the chairman believes-I (1o not know, I hope lie is not correctbut if he is, then the facts speak for themselves about tlhe nature of it.
There are other elements though that are involved here that you
have to balance off, and there are such things as your agricultural
economy. I (1o not want to leave the impression that all of the agricultural )roducts we give away, that are sent abroadare given away.
I mentioned that in the major areas, like in Europe and in Ja)an and
in Canada, the United Kingdom they pay for it. It is not all given
away.
There is another activity. Actually Public Law 480, the giving away
of agricultural l)roducts was originally not for the benefit of the
foreign country, but to get rid of a stirplus, torelieve the pressure on
our own economy. As a deliberate policy of this country we devised
the giving away as one of the ways to relieve the pressure u )on our
own agriculture, and there was mostly bipartisan sull)ort for that
program.
If it. is inimical to our system we ought to quit, it,. In other words,
there are other justifications than trade that were brought into the
l)icture, and this is true of most of it.
So it comes back to the question in the beginning, in view of what
you said about retaliation and trade in general, is this l)articular
remedy that is being advocated here the right one. I (1o not think it, is.
.'Maybe some of it is. The administration's bill certainly is more moderate in that effect, but I think you made some very, very good points.

One reason why trade is imiproving a bit, I think, is there has been a
prices have not been going ill)
so strongly as they were last year. This is again another
point that
degree of slowdown of inflation. I mea
cones ill.
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Secretary ROGERS. I think that is really the principal reason.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Sure. So if we would control inflation, if we
quit, wasting so much money on military expenditures, and our inflation came into order, then trade would right, itself.
All through the 1940's and 1950's we had a very favorable balance
of trade; didn't we.

Secretary ROGERS. Yes, sir.
Senator FULBR GHT. Even taking into consideration these other
items of insurance an(i freight the chairman has a point. The freight
rate, for example on oil, tanker rates, most, of which are owned by the
Greeks, has gone up, I think, double or more in the last. year or two
because of the scarcity and because of the closing of the canal and
many other reasons, but they are very much higher and we have to
pay through the nose for that type of thing.
But I do not think it. is simple enough to just say well, we will just
stop trading with other countries and, therefore, stop losing money.
It is much more involved than that. Mr. Chairman. I (1o want to say
Mr. Gibbons has called my office and said that he would be available
to testify this afternoon or any other time.
The CHAIRMAN. I would just like to make this much clear, that I
am not quarreling about the (lesiral)ilit.y of giving somebody commodities under Public Law 480.
I understand why we voted for it. All I am contending is that that
should not be handled as though it is something that we were paid for,
I just (1o not, think we ought to add that
when it is an aid program.
into our foreign trade figures and tryr to make that look as though we
have achieved a favorable balance of trade by virtue of the fact, that
we gave something away.
We might just as well have (lumpe(l the stuff in the ocean or even
left it at the rail side, to begin with, for all it did for us as far as our
balance of payments or tra(le.
Secretary ROGERS. I understood your point, M[r. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. It is to be considered on a completely different
basis, an aid basis.
Secretary ROGERS. Yes.
The CHAIR.MAN. Senator 'Miller?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MirmII.
This does not involve the Secretary, but I (1o think in view of the
comments of my colleague from Arkansas that we ought to complete
the l)icture lest somebody get the idea that the only things that we
looked at were agricultural surpluses in connection with Public Latw
480. Because of the bu) America strain on our foreign aid, which we
were told that u pward of 75 to 80 percent would come from American
manufacturers, I think we ought. to understand that, other areas of
industry besides agriculture are involved.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Oh1, yes. I (do not mean io make it, the whole
picture. I agree with the Senator. But I still think our agricultural
exports are a very important item. Soybeans are very important in my
State, as well as rice and cotton, an( 'I think they have been a traditional earner. These are also raised in Iowa.
The CHAIRMAXN. Thank you very much, Mfr. Secretary. We understand your situation an(d we appreciate your appearance here today.
Senator Fannin has asked that a letter lie intends to sen( to you and
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your reply relating to 1)referential agreements dealing with citrus
productss appear at this point in the record.
(The material referred to follows:)
OCTOBER 14, 1970.
1lon1. WILLIAM P. ROGERS,

Secretary of State,
|Vashington, D.C.
)EAR

MR. SECRETARY:

On August 26, 1970, I testified before the Trade

Information Committee concerning the preferential tariff reductions extended
by tile European Economic Community to certain countries bordering on the
Mediterranean. My understanding was that Tunisia and ,Morocco have been
granted tariff reductions of 80% and that Spain and Israel have been granted
tariff reductions of 40% for certain citrus products.
Tlie preferences extended b\' the EE C directly affect fresh citrus exports.
However, the consequences to citrus are only a part of the total effect. If the
references can be maintained against any United States citrus then l)references
granted by the EEC could be maintained against any United States export
commodity whether agricultural or industrial. And, if the E'EC can successfully
in'iimtain discriminatory )references of this type, so can any other trading l)artner
of tile United States.
The very heart of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade is the General
Mot Favoured Nation Provision. As you know, thisprovision requires that
prferences extended to a preferred nation nutist be extended to all other GATT
inembers. Failure to extend such a preference violates the express agreement recited in GATT and agreed to by all the EEC memnlier countries.
The Congress of the United States wrote the Trade Expansion Act of 1962
with the hope that it would stimulate the economic growth of the United States
and maintain and enlarge foreign markets for the products of United States
agriculture, industry, mining, and commerce. The Act specifically incorporated
into it the '\lost Favoured Nation Provision, that any duty or other ilnI)ort
restriction or duty-free treatment proclaimed by any trade agreement shall apply
to products of all foreign countries.
The Act made 1irovisions for those instances where continuation or exl)ansion
of UTnited States agricultural exports is intentionally frustrated. Section 252
specifically treats the restriction or oppression of United States agricultural
exports by foreign countries. Congress intended that when the conditions described
in Section 252 existed, the President is to take the prescribed action. If the EEC
will not withdraw the preferences granted or extend them on a Most Favoured
Nation basis, then the President must invoke the sanctions of Section 252 of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 in order to preserve the principle of Most Favoured
Nation.
Would you kindly submit for inclusion in the Record, the Finance Committee
trade hearings by October 21st, the action that has been taken under the Trade
Expansion Act regarding the preferential tariff reductions?
My very
best personal regards,
Cor'dially,
Pxui, FANNIN, U.S.
Senator.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Vashington, D.C., October 21, 1970.
lion. PAul, FANNIN,

U.S. Senate, W1ashington, D.C.
)ER:. SEN.'rOR F.s.NNIN: This is in response to your letter to Secretary Rogers
about preferential trade agreements between tl;e European Communities and
Spain, Israel, Morocco and Tunisia. You ask what action has been taken in relat ion to these agreements.
We ha\e told the European Communities about the aspects of these agreements that trouble us. We have said that they run counter to the most favored
nation principle of the General Agreements on Tariff and Trade; that they

threaten U.S. exports; and that U.S. citrus exports have already leen hurt.
We lmve asked the European Conmunity to (iscuss the damage to our citrti
il(liustry. The Conuinity has agreed. The first session of these talks will take
place shortly. They will be held under the al)l)rol)riate provision and proceduires
of tile GATT. We'have made it clear to the 'omnnunity that we expect corrective

action within a reasonable period of time.
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As we identify other products on which we are likely to 3-uffer damage as a
result of these agreements, we will proceed in the same way.
Sincerely,
DAVID M. ASsUIT,
Assistant Secrdary for Congressional Relations.

The CHAIRMANX. I am toll that Gen. George Lincoln, Director of
tile Office of Emergency Preparedne-ss, can make his presentation
brief, and lie would like to be heard this morning, so we will call you
now, General Lincoln.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE A. LINCOLN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS; ACCOMPANIED BY ELMER F. BENNETT, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR FOR OIL AND
ENERGY; AND CHARLES KENDALL, GENERAL COUNSEL
N r. INxxcoLN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am honored by the privilege of appearing before your committee.
I have sublmitted a somewhat lengthy written statement for inchusion in the record, with your l)ermisson, lld I will summarize that
statement in 6 to 8 minutes.
'[le CHAIRMA'X. I will assure you that I think the members here
will study every word of it'.
Ir. LINCOLN. The portions of the bill lmmder consideration which
have a bearing on my responsibilities are sections 104 (a) through
(c) which would amend section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of
1962.
Now, section 104(a) would prohibit the use of the tariffs by the
President as a means of relief when it is found that the import of a
particular commodity threatens to impair the national security. Il
effect, the section wvo hd leave the President. only quotas as the meamis
of relief.
Now, as you know, I recommended to the President on August 13,
with the concurrence of all members of his Oil Policy Committee,
that ve (iscontinue consideration of moving to a tariff system for
the oil iml)ort program and continue .with our effort to improve the
present quota system.
My reasons for making this recommendation were set, forth in my
lette of August 13 to the President which I have provided for the
record along with the written statement 1 have submitted.
Briefly, they were that the United States will be ill a transitional
situation for some time with regard to oil, if only because of tile tincertainty as to the date Alaskan oil will be available and the effects
of the environmental )rograms.
Also, the new estimates inldicate we have a more severe l)roblem
than we estimated earlier this year ill preventing an unwise (lepenlence oil relatively insecure sources of sul)l)ly by even as early as
1975.
The receimt, interruption in the flow of oil to Europe, while coml)aratively small in quantity, has caused significant disrul)tion of tilie
international oil situation, andi tien recent dcvelo)melts havye increased misgivings about moving to a tariff system at. this time, and
whether the tariff system is a feasible method of controlling oil
imports.
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I have discussed these reasons briefly in my full statement submitted for the record.
But referring to the draft legislation before you, the administration
does not believe the provision in 104(a) prohibiting the use of tariffs is
301111d. My reasons are that the legislative prohibition o" tariffs would
be an undesirable limitation on the President's discretion.
The prohibitionn would place in law an inflexibility which could
conceivably interfere with carrying out the intent of the legislation.
'hat intent is to control imports which threaten to impair the national security, and I underline those last few words, and it is a
different intent from other sections of the bill.
We did not, for instance, consider a tariff system in 1959 when we
adopted the quota system for oil. I understand, by the way, that one
of the reasons it was not considered was that at that time the State
Department thought it would be contrary to sonic of our GATT
Agreements.
A tariff system, of course, also interferes with economic forces, the
extent del)ending on how you operate the system.
Oil does seem to me to be possibly, although not certainly, a somewhat different case from some commodities for which the legislation
might be considered for use. The international pricing of oil is materially dependent on taxes and royalties of foreign countries and also
materially depen(lent on transport.
Security turns very materially on transportation as well as on
secure supply sources.
Now, conmodities, not so de)en(lent, on transportation and with
costs much more dependent, on labor and other manufacturing costs,
might conceivably be better handled by a tariff.
Also, even though some have argued that a tariff system for oil was
unmanageable, it may be that a quota system would be found unsuitable for protection of some commodity identified in the future as
warranting that protection. Hence, in summary, my counsel to your
committee is, respectfully, to kee l ) the future ol)en in this particular
case.
Now, section 104(b) would require that national security investigations un(ler section 232 or the Trade Expansion Act be completed
within 1 year, and the principle. of course, I agree with.
Under previous administrations, disregarding the one-third of the
232 cases that were withdrawn or that had received considerable
investigation before formal petition, the time required to reach a finding did vary from 12 months to 36 months with an average of 20
months and I (1o firmly believe that industry and the public are entitled to have investigations under section 232 coml)leted promptly.
So I offer no formal objection section 104(b) of the bill.
But I (1o point out that when the industry is a major one or a highly
complex one or when iml)ort data are not available, and this can happen and has happened, and we have had some discussion of the
difficulties about data this morning, it may be im practicall or even
impossible to carry out the investigation in the depthi required by the
law within 1 year. Section 104(c) would require a completion within
60 days after enactment of this bill of inve.stigations initiated on or
after January 1, 1968, and underway for 1 year. Only one case is involved and it, will be finished shortly.
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Now, I have brought with me my special assistant for oil and energy,
Mr. Elmer Bennett, and our general counsel, Mr. Charles Kei5da1,
and we will (1o our best, gentlemen, to answer your questions.
(The prepared statement of Ir. Lincoln follows. Hearing continues
on page 288.)
STATEMENT OF GEORGE A.

LINCOLN,

DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF EMERGENCY

PREPAREDNESS

iMr. Chairman and Other Members of the Committee: The bill on which you
have asked ine to testify deals with a wide range of tariff and trade problems.
Most of these matters are not within my competence as Director of the Office
of Emergency Preparedness, and I inust (lefer to other Executive Branch olficials, such as the President's Special Representative for Trade Negotiations,
the Secretary of State, and the Secretary of Coniierce to testify on theni.
I address my testimony to Sections 104 a--c of the bill. which would amend
Section 232 of the Trade Exlmnsion Act of 1962. This Section pertaills to mny
responsibility, under circumstances set forth in the law, to investigate allegations that imports threaten to impair the national security It is also relat,-d to
the responsibilities given me by the President on February 20, 1!70, for policy
direction, coordination, and surveillance of the oil import program. in which
I act with the advice of the Oil Policy Committee, created at the same time.
PRELIMINARY

REMARKS ON TIlE OIL IMPORT

PROGRAM

At the outset of my statement on the oil import program, I invite your attention to the distinction between the oil import program on the one land and the
efforts of the Energy Subcommittee of the 1)omestic councill to) cole with a
possible energy shortage on the other. The oil import program, for which I provide policy direction, is a national security program designed to prevent the
United States from becoming dependent oil foreign ps'troleum imports in ways
and to a degree that would threaten to impair its national security. It is essentially a long-range program, and deals only with oil. For practical puriluses,
it does not deal with residual oil imports to the East Coast of the United States,
which have not been subject to quantitative controls since 1966.
The Energy Subcommittee of the Domestic Council, under the chairmanship
of Chairman McCracken of the Council of Evonomlc Advisers, on the other hand,
is dealing with the entire scope of domestic energy-gas, coal, and hydroelectric
and nuclear power, as well as oil. The Energy Subcommittee presented a shortrange report on the fuel situation for the approaching winter on September 29,
and established a Joint Board. of which I am chairman. to cope with this winter's
fuel problems. The Subcomnittee is continuing its work, now looking over the
span of the next five years.
To make this distinction in concrete rather than bureaucratic terins, I Ipoint
out that even before I was named Chairman of the Joint Board oui Septemlber
29, I was receiving a great deal of mail asking me to do something through
the oil import )rogram about the short supply and( high cost of residual fuel
on the East Coast. Actually, the oil import program has, in .ff'cr., i)ermitt(!l
free importation of residual fuel to the East Coast since 1M(6-the only broad
exception to the quantitative controls of the oil import program. This exceeotiln
afforded the East Coast lower prices than it would otherwise have enjoyed. But
it also permitted the East Coast to become heavily dependent on foreign sources
for its rezi(ual fuel. Now the demand for residual fuel has increased greatly
worldwide, and tanker rates have increased because of the Middle East situation.
As a consequence, foreign residual fuel has ceased to le available at prices substantially lower than those economical for U.S. doinestic lroductioll.
A last introductory comment on the oil import program is that the Cabinet
Task Force Report of February 20, 1970, appears to me to have 'eeni widely misunderstood. Many seem to believe that its primnarxy-even sole--objective was a
major reduction in the price of oil to the consumer. Too much has also been
made, tliny opinion, of the tariff versus quota issue, perhaps because it was a
principal point of difference within the Task Force. Some of the key points of
the Task Force Report seem to have escaped attention: the inding that oil
import controls continue to be necessary for national security, the differentiation
among foreign sources on the basis of their relative security, and the wced for
51-3$9-70-pt. 1-
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the establishment of a new management system to make necessary policy changes
in the oil import program.
POLICY

CHANGES

SINCE" FEBRUARY

1970

Since February 1970, the following changes have been made in tile oil import
program upon my recommendation with the advice of the Oil Policy Committee:
1. On March 10, 1970, a formal system of regulation was instituted for crude
and unfinished oil imports from Canada into l)istricts I-IV, replacing a voluntary system that had proved ineffective in providing for an orderly growth of
such Imports. (This action was consistent with paragraph 335 of the Task Force
Report.) Tihe import level was set at 395,000 barrels per day (b/d). (When
imports Into District V and Oil Import Appeals Board awards are considered,
the flow of oil from Canada has reached a level of about 647,000 b/d, slightly
higher than tie level recommended by the Task Force Report, paragraph 433 b,
for July 1971.)
2. At the same time, a representative of the Justice Department replaced the
representative of the Defense Department on the Oil Import Appeals Board (as
recommended lin the Task Force Report, paragraph 437).
3. On June 17, the crude oil import quota was raised by 100,000 b/d (as had
been recommended by paragraph 424 of the Task Force Report, and paragraph
IV B 2 of the Separate, or Minority, Report).
4. At the same time. the import ceiling was raised to permit importation of
40.000 b/d of No. 2 fuel oil for distribution by independent deep-water terminal
operators on the East Coast (as had leen recommended in paragraph IV B S
of the Separate Report and consistent with paragraph 311 of the Task Force
Report).
5. Also oil June 17. the requirement of licenses or allocations was eliminated
for transportation of oil by pipeline between points iii the United States via a
foreign country, and it. was announced that time so-called "Brownsville Loop"
would he terminated at the end of the year. (The "loop" is a procedure under
which 30,500 b/d of unfinished oil enters the United States at Brownsville under
1omid, i trucked into Mexico and then re-enters the United States under an
overlnul exetmption.) The oil in question will Ibe permitted to enter the United
States without having to be placed in bond, taken out of the United States, and
re-entered.
6. On June 23. 1 concurred in the recommendation of the Secretary of the Interior that the annual level of imports for Districts 1I-IV be increased by 9.5 million barrels of low-sulfur residual fuel oil, to be awarded by the Oil Import
Appeals Board.
7. On July 13, I advised the Secretary of the Interior that the national security
would not be impaired if the level of asphalt imports were increased by up to
5 million barrels above the total level of imports established for the last half of
the, calendar year. Allocation of these asphalt imports it cases of exceptional
hardship was left to tile Oil Import Appeals Board. (This action was In keeping
with the Task Force Report, paragraph 312.)
S. On July 14, it was announced that historical product allocations based oil
imports under the Voluntary Oil lulX)rt Program 1957-1959 will be terminated
January 1. 1971 (as has been recommended in l)aragraph 428 of the Task Force
WeI)rt, and paragraph III B 8 of the Separate Report).
9. On July 16, it was announced that historical allocations for crude ald 1mifinished oil based on imports under the 1957-1959 Voluntary Oil Import Program
will also be eliminated January 1, 1971, (as recomninended by paragraph 428 of
T
the ask Force Report and paragraph IV B 6 of the Separate Report).
10. On August 11. 1 advised tile Secretary of the Interior that the Oil Import
Appeals Board should be authorized !i exceptional hardship cases to permit
allocations for overseas crude oil to be applied to overland imports from
Canada.
was published for mblit comment.
11. On August 16, a rule-making l)roposal
t
i and unfinished oils. of licenses isste(l
permitting the sale of allocations of cru(1
uu11der such allocations, and of imported crude and unfinished oil. ,Thmis procedure
liad been considered in the Task Force Report, paragraph 320.)
(On Septebnber 29, seven further decisions were announced, in conjunction with
th; ipozrami (if actim developed by tile Energy Subcommmittt'e of tile Dmestic
('mnm.il to help meet illiml(liate fuel problems.)
12. The importation of -10.(X)0 b/d of No. 2 fuel oil by iuhdpendenmt deep-water
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terminal operators on the Past Coast (item #4 above) will be continued through
calendar year 1971, of which SO,00 b/d are to be concentrated in tihe first quarter
under the terms of the licenses to be issued.
13. Natural gas liquids, which are )roduced in connection with the natural gas
we are importing from Canada, will be exempted from the Canadian crude oil
limitations.
14. Importation of ethane, propane, and butane from the Western IHemisl)here
will be permitted.
15. Topping of crude oil imported into District I for fuel will be permitted
outside the quota if both the residuumn and topping are used for boiler fuel.
16. Topping of crude oil imported for fuel from C.,nada will be permitted out-s;ide the quota if the topping is used for biler fuel or ie-exported to ('anada.
17. Viscosity re(lirelnents for crude oil used for Iurning will be elimuinalvd.
18. Oil imports from Canada will be permitted to enter Joy waterways, other
than ocean waterways.
PUnIc N TICE
In making these policy changes, we have given the fullest practicable opportunity for public momentt beforehand, in accordlance with the Administrative
Procedure Act and with tile principles set forth in paragraphs 350 a-c of the Task
Force Report.
Except in the first urgent action on Canadian imports, when only 10 days were
allowed for comment, we have afforded the public 30 days for comment on proposed regulations. That this was a bona fide invitation rather than a pro formal
action is evidenced by the fact that changes were made in several of the proposals
to take account of comments received.
REASONS

FOR DISCONTINUANCE OF CONSIDERATION

OF

A TARIFF

The Committee will he particularly interested in tile reasons for my recommemdation, concurred in by all members of tile Oil Policy Committee, that we
discontinue consideration of a tariff system for the oil import program. My rea.
sons are given in my letter of August 13, to the President, a copy of which I pr'e.
sent to you. I will explain and expand slightly upon those reasons.
WVIIY A RECOMMENi)ATION

WAS

NECESSARY

AT THAT

TIME

Toward the end of my letter, I said that I provided this advice now "since
planning for the next oil allocation lpr must sion get underway."
Remember that we have been giving the fullest practicable opportunity for
public comment on proposed changes in the oil import program. Such an opportunity would have to be provided on the important issue of a change to a tariff
system, which had been debated publicly ever since tile Task Force Report was
issued. The publication of the notice, the allowing of 30 days or more for public
comment, and the further time required to evaluate the comment and to reach a
decision would have carried us toward the end of the calendar year. Hence, It
was necessary to decide by about September 1 if the recommendation of the Task
Force to begin the transition to a tariff on January 1. 1971, wmas to be carried out.
Moreover, it had become clear that the United States will be confronted by
actual and potential fuel problems for an indefinite period. I believe that a
further disruption of our petroleum program in this period, on top of problems
which include Middle East oil, tanker rates, and increased demand for residual
fuel, would have impaired, perhaps gravely so, efforts to meet those problems.
I could, of course, have recommended some later target (late for a change to a
tariff. I recommended that we discontinue consideration of the tariff for additional reasons, also set forth in my letter.
TRANSITIONAL

CONSIDERATIONS

I expressed the view in my letter that "our country will be in n transitional

situation for some time with regard to oil, if only because of the uncertainty as to
the (late Alaskan oil will be available and tlhe effects of the environmental
lrornglfl

."

Alaskan oil was a matter of considerable uncertainty in the analyses of the
Task Force (see Appendix I) of the Task Fcrce Report). especially the aimmounlts
involved and the costs. To these uncertainties we must now a(dl time increase
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uncertainty as to when Alaskan oil will enter the U.S. market, because the construction of the Trans-Alaskan Pipeline System has not proceeded as rapidly as
anticipated.
We had not fully appreciated the lag In the development of nuclear energy,
which leaves oil and other fuels to carry more of the burden than had been
exlcted.
We also had not fully appreciated the high rate of increase in consumption of
residual fuel. Although normal demand increase had not exceeded 2% a year
until recently, residual fuel consumption in 1969 increased 11% over 1968, and in
the first six months of 1970 Increased more than 20% over 1969.
A factor underlying these changes is the environmental programs now being
given great eml)hasis by the Federal Government and by state and local governments. Although the increase in residual fuel consumption is partly attributable
to the short supply of gas, it is also attributable partly to requirements to use
low-vulfur fuels, to reduce air pollution. The strong urge and support for a
cleaner environment means that some price must be paid incident to the trend
toward cleaner fuels affecting petroleum demand, and to reluctance toward some
types of development affecting petroleum supply (e.g., the Alaska pipeline, and
off-shore drilling). The precise effects of these environmental programs on our
energy situation cannot yet be determined.
UPWARD

REVISION

OF ESTIMATES

OF

CONSUMPTION

I also referred in my letter of August 13 to the President to the fact that "new
estimates indicate we have a more severe problem than we estimated six months
ago in preventing an unwise dependence on relatively insecure sources of supply
by even as early as 1975."
This Is not a question of criticizing the Task Force estimates or of setting
government estimates against industry estimates, but rather an upward revision of all our estimates of consumption, as a result of environmental programs
and evidence that, for many other reasons as well, U.S. and world consumption
of oil is increasing more rapidly than had been estimated it year ago. Although
there are variations in these estimates, the consensus indicates that con'1SUmption
will probably be higher than Indictfed by the Task Force Report.
On the other sde of the coin, it now appears that production In various areasnew production in Canada, for example-may be lower than estimated by the
Task Force for the nearer future.
These estimates of consumption and production were fundamental elements
of the Task Force Report, and the revisions now indicated for these estimates
may substantially alter the scope ,of the problem. The revision of estimates is
part of the growing domestic energy problem, on which Dr. 'McCracken's Subcommittee is at work, and on which several agencies are developing five-year
studies and programs.
EFFECTS OF THE INTERRUPTION

OF MIDDLE

EAST OIL

In the August 13 letter I further pointed out that "the recent Interruption In
the flow of oil to Europe, while comparatively small in quantity, has caused significant disruption of the international oil situation."
The Suez Canal has been closed since 1967, requiring that a considerable part
of the oil from the Middle East be transported by tanker around the Cape of Good
IIol)e. This summer the Middle East and African oil coming to Europe by short
haul across time Mediterranean has been significantly reduced: 470,000 b/d were
cut off when the Trans-Arabian pipeline was breached in Syria, and Libya
has reduced Its production, first by 700,000 b/d modified to 425,000 b/d In September. This additional 900,000 b/d of oil must now also take the long tanker
voyage around the Cape of Good Hope--a voyage that requires about six times
the tankers required previously to carry the same amount of oil from the eastern or southern Mediterranean.
This reduced flow of oil across the Mediterranean to Europe has created a
tight situation for tankers, with a resulting sharp increase in spot rates for
tankers. As time passes, spot rates affect longer term charters. Together with
the increased U.S. and world demand, tanker rates are unquestionably a factor
in the high prices and limited availability of residual fuel. '1he value of U.S.
import "tickets" dropped from approximately $1.50 a barrel to a comparatively
low value. The partial restoration of Libyan production in September has thus
far only slightly ameliorated this situation.
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IMISOIVINGS ABOUT THE FEASIBILITY 0I' TARIFF CONTROLS

In my letter of August 13, I noted that "recent developments have illreased
misgivings about moving to a tariff system at this time and about a tariff system
as a feasible method of controlling oil imports."
There has been debate about the Task Force's recommendation that a tariff
system of control be substituted for the existing quota system. When tile present
quota system was established lin 1959, there had been no consideration of a
tariff system as an alternative: at that time, such a system seemed Out of line
with GATT policies. In the light of subsequent experience, the Task Force did
find a tariff system worthy of consideration. Many economists consider it less,
rather than more, objectionable than a quota system. The tariff recommended by
the Task Force was not a usual tariff: it was devised for national security
purposes, and would differentiate among areas of origin as to tariff rate and
maximum volume of imports (e.g., imports from the Eastern hemisphere would
be limited to 10% of donirstic demand).
The purpose of either a quota or a tariff system for the oil import program
is to avoid unwise del)endence u)on foreign sources over the long terni. Neither
is particularly suitable as a management system for dealing with a short-run
su)ply emergency. There are, however, signileant differences in how the two
methods operate in such a situation, particularly when the shortage manifests itself through a sudden, even drastic, increase in cost of delivered foreign oil.
The )resent condition of a restriction on flow of oil from some Middle East
sources and a tight tanker situation gives us sone insight into how the quota
systenr operates to provide some measure of sup)ly continuity. In normal times
importers can bring in foreign oil at well below domestic prices. This price differentiaJ, which this spring was approximately $1.50 a barrel, is what gives value
to an import ticket. Increases in the price of delivered foreign oil resulting from
a tanker shortage or other reasons will not affect the willingness of iimpoirters
to continue to bring in foreign oil as long as the price increase does not conipletely wipe out the value of the Import ticket. Nor in the short run, at least,
are U.S. crude prices likely to be significantly affected.
Presceni spot tanker rates are high enough to wipe out this differential. However, the fact is that the majority of tankers are either owned by the imnportinlg
companies or are on long term charter. Thus, initially at least, these companies
do not have to pay the high spot tanker rates, although they will experience a
progressing effect with the passage of tittle. The conibinatlon of the quota ticket
buffer and the structure of time tanker market thus far helps to prevent a sudden
decline of crude imports.
A tariff on the other hand would in normal times equalize the cost of domestic
crude and delivered foreign crude. Hence, any sudden increase in the costs of
delivered foreign crude would immediately discourage imports (and encourage
domestic production and/or increase in domestic price). Only the slowne,,; of
response in charter rates would remain as a buffer.
Conceivably, the tariff would( be adjusted downward to substantial changes in
costs. But to operate the tariff like a "yo-yo" il response to every fluctuation in
tanker rates or other important cost factors seems to lit to be impracticable.
The requirement to provide public notice and time for comment would alone
prevent a timely adjustment.
In the absence of tariff adjustinent, tie equilibration of supply and demand
would be left to the market mechanism. Imports wvoul be sustained only by a
domestic I)l~ce increase sufficient to cover the new high cost of imported oil
plus the tariff. Minor fluctuations in price should not be Iarmifi! to the domestic
econonly, and in fact might encourlage a more efficient usp of resources.
()n the
other hand. drastic swings lin price resulting front supply disruptions would itot
afford lead-time to increase domestic productions, and would be detrimental.
In the long run also, questions can bie raised as to tile effectiveness of a tariff
as a control mechanism for oil imports. The advocates of a tariff have recognized
that it has certain weaknesses as well as advantages. Unlike a quota, a tariff
attempts to limit Imports Indirectly, by equalizing the cost andl hence the price of
the imported product with the price of the domestic product. If the cost of the
imported product consists almost entirely of the cost of labor and resources used
in producing it, then the tariff can lie set quite accurately, and need be adjusted
only in response to long-term changes in the cost of these resources. But a large
portion of the price of international crude consists of royalty payments and taxes
paid to the governments of the countries where the oil is produced. As such. these
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prices can be subject to sudden changes and even to deliberate manipulation.
Hence tile tariff may be a less reliable mechanism of control for oil than a quota,
and less reliable for oil than tariffs on other commodities which have a larger
proportion of labor costs and other manufactured cost factors.
These uncertainties as to the effectiveness of a tariff, particularly in a short
run supply disruption, give one pause. For these reasons and because of uncertainties In both the supply of and demand for oil in the United States, I
recommended that we discontinue consideration of a tariff system.
COMMENT ON SECTION 104A OF TIE BILL
I advise against the proposal in Section 104a of a bill to prohibit the use of
tariffs by the President as a neans of relief when it is found that certain imports
threaten to impair the national security. This provision applies equally to past
and future actions under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act. Consequently,
it is not accurate to describe it as an oil quota freeze amendment.
The Administration is opl)osed to this provision o1 the grounds that it is ai
undesirable limitation on the President's discretion. I fully subscribe to that
position.
There is much that call be said in favor of a tariff system, or a combined quota
and tariff system. Consequently, I counsel against legislatively excluding a
tariff from consideration, and )ermitting only quotas to be used. I can conceive
of a situation where we wished to provide protection under Section 232 and a
quota would not lie suitable, whereas a tariff would. I believe that the President
should lie left with his present broad discretionary authority to deal with each
such case on all individual basis.
COMMENT ON SECTIONS 104 B AND C

Section 104b would require tilat national security investigations under Section
232 of the Trade Expansion Act be completed within one year.
I have examined data on the time required for such investigations under
previous Administrations. Ablout one-third of the cases have been withdrawn by
petitioners, in time periods of from three to 36 months. Of the cases In wheni
fin(lings were reached, aside from cases which had received considerable investigation prior to a formal petition, the time to reach a findings has varied from 12
to 36 months, with an average of 20 moIlths.
I firmly believe that industry and the public are entitled to have Investiga.
tions under Section 232 completed promptly. The law requires a study in depth
of the entire industry involved in each case. When that industry is a major one
or is highly complex, or when import data are not available, the task may be
lengthy, if the law is to be carried out. Every Director is pledged to carrying
out the law. WVhile offering no formal objection to the Section. I do point out that
it will sometimes be impractical, even impossible, to complete tile action in a
year.
The proposal in Section 104 to require comiletion within 60 days of the enactment of this bill of the investigations initiated oil or after January 1, 1968, and
under way for one year would affect only one Investigation, wiich will be finished
shortly.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF TIlE PRESIDENT,
OFFICE OF E MERGENCY 'PREPAREDNESS,

Washington, D.C., August 13, 1M70.
The PRESIDENT,
The lWhite House,
Washington, D.C.
D)AR n.
PRRESIPnNT: Approximately six months ago you established a new
llallgement system for the Oil Import Program. That system has been proceeding, in accordance with your Instructions, with interim actions directed to
improving tile program. Ations have included proclanation (langes by you on
my reconnnelldation and regulatory changes by the Secretary of the Interior
with lily concurrence. These actions have been taken with the advice of the Oil
Policy Comnmittee.
The greater part of historical allocations steining from the voluntary pregrain which ended in 1959 will be eliminated at the end of the year. The anomaly
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of shipment of Mexican oil imports out of, and then back Into, the United States
will also be eliminated. A formal regulatory system has been instituted for
Canadian imports at a considerably expanded level of imports over 19069.
With the advice of the Oil Policy Committee that tile action will not adversely
affect national security, the level of foreign imports of crude oil has been raised
for 1970. A program of importation of No. 2 heating oil has been instituted for
the East Coast. The 011 Import Appeals Board has been given authority to allow
increased importation of residual fuel oil for the inid-continent area to alleviate
hardship and reduce pollution, and to permit increased importation of asphalt f(or

the East Coast.
Arrangements have been made for the Oil Import Appeals Board to provide
relief for hardshil) cases, by authorizing imports of crude oil from Canada above
the level of the Canadian quota but within the overall quota. Also, a recent action
will permit those refineries which receive Canadian allocations and which prove
a hardship situation to use their offshore quota allocations for imports from
Canada.
The Oil Policy Committee has concurred In my recommending to you that exelange of quota allocations be permitted through ,.ale of quota tickets or of
imported oil. The need for this reform, which strengthens the free market aspect
of tile program, has been emphasized by the current disruption in the international oil and tanker markets.
The type of international disruption mentioned above raises a potential ilanagement )roblem of major proportions. Other problems have become more evident
since last February when you established the new management system for the oil
import program. These include the Increasingly apparent effect of the environmental programs and the effect of the coal and gas supply situation ol the
requirements for oil and on the composition of these requirements,. Undoubtedly,
these factors will be considered in the study of the national energy situation
which you have recently directed the Diomestic Council to un(lertake.
Six months ago, I joined with other members of the Cabinet Task Force in
recommending that we should proceed at the beginning of tile next year to a
transition to a tariff system. I (1id not consider that this change would necessarily
result in any significant decrease in costs to the consumer. I hoped time system.
while continuing to provide tile nee(led support to national security, could provide
a freer market for oil, and be made simpler and more easily understood.
Recent developments have increased misgivings about moving to a tariff system
at this time and about a tariff system as a feasible method of controlling oil
imports.
Tile recent interruption in the flow of oil to E urope ; while comparatively small
in quantity, has caused significant (isruption of the international oil situation.
Two other considerations are at least as important to me. First, It appears that
our country will be in a transitional situation for some time with regard to oil,
if only because of the uncertainty as to the (late Alaskan oil will be available and
time effects of the environmental programs. Secondly, new estimates indicate we
have a more severe problem than we estimated six months ago In pIrevelitiig In
unwise dependence on relatively insecure sources of supply by even as early as
1975.
The individual members of the Oil Policy Committee are impressed in varying
ways by each of the three considerations mentioned above. All of us recognize thmt
time method of control is a means to the national security end, which includes
limiting U.S. dependence.
Because of these factors, the Oil Policy Committee concurs with my judgment
that we discontinue consideration of moving to a tariff system of control, but
rather continue with our efforts to improve the current program. I provide( this
advice to you now since planning for the next oil allocation year must soon get
underway.
I would be remiss If I did not express to you my concern about the long run and
even mid-term outlook for assuring the achievement of the national security
objectives on which the oil import program is based. From a mimamgement viewpoint the program faces the danger of being gravely weakened by special actions
and exceptions urged by both critics and supporters of the current system. More
iml)ortantly, we also face the growing danger of not having adequate supl)lles
from reasonably secure sources-a vast problem which cannot be separated from.
our overall energy policy. National security must be a central consideration In
working out that overall policy.
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We look to the further definition of policy, which you are now seeking, in the

overall energy area to give a more reliable base for our national security oil
import program.
Resl)ectfully,
G. A. LINCOLN,
Director.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, General Lincoln.
Of course, you are aware of the fact that if Congress should enact
the recommendations before us it the type emergency that you have
in mind should arise with regard to some other commodity, of course,
it woul(l be within the power of Congress to pass legislation to authorize the tariff approach in the event that proved to be desirable.
Mr. I-,coLN. I am certainly aware of that, Mr. Chairman, but I
am also conscious of the weight of work that is placed on Congress,
and it, is sometimes time consuming to achieve worthy legislation.
The Ci ,IMAN. I understand that.
Can you tell us whether or not there are an) cases pending in your
office under tie national security provision on steel, textiles, or footwear, and if there are, how many are )ending?
Mr. LINcoLx. here are none for steel and footwear. There is a case
in textiles which was filed in 1961 in the previous administration
which I found when I took office and was told that this was suS)ended
by informal understanding with the textile industry.
I have already made a statement in a committee in the other House
in answer to a question on this, that if the industry (lid wish to provide
the up(lated data, which would, of course, be necessary since the in(lustrial situation has changed considerably since 1(961, we would, of
course, recognize that we should proceed with the case. Obviously
at the present time we cannot act on the 1961 data.
The CHAIRMAN. If you reach positive decisions with regard to this
textile matter, would that sutpetcsede any action that, we might take in
this legislation ?
Mr. LINcoLN. I would have to ask the view of my counsel on this
matter. It seems to me that the thrust of your legislation is quite
different from the national security thrust. But may I ask Mr. Kendall
if he will comment on that ?
Mr. KENDALL. I think, Mr. Chairman, that the relief provided by

section 23"2 would be superimposed on an), other situation.
it. is likely, I would expect, that, if action were taken under the bill,
if the. bill were passed and action taken under it, there would be, perha)s, no occasion for further action. But if there were such occasion,
it. could be taken on top of the relief provided by the bill.
Tho CiIIIM AN. Senator Miller.
Senator .1[mivR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Lincoln, in your statement on section 104 of the bill you say:
I can conceive of a situation where we wished to provi(le protection under
section 232 and a quota woull not be suitable, whereas a traitf would.

Mr. L[NCOLN. I have thought about the question, and in view of the
fact, that I have the )roblem of making judgments on this, I would
prefer not to give a specific example.
I have in mind that the oil quota situation is handled on a volume
basis, and oil is a l)roduct which is easy to handle on a volume basis.
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If you had a commodity that was widely variegated, and I can
think, well, of electronics, it, seems to me that it. would be quite, difficult
to use a quota method, and it might be easier to handle it, by tariff.
Senator M1AfL:. Well, you are thinking in terms of administrative
problems.
Mr. LiNcoi,,,. I am thinking of the management, problem, and this
is a very real problem. In fact, it. is the. crux of the matter almost.
Senator MIrm. If you wished to work up an example in a little more
depth and furnish it for the record, I think I would welcome it.
Mr. INCOLN. I would say that one of the, problems one has in this
is that I have the responsibility of passing on these matters and so an
example might better be of widgets than some specific commodity.
Senator AiirLER. Well, I do not want to l)ut you in an embarrassing
position, but possibly you might be able to furnish for the record an
example that would not, cause that, a hypothetical example.
(The following hypothetical example was submitted in response to
Senator Miller's question.)
An ad valorcm tariff might reasonably protect American industry better than
a quota where the product concerned is characterized by widely different sl)e(ifications and values. For administrative feasibility quantitative quota would
usually need to be based on physical and economic characteristics comiimoni to
all products the quota encompasses. If the value of these products depends
primarily on variegated characteristics, a quota may not afford the protection
it was established to achieve.
An example will put this in a clearer light. In order to avoid describing an
Industry which might come under consideration under Section 232, a product is
chosen, as an example, which cannot reasonably be thought to be involved in
the nation's defense, namely, dolls.
The value of dolls varies according to their age, decoration, maker, stature,
and moving actions the dolls perform, among other factors. Oin what characteristics could a quota on (lolls be based? The two that come first to mind are
numbers and weight. But neither of these bases take account of the several
determinants of value just given. Instead, a quota on either basis would encourage foreign suppliers to concentrate their competition with American industry In our industry's most valuable products. Foreign suppliers would export dolls on which the profit Is highest per individual (loll or per unit weight.
Thus a quota based on numbers would allow the import of antique (lolls, perhaps
so many as to afford no protection at all to our antique doll trade. Under a
quota based on weight, there might be no protection for (onlestic manomfacturers from hand-painted dolls decorated by highly skilled foreign craftsmen
receiving comparatively low wages.
Furthermore, quotas give less protection to high unit value products when
domestic industry needs It most; namely, in a time of declining demand in the
domestic market. Then, other things being equal, the sales of the more expensive American (lolls would be the first to decline and would absorb most of the
loss In sales the domestic market would experience.
Under these circumstances, a quota brings or allows the very ill-effects it is
established to forestall. None of these defects attend an ad ralorcm tariff. Such
a tariff offers foreign suppliers no incentive to concentrate their exports to us in
a few categories of dolls, it allows every kind of doll soll by American Industry
to compete on the basis of price with foreign dolls of the same kind, and it afford*
foreign dolls no advantage in the competition for shares of a declining demand.

Senator hLmi:xi. Now, with resl)ect. to sections 10-4 (b) and (c) you
say you are concerned about. how it might take more than a year to
Would it,be feasible
to amend this bill to provide for sonie kind of )romlpt. )urely tentado tme complete and thorough job env-isage(.

tive actions pending the outcome of the full investigation if certain

criteria were met which would be in the nature of an emergency sitna-
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t ion ? Would that. enable us to take prompt action where there is all
emergency type situation and then, of course, that would bc. subject
to mo(lilication or possibly revocation at the conclusion of the coinplete investigation ? Would that relieve your problem on these sect ions?
Mr. LINCOLN. One of the difficulties, of course, in conducthg an
investigation, particularly a complex one, is the heavy dependlene(
on the in)uts of other Government agencies who are overworkled, and
the limited number of personnel oftentime, who are expert in the
area. So it is a matter sometimes of priority.
It. has, I understand, looking at the record in several cases, somet ines been a matter of the absolute unavailability of the data and the
necessity of letting some time go by while one'collected the import
data.
Now, there are sometimes also other remedies available, such as
the Tariff Commission powers and the Buy America Act, and on this
1 will again turn to my general counsel to ,askhim if he has a comment.
Mr. 1 r' .L.. No, I think not, I would not have a comment on it.
Senator MILLr:n. Well, if you or your counsel might have some idea
on r. provision which could be put into this proposal that would enable
a relatively prompt action in an emergency type situation, I think we
might welcome them because it would seem to me that that would relieve your concern over a long time taken or a complete investigation.
MrA.K:NDLL. Excuse me, Senator, would you mean a national defense emergency or an industry emergency ?
Senator MILLER. I am referring to page 17 of General Lincoln's
test imony at the bottom of the page where lie says:
I firmly believe that industry and the public are entitled to have investiga-

tions under Section 232 completed promptly. If the law requires a study in depth
of each industry involved In each case where an industry is a major one or a
highly complex one, and the information is not available, the task may be
lengthy.

I fully concur with those observations. Since lie is concerned about
l)rompt action, my suggestion is that you might want to have this
amended to provide for proml)t action in an emergency t.yl)e situation
on a tentative basis pending the outcome of the full investigation.
That would be the way I would react to trying to preserve the benefit, of the full investigation, on the one hand1, and, on the other hand,
the real concern that the general has over the length of time it would
take in an emergency type situation. So if you would have any suggestions, I think we would welcome them.
Mr. LINCOLN. Yes, we will examine this to see if there is anything
useful that we can suggest.
Senator MILLER. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
'The CHAm AN. I would like to ask you about this matter, General
Lincoln.
With the situation that presently exists of a high world market
price on oil largely because of the closure of the Suez Canal, the situation in Libya and the increase in tanker rates, if we substituted a tariff
for a quota at, this time what would this do to the price of oil for, let
us say, consumers in New England at this tine?
Mr. IiCOLx. I think, I must answer with a discursive answer rather
than giving you a dollar per gallon or per barrel.
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First, New England's concern right now is principally residual
heating oil. In fact, the import of residual oil ill )istriet 1, East
Coast, which includes New England, has been for all practical purposes freed from the quotas since 1966 and, hence, the price has been
a world price. It hasbeen lower than the price of residual oil used
and made in other parts of the United States until the last few months,
and now New E'ngland, the east, coast, is paying the world price for
oil which, by the way, is pretty hard to get hold of. It was -. 05 a
barrel reported in Rotterdam the other day for low sulfur oil. And
New England, in effect is paying this price. A quota (toes not have an
impact on that price right now; the existing tariff (toes not have any
iml)act on it eit ier. This is a subject being most discussed.
The tanker price into the east coast of spot tankers, and increasingly
of short term charter tankeis, is high. At the margin of spot tanker
l)rices, crude oil into New York from the Middle East. is, I believe,
now as high or higher than crude oil from the U.S. gulf.
On this I would like to turn to Mr. Bennett and ask him if lie las
a comment on it more expert than myself.
Mr. B3ENNT.
I think that is an accurate statement.
Mr. LIxcoi2 N. So if you have the tariff, unless it were adjusted
quickly, the tariff would be on top of the high tanker price.
The CEINIIMAh . Wouldnt that raise the price to consumers? In
other words, wouldn't the tariff have to go ,n top of the imported
price?
Mr. LINcorN.. It, would tend in that direction. It, would take time
for the transition, turning on contracts. Again the element of comtract comes into this, and some oil is being delivered on a long-term
contract price. Before the full effect of one of these supply disrul)tions is felt, some time elapses.
If, as the Cabinet Task Force suggested, an initial tariff of $1.45 per
barrel were in existence rather tlian the present quota system, the
amount of the increase in price of oil would move overtime toward
being approximately equivalent to the decrease we have experienced in
the value of quota tickets. That decrease has been from $1.50 to something less than 50 cents (as recorded in Platt's Oilgram today, quota
tickets were valued at $0.10-$0.20). In fact, if tile cost of im)ported
oil were such that. quota tickets had no value, the increase inl price of
oil could conceivably exceed the decrease in quota ticket, value which
we have experience today. Of course, the tariff could be changed to
correspond to slifts iin tanker or other prices-)ut in practice rapid
or frequent changes l)resent certain difficulties. It would be difficult
to determine just when to change, and just what tariff level would be
al)l)rol)riate at. a particular time.
As to the price of residual oil, which is for all practical purposes
free from import controls along the east coast, that )rice is already
determined by the world delivered residual oil price, and thus would
be largely unaffected by crude oil tariff levels. It, would tend toward
raising the price, and it would also, as indicated inl my long statement,
would tend to, put leverage on the price, more leverage on tle price of

crude oil in the short run in the United States, used in the Inited
States,
than the quota system, in mY opinion.
hlle CITm. r.HN. So instead of
saving the consumers anything that
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tariff would have to be passed on to the consuming public and it would
cost, tem something_ , extra, would it not?
Mr. LiNCOi,-N. W1'ell, the tariff, such tariff, as would exist would go
to the Treasury and the amount of it would be passed on to the consumer; yes.
The (I. mi r.,. h'lank you very much.
We will meet here at 2 :30, and Senator McIntyre will be the first
wv witness.
(Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the committee recessed to reconvene at 2:30
p.m. the same day.)
AFTERNOON

SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mcintyre, we are pleased to have you here
with its, and we will be pleased to hear your statement, sir.
STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. McINTYRE, U.S. SENATOR, FROM
FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Senator MCINTYIE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
I fully appreciate the constraints of time that are hovering over this
chamber, and so I have a brief statement that I would like to read.
First of all, I would like to congratulate the chairman that lie has
seen fit to convene these hearings, for the serious problem to which
this bill addresses itself and the problems which it would create deserve
the close attention of this distinguished committee.
In l)articular, I would invite the committee's attention to those provisions of the pending bill dealing with shoes, textiles, and oil.
Regarding shoes, I would like to point out, that some of time statistics eml)loyed by the spokesmen for the Nixon administration in
opl)osition to quotas on shoes are misleading in that they give a nathonal )icture which is not at all representative of the situation in
States like New Hampshire.
In 1968, Mr. Chairman, the shoe and leather industry was the
largest, single largest, manufacturing employer in the Granite State,
employing some 20,536 people. By 1969 it was no longer the largest
employer, and employment. had dropped to only 18,466 and during
those 2 years almost 10 percent of the shoe factories in my State closed,
and I would point out, too, Mr. Chairman, that these factories are
often the principal source, of employment in their communities. By
July of 1970, this year, shoe and leather employment had dropl)ed
to some 16,400.
Mr. Chairman, in almost every single case the )rincil)al reason for
the loss of employment and the shutting down of plants has been
the competition from imported shoes.
I want to make it clear that I do believe in free competition. But
when that competition results in the shutting down of factories across
our Nation, then I think that, the Federal Government, whose foreign
policies have encouraged that. competition, has an obligation to step
in andl help the workers and their' families who have been driven
literally to the poorhouse.
We have sought many other forms of relief before turning to import quotas. At this time, the situation is desperate, and so are the
shoeworkers of New Ilamlpshire, and I hope this committee can act
favorably to meet the needs of these men and their families.
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Regarding textiles, Senator Hollings will be ill here before the
day is out, and I am certain that other witnesses like himself can
effectively present the case for textiles. I merely add my voice to
theirs.
As far as oil is concerned, the provisions of the proposed Trade Act
of 1970 are, ill my opinion, unnecessary, unwise, and most unfortunate.
I refer to section 104 of the bill. Mr. Chairman, you cali read through

the entire majority report of the House Committee on WVays and
Means, the purposes of the bill, a sumnnary, the general descril)tion of
the bill, the technical explanation of the bill, the changes in existing
law made by the bill, and nowhere is there a single word explaining
that section 104 of the bill is concerned with oil.
And yet I hope that this committee recognizes that section 104,
because of its relationship with oil, may well be the single most controvcmsial part of this legislation.
The jil import program which section 104 would freeze into a legislative stfite of rigor mortis, has totally failed to live up to its basic
purpose, the preservation of our national security.
Some 2 weeks ago, the Subcommittee on Small Business was informed that the Department of Defense was 136 million gallons short
of meeting its requirements for fuel oil in New England and the
Middle Atlantic States. Earlier this year the Defense Fuel Supply
Center issued an urgent appeal for fuel for vital Government installations. Defense contractors as well as other industries vital to our
national security have been experiencing severe difficulties in obtaining fuel.

Clearly, the present, energy policies of the Federal Government are
not helping the national security. And as this committee knows, my
views on the undesirability of remaining on a quota system for oil
are shared by such authorities on national security as the Secretary
of Defense and the Secretary of State, both of w,hom subscribe to
the majority views of the Cabinet Task Force on Oil Import Control.
Mr. Chairman, there is no need for section 104. The White House
has stated that it intends to continue the present quota system for oil.
This section of the trade bill could, however, bring forth the most
unfortunate circumstances if it required future Presidents to restrict their flexibility in dealing with changes in the petroleum situation and the needs of the national security.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
(Senator McIntyre's prepared statement follows:)
STATEMENT

OF THOMAS J.

MCINTYRE,

BEFORE TIll

U.S. SENATOR

FROM NEW IIAMPS1[IRFE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the opportunity to come before you
today and speak about certain of the provisions in the trade legislation now
before this Committee.
I was requested to make my statement today very brief-in recognition of
the pressure of time created by the short notice on which these hearings were
called and the brief period-two days-allotted to legislation of such national
and international significance. Accordingly, I shall be brief.
First of all, I would like to express my happiness that the Chairman has
convened these hearings. The serious problems to which this bill addresses itself,

and the problems which it could create, deserve the close attention of this
distinguished Committee. In particular, I would Invite the Committee's attention
to those provisions of the pending bill dealing with shoes, textiles, and oil.
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Regarding shoes, I would like to point out that some of the statistics employed-'
by spokesmen for the Nixon Administration ill opposition to quotas on shoes are.
misleading, in that they give a national picture which is not at all representative
of the situation in states like New Hampshire.
It 19GS, the shoe and leather industry was the single largest manufacturing
employer In New Hampshire, employing 20,536 people. By 199, it was no longer
the largest employer, and eml)loyment had dropl)ped to 18,466. During those two
yea rs, almost ten 1)ereent of the shoe factories in my state had closed. And I
would point out that these factories are often the principal source of employment

ill their communities.
By July of 1970, shoe a-id leather employment had dropped to 16,400.
And, Mr. Chairman, in almost every single case, the principal reason for the
loss of employment and the shutting dowln of plants has been the competition
from ial)orted shoes.
I want to make it clear that I do believe ill free competition. But when that
comletition result. in thi
shutting down of factories across our nation, then
I think that the federal government whose foreign policies have encouraged
that competition has an obligation to step in andl help the workers and families
who have been driven to the poorhouse. We have soughl many other forms of
relief before turning to import quotas. At this time, the situation Is desperate,
and so are the shoe workers of New HIampshire. I hope that this Committee can
act favorably to meet the needs of these men and their families.
Regarding textiles, I am certain that other witnesses can effectively present
the case for protection. I merely add mnly voice to theirs.
So far as oil is concerned, the provisions of the proposed Trade Act of 1970
are iii my opinion, unnecessary, unwise and most unfortunate. I refer to Section 104 of the bill.
You know, you can read through the entire majority report of the House
Committee on Ways and ,Means--the purposes of the bill, a summary, the
general description of the bill, the technical explanation of the bill, the changes
ill existing law made by the bill, nowhere is there a single word explaining that
Section 104 of the bill is concerned vith oil. And yet, I hope that this committee
recognizes that Section 104-because of its relationship with oil-may well be
the single most controversial part of this legislation.
The oil import prograna which Section 104 would freeze into a legislative state
of rigor mortis has totally failed to live up to its basic purpose-the preservation of our national security.
Some two weeks ago, the Subcommittee on Small Business was Informed that
the Department of Defense was 136 million gallons short of meeting its requirements for fuel oil in New England and the Middle Atlantic states. Earlier
this year, the Defense Fuel Supply Center issued an urgent appeal for fuel
for "vital" government installations.
And defense contractors, as well as other Industries vital to our national
security, have been experiencing severe difficulties in obtaining fuel.
Clearly the present energy policies of the federal government are not helping
the national security.
And, as the Committee knows, my views on the undesirability of remaining
on a quota system for oil are shared by such authorities on the national security
as the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of State, both of whom subscribed to the majority views of the Cabinet Task Force on Oil Import Control.
Mr. Chairman, there is no need for Section 104. The White House has stated
that it intends to continue the present quota system for oil. This Section of the
Trade Bill could, however, bring forth the most unfortunate consequences, if
It required future Presidents to restrict their flexibility In dealing with changes
in the petroleum situation and the needs of the national security.

Any questions?
Senator HANsEN. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I do have a question.
The (III)[AIMAN.

Senator McIntyre, fist of all, let me say that I have been very
pleased, as you know, to join With you ill cosponsoring some of the
legislation that you have proposed which would bring relief to your
great State of New Hampshire.
I share concern for my employees ill W1Vyoming, I mean for the employees of industry in miy State of Wyoling, just as I know you do
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in New Hlam)shire, and I compliment. you on the efforts that you

have taken.
You speak about the oil situation ini New England. I would like,
if I may, Mr. Chairman, to ask that. there be included ini the record at,
this )olit a news release from the Ofice, of Emergency Irepauredness.
Let me just, summarize essentially what. Director George A. Lincoln,

Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness, and Chairman of
the new Board says.

He says:
The Joint Board has established a regional office in Boston under the chairmanshil of the local regional director of the OEM, which regional nieznhershil
parallels that of the Joint Board.

Ile goes on to say that approximately 40 of the New Enuland
supply centers reporting thus far to the regional hoard have already
reported. Last Tuesday, for example, an arrangement was coml)leted

with Gulf to provide 500,000 barrels of low-sulfur residual oil for
the city of Boston which was nearly out of oil for some activities.
The Federal Power Commission estimates that New England is in
better condition this year, both with regard to gas supply and( su1l)ly
of fuel for utilities, than last, year.
A greater supply of No. 2. home heating oil is assured, an(l inventories on the east, coast for this product are considerably above last
year's level.
If I may, I would like to ask that the entire statement, be subintted.
(The news release and the statement referred to follow. Hearing
continues on p. 299.)
ENERGY BOARD CHAIRMAN

SEES IMPROVED WINTER FUEL

SITUATION

Fuel supply prospects for the coming winter heating season are vastly improved, according to the Chairman of the Joint Board charged by the President wtihi monitoring the nation's energy situation. George A. Lincoln, Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness and Chairman of the new
Board, said there has been a heartening initial response following last week's
statement on the winter energy situation. At that time Director Lincoln and
Paul W. McCracken, Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, called
upon petroleumi and other industries to Increase the supply of fuels.
Lincoln noted today that a number of major oil companies have already announced improvements in the supply of residual oil, which is the principal.
energy fuel likely to be in short supply this winter. These include additional
imports of 30 million barrels by Asiatic (Shell),.production increases of 60,000 barrels a day by Ilunible and of 10,000 to 20,000 barrels a day by Gulf,
and )rovision for the next month at least of 25,000 to 30,000 barrels by Mobile from their refinery in Texas which had been damaged by Hurricane Celia.
This total exceeds 100,000 barrels per (lay. Lincoln also noted that these announcements constitute only the initial industry response to avert a possibMe
shortage of residual fuel, and that he anticipated further announcements as

these and other companies evaluate their

production capabilities.

The members of the Joint Board, consisting of the Director of the Office
of Emergency Prel)aredness, the Secretaries of Interior and Commerce, and
the Chairmen of the Council of Economic Advisers, the Council on Environmental Quality, the Interstate Commerce Coimnission, and the Federal l'ower Commission, have consulted with industry an(1 received encouraging assurances concerning fuel supplies, particularly for New England, where the
experience of last year's cold winter undoubtedly accounts for at least part
of the expressions of concern from that area.
The Joint Board has established a Federal Regional Office In Boston in-
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der the chairmanship of the local regional director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness, with regional membership paralleling that of the Joint
Board. The mission of this office includes the systematic investigation of all
report. of fuel shortages and monitoring assistance in solving any real probleis that develop.
)irector Lincoln commented that practically all of the approximately 40 supply problems in New England reported thus far to the Regional Board had already been resolved. Last Tuesday, for example, an arrangement was completed with Gulf to provide 5W,000 barrels of low sulfur residual oil for the
City of Boston, which was very nearly out of oil for some activities. The
Federal Power Comnission estimates that New England is In better condition this year both with regard to gas slply
and tile sUpl)ly of fuel for utilities than last year. A greater supply of No. 2 home heating oil is assured,
11d inventories on the East Coast for this l)roduct are considerably above
last year's levels.
Director Lincoln commented that the Joint Board's monitoring and coordinating activities are still not complete. A close check on the tanker situation is
being undertaken, and consultations with industry designed to make fuel available to potential short-supply areas before a fuel crisis can occur will continue.
Lincoln also conilmented that he had written to the governors of every state
asking their cooperation with the efforts of the Federal Government, and that
the action of Governor Sargent of Massachusetts in moving to set up community
energy committees is a helpful measure. Ie said that as of now he (lid not
believe the current estimates indicated a crisis situation for the winter. However, there are likely to be tight fuel situations in some areas and it is only
prudent to take reasonable preparedness actions early.
NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS

An addition to this morning's Office of Emergency Preparedness press release
on the winter fuel situation was announced by OEP. Besides the increased
residual fuel production figures in the release today, two other mna'or U.N. oil
companies have increased their production: Texaco, with a 50.000-barrel-per-day
increase ai( Standard of California with another 15,000 barrels IXr day. Total
increased production now exceeds 150.000 barrels per day.
Copies of the morning OEP release are available at the Nationa l rts4 Club
and Treasury racks. Contact is John Coleman, OEP Information Director
395-5678.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. LINCOLN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS, BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPECIAL SMALL BUSINESS
PROBLEMS,

HOUSE SELECT CO-MMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS, OCTOBER 8, 1970
Mr. Chairman and Other Gentlemen of this Committee, I am honored to be
asked to appear before you this morning. I am George A. Lincoln, Director of
the Office of Emergency Preparedness in the Executive Office of the President.
Oi February 20, 1970, the President changed the management system of the
Oil Import Program. Ile established, under my chairmanship, the Oil Policy
Committee, which includes the Secretaries of State, the Treasury, )efense, the
Interior, and Commerce; the Attorney General; and the Chairman of the Councii of Economic Advisers. While most day-to-day administrative functions continue to be performed by the Oil Import Administration of the Department of
the Interior, the policy direction, coordination, and surveillance of the program
will be provided by the Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness, acting
with the advice of the Oil Policy Committee. I was also designated as Chairman
of the Joint Board established by the President on September 29 to monitor
the fuel supply and transportation situation during the coming heating season
and to coordinate the efforts of Federal agencies in dealing with fuel supply
and transportation for that heating season.
I know that this is the third day of hearings by your Committee on the fuel
and energy situation. Those of us in the executive branch concerned with that
situation have certainly been following these hearings closely and are grateful
for the information and suggestions they provide concerning both short-term
actions and longer-term policies. These policies are being studied by L committee
of the Domestic Council chaired by Dr. McCracken, Chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisers.
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You may not have obtained copies of the Presidential actions establishing the
organization I have described. So I here offer for your information :
(a) Presidential press statement of February 20, 1970, on oil policy.
(b) Statement of August 6, 1970, on Domestic Council Energy Comnittee.
(c) Statement of September 29, 1970, by the Chairman of CEA and the Director of OEP on the energy situation.
I know that you have discussed tha short-term energy outlook in detail during
the past two days, so I shall not review it in this statement, other than to refer
to the opening paragraphs of the statement of September 29 which I have just
placed in the record. Rather, let me deal briefly with the relationship of the Oil
Import Program and the Oil Committee to the short-term energy situation.
The Oil Import Program exists for the purpose of furthering our national
security. Because of this, its operation in normal times does limit iml)orts of crude
oil and its products into the Inited States. In fact, however-and I underline
this point-the operation of the Oil Import Program is not, under current eircutm.tanccs, acting to limit the actual imports of orcrseas crude oil into the
United States. The disru)tlon of the world oil situation (specifically the closing
of a pipeline through Syria and cutbacks in production by Libya) hn-. rcsuilted
in a temporary reduction of overseas imports to a volume significantly below that
perlnitted by the quota. Fortunately, we have hail in ,-L.tence a reserve U.S.
production capacity which is meeting the need fok the quantity of crude oil
required.
As to overland imports, last March we did place on Canala a formal quota
which war .significantly above the amounts provided for import in the voluntary
agreement. We have taken four actions which moderate controls on Canadian
imports and also improve the management of the Oil Import Program.
(a) We have placed awards by the Oil Imp)rt Appeals Board for exceptional
hardship outside the Canadian quota but within the overall quota.
(b) Because overseas quota tickets may 1w hard to exchange in the current
international situation, we have enabled those ticket holders vho are recipients
of Canadian oil to apply these tickets against "hardship" allocations by the
APIeals Boar(i.
(c) We have exempted overland importation of Canadian natural gas liquids
from the Canadian crude-oil quota, thereby inaking room under that quota for
additional imports of crude oil.
(d) We have permitted this importation of Canadian crude oil antd products
along inland waterways.
In the current situation, I believe that the Oil Iml)ort Program is no significant
bar to the provision of crude oil to meet our energy needs this winter. Rather,
its effect in the past now leaves us less captive to the current disruption, including
high tanker prices and shortages of tankers, than we otherwise would be.
Turning to products of crude oil, the two products most likely to be in a tight
supply situation, for energy fuels, are residual oil and No. 2 heating oil.
Here I wish to underline two points.
First, as to No. 2 heating oil, the studies of the National Petrolcum Council
conclude thut the supply this winter will be adequate. Nevertheless, we are continuing the experimental program next year of permitting import of an average
of 40,000 barrels per day from the Western Ienmisphere Into the East Coast. An~d
to give further insurance for this heating season, we are requiring that all of the
first half of the 1971 quota be imported drring that heating season-the first
three muonthms of 1971.
Second, the Oil Import Program does not restrict, or affect in any way, the
import of residual healing oil into New England and the East Coast. Such import
has been quota-free, for all practical purposes, since 1966. New England and the
East Coast have since that time become over 93 percent dependent onl foreign
sources for residual oil. Hence this part of our country is for all intents and
purposes part of the world market for residual oil-and is therefore now paying
the price for delivery within that International market.
We are now changing the proclamation to facilitate burning of imported crude
oil for fuel-a course of action that up to now was so uneconomical that it has, to
the best of my knowledge, rarerly been considered. Tile course of action amounts
to using all, or as much as possible, of the barrel of crude oil as "residual heating
oil."
In summary, on the oil import program, I repeat my previous conclusion that
it now does not significantly affect our energy fuel situation for the coming win51-309-70-pt. 121
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ter. That situation must be handled by producers-labor and industry-and by
consumers through reasonable conservation, and by coordinated guidance of the
responsible Federal agencies. The Joint Board established by the President is an
instrument of such coordination.
There is likely to be a tight fuel situation in. some parts of th country this
winter. If the disruption of the international oil situation Increases, the situation
will be tighter; if disruption decreases, the situation will be eased somewhat.
Hence the ru(lent course is to prepare to take some special actions. One of them,
in the area of coal supply, has already been taken by doubling denmurrage charges.
The l)attern of Interagency coordination, now directed by the President, has
been informally in being during the summer to guard against, and handle, the
danger of brownouts and blackouts. Except for a few locations, the winter problem, \vlien one exists, is a problem of fuel supply rather than generating capacity.
The operating agencies of the Federal Government-the )epartment. of time
Interior, the Department of Commerce, the Federal Power Commission, and
the Intelstate Colmmerce Comminnssion-ame lniemhrs of the Joint Board. So also
is thme Coum-il on Environmental Quality, which provides advice concerning our
eivironmenta~l programs. The C(EA Chairman advises the Board on the interests
of our economy as a whole; since lie bs also Chairman of the Domestic Council
study on longer-range energy problems, this provides for an interlock of shortterm operations with longer-term policy development.
The Joint Board operations are already underway. Monitoring and coordination actions will be shalxd to the nature of the problems rather than attempting to devise any standardized l)rocedure for consultation with Industry
and surveys of the supl)ly requirements situation.

There has been a considerable number of expressions of concern from New
England. New England Is probably most dependent on foreign imports affected
by the International oil situation. Hence we have established a Region 1 Field
Board on Fuel and Energy Problems for the Northeast, with regional membership paralleling that of the Joint Board, to give us field assistance in monitorIng the situation and coordinating any action needed. (I submit for the record
(EI' Circular 1200.19, establishing the Region 1 Board.) In general, however,
I believe we can monitor the needed actions which are going to be the action-s
of Industry in great part, and coordinate Federal action through our eeguIar
arrangements here in Washington.
Ii the statement made by Chairman McCracken and myself on September
29, we stated, and I quote: "We eall upom the petroleum Industry, the coal
industry, the railroad industry and others, in the light of the national need,
to Increase the supply of fuels, as is made feasible by economic factors. We also
ask the cooperation of the coal miners, the railroad workers and other fuel
and transportation workers to help avert a fuel shortage."
That which the Federal Government can do in this fuel situation is very much

dependent on the Intelligent cooperation and effort of the other portions of our

great national community.
Since that statement by Dr. McCracken and myself from which I quoted, we
have had a very heartening Initial response by the petroleum industry. I am
releasing this morning at 11 :0 am a press statement, an advance copy of which
was furnished to each member of this Committee, and which I would like to
enter in the record, which summarizes the results achieved thus far. I call
attention to the fact that a number of major oil producers have already publicly
annnounced their intention to produce increased amounts of residual rel for
this winter. and that the total of these increases amounts to more than 100,000
barrels per (lay of additional residual fuel. I stress that this Is only tihe Initial
industry response, and that further announcements are expected as the oil comapanies continue to examine their production capabilities.
As to the area of the country expressing most concern, our Federal Regional
Board in Boston, working with State and local governments and industry, has
eliminated a good portion of the alarms, I believe. The Regional Office has
investigated forty or so specific reports of fuel problems, and the Chairman of
time Regional Office informs ine that all but two of these have been satisfactorily
resolved. One action has been the arrangement, on the day before yesterday, for
the provision of 500.000 barrels of low-sulfur residual oil to the city of Boston,
on terms, so I am Informed by the Chairman of the Federal Regional Board,
acceptable to the city.
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Gentlemen, the events in the energy field during tie past six iiontl raos..
imnpresse(l upon m in how sensitive ollr eolloilly is to relatively small, even Ilndranatie, clnges In the eozplex ellergy Siijiply and1(1demadil situations. h'llese
changes are somnetins hard to foresee: most persons do iot evell nostie t he
change iII the current disruption of delivery (.0 oil across the Mevditerra ntvan--onily 3c/%-of the world's oil-for it is not so (liamatie as a military interruptiol.
But a political or 0 1)olitical-econoeic interritlitton c:u lhejust as effective ill
restricting supply and raising prices. The argument for adequate i)l
flcr.t, i4
there.
I have brought with me neamliers of my staff. We vill do our hest to answer
your questionss and at the same time also seek yomr counsel in this matter of
energy suplkly-a problem likely to continue for at least several years.

Senator
The,
piNsEN.
question I would like to ask the distinguished
Senator from New Hampshire, our colleague, is this : liere have been,
as I am certain the Senator knows, no restrictions on tie iml)ort of
residual fuel oil on the east coast for at least 5 years; is that. iot
right ?
Senator M[QINTYIIR. I (1o not, know if it is precisely 5 years, andl you
are pointing out that the residual l)roblem is jot. a' problem that has
come under the import quota programs: that is correct.
Senator ILTxsEN. My point is that it is because of the fact that there
have been no quotas that the emergency developed in New England.
Iad there been quotas on that fuel oil, 1 think that some time ago oir
domestic oil industry would have been supplying a major )art of that
market, and we would not have gotten caught as we. did there when
the main pipeline in Syria was cut almost a year ago, when tile Suez
was closed, and tanker rates skyrocketed.
-As a matter of fact, no one wants to buy oil front the Middle East
now because it, is considerably higher, as the Senator knows, than our
domestically produced oil, and, I submit that our mandatory oil im)ort, l)rogram has served very well our national security; that if it
had not been for that program we could really be ili a hlid now if we
were dependent, as many people were recommending, and as the majority report of the President 's 'ask Force Commission recommended,
if we had abandoned that programm and had gone to a tariff program

and had closed off all of the marginal wells in this country, which account, for about 35 percent. of our reserves in the United States, we
would I)e ill deep trouble.
But fortunately that was not done. Fortunately, the domestic industry did receive the encouragement necessary andit has stepl)ped ill and
filled tile breach.

So I would have to make a distastefull but, lrevtheless, Very silcere
objection to the remarks of my good friend from New l 1lal)Sliiire.
Senator MCIxTYrm:. Well, MAhr. Chairman, that was a loil. question,
and I would simply say that the thrust of my remarks lhere, M,'. (hairmuon11, is not concerned with the ongoing contest that, the (list inguislied
Senator from Wyoming and I have on the question of the mana(ltory
oil iml)Opt quota program.
What, I am saying is. dont for the love of goodness, lock the program into legislation. Allow it to remain in its flexible, state so that
President Nixon and succeeding Presidents can deal with this as tite
situation needs to be dealt with.
Senator I.xxs:x. You would like to have-Senator 'lCINTYRE.If I may.
Senator HANSEN. I beg your )ardlom.
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Senator McIxvTF:. If this bill is passed in its present forn, it )uts
the quota system into mandatory legislative language, locks it up in
the hearts ane 'inds of 535 men.
Now, we voLld like up in New England to see this mandatory oil
import program phase( out, but I am not here to argue that- today.
I am here to ask you gentlemen to knock section 104 out of this bill
and just. simply, in passing, because I do not want to take too much
of your time, we feel in New England that residual oil problems with
skyrocketing prices, I think they have more than doubled since last
year, the residual is still, eren though it is out from under the quota
program. is still affected by the existence of a quota program because
if we could bring in crude, more crude, than we now do, then we could
have more residual.
Senator hANsEN. If we could bring in crude, we would not have a
problem. The problem is that Venezuela and Canada, two of our imlortant foreign sources, are bringing in about all they can bring in.
Their wells are pumping at l)racticall'y full capacity now.
It. is all well and good to say if we could bring it in, and I wish we
could. But if the Senator has any suggestions as to where we would
bring it in from, I would be most interested to hear them.
Senator AMCINrTYRE. WeII, it is my understanding that Canadian
crude oil is available right now and could be brought in.
Now, you may be right, sir, about, the Venezuela pumps at the well
going at.top speed. But down in Puerto Rico there are refineries sitting
down there that could be helping us out.
I do not think, Mr. Chairman, we need to discuss the ongoing., contest, on the quota program. What I am simply saying is, section 104
does not belong in this bill, and I think the good members of this committee really know that.

The CJARiT-.IRAN.. Well, Senator, if you had a tariff program as of now,
you would have to pay more for your oil than you are paying now.
11Thy would you want to raise the price for your consumers i) in New
England? I do not understand that.
Senator M[CINTYRE. What you are saying is, you want, to argue
about the tariff system.
The Cumi r~x. General Lincoln sat where you are sitting in this
morning's session and lie was asked if you put a tariff on oil, and that
is what the House bill precludes, but if you substitute a tariff or a
quota would not that make New England pay more for oil ?
Senator MCIN'rYREr. We do not think so.
The CHAIR.MAN. Well, he was one of those who recommended it some
time ago when it was proposed to be l)art of a scheme to bring the
price down. He said as of now, yes, it would make the oil, it would
tend to make it, cost you more. When the international price delivered
here is above the domestic price already, how can it do anything but
raise the price and the cost to your consumers if you put a tariff on top
of the price that is already being charged? Wouldn't they pass it on to
your consumers? That is what they would do.
Senator McIx'TYR:. If that situation just existed, you are. probably
correct.
In testimony before my committee, Dr. Wilson Laird, who is an important figure in tl~e oil policy program, stated that to his knowledge
none of this high-priced crude oil had landed on our east coast. None
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of this world price oil, which is il) considerably, because of tile Libyan
situation, that, is easing nowv, and the pipeline ill Syria, none of this
high-priced crude has come in yet.

But I think rather than take the time of this committee to argue
about the oil import quota program, I want to settle on the fact. that we
all recognize that, oil is a basic industry, it produces 75 percent of the
energy of this country, it, is a very important, industry. We think that
the administration, whether it be of President Nixon or President whoever may be in the future, should have the flexibility to meet the ongoing situations as they occur, and not be limited by this legislation.
Vell you say that the Secretary of State and tie
The CHlANI ,,.
Secretary of Defense agree with your views. hIere is General Lincoln's
memorandum of August 13 and I will put it ini the record at this point.
I (1o not. think there has been any change since that time. Tile circumistances have not changed since then. lie said, "Because of these fla-

toWs," having to (1o with the difficulty of obtaining world market oil
and the higher price for it when you (1o get it, lie said, "h'le oil policy
committee," and that includes those two Cabinet members, "Ccncurs
with my judgment that, we discontinue consideration of moving to a
tariff system of control but rather continue with our efforts to improve
tle current progranl, and I provide this advise to you now since planning for the, next oil allocation year must soon get underway."
(The memorandum referred to follows:)
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF TIlE PRESIDENT,
OFFICE OF EMEICGENCY PREPAREDNESS,

Wwih ingtoni, 1).C., A ugu.st 13, 110.
The PRESIDENT,
Tite WitHC House,
Washington, D.C.
I )WAn Mn. PRESIDENT: Approximately six inontlis ago you established a new
nanagement system for tile Oil Import Program. That system has been pro(ceding. in accordance with your instru,.tions, with interim actions directed to
improving the lrogrim. Actions have inclu(led I)roclaillatlol changes by You oil
my recommendation and regulatory changes by i(,e Se'cretary of the Int(rior
with my concurrence. These actions have been taken with the advice of the Oil
Policy committeee .
The greater part of historical allocations stemming from the voluntary prograin which ended in 1959 will be elimiated at the end of tile year. The amomaly
of shipment of Mexican oil imports out of, and then back into, the United States
will also be eliminated. A formal regulatory system has been instituted for
Canadian imports lit a considerably expanded level of imports over 1969.
With the advice of the Oil Policy Committee that the action will not adversely
affect national security, the level of foreign imports of crude oil has been raised
for 1970. A program of importation of No. 2 heating oil has been instituted for
the East Coast. The Oil Import Appeals Board has been given authority to allow
increased importation of residual fuel oil for the mi-continent area to alleviate
hardship and reduce pollution, and to permit Increased importation of asphalt
for the East Coast.
Arrangements have been made for the Oil Import Alppeals Board to provide
relief for hardship cases, by auth-rizing imlborts of crude oil from Canada
above the level ef the Canadian quota but within tie overall (Juota. Also, a
recent action will permit tlo,-' refineries whie.h receive Canadian allocations
and which prove a hardship situation to use their offsh(,re quota allocations for
imlmrts from Canada.
The Oil Policy Committee has concurred in my reclnininhig to you that
exchange of quota allocations beP lK(r1iitted through sale of quota tickets or of
inlportv(1 oil. The need for this reform, which st rengthems the free market aspet
of the program, has'lteen (nl)hasized by the current (lisrulptioll in the ijlterilaI oimal oil and tanker markets.
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The tyle of international disruption mentioned above raises a potential management problem of major proportions. Other problems have become more evident
since last February when you established the new management system for the
oil import program. These include the increasingly apparent effect of the environmental progranis and the effect of the coal and gas supply situation on the
requirements for oil and on the coml)osition of these requirements. Undoubtedly,
dihrc,
factors will Ib, considered in the study of the national energy situation
which you have recently directed the o)mnestic Conmil to undertake.
Six months ago, I joiIned with other inembers of the Cabinet Task Force in
recommending that we should proceed at the beginning of tie next year to a
transition to a tariff system. I did not consider that this change wouldinecessarily result in any significant decrease in costs to the consumer. I hoped the
system, while continuing to provide the needed support to national security,
could provide a freer market for oil, and be made simpler and nimore easily
understood.
Recent developmentss have increased misgivings abott moving to a tariff systemi at this time and about a tariff system as a feasible method of controlling
oil Imports.
The recent interruption In the flow of oil to Europe, while comparatively small
in quantity, has caused significant disruption of the International oil situation.
Two other considerations are at least as Important to ine. First, it appears
that our country Nvill be In a transitional situation for some time with regard
to oil, if only because of tile uncertainty as to the (late Alaskan oil will be available and the effects of the environmental programs. Secondly, new estimates indicate we have a more severe problem than we estimated six months ago in
preventing a unwise del)endence on relatively insecure sources of supply by
even as early as 1975.
The individual members of the Oil Policy Committee are impressed in varying ways by each of the three considerations mentioned above. All of us recognize that the mieithold of control is a means to the national security end, which
Includes limiting U.S. dependence.
Because of these factors, the Oil Policy Committee concurs with my judgment
that we disJontinuie consideration of muovinug to a tarift sy-enr of control. but
rather continue with our efforts to Improve the current program. I provide this
advice to you now since planning for the next oil allocation year must soon get
under way.
I would be remiss if I did not express to you my concern about the long run
and even mid-term outlook for assuring the achievement of the national security
objectives on which the oil Inl)ort program is based. F-om a management viewpoint the program faces time danger of being gravely weakened by special actions
and exceptions urged by both critics and suplrters of the current system. More
importantly, we also face tile growing danger of not having adequate stipplies
from reasonably secure sources-a vast problem which cannot ie ,-eI)arated from
our overall energy lllcy. National security must he a central consideration In
working out that overall policy.
Ve look to the further definition of policy, which you are now seeking, in the
overall energy area to give a more reliable base for our national security oil
imlort program.
Respectfully,
G. A. LN-COLN, Director.

Senator 'MCINTYR11. 1Well, Mr. Chairman, there have 1eeii so many
oil policy committees that. I aln not sure what is now comprising the

Oil Policy Committee that General Lincoln has been given the chairmanship of. I am aware that, he has changed his opinion. He was one
of the majority of the task force report. I understand that, he now says
if he had to do it over again h would have decided with the minority,
hut I am not certain, Mr. Chairman, that the Secretary of Defense
and the Secretary of State are members of this Oil Policy Committee
at, the present time.
The CIIA\I AN. They are members.

Senator, if you feel it, is essential to protect the footwear industry,
which you have ]how many thousand jobs in New Hampshire?
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Senator IICINTYRE. At, the present time about W(,500.
The CA1II.\
AN. Well, (.an you understand wly someone from a

State like Louisiana, where we have. 74,000 jobs del)endiing oi the
oil industry, would regard that industry as being just as important to
the economy of the Nation as you feel those 16,000 jobs are important
to New Itaml)slire :
Senator McIBTYjtI.
Well, now, M'. chairman , of course I realize
that you are protecting the interests of your constituents.

When we compare the shoe industry with the oil industry, the shoe.
industry is a highly labor-intensive 'industry. You cannot say that

about oil. Oil is a capital-intensive industry. It is just that so far as
the shoeworker of New Hampshire is concerned, I find it pretty hard
talking to him about the preferences and everything else that tile oil
industry is enjoying today, and the shoeworkers in- New Haml)shire
have nothing, and all we ivint is a small piece of time action, as you
might say.
We thiik the oil industry does pretty well with its depletion allow-

ance, its intangible drilling do.ductions, with its deductibility of foreign taxes, so-called, with ths mandatory oil import quota program,

with proratouning down ii texas making sure there is only a certain

amount of oil taken out, so all I am doing here is battling here for

the shoeworkers.
Now, you continue to fight for your oil interests, and I will continue
to fight for my shoeworkers. But I hope out of your generous bounty
you 6egin to see it, our way a little.
The Ciu.\i. r.x. My only thought about the matter, Senator, is that
foreign producers are in l)osit ion to put a lot of us out of business,
including your shoe industry, and re)resenting an oil-producing State,
I recognize that quite a few people are going to have to go out, of business and quite a few jobs are going to have to be lost.
But I personally expect, to try to have some sympathetic co nsideration for those who share the plight of the oil industry. We have.
watched others take over 25 percent of our market, and they could
take a lot more of it if you did not. have some program to kee l) the
oil industry in business. But I do not see very well how you expect to
have it both ways, to come in here and say, "Wrell, here tie shoe industry must be )'rese'ed. but the oil industry should go.
That might souli( fine for a shoe-1)roduciig State, but. how (o you
expect, to appeal to aii oil-producing State with that kind of argument I
Senator McIXxTYRI. All you have to do is read about the oil industry.
It is exceeding for 1971-72, exceeding in growth the average of the.
iii(lustries in America.
The shoe industry is a (lecliIg industry. Ihe shoe industry gets
no help from the. Government. The oil industry gets a lot of hell), so
I (1o not think you have to go much farther than that.
When I come in here to ask for some sort of a quota protection on
shoes, I am only asking for a )art of what you fellows already have.
1 (10 not. want, to take anything away from you. I just want you to be
fa ir to our part of the country.
The Cm-\in.-Ax. Well, Senator, tile profits after taxes in the oil
industry are less than all manufacturing, and I would feel the same
thing is true about. time shoe industry, if it is true, as you say.
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Frankly, you remind me a little lit of tile fellow who came in speaking for the Farmers Union last week, Friday, who said, "Now, I speak
for a group of farmers and we are against any quota protection or any
taritf )rotection for anybody that they are not getting now except for
us.'
Now, lie said, "We have discovered there are some dairy imports
coming int, this country where they are getting them in violation of
what we believe to he the clear intent of Congress to the contrary. We
want you to tighten up on that law to be sure that these dairy )roducts cannot conie in.'

Now. I can understand that argument. But it is sort of difficult to
)ersua(le persons who do not have that particularr interest and who
have some other industry that is more vital to this State, to see it your
way when you do not see it their way or see their problem, at least.
Senator 'M(-\ICNIYRE. Mr. Chairman, I would hope you are not, saying
what I am pleading for here is paralleled by the example you just
gave of the dairy interests, the farmer interests. What protection has
the shoe industry had? They have nothing. That is all I am saying.
And then, believe me, gentlemen, the argument should not. be heard
today about whether we should have a mandatory oil quota program
or not. The argument that I am advancing is simply that you should
not put. it in this legislation.
The CI.I\iikN. Well, Senator, you caie in here with a statement

which, if I do say, for shoes, is a. very persuasiv-e statement, but I do
not see why you put in there that the oil industry ought to be
liquidated.
If I were you, I would speak for mine without advocating the other
fellow to be put out of l)usiness. I was thinking that maybe I would
get his vote if I would just leave him out of this statement. [Laughter.]
Senator M 'INTYRi'. I understand what you are talking about, but I
have to state the case as I see it.
The CAInTC-N.

Yes.

Senator MCIN'rri1. And I would just remind the chairman and the
committee members here that if we, that, if the shoe workers of this
country, only had a. small p'urt of the protection afforded by, the
Gover lent policies to the oil industry, and you will notice that I do
not get up here and try to compare the industries-we realize how
important oil is, ve realize how closely it. should be under the aegis
of the administration vith its flexibility able to meet the situations.
All I an saying is our industry is dying, and we are asking for
some hell), and we think we should get, it, and we think we should take
this oil import quota, thing out of this legislation and let us battle
for our tariffs or whatever we want to in a more flexible situation
than if locking it. into the minds and hearts and the vested interests
of 535 legislators. Then it is goodbye.
Senator I.\NsEY. Mr. Chairman, would you yield for just a moment ?
The CA1ACM AN. I am through, Senator.
Senator IIxsEN. I happen to have some figures here, Senator McIntyre, which show the sales and net, profits of the nine publicly
through 1969.
1958
for the ears
owned footwear manufacturers
to follow:)
(The figure.,referred
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SALES AND NET PROFITS OF 9 PUBLICLY OWNED FOOTWEAR MANUFACTURERS, 1958-69
IDoll3r amounts in millions

Year

Net income

Industry-S:
.------------------------- $27.6
1958 .
34.3
1959 ----------.---------------33.4
1960 ---------------------------19.8
1961 ---------------------------38.1
------1962 ------------------32.3
1963 ---------------------------46.6
1964 -------------------------53.7
1965 ---------------------------64.8
1966 ---------------------------72.8
1967 ---------------------------87.2
1968 ............................
86.4
1969 ---------------------------Brown Shoe Co.:
8.5
1958 ------------------------------ 11.6
1959 ----------------------11.1
1960--------------------------10.5
1961 ----------------------------12.9
1962 ---------------------------12.4
1963 ----------------------------12.4
1964 ----------------------------14.3
1965 ----------------------------17.1
1966--------------------------19.0
1367 ----------------------------20.9
1968 ----------------------------16.3
1969 ----------------------------Endicott Johnson Corp.:
2.33
1958 ----------------------------2.52
1959 .............................
1.761960 ----------------------------12.22196 ---------------------------. 52
1962 ---------------------------4.271963 ----------------------------1.07
1964----------------------------1.11
1965 ----------------------------2.21
1966 ----------------------------1.54
1967 ----------------------------1.28
1968 ----------------------------.23
1969----------------------------Green Shoe Mfg.:
1.48
1958 ---------------------------1.70
1959 ----------------------------1.75
1960----------------------------1.86
1961----------------------------2.11
1962----------------------------1.91
1963 ----------------------------2.23
1964--------------------------2.51
----------------------------1965
2.56
1966 ----------------------------2.40
1967----------------------------3.49
1968 ----------------------------2.78
1969 ----------------------------Interco Inc.:
7.54
1958 ----------------------------9.21
1959 ----------------------------8.87
1960 ----------------------------5.19
1961 ----------------------------7.07
1962 ----------------------------5.49
1963 ----------------------------8.44
1964 ----------------------------10.88
1965 ----------------------------14.60
1966 ----------------------------18.63
---------------------------1967
25.09
1968 ----------------------------25.42
1969 ---------------------------Melville Shoe Corp.:
5.49
1958----------------------------6.16
1959----------------------------5.98
1960--------------------------5.99
1961 ----------------------------4.77
1962 ----------------------------4.81
1963----------------------------7.11
1964----------------.......-...
8.42
1965- -.------------------------11.19
1966------------------... -----14.37
1967 ---------------------------16.23
----------------------------1968
19.05
1969 -----------------------------

Net sales

Net incomenet sales
(percent)

Net worth

Net incomenet worth
(percent)

$881.9
997.6
1,133.2
1,142.2
1,253.1
1,266.4
1,331.9
1,450.7
1,699.0
1,859.4
2,179.5
2,377.0

3.1
3.4
2.9
1.7
3.0
2.5
3.5
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.0
3.6

$295.85
312.05
362.35
360.52
384.63
402.63
408.81
426.40
485.62
539.18
580.40
1 548.84

239.9
276.5
295.8
297.9
323.6
316.9
247.4
265.4
3006
326.7
375.2
395.0

3.5
4.2
3.7
3.5
4.0
3.9
5.0
5.4
5.7
5.8
5.6
4.1

67.35
75.35
82.54
88.63
96.47
109.09
97.36
99.65
109.90
120.65
129.80
143.55

12.6
15.4
13.4
11.9
13.4
11.4
12.8
14.4
15.6
15.8
16.1
11.4

134.6
146.1
141.5
133.0
129.3
118.4
127.1
129.5
145.4
140.9
174.0
160.0

1.7
1.7
1.19.1.5
3.5.8
.9
1.5
1.1
.7
.1

66.43
67.36
64.01
51.50
52.45
49.37
50.38
50.13
52.82
54.88
6.11
4 .19

3.5
3.7
2.623.61.2
8.52.1
2.2
4.2
2.8
2.3
.5

19.6
21.8
23.4
23.5
26.8
26.3
30.1
34.1
44.0
50.7
43.5
43.4

7.6
7.8
7.5
7.9
7.9
7.3
7.4
7.4
5.8
4.7
8.0
6.4

9.92
10.62
12.22
12.02
12.15
13.34
16.84
18.85
19.50
20.63

9.3
10.9
9.2
5.5
9.9
8.0
11.4
12.6
13.3
13.5
15.0
15.7

(3)
(3)

244.3
283.3
296.5
294.3
303.2
295.6
345.4
391.9
469.1
536.2
669.5
706.1

3.1
3.3
3.0
1.8
2.3
1.9
2.4
2.8
3.1
3.5
3.7
3.6

102.56
106.76
109.46
10.05
110.00
109.72
116.39
120.30
136.81
159.39
192.52
290.74

136.4
151.7
161.6
165.9
176.4
182.4
195.2
203.5
234.3
258.8
293.0
362.5

4.0
4.1(+)
3.7
3.6
2.7
2.6
3.6
4.1
4.8
5.6
5.5
5.3

37.56
38.36
39.20
39.64
43.56
47.02
52.20
59.53
69.00
(3)

(=)

(1)
17.7
17.5
17.3
15.9
18.4
18.8
15.2
12.7
17.9
13.5
7.4
8.6
8.1
4.8
6.4
5.0
7.3
9.0
10.7
11.7
13.0
12.1
(3)

(')
15.9
15.6
12.2
12.1
16.3
17.9
21.4
24.1
23.5
(1)
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SALES AND NET PROFITS OF 9 PUBLICLY OWNED FOOTWEAR MANUFACTURERS, 1958-69--Continued
[Dollar amounts In millions

Year

Net income

Shoe Corp. of America:
1958 --------------------------1959 --------------------------1960 -------------------------1961 --------------------------1962 --------------------------1963 --------------------------1964 --------------------------1965 --------------------------1966 --------------------------1967 --------------------------1968 ----------.--------------1969 ---------------------U.S. Shoe Corp.:

2.27
2.78
2.50
2.40
2.50
2.37
3.11
3.49
2.94
3.56
4.44
5.54

1959 -------------------1960 - -------------------1961 -----------.-------------1962 --------------------------1963 --------------------------1964 -----------.-------------1965 --------------------------1966 --------------------------1967 --------------------------1968 --------------------------1969 --------------------------Weyenberg Shoe Mfg. Co.:

Net incomenet sales
(percent)
Net sales

Net worth

107.1
118.2
126.7
130.0
165.9
177.9
209.2
235.0
257.7
264.1
271.1
281.0

2.1
2.4
2.0
1.8
1.5
1.3
1.5
1.5
1.1
1.3
1.6
2.0

24.03
25.76
27.15
28.52
29.95
30.84
28.82
29.55
33.33
35.23
38.01
(a)

9.4
10.8
9.2
8.4
8.3
7.7
10.8
11.8
8.8
10.1
11.7

3.
3.40
4.62
5.38
6.31
6.40
8.64
8.53
10.70
11.10

51.4
54.5
75.1
90.4
108.1
114.5
169.2
195.3
241.1
275.7

6.2
6.2
6.0
5.8
5.6
5.1
4.4
4.4
4.0

15.
17.19
24.68
29.84
34.11
36.94
51.34
55.94
60.73
83.14

19.5
19.8
18.7
18.0
18.5
17.3
16.8
15.2
17.6
13.4

3

8

3

1.42
1.55
1.68

.
19.1
19.6
19.8

)

1958-----------------------

3
Q

1959 ............................

1964----------.----------------

1965 --------------------------1966 -------------------------1967 --------------------------1968:-------------------------1969 ---------------------------

Wolverine Worldwide Corp.:

1958--------------------------1959 ----------------------1960---------------------1961 ---------------------------1962 ---------------------------1963 ---------------------------1964 ---------------------------1965 ---------------------------1966 ---------------------------1967 ---------------------------1968 --------------------------1969 ----------------------------

(3)

)()

1958----------------------

1960 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1
1961 ------------------------1962 ------------------------1963 -------------------------

Net incomenet worth
(percent)

1.73

1.75
1.76
1.93
2.13
2.26

20.3

21.4
22.9
31.9
50.9
52.5

.39
7.4
7.9
5
8.5

8.2
7.7
6.1
4.2
4.3

10.58
11.11
11.69
12.35

12.18
12.68
13.48
14.73
15.98

2
13.4
14.0
14.4
14.0

14-.4
13.9
14.3
14.5
14.1
(3

(3)()

(a

.

1.22
1.94
2.53
4.15
4.80
3.80
2.86
2.92
3.73

24.0
33.2
38.7
49.1
55.4
55.8
54.8
90.7
100.8

3.7

5.1
5.8
6.5
8.5
8.7
6.8
5.2
3.2
3.7

7.07
8.56
10.42
13.69
17.28
19.70
21.24

17.3
22.7
24.3
30.3
27.8
19.3
13.5
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1 8 companies, excluding Wolverine Worldwide Corp

7 companies, excluding Melville Shoe Corp. and Shoe Corp. America.
3 Not available.

Senator I,ANsFN. I note that for the year 1968 these nine companies

had their net income expressed '1n percentalges of their net worth and
it was 15 percent. For 1969 it was 15.7 percent. I have the specifics on
some of these companies, if you would be interested.
Senator MCNTYRw. flow many companies are you talking about?
Senator HANS.N. About
Senator MCIrTYnE. How many companies?
Senator H.NsEN. Nine. Brown Shoe Co., the Endicott-Johnson, the
Green Shoe Co., Interco, Melville Shoe Corp. of America, U.S. Shoe
Corp., Weyenberg Shoe Manufacturing, Wolverine, Brown Shoe Co.
If you would like these specifics, I have them here. And I think they
are pretty good.
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I (o not know any oil companies doing that well on their net. worth,
on their investment.
It would seem, Mr. Chairman, if I could make one further observation, that, the distinguished Senator from New Ihampshire has spoken
about the importance of oil and gas to our total energy requirements.
lie says correctly that 75 percent. of our energy comes fi'om oil and gas.
I quite agree with him that it does. More thami 99 percent of all of our
motive power comes from oil and gas, and I think it is far too important to this country to risk to the chicanery of foreign politicians
and for that very reason, for the very reason that we do have the continued assuranc of an adequate supply, President, Eisenhower back
in 1958 initiated this mandatory oil import )rogram, and I suggest
it has served us very well.
As a matter of fact, the distinguished Senator from New hampshire
wrote me on April 29-I will read the last paragraplh-he says:
An you may know, my bill would limit foreign imports of footwear to approximately 25 percent of domestic production. a figure which, I feel, is fair to
both the foreign and domestic producers. You can be sure that if you introduce

a bill which would raise the imports of crude oil to this level, I will be more
than happy to consider cosponsoring It.

I would .,all the attention of my good friend to the fact that the Oil
and Gas Journal for October 5 shows that. the imports of crude and
residual to this country, as of that day, amounted to 35 percent of t he
total produced in this country.
Senator MUCNTYRIE. Well, we know-first of all, let me answer your

question about your 10 or 11 or 12 big companies, big shoe companies.
Oh, yes, we have them. Tley are fine companies. They are vertically,
what, we call vertically, integrated. They mamfacture the shoe, they
(to some heavy im)Orltig, andthey also retail it.
But when you take a look at the other 700 shoe colll)anies, then you
see a profit i'ating that is very low indeed, and all have got to realize,
as I said before, that the industry itself has been lighting a losing
battle, declining year after year.
Now, in our own hearings this shibboleth was put to rest. When
you take the nine companies and insert their profit margins, it gil',s
the appearance that the shoe industry is very vital and growimg a, d a
dynamic industry.
It is not. It, is an industry in a great deal of dificiflty, otherwise. I

would not be here asking f r this quota allowance.
The CIrAM-tMx. Thank you very much.
Senator MCINTYRtE. Thank you, Mr. ('hairman1 .
The CJI
m.I,x. We have with us Senator Ernest Iollings of South
Carolina. I knowhe desires to particil)ate in the Senate pm-oceedimgs,
so I will call the Senator at this point.
STATEMENT OF HON. ERNEST F. HOLLINGS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Senator HOLTANOS. [r. Chairman and distinguished colleagues, to
complete the thought, of the discussion relative to the profits, of the
Senator from Wyoming on shoes, I do not have the shoe industry in
South Carolina, but the whole thrust is really not to help a company
make a profit. The whole thrust of these hearings is to preserve Anierican jobs and opportunity.
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I remember years back I went to the Elgin Watch Co. and I moved
it down to Souith Carolina in a little town iiamed Blaney, and we
renamed the town Elgin, S.C. It operated very successfully for 5
years. ihe State paid for the entire training program and everything
eise. But after 5 years of foreign competition, there is miot an"Elgin
watch made in America today.
What good is looking at the profit statement. They are making a
profit. Elghi Watch is making a profit. They know how to do it. But
what. has lhppened, unfortunately, my (listinguished colleague from
Wyoming, is that you are just moving it into warehousing.
I am increasing my ports. I live in a port town, I helped to develop
our port authority. I was always jealous of the Piedmont section of
South Carolina that had all the textile industry. I wanted it for my
hometown of Charleston. Now, the fact is I am getting it, but I am
getting it opening warehouse after warehouse, and storing those Hong
Kong and Japanese textiles, while the jobs are going overseas. That is
the picture.
It,
was just about 3 years ago, as a matter of fact, October 20, 1967,
that I last al)leared before this committee to testify in comection
vith textile inl)ort control legislation.
At the opening of the hearings back in 1967, the distinguishedd
chairman of this committee made a very telling comment, a comment
which made a dee) iml)ression ol me and many others who have
worked so long and hard to preserve vital textile jobs. That comment,
telling and true as it was in 1967, is even more poignantt today, as we
come to the realization that more than 60.000 textile and apparel jobs
have been lost in the last 12 months, alone.
At that time, you as chairman said: "Try explaining to a U.S.
textile worker who has just lost his job because of rising imports that
it is all in the national interest. Tell that to his family. Ilell them
their father was laid off so we could keep our international commitnlents."

Mr. Chairman, I can't explain it to the thousands of South Carolina
textile workers who lost their jobs in the last year. I can't explain it
to the tens of thousands more who have seen their lpayclecks shrunk
1)ecause the mill is operating only 3 or 4 (lays a week. I can't explain
it to te huln(reds of store owners, druggists,'bankers, truc'kers or State
and( municipal officials who have seen tlhe economic life of our textile
communities ,rind to a standstill.
Serious as the textile iml)ort, problem was back in 1967, it has 1 ecome progressively worse. In 1967 textile imports amounted to about.
2 (; million square yards. In 1968, thev increased to 3.3 billion. Auotlhr record level w'as set by the 3.6 billion square yar(ls in 1969, and
so f.,r this year they are entering this country at an animal rate of
4.4 billion square yards, and admittedly you can show a profit stateIllmit ill some of these textile companies. because they are learilinix
hiow to play the game and to move into offshore operations. TIn 196R,
r,.-Iliving that textile imports were gettimu. coml)letelv out of hand,
the Senate took decisive action to correct the situation. It amroved,
1w a vote of 55 to 31, my amendment which provided for onantitative
co,,f'Ilsonoi textile imports based on the 1961-66 level of imports.
I however, we were unable to hold the amen(ment in conference. Once
again, in December of 1969. tile Senatv affixed the Textile-Shoe Quota
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Act to the Tax Reform Act, but once again the House knocked it out.
Mr. Chairman, tile bill which has been al)l)rovNed by the I louse Ways
and Means Committee contains a much more liberal approach to
solving the textile import problem, but, nevertheless, it gives the
President additional authority to get, the job done.
The bill places heavy emphasis on negotiated agreements, since, any
nation which enters into a voluntary agreement wit i the United States
limiting textile iml)orts will not be subject to the statutory limitationl'
of the textile section. At the same time, however, it. provides an automatic system of quotas for those nations which refuse to negotiate.
Much has been said about, all of the dire consequences of this bill.
We have been told that. prices will rise, that everyl)ody will retaliate
against, our exports and that we will l)e starting a trade war.
The truth of the matter is that, we Iave been in a trade war for a
number of years and we have been losing it. The time is long overdue
for us to bring our 26-year-old trade policies in line with the hard
realities of tile seventies.
This mucl-bandie(1-about concept of massive retaliation simply is
not, true. Tihe basic thrust of the textile section of the bill is negotiation; negotiation of agreements which will be acceptable to both sides.
So no one can rightly talk about retaliation in the, legal sense.
When it comes to practical retaliation, the same is true. Anyone who
has carefully studied the pattern of international trade-as it actually
exists-not as the free traders would like us to think it exists-knowvs
that Japan and the other major trading countries buy their products
whenever and wherever they can get tie best bargains and trading
conditions.
Let's take Japan, for example, because whmen we talk about textile

imports, the major portion of our problem lies vith Japan. Last year,
Japan accounted for about one-third of our textile imports. 111e hiad a
textile trade deficit with Japan in excess of $500 million last year, yet,
when we talk about, restraining imports, we hear the cry of "retalia-

tion" from Japan.
Admittedly, Japan is the best market in the vorld for our agricultural products.
Japan buys these commodities from us in such large volume for one
reason. She gets the best prices and trading conditions from the United
States. When that ceases to exist she will stop.
In the l)ostwar )eriod, the Japanese economy has mo'ed ral)idly
away from an agricultural economy to one which is basically inu(ls-

trialized. With an overall gIowth il g'oss national productt of 10 to

14 percent-far greater tlan outrs-Japani has become the second
largest industrial l)ower in the free world. Japan's heavy industry is
outpacing its light industries. The percentage of labor'employed in
agriculture is declining steadily. The processilig of imported raw

materials into finished prodttcts with a higher increment of labor is
the foundation of time Japanese industrial economy. In that way,
J.apan can take advantage of its huge low-wage labor'force to compete
In markets throughout, the world.

The whole Japanese economy is structures toward importing raw
materials, consuming many of them at. home, and reprocessing the

rest, for its huge export, trade.
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'Japan is a large buyer for American tobacco. Much of this is grown
in my own State of South Carolina, and we are not about, to jeopardize
such an import-alit market for one of our basic agriculture products.
Blut 01alan bluys tobacco in the IUnited States because tie quality is
best, and her people have developed a taste for American tobacco.
Jal)il buys soybeans in the United States, because the United States
is the only country capable of sulpplying the volume .Jal)an needs. This
year we will sell ,Jal)an about 100 million bushels of soybeans. Her next
largest sul)1)lier in 1969 was Conununist China with 13.8 million
l)lshels.
Mainland China has recently reduced its soybean production. All
other nations together sold Jai)an about 13 milion bushels last, year.
Any notion that these nations could take oer the 100-million-bushel
A merican export market is sheer nonsense.
Tem same is true with cotton. .Jal)an buys cotton in the. United States
because it is available in the p'oper qualities, and the United States will
lie ) finance purchases.
Cotton is a prime example now, Mr. Chairman, of the fact. that there
is little or no relationship between wtlla a major exporting country
like Jal)an buys and sells abroad. J)uring the p ast 5 to 10 years whel
,Jal)anese textile. exports to the United States have grown so rapidly,
and you would think as a result they would purchase an increasing volmime of cotton from the ITnited States. There has not been any comparal)le growth, and her cotton )urchases from the United States have
not grown.
On the other hand, Mexico imports virtually no cotton textile. prod]ets fromIaj pa. They are not. allowed. Yet last year Japan imported
more raw cotton from'Mexico than from the United States. You do not
allude a l)artictilar commodity of an agricultural product to the items
in trade.
Case after case can be cited to illustrate the fact that, retaliation and
reciprocity in international trade are nothing but myths. The talk of
retaliation is nothing but, ani en)ty threat designed to kee l ) the United
States off guard while exporting nations shop the world for the best
bargains and dump their low-wage finished l)rodicts on the American
market in ever-grow ing volumes.
ile threat of rising consider prices or shortages of su))ly is, likewise, nothing but a ploy. What, interest does the United States-Japan
'Trvade Council have, which puts out all these booklets, which gets more
than 90 percent, of its financial support from the Japanese Govern.
mnent.? Now, tie .lalaiiese, why are they so interested in keeping prices
down for the American consumer? Does anybody really buy that bill
of goods?
They have flooded Members of Congress and the press with their
propaganda charging that this bill will hurt the consumer. This simply
Is not borne out, by the facts of tile situation, and particularly the performance reco'(d of textile Iices under the long term arrangement
for cotton textiles. Look at that closely. TPhe price of textile products
is determined by a number of factors, )ossil)ly the most basic of which
is the l)roduct mi-ix, which is available to department store buyers and
their customers. There is a "high" line. and various gradations of
- and low-price rodiets available. This poduct. mix would
noitime

not be chiangred one iota by the bill pending before. this Committee.
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The bill permits imports at a very high level and would perinit
annual increases. As a matter of fact, as the bill now stands, increases ill imports could occur whether or not there was an increase
in the size of the domestic market. Since the basic thrust of the bill
is negotiation, there would be no massive rollbacks; both parties in a
negotiated agreement would have to be satisfied, so there could hardly
be any major restrictions which would result in shortages.
As a matter of fact, our State departmentt recently negotiated a
comprehensive bilateral agreement with Malaysia, which is one of
the most generous ever negotiated. It gives them a quota of 25 million
square yards in the tirst. year and provides for substantial annual increases. This is a liberal starting point since Malaysia's current, level
of imports to the United States is about 17 million square yards.
(otton textile imports have been regulated by a type of voluntary
restraint, since 1961; US, imports of cotton textiles have more than
doubled, an(i this occurred during a period when the domestic market for cotton textiles was leveling off', because of the intense conpet ition from manmade tiber textiles.
It is most enlightening to look at, what, has happened to cotton
textile prices mnder the LTA. This was the point I was about to make
a second ago. In 1969, the wholesale price for cotton textile prices was
only one-tenth of 1 percent higher than it was in 1960, 9 years ago.
Mr. Chairman, there are some 7.000 textile companies in the LUnited
States. They keep the l)rices (town through competition. Thie record
l)roves that. The only textile product Wvhich is coml)etely under
foreign control is silk. The silk wholesale price ind~ex in 1!)f'9 was
169.7. Compare this to the 101 for textile mill products, and yoln see
a solid example of why this bill need not result in any rlses in prices
for textile products.
Mr. Chairman, our Govermnent, has had a commiteneit to tle textile industry and its employees to get this 1)roblel solved for more
than a decade-ever since Senator Pastore lield extensive hearings on
the plight of the industry and President Kennedy )roclaimed( his
textile program on May 2, 1961.
But the textile industry and its 2.4 million emlloyees is being led
down the road to oblivion along a trail of broken. promises and unfilled commitments.
.Mr. Chairman, we have waited too long, and tile stakes are too
high to put, off any longer, action which will bring tie trading nations
of the world to the bargaining table to work out agreements which
will preserve for the American textile worker his rightful share of
the job opportunities offered by our own textile in(lust ry.
I appreciate very much, Mr. Chairman and distinguished colleagues,
you allowing ine to appear and, more particularly, the Finance Coimittee taking up at this time-it is somewhat out of order-a trade
bill, to consider it for reporting out to the Senate in the closing (lays.
The hour is late, and I commend the committee for its consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator. I made reference to this earlier when you
were not here, but now that you are here, I think I will make reference
to it because of its iml)ortance to you.
Some very fine people came to me, one of whom is a member of the
Jalpanee Parliament. Th'is man. a very ltared imall. I believe lie at
one time served as the Japanese Anbassador to the Soviet. Union,
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which proves he is a very brilliant and able man, both recognized by
the people and al)pointed! by his government to fulfill important responsibilities for that nation, that man could not, understand, rather
than just come and shout, about, protectionism in this country, why
we would be moving to l)ut quotas on textiles and on steel and other
commodities moving in here from Japan.
Ile showed me an editorial in the New York Times, which is about,
the sanme day of the visit. That editorial said that we have a big
balance, a favorable balance, of trade and, therefore, we should (to
more of this because this is the way, and the only way, we could ho)e
to correct, our otherwise unfavorable balance of payments, and that
is about what our friends in foreign nations are readiig.
I think you are aware of the fact that the New York Times is the
only, American newspaper that is read in most of these embassies
outsi(le of the United States. and even the Wall Street Journal pll)lishes that kind of information. People cannot understand why we
would be so concerned.
And so I undertook to show that. gentleman that those figures are
not correct. That on the )lus side they are including under o111 exports
all of the stuff we are giving away under Public Law 480, that is, the
agricultural surplus, that is being disposed of, for which we are getting
no money, nothing.
For example, the last year for which I have figures, 1969, that was
$2 billion. Then they are pricing those imports on an f.o.b. basis, that.
would be what they are worth in a foreign country, but that does not
include the price of hauling them over there.
So when you crank into your calculations the fact that 96 percent
of the tonnage is mo'vina in foreign bottoms, paying foreign seamen,
you find you have to add about 10 )e'cent to tiat foreign value figure
to se what we are paying over here. That is what we are really
)aying.
If you make those adjustments the way the International -Monetary
Fund does it, and 1969 that $1.2, billion favorable item becomes a
minus $4.4 bIillion.
Now, I think you can see the difference. If you are making a profit
in what you aredoing, it is a good argument to say you ought to do
more of the same.
But if you are losing money, then the argument goes just the other
way around, and since you are losing money you cannot afford to
do this.
Now, that. year our liquidity showed minus $7,221 million, of which
more than half, in fact, I suppose if you make all the bookkeeping
corrections to the effect, that that. year was unusually high because certain items had been postponed for'tle previous y'ear, most of that would
1)0 accounted for right, here in this trade balance, and if you go I)ack
then. and start with 1965 through 1969, make those two'simple corrections, take out the giveaways under Public Law 480 for which you
are being paid nothing, and tfien add the freight,. bill in there that you
are paying the foriign people, instead of making a profit of $15.5 )ilion, as we have been told in our newspapers and in the handouts
around the world, including the official l)resentations before this
committee, we lost $10,600 million. This is a, difference there of $26
billion, official misstatements of fact, Senator, but that had a lot to
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do with the plight of the textile industry about, which you have spoken
so eloquently here today.
Senator IOLLINGS. Mr. Chairman, you just. pointed out that it. is
sheer economic stu)ildity. There is no other way to describe it.
1 frankly hold the highest respect for the Japanese, their people,
their government, and I wish I had Sato and Aichi handling this l)rOblem rather than Nixon and Rogers. [ Laughter.] We would have had
it solved long ago. They know what they are dmng. I think Japan is
l)robably one of the most fascinating studies, certainly as the chairman
from the F oreign Relations Committee here could tell you, )rolaly
Japan is the. most, Tokyo is the most, important cal)ital in the worldly
today.
You have got Russia, you have got China, you have the Far East
problem, and you have got, this economic giant. that is growing, intentionally knowing what they are doing. Tihey have set their course,
disciplineil their l)eol)le. They are rebuilding" their nation and they
have disciplined their people to suffering and denying themselves
somewhat. so that, economically they can build themselves into the most
powerful nation in the histo-ry of the. world.
Herman Kahn, at the Huidson Institute, says in the year 2000 the
average per capita income of the Japanese citizen will exceed that, of
the American citizen.
Now, it. is not, just, low wages. They go about it, the government
is the business, the business is the bank, the )ank is the government.
They just all operate in that fashion. They all take the way they
price their things, the overhead, tie maintenance, the research, tile
production, and all of those other costs, go on to time domestic product, where, if you buy a Toyota in Tokyo it costs you al)out. 25 percent more than it costs in Baton Rouge, La. 'They are going to get,
that foreign market and, at. the same time, when 1 talk about it, you
have got the second most, powerful industrial nation in the world
that, has got the 20th per capita income.
They do have problems in urban Mlight and sewage. I would like
to rum politically in that country right. now, because they have more
of these domestic l)roblems than we have. But the way the government runs it, they do not. have any l)roblem, and they keel) selling
the bill of goods about the 30 years and Cordell Ilull and recil)rocal
free trade, and leave off the word "reciprocal," and also trade policies
enunciated and adopted by our Government wvhen we had a monopoly

in technology.
Today we only have a monopoly in technology in aircraft and conl)uters. 'Other than that, the Jal)anese, the WVest. Germans, all these
other governments are running circles around us, and you just. cannot
compete under the shibboleth of free trade with a lower standard
of living.
They 'have got, o lower standard, we have got, a higher standard,

and you are going to have to take hard, fast business measures that are

not sounding in the realm of music and harmony and history of (ordell luil, and get. it. back u l) to (late where ve are in this country

and get hard nosed about it, and make absolutely certain that. we call

trade, that it is mutual, that it is reciprocal, but it is not just all one
way, and we keep patting each other on the back about how great we

are, we have got heart.
51-3S9-70-It. 1--22
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We are just. going to stand around naked oil the corner before long
if we Continue this particular policy, and I would hope that after this
hearing, and we do get, this bill out, that they would really look at it
and find out where our trado is headed.
The Ja)anese in 3 years' or 4 years' time are not going to bother
us about, textiles. They (1o not vant it. They are going to move oil to
something better. They will move on to something better, and we will
l)e tl) here (liscussing textiles, I guess, with the Koreans and the
1lilippines, and India. Sears, Roebuck is moving into New 1)elhi
right now. They know where they are going.
The American b)usinessman, Senator Hansen, is going to malke his
lrotit. lBit Japan is not going to ]old on to this particular industry
that just does not pay the top wage, an(1 they can move on to more
sophisticated things, and take over other things like the boatbuilding,
electronics, radios, TV, transmissions now for the Ford automobiles,
and everything else, and they are going a)out it in a calculated way
while we are reciting history to each other.
The (,.m.n\.N. I am sure you (o not want, to give the impression,
nor (o 1, that we have anything but the highest regard for tile
Japanese and for their industrial leaders and their government leaders. We are only talking about what our policies should be.
I nuist say that to the everlasting credit of that government, so
far as I know, they are not giving their people misleading sets of
facts to go by, lea(ling their government to think, or their people
to think, that, they can afford a great number of things that they
cannot afford as I regret to say our Go'ermient has been doing to is
with these kinds of misleading figures to which I have been referring.
Senator IIoIt, N;s. Right.
The Ci [AIRMA'N. Senator Hansen.
Senator Talma(lge.
Senator TA\L-.NMDGE. I just, want to compliment Senator Hollings on
his statement.
Senator ITOLLIoGS. Thank you very much. I do appreciate what
the distinguished Senator from Georgia is doing.
I mentioned Senator Pastore. I know the Senator from Georgia
has been to Geneva and has been working representivf us in this
Finance Committee, and knows of this particular concern by the
t.T*.
Government. for many years, and T am following his leadership
on this committee.
The CiTAIr..\-. Senator Fulbright.
Senator FULIRITIIIT. T want to compliment the Senator. Ie always
makes a very forceful and interesting presentation of whatever lie
talks about.
I only regrette(l
Senator ToHANCms. That is not going to help me at home.
[Laughter.]
Sena tor FULrnRj, IIT. YOU mean the fact th at I say it. [Laughter.]
Senator T-tOLLINo,s. ie and I are friends. We have discussed this.
Senator FULnRIiT. IS it true, as the senior Senator from South!
Carolina has reported, that every time my name is mentioned in
South Carolina it makes him sick to hi .tomaeh?
s. Well, I had to follow him down at. Boys' State
Senator Tom~ior
right after lie made that statement: yes, sir.
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Senator FuLmBiir. I rettret that South Carolina has so far departed from the usual attitude of many rural agricultural States.
it used to share our views in Arkansas al)out cotton and rice. I (o
not. think you ever produced many soybeans, hut you have become
, o rich now with textile mills that you have lost interest in our )or
farmers in Arkansas.
There was a time when South Carolina had a different attitude
toward trade with agriculture, but I do not blame you for that. I
mean, if I represented South Carolina, I am sure I would feel just
tl same.
We (to have some textiles inArkausas, and I am very much interested
in preserving then and giving then a fair shake, o'f course.
But what bothers vie about this bill is whether or not the remedy
to the )roblem is the correct one.

t noticed that those supporting tile bill say very little about chang-

in g, for example, the foreign aid bill and giving away not, only agrici ltural commodities, but giving away vast, sums of ar'ms to help peOp1e fight each other, such as we had much to do with arming both sides
inthe Indian and Pakistan war, as a specific matter.
We have given vast amounts of arms to Israel, I think on occasion
we have given them to Jordan. We are almost glad to give arms to
anybody lf they agree to use them.
Whv'is itthat some of the other of these line policies that. we have
followed have not. been mentioned?
With regard to the war, for example, you mentioned the Japanese.
f agree vith everything you said about the Japanese. They are a remuarkable leol)le and they handle their aiairs very well. They made
more money out of the war than any other single country at. our expense; isthat not correct ?
Senator ILIOLLItSNs. No question about it.
Senator FuI'muim'r. I have no criticism of them. They didn't start
the war. As long as wve are foolish enough to throw our money and
men away like that, why, there is no reason why they should not make
itas well as somebody else.
And, of course, Korea has made a lot of mney out of the ar and
continues to make it,as does Taiwan.
I expect they are about in that order, that Japan is the biggest, beneliciary-well, i)robably, Taiwan is next ; and then Korea ; and then the
Phili)pines. They are all profiting, and Singapore. There is vast develol)ment in Siigapore t6day, but these are things that are not tile
remedies here of cutting off trade and beginning going down that
road.
The only question I raise about it,I grant there isa problemm, the
question about this bill is whether this is the right remedy. Couldn't
we (1o other things that are much more beneficial to our people than to
go down this road of putting on qoutas.
We had this experience before. We had similar prol)lems in the
twenties. We all know what happened in the Smoot-Ilawley era, and
while I know there lots of changes in the world, itworries me that we
are to start down that road again. For a long time, at least, long before
I came into this body, there develol)ed the idea that trade-reciprocal
and exl)anded free trade-for a county such as ours with the technology and the capacity for organization and production.
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Have we been wrong all this time-I have all open mind-maybe
we ought to reconsider our system. Russia uses a government sponsored
barter rather than free trade. They made progress, but we have believe(l up to now they did not make as much as we did with regard to
standard of li-ing.
I am )erfectly willing to be proven wrong. But I think, and 'I submit, that 2 days of hearings are not a very long time to prove a case
that for 30 or -10 years we have been going the other way. Ihat is the
only question al)out it.
Senator I IO1LIN(;s. Could I interject ?
Senator lIULmIimiir. Certainly.
Senator loLmT-Nos. We had not been taught the other way, quotas in
and of themselves are not evil. The fact of the matter is that we have
had under the lea(lershil) of P resident John F. Kemedy, since we got
into the short-term arrangements around June, or maybe it, was August of 1961, for a year, and then we extended it for 5 years. But the
point, is 34 nations, including Japan, have agreed on quotas, quotas on
cotton textiles, an(l rather than start down the road, as you indicated,
and glibly we use too often the expression, Smoot-Hawley, SmootI Iawley-I do not know who they are-but I (o knowSenator FUIMIGImIT. Well, I can tell you.
Senator IIOLLIN.\s. I know. The Japanese kee l ) telling me, they put
out, these portfolios. I do not, want to hear about Smoot-Ilawley. I
want. to show you a program that has worked; namely, cotton textile

quotas.
Senator FULBRIGIIT. You mean voluntarily.
Senator -OLLING. Voluntarily. The consumer has )een protected.
Senator FuiLRImmom'T. Nobody objects to that.
Senator HoLmx ,s. Nobody'has objected to that. But as Senator Talmadge pointed out so eloquently on the floor during that debate, that it
would dam half a river. We got it on cotton but we ( id not get,it on manmade fibers and woolens, and, as a result, they went, around and inundated those )arts of the textile industry, and'what we want to get, is a
comprehmisive solution to what we already have found to be tried and
true and tested and, extended already three times by these trading nations, and not. on Smoot-Hawley and on its terms, and we would be
turning the clock back, it sounds like one of those New York Times'
editorials.
The fact is otherwise. Let me point out another thing, too, because I
disassociate myself from the idea that somehow-and you and I are
always talking about polarization, categorizing and classifying, to fall
immediately into this either/or syndrome, if you go for this, then you
are against, agriculture, the opposite is true.
I have just attested to that. WVe are trying our best to su)port our
cotton farmers. But the fact of the matter is that we have practically
thrown open the door and allowed these cotton textiles to come in
that had not increased the consumh)tion by Japan of cotton from the
United States, but rather has increased it from Mexico where they
(1o not let any Japanese text iles come in at all.
Now, the ,tobacco farmer, the cotton farmer, they raise those argumnents, and I (1o not go along with the idea that somehow now I am
going with textiles andl have had to abandon the agricultural products. I am sure there is no more leading agricultural Senator in this
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country than Senator Talmadge, and he is known for that, and ho0
would'not dare for a second sacrifice the welfare of the American
farmer for the textile industry or any other industry, and I just do
not find that line of reasoning going at all.
Senator FiuiwRU.ivr. Well, as I say, 1 (to not pretend to know all
the answers. But I have here, Mr. Chairman, today a letter from the
American Farm Bureau Federation, which is certainly an11 illportant
organization.
Senator I IOLLINGS. hmI)ortant insurance company ies , yes.
Senator FULBRIOIT. What?
Senator IlomL Xu;s. Important insurance companies in the country.
Senator FULBRLOIIT. Are you saying, then, that you do not think

they have any interest in agriculture?
Senator HOLLINGS. Yes; they have an interest. You are jumping to
the other extreme. Their major interest is insurance. I have. watehled
them operate, and I see them ul) here wanting all kinds of quotas and
fin(fing for beef quotas, milk ouotas. They have come to see me. I
have helped them. But then wl'en we got a quota to try to get some
semblance-you understand now this p)articular trade bill you say,
considering ihe 2 days of hearings, this is a flexible open ended aithorization to the President of the U-nited States that does not really
fix ini law the quota.
Th'lle fact is we have had about 12 years of hearings. We had a hearing on this specific thing already back in 1967 when it, passed the
Senate.
We had other discussions and floor debate and everything else in
December this past, year wlien again textiles and shoes passed the Senate by 65 votes, two-ihirds of the U.S. Senate.
It is not ill-considered and wandering off into some road-as you
indicate that going to means disasterr, alld send us back to SmootHawley. It has been well-considered, and it has been considered by
the American Farm Bureau, and they just-with the Japanese, heek,
back in 1968 when we l)assed it in March, the next thing you know
with the Agriculture Department the Japanese Government had my

Governor in South Carolina, and the Governor of North Carolina
running around Tokyo.
Now, we have gotten to this point that, the ASC committees in
South Carolina have mailed out a leaflet to every cotton and textile
farmer telling exactly what you are talking about, but. that is the
crowd pulling the strings, and [ have competed with them, and I
think it is fine we identify and really know what. is going on. This is
not to hurt the farmer, it'is not going to hurt. that farmer, but it will
stabilize the textile industry so they will have a chance to compete.
Senator Fuummirr. Well, for whatever it is vorthi, this letter,
signed IMr.
by
Charles Shuman, president of the American Farm
Bureau Federation, which happens to be quite active inl my State;
of courses, each State has its own bureau and they are more, or less,
I suppose, devoted to insurance and agriculture, but, they are among
some of the best farmers ill Arkansas. They belong to this organiimport
zation, and they simply in this letter say they oppose textile
quotas, inl)ort quotas on shoes and mandatory quotas on oil.
I ask unanimous consent to put the entire letter in the record.,
ISpe p. 760.
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Senator FtIummirl(

. I

also

received

today

a telegram

fioni

Mr. Kennetlh 1). Naden, executive vice president of the National
Council of Farmner Cooperatives. They say that the. threats posed by
the position of the House Ways and Mleans Committee are of urgent
concern to the U.S. farmers ald their cooperatives, and they urge tle
committee to examine the elements of this bill in great detail in order
to assess the damage which could result to U.S. farmers, exporting
firms, consumers, and others.
For whatever it. is worth, I believe, they requested an opportunity
to l)e heard. I am aware that we will hear the I)epartment of Agriculture later today.
I (io not think these organizations oppose all of the provisions in
this bill, nor do 1. It is those items which the administration itself
opposes. Some of them oppose it, on the ground it is being connected
with the social seccurity bill. Some provisions have been subjected to
study for 12 years, that the Senator mentioned.
Bt take the DISC proposal that is in here. I never heard of it
before until this bill. In fact., I never heard of it until Friday, I guess
it. was, the first. day of the hearing.
There are items, in other words, in here that have not been of general knowledge. The great, discussion which has been going on here
about the value added taxes and the possibility of that-these are
new in this country. It is true they have been in force in places like
France and Germany for a number of years, but the first time I ever
heard of that was about 2 years ago frjm Stanley Surrey, who used
to I)e in the I)epartment of the Treasury. I asked h1im to make a study
and lrel)ort about this.
lie did report, and was very strongly against it, not because Of the
purposes which we may entertain here but because he said if you go
down that line it is mu-ch simpler and better and easier to just put in
a sales tax whih would have domestic application, would excuse the
exporter from any sales tax. He thought it vould achieve the same
result, in a much simDipler way which would be that expensive.
But I think, to be fair about it, all of this bill has not been considered. There is one thing in particular which is a very intriguing
thought, and I am not atie sure how to deal with it because I had
not heard it before until the chairman pronounced it this morning,
and that is we have been losing money all along here on international
trade because we did not take into account, the delivery costs-that
is, the cost of delivering goods to this country. If you include those,
we would have been losing money most, if "not all, of the time in
recent. vears.
This is a new angle to it that 1 had not heard before.
I was given these figures, for example, that IU.S. textiles and shoe
imports from certain countries-these are the main countries, were
about $1,924,660,000, I guess it is, and the agricultural exports to the
same countries were $4,046,000,000.
I wondered if you know what, the average cost of delivery or what
percentage of the total cost of agricultural commodities of this
sort are; is it as much as 50 percent of the value?
Senator HoLI~Nos. I do not know, sir.
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Senator Fummimir.mT It seems rather unusual that $4 billion worth,
even though you leave out of both accounts the cost of delivery, that
this wouldbring up the textile iml)orts from as much as $1.9 billion to
nearly $4 billion.
I do not know hov to deal vith that, do you ? Can you throw any
further light on that,? In other businesses, of course, the l)urclaser
always pays the cost of delivery, doesnt he ? It is included in his price.
SenatorI ouLLjNus. Exactly. '
Senator FuURImmIIT. And from a competitive point of view the 1)oor
people who l)urchase our soybeans in Japan have to pay insurance
and freight, too, don't they ?
Senator IloLmxos. Well, 1 think the factor is laid, but I think it
isthe accounting method that the distinguished Chairman points out,
we never have accounted for those in giving out, the statements rel)eate(lly about the favorable balance of payments. If they, were included "ineverything else, it would be very, very unfavorable, rather
than favorable.
Senator FuITImr, IIT. But don't, they include those in two different
accounts, I mean, we do, I assume, have accounts as to the profitability of our Merchant Marine, and it appears, whether it is profitable
or unprofitable. I do not know how much it is. Of course, other countries have emphasized their Merchant Marine more than we have.
I expect the Greeks have an enormous favorable balance on their Merchant Marine and we have an unfavorable balance; isn't that the way
they keel) the accounts?
Senator IoLLIx
o, Sir.
e.
Senator FummmiITu.
Aid the trade is sel)arate in a State alone.
Senator HOLLINOS. I believe that is true.
Senator Fuisloimm
r. If that is true, your balance of trade would
be one figure, your overall balance of payments would be another
and, of course, we have had a big deficit in our balance of payments
for a number of years since the dollar gap. It was not very long
ago that, I guess before you came to the Senate that, we were urged
to give away these goods, to do all sorts of things to close the dollar
gap because all of our friends were broke. You remember that ?
enator HOL LINGS. NO, sir. I sure don't remember that one.
Senator FULBRIoiiT. Don't you remember talking about it and hearing about, it ?
Senator HOLLINGS. I remember the expression dollar gap. I didn't
realize we had actually seriously l)roposed we would give. away everything because our friends were broken, during my lifetime.
Senator FUIBRIGIHT. I oversimplified and overstated it, but in the
fifties we had $24 billion in gold, and the Europeans were broke.
That, is why the Marshall Plan came up-to revive them. The idea
was to revive their economy, make them function again, to keel) them
from going Communist. That was the big argument made in those
days.for the Marshall Plan.
Senator ]tOLIANGS. And it has been very successful.
Senator FULmRIGI. The Marshall Plan was.
Senator IIOL[MNGS. Yes.
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Seltor FULunoIGT. But none of the others have been very successfitl. But this is an about-face. This, like all other communities, is
veiy slow to adjust. 'The concept was valid in those days. But we
still continue to give away, don't we
Senator ILOLLIN.S. We certainly do.
Senator FujLmm T (continuing). Arms, food, all those things. This
is what really is wrong with our balance of payments. What I would
like, what I am suggesting to you, is that we consider some of these
matters, such as stopping the war and then cutting down about fourfifths of these overseas bases. We have got some 380 of them around
the world, and to stop these aid programs which continue to give
away all sorts of things.
Senator I-LoLrINos. Senator, I do not believe we can wait until we can
solve the entire l)roblem, and I am sure you agree. The Government
has to order its priorities, and when you have got a basic industry
found backed by the Department of )efense as the second most important to the national security, attested to time and again during the
fifties and early sixties under President Kennedy, and you look to
find just where is that industry in your economy and how it relates
to your national security, one silver lining in the (lark cloud of Vietnalni, if it can ie characterized as such, is not. backup in the Korea in
the cold zone, but. back in the torrid zone because if we were back
in Korea we would have to fight with Japanese uniforms and Italian
shoes.
Maybe that is why the President went to Rome. [Laughter.]
Senator

FUTLBRIGIIT.

The Secretary of Commerce testified this morn-

ing that the textile industry as a whole is prosperous. Is that not
so ?

Senator ILOLTN-.C. No, sir. I can tell you right now.
Senator FtLmIRIOiHT. That the industry as a whole is not )rosperous ?
Senator IIOLLmNOS. No, sir; it is not.
Senator FULBITOIIT. I thought we were incorrectly informed this
morning about both volume of sales and the profits of the industry as
a whole, textile and apparel industries. Well then, I misunderstood
him or lie wasSenator IHOLLINGS. Yes, sir. I do not doubt for a second those statements have been made by the opposition, and they continue to be made,
and we went into that, and I can certainly provide the committee with
the coml)arable analysis with all American industry, vith other investments, with return on capital, their profit, and everything else.
There are some companies that still have maintained a profit, but
they have been in large measure going overseas, that is where we lost
the 60,000 jobs.
•'hey just do not close down and quit. doing business, they are going into offshore operations, and many of the shoe operations, many of
the textile operations, to the Philippines, IoIong Kong, they have made
arrangements, and iin Jal)an.

Senator FU.IIRI(GT. One other thing I did not mention. I won't belabor this, and this is we have active affirmativ, programs giving incentives to American business to invest abroad.
We give them guarantees, we have a big guarantee program which
you could stop very easily, and it won't disrupt much and stop the
trend toward American business being given an incentive to go abroad.
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Senator HoLINGs. On1 that particular point, there was a self-defeating Appalachia program, for example, where in. A)palachia you
could readily train the individual to perform in tile textile industry,
he could be highly productive in. a short period of time. It was an.
opportunity for black employment, black capitalism. It, is, I think,
17 percent of the textile industry in my State, about 17 percent is
Negro employment, perhaps above that now, because tile trend is
gradually rising.
So here are all of these programs for the improvement of economic
ol)portunity to the underprivileged, the Negro, the Appalachia white,
and we are paying out some $499 million in Appalachia, while these
textile jobs move overseas right and left and patting ourselves on the.
back at the same time about how smart we were, one canceling out

the other.
Senator FuIumucIIT. Well, Senator. you make a very perstiasive
statement.
With reference to my first statement, I will ask that that he stricken
from tile record, as I would not want to say anything to embarrass
you.

Senator ILOLLiNOS. No, sir. I was being facetious about a good
friend.
Senator Fvmnimciir. I would be very glad to condemn you if that
would help you more, as being one of the most backward men I have
ever seen, if that pleases you and your constituents. [Laughter.]
The Cimm..N. Senator Hansen.
Mr. Chairman, let tie compliment tile distill-iNsrN.
Senator
guished Senator from South Carolina on his statement, and harborl-

ing the possible fear he lmay have misunderstood me, 1 hasten to point
out, I am not objecting one bit to the type of legislation that the distinguished Senator from New Iaml)shire, Mr. Mclntyre, is supporting.

I cosponsored every one of his bills, just as I have, as the (listinguished Senator from South Carolina knows, cosponsored every one
of his bills.
T did point out-I am not certain that the Senator from South
Carolina was in here at the time-that Senator Mclntyre wrote me
saying that, if we could put. some reasonable level on oil imports,
around 25 percent, he would be happy to consider cosponsoring suel
legislation.
Yesterday I called his attention to the fact that the Oil and Gas
.Journal on October 5 pointed out that crude oil and resi(lual imports
into the country as of that (late did not approximate 25 percent of
our domestic production. but rather 35 percent, and I fin( it a little
difficult to understand why the Senator from New Hampshire takes
one l)osition that expre.ses concern for employees in his State andi
then blandly dismisses the concern that we have for all of those in
the petroleum industry whose jobs are dependent ipon our domestic
operations here and who, at the same. time, seem to understand no
relationship at, all between domestically l)roduced gas and oil and
national security.
I want to say that I think you have made an excellent statement.
I concur wholeheartily with you. We can talk about a lot of other
things that we might do, 1)ut I think we can very properly say how
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many more jobs are we going to lose in addition to those 60,000 we
have lost just, this last year before we decide we had better be doing
something about it.
Senator ,Javits of New York has introduced an amendment to the
apl)ol)priatioiis bill. lie and Senator Nelson have introduced a bill
which voul add nearly -$150 million, about $149 million 300-plus,
to train people who have lost jobs, among other things. I would much
rather keep those jobs, just as I know the distinguished Senator from
South Carolina would.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator I 1I.IN(os. Mr. Chairman, let me also thank the Senator
from IIVvoming. I am fully aware and constantly appreciative here
for his support for our textile problem.
The CmI.\IAN. Senator, while you are here I would like to say
for the, benefit of my colleague, he was not here, I am sure he was
busy in the Foreign Relations, Committee, but in 1966 we held a hearing on this very problem of misleading official statistics, and that was
with reference to Senate Joint Resolution 115 of that Congress by
Senator I)irksen.
There was also Senate resolution 2322 by Senator Sparkman for
himself and a number of other Senators.
Mr. Strackbein, who was in the audience, at, the time, was one of
the first witnesses to testify on that issue, and it. was pretty obvious
to the majority of us on the committee that the figures just were
not reflecting Ahat the facts were with regard to our balance of trade
that was painting a very rosy picture which was, in fact, not the
truth.
Senator 'lAL.Dr.UmE. Mr. Chairman, if you will yield, Secretary
Stans testified this morning and confirmed the chairman's view in that
regard, may I l)oint out.
The ChAIR1MA.,. That is right, with regard to that particular year.
The way we were keeping books woul(l have had us in that year reporting a favorable trade balance of $3.9 billion when, taking all items
into account, as our staff computed for us for that year, we did not have
any $3.9 billion surplus, we had a $1.2 billion deficit, and so the upshot
of it was that the Commerce )epartment agreed that they would at
least provide us with the information on a cost, insurance, and freight
basis, so we could see what the situation would l)e if you took trade into
account, and since that time they have provided on a quarterly basis
some inadequate figures to give us some basis upon which we could see
what our picture would l)e if we took the freight into account, and undertook to adjust for that.
They had declined to do it on a monthly basis, and there will be a
suggestion at least offered in connection with trade legislation this year
to try to get this thing done so we actually can see what the real l)iture
is instead of just seeing part, of the picture. the part that is the rosiest
without leaviiig out the other part. I do not at all challenge the Public
Law 480 program. I think it is, on balance, a justified and good
)rogram.

I just do not think it ought to be treated as a favorable, part. of a
favorable, balance of trade when you are not being paid for those
things.
To the extent that you are being paid back to this country for any of
it, I think it, could be, but insofar as we loan them money to India and
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then India pays it back to Iidia, so itnever comes back here, tlen 1
just think we ought to recognize it for what it is, an aid program, not
a trade program.
hankk you.
Senator IIOL,.iNOs. Thank you very much.
next witness will be te I llonorablt ('larthe nNow
The
ence I).
1alniby, Assistait Secreta ry, I)epartmient of Agricultinr.
Senator IiLtmmrl'. Mr. Chairman, while you raised that very interesting question about trade, I wonder if somebody on the stall' could
not. check these profits, too. These figures that I have had given to me

by a member of my staif say that the source of these figures is the
Fe(leral Trade Commission, Securities and Exchange Conminission. and
the quarterly reports of the Rand Corp. They say the textile salesI won't read them again-if they are wrong I want to know about it.
Maybe they made a mistake, too, as you say the trading people have.
I think itis a great disservice to otur constituents if they are under

the impression that international trade has been profitable when it has
not, because they certainly thought so, haven't they ? Wouldn't von say
most people thought so?
The (AIIM IAN. Well, I have never found anyone yet, Senator, that,
wheln you point out to them that, they are inclu(ling in their statement.
of a favorable balance of Public Law 480 grants and foreign aid

salesSenator FULmIInCrT. I agree with that. I agree completely on 480. I
thought you were going to the question of delivered costs, and so oil.

Ifavent 'they normally been carried in two different categories in
trading? Balance of tr ade is one thing, the balance of payments is a
different thing, and the question of freight and insurance, and so oi,
shows itl) iii your intangibles and comes in your l)alance of )ayments;
isn't that the way it is usually reported?
'ue CHIRMAN-. As I un(lertand it, it is only tle united States and
South Africa and a few other countries which'reflect their trade on an
f.o.b. basis. The ITnited Nations, the International Monetary u n(,
and practically all foreign countries do it on a c.i.f. basis, including
freight and insurance.
Senator FU0,1mIGHT. I think you are entirely right, and it should
have been done long ago to draw attention to this sort of thing, ifthat
isthe way itis.What itreally meaii, is ve are very weak inl our
insurance and in our business ahnd in our commercial rates.
We hope to improve that situation, but that is how
The CiIMt..
it stands.
Senator FuI,IfjI(ulIT. I agree with that. The way it was presented, I

think we are wrong ifall other countries report it on c.i.f., I think we
ought to.
The C[,\11CM,,N. I think so, or at least, we ought to perhaps go into
it in a more sophisticated fashion if anyone wants to (to itandbreak
it down on a ship-by-ship and country-by-country basis, to see where
the money went to, whose sailors got their money, where tihe money
went when we paid for shipping, so we look at the whole picture andi
,iot, make it a misleading, rosy picture by putting on something on an

f.o.b. basis when most of the Sil)l)ing is (one on somebody else's ship.
We will next, hear from Mr. Palimby with respect to tihe agricl,tural exports, primarily, or anything else, you want to touch on.
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STATEMENT OF HON. CLARENCE D. PALMBY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND COMMODITY PROGRAMS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
,Ii-. Pm\AIIn. Chairman Long and members of the committee, I
have a very short statement; and, if I may, I would like to read this
and make three or four comments.
The (' 1IAnI3IAN. Yes.
Mi'. 1.AL.MIY. I welcome. the opportunity to present Agriculture's
views on the trade bill which is before you. The I)epartment of Agriculture supports those provisions of this bill which Mr. gilbertt indicated illhis testimony oni October 9 were acceptable to the administ rat ion.
We oppose the other provisions of the bill and we are particularly
concerned about the quotas on shoes and the changes illthe escape
clause which go beyond those suggested /bythe administration. lrovisions in the bill "for wvidespremul use of quotass will be sharply illjurious to Americaim agriculture.
American agriculture is a major dollar earner in the international
market. During the )ast fiscal year our commercial exports of agricuiltural products for dollars amounted to $5.7 billion. This was a major
contribution'to our balance of trade and thus to our balance of payments. It was a major contribution also to the income of American
farmers. This is particularly the case for such important products as
wheat, feed grains, and soybeans and their products. Exports of these
three produce. groups alone amounted to $3.3 billion. Major portions of
these crol)s move into international trade.
Senator FUL.nRIoMr. May I ask you there, are you speaking of this
the way the chairman does; is this'f.o.b. ; what kind of figures?
Mr. P.3mr.tmy. It is f.o.b.
Senator FULBRIGHIT. I-lave you not just been told that is an erroneous
misleading way to do it?
Mr. IALIMBY. Senator, I would like to make a general comment at
the,end about what the freight costs would be.
Senator FULIRIIIT. Okay.
Mr. PmzmY. On these bulk cargo items.
Senator FuLmtt
llr.
Okay.
Mr. I).J.Ilf.
The situation in soybeans is of critical interest to us.
Our total exports of soybeans and products have increased over the
past..5 years from $1 billion to $1.5 billion, a rise of 50 percent.
Sovleans, as you know, have been the "great. adjuster" in,American
agriculture the, past 20 years. As the grains have been reduced in
acreage-as cotton hs declined illacreage and shifted illgeographysoybeans have often been the crop that helped farmers take ul) the
slack. 'his year, we will harvest 41 ;mil!;on acres of soy'!an,., (ompared with fewer than 14 million acres in 190) and fewer thain 24
million acres in 1960.
This growth ill soybean lroduetion was aided substantially
by the export market. The past. marketing year, the export market
for soybeans and meal took the harvest of more than 20 million acresan acreage more than equivalent to the entire growth in soybean acreage, phenomenal as it was, for the past decade. Without an export
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market, U.S. soybean acreage would have to l)e reduced, and the tightening would be felt throughout the country. The big markets for soybeans are the EEC and Japan. I shall make the significance of this
more clear later on.
Our agricultural exports for dollars during the )ast fiscal year were
a record-$5.7 billion.
Senator FuLimIoir'r. This is for dollars now, not giveaway?
r. I). INmy. This is for dollars.
Senator FtULmiUG,,T. We want to be very clear about it.
Mr. PAAi.MY. Or to put it another way, $5.7 billion are for commercial tiaisactions.
Senator Fuijnm; i i. Good.
Mr. IuLmtBy. They reco\ered well from the slump of the previous
2 years. This coming year promises to l)e even l)etter-that is the current fiscal year.

Our total exl)orts may well amount to over $7 billion, which would

be a new record. This would be commercial and Public Law -TO, which
I will describe later. Commercial exports should also surpass last
year's by a considerable amount. American agriculture has achieved
these results only through sustained and intensive work to develop
and maintain foreign markets-and these markets can l)e kept and iml)roved only w-ithin a worldwide framework of liberal trade.
Our pro(hucers and exporters face many delicate situations in their
export markets at tihe present tine.
The Common Agricultural Policy of time European Community, for
examl)le, has been a plol)lem for a nmmber of years, and it has seriously affected our exports of grains and other commodities subject to
variable levies. We in the administration are seeking actively and
intensively to bring about. much needed changes in this situation. )espite these problems, the Euro)ean Community is a major agricultural market, taking $1.- billion from the United States last year.
Time United Kingdom has in recent years been shifting frol a sy'stom of deficiency payments to sul))ort farm income to a greater reliance on protection at the border and iml)ort restriction. The new
ITlited Kingdom Government has indicated an intent to s[)eed u l )
this transition as a matter of policy. The Unfited Kingdom bought
$400 million from us last year.
The l)rosl)ect of an enlarged European Community to include the
European Comumnity, the United Kingdom, and the other three ap)licants presents ad(litional delicate problems for American agriculture. Unless reforms of the present agricultural system in the Comimunity is accomplished, omr export markets to this very large market
will shrink further.
Japan has been a mainstay" for American agricultural exports. It
has been a steadily expanding market. During the past fiscal year
Japan became our largest single country, market, taking over '$1.1
billion of our food and fibers. Japan continues to present a great,
o)p)ortunity for agricultural expansion, but that market also l)resents
its l)roblens. The Japanese have made no secret of their wish to diversify sources of food imports so as not to be dependent on one exporter. Over the longer run, this could be a real l)roblem. Japan also
maintains quota restrictions on some of our products, which should be
removed.
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Unvarranted protectionist actions by the United States now would
wreck our chances for dealing successfully with these and other problems which American agriculture faces abroad. Such l)rotectionist
actions, moreover, could cut back sharply the present level of exports
we send to these markets.
1 mentioned earlier that soybeans are a prime dollar earner in our
export. trade. So'beans also stand out as a prime target for retaliation,
should the Uhitd( States take unwarranted protectionist actions.
Senator T.LX
EI.IXw.
Mr. Secretary, would you yield at that l)oint
I want to point out. to you that according to your own circular which
was published last, year, U.S. departmentt of Agriculture Farm Circular, 1969 total exports of soybeans worldwide last year was 342.4
million bushels. Of that, the" United States exported 311.1 million
bushels: mainland China, 18.2 million bushels; Brazil. 11.4 million
blishels. All other nations in the world, 1.7 million bushels.
The DepartmeiA of Agriculture also published a circular this year,
September 1970, and I quote from page 39:
The phenomenal performance of U.S. soybeans and products has overshadowed'
all other activities in the world fats and oil trade this year. In fact, soybeans
have been virtually the only commodity in sufficient supply to bridge the gap in

the world shortage of oil and meals.

My question is this: If the United States )roduced about all tie
soybeans available for export and there is a worldwide shortage of
oils and meals, who are they going to retaliate against and where are
they going to get the product ?
Mr. P,\imvi. Senator Talmadge, I do hav-e a specific example here
just a bit later, but. I would like to lead into that. Before I do, I
would like to state this: It. is our feeling, and I think my judgment,
that there is not such a thing as an agricultural commodity against
which there cannot be a substitute or another source of supply developed. The substitute may not necessarily be soybeans.
Retaliation, which, if I may go on, in this Eurolean situation could
be in the form of an internal tax-which has been talked about so
much-on vegetable oil and marine oils and oil cakes. This, of course,
would make the price of vegetable oils less attractive and also that of
oil cakes less attractive with other feed ingredients.
This could, in turn, cause other countries to develop products in
competition with our soybean oil and soybean meal not the least of
which is fish meal, not the least of which is sunflower oil from other
sources and not, the least of which is synthetic amino acids for use in
feed formulation. While you say that all of these may be a bit remote,
I think not. I think they are constant threats.
Senator TALMADGE. I (1o want to compliment the Department and
the farmers of this country who have done an outstanding job of
reductionon and export. I am vitally interested in the farmers myself.
My own State exports a good (heal of its cotton, exports a good deal
of its tobacco, and exports a good deal of its peanuts; and I am just
as interested in those exports as the Department of Agriculture or
any other Senator. My point is this: Any goveim ent is going to buy
the commodity wherever it. can get it, the cheapest in the final analysis,
so when they talk of retaliation, I want to point out that Japan itself
has 98 di fferent quota systems.
The European countries have quotas against, Japanese textiles and
various other items. We are living in a total world where no one, to
my knowledge, has free trade. It is an illusion rather than a fact.
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imr. PaTfreY. Thank you.
May I goon
Senator T.,MAIXIE. certainly .
Mr. PAUMI Y. Our exports of soybeans and their products to the
European communityty are in this'llscal year running at an alual
rate of $640 million. The Eurol)ean Community has been quite open
in its desire to curtail the import of soybeans and their products.
Soybeans, as you know, are not subject to variable levy treatment
in the Conumunity because they are bound duty-free in the (I, ,v,.
The United States negotiated this concession a number of ye.1S ago.
If the Community were to cut back our exports of soybeans to the

level of 1067-69, we would suffer an export, loss of about $200 million
a year.
It has been said that the, Community needs our beans and would
not take any such restrictive action respecting them. In uIy judgment, the Community can find su)titutes for these American beans
and meal. Indeed, their l)ur)ose in desiring to curtail iml)orts was to
make possible greater sales of domestically l)hoduced grains and dairy
products.
As I mentioned earlier, Japan has )een a growing market for our
farm products. Should the Japanese limit our exports of corn to the
1967-69 level, we would sustain a loss to our export trade of at least
$110 million a year.
I could give other examples, but I think the point which I am trying
to make is clear. We cannot ex p ect to apply wholesale restrictions on
imports into the United States from such major agricultural markets
as Japan, the EEC, and the IUnited Kingdoni without expecting action
on their part to reestablish the balance-of-trade advantages which has
been negotiated in trade agreements. 'The GATTI1 provides for this
Senator TmA ,%mwF. Will you yield at thta p
, Mr.
pointSecretary ?
Mr. PLmnm. Yes, Certainly.
Senator T,\NMoDGE. You are also aware that GATT provides under
article 12 authority to take action to limit exports by (jitantitative
quotas when they affect, a nation's balance of )ayments, are you not ?
Mr. PmTmBy. Yes, sir.
Senator 'rAi,t.)DG. Have we not had 19 different deficits inthe last
21 years on our balance of payments ?
Mr. PAL-M Y.° I think, Senator Talmadge, this is not a balance-ofpayments measure that we are talking about luere. On the specifics,
though, if I may go back to the Connmmnity l)ro)osal of 18 and 24
months ago to iiuvoke all iiiteriial tax oil vegetable, marine oils amid oil

cakes, the proposal was being made to bring about a more normal
balance I)etween the price of soybea ns, soybean meal an(d otlier oil cakes
and the grains which are abnormall;r high l)riced in the Community.
And what I say to you, Senator Tallnadge, is that this issue is still a
very live issue i n the minds of the European.-.
Both in the past administration and the Nixon administration, we
have made it very clear that the invoking of such a tax would be interpreted in this country as a trade iml)ediment and we would take
action. But I do say to you that I think we would both lose ini that
type of a situation. And'this is what I am trying to point out.
Senator ',\L.,mIE. Proceed, sir.
Senator Mimmi. Could I ask a question at this point ,?
You stated that soybeans are
round free of duty in the GA'P?
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Mr. P.A,.rvi. As far as the European Community is concerned, yes.
Senator MILLER. Then this l)roposed internal tax that, you refer to
would be in violation of the GATT?
Mr. 1).Lm ntY. We would interpret, it that way. We would submit it
to GATT, request that a hearing be held, and request. that the tax be
declared in violation of GATT.
Senator MiL.it. Well, if they are bound free to the EEC, it seems
to me an internal tax would be in violation.
Mr. PAL-311nY. Senator Miller, of course their counter-argument would
be what, they do internally with their tax structure is not. an external
problem . 1Ve, of course, would maintain it, would be a trading barrier.
Senator MLA:I. The reason I made that point is that perhal)s you
are suggesting that they are going to retaliate by violating the
and, if that is so, it seems to me that would be a rather poor way to
retaliate.
I can understand shifting over to some other oil, but if they would
retaliate, if disposed to do so, by violating the GATT and also by
greatly increasing the costs of their consumers, which this would do,
I would think it would be a rather irrational act.
-Mr. PAMBY. Senator Miller, if the Europeans put on a tax under
the retaliatory provisions of GATT, they would not be violating the
GAT. If I could carry this on a bit what I am trying to establish is
that the very heavy use of soybeans in Europe, has resulted from the
price relationship between the cereals and oil seeds. The price of cereals
has been kept higher because of the European Community varial)le
levy system. If we, for instance, should be taken to GATT first as
l)eing in violation-shall we say, because of the invoking of quotas on
shoes-then it is our fear--and believe me we are sincere about, this-it
would be our fear that, at that point then they would levy an internal
tax on the soybean oil and oil cake and do it under GATT's retaliatory
provisions. So step by step we are all in front of GATT, one is done to
offset, the other.
Senator TAMADGE. Would you yield at that point, Senator Miller?
The Europeans themselves'already have quotas against Japanese
textiles, so would they not be in the same boat, would it not be the
pot calling the kettle black?
Mr. PALBNy. I believe, Senator Talmadge, that they are exempt under the articles of GATT because of prior arrangements on this case
here.
Senator TA.LMADGE. Well, they are much more restrictive on their
textile imports than we are.
Mr. PALT-r Y. I understand.
Senator TALMADOE. And every nation on earth that is industrialized
has quotas on textiles. If the rest of the nations can do it, why cannot
we?
Mr. P.%YIfni. Senator Talmadge, I did state that we support the
administration position on textiles.
(.,vr

Senator TALMADOE. Yes.

Mr. PALMBY. I was only trying to illustrate here the reaction we
might expect for example if we put quotas on shoes. Whether it is the
European community or someone else or some other product, I am just
trying to trace through how I think retaliation might operate.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me get one thing straight in my mind.
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Do I understand that you are testifying against, or for, or neutral
with regard to the House provision with regard to textiles?
Mr. PALI1Y. My opening statement, I think, is very clear. It. supports those l)rovisions of the bill which Mr. Gilbert indicated in his
testimony were acceptable to the administration.
Tile CIR.m.A N. That would include the textile quota ?
Mr. PI,.~Nty. That is correct.

The Chairman. So your shoe quota, no; textile quota, yes?
Mr.PAT,:my. I did not testify about, this because it would have been
(It lication.
Senator MILLER. May I ask a further question: If the position of

the administration is to support the textile quota provisions of the bill,

that would seem to lay a foundation for some of this retaliation that,
you have been talking about.
Now we come along and say it. is all right, to do o textiles, but
not on footwear because we may have retaliation on footwear, and I
am wondering if we are not getting ourselves into a difference without, a distinction. Why should we 1)ropose quotas on textiles if this
could lead to retaliation by the EEC, and not impose restrictions on
footwear if this could lead to retaliation by the EEC?
Mr. PALA111wY. Senator Miller, I think Senator Talmadge made a good
explanation of this point. Tihe Eurol)ean countries already have a
restriction on Japanese textile going into the Community, I used only
the illustration of shoes because itis a provision that is in the House
bill and that raises quite a different problem than that which would
be l)resented by the administration by quotas, or voluntary restraints
preferably oil textiles.
Senator MILLER. The answer seems to be that they are already in a
situation employing their own restrictions on textiles vis-a-vis Japan.
Mr. IPmLHmY. T hat is right.
Senator MiLLJIn. Which are apparently not in violation of GATT,
so if we come along with our-restrictions, they are not in very good
position to talk about it..
Mr. PALM3BY. I think, Senator Miller, that has generally been understood by the trading countries.
Senator MILER. What about Japan?
Senator Talnadge did not indicate that there was any similar restrictions by Japan on imports from tie EEC, although I would guess
there probably are.
Mr. IlH-.my. Yes, there are.
Senator MfhLLFr.
But we come along with textile import quotas,
would there be a parallel situation with ,Japan as well as EEC?
Mr.P1,31rmw. Yes.
Senator MILLm.R. What would there be?
Mr. PAL 1aY.
B First of all, Japan also controls textile imports by
quotas and, repeating, the Europeans already have Japanese textiles
going into tile Community.
Senator MLLER. But in one case, since the Europeans have their
system against Japan, they could not complain about our system
against the EEC on text-les.
On the other ]land, if Japan has restrictions on the EEC on textiles,

then tile answer would be, they should have no complaint on textiles
to the United States.
51-3S9-70-pt. 1--23
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Mr. PALB1Y. Senator Miller, in all our conversations regarding
trade matters, we have recognized the possibility that, the other party
may take some action on its part. There is always a chance that the
other parties to those conversations will feel that there should be something given in return.
I do not link there can ever be a guarantee, but, I say here the case
here for textiles is quite different.
Senator MILLER. I had thought there was a difference between the
textile situation between the EEC and Japan and perhaps you have
put your finger on that difference. I know some time ago there was
some concern expressed that if we had quotas on textiles from Japan,
Japan would retaliate in putting quotas on our agricultural exports,
but the administration apparently feels there is no reason why we
should not include that on textiles; since Japan already excludes textiles from any other country, and since the EEC already excludes
textiles from Japan, and I presume it would be that Japan is in violation of GATT right now, is she with respect to excluding textiles from
other countries?
Mr. PALM.IIY. From the United States, yes. I guess I could not answer that question for other countries because , to my knowledge, the
point has never been contested.
Senator MLERi. Thank you.

Senator FULBRIOIIT. could I ask with regard to this point about
EEC Senator Talmadge raised, is it not the fact that what you are
saying is that there is a difference between unilateral action 1y a bill
and through negotiating a change? They had already negotiated what
their position is in the EEC, the Community, that'has been existing
a long time. If we are going to change ours, it is quite a different thing
doing it by negotiating an agreement with them and simply putting it
into effect by unilateral action.
Does that not have a different effect?
Mr. PALMBY. Senator Fulbright, there is a bit of difference here
because, as I did state, the Europeans did bind soybeans duty-free.
Senator FULBRIOIIT. Yes.
Mr. PAJMBY. And what has made us very uneasy is the fact that
they do operate a, variable levy system, for instance on grain, and
because of their very high internall prices on cereals in the Community,
the levy system has'really greatly upset the price relationship between
feed aidgrains. Frankly, they'have talked to us many times about
their need to take some corrective action and we have constantly said
that we would interpret such action as being in violation 6f our
binding.
Senator FuirnRIOHT. I think you are quite right. I think also that
you cannot rely entirely upon your technical rights under the GAIT.
I mean there are very practical questions here.
Mr. PAL3BY. Yes.
Senator FULBnIanT. We have had some experience. Take the poultry
industry. We used to have a very good market for Arkansas poultry
in Germany. You know what happened to it with the variable levies
and so on. I think whatever we may think about it, if we go down that
road they have a way of interpreting it the way they see it and it is a
long time before you ever get the market back.
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Mr. PM-B31Y. That is very true.
Senator Ful,BIIIGIT. We have lost this market.. We lost. it. for eco-

nomic reasons. They simply learned how to produce the poultry and
there was nothing we could do about it. The same thing goes with soybeans. And if we give theni good reason for it., they can find a substitute. And if there is ami incentive they can develh)p soybeans.
The soybean crop has developed in my State only within the last
30 years. It was not anything 30 years ago; it is now one of the leading
crops in my State. It would be a tragedy if we give them a good reason
to abandon it.
I want to congratulate you on your statement, it. is an excellent.
statement, and certainly the people of ny State would agree with it.
Mr. PATJ.tMY. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, could I share three figures with you or three comments on figures?
No. 1, the agriculture contribution to the balance of trade, comniercial exports versus imports. According to our best calculations, in
the past 10 years strictly commercial agricultural exports show a plus
of about $2 billion.
No. 2, the Public Law 480 figures. At the present time tie terms
under the 480 agreements are being hardened, and this has gone on
now for the last 2 or 3 years.
As an example, last year there was $1 billion worth of commodities moving out under 480, and in turn our figures in(licatc that $860
million returned to this country in dollars as a result of those sales.
So really, if you adjust for the dollar return from sales made under
480, the contribution of agriculture or farmers to this Nation, to its
balance of payments and balance of trade, would total over $4 billion
to us
annually through
for the past 10 years. The percentage returning
year.
now each
480 agreements, I repeat is increasing
Senator FULBRIIIIT. What was the figure on 480 ?
Mr. PiLmBY. Last year $1.049 billion worth of foods moved under
480 agreements. And the dollar return was about $360 million.
I would like, Mr. Chairman, to supply these figures for the record,
if I may.
(The figures follow:)
U.S. AGRICULTURAL TRADE, BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS BASIS, 1960-9
(In millions of U.S. dollars)

Year
1960 -------------------------------1961 -------------------------------1962 ---------.---------------------1963 ----------------------------------------------------1964
1965 -------------------------------1966 -------------------------------1967 -------------------------------1968 ------------------------------19A9 -------------------------------1Mostly from Public Law 480 sales.

Exports (f.o.b.)
Dollar
returns
from nonCommercial commercial I
3,458
3,569
3,614
4,046
4,720
4,869
5,476
5,057
4,981
4,833

-

171
201
288
198
240
225
184
347
314
368

Total dollar
returns

Imports
(f.o.b.)

3,629
3,770
3,902
4,244
4,960
5,094
4,660
5,404
5,295
5,201

3,894
3,756
3,898
4,044
4,090
4,086
4.491
4,452
5,024
4,958

Adjusted cornmercial
trade
balance
-265
14
4
200
870
1,008
1,169
952
271
243
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The CIi,\IIMAN. Well, that is fine. So that last year, instead of your
deficit being $4.4 billion, it. would be $4.1 billion. But that is still a
great hig deficit even if you-when you make that allowance for that
$360 billion. That woufd be perfectly satisfactory for me to make,
but, there is a lot, of difference between $1.349 billion and $360 million;
you concede that?
Mr. Pai.MBY. I grant that, Mr. Chairman, but I do repeat: the terms
are hardening under these agreements. I will grant there is a good
deal of concession in these sales, but, the trend, in my opinion, is in the
right, direction.
The third item I would like to share with you is this matter of
ocean transportation costs. Most of our items, as you know, in dollar
value, are bulk cargo items. As a rule-of-thumnb for the grains--meaning corn, wheat, and sorghum-you should add about 15 to 20 percent
to the cost of those items by ihe time they land in Europe or in
Japan. As for soybeans, you should add aboit 10 percent, because of
Ihe higher per-ton cost as compared with the grains.
This is a ball park figure, Senator Fulbright.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, if that is a foreign ship that is carrying
it, we are not getting anything.
Mr. PTLM.tiY. That is correct.
The CIIMIIMAN. In fact, that is something to go toward the other

fellow's balance of payments rather than ours.
Mr. P,%t,..nni. That'is correct. That, is why I think, for our purposes
of our totaling our sales, that probably we are well advised to use
f.o.b. figures on these bulk cargo items, because most of them go on
foreign flag vessels.
The

CIIAIRMAN.

Right.

Maybe you can agree with me on this: If we want to see whether we
are making money or losing monoy il our balance of trade, you ought
to take a look anid see whose shil') that is both coming this way and
going the other way, and in terms of tonnage, about 94 percent of
the cases would be the other fellow's ship, only about 6 percent of it
going in American bottoms.
Some of those ships owned by American companies flying foreign
flags and some of that money comes back home, but those seamen's
wages do not. So as far as I am concerned, I would be happy to take
the, who)e thing into account, but otherwise, I think that there should
be some rough measure of calculation such as the International Monetary Fund uses when it puts a 10 percent item to it, adds 10 percent to
your iml)orting figure but, in any event, no matter whether you calculate it the way the Secretary of Conimerce saidl he would calculate
it this morning, and lie may have more sophisticated figures than I
have, or whether you calculate it the way our staff did for lack of a
better method, it still has the effect of changing what some would like
to present as a plus figure into a minus figure, and that is how it would
1)e for the last, 5 years.
Now prior to that time, we would have had a plus figure even if you
looked at it on that; in fact, starting 4 years ago we would have had a
)1us fgure in the balance of trade although not nearly as big a plus
figure as those who would like the other basis would contend for.
Mr. 1PAT1B1Y. I understand.
The Cm.um ,\A,,. Thank you very much.
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Senator FULBRIGHT. This does not, leave me quite satisfied, Mr.
Secretary. Insurance and transport is all item like the support of our
eml)assies abroad. Support of any American governmental activity
abroad is also something which enters into the balance of payments.
We have always separated them and said, "Yes, our balance of payments is such and such" that is the justification for picking up now
insurance and transport, and arguing that this is against trade.
If this is true, and it, is a valid assumption, then we ought, to stop
all trade because we are losing money; we ought, to put up an embargo
on it if we are actually losing money in this activity.
It.
seems to me what this amounts to is that we have a very inefficient

high-priced merchant marine which cannot, carry its weight. We give
a huge subsidy to it, for every year, but for reasons I will not go iito
now, it does not pay.
We are not the biggest insurance people. I sUl)l)ose the British and
others take care of most of the ocean insurable too, (10 tley not,? Iloyd's
of London, for examl)le ?
Mr. 1AUMBY. Yes, Senator.
Senator FULBRIGOIT. Is this not an item that is properly considered
in the balance-of-payments figures rather than in the balance of trade

because here we are talking about the actual movement of goods?
Take tourists, for example. We have already had testimony suggesting we ought to keep the tourists home if we want to balance our
payments.

There was an effort made-a tentative effort made-to put a tax on
everybody going abroad, you know, about 2 or 3 years ago.
Mr. PAI.nBY. Yes.
Senator FULnBmuHT. Well, that is a possible way to discourage tourism, which is a big drain upon our balance of payments, just as ti

payment of transport is a big drain.
Has this not been the traditional way you have regarde(d this
matter ?
Mr. PAL-BY. Senator, I guess I just have not. much to comment
on it.
Traditionally, the Department of Agriculture has kept their figures
on the f.o.b. basis, and I think that probably Secretary Stans! comment this morning was about as far as I can go. Mayfle we and tie
entire executive ought to take another look at,it.
Senator FULBRmItT. I hope you will.
I hope you will look at it in the way I am suggesting, that the way
to improve our balance of payments'is to cut out some of these extravagances that are a hangover from our policies of 15, 20 years app,
particularly in the middle 1950's, and in the time when the cold war
was much more threatening than it,
is today.
I agree it should be. This seems to ine the wrong way to (to it is to
put u ) barriers to trade which is the one area which we regard by
itself, in tile opposition, for example, or comparison frlom tourism
and investment guarantees for a business to go abroad. Trade is tile
one bright spot in this, it seems to me.
TIle sacrifice, if your theory is correct, as I think it.
is, would be a
great mistake in our overall ;olicy. I do not want, you to examine the
one good part of our balance-of-payments picture that is doing any
good-the others are all bad.
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The CIIIIMAN. Look, you have got, about a $1.5 million deficit in
trading with Japan. Japan keeps her books on a c.i.f. basis.
M1r. I),\:,m . That is correct.
All those European countries keep their books on
'Ilie Ci,1M.
a c.i.f. basis. The U.N., the International Monetary Fund, they all
put it on a c.i.f. basis because they think it is a proper basis. You cannot trade without hauling the commodity from one country to the
other, and somebody has to pay somebody for that transportation.
Now, you simply cannot separate the transportation away from your
tra(le and say that is not a part of it. Would you contend'that is not a
l)art of your trade, the actual transport of tle commodity to the foreign country ?
Mr. P,\Lm;.y. Mr. Chairman, I think we are on a little bit different
wavelength and you are perhal)s far more right than I am. But we
have always looked Upon this as an accounting system, and I know
you are saving-hat when we talk with our Jal)anese friends
r
or Eu'ropean friends they use a different accounting system. But the
truth is it is an accounting system, isn't it, and as long as we clearly
(lelinle what we are say ing and it is clearly understood that that, is what,
it means, we can make appropriate adjustments. I expect that maybe
we are more rmlaxe(1, maybe we are too relaxed about this, but it. is a
fact, of (efinitely understanding how we are making the accounting.
Senator BENNrT. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Here is the thing that concerns me about it. We
are being told that we have a favorable balance of trade so we must
do more of what we are doing and lrsue more of the same policies
that we have been pursuing.
All right, now, here are two sets of books, one kept one way and
one kept the other and from 1965 through 1969 keeping the books the
way I think is very badly in error we showed a profit in this item
of $15.5 billion.
Now you keep them the other way, the way that this staff thinks
they ought to be kept and the way that every nation except, the
United States and South Africa and a few others are keeping their
books and we had a deficit of $10,600 million.
Now, nobody is quarreling about the balance of payment figures.
We both agree that is being kept in a way that shows where you
stand on balance of )ayments.
During that same period of time we showed a balance of payments
deficit of $13.1 billion of which that $10 billion deficit was 80 percent.
Afr. PRm:NrBy. Yes.
The CM~AIRM M. Now,

so rather than say that we must continue to
trade as we have been trading because that is how we are offsetting
the other favorable items the fact is that that is 80 percent of the unfavorable items right there, during that 5-year period. So that von
cannot. continue to do businesss that way unless you want to keep going
in tim red.

You have got to help improve your situation.
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You are trying to improve it by pushing the sale of agricultural
commodities,'fine. I am not complaining about that. All I am saying
is that part of what is wrong with the rest of it, is the big deficit on
the other items that are not agricultural, and it, would seem to me that
all the facts and all the evidence would show that we have got to improve our way of doing business and that is one reason I take it,
that this administration is recommending a quota on textiles which
you are testifying for here even though most of your statement,
goes in the opposite direction, and if I understand correctly, one of
the reasons that we are being told that we have to do this is because
of our unfavorable balance of trade which is the largest single item
in our unfavorable balance of payments.
Is that right or wrong?
Mr. Puimy. You are correct, we are supporting the administration's position on textiles.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Well, thank you. Senator Bennett?
Senator BENNEWr. I was just going to make the point, and it has
been made over and over again and I am glad that you have cleared
up the fact, that even though you may choose to state your balance of
trade with these other figures, that that is a part of the overall bigger
figure of the balance of payments and it, has to be straightened out
when you transfer the figures from balance of trade to balance of
payments.
I was in business long enough toknow that 'when you are going to
compare items or records in an accounting system "they had better
mean the same thing.
You cannot make a comparison if one set of books is kept on one
basis and the other set of books is kept on another basis. The National
Association of Certified Public Accountants has a group working all
the time to try to define what an item in a, business statement means,
so that everybody understands the same item to mean the same thing.
By the same token I think it is necessary if we are going to make
comparisons between our record and the record of other nations that
we get, on the same wavelength. This all reminds me of the old story
of the man who was always selling below cost and one of his friends
said, "Well, how can you do that and stay in business?"
He said, "I stay up nights and juggle the books."
'Veare juggling the books a little bit. If we were alone in the world
we could set up our balance of trade statement on any basis we
pleased. But since we are not alone in the world and since we are
trying to relate our figures to the figures of other countries, we had
better be talking the same accounting language and the sooner the
better.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Miller?
Senator MILLER. M[r. Chairman, first, I would like to clear up the
record on one point.
I believe the statement is made that one of the reasons for recommending the quota approach on textiles was because of our balance
of payments problem.
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I think the point the Secretary, Secretary Stans, emphasized this
morning, or it appeared to be uppernist in his mind, was the very
bad impact on unemployment in this country and I think le pointed
out there were some 93,000 jobs lost due to textile imports within the
lirst 9 months of this year.
I would like to ask consent, of the chairman to have included in
the record at this point a letter dated 'December 22, 1969, from the
Department of Agriculture enclosing an analysis entitled "The Impact
of the CAP on U.S. Trade."
T11 CHAIR-MAX. Without objection.
('The material referred to follows. Hearing continues on page 345.)
U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL SERVICE,

W1rashington, D.C., December 22, 1969.
Mr. ROBERT

A.

BEST,

Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. BEST: in response to your request, we are enclosing two papers wich
relate to the effects of the Common Agricultural Policy of the European Comiuniity on our agricultural trade.
The paiper entitled "The Impact of the CAP on U.S. Trade" represents an estimate made by the departmentt of Agriculture rather thar. an official study by the
Administration on this issue.
We hope that these will prove useful to you.
Sincerely,
1). M. RUBEL,
Assistant administrator.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ASSESSMENT OF TIlE LMPACT OF TTIE CAP oN
U.S. TRADE

The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the European Community has hurt
U.S. agricultural exports in two ways: (1) b' Increasing the protection for EC

producers and eliminating the opportunity for the United States to compete pricewise in the Common Market; and (2) by subsidizing exports and thus displacing U.S. (and other third country) trade to other markets.
The value of EC food production at constant prices increased from an average
of $19.7 billion in 1956-60 to over $31 billion in 1967. Over the same period, intraCommunity agricultural trade increased from $1.3 to $3.5 billion, and agricultural
sales to third countries from $1.8 to $2.7 billion, Imports during this period from
third countries were up from $6.4 to $9.2 billion.
Without a Common Agricultural Policy, much of the increase In the Member
States' trade and exports to third countries would not have been feasible, because
most of the agricultural producers within the Community are relatively high
cost producers in the world market.
The self-sufficIency ratio for all agricultural products in the Community as a
whole has remained constant since 1955---at about 81 percent. There has been an
increase in this ratio for grains-offset by reductions in other commodities.
GRAINS

The CAP has stimulated grain production In the Community-partcularly in
France. It also has substantially affected both Member State and world cornmercial trade in grains.
The Common Agricultural Policy for grains is the core of the Community's
agricultural program. It sets producer prices at levels well above world prices.
Community prices of grains are about two-thirds above world prices. They are
insulated from the influence of world prices by means of fixed threshold or
import prices maintained by levies that vary with changes in world prices.
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An important ingredient of the system Is a built-in preference for trade among
member countries of Community grains compared with grains from outside
countries. The preference established for producers In the six countries Is augmented by keeping threshold prices above prices at which intra-Community
trade takes place. This largely explains the increment in intra-Community trade
described above.
Surpluses produced under the stimulus of the high CAP prices aie disposed
of in the commercial world market for what they will bring. This is done by
means of export subsidies which they call "restitutions." This explains the inerement in Community exports to nonmember countries.
Grain prices in some of the member countries of the Community have been
higher than world prices for many years. They were maijiiained above worhl
levels by various types of national import restrictions. So the maintenance of
producer prices at relatively high levels Is not new, nor necessarily attributable
to the CAP. What is new is the establishment of a system providing for the
maintenance of these high prices in all of the Member States without the introduction of any elements of restraint on supplies.
In the past, France, the only surplus grain producer In time Community sup.
ported producerr prices of wheat under a "quantum" program. Under this program, producers bore the major part of the cost of disposing of excess supplies.
Ience there was potential for a restraint to excessive production.
But the present system, through which revenues from import levies and national treasuries enable disposal of excess supplies at world prices, requires no
restraints on production in the surplus areas. This, together with the level of
prices to grain producers in the Community, is significant in reviewing the continued exl)ansion of total grain production in the Community.
During the past decade grain production in the Community increased by 1S
million metric tons-from an average of 51 million during 1956-60 to 69 million
tons during the last two years. The CAP contributed to expanded production
through raising prices for grains in France and the Netherlands, and for feedgrains in Italy. The stimulus of the CAP augmented the effect of the high rate
of technological progress on yields within the Community. Favorable weather,
in the past two years, also was a contributor to higher yields.
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WITEAT

Production of wheat in the Community during the past two crop seasons
averaged 31.6 million metric tools, all increase of 8.1 million metric tolls from
average production during the 1956 to 1960 crop seasons.
Over the same period domestic consumlption as food remained about constant, exports to third countries rose by 3.3 million metric tons, use of wheat
for feed went up by 2.5 million metric toils, and stocks increased 1.5 million
toils.
Imports from third countries remained relatively constant (declining by .5
million tons over the leriod)-because the Community does not raise enough
quality wheat required for bread.
Intra-Community trade in wheat for food Increased front anl average of .7
million to an average of 1.5 million metric toils over tie period-with all of the
increase taking Ilace during the last two seasons. We can reasonably attribute
lost of the increase In intra-Community trade to the built-in Community preference of the CAP, displacing sales of third country suplpliers. The U.S. sales of
filler wheats probably were affected more than sales from other third coilntries.
FEEDGRAI NS

Production of feedgrains in the Community during the past two crop seasons
averaged 37.1 million metric toils, an Increase of 10 million tons from the
average production during the 1956 to 1960 crop seasons.
Over the same period domestic consumption as feed increased by 11.3 million
metric tons, and for other uses increased by 1.6 million metric tons.
Imports from third countries increased front 7.8 to 13.3--or 6.5 million metric
tons during this period.
Exports to third countriba increased by 3.0 million metric tolls over this
period; while stocks held in the Community built up by 1.6 million metric tons.
In addition, intra-Community trade in feed grains increased gradually from
an average of .9 million metric tons to an average of 2.6 million metric toils
over this period.
The Community, with its growing surplus of wheat, encouraged producers
through denaturing subsidies to utilize more wheat as animal feed. Feed wheat
usage has increased from an average of 4.1 million tons during 1956-60 to over
7 million tons this last crop year.
The Community has steadily increased the average threshold price of corn
to encourage its own domestic production of corn and to force a greater substitution of wheat and barley for Imported corn.
The competitive position of sorghuln in three major Community markets
(Germany, Netherlands, and Belgium) was seriously worsened by changes in
the CAP system. These changes raised the levy on sorghum in relation to other
feed grains. A comparison with barley illustrates the change. In these coliltries the threshold price for sorghum in 1966-67 averaged $6.05 per metric ton
less than the threshold price for barley. Now the comparable sorghum threshol price is about $3.00 per ton below that for barley. This enabled other grains,
including Community barley and denatured wheat, to replace imported sorghum,
especially in poultry feed. The impact of this reduced sorghum imports from
Argentina and the United States. United States exports to the E'C, which iI
1966 were valued at $82 million, declined in 1968 to $16 million.
The Community increased its exports of feedgrains to third countries from a
negligible amount in 1958 to 4.6 million toils this year. A recent example of the
iml)act of the Community's feedgrain dumping policy has been their penetration
of the Japanese feedgrain market. Two years ago no French barley was sold to
Japan. Last year, Jalan purchased 27,000 tons of barley front France-about .4
percent of the Ja)anese total imports. This year, ending in March, the French
sold about 417,000 toils of barley to Japan and accounted for over 70 percent of
the Japamese import purchases of barley.
It is extremely difficult to measure the effects of all of the forces set ill motion
by tile CAP for grains upon plro(uctlon, coilsumnption, and trade aniong the nlemiber countries an(1 upon trade with third countries. however, a simple method of
measuring the influence of tile CAP onl production within tile Community and
hence trade with third countries is suggested by self-sufficiency ratios.
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The self-sufficiency ratio of grain production In the countries of the European
Community remained stable from 1956 through 1960, averaging 84 percent. It
began to increase i the inid-sixties, dropped with a short crop iii 1966, but rose
to 90 and 92 percent in 1967 and 1968.
If the self-sufficiency ratio during the last two seasons had been maintained
at the 1956-60 average, grain production in the Community would have averaged
63.4 million tonms. Actually, it averaged 68.7 million tons, or 5.3 million tons higher.
All of this increase In self-sufficieney ratio is due to the increase in French
grain prolIaction. When we examine trends in total French grain production, It is
evident that their rate of increase after the establishment of the CAP was more
rapid than before. If we compare the two trends in growth of French grain production, and reason that the pre-CAP trend would have been maintained until the
present time had there been no CAP, we estimate that by the present season
French grain production would have been some 6 million tons less than the
present trenl.
This increase in growth of French grain production Is further Illustrated by the
use of fertilizer. Before 1961-62 the annual trend in use of fertilizer was about
the same in France as in Germany. After 1961-2, the trend in West German use
of fertilizer continued at the same rate, but the trend in application of fertilizer
in France moved sharply upward.
it is easy to understand why French grain production increased sharply after
the establishment of the CAP. In the past, the French Government utilized a
quantum program which provided a measure of restraint in supporting prices to
French wheat producers. Now, the CAP assures French grain producers not only
of a preferential market within the Community but also of the resources with
which to dispose of any excessive supplies on world markets.
The increment in grain production in the Community of 5.3 million tons over
what it would have bLeen had the pre-CAP self sufficiency been continued clearly
was at the expense of imports from third countries. Most, if not all, of this Increment was at the expense of trade in feedgrains, especially sorghum. As a residual
supplier of feedgrains-and the principal supplier of sorgimni-the United States
would have acquired at least 60 percent of the increase. We estimate that this
loss in trade was worth about $140 million to U.S. feedgrain exports-over onethird of our exports to the Community during 1968.
This CAP system encouraged imports into the Community of substitutes for
feedgralns. The lower Import charges for such products as cowpeas, tapioca, and
corn gluten encouraged substantial increases in their importation and use. The
United States participated in this, exporting $28 million worth of corn gluten
to the Community in 1968. Cowpeas were imported largely front the Soviet Bloc;
tapioca front Asiatic countries.
RICE

The promise and later establishment of the CAP for rice arrested a decline in
acreage and production of rice in France and Italy. Rice acreage in these two
countries trended downward front 488,000 acres in 1954 to 357,0D0 acres in 1963.
Since 1963 the trend in acieage reversed, and increased by 100,000 acres. Had
acreage remained at the 1963 level, production for 1968 and 1969 would have
been about 100,000 metric tons less than the 513,000 tons estimated average.
Without the CAP, imports of long grain rice (preferred by consumers) clearly
would have replaced the increase in intra-Community trade (some 45.000 toils)
and Community rice exports to other countries in 196S-69 would have been some
55,000 ton-, less than they were.
World rice prices have been sufficiently high recently that the threshold prices
have not affected selling prices of long grain rice in EC markets.
Assuming U.S. long grain rice would capture its normal (one-third) share of
EC iml)orts, and 10,000 tons of the world trade displaced by the increased EC
exports, we calculate that there would have been an increment of $5 million to
U.S. rice exports in the absence of the CAP on rice.
COTTON

There is no CAP for cotton. Although our exports of cotton to the Connnunity have declined, this has been the result of shortages of better qualities of
U.S. cotton, and of increased competition from foreign growths and manmade
fibers rather than due to any actions of the Community.
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TOBACCO
A CAP for tobacco has not yet been established. In recent years our exports
of tobacco to the Community have increased (largely as a result of the embargo
on Rhodesian tobacco). Production of tobacco In the Community has remained
stable.
The competitive position of U.S. tobacco in the Community is affected adversely
by the changes in the Community tariff structure. Previously Germany and
Benelux had specific duties and France and Italy had no duties. Now, the Community ad valorem rate within a minimum and maximum range hurts our high
quality tobaccos.
The European Community provides for preferential duties on Imports of all
tobacco from Greece and some from Turkey. Thus far, this has not been reflected In significant increases in Imports into the Community from these countries. But in the future, we can expect them to increase their share of EC tobacco
imports.
SOYBEANS

AND MEALi

F.ports of U.S. soybeans and soybean meal to the European Community increased sharply over the past 15 years. There have been increases in every year
except two over the entire period.
The rapid growth In our trade In beans and meal was primarily in response
to a shift from small scale to large scale integrated production of pork and
poultry utilizing commercial feed mix.
The increased levels of support and protection, provided by the CAP, encouraged expansion of these l)roducts. Thus it indirectly contributed to the
growth in our trade in soybeans and meal.
Imports of meal plus the meal equivalent of soybeans increased steadily
from 1954 through 1963, increased sharply in 1964 and 1965, and then surged
to new highs in 1966 and later years.
A very siml)le method of endeavoring to ascertain the combined effect of the
expansion of Integrated production on imports of soybeans and soybean meal
was to extrapolate the rate of growth of EC imports of meal plus the meal
equivalent of beans during the period of 1951 through 1903. Extropolatlon of
this trend suggests total imports by 1969 of 3.4 million metric tons. Actual
imports for 1969 are estimated at 4.2 million metric tons.
The extent to which the greater supl)ort and protection afforded by the
CAP Indirectly contributed to this Is a matter of judgment. Assuming one-half
of this can be attributed to the influence of the CALP, the resulting increment
in quantity of U.S. exports of soybeans and meal is about 400,000 metric tons,
worth roughly $32 million.
On the other hand, the Community expanded crushing (stimulated by a sharp
increase in the duty on oil) which replaced oil formerly imported from the
United States. Our average soybean oil shipments to the Community were $6
million before 1962. No wour shipments to the Community are negligible, and
the Community Is exporting $2 million worth of soybean oil displacing our
sales in commercial world markets. Thus our estimated gain in soybeans and
imeal appears to be only about $20 million.
LARI)
Time CAP import system has effectively reduced a small (about $3 million)
market which existed for U.S. lard in the Community.
More important, the system established a subsidy for Community lard to
other markets which has succeeded in undermining U.S. lard sales in the
1VK.-our most important lard export market. We calculate the damage to
our lard trade in the U.K. at about $10 million annually.
POULTRY MEAT

Time CAP for poultry, established on August 1, 1962, was the first of the
Community's import system to sharply affect import trade. Our poultry trade
to West Germany, our principal market which imported broilers at a fixed
duty, was decimated by the establishment of a high levy and gate price. It
came at a time when the Community was starting to modernize its broiler industry. Iml)ort charges tripled, imports to the Community dropped sharply,
and broiler production was stimulated in the Community.
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Tie average annual rate of growth of poultry productioni n the Community
percent. In the absence of the CAP, poultry meat
since 1962 has been 71
production would have expanded less rapidly-probably at a rate of 5 percent yearly. Production by now would have been about 2.8 billion pounds in
the Community instead of 3.1 billion pounds-our latest estimate for this year.
Under these conditions there would have been a deficit of at least 300 million
pounds which would have been filled by imports. Naturally exports from the
Community would have been marginal.
O(n the basis of historical shares, we woul have supplied about half of the
additional international demand or 10 million pounds more to the Comnmunity and third countries than is the case this year. This vould have increased
our poultry meat exports by about $50 million.
This loss in poultry trade is in part compensated by increased exports of
feed. If the Community were to produce 300 million pounds fewer broilers, the
U.S. share of the imported feed would have been about 170,000 metric tolls
of feedgrains and 60,000 metric tons of soybean meal. Other prolucers of broilers
would export part of the Communty's increased broiler imports, and purchase
more feed. Our share of that business would be about 8,5,000 metric tons of
feedgrains and 30,000 metric toils of meal. Thus U.S. exports of fecdgrains and
soybean meal would be reduced by roughly 85,000 and 30,000 metric tops, respec-tively. The value of these exports is about $6 million. Thus a rough estimate
of the cost of the poultry CAP to our trade is about $45 million.
PRUIN ES

French production and Community consumption have increased over the past
15 years. Imports have remained constant. U.S. exports to the Community have
increased and now contribute over 70 percent of all imports. West Germany
tariff quotas (at low rates) and Frenci imports of bulk U.S. prunes (at zero
duty to blend with their own) have thus far nullified sharply increased exte-nal
EC tariffs and benefited U.S. exports. The Increase in U.S. trade has occurred
because the Community traders apparently have been able to circumvent the
increase in the Community tariff.
OHIIER FRUITS AND

VEGETABLES

Although CAPS have been established for a number of fruit and vegetable
items, they have not thus far measurably affected our trade with the Conmmunity In these products.
%
For fresh oranges and lemons, the Community has adopted a sclleme providing
for rebates (of part of the duty) to some countries that guarantee that their
exports to the Community will be sold at or above specified minimum prices.
This program, in effect throughout 196 with Algeria, Tunisia, and Turkey, is
being extended to embrace other Mediterranean citrus exporters. When Spain
and Israel participate, the program will gain greatly in significance. Not only
will the rebates provide added incentives to the participating countries, but also
they will cement continuing commercial arrangements with Mediterranean suppliers. Thus this scheme will hurt our future citrus trade with tile Community.
T'he CA'
)rovides for a levy oin the added sugar in canned fruits, which has
hurt the trade from the U.S. and other exporters in all unusual way. To avoid
or minimize the levy on added sugar, most canned fruits now are exported to
Germany (the principal market) with less than normal amounts of added sugar.
German consumers, rememberinig the pre-CAP heavy syrup densities, are becoming disenchanted with the light syrup l)product and buying less.
Sone new CAPS are being developed, particularly for canned fruits and
vegetables, that may affect our future trade in these items.
BEEF

The countries of the European Community limited imports of beef by various
types of quantitative restrictions before the establishment of the CAP on beef
and veal. With these restrictions wholesale prices of beef within tile Counnity
were maintained at levels substantially higher than world prices.
With tile advent of the CAP for beef and veal, orientation prices were established at even higher levels and a mechanism established for the imposition of
levies in order to insulate market prices In the Conmmmnity from the influence
of world prices.
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In an effort to ascertain whether the effect of the CAP on Community beef
prices has Increa-ed the differential between Cozmmunity prices and world
prices, a comparison was made between tile wholesale price of beef in Englandincreased by 20 percent to adjust for EC import duties-and average wholesale
prices of comlparatoe grade beef in the Community. The differential between
these two series has widened, especially since 1966. duringg the three year period
1961-3, the differential between these series was approximately 12, cents per
pound. During the period 1967-69, this differential is estimated at about
16.5 cents per pound. From this we reason that the CAP has had the effect of
increasing wholesale prices approximately 4 cents per pound in the Community.
If wholesale prices of beef in the Community were reduced by 4 cents a pound-equivalent to about 7 percent we would expect coilsumption of beef ill the Coinmunity to increase about 5 percent or slightly more than 500 million pounds. It
is doubtful whether the increment in beef prices, taken by itself, Ias significantly
increased the reductionn of beef in the Community in the past 3 years. It is likely
that the high dairy prices have been equally, if not more, influential.
If the Community-the third largest meat importer in the world-had Irmitted increased imports of beef which by now would amount to about 500 million
pounds, this would significantly reduce pressures on the exporting countries to
ship beef to the United States. It would not only reduce pressure on Oceania and
Central America to ship beef to the United States, but also tend to retard the
increase in production of cooked frozen beef in Argentina anld other South Anmerican countries for shipment to the United States.
Roughly 5.2 billion pounds (carcass equivalent) of beef is traded on world
markets and for 1969 we estimate about 1.6 billion pounds will be iml)orted into
the United States compared with 1 billion in the U.K. and slightly over 900
million pounds to the EC.
Of course there would be some production response to the additional world
market, but this is limited in the short run because some 3 or 4 years are needed
to obtain any significant production response. 11ow much would have occurred Is
a matter of judgment, but we estimate roughly 350 million pounds from the
various world beef supplying areas.
This, then, would have resulted in a decrease of at least 100 million poun(ls
(product weight) Imported into the United States-worth at least $50 million.

Senator MAL.in:.

This relates somewhat to your testimony, Mr.

Secretary, in which you state that "Unless reform of the 1resent

agricultural system ill the community is accoml)lished, our export
markets to this very large market will shrink further."
The analysis sent over from the Department. last )ecember states
aoig
other things that as a residual supplier of feed grains and
l)rincipal supplier of sorghum the United States would have acquired
at least 60 )ercent of the increase.

"We estimate that this loss in trade was worth about $140 million to
U.S. feed grain exports, over one-third of our exports to the commulities during 1968."

I am advised that. since 1966 our exports of agricultural productss
subject to the variable import levies had declined by 47 percent..
Now, (o you know of any retaliatory action we have taken as a

result of this?

Mr. ]AL3IBY. Senator Miller, we have not taken any retaliatory

act ion.
Senator MIiLRmi. Well, then, if we come along and take some kind
of action on footwear, wouldn't, it seem to be retaliation on our part,
rather than an initiative on our part against which retaliation would
be brought ?
Mr. 1),\-T.%mY. Senator, GATT has never made a (letermination that
tho variable levy on grains is in violation of GATT. This has been
discussed, as you woldd expect, in the executive! branch for quite

some time. This is one of the big questions, I think,
51-389-70-jIt. 1-

24

and it is an open
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question as regards our relation with the community, because we do
not have a bindiing on grains going into the community as we do on
soybeans. That is why I keel) drawing this contrast. We. have strong
inl(ings on our grains going into the United Kingdom and, of course,
that is why we are vitally interested as to what hapl)lns when negotiations get, under way between the EC and the United Kingdoin. But
you put your finger on one of the big questions. I cannot state that
the GA'VIT has found tho variable levy system to be a violation.
Senator MILLE. I appreciate your very frank answer on that.
One last question: Do you know about what the annual consumption
of soybeans is in Japan?
Mr. PA-I3IiY. We sold Japan last year about 92 million bushels,

and they exported about something over 100 all together, and thatSenator MILLER. You mean they imported.
Mr. PiAIniY. Yes. And they produced a small amount of their own,

so I guess breaking this down with a hundred million people their
total consumption of soybeans in that country at the moment is a
little over 1 bushel per capita. I backed into that statistic but that is
about right.
Senator M[ILLER. In other words, roughly it, is a hundred million
consuml)tion and we have provided 92 percent of that, and they might
have grown how much of their own?
Mr. PALMBY. Their own production is not over 5 million bushels
now.

Senator MILLER. So that they are practically a nonproducing country as far as soybeans go?
Mr. PAI IBY. Correct.
Senator MILLIR. That would be-that would make for a real difference between soybeans in the case of Japan and textiles in the case
of the United States, would it not?
The point I am making is that Japan is practically a nonproducer
of soybeans so they have to go out of their country to fet it. They do
not have the capacity to produce soybeans and, thereore there is a
substantial (i rerence between that situation and the textile situation
in this country where we produce the great bulk of our consumption
of textiles and any undue imports are going to aggravate a basic
industry in this country.
Mr. PALJMiY. There is a basic difference, I grant you. The Japanese
still have a levy of about 16 cents a bushel on soybeans. We would be
very desirous of having them remove it as soon as possible. This is
something that we keep talking about with them.
Senator Mwr11.Ea. Is that levy, is that contrary to GATT?
Mr. I1,i, miY. No, sir.

Senator MrLLER. How (lid they happen to come about that?
Mr. PAUNMY. During the Kennedy Round they did agree to cut
that levy roughly in half by the end of 1971. They speeded tip the
removing of about half their original levy on April 1 of 1970 but they
still have about a 16-cent levy.
Senator MI LLEI. I see, and that was in response to our reciprocating
in Paris on some of their exports to us, I assume under the Kennedy
Round.
Mr. P.ALMBY. Yes, and, Senator Miller, they still have many quotas,
as has been mentioned here, quotas on many items, quota restrictions.
We, of course, have been urging the Japanese to remove those restric-
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tions. Some of them are very minor commodities as far as trade volmie would be concerned, bit they are violating the GATT in continning many of those restrictions. Consequently, we have been urging
that. they move toward liberalization much faster than they have been
in the past.
Senator MILLER. But you are satisfied there is no violation of GArT'I
as far as their levy on soybeans is concerned ?
Mr. PmL-mBy. It, is a n import, duty, I am told, and we do not. look
upon it as a violation.

Senator MiLER. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
The CnAn I,\ N. Senator Hiansen.
Senat,)r HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, earlier this afternoon I was thinking that I recalled that, someone gave some testimony to the effect that

we exported not 100 million, but, rather 300 million bushels of soybeans
to Japan last year, is that figure
Senator FuLmmifoT. Dollars, wasn't it?
Nmy. I think, Senator, I understood him to say bushels, too,
Mr. P
but our total export of soybeans during the last marketing year, which
ended August 31, as I recall, was 430 million bushels, and of that 430
million Japan took 101 million bushels.
Senator tANSE N. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I have one other question.
What, is the amount of daily imports into this country now expressed
as a percentage figure of our total domestic production? Would you
happen to have that figure?
Mr. IP,\niiixy. Our total production of fluid milk in this country is
116 billion pounds and I believe we will import somewhere around 2
billion pounds.
Senator H,\NsEN. About how much?
Mr. P iL.mBY. Two billion pounds and our total domestic production
is about 116 billion.
Senator HANSEN. So that would beMr. PmAmitY. In the area of 2 l)ercent.
Senator HAN-SEN (COltiluing). A little bit less than 2 percent.
Mr.

A1,LM B1Y. Yes.

Senator HANSEN. Where do dairy products stand now expressed in
terms of )arity?
Mr. PALMiiY. The support price for manufactured dairy products
was set? I believe, at $4.66 April 1, t-he beginning of the dairy product
marketing year, and at. that, time that parity was, I will have to guess
on that. We will give you the right figure.
Senator IL,,,sE,,,. If you would like, submit it later.
M[r. PLmiiY. Somevhere around 85 percent and, of course, it, has
deteriorated in terms of parity since that date.

Senator 1L.NsN.-. Would vou care to hazard any guess as to the
effect these 2 billion pounds of imports may have hadl on where parity
stallds on the dairy products?

Mr. 1..-miny. I would think a minor effect., and the reason I say that
is that, a sizable portion of the total dairy imports are in specialty
cheeses where in many cases a reasonable cse can be made that it contributes to increased consumption of total dairy products in the
States.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
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Mr. Chairman, I refer to the testimony of the (listiniguished Senator
from South Carolina, Mr. Htollings on page 3 of his testimony where
he makes this statement:
Japan buys soybeans in the U.S. because tie U.S. is the only country capable
of supplying the volume Japan needs.
Last year we sold Japan more than 300 million bushels of soybeans. Our
next supplier was Communist China with 18.2 million bushels. Mainland China
has recently reduced its soybean production, all other nations sold Japan about
13 million bushels last year.

Now, I have also before me the statement. of the National Farmers
Union and I think they refer to ex Rorts-no, I guess the figures I
have, I think refer to the European Common Market and with reference to those nations of the Common Market they imported a total
of $1,269,000,000 worth of commercial agricultural produce , this include(d $295 million of oil seeds, soybeans.
Now I am just wondering if there is a little confusion as to what
Japan may have imported and what was sent to the European Common Market.
Mr. P1A,3i13Y. Senator, we will be happy to supply you these exact
figures. The $300 million it. would be my judgment, that the Senator
was referring to, would be more likely to be the c.i.f. value in dollars
rather than in bushels. Secondly the'European market is a different
market than Japan in that we sell them a large amount of meal in
addition to soybeans and a large amount of oi [so the figures I used
in my statement this fiscal year show that they are buying at the rate
of $640 million a year, but th:., i.,-.ludes a good deal of products in
addition to beans.
Senator IANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Material referred to by Mr. Paimby follows:)
UNITED STATES: EXPORTS OF SOYBEANS TO SPECIFIED COUNTRIES, QUANTITY AND VALUE, CALENDAR
YEAR 1969
1969
thousandss of
bushels)

1969
(thousands of)
dollars

Soybeans:
EC-------------------------------------------------------------------104,379
277,298
Spain -----------------------------------------------------------------27,706
73. 715
Denmark -------------------------------------------------------------12,426
32,552
Canada --------------------------------------------------------------46,020
120,045
Japan------------------------------------------------------------75,943
200,257
Taiwan --------------------------------------------------------------17,231
46,543
Others ---.
.
.
.
.
.
..----------------------------------------------------27, 474
71,882
Total ----------------------------------------------------------------

311,179

822,292

Source: Bureau of the Census.

Senator FULBRIG1IIT. Well, Mr. Secretary, you did not, finish your
statement on page 6, the best part of it is the last three. paragraphs.
You did not mean to leave then out, did you?
Mr. PALI,3Y. I did not.
Senator FULmmmIOIIT. I think you ought to read it.
Ml. PjMBY. If I may read it, I would be pleased to do so, Mr.
Chairman.
I urge therefore that we not take action which would prevent
American agriculture from continuing its fight to remove restrictions on its I)roduets abroad.
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I urge that we not, take action which would, through retaliation,
curb I)resent exports of American agricultural products.
Finally, I urge that we not join those countries in the world who
seek to find a solution to their domestic l)roblem by exporting them
to other nations of the world through restrictive import policies.
American agriculture needs a liberal trading climate in the world
in order to continue to prosper.
I respectfully request the committee to consider carefully and to
weigh judiciously the legislation before it in the light of'remarks
I have made on behalf of the Department of Agriculture.
The CIRMA.t,.-. Thank you very much.

Senator IIANsE-. Mr. 'Chairman, if I could just offer one more

question to the Secretary: lhere has been a considerable amount of
testimony here that, has raised objections to this'bill contending it
has been the purpose of the Government to increase exports and in
some respects this bill would not achieve that goal, and I ask the Secretary if it is not a fact that during President Johnson's administration that he imposed at one time an embargo on the export of cattle
hides when it appeared as though an inordinate amount of those hides
in the opinion of the administration at that time were going to be
shil)ped to Japan and that this would result in raising the price of
shoes.
I ask this question because I am in the cow business and I think
I can recall that it knocked the price of livestock about five or six
dollars per head. Would it be the purpose, does the Secretary kiiow,
of this administration, to resist that sort of effort if the temptation
were to come about again or might it, choose to follow what President
Johnson then directed S'cretary Freeman to do?
Mr. PA,.LtBY. Senator Hansen, there are always many forces at
work in this Government and in this country. If I could answer it
this way: We have in the Nation at the moment a corn blight, problem
in that our corn crop has been affected and infected with corn blight.
As a result of this the crop is a bit disappointing in volume. There
have already been some requests that we reanalyze our export policies
on grain. Questions are being asked: Should'there he action taken
of a restrictive nature? Should the Commodity Credit, Corporation
not release its stocks? Should the) not, price them at, market price or
at a formula whichever is higher WAVe have constantly made the statement that a country like Japan relies upon the United States for 70
percent of its feed ingredients, roughly, and we think that, we must
do everything possible to continue to service that market, not only
selfishly' but because we have helped them, through encouraging livestock feeding, to build up a large poultry industry in Japan as well
as a big swine industry. That, is the best I can answer. I think any
action that is taken without a great deal of forethought, will not be
in the best interests of our farmers.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator MILLER. Mr. Chairman, may I raise one additional question ?
Mr. Secretary, for the record, would you provide the committee
with the views of the Department of Agriculture on a proposal to
change the duty-free status of tapioca, tapioca flour, and cassava?
I have a letter here from the Corn Refiners Association which states
that once imported into this country, tapioca starch competes directly
with the corn starch mamifacturer here, and they point out in 1947 in
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the GATT negotiations the duty-free status of tapioca, tapioca flour,
and cassava was bound in our tariff schedule. Imports of tapioca starch
at that time were running around a hundred million l)ounds.
Since then they have more than doubled and in some.years, recent
years, tripled. lImports in the last 2 years have been around 200 million
poundss and as recently as 1967 im )orts were over 300 million pounds,
so could you give us a statement for the record on that?
Mr. PA .iMBY. Very pleased to.
Senator M[ILLER. Thank you.
(Information submitted by the Department, at this point and the
letter from the Corn Refiners Association referred to by Senator Miller,
follow:)
STATEMENT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ON A PROPOSAL

To

CHANGE TIHE

DUTY-FREE STATUS Or TAPIOCA, TAPIOCA FLOUR AND CASSAVA

The Department of Agriculture sees nothing in the pattern of imports in recent
years of tapioca, tapioca flour and cassava that would warrant a change in the
duty-free status of these commodities. Imports have fluctuated widely since
World War II but they have never reached the levels of the late 1930's and during the past few years they have declined rather sharply from the levels reached
in the mlid-1960's.
Imports of these products averaged over 340 million pounds annually during
the 1937-41 pre-war period. They dropped sharply during World War II and
remained low for several years thereafter. A renewed increase reached its peak
in the mid-1960's when imports approached pre-war levels. They dropped sharply
in 1968 to 193 million pounds and increased only very slightly in 1969 to 195 million pounds.
CORN REFINERS

ASSOCIATION, INC.,

lVashington, D.C., Octobcr 12, 1970.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Comnittee on Finance,
U.S. Secnwte, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Corn Refiners Association very much appreciates
this opportunity to present its views with regard to the duty-free status of tapioca,
tapioca flour, and cassava.
As you know, our Association is the national organization of the American wet
corn milling industry. Our members include American Maize-Products Company
with a plant in Roby, Indiana; Anheuser-Busch, Inc., whose plant is located ill
Lafayette, Indiana; Clinton Corn Processing Company (a division of Standard
Brands, Inc.) located at Clinton, Iowa; CPC International Inc. with plants located at Argo and Pekin, Illinois, North Kansas City, Missouri, and Corpus
Christi, Texas; The Hubinger Company located at Keokuk, Iowa; National
,Starch and Chemical Corporation with a plant at Indianapolis, Indiana; Penick
& Ford, Limited (a subsidiary of R. J. Reynolds Industries, Inc.) with a plant at
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; A. B. Staley Manufacturing Company with plants at Decatur, Illinois, and Morrisville, Pennsylvania; and Marschall Division, Miles
Laboratories, Inc., whose plant is at Granite City, Illinois. Our industry is the
Nation's largest food and industrial user of corn, and in any given year our
industry's purchases of corn are a major factor in maintaining corn prices for
farmers.
The principal products of our industry are corn oil, starch, corn syrup, corn
sugar (dextrose) and other starch derivatives. These products are used throughout American industry, particularly in the manufacture of paper, textiles, food,
drugs and adhesives. Products of the wet corn milling industry are also essential
to national defense. They are essential to the manufacture of explosives, airplane
engines, tanks, shells and hand grenade casings. They are used in missiles, uniforms, and mess kitti, and are a part of every meal a serviceman eats from the
barracks to combat rittions in the field.
Our Association has always supported expanded trade among all nations of a
fair and equitable basis. We would point out, however, that where America's
efforts toward free trade are barred by trade barriers erected in other nations, a
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serious imbalance of trade can result. Essentially, that is the situation that now
exists with regard to tapioca starch.
Anong major industrial nations, only the United States does not have a duty
on the import of tapioca starch. This unique situation coupled with the variable
duties of the European Common Market means that the United States attracts an
ever-increasing volume of the world's output of tapioca starch. Once imnported
into this country tapioca starch coml)etes directly with corn starch manufactured
here. In essence, that means that our International trade in tapioca starch Is
financed by the profits and jobs of the American Industrial firms affected.
In 1947, in the GATT negotiations, the duty-free status of tapioca, tapioca
flour and cassava was bound into our tariff schedules. Imports of tapioca starch
at that time were running at around 100 lnIllion l)ounds. Since then they have
more than doubled and in some recent years have triple(]. Imports in each of the
last I wo years have been around 200 million pounds, and as recently as 1967
inpot ts were over 300 million l)ounds.
Coiapetition between imported tapioca starch and the American corn refining
industry has been especially severe with regard to some products. The Tariff
Coinimission's study of 1959, for example, disclosed that open market sales of
domestic corn starch to adhesive and dextrine manufacturers allounted to about
20 rlillion pounds in 1958. This was just slightly more than the amount of impo,ted starch sold to such manufacturers.* Thus, in the short space of a 10
year period the imported starch had gained a position equal to that manufactured here despite significant improvements in our teclmology, efficiency and
ability to compete.
'Thailand and Brazil are currently the major exporters of tapioca starch, but
a number of other less-developed nations have the potential to export this
product in large quantities. Indonesia, formerly the world's major tapioca
starch exporter, and several African countries are included in this group. Because of the current European tariff wall and variable levies oi tapioca starch,
it Is likely that any increased volume from the exporting countries would 1ow
directly to the United States.
Tile United States' position with regard to tapioca starch imports has become
more difficult in recent years because the Common Agricultural Policy (CAll)
within the European Common Market has raised new barriers to tapioca starch
imnl)orts. The CAP has provided nearly complete protection for farmers by using
a variable levy system to eliminate the competitive price advantage of Im)orted
agricultural products. The variable levies even apply to products the EEC does
not produce if such products compete in any way with domestic production. For
this reason, tapioca starch has recently been subject to tariffs as high as 50
percent, In striking contrast to Its duty-free treatment by the United States.
Other countries have managed to block tapioca starch Imports by other means.
In Japan, for example, the device of import control licenses Is employed, and
Japanese imports of tapioca starch have been limited to a small fraction of the
United States imports.
We believe that United States negotiators should have time authority and
responsibility to negotiate the removal of unreasonable foreign tariff barriers.
If this authority is to have any real meaning, however, it must lie strongly
backed up in our tariff laws. Considerations of basic fairness dictate that Aniercan Industries that have no tariff protection against imports should have the
assistance of the United States Government to insure that other countries are
not able to take unfair advantage of us.
This position accords with two fundamental goals of time United States trade
policy. It would contribute to time expansion of free world trade and provide
greater access to foreign markets for products of less-developed countries.
Our industry has borne the brunt of a unilateral free trade policy In the face
of contrived protectionist barriers abroad. We have been seriously disadvantaged
because of the flood of tapioca starch imports into our country. We are hopeful
that this situation can be relieved by reducing trade barriers In other countries,
but if this cannot be achieved, we urge that the only fair solution is tile imposition of a duty on tapioca imports, as we have done on all other major competitive
starch imports, or the adoption of a quota.
Very truly yours,
ROBERT C.

LIEBENOW,

P-c8ident.
*United States Tariff Commission Report on Starch Investigation #332-37, 'March 1960,
p. 3S.
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. Thank you very much Mr. Palmby.

We will insert,
1larris from the
Oklahoma Wheat
(The telegrams

at this point, two telegrams received by Senator
National Association of Wheat Growers and the
Growers Association.
follow :)
VASHINGTON, D.C., October 10, 1970.

lion. FRED

HARRIS.

S'enatc OfflcC Building,
1l'ashington, D.C.
The National Association of Wheat Growers is opopsed to the 19T0 Trade Act
(Mills bill), primarily because of our vulnerableness to retaliation from foreign
buyers. We urge your support of our position.
E. L. HATCHER,
President, National Association of IWlheat Girowrers.
ENID, OKLA.

Senator

FRED HARRIS,

Senate Office Building,
Wash ingtol, D.C.
Board of Directors of Oklahoma Wheat Growers A.ssn., due to effect on agricultural exports, disapproves trade bill that we understand is being recommended
by Senator Tahnadge. Would appreciate further information.
FRED R. IMERIFIELD,
Execeutire Secrctary.

The Ciim.-A-N.

Is Representative Sam Gibbons here?

STATEMENT OF HON. SAM M. GIBBONS, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
Mr. GIBBONS. Yes, sir.
The CHrnM,\. Will you please take a seat?
Mr. GrIinoIs. Thank you, Senator Long.
The CHAIR,31AN. You want to testify with regard to the agriculture
part, of this bill.
Mr. GumoBs. I want, to cover the whole bill. I want to talk a little
about that, yes, sir.
Senator Long, I am a. member of the Ways and Means Committee although not a very important one. I am the last member of the
committee on the Democrat, side. I have been on it, for almost 2 years.
It will be many years before you put up with me as a conferee who is
concerned abolt" these vital measures, but this is one battle that has
worried me deeply because I feel America is about to make a wrong
move, a move that has haunted this country, almost 200 years.
One of the reasons we fought the American Revolution was over
trade. One of the reasons we fought the Civil War was over trade;
certainly the War of 1812 was over trade. No one can reasonably
doubt anid nobody really challenges that one of the underlying causes
of World War I was the effect of the Smoot-I-awley tariff. It had
a disastrous effect on our own economy and on the world's economy.
In the 25 years since the end of World War I we have placed on the
line the lives of 100,000 young Americans who have gone overseas and
who have not returned alive. They have given their lives in behalf
of an idea that we must live together in this world, we must live together peaceably, we must be able to carry on a commercial intercourse
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with each other. I hate to see us go down the way that history has
shown its in the past that a protectionist trade policy is disastrous for
the internal economy of this country, and (isastrous for the world.

I would like to take the bill title by title, if I may, and just tell you
about the reason why seven of us on the Ways and Means Committee dissented on this b~ill.
We had a larger dissent on this bill than we ever had before in
the past-the most serious dissent that I have ever seen.
In title I, of course the most objectionable part in it, is the matter
concerning oil. As you know, the administration shortly after it came
into office, appointed a committee at, Cabinet level, a iask force consisting of the most distinguished Secretary that we have to study the
oil import quota situation. It was the gisi. of that Committee's decision that the oil import quota as we have known it. in the past should
be modified. There is dispute about how much the oil import quota is
costing the American consumer, some will say $7 billion some $5 billion,
some will say $1 billion and others will try to equate that, but whatever the cost is, it is very high. It is one of the tings that that very
scholarly work of the Oil Import Quota Committee studied, a bound
volume about an inch and a half thick, and they suggested that the
President be given great latitude in trying to solve this problem. I
suggest, to you that, the House bill, which is intended to be attached to
the social security bill over here, flies in the whole face of that suggestion. We should grant to the President flexibility which lie needs to
solve this very vexatious )roblem of soil and security and consumers
and not tie his hands.
Title II, of course, pertains primarily to textile and to shoe quotas.
Now, the administration had the chance to examine the shoe quota
situation. There again they formed a very intelligent, high level coinmission to study the shoe situation. Theyr filed a report, and they said
that. the shoe, people had no case that they did have some injury but
the injury was due to a lot, of things otl;er than foreign trade, that
foreign trade was a factor and, as you know, they are now being given
consideration for other types of remedies to their problems.
But the administration'has reluctantly endorsed the textile and garment quota situation, and I think that in perhaps one of the most
serious parts of this bill. I think the whole question gets down to
whether or not really the textile industry has a case.
Is it entitled to more )rotection than any other industry in America
has ever received other than the oil industry or should it be out and
compete, the textile and garment industry, 'with all the other industries in the United States? If textiles and garments get a mandatory
import quota under GATT or any of the other relationships we have,
somebody is going to have to pay the price. Either the American consumer or another American industry that is now engaged in the exl)ort, business, or wishes to ceigage in; the export business, will pay the
price.
I was surl)rised to hear Senator Hollings say lie thought that the
cotton quota had worked. Well, the cotton quota. has not worked, gentlemen. The ratio of imports to domestic consumption in the cotton industry has increased since 1960 from 6 percent to 11.7 percent. in 1909.
So while we have had this cotton textile quota it has not cut down the
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amount of imports of cotton fiber into this country. In fact, the imports of cotton fiber in this country have practically doubled, almost

tripled in size since that time.
I would point out to the committee that the ratio of imports to do-

mestic consumption of textiles has only increased by 2 percent in the
last 10 years. Ten years ago the ratio of consumption to domestic imports or to foreign imports was 6.3 percent, and now it is only 8.5
percent..
Senator FULBRIGIHT. What is that figure?

Mr. Gimmo,Ns. During the 10 years from 1960 to 1969 the ratio of imported textile fiber into this country from foreign countries has only

increased from 6.3 to 8.5 percent, or just a little over 2 percent.
Senator FULBRICIHT. What is the fiber-do you mean this is all textile goods?
Mr. GiBBo.s. That means cotton, wool and manirade.
Senator FurLnPIBIT. The cloths.
Mr. GIBONs. The cloths.
Senator FULBRIOHT. These are the textiles and apparels made from
both synthetic and natural fibers.
Mr. GiBBoN-s. Yes.

For instance, manmade fibers, Senator 10 years ago amounted to 1.7
percent, of our consumption. Manmade fibers in 1969 amounted to 4.6
percentt of our domestic consumption.
Senator FULBRIOHT. Is that the total consumption of everything

or just of synthetic?

Mr. GIBBONs.
No, sir; that is just of synthetics.
Senator FULBRIOHT. Just of synthetics?
Mr. GIBBONs. But they only went up from practically nothing in 10

years ago, you know we had no dacron and cotton shirts. We did not
have dacron and cotton sheets on our beds, we did not have all the synthetic fibers we now have, synthetic fibers have really become popular
in the last few years, and the importation of these has gone up but its
ratio of imports to domestic consumption has gone up really very
little.
In fact, right now of all the manmade fibers that are consumed iii
the United States, over 95 percent are American made.
Now, of all the fiber, cotton, wool, manmade, and anything else
you could think of including hair, of all of it that it is consumed in this
country, 921/2 percent of it is made right here in this country still.
This industry has not been penetrated to the great extent that is
talked about.
If you convert pounds of fibers into dollars worth of fiber, you will
find that, less than 4 percent of the fiber that we consume on a dollar
basis is foreign fiber and that tile other 96 percent of it is domestic
fiber made. right here or grown right here or fabricated right here
in this country.
Senator FULBRIOIIT. How much of that is wool, do you know ?
Mr. GnIBmoNs. Yes. We have always been great importers of wool.
Senator FJLBRIGHT. I know.
Mr. Guimo.Ns. Ten years ago, the penetration of foreign wool as a
percent of consumption was 21.7 percent. Today, or in 1969, it, was
21.2 percent.
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Senator FULBRIOIIT. What I was really getting at is what percentage
of that 4 percent in value could you a locate to wool? I was just
curious if you happen to know.
Mr. GIBoNS. I do not have those figures.
Seniator FULBRIOIT. Would it be as much as 1 l)ercent or a half of

I l)ercent, would you guess?
Mr. GIBBONS. I just would rather not guess, Senator, I don't have
the correct figures.

Senator FULBRIGIIT. We traditionally have been a wool importer.
Mr. GIBnoxs. Yes, sir; we have been a wool importer for a hundred
years.
Senator FULRIoTI. That is what I thought.
Senator MILLER. Will the Senator yield at that point? You testified
from 1960 to 1969 the imports went up from 6.3 to 8.5 percent in that
10-year period.
M[r. GIBBONS. In that. 10-year period.
Senator MILLER. What was the ratio in 1969?

Mr. GIBBONS. In 1969 it, was 8.5.
Senator FUIBRIMrIT. Is that bulk or dollars?
Mr. GIBBoxs. Everything, that is in pounds, that is cotton, wool, and
manmade fiber.
Senator FULBRIGIIT. Well yOU shift from one to the other, I get
lost.
I am not sure you are talking about pounds or dollars.
Mr. GIBBONS. I am talking about pounds now. The 8.5, Senator Fulbright, contrasts with 4 )ercent as far as dollars are concerned. So
the dollar volume is a much smaller percentage than the poundage.
Senator BN NEvT. May I ask a question?
When you are talking about wool, are you talking about raw wool or
are you talking about cloth?
Mr. GIBBONs. The whole thing, in pounds, sir.
Senator BWeNE'. W ell, you cannot include raw wool and cloth
in the same figure.
Mr. GIBBONS. As far as measuring them, sir, as to its impact on our
entire economy, let me say the figures are available to break them
down as you ask for, Senator Bennett. I just, didn't bring them over.

I have them in ny office.
Senator BENN-.fr. I don't think there are any figures that take raw
wool that. comes from Australia and adds it to'the finished cloth that
comes from Japan or Great Britain, and some wool that comes from
Australia is woven into cloth in the United States, so you have got a
confusing figure here.
Mr. GIBBONs. No, we have all those figures, sir. This country, first of
all, we do not consume as much wool jper person as we used to consume.
I have those figures also. The per capita consumption of wool has gone
down substantially in the United States, as the per capita consumption
of manniade fibers has gone up. The per capita consumption of cotton
has gone down.
Senator BENNE.'I-. That is not, the problem. Would you supply us a
figure or will you tell us for the record whether you are talking about
woven cloth or whether you are talking about raw wool.
Mr. GIBBONS. I am talking about just-
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Senator BENNE'-r. You cannot talk about the combination of the
two.
Mr. GIBBONS. No, I am talking about all fiber, sir. I agree with you
that mine is a conglomerated figure but the figures are available, and
I would supply them if you would allow me to, of what the breakdown
s.
I just did not bring that material with me, sir.
Senator MILLER. 'Ihat 8.5 percent, I understand, generally speaking
is cloth; is that correct?
Mr. GIBBONS. Yes, sir; it, is, generally speaking, cloth.
Senator MILLER. All right.

Now what about apparel?
Mr. GIBBONS. I have the figure on apparel. I did not bring them with
me, though, sir. But let me
Senator MILLER. Will you supply those for the record, too.
Mr. GIBBONS. Sir?
Senator

MILLER.

When you get the information Senator Bennett

requested, would you please supply the apparel figures for the record?
Mr. GIBBONS. Yes, sir, in fact they could be broken down by shirts
and socks and everything.
(Information supplied by Congressman Gibbons follows. Hearing
continues on l). 360.)

TEXTILES: U.S. IMPORTS, EXPORTS, DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION, AND RATIO OF IMPORTS TO CONSUMPTION. BY FIBER, 1960-69
[In millions of pounds]
Imports

Total

Manmade
fibers

1960 ----------------415.7
1961
----------------339.8

31.3

1962 ----------------486.0
1963 ----------------493.0
1964
.................
491.3
1965..............
595.8
1966.................
776.3
1967 ----------------703.9
1968 .................
813.1
1969 ..............
874.9

23.5
30.6
36.2
50.0

79.0
123.1
138.8
193.3
257.5

Exports

Cotton

Wool

Total

Manmade
fibers

252.3
188.9
309.8
304.3
300.2
360.7
510.3
443.4
473.8
488.0

132.1
127.4
145.6
152.5
141.1
156.1
142.9
121.7
146.0
129.4

328.8
330.1
315.2
310.5
328.7
315.5
339.6
330.0
326.5
387.4

90.8
86.4
90.5
97.1
108.5
129.1
140.0
133.0
129.0
146.1

Domestic consumption I

Cotton

233.3

239.2
220.3
207.8
213.2

173.7
189.5
188.4

188.2
232.4

-mestic consumption eoauis mill consumption plus imports less exports of semimanufactured

and manufactured products.

Wool

Ratio of imports to domestic
consumption (percent)

Total

Manmade
fibers

Cotton

Wool

6,635.6
6,632.9
7,280.8
7,497.0
8,011.1
8,835.4
9,487.1
9,400.1
10,307.2
10,305.6

1,818.3
1,997.8
2,358.6
2,726.9
3,114.3
3.570.5
3,975.1
4,242.4
5,360.1
5,647.9

4,209.9
4,031.2
4,277.5
4,136.7
4,331.4
4,664.5
4,951.3
4,678.0
4,432.1
4,181.2

607.4
603.9
644.7
633.4
565.4
600.4
560.7
479.7
515.0
476.5

Source: Textile Organon, March 1970, p. 50.

Total

Manmade
fibers

Cotton

Wool

21.7
21.1
22.6
24.1
25.0
26.0
25.5
25.4
28.3
27.2
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WEARING APPAREL OF COTTON, WOOL, AND MANMADE FIBERS: U.S. PRODUCTION, IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION
EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE, AND APPARENT CONSUMPTION, 1961-69
tIn millions of pounds, raw-fiber equivalent

Year and fiber

Production

Imports

Exports

Apparent
consumilpion

1961:
Cotton ----------------Wool ..................
Man made -------------

1,809. 9
368.8
704. 1

60.3
13.7
5.0

14.5
.5
7.6

1,855.7
382. 0
701.5

Total ----------------

Ratio
(percent) of
imports to
consumption

2,882.8

79.0

22.6

2,939.2

1962:
Cotton .................
Wool ----------------Man made ............

1,890.7

91.8
22.8
1C.4

13.5
.4
6.3

1,969.0
387.8
813.5

Total ..............

3,065.5

125.0

20.2

3,179.3

'963:
Cotton ----------------

1,880.8

365.4
906.3

94.2
28.0
12.8

14.4
.4
6.6

1,969.6
445.2
912.5

Total ................

3,152.5

135.0

21.4

3,318.3

4.1

1964:
Cotton ----------------Wool ----------------Man made -------------

1,921.0
368.4
1,052.1

107.6
28.4
21.8

17.4
.6
7.2

2,011.2
396.2
1,966.7

5.4
7.2
2.0

Total ................

3,341.5

157.8

25.2

3,474. 1

4.5

1965:
Cotton ................
Wool .................
Man made -------------

1,890.7
372.2
1,205.6

119.9
35.4
30.8

Total ----------------

3,468.5

186.1

26.4

3,628.2

1966:
Cotton ................
Wool ------------------Man made -------------

1,872.1
358.0
1,387.5

123.1
33.0
37.6

20.4
.9
7.6

1,974.8
390. 1
1,417.5

Wool -----------------

Man made ............

365.4
809.4

1,992.6
406.7
1,228.9

Total ..............

3,617.6

193.7

28.9

3,782.4

1967:
Cotton ................
Wool .................
Man made ............

1,690.4
330.8
1,512.7

133.1
30.8
61.1

23.2
1.0
8.0

1,800.3
360.6
1,565.8

5.1

5.1

Total ..............

3,533.9

225.0

32.2

3,726.7

1968:
Cotton ................
Wool .................
Man made ............

1,629.7
345.2
1,842.5

140.0
41.4
91.6

27. 5
1.0
9.7

1,742.2
385.6
1,924.4

8.0
10.7
4.7

Total..............

3,817.4

268. 1

38.2

4,047.3

6.6

142.7
41.5
144.0

35.8
i.O
12.6

328.2

49.4

1969:
Cotton ...............
Wool ..................
Man made ............
Total
..............

(1)

1Not available.
Source: Production compiled from Textile Organon, January 1969; other data compiled from -'Sfcial statistics of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
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MANUFACTURES OF WOOL, EXCEPT CARPETS AND RUGS: A METHOD OF ESTIMATING THE RATIO OF IMPORTS TO
U.S. PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION, 1961-69

Year
1961 -----------------1962 -----------------1963 -----------------1964 -----------------1965 -----------------1966 -----------------1967 -----------------1968 -----------------19693 -----------------

Ratio of imports to-

ProductionI
(thousand
pounds)

Inmports2
(thousand
pounds)

Exports3
(thousand
pounds)

Apparent
consumption
(thousand
pounds)

Production
(percent)

370,349
395,594
395,619
370,751
442,103
394,182
339,511
329,602
318,000

43,030
62,326
702074
61,712
92,0?6
81.238
72,464
103,280
83,491

2,087
2,096
2,248
3,030
5,840
5,346
5,699
4,536
3,723

411,292
455,824
463,445
429,433
528.289
470,074
406,276
428,346
397,768

11.6
15.8
17.7
16.6
20.8
20.6
21.3
31.3
26.3

Consumption
(percent)
10.5
13.7
15.1
14.4
17.4
17.3
17.8
24.1
21.0

1Production ol yarn (except carpet yarn) principally wool, reprocessed wool, or reused wool by weight, and production
of nonwoven woof felts. The production of wool yarn is estiniated for 1969 and thi production of nonwoven wool felts is
estimated for 1961-62 and 1966-69.
Derived from data published in "Wool Situation," U.S. Department of Agriculture. D'.ta for tops and advanced wool,
D
nlls, and wastes have been excluded as being raw materials; data for carpets and rugs have also been excluded. Imports
of so-called loophole fabrics have been included, but imports of woven wool fabrics shipped from the Virgin Islands to
mainland United States as products of the islands have not been included. Imports and exports of the items included,
except yarn, have been increased by 2 percent to allowfor material lost in processingyarn into fabrics and finished articles.
Ifthe imports and exports had been increased by 10 percent, the ratio of imports to consumption would have increased
by about 1 percentage point.
Preliminary.
Source: Production of yarn, "Current Industrial Reports," series M22F; production of nonwoven wool felts, "Current
InJustrial Reports," series M22T, except as noted; imports and exports, as indicated above.
WOOL YARN, FOR SALE: U.S. PRODUCTION. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE
AND APPARENT CONSUMPTION, 1961-69

1961 ---------------------1962 .......................
1963 .......................
1964 ---------------------1965 ......................
1966 .......................
1967 ---------------------1968 ---------------------1969 .......................

Production I
(thousand
pounds)

Imports
(thousand
pounds)

2

Exports
(thousand
pounds)

Apparent
consumption 3
(thousand
pounds)

Ratio of
imports to
consumption
(percent)

162, 473
67,583
167,388
159, 558
185,112
1 85,316
142,415
155,533
149,000

5,429
8,892
9,802
7,809
10,890
12,481
8,977
10,051
7,726

232
221
229
228
185
273
331
367
594

167,670
176,254
176,961
167, 139
195,817
197,524
151,061
165,217
156,132

3.2
5.0
5.5
4.7
5.6
6.3
5.9
6.1
4,9

1 Including yarn produced on commission
2 Including angora rabbit hair yarn.
Production plus sports less exports.
4 Estimated.

Source: Compiled from official stat'st'cs of the U.S. Drfpartment of Commerce, except as noted
TEXTILES, WHOLLY OR IN CHIEF VALUE OF MANMADE FIBERS: U.S. GENERAL IMPORTS,' BY KIND, 1964-69
1In thousands of units of quantities]
Groupings3
200A
201A
202A
203A
204A
205A
206A
207A
208A
209A

Kind (commodity description)
pounds.Textured yarns ..........................
Cellulosic continuous filament yarns --------- do....Noncelluloslc continuous filament yarns . ..... do ---.
Cellulosic yarns of norcontinuous fibers ------do ....
Noncellulosic yarns of noncontinuous fibers ... do ..-do --Other yarns of manmade fibers .............
yarns
Woven fabrics of cellulosc continuous filament
square yards-.
Woven fabrics of cellulosic noncontirdous fbers. -do....
Woven fabrics of noncellulosic . ntinuous filament
square yards.....................
yarns
Woven fabrics of noncellulosic noncontinuous fibers
....
do....

1964

1965

6,7V
3:090 7,506
353
320
51
195
716
295

1966
249
3,856
10,644
1,283
908
1,828

1968

1969

4,303 20,425
7,209 14,072
25. 472
6,705
'
1,736
2,117
1,703 3,523
1,651 1,339

11,588
4,109
24, 259
1,632
7,433
1, 751
49, 062
17,281

1967

35,001 43,550 46,916 48, 302 50,280
13,984 19,224 42,228 25,233 10,795

29,844 64,002 70,887 62,895 83,176 108,175
3,567 30,426 85,772 25,970 37,198

23,479
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TEXTILES, WHOLLY OR IN CHIEF VALUE OF MANMADE FIBERS: U.S. GENERAL IMPORTS,' BY KIND, 1964-69-Con.
[in thousands of units of quantities]
Groupings '
210A
211A
212A
213A
214A
215A
216A
217A
218A
219A
220A
221 A
222A
223A
224A
225A
226A
22/A
228A
229A
230A
231A
232A
233A
234A
235A
236A
231A
238A
239A
240A
241A
242A
243A

Kind (commodity description)

1964

1965

19E6

1967

1968

1969

Other woeni fabrics, n.e.s. -----------------do
7,669 11,S00 17,363 13,414 22,834 26,769
pounds..
792 2,495 3,241
4,401
4,86
6,668
Knit fabrics --.....--------------------3,852
9,919
Pile or tufted fabrics--------------- square yards_
683
1,232 2,332 2,40
Specialty fabrics ------------------... pounds.- 3,307
4,869 5,926 5,983 13,151
13,543
3,7114
Glovesand mittens ------------------ dozen pairs.. 2,417 2,640 2,827 2,658 3,230
do....
554
648
667
911
1,086
1,318
Hosiery ----------------------------------121
260
428
Knit dresses ---------------------- dozens.32
28
46
Knit pajamas ---------------------------do- -.9
29
22
34
107
203
187
T-shirts --------------.----------------- do..95
142
88
70
221
219
1,080 2,263 3,044 3, 513
2,339
Knit shirts, including blouses-------------- do --.
6
7
7
36
37
jO
Knit skirts ------------------------------- do....
230
513
1,348 2,576 4, 785
7, 143
Sweaters ---------------------------------do -...
507
1,513
Women's, girls', infants' knit trousers ---------do....
6
16
17
95
68
140
201
157
358
540
Knit underwear -----------.--------------- do....
962 1,559
1,805 2,033 3,594
8,451
Knit wearing appare!, n.e.s ---------------- pounds..
108
194
291
610 1,430
1,835
Body-supporting garments ...............
dozens 1,350
Handkerchiefs ------------------------685
938
726
624
729
3,025
Mu'flers, etc, not knit ............
. pounds.. 2,433 3,411
1,628 1,324 1,590
dozens-.
327
556
760
526
828
1,643
Blouses, not knit .........................
72
154
101
159
530
1,319
Coats, not knit .............................
do ---310
488
Dresses, not knit ...........................
do ---57
78
164
166
68
103
161
Dressing gowns, not knit ....................
do ....
21
36
71
..................... do ---- 47
44
62
107
270
617
Pajamas, not knit ....
43
63
79
58
117
200
Piaysuits, etc., not knil -..........
. do ..do --- 122
318 1,033 2,242 2,596
4,197
Dress shirts, not knit .......................
2,226
2,753
Shirts, n.e.s., not knit .......................
do ---74
162
527 1,287
Skirts, not knit ............................
do ....
1
2
5
4
37
115
496
Suits, not knit ...........................
number.41
275
169
73
133
dozens-676 1,041
758
819 1,162
1,519
Trousers, etc., not knit .....................
9
6
36
log
Underwear, not knit .......................
do-....
5
13
634
808
890
990 1,835
3,559
Wearing apparel, n.e.s., not knit..........
pounds-.
Floor coverings .......................
square feet.. 13,338 37,582 86,382 85,865 129,670 133,548
pounds.. 1,065 1,116 1,576
1,429 2,116
2,900
Furnishings, n.e.s ........................
6,749
Manufactures, n.e.s.
.................
do.. . 4,973 5,153 6,450 5,682 6,442

1 Includes merchandise released from customscustody immediately upon arrival plus merchandise entered into bonded
storage warehouses immediately upon arrival.
'Groupings used by BDSA of U.S. Department of Commerce (Publication TQ 2310).
3 Not separately classified in 1964 and 1965.
4 N.e.s.-not elsewhere specified.
Note: Total of all imports for each year are not meaningful as the units differ among the various groupings. On a common basis by conversion to equivalent square yards the totals for recent years were as follows:

Year
1967 ....................................................................

1968.................................................

1969 --------------.-----------------------------------------------------

Equivalent
square yards
(thousands)
933,458

1 453,061

1:782.698

Growth over
previous year
(percent)
17.0

55.7

22.7

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

L
. I am just thinking in terms of how much cloth is
Senator MIrmn,
involved in the apparel because that would be an add-on to your 8.5
percent. If we are looking at the total impact, if you can provide the
apparel figures for the record, I think it would be helpful.
Mr. GImlo-s. Yes, sir. Those figures are available and I am sure you
will be surI)rised to find that the impact is not as great as you have
been told it is.
Senator MILLER. Sir ?
Mr. GIBBONs. And I think you will be surprised to find that the
impact is not as great as you'have been told it, is. I give you gross
figures here because I did not want to break it down intoSenator MILA.ER. I haven't been told too much about. the impact in
l)ounds.
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We were told just, this morning that the impact on jobs is. pretty
serious and I see 93,000 jobs have gone out, in the 9 months of this year.
That is something that is more meaningful to me than l)ounds.
Mr. GImm.-s. Yes, sir; that is exactly what I was coming to next
here.
If you take, and I think most of us will realize that when the unemployment rate goes in this country from around 3 percent to
around 51/2 percent, that you are going to have a loss of jobs in all
industhey, not, just the textile industry, and I think that, I tried to get
these dgures this year from the (lilerent State employment services
and I had them from some States.
For instance, when I contacted South Carolina I found out that. they
only issue figures once a year, so they could not tell me until tie end(If
the year. When I contacted the State of Georgia I found out there
had'been a dropoff in the employment of textile workers in Georgia.
But I found that the dropoff, and in speaking as of around 2 or 3
months ago, had been greater in other industries than it had been in
the textile industry. So I think that you are going to find that the
textile industry, of course, moves with every other industry in the
United States and while I cannot. challenge that. 93,000 jobs, I can tell
ou that the gross number of jobs during the sixties, Senator Miller,
in the textile and garment industry increased by-between 250,000 to
300,000 jobs. Now it goes up and (town yearly as the textile an(i garment industry moves u) and down, as the styles change, as the mills
come and go, as competition comes from within this country and from
abroad, but generally speaking, in the 10-year period from 1960 to
1969, the total number of jobs in the textile and garment industry
increased on the order of 250,000 to 300,000 new additional jobs. Now
that. is not an industry that is in serious trouble when you consider that
that industry was aiutomating and was faced with what. they claim to
be unheralded outside competition.
Senator MAmmt. May I just say I happen to be a little more interested
in what. is the situation in 1970 and possibly in 1969 than what it. was
back in 1960. After all, if you were one of the 93,000 people out of
work in 1970, you could care less what. the situation was back in 1960.
Mr. GIBBONS. I agree with you on that, but I was using that as an
illustration to show that unemployment is up in this country for a
number of reasons, and iii all industries, not just the textile aii(l garment industry.
Now, if youi will look
Senator ihLLEiI. For examl)le, if you look in the defensee and space
industries
Mr. Ginmoxs. It has been even more substantial than that.
Senator mr.R. There was a loss of employment but that is due to a
cutback in Federal spending, and there are people coming out of the
military service, about 500,000 fewer men in uniform today than a year
ago so you are going to have to expect. a certain amount of uneml;loyment during Chat period'of readjustment, but the people who t',stilie(l
in favor of the textile quotas tell us that there has been a flooding of
and a tremendous increase, 46 percent, I think they said, in inanmna(le
fibers in just 9 months of this year, and it is prett]hiard to avoid recognizing that the loss of jobs is pretty well connected with that.
51-3S9-70-pt.
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Mr. GIBBONS. Senator Miller, let me caution you about some of those
figures that they use 1970 compared to 1969. They always conveniently
forget, and I find that both sides do this. In the 1969 figures, they are
not very reliable because of the shipping strike we had in 1969. As you
remember American ports were tied up for about 4 months and any
figures that you have got comparing 1969 figures, the first so many
months of 1969 and the first so many months of 1970 are going to b~e
terribly askew.
Senator MILLEIn. But they did not do that. They said there was a loss
of 60,000 jobs in 1969 and aloss of 90,000 jobs in 170.
Mr. GIBBOINS. Well, Senator, if you read their trade publication and
not just what, they tell you before this table here, they tell you they
have all kind of problems in the textile and garment industry. One of
the problems is what kind of coat lapel you and I are going to wear.
Another one is the length of the ladies' skirts, and if you will go down
and talk to them you will find out that ladies just are not buying
dresses because they do not know what to buy. They have style problems, they have all kinds of problems primarily -ought about by
change in styling and the changing economic outlook.
There is no doubt that the severe slide of the stock market had something to do with it.
Senator Talmadge's State has been suffering for a number of reasons. Their production is off. They have been realining their assembly
lines, and their production lines ini their State, and they have had trouible but if you go talk to the textile and garment people, they will tell
you that even more serious than foreign imports is the problem that
they have with the style changes right now, the mini versus the maxi,
the mini versus the maxi or midi. You know you have got, I cannot see
that far, but I think you have got on an old style coat and I have on a
new one-and you know we both have got on kind of old ties, and that
is one of the big problems in the textile industry right now. It is not all
foreign imports.
Let's look at these l)eople from another point of view.
I think if you look at. their dollar volume of profits, and this is something that you, sir, would be better able to understand than I, but in
1960 the textile mill products dollar volume of profit was $329 million.
In 1969 the dollar volume l)rofit of these same textile nills was $621
million or about almost double, and in the apparel or the garment industry it went from $152 million in 1960 to $523 million in 1969. Now
these are the kinds of things that these poor people are coming ul) and
asking you to do, to give an industry whose dolar volume profit has
almost quadruped in the garment area and doubled in the textile area
in 10 years, the most horrendous type of trade protection that I can
imagine has ever been foisted off on this Congress.
Now, the return on the investment of the owners of textile mills, was
5.9 in 1959. In 1969 it was 7.9 return. So their return on their investment went u p 2 percent or really went up about 20 percent.
Senator MILL.:m . May I make an observation that, it did not quite
kee l) pace with the rate of return on interest..
Mr. GIBBONS. No, it did not.
Senator MILLER. So they really fell behind if you are going to look
at the way interest rates jumped. Getting money'back on interest even
with Treasury bills is 10 percent, they are even under that..
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Mr. Gii.Noxs. Of course, if you will examine ill the textile industry,
sir, you will find that there am about 25,000 pioductionl units ini tie
textile industryv. It is an industry in which there are a few large coinPanies but there are a great many small companies and these returns on
investment do not include l)ayments to officers and (lifectors and thimmg.
like that.
This is just return on the equity that the stockholders have. I did not
mention the real good years, Senator Miller. The real good years were
1965, they got, 10.8 that year, in 1966, 10.1, and the year prior to that,
1964, was 8.5. Because I had used a 10-year figure, I was giving you the
two 10-year figures there.
Senator MA.ELLR. How about 1938 ?
Mr. GIBBONS. 1968 it was 8.8.
Senator MILLER. And 1969.

Mr. GBo1BOS. It was 7.9.
Now, let's go to the apparel producers on the other side since we have
talked about the textile people. The apparel people went. from 7.7
return on their investment in 1960 to 11.9 in 1969. And I could give you
the figures in between there-in 1966 they had a 13.3 return on their
investment. Yes, the), have had some bank ruptcies, but. wlat. American
industry that you kvow of that ha,3 25,000 units in it doesn't have some
bankruptcies as well as some that are going to do real well, and this
is an industry that is changing very rapidly. We mentioned style, but
there are also production techniques. Tie Water Jet Loom 'for instance is the latest thing in weaving cloth. These people are moving very
fast in the technology. The whole system of the use of man-made
fibers is developing ver , rapidly, and some companies that ',ad been
making products l)y old processes have gone out of business, and new
companies and neAv processes have come in.
The garment and textile mill, as perhaps when you and I first, saw
them was a two or three or four story building ii Ne England made
out of red brick with lots of windows in it for light. The new textile
mill in Georgia or South Carolina is a one-story no-w-indowed airconditioned temperature-controlled marvel of automation. There has
been a great migration of these textile mills from the Northeast to
the Southeast and to other parts of the country as working patterns
and working conditions and technolog y, have changed. I -ubnit to you
any industry that has increased by rouglly 250 to 300 thousand new
jobs in 10 )ears, any industry whose dollar volume of profits has gone
up almost four tunes as far as garments, twice as far as textiles in
10-year period, and whose return on investment is generally up, is not
ail industry that should come in livre and ask to get the kind of protection they want you to give when there are other American industries
that are going to be exposed because of this, and be retaliated against
because of the special protection the textile industry is seeking.
Senator BENNEir. Mr. Chairman, it is one of iy functions to be the
roughneck in this committee.
Mr. GIBBONS. Good.
House,
Senator BENN-Err. And with all respect to my friend from the I
hr has been going for 30 minutes and lie is not very far into his analysis
of time bill and we have two other witnesses who have been here since
10 o'clock this morning.
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Mr.Gim-o xs. 1 appreciate that, sir.
Senator Bt:xNNrTT. So I hope that he call hurry through the rest
of his comments.
Mr. GIBBONS. I will be glad to, sir.
I would sa, DISC-and I followed Senator Miller's questioning
on. Friday--is another particular preference. Even the authors of it
,ayit woi't work too well. I think it opens up more loopholes.
I would point out to you that. the DISC classifies income tlat
normally is classified as 'domestic income to foreign income. This
foreign income, of course, can be used to offset foreign tax credit. I
think you can understand who would get the biggest advantage out
of being able to offset foreign income versus foreign tax credits.
I think the Treasury is going to lose at, least a billion dollars when
we start, paying off all those unused foreign tax credits.
I have ee thing here, sir, that I would like to bring up that is a little
sensitive. Three weeks ago on the House floor I opposed a rule that
had been reported by the House Rules Committee that would require
a two-thirds vote rather than a simple majority on any House bill that
came back from the Senate with a nongermane amendment. I opposed
that. so I think I can come over here with clean hands and talk to you
about it as I intend to do now. As you know, this problem of making
a Congress work, of the House and the Senate, working together is
something that requires a great deal of comity, and a great deal of
un(lerstanding. That was essentially the arguments I used when I
ol)posed the change in the House rides 3 weeks ago. You are going to
find if you examine the debate that most of the lower structure in
the House, most of the leadership in the House opl)posed my position,
but, somehow or other, luck held out and we were able to resolve that
difference so that the nongermane Senate amendments, when they
come back to the House, don't require a two-thirds rule.
I hope that when you take up this bill as a nongermane amendment
to the social security bill that you will help prove me. right by rejecting this. I hope that we won't get into that kind of a, fight.. I
would hate to see the House of Representatives fall back on its rules,
and start treating your amendments as if they were junior to our
amendments. I don't want it. done that way. I Avxould oppose it evell if
it came over but there is a very sensitive question in the House, one
that as a progressive legislator,'l tried to work so that. Senators could
make accommodations with the House rule. But there is no doubt
that when you tack a bill like this onto a nongermane House bill it. is
going to cause all kinds of fuss over there, and I would hope that you
would consider this problem
as a long range l)roblem and would try
to work out. that difference. I appreciate your courtesies, gentlemen.
Senator 'I'AL\tmDcE (presiding). Thank you, Congressman.

Any questions?
Senator FULBIRIGHT'. Well, yes, I think, Mr. Congressman, you have
made a very fine contribution. You went through these hearings as a
member of the Ways and Means Committee. You obviously have acquired a great deal of knowledge about it. You said several things
that I think there was some misunderstanding about.. The last thing
you said was about the DISC tax preference. I asked, I believe it was,
the Secretary of Commerce about this foreign income being offset
against tax credits and I think lie said he didn't think that could be
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done under the bill, that, there would be no loss to the Treasury of
that kind, that all the loss would be simply deferTal. The taxes that
they wouldn't pay would be estimated something like $600 million
and the effect of this is only to defer income that they now pay upon
it. I asked him if it could be offset.. He said no. I think I used the, illustration whether an oil company that. owned a coal company that. sells
abroad its coal and transfers ihis into a DISC corporation. Are you
pretty sure of the facts about that.
Mr. GIBBONs. Yes, sir, I am and I think if you ilnqulire of tile staff
of the Joint, Internal Revenue Committee they would corroborate my
statement.
Senator FjLT3nIou'r. That is what I thought.
Mr. GIBBONS. I have checked that statement out with them, and I
am sure they would corroborate it.. They will tell ym there is not only
a tax deferral but you can get nonpayment of taxes out, of this, too.
This is more than a deferral, Senator.
Senator FULBRIGHIT. I asked the Secretary. Not being a tax man it
may he excusable for him not to have known. But he said it was his
understanding it would not have that effect that you said it would
have.
I want, to say that. of your description of lie industry as a whole
and the fact, that in a big industry with 25,000 units there would bo
those who go broke as well as those who forge ahead, this is old-fashioned private enterprise sentiments. This is becoming more or less
unpopular these days. We are doing more and more to administer
prices and competition is no longer fashionable.
Mr. GIBBONS. You know, sir, that brings ul)a question and I am
sorry Senator Bennett is not here.
Senator FurLEIGIlT. I am getting old-fashioned going back to those
ideas that there ought to be competition in our industry.
Mr. GmBoxs. That, brings up a question we never have (listiussed
here and that is, who gets those quotas? These quotas are going to be
very valuable things. We know what they are in the oil industry.
You know a ticket for a barrel of oil is worth about $1.25 most (lays
in the oil industry, but what is going to be the worth of a ticket to
buy these shirts or socks or this man-made fiber and who gets it. That
question has never been answered. Wlhat system of allocation is goingg
to be made of those quotasSenator FULBMIGIHT. 'Whatdo you think, yon heard the testimony ?
Mfr. GIBBiNs. Who is going to geit . re Sears & Roelmck roillg to
wet it all or .ontgomery W'ard goil1g to et,it all or Mr. XYZ,wlio is
an importer, get all these shirts, or how vill it )e decideI. No collsideration has ever been given to that.
Senator FULBRmIIT. You rememl)er the sugar quotas.

Mr. Gimiiioxs. Yes, si r,I do.
Senator FLmic.IT. I thought. the chairman of the Houtse committee allocated the quotas according to how lie felt that day. Is the
chairman of tie 1Ways and Means Committee
Mr. GIBBoNS. I won't comment on that. I haven't. been around here
that long.
Senator FuuimuiiT. I don't know either, this is what the press said,

I didn't. I never did get a quota. [Laughter.]
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Mr. Ginnoxs. These%quotas are going to be very valuable things,
sir.
Senator FUBRIGIIT. What did the House committee, find about it?
What do you think about it?
Mr. Gmxaoxs. Well it didn't.. It just glossed over that, sir.
Senator FULBmRoM. Nothing has been said about it. In fect'I didn't
even think about it until this minute.
Mr. GIBBONs. Who is going to get the license to import the shirts
or socks or the underwea r?
Senator FUImOuciiT. Isn't there anything in the bill to determine
that?
Mr. GIBBoxs. No, sir.
Senator FuLmUmirT. Who is going to determine that ?
Mr. Gimio.s. I don't know.
Senator FULBRIGIGT. Do you?

Mr. GnBoxs. Well the fellow who has got the most money is l)robably going to end up with it and that is one of the serious l)arts of
this bill as I see it. The fellow who can go overseas and deal with the
foreign cartel and make his purchase is going to do it. In other words,
the big banker or the fellow who ha got the backing of the big banker
behind him is
to eoing
elld U) with these quotas.
Senator FuLmuorr. Nobody raised this question. I don't know.
Mr. GIBnoNs. Or the big merchandiser.
Senator "MILLER. Will the Sewntor vield? I think the Senator could
probably get his answer on the question on the apparel on the meat
import tiotas that have been on the books for several years. I don't
know for sure. how the l)epartment of Agriculture gets into the picture, but I think you have your brokers and they gather
(
customers
and they I)robably* ust work'it out. We haven't had any problem that
T know of on allocation of meat iinl)ort quotas. It iigh't he a dillerent
problem with textiles but I think that they maiitiged to get along
and we never have had a request for the committee to change the meat
im)ort quota bill.
Senator FULBRIGT. I am not familiar with the meat import. Is
it a very substantial amount ? And what is it ? What does it consist of ?
Senator MAtrAJ:H. I think it is a large sum of money that is involved.
Senator FuLniumur. What does it consist of, what types of meat,
just beef. Not poultry, I hope.
Senator [ILiER. No. But we are importing a large volume of lamlb
from New Zeal and.
Senator FUJAMIt IIT. Ye1Q.
Senator IrmiER. And considerable beef from Australia and some
other countries.
Senator Fuimmwni. Do you have to get a quota in order to import
laml) from Australia ?
Senator Myryit. I don't know the answer.
Senator T,%L-MDGE. The quota relates to the l)articular country and
not the particular individual importer.
Senator MTTER. Yes, but I think what the Senator -from Ark msas
is getting at is once that quota comes into the United States and the
Secretary of Agriculture at the beginning of each year sets a target
on the amount of quotas and they get up near that point, they are
fearful because they don't want. to trigger off this matter, and I think
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they have been able to manage this through their regular trade. I
guess maybe the answer is they haven't imposed the quotas. We have
got an iml)ort quota bill and we are constantlyy talking about triggering
off the quotasbut nevertheless you had an informal quota situation.
The Secretary of Agriculture sets the target, and the importers try
to keep within the target, and their trade seems to get along all right.
Senator FIULBmIGT. Well, they have-I am familiar with the way
the sugar works but they give those to those specific countries and
they come and lobby for a, particular country. Now within the country
who gets the sugar, lie allocates that to a specific industry-to specific
refiner, for example.
Senator MILLER. I don't think so, Senator. I think this is handled
by your brokers on a customer basis and they seeili to work it out.
Senator

FULBRIGILT.

I don't understand the Congressman's view,

I am getting more and more confused.
Mr. GIBBONS. May 1 give you an illustration?
Senator FULBRIG1IT. Yes.
Mr. GIBBONs. Last year we imported from the European Community
$555 million worth of textiles and shoes. Now, let's take Japlan. 'We
imported from Japan last year $576 million worth of textiles and shoes.
Now, here is one country selling us that much. Who is going to decide
in this country who gets the quotas.

Senator FuLBnmnwrr. That is what I want to know.
Mr. Gi~mioxs. In other words, is Sears, Roebuck going to go to Japan
Senator TALMADIEX. Will you yield at that point ,

Mr. GIBBONS. Yes.
Senator TALMrADOE. All this Government will attempt to do is say
to the Japanese that the quota must be based upon a certain percentage
of the imports in the base years and then the ,Japanese exporter and
importer will work out their pro rata share. That is the system that,
is used now. No government tries to tell each individual how much
you can export or how much you can import. That will be worked out
between the buyer and the seller. All this Government will atteinlpt
to do is enforce the quota.
Mr. GniMo\s. I agree with you, sir. it will be worked out between
the buyer and seller. I just wonder which buyer on this side is going
to get, it because one1buyer-Senator TmAF-r.mIx. I will assume they will do like aliv other seller
does when he is short of goods. lIe allocates goods to'his customer
on the basis of previous sales and if lie is short lie gives him a pro

rata share.
Mr. GIBBONS. Well, I would say that one of the deficiencies, Senator
Fulbright, in this legislation is there is no equitable (listriblution of
these quotas, who gets them, or what, control of them at all.
Senator TmL-AI.\rX,,. Any other questions?
Senator FULIMItIUIT. Thank you very much.
Nfr. GIBBONS. Thank vou.
Senator TmAM.\DiGE. Thank 'ou very much. Did you want to ask a

question ?
Senator HANSEN. I ha ;e two.
Senator T,,-.N:rADG. Senator Hansen hasn't had an opl)ortunity to

question you. I hate to detain you so long and kee l) these other 'witnesses waiting.
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Senator IANSEN. Mr. Gibbons, have you read tie. report of the
House Interior Committee, Interior aid Insular Affairs Subcommittee
on Mines and Mining ?
Mr. GIBBoNs. No, sir, I have not, read it.
Senator IANSEN. On page 196 of that report, the committee makes
this point:
The estimated cost of the present control program speaking of the mandatory
oil Import program as compared to no controls has been greatly overstated.
Rather than the $5 billion annual costs suggested by the task force, a more
realistic figure probably is less than $1 billion. When full consideration is given
to intangibles and to the very real probability of higher foreign fuel prices once
this nation's dependency on foreign sources is well established, there actually
may be a net benefit to the economy from the present Import program.

I thought you would be interested in that background because oil
the .8th of October General George, A. Lincoln testifying before a
the Office of
House committee, anl he is the I)irector as you know of
Emergency Preparedness, made this statement "The oil import program exists for the purpose of furthering our national specurlitV. Because of this its operation in normal times does under the imports of
crude oil and its products into the United States." In fact, however,
as I understand their points, "the operation of the oil iml)ort program

is not under current circumstances acting to limit the actual imports
of overseas crude oil into the U.S." Were you aware of that?
Mir. Gim.oxs. Yes, sir, I know that currently because of the Eastern
crisis.

Senator hA\sEN. Now you testified that maybe it is costing betweenn
$anm7 bill ion.
Mr. GumoNs. I think I testified if I (li(ln't I intended to say some
people say it cost five, some people say it cost seven, some )eoI)le say
it cost one l)ut whatever it is, it. i,an exlpensive item.
Senator H.xsEN. It is an expensive item.
Ai[r. GumtoNs. Yes, sir; it is an expen-sive item and T think that we
should allow the President the flexibility that lie has hal in the last,
to decide whether lie wants quotas or a mix ,ofquotas and tariffs or
just how he would solve the problem.
Senator IL.xsiANSI.
Of our domestic production, what percent of
that should he imported, would you think? I mean if you were to
have flexibility and latitude that you suggested that the President
have?
Mr. Giimoxs. Well, 'ir; I am not an expert.
Senator IANSIEN. Fifteen, twenty percent ?
Mr. GiuBo-.s. Of what would be currently a fair amount. The fair
amount is badlv distorted rigi now because of a number of things.
One is the crisis in the Near East. The other one is the pollution crisis
that has turned so many of our factories and hosl)itals and generating
plants from sulfur types of coal to low-sulfur types of petroleiun
and we have got. an artificial problem that maybe with us for a
year or so. I lope it will be solved before that time. But we have
got a conversion problemm as well as the war problem. So I (lon't
think we should say to him, "The only way, Mr. President, you can
solve this problem is )y imposition of quotas" and that. is wlhat the
House bill does, just quotas.
Senator hANsEN. As a matter of fact, we have had quotas, of
course I am sure you know, since 1959.
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Mr. GImONs. Yes, sir.
Senator HANSEN. But they have not applied to residual fuel oil.

Mr. GImoxs. Yes, sir; I am aware.

Senator HANSE.N. Are you aware at the present time gulf coast, oil
costs about $3.90 and oil from the Middle East is $4.10?
Mr. GInOsS. Yes, sir; that is caused by spot tankels, caused by the
tanker sliortage, those are spot aiid not eoit ract.
Senator HANSEN. It,happelnS to be a fact, though, t his is what people have to pay for it.
M[r. GiBRosS. No, sir: you are wrong there, spot, prices are what
the fellow has got. to pay that. is buying the top barrel. But you know
the big oil companies in this country, sir, have had contracts on the
shipping of their oil that is run on, irst of all, they usually siup
it. in
l
their own shil)s or under some foreign flag but they have got. contract on oil hauling that go for the life of the ship and plrobal)ly a few
years past that. So the spot prices you are quoting is the extreme
high top price for the top gallon.
Senator HIAxsE~x. They arelprobably going to go higher because
of the tanker shortage and if you have any figures to the contrary I would be
lappy to have you submit it for the record later on.
.Afr'. GIBnOxS. I am juist trying 'to explain to you the difference when
the spot price which is the top price which is emergency gallon versus
the normal gallon that the oil compani,'s have to impoilt. They are
not importing all of their oil at that price. If they were titey would
practically quit importing.
Senator h[NSEN. I)o you know wlhat percentage of our total (lonestic l)roduction is iml)orted now?
Mr. (hno1Ns. Currently, no, sir; I couldn't tell you exactly wliat
it. is. As I say, it is right now we are importing a lot nore than we
have in the last. I know that the Texas Conservation ComImission the
other day had allowed one of the highest withdrawal rates that tley
had allowed in ears. I don't know what
Senator IIAN1srX. Are you referring to that as implored oil.?
Mr. G-\Inos. 'No, sir-: I am saving thatSenator IIANSEN. I thought you just said we were ilipoiting oil

Mr. GinaOXS. We are withdrawing from Texas fields, the Texas
Conservation Commission has allowed the Texas producers to iroduce at a higher rate now than they have in recent, history. In fact,
as far back as I can remember. I dont know what it is in Louisiana,
I haven't read that, biut I am sure Senator Long Cait Suply that.
Senator II.\8slrx. I take it. you are generally elposvd to quotas
is this right ?
Mr. GIBOxS. Yes, siir; I think they are a very poor way of solving
our economic problems.
Senator IIHANSEN. )o you support the effort of the Florida (eleg,tion or at least sonie of tlem to put, a quota on Mexican tomatoes
Mr. GimmoNs. Yes, sir: I introduced one of those bills by request.
I think it is a )oor piece of legislation and I have, said so.
Senator llANsEN. But, Vol support it.
Mr. GnmoNs. No, sir; I (o not.
Senator HANSEN. I have no further questions.
Mr. GiBBONS. I introduced that bill by request and I dont think
it is a good way to solve our problem.
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Senator H.xsEN.. You did introduce it. by request and don't
support it?
iN1r. GIBBONS. Yes, sir; I said that when I introduced it.
Senator HANSEN. Very interesting.
Mr. GIBBONS. I felt I owed my constituents that representation, sir.
I introduced it with one other M4ember. I felt. it deserved every consideration by the Ways and Means Committee and the administration.
The administration returned an adverse report on it.
Senator FULBRIGtT. Mr. Chairlnan, may I ask unanimous consent
that there be introduced into the record the complete list of those of
the free trade community who requested in opportunity to appear
before the committee on this bill, but v. cre denied an opportunity
because of the brevity of the hearings.
The CHAIR-MAN (presiding). WVho are the members of the free
trade community'? We have heard from the importers association,
the National Committee for Free Trade Policy, the American Retail
Federation, the Emergency Committee for Foreign T rade, the agricultural spokesmen. I am not sure there is much left of the "free
trade community." Wc shall now hear from the League of Women
Voters.
Senator FULBRIOGHT. Members of the free trade community who
have already requested to be heard but will not be able to be here.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; fine. That will be done."
All right, now the next witness, then, is Mrs. Bruce Benson, president of the League of Women Voters. M[rs. B!enson, we are pleased to
have you and I have the highest regard for your organization. I think
that they are probably right, about as often as any organization in
the country, and I believe most of us are always very pleased to hear
your suggestion.

STATEMENT OF MRS. BRUCE BENSON. PRESIDENT, LEAGUE OF
WOMEN VOTERS
Mrs. BENSON. Thank you very much, Senator Long and members
of the committee. I appreciate the opportunity of testifying on behalf
of our members. We have active members in every State of the Union
)lus Puerto Rico, the Virgin Isiands, and the District of Columbia.
I hope you maintain your high opinion of the organization and still
continue to think that we are about as right most of the time as anybody after I have finished with my testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. I said that, notwithstanding what I anticipate your
testimony to be.
Mrs. B1ENSON. Yes. I assumed that is -what you said. [Laughter.]

The League of Women Voters of the United States has long supported the reciprocal trade l)olicY which has been one of the l)ositive
and constructive foundations of U.S. foreign policy for many years.
Several generations of league members have studied and restudied
the problem of trade and its relationships both to a sound economy
at home and to our foreign policy. The trade positions the league
holds are based on the firm conviction that the expansion of international trade is one of the principle roots of economic well being both
I Statements

submitted for the record appear as part 2 of the hearings.
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at home and al)road and our trade police, should be geared to ser'e
the general public interest rather than special interests.
International trade is also ,in important. factor in creating con(itions in which positive dil)lomatmC relationships between the United
States and other nations can develop and be maintained. We believe
this is essential.
The LAVV maintains that. the provisions of the trade bill now being
considered by this committee are irreconcilable not only with long
range goals of U.S. policy but also with current policy. 'The foreign
policy of the United States is dedicated to assuming a leadership role
in the search for ways to relax tensions among nations, and to availilg ourselves of every opportunity to confirm our stated policy of
strengthening possibilities for peace. This trade bill, however, we
believe would lead to the exact opposite results. It is our judgment
that, the pas:sage of the bill in its present form would 111dermine the
leading economic and political position of this Nation and invite ti
distrust and retaliation of our trading l)artners, present and future.
The League of Women Voters seriously questions the basic validity
of the underlying assuml)tions of the b~ill. We don't think the case
has been proven. W e are concerned that the whole course of oiiir trade
policy may be altered by a chain reaction of misinformation andIl misiterl)retation. I am sorry Senator Bennett is not here because this is
)art of the poiiit he was making ili comparing what with what.
Recently nearly 4,800 professional American economists signed an

appeal to Congress and to the President urging a rejection of import
controls and a veto of any bill encouraging or providing for such controls. In the words of tle economists themselves: "We now seem on
the threshold of another massive mistake * * * Today, as in 1930, a
protectionist policy, explicitly) curbing iml)orts but implicitly cutting
exports as well, would directly iml)air our own prosperity

* * *

A clear

assessment of our national needs and goals in this important policy
area is necessary."

We feel that tle House committee bill represents a major reversal
in U.S. trade policy. legislation of such significance should not be
acted upon lightly. 'The acts presented by various industries and by
labor to the House committee and to this committee of the Senate need
to be evaluated in relation to overall production statistics, import, and
export figures, employment, and unemployment, patterns.
With regard to the specific provisions of the bill : TIhe league regards
current moves to impose quota restrictions as serious economic and
diplomatic threats to this country. We oppose across-tle-board quotas
as well as quotas on specific commodities. Quotas, we feel, subvert the
potential effectiveness of the mechanisms designed to deal equitably
with import-induced injuries. They invite rigid, and sometimes extremne, categories of restriction il response to the most vocal and(
aggressive special interests, while ignoring the interests and rights of
the consumers.
We have only to recall the disastrous effect of the Smoot-Hawley
tariff bill on our economy in the early 1930's with its iml)act on the
depression and subsequent unemployment. The arguments leveled
against, Slnoot.--lawley remain valid today, and our country's greatly
exl)anded participation in the world economy make the warnings
issued in the thirties all the more important to' listen to today.
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We do not think we should return to ali era of protectionism with
spiralling retaliatory measures among nations. This country has had
plenty of experience with tile political and economic walls between
and amongst nations that protectionism brought in the past century.
The dangerous results of our trade policy in the thirties can only be
repeated if we insist on ignoring the last and repeating those same
mistakes aaln.
In 1970, import quotas we think would mean:
A slowing down of economic opportunity. Cont racting markets lead
to fewer rather than more jobs for U.S. citizens and for those of other
nations, and decreased profits for industry. Quotas would reduce incentives to create new 1)roducts and stinulate new tastes, for these
depend upon an expanding market.
1)eterioratiig relationships with our trading partners, who will
impose restrictions in return. They have said they will., they did in
the past and we did in the past aud there is no reason to think that
this will not happen if we follow the course outlined in this bill.
The EEC has salt1 very recently that "any unilateral decision would
constitute a )reach of the GATT. The EEC would ask for authorization to take steps for retaliation." This has been talked about a good
deal to(lay so I won't repeat it.
A blow to economic progress made by many of the less developed
countries we have been striving to asist )y meami- of our foreign
assistance programs, is another element of this import restriction
l)roblem. Less developed countries must he able to trade if they are to
help themselves reach self-sustained economic growth. We' should
encourage trade to enable them to he le ss (lel)eI(lent upon our foreign
aid, particularly since we are so busy withI(rawiinf our foreign aid.
In addition, so far as the less develol)e(l counrties are concerned, the
political implications of making it terribly difficult for them to trade
with us must. be kept in mind in relation to the international political
struggle between tie free world and the Communist nations.
Imposition of quotas would also result in higher prices for the
American consumer an more limited select ion of l)roducts. The effect
would be felt especially by the lower-inconn Americans who )urchase
inexi)ensive imported al)rel. such as shirts and underwear and footwear, and other imported products which generally (0 not compete
directly with American products. I know the committee is aware of
the lea gue's long interest in the riuzhts of the consumer and our
concern with the effect that this trade bill would have on consumer
welfare. In a recent letter to consumer organizations around the
country signed by myself, Betty Furness, Bess personn Grant anl
11illard Wirtz, 1e alerN-ted these various groups to mobilize against
this dangerous anticonsumer bill. A copy is sulbmitte(l for the record.
A further effect of quotas would be to wipe -out our tra(le surplus.
Protectionists persist. il ignoring the basic economic axiom that hIs
b)iu l)'o'en so mnaniy times I don't ]mllow why we
keep
talking
ls. about it
from
buy
if we wont buy from others. they will not
It isargued thlat quotas are beingsought to prevent injury to American in(lustry ; but ill
our judgment, what is really involved is fear of
competition, a retreat. from coml)etitiveless and a"shelterig of special
interests. The facts show that. those industries calling loulest for
quotas have the weakest cases for quotas. Particular interests have
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managed to mak* at "special" case for certain industries, thus getting
for themselves mandatory quotas in the House committee bil. The
textile and apparel industries have not even gone the route of determination of injury-and statistics from tile Department of Commerce and the I)epartment of Labor show that. the industry has indeed
fared very well in these past few years, as Mr. Gibbons qluoted a few
minutes ago. Unemployment in these industries in the current recession period is lower than the all-manufacturing average. Imports of
textilel)roerducts account for a bare 4.2 percent of the $45.6 billion U.S.
market. for textile products.
Furthermore, imports of synthetic textiles and textile products,
and this where the problem lies, amounts to only about 3 percent of
the U.S. domestic consumption ill dollar value.
A study of the shoe industry by imPresidential task force on nonrubber footwear concluded that imports could not. be tiamed as the
cause of disruption in the industry. Emplloyment in June 1970 ill th
footwear industry was down only .1 I)recent from the 1969 average
and many firms in New England werere orted having difficulty finding workers. More often than not, the Presidential task force concluded, the cause for plant closures has been outdated equipment, bad
management, and inability to keel) u ) with changing styles.
If indeed, these industries had been injured by imliort coml)etition,
and we do not (leny, of course, the possibility of this happening, they
should seek relief under a liberalized and positively administered adjustment assistance provision. The arbitrary imposition of quotas without a strictly enforced finding of injury only serves to protect, inldustries from legitimate competition, and encourages the continuation of
antiquated methods and poor management, while at the same time
locking workers into low-wage jobs and increasing prices for the consumner. Those industries and workers which call truly demonstrate
injury from increased imports should be )rovided adequate adjustment assistance aimed at improved elfectiveness and/or redirection
of both the capital investment and labor force affected by import
coml)etition.
We believe tile imposition of quotas will hurt. all Americais by' increasing prices on those necessities vital to every family. The limiting
of low cost imports of a)parel and shoes and the increased prices of
those items available willi place a heavy burden on many families and
individuals already bent under the strain of the current inflation. ile
provision in the House committee bill locking in quotas on oil will add,
we believe, another unnecessary cost to many Americans. Those Northeastern and North-central States already 'burdened with artificially
high fuel costs due to the current oil quota will bear the largest share
of the cost of this provision, while the profit goes to a very healthy oil
industry. The need to change the current. quota system to a tariff'system has been pointed out, by the impending fuel crises which may
reach dangerous levels this winter. The Presidential task force on oil
imports has noted that the continuation of the quota s)'stem on oil
imports will cost the American consumer $5 billion in 1970 and an
estimated $8.4 billion per year by 1980. What we are opposed to-and
there is hardly any point, in arguing about these statistics-there is
much disagreement about them-what we are opposed to is legislating
quotas into the bill.
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There are many other features contained in the House bill that we
consider will seriously hinder U.S. trade policies. We feel that the
loosening of the criteria for determination of injury under the "escape
clause" provision and the added criteria serve only to open the door
to industry relief when none is warranted. The "trigger" mechanism icluded in'the bill is complicated and has only vague criteria for the
determination of industry. It is bound to lead to inequitable use. It will
encourage those industries unwilling to face competition and gives
those industries with the most political clout another opening for special protection at the expense of the general public.
The league disapproves of the relaxed criteria, for "escape clause"
relief. We dislike resort to the escape clause because it can have both
international repercussions and negative effects on other domestic industries. Whmt is not often realized-because it is not often mentioned-is that the retaliation that is provoked by barriers designed
to favor one particular industry is often felt by some other innocent
industry. It may even be one that is less able to afford added trade
impediments than the industry that claimed escape clause relief. The
end result of the use of escape clause relief is reduced trade, almost
certain loss of some exports and export-related jobs, and the unfair
passing on of dislocations related to increased imports.
We believe the escape clause should be used only as the last resort
and then at best it should be regarded as a temporary relief measure
in extreme cases and under unusual circumstances. The escape clause
will not promote competitive industry nor will it lead to orderly
adaptation of changing trade patterns.
The league believes that an effective adjustment assistance program
encourages adaptability and helps create an atmosphere for innovation
and enlightened competition in the international market. An effective
adjustment assistance program will help, without the imposition of
restrictive measures. Where there may be a temptation to restrict
imports in the mistaken belief that job opportunities for U.S. workers
will thereby be enhanced, adjustment assistance makes it possible to
choose the alternative approach of opening new opportunities and
avoiding the inevitable retaliation that is brought against the nation
which closes its market.; to others.
We believe that, the American selling price must be repealed and
the President should be given the authority to repeal without any
restrictions. Our trading partners will not extend the agreements of
the Kennedy round indefinitely and time is growing short. We were
pleased to read that the House committee bill would authorize the
President to negotiate any bilateral or multilateral agreements to
eliminate the ASP, but we do oppose the restrictive provisions in this
authorization.
The League favors certain provisions of the House committee bill,
such as restoration of authority to the President, to make limited
tariff reductions and authorization of an annual U.S. appropriation
to the GATT. We approve of that very strongly. But we believe that
the undesiarbie parts of the bill outweight by far the good points. The
overall effect of this bill will be to create Iiigher trade walls, and to
make our trading with other nations infinitely more difficult than it
already is.
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These are crucial years in trade. We call act constructively or we
can turn back to the regressive policies which increased the impact of
the depression. We want this country to move ahead. We believe our
competitive ability is strong. The united States should indeed be a
leader among nations by pursuing trade policies and practices that. inspire others to follow the same path. Our task is to induce others to
remove their import, restrictions, to open their markets to our exports
and to others. That is where our obligation and challenge lie-not in
raising restrictions of our own.
in these times of world tensions, suspicions and international p'w-r
struggles within and without the free world, it seems to us inconceivable tMat this nation would turn its back on one of the few policies that
has consistently helped to reduce tensions and increase harmony among
nations. We recognize that very real problems exist in the wolld trade
community and in the world financial community and we know our
trading partners (to not follow the reciprocal patli, far from it. But
we do not believe our problems will be solved by closing the door, and
giving others the sanction to do the same. These decisions will only
increase difficulties in solving trade problems, increase world tensions,
and cause a justified bitterness by the less developed countries against
a wealth natioii who closes its doors to the exports on which they depend so heavily.
We el)pose the House committee trade bill. In former years we have
found members of this committee willing to listen careftilly to the reasons advanced by the league for seeking a positive and constructive
trade prograin. We again ask you to give full consideration to the long
range consequences of this protectionist, restrictive, regressive measure. Every possible effort, must be made to assure passage of a bill
that will enable the United States to continue its leadership in enlightened international trade policy.
I would like to say that we believe this legislation should be considered on its merits alone and as separate legislation. It is legislation
of far reaching consequences in all senses of the word. We urge this
committee to reject moves to add trade legislation to the Social Security bill or to any other nongermnane legislation.
Thank you.
The CITAnRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator MILLER. Mirs. 13enson, it. is always good to see you.
You mentioned 4,800 professional economiists in your testimony. Do
you have any information on how many ot these are directly
])r
in(lirectly related to the import business?
M[rs. BENsoN. No. I think we could find out but I don't have it and
I don't believe that we know it but we could find this out.
Senator Mmtiui. Now, on page 3 you say we (1o not want to return
to an era of protectionism. IHow ever, we have testimony indlicating
that whether we want it or not, that era is here, and that the coimuon market is the most protectionist market in the world. We have
had abundant evidence of restriction on the part. of Japan, so I think
whether we like it or not there is an era of protection.
Mrs. B3.NsoN. It is certainly more of an era of protectionism than
was true some years ago. We believe we must work in the opposite
direction even though there is protectionism, even though our trading
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pailners are, em-ploying protectionist techniques of one kind or an-

other, nontariff barriers or quotas or straight out tariff barriers.
It isn't, that we have departed wholly in our policies, although I
think I can see why that, sentence may sound that way. We realize
that this is a j:rotectionist era, in fact, we are in an era moving more
and more toward protectionism and we believe this should be reversed.
Senator Murxi. Don't you think we have done a pretty good job
in the last few years intrying to reverse that. trend ?
Mrs. BENSON. Well, yes, I think
Senator MILLIi. I mean the Congress in the trade bill of 1962 set
up the negotiations for the Kennedy round.
Mrs. BE.NSON. It was a good bill.
Senator MILvFlt. And Congress in good faith tried to (1o something
about it, but we were met with evi(lence that. some of our trading
l)artners are not of like mind, so what do you do. Now, I think Seretary Stans went, far beyond the call of duty in trying to reach come
kind of bilateral agreement with Jal)an on these textiles. Ile was able
to do it. in connection with steel. This is the way we ought, to do it, I
think. I think that the House bill, certainly in one of its main thrusts
is to negotiate bilateral agreements. What (1o you do if you run into a
stone wall as Secretary Stans (lid after months and months about it.
It,
seems to me that it is not. going to do us any good to say we don't
want to have an era of protectionism when we have an era of protectionisin facing us right now, and lie has been trying for months to
(to something.
Mrs. BF-NsoN. lYell, I realize it is avery difficult problem and we do
not by any manner of means underestilamte the nature of this )roblem. ('ertinlv ywe have tried extremely hard to negotiate voluntary
agreements. We just feel we have got. to continue to try those methods.
Once von start putting quotas in legislation, you are'going (town the
road wwhichh leads to nothing but trouble.
It seems to be a matter of general agreement that Jal)an has not
kept Ul). I mean it. is pro(lducing a great deal more than it. ever produced
before, and it is in pretty good shape and its trade policies have not
kept. up. I think we have got, to continue to put international pressure
of all kinds on Jal)an, but. I (Ion't think in looking at all kinds of statistics and trying the best you can to evaluate them that the textile
industry needs this protection. Even if it. did, we would still recommend following different courses of action than the legislated quota.
Senator MAitLR. You see how we evaluate the House bill is this: we
say we are going to have quotas if we don't. have bilateral agreements.
Now here is what the ball game is: Let's get going on the bilateral
agreement, that is what, we want. you to (o, we are sorry you didn't. do
it before. We still think you can do it., now go ahead and try to have
some bilateral agreement but if you don't, then we have no choice except, to have some quotas. It seems to me that. it evidences a desire on
the part of the IHouse to try to follow the bilateral approach but if
you are running into a stone wall you just dont sit, you do something,
and those quotas can come off any time they reach a bilateral agreemeit.as I understand it. So if not, the quotas are on tomorrow.
'Mrs.
BENsoN. But. the likelihood there would be a voluntary bilateral
agreement reached after a quota had been placed seems very unlikely
to us and to people who have dealt with this trade problem. I don't
think the stone wall is quite umnovable.
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Senator MumLmR. You ought to talk to Secretary Staits who Stood on

the firing line.

Mi's. BENsoN. I know he stood on the tiring line but, there have been
all kinds of rumors moving about what. has been going on behind the
scenes and I still think, and the leaguee still thinks, that taking the
quota route is bad policy even if there are problems, not that the problems dot have tole dealt with. There are all kinds of different. ways
other than legislated quotas.
Senator MILLER. Well, these legislative quotas in a way Nvould be
only as a last resort. One reason wlhy some of us are syml)athetic, and
I haven't made a final determination on this bill at all and I must. sa)
I agree with your comment about 2 (lays of hearings, I am sympathet IC
to somebody' like a Secretary who has gone over there several times
and has hai many people working on this and run into a stone wall.
It, seems to me one reasonable solution is to say we are going to have
quotas. We don't want quotas but. those quotas will only be-effective
if we don't have a bilater-al agreement, and if we get a bilateral agreement, off go the quotas, and it would bolster up his position a little
bit so that the people on the other side know lie is speaking from
strength, and not from weakness, and maybe some of these rumors you
are hearing about are based upon the fact. that this bill is very close
to being passed by one House of the Congres so the trading partners,
or some of them, may have the idea just possibly they ought to get into
bilateral negotiations, so I would be hopeful if there were this quota
Irrangenient, that they would get down to some real interesting bargaining on bilateral arrangements. Because they have nothing to lose
by just sitting there. I mean they would have nothing to gain by just
sitting, but would have everything to lose by ersisting.
Do you maintain that the action under this bill authorized by the
Congress would be a violation of GATT?
Mrs. BENsoN. I think it would lead to violations of our agreements
with GATT.
Senator MILLEIR. DO yOU think a quota on textiles as envisioned by
this bill would violate GA'T?
Mrs. B-;soN. Yes.
Senator ML.R. Wel, if it would not and it would come within
the permissive areas of GATT, would you still oppose it?
Mrs. BEN so. I think we would still oppose legislative quotas because we think legislative quotas are a bad method for achieving what
is a reciprocal agreement between one country and another country
or between groups of countries; a bad method proven not very vorkable, or hardly workable at all in the past. Some people have greatly
questioned the effectiveness of the quotas we now have, so we would
oppose it whether or not it happened to lead to violations or in fact
constituted violations of the GATT. That is only one aspect. It isn't
the only aspect.
Senator MILLER. I think you made quite a point there. You quoted
one of the common market commissioners that any unilateral decision
would constitute a breach of the GATT. Would you tell us some of
your position on that?
Mrs. BFNSONo. Well I think maybe we are in a semantic situation
here. The unilateral agreement which would be made policy by the
bill would, we believe constitute a breach of the GAIT.
51-3S9-70-pt.
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Senator MiRir:. Yes. Now one last point. You say that you think
what really is involved is fear of competition on the part of some
pliases of American industry, and yet the other morning we had testiniony from representatives of the AFL-CIO, and their testimony indicated that they were not fearful of fair competition. They were
fearful of unfair competition existing under unfair labor standards
in some of these trading partners of ours. They preferred to have international fair labor standards, but failing tl;at, and seeing that is a
long ways down the road, they support some of the provisions of this
bill.
, rs. BE.NsoN. Yes I know that.
Senator MTILLER. o0 I think fairness should bring out the fact that
representatives of most of organized labor feel that they are not fearful of fair competition. They are fearful of unfair competition.
Mrs. BEso.N. It is a legitimate worry certainly and nobody underestimates that, but for the same reason that has to do with industry,
legislating quotas in the long run, we believe, is a negative operation,
not a positive and constructive operation. I do not believe that passing legislated quotas is really in the long run going to save jobs for
American workers nor is it going to force other countries to abide by
their international labor standards, and it is likely to have so many
bad repercussions on export and export related industries that we are
going to find ourselves in a vicious circle of one 1)roblem leading into
another. The problem of competition is only one part, of it. And when
you start trying to deal with the problem of competition in this way,
it reverberates or reacts against other factors in the economy such
as tie export and export related industries and all of the hundreds of
thousands of jobs that are involved in those industries.
Senator MILLEFR. Well, ALrs. Benson, I wish you could represent us
by going over to the common market, and Jal)an, and testifying in
t hat manner.
Mrs. BENSON. You just ask me, I would be delighted to go.
Senator MTALTJmE. I am glad to have you here.
The CIr.\In, .\. Thank you very much, Mrs. Benson.
(Attachments referred to by M's. Benson follow:)
MEMORANDUM

ON CONSUMER INTEREST AND TRADE LEGISLATION

We are writing as concerned citizens, who like yourself, have been involved
pers,,nlly and professionally in the consumer movement.
We believe that de:plte the dramatic progress that consumer groups have made
in having their interests recognized by business and government, there remain
highly relevant areas of public policy important to consumers but ignored or
unaffected by their action.
Our immediate concern is with foreign trade policy. Congress Is now coasiderIng a trade bill which Virginia Knauer, the President's Special Assistant for
Consumer Affairs, describes as "the most significant 'anti-consumer' legislation
now in the Congress."
The bill (11.11. 18970) places mandatory quotas on textiles, apparel, footwear
and oil, and gives a broad authority for quotas on countless other Items. This
legislation would have a disastrous direct effect on the American consumerboth by raising prices and by limiting imports of low cost products. It is of
vital importance that this bill be defeated.
Mrs. Knauer has recognized the lasting damage to consumers that would follow imposition of a quota regime on American trade. She has said so in plain

and unqualified words. We are sending her statement and this letter to leaders
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of consumer groups like yours across the country. We do so in the hole that you
and those associated with you will act In the spirit of her words and let Congress know that the consumer movement of America has reached a stage where
It will defend the Interests of consumers wherever they are uider attack.
Wire your Congressman and Senators today to protect the American consumer
by opposing this costly legislation. For additional information, contact your
local League of Women Voters or call the League's national office in Washington, D.C.-Miss Shirley Cofflield, 202-296-1770.
Sincerely,
Lucy WILSON BENSON,
President,The League of Women Voter.s of the United Statcs.
BETTY FURNESS,

Chairman and Executive Director, New York State Consumer Protec
tion Board, and former ,Spccial Assistant to the President for Consumer Affairs in the Johnson Administration.
BESS 'MYERSON GRANT,
('onnissioner of Consuminer Affairs, Dcpartment of Consumer Affairs
of the City of New York.
WILLARD

WIRTZ,

Former Secretary of Labor.
CONSUMERS

WARNED

OF TRADE

BILL

DANGER-LEADERS

IMPORT

URGE

ACTING

AGAINSt

QUOTAS

WASHINOTON, D.C.-Major consumer groups across the country are being
asked to join in a concerted effort to defeat the trade bill (11.11. 18970) now
pending before Congress.
The appeal came in a strongly-worded letter from Lucy Wilson Benson, President of the League of Women Voters, Betty Furness, Chairman and Executive
Director of the New York State Consumer Protection Board and former Sipcial
Assistant to the President for Consumer Affairs, Bess 'Myerson Grant, Coinnissloner of Consumer Affairs for the City of New York, and Willard Wirtz, former
Secretary of Labor. The letter alerted national, state and local consumer groups
of the inflationary aspects of the pending legislation and the need for their help
in defeating it.
The signers warned: "Congress Is now considering a trade bill which Virginia
Knauer, the President's Special Assistant for Consumer Affairs (lescriles as 'the
most significant ajiti-consumer legislation now in Congress' . . . The legislation
would have a disastrous direct effect on the American consumer--by raising
prices and by limiting imports of low-cost products . . . We hope that you will
let Congress know that the consumer movement of America will defend the
interests of consumers wherever they are under attack."
The group pointed out that the three major Items-textiles. shos. and oil-affected by the prol)oscd quota system are ones which are ever'yday me(v.sitiv.s
for millions of Americans. Particularly hard hl by quotas would Ie low-income
families who would either have to pay higher prices for imported shoes an(i
clothing or would find that quota limitations had drivenn. lower cost goods off
the market.
Mrs. Benson. organizer of the group, stated: "The rellwsentallvts of the
special interest industry groups are having a field day with this bill. It's time
that someone spoke up for the special intcrcsts of the coisuin.er-.. 0am we intend
to do just that."
Mrs. Benson added that the League of Women Voters, a consistent advocate
of liberal trade policies, believes that the now-pending legislation would push
U.S. trade policy back to the "dismal days of protectionism and Smoot-TIawley
and could trigger a worldwide trade war that eventually would mean
higher
prices for a great many more goods."
PRESIDENT

NIXON'S COMMITTEE ON

CONSUMER

INTERESTS

Mrs. Virginia 1. Knauer, Special Assistant to the President for Consumner
Affairs, issued the following statement:
I am alarmed over the disregard of the American consumer evidenced by the
restrictive trade bill presently before the House Ways and 'Meian.s Coimittee. The
President has registered strong objections to the measure, mid I would hope
his reservations will be taken into considerationby the Committee.
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Ini many ways, this bill is the most signiflckint "anti-consumer" legislation now
in the Congress. The imposition of Import quotas will hurt virtually every consumer In (he United States, particularly lower income consumers.
Higher prices, fewer product choices, reduced competition, and a limited suply
of imported products are the probable result of the proposed import quota legislation. Quotas of the type provided for by the bill will also raise the prices of
imported commodities.
It is possiblee under the bill that soic- Inexpensive foreign) imported goods might
not be available at all, and our lower income consumers may well find theminselves unable to afford certain l)roducts.
The interests of (onsumers can best be protected by moving toward freer trade.
The bill in the House of Representatives does the reverse: it reduces the flexibility
of the President to lessen tri.de barriers, it preserves by law oil quotas which
prevents the President from shifting to a tariff system, It man(lates new quotas
in certain industries, and it encourages other special interest groups to obtain
quotas on their products-all of this at the expense of the American consumer.
I do appreciate that certain industries now face serious competition from uiported goods, and I suggest that the appropriate relief for these manufacturers
is through liberalization of adjustment assistance procedures.
If. as many economic experts believe, a trade war results and other nations
do retaliate, there will be an even greater reduction in the supply of goods and
price competition, and the effect on the consumer will be devastating.
Congress should put the welfare of the nation's consumers before the welfare
of a few in(lividual industries.

Clerk's Note.-Testimony taken from this point on was not
subject to the objection raised in the Senate Chamber that
the Committee on Finance should not meet during the session
of the Senate. The Senate adjourned at 4:21 p.m. Testimony
taken during the informal meeting of Finance Committee
Senators begins at page 223 and proceeds to this point.
The (!IlII

r\N.

The Senite is no longer in session 4nd, therefore, I

am going to officially call the committee back into session and ask that
these various statements that I have received from these different.
groups, many of which are on both sides of the argument, both for

and against it, eveiythig in the bill and for and agninst various
and sundry things that are in the bill, be printed at, tie conclu.sion of
the testimony" of the next. witness. These are a rather formidable list
of statements that have been submitted to us by these various groups,

many of them extremely outstanding in one resl)ect, or the other.
I next call the final witness for the day, Mr. Robert, C. Jackson,
executive vice president of the American Textile Manufacturers Institute.
We are pleased to have you with us.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. JACKSON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN TEXTILE MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE; ACCOM-

PANIED BY A. BUFORD BRANDIS, INTERNATIONAL TRADE
DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE; AND MORTON DARMAN, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOOL MANUFACTURERS
Mr'. J.\cK.s,,. Mr. chairman , my name is Robert C. Jackson, executive vice president., American Textile Manufacturers Institute. Sitting
with me are Mr. Morton I)armon, wool and worsted textile mnanufactrer from Boston and chairman of the National Association of Wool
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Manufacturers, and Dr.Buford Brandis, %%ho isour hief economist.
We are quite conscious of tile time of day and our statement will be
very brief. We would hope that we would have your permission to
file a more comi)rellensive statement. covering our case in munch more
deta i.
The (Rlli.3I\x.
Right, we vill seek to )rovi(le you that opportillity
and lo-u' t( put it illthe record at tile oiiclusi;i of "oli statemitit.
Mr. x.cisoNx. Ti ank you.
My statement is on
behalf
of the several fiber textile and apparel
organizatioins listed on the cover sheet, and is iinsul)l)ort of amendnents pendig before. this committee that are l)atterned after I[.B.
18970, a,; reported I)y tile IHouse Wa's alnd Means committeee . While
we support these a:lleindineiits in tlir
entirety, we shall deal particu larly w ith that title relating to text iles and foot wear.
I)nring tile intervals since we testified( I)efore the Ways and Means
Committee on May '20, 1970, conditions in the industry lhve (leteriorated even further. Textile outlays for new Plant and equiplment.,
which reached $890 million in 196-6, are currently estimated at $580
million for 1970, which of oure is in conflict witll the average for all
industries. Net, )rofits after taxes, on sales, in the second quarter of
97) were at an annual rate of 1.8 perceoi- , as compared witli tile
all-manufactiiniii average of 4A percent. I heard the testimony of
)pe\ios11 witnesses saying our earnings were above, all mann fact during.
I n just pizzled as to where tieir figures came from.
As a percent of equity, )rofits are 4.S percentt, coml)ared to 10.4
l)ercent for all mann fact uirilr. Tle most recent Gevernient profit s
rel)ort shout: the textile in(lustry to he No. 19 and the apparel il(llistry
No. 2(0 in a ranking of the 20 major U.S. industries.
Our labor force has dropped by 77,000 jobs in the last, 12 months
and I believe a more current, figure that, was developed here this
morning which we don't, have as yet is above that. But furthermore,
there are tens of thousands of our peol)le on short time and short
payrolls, which the unemployment figures don't indicate. It is estimated that. just tie increase in imports during the last, 5 years alone
has displaced more than 150,000 jobs in this country.
,lobs and jOl) 1)or)01unity-basially, that is what this legislation
is all about.' The textile-a))arel industry eml)loys over 2.4 million
people directly. Almost a million others are encu'vd in p1rodicinu
cotton, wool, andl mandia(le fiber-our basic raw mateiials. Black eml)loyment in time industry currently is 14.3 percent, compared to 10.1
percent for all manufacturing, and tile percentage is rising steadily.
I believe the latest fi.i-res in South Carolina, incidentally, show that
blacks constitute 4to percent of the new liirino-s. Women constitute
about, 45 percent of the textile work force and SO l)ercent. of tile apparel workers, as compared with a national average of only 127 percent.
These are jobs that are not and cannot! be readily mobile.
History has proved that, the U.S. textile-apparel industry is reSarkal)ly unique in what it can offer people in employment lopportunities regardless of race, sex, or educational I)ackgroun(ld-)rovided there
isa fair chance for the. industry to grow and progress. The question
essentially is this: Will these job opportunities be available in this
country to those people and in those areas where the. jobs are needed
most, or will they be transferred to low-wage nations of the Far East?
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In the last, year before the decade of the sixties began, imports
totaled just, under a billion square yards. By 1965, the level was over
2 billion. The rate today is approximately 4.4 billion yards, more than
20 yards for every living American.
'he sheer volume is taking its toll. We shall file for the record a
list of 60 textile manufacturing plants, all large ones employing
hundreds of people, that have closed their doors Just since January
1069. We understand that the National Knitted Outerwear Association will file with the committee a list of well above a hundred knitting
mills that have been forced to close recently.
We do not by any means ascribe imports as the sole reason for all
these textile mnll closings. But the hard fact is that in too many instances, imports were cited by management as a major factor.
This committee has been told that textile import restraints will
cause greatly increased prices to consumers. This contention either
misre)resents or misunderstands the bill. Nothing in the bill necessarily would alter substantially existing supply re ationships between
foreign and domestically produced textiles in "tieU.S. market. Moreover, import, growth is permitted and anticipated. But beyond this,
the proposal specifically provides for exempting from its i)rovision
imports that are not disrupting the U.S. market, and for increasing
imports if the supply of any textile article is inadequate to neet consuner demand at. reasonable prices.
Mr. Chairman, time is of the essence. We know something about
the long, tedious, frustrating effort on the part of our Government to
negot iate a reasonable agreement with Japan. and of the cavalier manner in which the Japanese industry and government rejected this apl)roach. Clearly, there is no alternative to legislation that would encourage negotiated agreements. Should this Congress fail to enact

such legislation, we can only anticipate further erosion of the industry from imports produce under wages and working conditions
that would be intolerable and illegal in this country. We st-rongly urge

this committee to approve the trade bill, as an'amendment to the
social security legislation.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the other members of this committee,
for your courage and foresight in moving ahead on this vital issue at
this time.
(Mr. ,Jackson's p)repared statement follows. Hearing continues on

page 403.)
STATEMENT ]IOIIR THE SENATE COMMI'tTrEE ON FINANCE BY ROBERT C. JACKSON,
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN TEXTILE 'MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE

'Mr. Chairmaii, my name Is Robert C. Jackson. I am Executive Vice President

of the American Textile Manufacturers Institute here In Washington. My statement today is on behalf of the several flber, textile and apparel organizations
listed on the cover sheet. and is in support of amendments pending before this

Committee that are patterned after I.R. 18970, as reported by the House Ways
and Means Committee. WVhile we support these amendments In their entirety,
we shall deali particularly with that title relating to textiles and footwear.
My comments will be very brief, but we shall appreciate the Comnilttee's permiission to file for the record a more comprehensive statement, including statistical data that deserlbes in some detail the acute textile-apparel Import problem.
Durit.. thle interval since we testified before the Ways and Means Committee
rm May 20. 1970. conditions In the Industry have deteriorated even further.
Textile outlays for new plant and equipment, which reached $8,20 million In
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19.;6, are currently estimated at $-SO million for 1970. Net profits after taxes. ol
sales, in the second quarter of 1970 were at an annual rate of 1.8/c, as conipared
with the all-manufocturing average of 4.4%. As a percent of equity, profits are
4.8%, compared to 10.4% for all manufacturing. The most recent governmentt
profits report show; the textile industry to be No. 19 and the apparel Industry
No. 20 in a ranking of the 20 major U.S. industries.
Our labor force has dropped by 77,000 Jobs in the last. 12 months, and tells of
thousands of our people are on short time and short payrolls. It Is estimated that
just the increase in imports during the )ast five years alone has displaced more
than 150,000 jobs in ';hls country.
Job8 and job opportunity.-Bascally, that is what this legislation Is all about.
The textile-apparel industry employs over 2.4 million peol)le directly. Almost a
million others are engaged in p)roduclng cotton, wool and man-muade iber-our
basic raw materials. Black employment in the industry currently is 14.3%, compared to 10.1ce for all manufacturing, and the per'etage is rising steadily.
Women constitute a )out 45% of the textile work force and 80% of the apparel
workers, as compared with a national average of only 27%. These are jobs that
are not and cannot b readily mobile.
History has proved that the U.S. textile-apparel industry Is remarkably unique
in what it can offer people in employment opportunities regardless of race, sex,
or educational background-provided there is a fair chance for the industry to
grow and progress. 'The question essentially is this: Will these job opportunities
be available in this country to those people and in those areas where the jobs are
needed most? Or will they be transferred to low-wage nations of the Far East!
In the last year before the decade of the Sixties began, imports totaled just
under a billion square yards. By 1965, the level was over 2 billion. The rate today
is approximately 4.4 billion yards, more than 20 yards for every living American.
The sheer volume is taking Its toll. Here for the record is a list of 60 textile
manufacturing plants that they have closed their doors just since January 19069.

We understand that the National Knited Outerwear Association will file with
the Committee a list of well above a hundred knitting mills that have been
forced to close.
We do not by any means ascribe Imports as the sole reason for all these
textile mill closings. But the hard fact Is that in too many instances, imports
were cited by management as a major factor.
This Committee has been told that textile import restraints will cause greatly
Increased prices to consumers. This contention either misrepresents or misunderstands the bill. Nothing in the bill necessarily would alter substantially
existing supply relationships between foreign and and domestically produced
textiles in the U.S. market. Moreover, Import growth Is permitted and anticipated.
But beyond this, the proposal specifically provides for exempting from its provisions imports that are riot disrupting the U.S. market, and for increasing imports If the supply of any textile article is inadequate to meet consumer denmind
at reasonable prices.
Mr. Chairman, time is of the essence. We know something about the long,
tedious, frustrating effort on the part of our Government to negotiate a reasonable agreement with Japan, and of the cavalier manner in which the Japanese
industry and government rejected this approach. Clearly. there is no alternative
to legislation that would encourage negotiated settlements. Should this Coigress fall to enact such legislation, we can only anticipate further erosion of
the industry from imports produced under wages and working conditions that
would be intolerable and Illegal In this country. We strongly urge this Committee to approve the Trade Bill, as an amendment to the Social Security
legislation.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman, and other members of this Committee for your
courage and foresight in moving ahead on this vital issue.
TEXTILE PLANT CLOSINGS SINCE JANUARY 1909
North Oarolina.-Ellerbee Spinning, Ellerbee; Arista Mills, Winston-Salern:

Erwin Mills, Cooleemee; Gambill & Melville, Bessemna City: Ienry River Mills,
Henry River; 11ighland Park Mills, Charlotte: Neisler 'Mills, Kings Mountain:
Guerney Industries, Taylorsville & Thomasville; Warren Mills, Albemarle: Virginia Mills, Swepsonville; Balston Mills, Lincolnton; Laurel Mills, Rutherford:
Uniroyal Inc., Gastonia; Erwin Mills, North Durham: Rockingham Mills, Rockingham ; Kingston Mills, Durham ; American & Efird, Lincointon.
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,South Curolina.-Abney Mills, Brandon Plant, Greenville; Clifton Mfg. Co.,
Clifton; Edward Mills, Rock 11111; Greer Mfg. Co., Easley; Highland Park Mfg.
Co., Rock 1ill; Niagara Mills, Spartanburg; Red Bank Mill, Lexington; Indian
Head, Ringerville.
(Icorgia.-J.P. Stevens Exposition Plant, Atlanta; Crown Cotton Mills, Dalton;
Whitehall Mills, Whitehall; Piedmollt Cotton Mills, East Point; Chatsworth
Yarns, Chatsworth : Union Manufacturing Co.. Union Point.
OthI'rs.-Ablott Worsted Mills, Wiltoin, NIl. : Aberfoyle Mfg. ('o., Stamford,
('oCoi. ; Corsicana Cotton Mills, Corsicana, Tex. ; Jacon Woolen Mills, Lacon, Ill.;
Louisville Textiles, Louisville, Ky. ; Pinecrest Cotton Mill, Pine Bluff, Ark.;
Soutlian-Waucantuck Mills, Uxbridge, Mass.; Stanrick Mills, North Oxford,
Mass.; Syntextiles, Johnson, R.I. ; Tom O'Shanter, Manchester, N.H.; Texas
Textile Mills, 'McKinney, Tex.; Texas Textile Mills, Waco, Tex.; Wyandotte Industries, Rochester, N.H.: Berkshire-Hlathaway (plant in Rhode Island and
)lant in Massachusetts): Sparking Mills, West Warwick, R.I. ; Burlington Industries, West, Texas Plant; San Quentin Cotton Mills, San Quentin, Calif.:
Kilby Cotton Mills, Montgonmry, Ala. ; ILaul Whitin Mfg. Co., Gilbertville, Mass.,
Sanco Piece Dye Woolen, Phillipslburg, Mass. ; Greenville Finishing Co., Greenville, R.I.: Pontiac Print Works, Warwick, 1R.. : Stervo )yeing & Finishing,
Clifton, N..T.
Aidditiolal Closings Since June 5, 1970.-Aragon Mills, Aragon, Ga. ; J. P.
Stevens, Franklin & Tilton, N.H. ; Modena Plant of Klopman Mills, Gastonia, N.C.;
Elm Street Weaving Plant, Greensboro, N.C. ; Grabur Plant, Graham, S.C.;
Biddleford Sheeting Mill, Biddleford, Maine.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: This statement is a joint
presentation by key textile and textile related trade organizations indicated on
the covering page.
NATIONAL ASSET J EOPARDIZED

This presentation will be confined to outlining some of the major reasons why
action is needed nov to bring textile imports under reasonable restraint. Attached are a series of charts and the narrative thereto which discuss in more
detail the components of what has become a most critical (l(onivc.01c and international problem.
We submit, Mr. Chairman, that the American textile-apparel industry. with its
2.4 million employees along with the additional hundreds of thousands of people
engage(d in the allied activity of cotton, wool, and man-lnade filer production,
is far too valuable a national asset to be traded off to foreign producers.
'We al)preciate as well as anyone that questions of international trade poicy
carefully in the light of overall foreign and domesticc ecoio mic
iuist be weighedl
and diplomatic policy. We do not want to see a so-called "trade war" any more
than anyone else does, and there is no reason in the world why one should occur.
But the textile import problemm has been unresolved for so long, and( the accelerating impact of virtually unlimited volumes of low-wage textile imports is
so great, that the future course of one of this nation's most basic and essential
industries is being shaped not here, but in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Taipei and other
overseas areas.
This is a problem that transcends any narrow geographic boundaries, partisan political considerations, or any particular l)roduct category. The basic issue, in simplest terms, is the very future of this industry and whether it will
continue to function as one of tile country's major sources for employment of
men and women at all skill levels, as a customer for great amounts of supplies
and services that sustain jobs In many other industries, and as a major (onsumer of important agricultural products.
That is why the Administration has spent months in a concerted effort to
negotiate voluntary agreements with other textile nations on sharing the (1o.
mestic market in a way that will sustain and expand the American industry's
growth.
That is why the House Ways and Means Committee has approved legislation
providing a mechanism for establishing reasonable restraints on textile imports.
And, that is why you, Mr. Clairman, are moving ahead with legislation as the
only solution to this long festering problem.
That is why all segments of the textile industry, Including manufacturers,
organized labor and all who comprise the fiber-textile-apparel complex are wholeheartedly behind a legislated solution.
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UNENDURABLE IMPORT PENETRATION

But time Is running out. No industry, no labor force, no nation can long
endure the type and trend of low-wage import penetration which is assaulting
the textile Industry. And no nation that wants to preserve such a vital as-set
as this industrial-agricultural complex represents, should lie expected to Ipermit
the import situation to get out of hand.
In less than 10 years we have sen a tripling of textile imports, creating
a mammoth textile trade deficit now running well over a billion dollars.
,The raw cotton industry is being l)attered by a volume if cotton textile
imports which are equivalent to Ilmore t han one million bales of cottoll anmally.
Man-made fiber textile ilnl)orts have leaped geometrically, from 221 million
square yards in 19&3 to double that amount in 1965. then double again to 931
million in 1967. and double again to 1.8 billion yards ill 1.99. Currently they
aire running at the rate of 2.6 (through August) billion yards.
Wool imports have also incretzed relentlessly. Today. one out of every four
yards of wool products sold in the United states is of foreign origin.
in lost production, :aitd in lost potential? For one
What does all tlii s meali
lhonthing, obviously, it has meant lost joi ol))ortuniies for thousands uln
sands of American men and vomen. The import volume in 19169 alone roeli-esented the disllacemelnt of well over a quarter of a million Anierieami textile
and apl)arel jobs.
ENTIRE ECONOMY AFFECTED

but a national one that strikes at tlie lIeart
This is not a regional problem,
of our entire economy.
In New York City, for example, somec 27004)0 penlde are employed in h(e
textile and apparel Industry. The textile-aplarel payl0rll of S1.7 billion in New
York City is about equal to the city's animal welfare bill. More and niroe textile-apl)arel workers will be showing up on those welfare rolls unless til Ierocess of large-scale job transfers via imports is- halted.
The several rather unique characteristics of the textile indilstry--its size,
ve imle)rtanlt soial
dispersion, its many competitive centers of i nilt ia tive -..
and economi(, sigiliclance for this country's future. It has been referred to as
a "gateavy indiustry", for example, because it offers opportuitites for people
of diverse skills and talents to hol down good iob.s-m-aliging fron those who
can be trained in just a few weeks to scientists, unginmers. daf., pro'e.-(,rs :md
other highly specialized technicians.
The Industry cm)loys an unusually large number of dack Americanns. considerably more than the national nmantfacturing average. Minority employment
is increasing at a faster rate in textile mills than the average for all tyl)es of
ia n fact during.
likewise. Many womneii in textiles
It offers broad opportunities to woni.
all(1 apl)arel oecu)ationq gain supplemental imncolne for families that simly
T
ic Labor De)artment report- that SnOl- of
could not make it otlirwise.
the apparel workers and 43% of the textile, workers are women. This is a
fact not generally appreciated. Where would these thmlsamnds of women turn if
it were not for their textile al(1 apparel jobs?
EMPLOYMENT

DECLINES

This is why we are so distressed when the labor force drol)s by 77,000 jobs in
12 months-as it has done-and our industry Is forced to cut back substantially
on operations and on investment in the new plants "nd( eqnilniment necessary to
create the jobs of the future.
Large-employment industries such as textiles an1d apparel. that have a high increment of labor In the cost of their finished products, cannot avoid being larticularly hard hit by concentrations of imports in unchecked amounts. Two or
three examples will Illustrate the kinds of situations happening at this very
moment throughout the textile industry.
One is plant closings. No doubt you of the Committee are aware that these have
been reported extensively in the press and they continue to occi-r.
Secondly, many companies are being forced to reduce their work week. Much
of the basic textile manufacturing structure is geared to operate three shifts six
days a week-this has has been the historical pattern for many years. ('Aintless
employees depend on that sixth day, at overtime pay, for extra money to make
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their payments on homes, cars, TV sets, refrigerators or what other necessities
and luxur-es they want. Cutting off this sixth day hurts them individually and
of course slashes Into the total economy of their communities.
Third, outlays of funds for plant and equipment are being either curtailed or
postponed. These reductions have been substantial over the past three years.
Yet modernization is essential for any company that hopes to stay competitive and
keep its eml)loyees on the job.
UNCERTAINTIES

Of

THE FUTURE

With markets and manufacturing operations constantly being washed away
by imports and nobody able to foresee where it all will end, the textile-apparel
industry faces an uncertain future. Yet any business seeking to move forward in
America's dynamic, competitive environment needs to set clear future goals.
Managements must make crucial long-range decisions. Money decisions: what
they can afford to spend and whether they can earn it back.
Sound judgments are impossible to reach for textile executives who do not
know when and wlere to expect the next attack from abroad. This cloud of doubt,
of wondering what may happen next in imports, hangs over almost every meeting of textile company directors when forward plans are discussed.
If the items entering this country in sunh volumes were better designed or mora
attractive, more durable or more efficiently produced we would have little reason
to object. But the vast majority of Imports sell here primarily because they are
cheaper; and they are cheaper for one reason only-they are made at wages and
under working conditions that would be illegal and intolerable in this country.
Only until and unless the textile industry gains some measure of asurance that
imports will not indefinitely go on gaining a larger share of the American market,
can our industry look to the future with confidence. This whole nation stands to
gain-in terms of broadening job opportunities, the buttressing of industries allied
to textile activity, and the generation of economic activity in hundreds of cities
and towns-if the import problem can be alleviated.
REASONABLE

SOLUTION

OFFERED

It is our opinion that a!) amendment to the Social Security Bill patterned after
I[.R. lSf970, as reported by the House Ways and Means Committee, provides the
framework for a fair and workable solution by assuring both domestic and foreign
producers opportunities for sharing in the growth of the American textile market.
The legislation originally introduced by the Chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, ir. Mills, and its counterpart S. 3723 offered in the Senate by
Senator McIntyre, was strongly supported by the textile-fiber-ai)parel industry
during the House hearings on the subject of international trade. While we recognize that the provisions of 1I.R. 18970 relating to textiles and apparel do not contain all the safeguards of H.R. 16920 and S. 3723, we believe that properly and aggressively administered, they can get the job done.
Furthermore, U.S. textile Import policies under legislation of that type would
remain so generous relative to those of other members of the General Agreement
on tariffs and Trade that there should be absolutely no justification for any nation to retaliate against us or claim compensation from us.
We are well aware that certain textile exporting nations-Japan in particniar-might threaten to reduce their buying of our raw cotton, soybeans, wheat or
other commodities If their textile shipments to the United States were brought
under orderly control. Contentions that this might happen do not hold Ul), however,
In light of the realities of international trade as it actually is practiced today.
If the trade in commodity after commodity is analyzed, It will be seen that
there is little, if any, relationship between what a major exporting country like
Japan buys from us ii relation to its textile shipments to us. The record shows
quite clearly that Japan buys her raw materials wherever and whenever she can
get the best deal, with no evident regard for her exports to a given country.
Take cotton for example. We have seen our exports of raw cotton to Japan
decline steadily during the past 10 years-the very time that we have expertenced such a phenomenal rise in textile Imports. On the other hand, Mexico,
which permits virtually no textile imports from Japan, sold Japan more cotton
last season than the United States did.
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Japan's strength rests upon her exports, almost one-third of which catte to
the United States last year. Last year she had a favorable balance of trade
with the United States amounting to $1.5 billion. Surely the Japanese government would not be so reckless as to risk any sort of trade war with a nation that
provides Japanese industry with its most lucrative market.
CONSUMER IN TERE-ST

Another contention Is that Import restraints will bring an automatic increase
in the price of textiles to consumers. This is either a misrepresentation of the
bill's objectives or a misunderstanding of economic reality. First, there is nothing
in the legislation that necessarily would alter substantially existing relationships
between foreign and domestically produced textiles In the U.S. market.
Moreover, import growth is permitted and anticipated. So how can It be valid
that prices automatically will Increase? Spelific provision is made for exempting
imports which are not disrupting the U.S. market; and for increasing Imports
if the total supply of any textile article is inadequate to meet consumer demand
at reasonable prices.
But there is an overriding consideration. It is that the United States textile
industry historically has been and remains one of this country's most competitive
big industries. Unlike some other major industries where a few companies dominate production and distribution, textiles is composed of hundreds of efficiently
operated competitive companies constantly vying with one another for the
business at hand.
Maintaining a highly competitive, expanding textile-apparel industry Is the
consumers' best assurance that he or she will receive quality textiles at reasonable prices. It Is this competition to attract consuminers' interest. and to cater to
their needs and wishes that has created In America the world's greatest textile

market.
However, wIen any segment or large part of that market falls under foreign
domination, the competitive influence on prices can be lost. Let's look at one
area where this has happened. Prices of silk products have leaped 101.0% since
19-57-Y.
Ihle U.S. mq.rket for raw silk and silk textiles is dominated by forei.,n
suppliers. Once any foreign interest gains this kind of domination, provisions of
U.S. law for protection of consumers and employees alike-antitrust regulations,
prohibitions against conspiracy to fix prices, wage and hour laws and so on-no
longer prevail.
And in looking out for the consumer's interest, we must never forget that in
order for a person to be a consumer, lie must first be an income earner.
It is high time, Mr. Chairman. to end the present insanity of exposing tile
American home market to indefinite, no--end-in-sight increases in textile and
apparel imports from countries that have no obligation whatsoever to f(,el
any legal or moral responsibility toward American employees, consumers or
communities.
This can be accomplished by amending the Social Security Bill with legislation
along the lines of II.R. 1S970. Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
TEXTILES AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE

The textile import problem has been growing apace for more than a decade.
It has now reached proportions which threaten future viability of the American fiber-textile-apparel complex, unless reasonable controls over import growth
are put in place promptly. We appreciate the opportunity to review the situation
for this distinguished audience.
Clia -t 1.-Iere is the growth in our Imports of textile and apparel miade
fronn man-made fibers, cotton, and wool during the decade of the Sixties. The
data are in square-yard equivalents as computed by the Conmerce lolpartment. You can see that in a 10-year period this volume has swollen four-fold
from 976 million yards in 1959-then an all-time record-to nearly 3.7 Iillion
In 1069. During the first seven months of 1970 while domestic production
languished the flow spurted another 19c, reaching an annuid rate of nearly
4.4 billion yards. Ini this context wool textile imports look small by (IImIaris0o1,
but the next chart mits the volume of our wool imports in better lerspective.
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('Ilmrt 2.---You call see, for example, that woolen and worsted imports during
196() accounted for $110 million. Wool textih, imports have captured 25% of our
domestic market, and, in the case of worsteds, 50%. The erosion of woolen
and worsted productions has been severe.
Chwrt 3.Since 1962, otton textile imports have been subject to control
under the GA'T Long Terim Textile Arrangement (LTA).
When any plan for controlling the flow of shipments fails to cover all textiles
regardless of fiber content it only shifts the burden of imports from one area
to another. This has happened under the LTA. It was not geared to the dramatic
changes in fiber use o(euring since 1962. Since its inauguration early last year
the Nixon Administration has tried- (iligently, but unsuccessfully-to miegotiate a similar control arrangement for imports of man-made fiber and wool
textiles. Imports of textiles and apparel manufactured from man-made fibers
skyrocketud so fast that they now exceed those of cotton products. They have
grown 43%" in 1970 over 1969. I'nless restrained, maii-made fiber textile imPorts call lie expected to contnue to take ever larger shares of this important
market.
Chmrt -.- It i, not inefficient
production teeliniques that is the cause
p..
of the import explosion quite the contrary, the American textile industry is
the miofst efficient in tile vorld.
The British Textile Council publishe(1 an exhaustive study last year of time
relative productivity in major textile industries around the world. In this
elm rt spinning productivities are compa red.
ThIe 1'.S. imlustry performance is more than twice that of the Japanese and
more tihan three times that of the British.
('hart 5.-Ilere productivity ini spinning is combined with productivity iii
weavilng, with IT.S. performance taken as 100%. Once again tile Amerian indiustry shows upo as ly far the most efficient, with the lUnited Kingdom at
37/' of U.S. pro(luctivity and Japan third at 32/,. We call take pride ill U.S.
textile technological expertise.
('har 6.-Items made abroad at wages far elow the legal U.S. minimum give
foreign producers cost advantages that cannot be overcome even by superior
Anerican efficiency. U.S. wages are 5 times higher than.in Japan and about
S tiimes greater- tham in ong Kong, while Korea, Taiwan and other Asian countries show a wider disparity.
It is this factor alone which give. appeal to imports. Generally speaking they
are copies of American prodlucts simply made at these lower wages without
innovative features.
('hart 7.-ontrary to claims often heard, tile wage gap between the United
States ad its major foreign coml)etitors is not narrowing, list widening. This
chart shows that the gap with Japan in 1960, for example, was $1.41. In 1970
it Is ul) to $1.9,-a 37% increase ill the gal) over the 10 year period. Japan's
textile wages could have been increased 100%"c or more but the aetual dollarsand-ecnts aimmount of rise fell far shore of the increase iil wages that has taken
place iii the United States. Ald, Japan pays tie highest wage of the Asian
nations.
('7lirt 8.-In spite of rising costs of wages and materials in this country, the
textile industry has managed to keep prices relatively stable. Textile wages have
risen 5S% above the 1957-59 average, and will advance further this, month. At
the same time, wholesale prices for textile mill products are virtually unchanged.
Not many items have lel( the line against the inflationary spiral as well as
textiles.
(hart 9.-Tlis loint. comes otit even more clearly when you compare tile
price performance of the textile industry with lihat of all manufacturing idiustrie.. Here you serve
that wlilesale prices of all manufactured cOlmO(lities
have risen 17% above the 1957-59 base, in contrast with no change in textile
prices.
Tile best way to hold tile textile price line for consumers is to encourage
healthy conietitlion between the 7,000 textile plants and 27.000 apparel lilants in
the I.S. Once the control over a major part of a product linie falls into the hands
of foreign interests, provisions of U.S. law for the protection of American consumers and employees-atltrust regulations, prolhibitions against price fixing
conspiracies, milniimiuni wage requirements and the like-go out the window. No
foreign producer has any obligation to feel any legal or moral responsibility
toward this country's consumers.
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Pending legislation to regulate the growth of textile imports will have no
significant effect on consumer prices. Imports have been rising faster than doniestic production. While the import legislation should slow this rapid rise, it will
still permit importation of large volumes of products from textile producing
nations around the world.
Prices are affected by many factors front day-to-day, including the general
business cycle, deflationary or Inflationary government monetary policy, shifts in
consumer tastes, and other factors.
The textile quota provisions of the pending trade bill are so generous that
the present "product mix" of the tremendously wide variety of men's, women's
and children clothing in low, medium and higher l)rice(l brackets will continue
to be available at the retail counter.
The proposed legislation also provides for annual increases in the already
high levels of textile imports.
Approximately half of the textile products in use in the United States today
are already covered by import restraints. For almost a decade, as mentioned
earlier, international trade in cotton textiles has been regulated under terms. of
the GAII Long-Term Cotton Textile Arrangenient. a multilateral agreement
among 30 major cotton textile producing nations, including the United States.
duringg this entire period, there li,'s been no apparent effect oi doinestic cotton
textile prices. Under the pending legislation, which would cover nan-nia(le libhr
and wool textile articles, the day-to-day prices of hundreds of articles of clothing
will be determined by the same supply, demand and national lKlicy considerations that have influenced prices of cotton textile products. Consuiners will still
be able to take advantage of any lower import prices that importers and retailers
will be willing to pass along. While import legislation is not expected to have any
significant impact on textile prices, it will help prevent the rapid destruction
of textile and apparel jobs in many small 1'.S. communities.
Some examples may be useful to Illustrate the fact that overall supply, heinand and national policy considerations are the prime eterin inants of comiinodity prices in the American market. Th, u.S. I)epartment of Labor's allconmodity Wholesale Price Index is a wi(lely used measure of change.s ifi
prices of a large composite of basic ('olakI(lities a1d pro(lu.ts. The ilndex is
currently about 17% above its 1957-59 base of 100.
Similar index measurements for the components of tile all-coninlodity index
show that petroleum (under import quota) prices are ill) about 4% while coal
(with no import quota) is up 47f/-. Wheat iml~orts are strictly controlled. yet
the price of wheat dropped 31% in the 20-year period between 1950 and 1970.
while the price of corn with no quota protection dropped only 13%. There are
many exaiilples of price Increases in productss which have no import controls.
Maintaining a highly competitive, expanding (lomnestic textile-apparel industry
is the consumer's best as-surance that. lie or she will continue to receive quality
textiles at reasonable prices. However, when any segment or large part of that
market falls under foreign domination, the COiletitive iniluenlce on pries cal lie
lost.
A good example of what happens when a textile product falls under foreign
control is silk. Japan alid Italy dominate the world's silk textile production.
Since 1960, the wholesale price index of silk textiles has increased sonie 8./.
During the same period, the price of all textile mill products-operating In the
competitive U.S. market-has increased not at all, and the combined textile and
apparel index Is up about 9%.
We have not yet reached the point where foreign influence dominates the U.S.
textile and apparel markets, but unless prompt control action is taken that. point
could soon be reached with respect to many different textile products, and the
U.S. consunier will be the loser.
Chart 10.-Taken together as a single industrial complex, textile and( apparel
manufacturing form a key foundation element in Anierica's economic structure.
Not only does this industry make products essential to people and vital to national security, but it fills a primary role in providing livelihoods and economic
activity for hundreds of communities, large and sinmall, urban aii(l rural, throughout the land.
The textile-apparel industry directly employs some 2.4 million men and women,
In a broad range of occupations. It pays Its employees close to $11 billion a 3-ear.
It generates revenues for government-nmore than $2.5 billion in federal, state,
-nd local tax revenues.
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Chart /1.-The industry's impact on the economy of the United States goes
even further. Iln a normal year it buys $4 billion worth of liber, including twothirds of the output of this country's 300,000 cotton farms and all of the domestically produced wool, $600 million worth of chemicals and dyestuffs; $030
million iu plant 11and equipment and millions more for other supplies and services.
Another million workers are employed in producing the raw fiber, machines,
chemicals, etc. used by the industry.
Chart 12.--Of the 20 million manufacturing employees in this country, the
textile-apparel industry directly employs 2.4 million, or one in every eight. A
broad employment base such as this comprises i national asset of top importance,
because the United States stands near the head of the list of nations depending
on manufacturing activity for employment of its lalor force. To accommodate
the great numbers of people involved, our country needs more manufacturing
occul)ations, a vigorously expanding industrial employment level.
Chart 13.-As you can see in this chart, non-white employment in the textile
industry has grown from 3.3% in 19G0 to 14.3% currently, whereas the present
level for all manufacturing is 10.1%. Negro employment in the textile industry
has advanced four times faster than the national average for all manufacturing
since 1960-and in certain textile areas the percentage of black employees is
much more concentrated, running as high as 40%.
Another significant aspect of textlle-al)parel employment is the number of
women involved. Women constitute about 45% of the textile labor force and
80<4 of the alparel workers. This compares with the all-manufacturing average
of 27%. In terms of opportunities for people, regardless of race, sex, educational
background or their line of interest, the textile-apparel industry is remarkably
ique as to what it can offer-that is, provided it has a reasonable chance to
grow and progress along with the nation's economy as a whole.
These important social contributions of the textile industry are important and
signiicaant to our national welfare. They are vital to our national commitment
to full employment.
Chart 1 ..-- One the the most alarming aspects of this entire import situation
is the inll)act it is having on cal)ital investment. In our dynamic economy, industry must constantly innovate and modernize. No industry call stand still. As
matters stand. it is extremely difficult for United States manufacturers to plan
ahead with any degree of certainty. In the past, when government actions created
confidence, the textile industry invested heavily in the future. As this chart
illustrateA, outlays for new plant and equipment rose from $380 million in 1962,
when the cotton ITA controls went into effect, to $820 million in 1966. After
that they begami to decline-a situation which cannot be tolerated for very longani narecurrently estimated at $580 million for 1970.
We are concerned by the fact that textile maehinery sales on a world wide
basis as reported by both European and U.S. manufacturers are very strong
('xcept in the United States.
This we believe is due to the depressed economic status of the textile industry
in the U.S. as well as to a lack of confidence lin the future.
This same trend in the area of research-and for time same reasons-could be
equally serious; for innovation, relatively high productivity and efficiency ire
the main strengths of the U.S. textile Industry.
Chart 15.-Proflts In the textile industry, whether measured on sales or equity,
lag behind other manufacturing Industries. Net profits after taxes, on sales, in
the second quarter of 1970 were at an annual rate of 1.8% compared with the
all-inanufacturing average of 4.4%. That Is a rate of only 41% of the average
for al U.S. Industries. Expressed as a percent of equity, textile profits are 4.8%
compared to 10.4% for all manufacturing. It appears as though a further (leterioration in textile profits was recorded in the third quarter of 1970.
Revival of textile Investment depends upon revival (if textile profits and that,
in turn, depends in good part on slowing down the Import blitz. Job growth lit the
Industry will depend upon plant expansion here rather than overseas to serve
the growig American market.
Chart 16.-TThe upper line on this chart shows how Imports have been rising.
This is shown In terms of dollars-the foreign market price of textiles and ap)parel, which has soared to $2.2 billion (annual rate) in 1970. The lower line
shows the total dollar value of textile and apparel products exported from the
United States to other countries: $0.8 billion 1970 annual rate. The current
textile trade deficit Is at a $1.4 billion annual rate.
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You would have to go all the way back to 1957 to find a time when tile unitedd
States had a favorable textile trade balance. The resul t is a constantly widening textile trade gap--it is getting bigger every year. Where will it end? ('ll
the United States afford to see this gap keel) growing indefinitely ?
Chart 17.-Much of this trade gap is accounted for by Japan. Japan has some
of the most restrictive trade regulations in the world to protect its own market,
but at the same time seems to feel it should have completely free access to our
market. In 1968, Japan had a favorable world textile trade balance of $1.7
billion. It sent ?478 million worth of textiles to the United States while iniporting only $11 million from us. (In 1969 we received $540 million worth of
textiles from Japan, while we exported only $15 million worth to her.) On
the other hand. the European Free Trade Association nations receivc(l $45
million in textiles and exported $36 million worth to Japan. The European
Economic Community imported $59 million worth of textiles from Japan while
shipping it $35 million worth.
No other developed nation, nor trading group, provides Japan with the favorable trade balance that we do. It is evident that other countries restrain the
quantity of their Oriental imports to the detriment of the United States, which
has heeded the GATT rules and maintains virtually the only "opeli" textile
market in the world.
But this does not tell the entire story. Included among the LDC's are such
countries as Ilong Kong, Taiwan, and Korea. Much of what they further ipro'ess
and export to the United States was originally produced in Japan.
Yet the Japanese are in the forefront of those threatening "retaliation" and
a "trade war," if the United States Government applies those generous textile
quota provisions of the pending legislation endorsed by the President last June.
Any practical decision to retaliate against American exports would have
to come from the Japanese Government rather than her business firms. But
Japan's meteoric rise to economic power would have been impossible without
direct help from this country and without our investment of American lives
and treasure in Korea and Vietnam. Japan, like many other countries, has
gained upon us in economic power while we bore the cost of defending her
vital interests.
Eve if she were morally capable of striking us now in our time of troulde.
she could not do so economically without incredible recklessness. 11er streiiglhi
rests -on exports, amid nearly one-third of her entire export trade is with ti
United States. 14st year she sent us $5.0 billion worth of goods and imported
only $3.5 billion from us. WVould she gamble this kind of trade positioni by
arousing our farmers and all our people against her? Would shlie so irrational
as to risk starting a trade war with a country which buys $1.5 billion nmort.
goods from her than it sells to her?
During time first six months of 1970, 67% of our textile imports canine froni
five countries. In order of iml)ortance these were: Japan, Hong Kong, West
Germany, Taiwan and South Korea.
The next five countries shipped in a total of 13% bringing the total for the
first ten countries to 80%. The second five countries were: Italy, United Kingdoma, Canada. ,Mexico and France.
Chart 18.-More than any other large industry, textile plants are located in
small communities. About 60%lo of the industry's workers are employed in nonmetropolitan area. In some states this figure runs between 70 and 85%.
Apparel Is more of an urban industry than textiles, with about two-thirds of
Its Jobs in cities. Visitors to New York City quickly recognize the iplortallce of
the apparel Industry to that large city. One in three of all manufacturing jobs
there Is provided by the clothing industry.
In hundreds of small towns and villages throughout the nation, textile and
apparel plants are the only employers of significant numbers of people. As a resuit, these towns and villages are largely dependent on these plant payrolls for
their survival. If a company is forced to reduce its work force or, worse, to close
its doors, the community suffers a crippling catastrophe.
Today the U.S. textile industry faces a crisis. The growing flood of imports
coming primarily from the Oriental countries is being directed to our market by
Inequities in International trade which find the markets of many other developed
countries virtually closed to these goods. World textile trade has become increasingly unbalanced.
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Our sti(lies of Far Eastern plans for expansion of textile and apparel productioun illthe early 1970's indicates a compelling need for restraint in the rate of
growth of lma-Ia(le fiber anl wool textile exports to the U.S. market.
We camot sacrifice the job-producing l)otential of this vast industry-and the
existing 2.4 million jobs in it--on the altar of free trade when in fact free trade
does not exist in textiles.
'!he Nixon Administration sought for the first 17 months of its existence to
negotiate multilateral and then bilateral agreements to effect reasonable remraints on man-made fiber and wool products. The intransigence of our trading
partners led to the recommemdation that legislation be adopted to encourage such
voluntary agreements.
The penliiig legislation is very permissive and gives the President wide latitude to accommodate the solution to our national interests. It is quite mild and
reasonable, and yet holds the potential of restoring confidence in a major segment
of our national eonomy.
This is the segment of our economy which brought the industrial revolution to
the United States and which today serves the American consumer with such a
variety of style and choice that imports are only copies of American I)roductsnot overseas innovations.
Textiles have been traded among the peoples of the world since mankind's
earliest days. The solution today is not unique. It merely involves extension of
the existing practice In the previously predominant area of cotton textiles to
man-made and Woolen textiles. Furthermore, it extends to the U.S. market the
bilateral or unilateral restraints found virtually everywhere else on the globe.
Thaiik you.
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TEXTILES AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE
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The CIIAMIIAN. Thank you very much for your statement, Mr.
Jackson. I think you have made a very brief but I think indisputable
presentation. Of course, you didn't need to convince this Senator. I
sat through some trade hearings about 2 years ago involving this
subject and I was convinced then that your industry very much needed
some type of help beyond that which it was getting and your situation is worse if anything than it was then. So I am as convinced as
Secretary Stans about what, you are saying for the need of relief with
regard to your industry is correct, and perhaps not generally known
but when the Senate agreed with what you were saying and voted an
amendment to one of our bills some years ago I think I fought harder
than anybody among those Senate conferees to try to make the
House agree to accept. that. And I think what is happening now and
what has happened since that,time shows that I was right and, not that
I was right but that you were right, and
Mr. JACKSON. We recall that with much appreciation, and it is a
tragedy that your views didn't prevail at the time, because it would
have avoided a situation that has now become much more complex and
troublesome.
The CHAIRMAN. Those were the views of you said Senator Hollings
and Thurmond and various others who pointed out the problem, and
I am pleased to see at long last an administration finally recognizes
what you are saying is correct and that there is no alternative but to
recommend some form of relief and I hope that we can enact it during
this Congress.
Mr. JACKSON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Even though that may have to be as an amendment to the social security bill and I know we will have some objection
to that type thing being considered.
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. Chairman, since I have been sitting in the room
quite awhile may I comment that we were quite disturbed and in
fact disappointed by some of the figures that were used by one or
two of the witnesses this afternoon. We are filing for the record very
comprehensive statistical data and charts to make it easier to follow,
all based on official government information and figures. We do hope
that your staff will have an opportunity to examine it carefully because we would love to spend 2 or 3 hours trying to clarify some of the
statements that have been made here this afternoon.
The ChAIRMAN. Well, the only way that I can see that this Nation
will do well is for the entire Nation to do well, not just one segment
of the economy but for all of us to do well, and I cannot Support
this theory that one segment of the Nation or one segment of the
economy should do well at the expense of the others. Obviously, the
textile industry is suffering and it has been required to absorb far
more than its share of imports, other things could be absorbing more
and if they were absorbing as much as you are they would be screaming
even more loudly than you have complained, I am positive. So thank
you for your statement.
Senator Hansen?
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Senator HANSEN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman, but as I assume we are about to adjourn these hearings just let me express my
appreciation to you, sir, for having moved ahead with them. You have
heard a great number of witnesses on both sides of the issue. I think
we have had some fine testimony that will supplement that very voluminous record that was put together in the House, and while there
are those who criticize this committee for the shortness of these
hearings, I think that more familiarity with the facts of life as to
how the Congress of the United States works and operates will appreciate there are sorn3 very good reasons for scheduling the hearings
as you have done. I commend you for your fairness and it has been
my privilege to participate.
Mr. JACKSON. Thank you.
The CHIRMAN. Thank you very much.

Well, then, the committee will meet in executive session at 10
o'clock tomorrow.
(Whereupon, at 6:10 p.m. the committee was adjourned.)

APPENDIX
Excerpts From the Congressional Record Relative to the
Hearings
(October 9, 1970)
COMMITTEE

MEETINGS DURING
SESSION

SENATE

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Subcommittee on Internal Security of the Committee on the Judiciary, the Subcommittee
on Intergovernmental Relations of the
Committee on Government Operations,
and the Subcommittee on Employment,
Manpower, and Poverty of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare be authorized to meet during the session of
the Senate today.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore.
Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Committee
on Finance be authorized to meet during the session of the Senate today.
Mr. ScoTT. Mr. President, on this
matter I must, by request, reluctantly
object. Tile objection is not from me. I
should like the committee to meet.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore.
Objection is heard.

(October 12, 1970)
COMMITTEE MEETING DURING SENATE
SESSION-OBJECTION

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
Committee on Finance be authorized to
meet during the session of the Senate
today.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object-and I shall objectI wonder whether the distinguished acting majority leader would yield to me
for a statement.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I am glad
to yield to the Senator from New York
for that purpose.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, this question arose on Friday, during my absence. I was In New York, serving as a
delegate to the United Nations this
year.

I believe-I have not been able to
search the history In the short time
available--that this is the first time in
my career in the Senate or in the House
of Representatives-which I say now
spans over 20 years-that I have ever
objected to a committee session.
I did not object to the sessions generally. I have never done that. I hope
that I never will. I hope that I will never
have to object to another committee request. I shall not object after today, I
say in deference to the chairman and to
the members of the Finance Committee. But I really felt there was a very serious issue at stake. It is not proper that
on rather precipitous notice 2 days of
hearings be held, in order that so portentous a piece of legislation affecting
the foreign policy and the economic policy of the United States should be
rushed through a committee with only
the pretense of hearings and without
adequately considering the substance.
Some 15 Senators requested hearings
of 'the chairman of the committee.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the letter of request, dated
September 25, 1970, be printed at this
point in the Record.
(There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the Record,
as follows:)
SEPTEMBER 25, 1970.

Hob. RUSSELL B. LONG,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, IVashington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: We are becoming increasingly concerned over
threats to attach the trade bill, as reported out of the House Ways and
Means Committee, as an amendment to
one of the remaining pieces of major
Finance Committee legislation, such as
social security or welfare.
It is our feeling that the bill as now
written constitutes a radical departure
from our past policies of expanding and
opening up world trade, and is a clear
invitation to retaliation and trade wars
that can only damage our exporters, our
shippers, our balance of payments, and
our entire economy.
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Particularly vulnerable are our agricultural exports, which last year accounted for $6.6 billion in sales and at
least 700,000 American Jobs. A third of
our wheat, over a fifth of our feed grain,
and over 40% of our soybeans are exported, principally to Japan and the
Common Market countries. Sixty percent of our rice and 40% of our tobacco
is dependent on foreign sales. A total
of one out of four acres under cultivation, In fact, depends on exports.
But farm exports-particularly commodities such as wheat, feed grains, and
soybeans-stand to suffer grave losses
from the retaliation which will Inevitably follow upon the enactment of a restrictive and protectionist trade bill.
Common Market retaliation against
soybears alone, for example, can well
cost Amrerican agriculture $200 million
in lost sales, and nearly every other
farm export will become vulnerable to
nations seeking to protect their own
agricultural production at the expense
of the American farmer-the most productive in the world.
While we recognize the need to assist
American industries, farmers, and workers who are unfairly damaged by foieign competition, we feel there are
strong indications that H.R. 18970, as
written, will actually decrease jobs and
will (1o serious damage to the American
farmer-not to mention the shipper, the
manufacturer, and the consumer, all of
whom have such a vital stake in the continued expansion of foreign trade.
There is an obvious need for new,
comprehensive trade legislation which
can form the basis for our-and the
world's-trade policy in the decade of
the 70's. The importance of this legislation is of such a magnitude-and the
consequences of a short-sighted approach are so grave-that the Finance
Committee and the full Senate must
give hearings and extensive debate to
whatever bill Is finally sent to us by the
House of Representatives. To allow precipitous action under the cover of a
crowded Senate schedule and the enormous pressure for passage of social secnrity or welfare legislation would be
most unfortunate. Such an attempt, we
believe, will jeopardize not only our
trade policies and our economy, but the
hoped-for adjournment date of October
15 and the successful passage of such vital legislation as social security and welfare.
We hope that the Finance Commitee
will strongly oppose any such attempt,
and will insist upon the careful, responsible legislative work which has brought
from your Committee the milestone
trade legislation under which we have
operated over the past decade. We as-

sure you of our support in resisting any
abrogation of tlhe Finance Committee
jurisdiction, as well as our hell) in seeklng to formulate a responsible, fair, and
forward-looking trade bill to gulde us in
expanding our world trade over the
years ahead.
sincerely,
WVALTER F. MONDALE,
QUENTIN N. BURDICK,
JOHN SHERMAN COOPER,

ALAN CRANSTON,
MARK 0. HATFIELD,
HAROLD E. HUGHES,
DANIEL K. INOUYE,

JACOB K. JAvITs,
CHARLES McC. IATHIAS,
GEORGE MCGOVERN,

LEE METCALP,
ROBERT W. PACKWOOD,
CHARLES H. PERCY,
RALPH T. SMITH,
STEPHEN M. YOUNG.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, this was
done in an effort to have a deliberate

set of hearings with notice to all parties,
giving them a chance to prepare and
present their case to the Finance Committee. I respectfully submit that these
2 days of hearings were hastily called
with the obvious intention of then coming to the floor and seeking to affix the
trade bill to such a vital domestic bill as
the social security bill and stating, as I
am sure would have been stated, "They
have had their hearings. What else will
they complain about?" That is hardly
what was contemplated by our letter or
what is demanded by the seriousness
and controversial nature of the proposed
trade legislation.
It is for that reas,. that I objected on
Friday and was joined in that objection
by Senators Hatfield, Inouye, Mathias,
McGovern, Mondale, Packwood, and
Smith of Illinois.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that that public statement which
was issued in that connection may be
printed in the Record.
(There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
Record, as follows:)
STATEMENT BY SENATOR JACOB

K. JAVITS

The Decision of the Senate Finance
Cmailttee to hold only two days of

hearings on the Trade Bill of 1970 with
the implied forecast of tacking it on to
the social security bill is most regrettable. A two-day hearing which will
conclude on the close of business on
Monday just before we adjourn for a
month provides a totally inadequate period of time to consider this sweeping
legislation that fundamentally changes
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the course of the trade policy of our na- mium on the type of questionable lobbytion and will have a profound effect on Ing practices both by foreign governments and domestic interests which
the peace and security of the world.
If the Trade Bill Is to be tacked on to came to characterize the granting of
the social security bill let it be done at other quotas. The chances for abuse are
least frankly with no pretense of enormous. Will this be adequately aired
in two days of hearings, before the Fihearings.
The Trade Bill of 1970 is the most nance Committee?
Finally, If there Is an attempt to atcontroversial piece of trade legislation
considered by the Congress since the en- tach the trade bill to the social security
actment of the Smoot-Hawley tariff in bill and to report them to the floor tothe 1930's. If passed, its effects on the gether, I would hope that the elderly
American economy are likely to be citizens of this nation who have been
sweeping and will make even more diffi- most hurt by inflation will have a chance
cult the containment of the inflationary to make known their objections to this
pressures that have ravaged the econ- tactic whereby legislation essentially of
special Interest Is tied to vital domestic
omy In recent years.
It will profoundly affect our relations legislation affecting the daily welfare of
with nations which have been our tra- millions and millions of Americans.
It is for these reasons that I object to
ditional friends, thereby weakening our
positions in the world and concommil- the Finance Committee's last-minute
tantly our national security. In a recent hearings on the Trade Bill of 1970. I
speech Ambassador Gilbert, the Pres- have been joined In this protest of hast.
Ident's Special Representative for Trade ily called hearings by Senators Hatfield,
Negotiations, pointed out that the shoe Inouye, Mathlas, McGovern, Mondale,
and textile provisions of the bill alone Packwood and Smith (I11.).
Mr. JAvIrs. Mr. President, I also ask
which could cause a reduction of $500
million In other countries, exports to unanimous consent that a colloquy
the United States would make Inevitable which took place In respect of the effect
retaliation against U.S. exports and/or of holding a committee meeting over an
compensating duty changes adversely objection on May 23, 1961, on the floor of
affecting other U.S. producers. The na- the Senate by former Senator Kuchelture of the retaliatory threat could who was then deputy minority leaderhardly be adequately aired In the brief Senators Mansfield, Morse, and others,
hearings scheduled by the Finance Com- may be printed at this point In the
Record.
mittee.
(There being no objection, the colloRepresentatives of the workers and
tile industry have brought to my atten- quy was ordered to be printed In the
tion wording In the mink quota provi- Record, as follows:)
sion that would adversely affect the
DURING SENATE
livelihood of some 20,000 Americans. COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Szssiorcs
Will this be adequately aired? Also I
have been Informed that the quota proMr. KuCIEi. Mr. President, I most
vision on glycene protects only one firim respectfully invite the attention of SenIn 'the United States to the detriment of ators to a section from rthe Legislative
all consumers using glycene. Will two Reorganization Ac, that reads as foldays of hearings adequately outline the lows:
supply-demand-price relationships af"No standing committee of the Senate
fecting glycene?
or the House, except the Committee on
Is it wise to legislate quotas on oil Rules of the Houtie, shall sit without spewhen the North and Northeast are fac- cial leave, while the Senate or the
ing a serious fuel shortage and when an House, as the case may be, Is In session."
Assistant Secretary of State has just
In commenting on that part of the law
warned that the oil deficit of this nation of the land thv volume "Senate Proce.
would expand rapidly throughout the dures" states as follows:
1970's? Will the hearings before the FI",No standing committee shall sit withnance Committee properly air this con- out special leave while the Senate is in
troversial question?
session, which rule applies also to subSince the end of the war, international committees of standing committees. Pertrade negotiations generally have been mission to sit while the Senate Is in sesnondiscriminatory and multi-lateral. sion Includes all meetings, whether for
But the trade bill now before the Con- hearings or the transaction of business."
gress would turn back the clock to biMembers of the minority, exercising
lateral, discriminatory negotiations.
their rights under the rules, In the past
The working of the national Interest several days and weeks have Interposed
provision in the bill would put a pre- objections with the minority leader to
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Mr. MoRsE:. May I have the attention
the holding of committee meetings of
the Senate while the Senate is in ses- of the majority leader and the acting
sion. They were clearly within their minority leader, in order that I may give
rights in doing so, and the minority was a small amount of free legal advice? I
clearly within its rights In objecting think the committee chairman of any
to any committee of the Senate hold- full committee or subcommittee who
ing hearings of any kind, with, of course, might be conducting a hearing while the
the single exception of the Committee Senate is in session without the apon Appropriations. Such objection has proval of the Senate ought to know that
been lodged from time to time on this committee funds cannot be paid out for
the services of an official reporter or, for
side of the aisle.
The minority regrets to state that in- that matter, for any services at all, and
formation has come to it which appar- Senators who participated in such a
ently indicates that some committees hearing, if a test were made, would have
have purported to sit without right, and to pay such expense Qut of their own
in violation of objections taken in ac- pockets.
Mr. KUCHEL. The Senator is, of
cordance with the law of the Senate.
Mr. President, such an action by any course, correct in the point he makes.
Mr. President, the illegality cuts
committee is wrong. It is In violation
of the law of this land, and it is against across any function which might be perthe rules of the Senate. The minority formed by a committee or a subcommitleader, and the acting minority leader, tee attempting to meet in the absence of
speaking for the minority leader, urge the approval of the Senate.
I yield to my able friend, the Senator
Senators scrupulously to follow the
rules with respect to the meetings of from Nebraska.
Mr. HBUSKA. If there is illegality in
committees during sessions of the
the holding of committee sessions under
Senate.
Mr. MANSFELD. Mr. President, will those circumstances, would not a motion
lie to expunge from the records of the
the Senator yield?
Mr. KUOHEL. I yield to my able friend, committee any testimony taken at i uch
an illegal hearing; and should not such
the majority leader.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I am wholeheartedly a motion or request be complied with?
Mr. KUCHEL. In my Judgment the
in accord with what the distinguished
acting minority leader has said. Last Senator from Nebraska is correct. Since,
week on several occasions the minority in the absence of approval, there is no
leader, the able Senator from Illinois authority whatsoever for such a meet(Mr. Dirksen), raised objections to the ing to be held, no one subsequently
sitting of committees during the session could contend that a meeting of that
of the Senate, and stated that he would committee was held.
object to such procedure during the
Mr. HRUSKA. When the Senator from
course of the consideration of the aid-to- Nebraska says "expunged" he means
education bill. In his objection I concur. physically and literally taken out of -the
Frankly, I must admit that I do not record, and permanently removed.
know of any committees which have
Mr. KUCHEL. Vitiated and extirpated.
been meeting, but if any committees
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I am not
have been meeting, I wish they would angry at anyone and I am sorry that
heed the objection on the part of the there was some feeling that plans had
minority leader and the acting minority been put in disarray by this objection.
leader, and also on the part of the ma- It was taken for a very specific reason.
jority leader, who concurs with the acI will not persist in it beyond today
tion of the Senators on the other side having
made the point against the 2
of the aisle, so I hope tile joint endeavor days of hearings. If the committee
will be sufficient.
to go on with hearings, that is
Mr. KUCHEL. I thank my able friend, chooses
their privilege. I honor it. But I would
the distinguished majority leader, for feel that this point had been made very
the comments he has made. There should forcefully, considering the importance
be no such thing as a subcommittee of a
the legislation and the vividness with
committee of the Senate sitting while of
I saw the situation from the
the Senate is in session in the absence of which
Nations position, where I am
complete Senate approval; and that United
statement goes for all purposes. That is now serving as designated by the Senthe rule. That is the law. And they must ate. We are considering there the second development decade. Trade is a
be observed.
critical element in the planning for the
Mr. MoRsE. Mr. President, will the decade which seeks to better the lives of
Senator yield?
the billions of persons in the developMr. KuCHEL. I yield to the Senator ing world. The launching of the decade
from Oregon.
itself is central to the decade, the 25th
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anniversary session of the United Nations General Assembly.
Mr. President, I have no parochial
ideas about someone being taxed to pay
for a transcript. I hope that will not be
Intruded into the consideration of a
much broader question. I will help pay
for the transcript myself, if the debate
has to put it on that level. I think it is
nonsense to put it on that level.
These hearings obviously will be used
as a vehicle for contending there were
hearings. The point is that a protest had
to be made, and unhappily for me there
seems to have been no one on the spot
to make it except me.
I felt in conscience that I had to do it.
So, for those reasons, I reiterate the obJection, saying that, immediately after
objecting, if the committee desires to
continue its hearings from today on, I
shall have no objection.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore.
Objection is heard.
(October 14, 1970)
AUTHORIZATION To PRINT HEARINGS
OF THE CoMMIrrEE ON FINANCE

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, the Committee on Finance has been conducting
hearings, and we also voted yesterday
with regard to a trade amendment somewhat similar to that voted by the Ways
and Means Committee of the House of
Representatives, which will probably be
acted upon in that body before it is
acted upon in the Senate.
During the course of the hearings,
objection was heard to a request that the
committee be permitted to meet. On
that occasion, we had in town a good
number of witnesses, some of whom
would have difficulty in arranging to be
present at a later date, and we were
working against a time limit. Therefore, the chairman of the committee felt
it desirable simply to declare that the
committee was no longer meeting officially as a committee but was meeting
as an informal group of Senators for the
purpose of taking testimony.
In other words, Mr. President, it
would require consent of the Senate to
print the testimony taken of the
Secretary of State, the League of
Women Voters, and the AFL-CIO
which was taken during a period of
time when objection was heard and the
committee was meeting informally and
not in position to meet officially as a
committee.
I discussed this matter with Senators,
and I believe it appropriate to request
unanimous consent that the testimony
51-389 0

- 70 - pt.

1 - 28

of witnesses that occurred during that
period may be printed as a part of the
hearings on this measure and that the
expenses of the reporter be paid.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I reserve
the right to object. The Senator was not
quite through yet.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, there are a
number of ways in which this matter can
be handled to make the information
available to the Senate. For example, it
is my privilege, and that of any other
Senator, to stand on the floor and read
what the Secretary of State, the League
of Women Voters, and the AFL-CIO
testified in the Record. It is also our
right to pay the reporter and to have it
printed, or we could put on a fundraising dinner. I do not think we would
have any difficulty. Or, we could sell
copies and make a profit.
In any event, it seems to this Senator
that the information should be made
available. If there is objection to printing this matter, to make it available to
the Senate, I will find some other way
to make the information available to
the Senate, but I need to know in what
fashion I should proceed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr. JAVITS. Reserving the right to object, Mr. President, I am the one who
objected to the sessions. I objected because I believed that 2 days of hearings
on so portentous a bill was hardly a hearing. I made that point with the aid of
other Senators, whose help I most gratefully acknowledge, on both sides of the
aisle. I had no desire, and I have no desire, to have any smallness about this. Of
course, we are not going to make the
chairman of the Finance Committee go
through the gyration of inserting in the
Record whatever he wishes, as he
could, or anything like that, or having
him pay a reporter.
What I do ask, however, is that the
unanimous-consent request may be modified so that it will show, in connection
with the printing of these particular
statements and questions and answers,
that they be printed separately. This
will show that they were the result of
informal presentations to certain members of the committee and were not
testimony of witnesses, as is perhaps
other documentation which will be produced in respect of whatever bill is
reported by the committee. But as to
the mechanics of actually presenting it
to us in a printed way, in a convenient
form, and as to the cost of printing or
the cost of reporters, I have no objection whatever. If the Senator will mod-
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character different from that which
would be the case if we could have been
in formal session? I am not quite clear
as to the purpose of the distinguished
Senator from New York in saying that
this testimony and the statements and
the responses to questions should not
be considered as-I have forgotten
precisely the words.
Mr. JAVITS. Should riot be considered as witnesses or testimony, but
should be considered as an informal presentation to certain members of the Finance Committee by certain people
whom the committee had intended to
call as witnesses in those sessions.
My only reason for my reservation
and the request I have made of Senator
T2he PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there ob- Long is to keep good the good faith of
my objection.
jec;Ion to the modified request?
The Senator knows that the Senate
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, reserving the right to object-I shall not could pass anything without hearings,
objet-I raise this simply because this if it chose. We are not in a court, where
type of thing has occurred to the Com- the matter is going to go up on appeal
mittee on Foreign Relations. Objection and then the appelate court will weigh
was made, and we did not hold the what was not objected to in the record
and what was objected to. In order to
hearing.
I think that iii the interest of con- keep the good faith of my objection, I
formity and of understanding by various have made these statements.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I should
chairmen, perhaps the Rules Committee
should give some attention to this mat- like to get this matter straight with the
ter. I think the Senator has a point Senator from New York.
It is fine with me for the record to
about the witnesses, and we have had
the same situation in the Foreign Re- show at what point objection was made
lations Committee. I do not think one and that the committee was aware of it
committee should act one way and and at what point the Senate went out
another committee should act another of session.
I do not think it wise or desirable to
only raise this question as a matter
print it as a separate document, because
of interest. I think that this type of that means we will have to leave out the
matter should receive further attention part at which Mr. Gilbert, the Special
by the Rules Committee and the leader- Trade Representative of the President,
ship, so that we all will know what the was answering the question of the Senproper procedure is under these cir- ator, and we will have to have a separate document which will end at an
cumstances.
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, who has abrupt point. We would then transfer
back to the hearing.
the floor?
Mr. JAVIT,. May I suggest that the
The PRES;DINO OFFICER. The SenSenator have printed as a supplement
ator from New York has the floor.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask what was done in the objected-to time
Make
unanimous consent that I may yield to and put it in the same binding.
same
in
the
it
put
and
a
supplement
it
the
with
Wyoming,
from
Senator
the
binding. Show what committee members
time not to be charged to me.
present, because it was informal
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without were
and it was not testimony before the
objection, it is so ordered.
committee.
Mr. HANSEN. I should like to ask the
I just want to show what happened
Senator from New York whether my factually, to maintain the good faith fo
understanding of his stipulation is my objection.
correct in connection with the testimony
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presiand the responses to questions that de'.t, will the Senator yield?
were raised by members of the commitMr. JAVITS. I yield with the undertee who were then sitting informally, as standing that the time will not be
was declared by the distinguished chair- charged to me.
man of our committee. Would this
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presistipulation result in everything that
was said, all the responses that were dent, I ask unanimous consent that the
made that afternoon, taking on a unfinished business not be laid before

ify his request accordingly, so far as I
am concerned, I am content.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, with regard
to the Senator's suggestion, the record
I propose to print would so show thatin fact it clearly shows that objection is
heard and if need be I will pay the reporter and we will meet informally and
I will take this testimony. I will be glad
to have the Record show that the Senate
went out of session about 2:30 that
afternoon and that at that point we
were not meeting at a time when the
Senate was in session.
Mr. JAviTs. That Is correct. I think
it was 4 o'clock, but it does not matter.
Mr. LONG. One day It was 2:30 and
another day it was about 4.
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the Senate at the close of the morniiig
hour, at 11 o'clock this morning; that
the Senator from New York retain the
floor until he is finished; and that the
period for the transaction of routine
morning business not exceed I hour.
The PRESIInING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and
it is so ordered.
Mr. LONG. Well, Mr. President, I say
to the Senator that if he wants to insist
that this matter be printed as a separate
documentMr. JAVITS. I do not.

Mr. LoNo. So that there will be two
documents, one in which the testimony
would not appear in consecutive order,
to which there would be no objection,
but it would be better, I think, that the
testimony appear consecutively in the
record.
Mr. JAVITS. But at the head of that
particular section it will show what
happened. That is all I insist upon.
Mr. LONo. Fine.
The PRE1DINo OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and it
is so ordered.

APPENDIX
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Foreign Import Restrictions on Wool Man-Made Fiber Textiles
(Submitted by the Department of Commerce)
AUSTRIA/WOOL
AUSTRIA
Austro..Japanese trade agreement of November 1966
established a list of non.-liboralized items which are subject to
import licensing and global quotas. Certain wool yarn, fabric
and apparel items are included on the non-liberalized list.
Austria has trade agreements with Albania, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Democratic Republic of Vietnam, Democratic
Republic of Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Peoples Republic
of Mongolia, Peoples Republic of Korea, Peoples Republic of
China, USSR. Separate ceilings for wool products are not
available.
(413)

IMPOIRU<.
COUNTRY

Austria

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Japan

(~)

RESTRICTION

.Austro-Japanese trade agreement of November 4, 1966, extended through
December 31, 1969,. established a list of non-liberalized items which are subject
to import licensing and global quotas. The wool textile items on the nonliberalized list are given below; specific ceilings are not in force.

Item
Worsted yarn of sheep wool, riot made up for retail sale
Yarn of sheep wool, of other fine or coarse animal hair
or horse hair, made up for retail sale
Woven fabrics of sheep wool or fine animal hair

Woven ribbons and ribbons without weft made from
yarns or fibers laid parallel and glued together
other than goods falling under tariff number 58.06
(woven labels, badges and the like); all made from
textile'materials other than cotton
Woven fabrics coated with an adhesive or starchcontaining agent for book covers, cases and sheaths,
and similar bookbinding and box-making purposes;
all from textile materials other than cotton
Woven fabrics: coated or impregnated with preparations
of cellulose derivates or other plastics
Other fabrics, impregnated or coated; painted fabrics
for theatrical decorations; studio backdrop and the like;
with the exception of fine woven fabrics coated with a
preparation based on natural resins or camphor; all
made from textile materials other than cotton
Elastic woven fabrics of other textile materials than
cotton, combined withrubber threads, with a width
of less than 30 centimeters
Knitted fabrics by the yard, not rubber- elastic, not
rubberized, made from other textile materials
-

than cotton.

Tariff No.
53.07
53.10
53.11

I.

ex.58. 05

ex 59.07?.
59.08

ex 59. 12

ex 59.13

ex 60. 01

IMPORTING
COUNTRY
Autstria

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

Japan

RESTRICTION
Item.
Knitted gloves and mittens, not rubber-elastic, not
rubberized; made from other textile materials
than cotton
Knitted stockings., under-stockings, socks, and the
like, not rubber-elastic, not'rubberized, made
from other textile /materials than cotton
Knitted (tricot) under garments, not rubber-elastic,
not rubberized, made from textile materials
other than cotton
Knitted (tricot, Jersey) outer garments and garment.
accessories, not rubber-elastic, not rubberized,
made from textile materials other than cotton
Rubber-elastic or rubberized knitted fabrics by the
yard, and goods made thereof (including elastic kneecaps and -lastic stockings) made from textile
materials other than cotton
Garments and garment accessories made from textile
materials other than cotton, excluding handkerchiefs
(tariff number 61.05); mufflers and mantilla-s (ex 61.06);
tuckers, fallals, bodice fronts, jabots, cuffs, flounces,
yokes and similar accessories and trimmings for
women'k and girls' garments (ex 61.08); gloves,
mittens. s..tockings and socks, not knitted (61. 10)
Other made-u'p textile products made from textile
materials other than cotton, excluding travelling rugs
and blankets other than made from wool and fine animal
hair (ex 62. 01), and other made up articles including,
dress patterns (62. 05)

Tariff No.

ex 60.02

ex 60.03

ex 60.04
ex 60.05

ex 60.06

ex 61

ex 62

C--v
1

.

AIMPORTING
COUNTRY
Austia

COUNTRY OF

.

OIGIN
Czechoslovak

&

La

*PI-QrTT-rr
AJ'A"

TnV

GATT, Austria maintains restrictions on imports of certain wool products
Licenses for
from Czechoslovakia. Given below are the liberalized items as df January 1, 1970.
quota of $600, 000.
nori-liberslized textile/apparel products of all fibers are issued within an annual
0 i\
Art:17

Under Article XXXV2

of

..te

Item
Waste o-" sheep's or lambs' wool or other animal hair (fine or coarse) not
pulled or ga"r'netted
Sheep's or lambs' wool or other animalhair (fine or coarse) carded or combed
. animal hair (carded or combed), no.t put up for retail sale
Yarn of
Yax,n of sheep's or lambs' wool, of horsehair or of other animal haIr (fine or
"cbarse), put up for retail sale
Shawls, scarves, muffters, mantillas, veils, etc. except of cotton
and girls'
Collars, flounces and similar accessories/trlimmiogs for women's
..
apparel,. except of cottonV
Stockings and socks, not knitted, of materials other than cotton
Dress patterns of textile matprials other than cotton
Garments and accessories of t xtile materials, used, loose, in bundles or in bags
eJ%

---

2

-

-

-

^%

%+..4

n

i.4 ^"

Dtlb-%.er headgear, wnet-ner or nor. lincy, ur

Poland

+

w;

m

Ai

e

5302A,

Sheep's or lambs' wool, not carded or combed
A nimal"ha.r (fine or coarse) not carded or combed

53.OSrA
53. C332B
53. 05

53.08.

53. 09.

ex
10
61.06
ex 53.
31. 0&
ex 61.10

ex 6e. osA
ex 63.01

e~x

ex 65.03

.

against irAustria maintains general excepts from GATT liberalizations on the basis of ArticleXXXV
Czechoslovakia. 1970
ports of certain wool products from Poland. Liberalized items are same as for
$2 million for
in
included
rj'S
annual quota for non-liberalized textile/apparel commodities

consumer goods of all kinds.

at speci.c
I/ Some countries continue legally to justify quantitative import restrictions directed
to
member
a GATT
."o-..--o4-her
rr
important textile exporting countries under GATT Article XXXV, which permits
o-1 1-aent,'raAn-e
%1
6
A&reme&nt
withhold the application of its tariff concessions or the provisions o. the enir, was Invoked by many
artIcle
ThI's
concessions.
GATT rmember with whom it has not negotiated tariff
now disinvoked
2uropean countries when Thpa'an joined the GATT. Many of these countries have
to p otect domestIc
devices
other
or
Article XXXV but rely on bilateral agreements or special valuation
producers.
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1.,.ORTING
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Augtro-Romanian trade agreement effective Januaiy 1066 to December 1970. The list of lbe-alized
wool textile products imported from Romania is identical within the libt for Czechoslavakia.

Romania..

i!Import

licenses for non-liberalized textile and apparel commodities are issued
within
an
annual quota of $350, 000 ,for various textile products and $25, 000 for
I
a] apparel. *I

Austro-Russian trado agreement effective 1966-1970.

U. S. S. R.

Agreement contains a prov'slon for Aust.ian

imports of "consumer goods such as carpets in exchange for Austrian consumer goods." Speci.c
. ceilings are not in force.

I
I

•

Austro-lungar can (rade agreement for the period January 1, 1968 - De :ember 3.,

Hungary

1072- includes the

same ommodity ist as applied to products originatiner from Poland and Czechoslovackia although
Hungary is not a GATT member. The following quotas apply for CY .1970.
Item

Textile piece goods,. knitwear, Made.-ups

Q-ota n U. S. Dolla-s

700, 000.

Apparel250000
le___l_i__j

IImlli
________I_

Peoples Republic
o" China
0

.

a

.

ppare

Austro-Chinose trade agreement concluded in 1964 for the period up to June 1966,& Auto.ztically
extended each year. The agreement fixes no quotas and only lists those commodities a greed to be
"essential" products of exchange. The Austrian import list includes "various textile products, including
base material for embroideries, silk and textiles of national character" as wefl as ifcashmere wool
and c mel hair.,

/ Imports by~yond fixed quota may be considered.

COUNTRY
oR:oIN Or

I.M,'PORTING

COUNTRY

Austria

_

-

•

i

RESTRICTION
* Aust-o-German trade agreement concluded July 1968, effective through December 31. 1970 provides
annual quotas on Austrian imports of the following textile products .

Domocrato"
Repubic o

G'e ,.ny .

Quota In U. S,

Item

*
*

I

I
I

Woven piece goods of qi1 kinds
Carpets
Home furnishing textiles, except carrots
,nit -goods

300,000
270;000
.1GOOOO

Techncal knit goods
MsiceU/aneous textile products

210, 000
250, 000

180, 00

L

Austro-Mongolnan trade agreement for the period July15, 1963 to July.14. 1964.

Peopls
Republic
M0ngo1a

[

I!il Ill

I

[

A ut'atIcally
e agr" d to be he

extndad each year. The agreement fixes no quotas and only lists those
"essential" products of exchange. The Austrian import list includes "spminnig material's and gos
thereof, including wool (cashmere and sheep) and carpets."

peopless
Do.mocratic
IRe pub ic of

Da rocratic
.Ru1blic
o

I

"

,
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Austro-Koreah trade agreement concluded in 1960; latest amendment .ego",dted *In 1983,
extended by another year in December 1067. The list of Korean export items includes "unsp,c-1fied
textile products of national character and animal hair;" however, specific te'lings are not In force.

concluded in 1963. Automaqcally extended each year. The Austr.n
agreement
Austro-VIetnamoso
impoet
list Lncludes trado
"spinning
materials and goods mado &ereof, including hand-nude carpets
of wo,
are
.not
in
force.
well as embroideries." Specific ceilirgs

I

Unted Arab
Republic

i

Austro'Eaptian trade agreement of June 1, 1960,renewed periodically. "Wool carpets

I

nly.wool

product on the commodity 'import list; a specific ceiling is not in force.
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COUNTRY OF
&0ib.,c.,'
O%>TGIN

COUNTRY

SEST A ICT ION

B~i garia

S

*

Austro-Bular.a'. trade agreenont conclu8cd May 1068, effective through Decor:.,ber 31, !9'
of l 6beralized textila products Umported from Bulgaria is Identical with the list for Czec;ooa,

Hungary and ?oland except for the foUowing items which remain on the non-liberalized
m

A

*I

.:

Stockings and socks, not knitted, of materials other than cotton

ex

I

Dress pat1erna of textile materials other than cotton
.Garments and accessoies oftaxtilmato
s, used, loose, in bundles or in bags

ex $2. CSA

*1.

The list of non-liberalized commodities provides the following ceilings on Austri'an impor-ts ,f t,-t.es
from B ulgala:

I.
.

'.st

,l.om

I.

0

Tho

tern

C.:x3.0Q

"

Quota .-n U. S.
Dollars

Hland-made carpets

MIscol.lneous textiles and apparel

I. 0

'oo, 000

f

.

330.000

.

F-A

flo
..

.

•L

I

*an
All imports subject to licensing.
Morocco
•

Albania

,

Austro-M6roccan trade agreement of October 20, 1964, remains current. "Hand-made blankets ,na we'
ai
cover of wool" are only wool products on thecommodity import list; specific ceilings are not in force.
••

.Y

Austro-Albanian trade protocol concluded in 1961. Commodity lists for 1968 negotiated n
proved for the following ceilings on Austrian imports of Albanian textile/apparel Items:
.te.

Item
Kolims and hand-made carpets
Miscallaneous products which may include textiles
%S

0

Y "Imports beyond.fixed quota may be considered,

." 1963

Quota In U.S.

"Dollars

.50,000
100,000
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AUSTRIA/MAN-MADES
AUSTRIA.
Austro-Japanese trade agreement of November 1966
established a list of non-liberalized items which are subject to
import licensing and global quotas.. Certain man-made fiber,
fabric and apparel items are included on the non-liberalized list.Austria has trade agreements with Albania, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Democratic Republic of Vietnam, Democratic
Republic of Germany, 11ungary, Poland, Romania, Peoples
Republic of Mongolia, Peoples Republic of Korea, Peoples
Republic of China, USSR. Separate ceilings for man-made products
are not available.

COUNTR-AY
Austria

%JUL N

,

ORIGIN
Japan

J,.

. RESTRICTION

4

Austro-Japanese trade'agreement of November 4, 1966, extended through'
December 31, 1969, established a list of non-liberalized itemswhich are subject
to import licensing and global quotas. The man-made fiber textile items on
the non-liberalized list are given below; specific ceilings are not in force.

Item
Yarn of continuous man-made fiber of natural polymers,
not made up for retail sale
Woven fabrics of continuous fiber of natural or synthetic
polymers including woven fabrics of monofils, strips,
or similar shapes of materials listed under tariff
number 51.01 ind 51.02
Discontinuous viscose textile fibers (rayon staple fiber),
not carded, not combed
Continuous filament tow of natural polymers for the
production of discontinuous fiber (rayon staple fiber)
Rayon staple fiber waste, not carded, not combed,
including waste yarn and reclaimed fibers
Discontinuous viscose fiber (rayon staple fiber) and
waste, carded, combed or otherwise prepared for
spinning
Yarn of discontinuous fiber of natural or synthetic polymers
or of waste thereof, not made up for retail sale
Woven fabrics of discontinuous fibers of natural or synthetic
polymers

Woven ribbons and ribbons without weft-made from yarns
or fibers laid parallel and eluded together other than
goods falling under tariff number 58..06 (woven labels,
badges and the like); all made from textile materials
other than cotton

Tariff No.
5'. 0'1 B

51.04
ex 56.01 B 1
ex 56.02 B
ex 56.03 B
ex.56.04 B..
56.05
56.07

ex 58.05

I.

IMPORTING
COUNTRY
Austria

-4

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN.
Japan

RESTRICTION

I

Item

Tariff No.

Woven fabrics coated with an adhesive or starch-

containing agent for book covers, cases and sheaths,
and similar bookbinding and box-making purposes;
all from textile materials other. than cotton
Woven fabrics coated or impregnated with preparations

of cellulose derivates or other plastics
Other fabrics, impregnated or coated; painted fabrics
for theatrical decorations, studio backdrop and the
like; with the exception of fine woven fabrics coated
with a preparation based on natural resins or
camphor; all made from textile materials other
•than cotton
Elastic woven fabrics of other textile 'materials that
cotton, combined v~th rubber threads, with a width
of less than 30 centimeters
Knitted fabrics by the yard, not rubber-elastic,
not rubberized, made from other textile materials
than cotton
Knitted gloves and mittens, not rubber-elastic, not
rubberized; made from other textile materials
than cotton
Knitted stockings, under-stockings, socks, arid the
like, not rubber-elastic, not'rubberized, made from
other textile materials than cotton
Knitted (tricot) under garments, not rubber-elastic,
not rubberized, made from textile materials other
than cotton

ex 59.07

59.08

ex 59. 12

ex 59.13
ex 60.01
ex 60.0b2
ex 60. 03

ex 60.04

IMPO RTING
COTTNTRY
%0

6'% .III6V

Austria

4I1IW

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

RESTRICTION

bI

Japan

Item
Knitted (tricot. jersey) outer garments and garment
accessories, not rubber.- elastic, not rubberized,
made from textile materials other than cotton
Rubber-elastic or rubberized knitted fabrics by the
yard, and goods made thereof (including elastic
knee-caps and'elastic stockings) made from textile
materials other than cotton
Garments and garment accessories made from
textile materials other than cotton, excluding
handkerchiefs (tariff number 61. 05); mufflers
and mantillas (ex 61. 06); tuckers, fallals, bodice
fronts, jabots, cuffs, flounces, yokes and similar
accessories and trimmings for women's and girls'
garments (ex 61.98); gloves, mittens, stockings
and socks, not knitted .(61.10)
Other made-up textile products made from textile
materials other than cotton, excluding travelling
rugs and blankets other than made from wool and
fine animal hair (ex 62. 01), and other made up
articles including dress patterns (62.05)

Tariff No.

ex 60. 05

.ex 60.06

ex 61

. ex62

CA~

IMPORTING
COUNTRY
Austria

COUNTRY OFI "
OR-0IGIN

Czechoslovakia

RESTRICTION
Under Article XXXV.- / of the GATT, Austria maintains restrIctions or. imports of ce'an man-m-ade
fiber products.from Czechoslovalda. Given below are the liberalized items. Licenses -'ornonliberalized textil/apparel products of all.fibers are issued withir.an annual quota of $600,-000.

item
Yarn of continuous synthetic man-made fibers
Monofilament, strip (artificial straw, etc.)'and imitation catgut, of man-made
"
fiber materials
Discontinuous non-cellulosic teaxtile fibers, not processed
Discontinuous cellulosic textile fibers, not processed
Continuous filament

tow of man-made fibers

Waste (including yarn waste and pulled or garnetted rags) of man-made fibers,
except viscose rayon, not processed
Man-made fibers, except viscose rayon (dlscontinbous or waste), arded, combed
or otherwise prepared for spinning
Texttile fabrics, coated or impregnated with oil or preparations with a basis of.
drying oil
Shawls, scai-ves, mufflers, mantillas, veils, etc.
CoL'as°, flounces and similar accessories/trimmings for women's and girls
appenrol, except of cotton.
Stockings and socks, not knitted, of materials other than cotton

Tar

fNo.
51.OIA

ex 51.02
55. 01A

ex 56. 01131
5 . 01B2

56. 02 A) exB
•56. 03A.
ex 56.0313

56. 04A
ex 56. 04B
50.ODA

ex 6.. 0,

Garments and accessories oil textile materials, used,,. loose, in bundles or in bags

ex. 61.08
ex. 61.10
S* 62.05
ex63.QI

Other headgear, whether or not lined or trimmed

ex 65.0OCB

Dress

I/

patterns

of textile materials other than cotton

Some countries continue legally to justify quantitative import res-rictlons directed at sp"cIfic

important 'texilo exporting countries*under GATT Article XXXV,. which permits a GATT
.c:t" to
.withhold the application of its tariff concessions or the provisions of the .entire A,-'-een....%-0
aob
..oher.
or
CATT member with whoin it has not negotiated tariff concessions. This rec
was iok.d
. by any
European countries when Japan joined the GATT. Many of those countries hdvo now dis4r.voted
Articla XXXV but rely on bilateral agreements or special valuation or other devices to prot-ct domestic
producers,

IMPORTING
COUNTRY

Aus;ria

COUNT RY OF

ORIGIN

R E-STRK- CTION

IIII
IIW%.&I%.F

J

Austria maintains general exceptions from GATT liberalizations on the basis of Artic'e XXXV against
imports of certain man-made fiber products from Poland. Liberalized items are se
as for'

Poland

Czechoslovakia. 1 970.annual quota for non-liberalized textile/apparel'com modities

is included in

$2 million for consumer goods of all kinds.

9

Hungary

Au.stro-Hungarian trade agreement for the period January 1, 1968 - Decennber 31, 1072, includes
same c6imodity list as applied to products or-iginating f rom'Polai. and C.echoso.vakia

Hungary is not a GATT member.

The follow ing quotas apply for CY

Item

1970.
Quo:a

Textile piece goods, knitwear, made-ups

Austro-Chinese t trade agreement concluded in 1964 for the period up

&;,

U. S.

D&o::11rs

700,000

A pparel

Peoples
Republic of
Chira

he

250, 000

June 1o
966.

Automatically

extended each year. The agreement fixes no quotas and onylss
co%hose
&o*,"&
a
essential" products of exchange. The Austrian import list i,..clude5 "various textile producaS,

including base material for embroideries, silk and textiles of national character'

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

• IMPORTING

CO'UNqR~Y

".

.

Democratic
Republic o;
Germany

Austria

Y

l4b"

-

I

RESTRICTION
&

-

-d.

.

.

.

.

I

A)ustro-German trade agreement concluded July 1968, effective through December 31, 1970 provides
annual quotas on Austrian imports of the following textile prcduqts:

Item
Woven piece goods of all kinds
Carpets

LHome furnishing textiles, except carpets
Knit goods
Technical knit goods
Miscellaneous textile products

300, 00o
270, 000
180, G30

2. o,0o
IIII i

Peoples
Republic of

ii

", , . -'
agreement
the poriod July 15, 1963 to July 14, 1904. A%
extcinded each year. The agroom.ntfor
fixes no qudtas'and only lists tnose commodst .os r.e,%. to Ybe the

Austro-Mongolian trad

Mongolia

"essential" products of exchange.

D mocratic
Republic of

Austro-Korean trade agreement concluded in 1960; latest amendment nego-1-ted 'n
63. au"o.a. caly
"unsc
ludes
;ns
export
Koran
of
list
Tio
M
.
1
extended by another year in December
toxtilo products of national character; however, specific collings a-, not 'n force.

thereof, including carpets,".

The Austrian import list includes "spi. rino rmaterials andg.ods

1'

Korea
I .I

Democratic
Republic of
V4 etnam

.

Austro-Vi.tnameso trade agreement concluded in 1963. Automatically atr.nded each year.
import list includes "spinning materials and goods made thereof,, including unAro'Weriei."
Specific ceilings are not in force.
I
'

The Aus,-ian

WO

IMPORTING

COUNTRY
Austria

I

--- r r-

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN-- -..

REST RICT ION
JI

Bulgaria

Austro-Bulgarian trade agreement concluded May 1068, effective through Decer.er 31, 1072.
The
of liberalized textile products imported from Bulgaria is identical with the list for Czechslovakia,
Hungary and Poland except for the following items which remain on the non-1iber U*.list,,:
ar:f
41T1

Item
Stockings and socks, not knitted, of materials other than cotton
Dress patterns of textile materials other 'than cotton"
Garments and accessories of textile materials, used, loose, in bundles or in bags

i

o.

eC I:.10

ex 62. 05A

x

.63. 01

The list of non-liboralized commo&ities provides the following ceilings on Austrian imports of textiles
from Bulgaria:

Itern

Hand-made carpets
Miscellaneous textiles and apparel

Dollars

500, 000 i.

330, 000- I

jAll imports subject to licensing.

<Ira.
...
________________ii_______i_______
.....

Quota in U. S.

...

Austro-Albanian trade protocol concluded in 1061, Commodity lists for 1088-rbagtdazc in J.".ay ISO
provide for the following ceilings on Austrian imports of AlbarAan textile/apparel Uom=:

. Albania

in t. S.

q,L
DoU ars.

Item
Klims and hand-nado carpets
"Miscellanoous products which may include textiles
I
I.

---

...

.,

Imports beyond fixed quota may be considered

%0,000
1-00, 000

LMPORTL G

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

COUNTRY
Austria

Romania

RESTRICTION

.

Austro-Romanlan trade agreement effective January 1966 to December
1970. The list of liberalized textile-products imported from Romania is
identical with the listfor Czechoslavakia.
Import licenses for non-liberalized textile and apparel commodities are
issued within an annual quota of $350, 000 for Various textile products
and $25, 000 for apparel. 1/

A

USSR

Austro-Russian trade. agreement effective 1966-1970.

A agreement contains a provision Lor

Austrian imports of "consumer goods such as carpets in exchange for Austrian. consumegoods." Specific ceilings are not in force.

S

..

Imports beyond fixed quota may be Considered.

I
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BENELUX/WOOL
BENELUX
A. Benelux-Japanese Bilateral Agrecmcnt: The three
Benelux countries share a common bilateral agreement with
Japan which expiredApril 30, 1969. Pursuant to this agreement,
all imports from Japan are subject to licensing, and a market
disruption clause provides for imn-rediate consultations should
any industry (including the textile industry) be actually or potentially
injured.
The bilateral agreement also contains provision for
ceilings on Benelux imports of certain wool narrow fabrics and
apparel, and certain man-made fiber yarns, fabrics and apparel.
B. Benclux-Eastern European Trade Agreements: The
Benelux countries share common commercial agreements with
Hungary, Poland, Romania and Qzechoslovakia which contain
provisions for ceilings on the importation of certain wool and
man-made fiber fabrics and apparel from these Eastern European
nations.
C. Netherlands- Democratic Republic of Germany
Commercial Agreement: A commercial agreement of 1966 between
the Netherlands Chamber of Commerce for East Germany and the
Foreign Trade Chamber of East Germany, still in effect, is a
private"
rather than intergovernmental agreement and provides
ceilings on Dutch imports of certain wool and man-made fiber
fabrics, knit goods, carpets and apparel from East Germany.
D. Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union (BLEU)Democratic Rep public of Germany Trade Agreement: A trade
agreement of 1966 between the Belgian Economic Office and the
East German Chambers of Commerce, "still in effect, is a "private"
rather than intergovernmental agreement and provides ceilings on
BLEU imports of certain wool and man-made fiber fabrics, madeup goods, knit goods, carpets and apparel from Bast Germany.
E. As of June 1967 the EE1_.;:C Commission authorized the
Dutch to restrict imports of carded wool fabrics from EEC parties
and third countries pursuant to Article 226 of the Treaty of Rome.
The quota based on shipments in 1966 Was aimed primarily at Italy
whose 1966 exports of this item to the Netherlands were $J 4 million.

coU%'" RY OF

I.:PORTxpX
COUNTRY

!
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The Benelux-Hungarian commercial agreement contains a Provision for annual ceilings on the
importation of certain products from Hungary. Agreement valid January 1, 1967-

Benelux
6

1969.

1

December

CY '68 quotas below.
Item

p.m. 4I

Certain knit eocks for men f cellulosic fiber or wool
Wool cloth, pure and mixed with discontinuolts man-made fibers
Undergarments,

wholly or partially of

$100, 000
sl$0, 000

man-made fiber s

IThe Benelux-Polish commercial agreement contains a provision for ceilings on the importatinn

Poland

of certain products from Poland.
0

Agreement valid January 1, 1967-December 31, 1969.
_Quota Ln U. S. Dollars

Item

20, 00
20,000

Wool cloth, pure or mixed
Various textile products, fiber not specified

RomanLa

Benel.-,%omanian trade agreement renewed November 21, 1969, for a period
of five yearii beginning January 1, 1970, includes the following ceilings on
Benelux imports of certain wool products from Romania.

Item
Wool fabric, man-made fiber fabric containing
at least 8.5% by weight of man-made fibers
mixed principally or only with wool or other
fine animal hair
-Men's heavy'knitted hosiery of wool or
cellulosic fibers

'Quota

$22, 000.
4, 000 dozen pairs

1/ The initials p. m. (pro memoria) signify that, although no quota is
set, the agreement envisions trade in the item with each.transaction

subject to individual. approval.

310

IMPORTING
. COUNTRY
Benelu x

COUNTRY OF
RESTRICTION

Japan

Ben lux-Japtnese bilateral agreement in effect until April 30, 1969, contains provision for ceilings on
Be nelux imports of certain wool products from Japan.into the Beneluxcountries. 1967 quotas
given below remain in'force.

Item
Ribbon, lace, braid srd trimming, not silk
.Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, of wool or
wool mixtures

Quota in Metric Tons
30
85

-In addition, all other imports from Japan are subject to licensing. A market disruption clause
provides for immediate consultations should any industry (including the textile industry) be actually
or potentially injured. If no agreement can be reached within a reasonable time, the Benelux countries
may impose quantitative restrictions as deemed appropriate. This clause, however, has never been
invoked, and licbnsing requirementshave evident-ly'not been used restrictively.
I.1EEC
taly

•

As of June 1967 the. Commission of the EEC authorized the Dutch to restrict imports of carded wool
fabrics from EEC partners and third countries pursuant to Article 226 of the Treaty of Rome.
The quota based on shipments in 1966 was aimed primarily at Italy whose 1966 exports of thi3 item
to the Netherlands were $14, 075, 172.

CO3

I

IMPORTING
COUNTRY

COUNTRY OF
RESTRI CTION •
RES

Benelux

Czechoslovakia

.T

.C

ATIO6V

Benelux-Czechoslovak trade agreement contains a provision for the following celr,,.ns on Benelux
imports of textile/apparel products from Czechoslovakia.

Item

Quota in U. S. Dollars

"
Printed fabrics of continuous man-made fibers, excluding crepes
Other fabrics, containing at least 85% by weight of cotton, printed
Printed fabrics of discontinuous man-made fibers other than mixtures
solely or in major part of wool or fine animal
hair, excluding crepes
Continuous man-made fiber fabrics, excluding:
Unbleached and printed fabrics, crepes, and fabrics for tires
Other fabrics, containing at least 85% by weight of cotton, excluding:
Unbleached and non-mercerized fabrics and printed fabrics
Discontinuous man-made fiber fabrics other than mixtures solely or
in major part of wool or fine animal hair, excluding:
Unbleached and printed fabrics and crepes
Wo:en fabrics of wool or fine~animal hair, excluding fabrics for
travelling rugs and blankets not referred to i'item 62. 01
Discontinuous man-made fiber fabrics containing less than 85% by
weight man-made fibers, mixed solely or in major part with wool

69,000

NO)
200, 000

0

55, 200

or fine animal hair, excluding unbleached fabrics

Woven pile fabrics, and chenille fabrics (other than fabrics falling within

headings Nos. 55. 08 and 55. 05) o?woolo or of, fine or coarse animal hair
Men's and boys' undergarments, including collars, shirtfronts, and cuffs of"
man-made fiber fabrics, and other textile fabrics excluding silk, yarn
spun from silk waste, yarn spun from noil. silk, wool, or fine animal hair)f
Women '4 girls ', and infants' undergarments
J

27, 600

COU?\TRY OF
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RESTRICTION

i

Commercial agreement of 1960 between the Netherlands Cha'ber of Commerce for East
Germany and the Foreign Trade Chamber of East Germany remains in forcc. Although &.-hIs
is a "privte" rather than intergovernmental agreement, the following ceilings apply to
Dutch imports of textile/apparel products from East Germany:
Item

Partial value

Total value
$ 2, 208, 000

Textiles
including the following:
Print fabrics:

$113,160

including the following:
Print fabrics of continuous man-made.17
fibers except crepe fabrics;
Other print fabrics containing 85% or-

more colton by weig0ht
Print goods of man-made fibers except:
fabrics mixed chiefly or entirely with
wool or fine animal hair, and crepe
fabrics
Other print fabrics
Unprinted fabrics
including tIhe following:

51,060

$ 62, 100
$289, 800

Fabrics of continuous man-made fibers,
except-print fabrics, unfinished fabrics,
crepe fabrics and fabrics for manufacture
of tires
Other fabrics containing 85% or morecotton by weight, except print fabrics and
unbleached, non-mercerzed fabrics;
Fabrics of man-made fiber yarn, except
fabrics mixed chiefly or entirely with
,.air;print, fabrics,
wool or fine animal
unfinished fabrics and crepe fabrics

20, 800

0olfo LN

COUNTRY OF'

DIVPORTi".

0

RA;STiTxcm

I

The NWtherlands

Dbmocratic
Republic ofGermany

Partial value

Ite
ftbrics of wool or fino animal hair,
except fabrics for woolen blankets;
fabrics of man-made fiber yarn,
mixed chiefly or entirely with wool,
except unfinished fabrics; velvet,
plush, pile fabrics and chenille
fabrics of wool

• Wool
gloves
Rugs
including:

Floor coverings, hanging carpets,
and table spreads
Tulle cnd netting.(filet), rayon fabrics,
cottons, cotton laco and punchwork, incl.
burnt-out lace
)
Miscellaneous notions, ribbons and piping
including:
Crocheted men's half-hose with knit-.
on selvedge. edge not having inserted'
pattern, Weighing 80 to 120,g, of
man-made fiber yarns or wool
Knit goods
Ready-to wear apparel

0

$

Total value

,0ooo00

$ 5,520
$552,000
$317,400
$ 9q, 600

• p.n. !/
p.m.
p.m.

11. The initials p. m. (pro memoria) signify that, although no quota is set, the agreement
envisions trade in the item with each transaction subject to individual approval

COUNTRY OF
'IMPORTINO
OOINI
"
COU,* RY
Belgo- Luxembourg Democ ratic
Repub~lc of
Economic Union
(BLEU)
Germany

1REST!plicTION
Trade agreement of 1968 between the Belgian Economic Office and the East German Chambers of
Commerce remains in force. 'Although this is a "private" rather than intergovernmental
agreement, the following ceilings apply to BLEU imports of textile/apparel products from East
Germany.

Item
Various fabrics
Including the following:
Printed fabrics, fiber not specified
Fabrics, other than printed or unbleached fiber not specified
Woven fabrics of wool, pure or mixed
Unbleached fabrics, fiber not specified
Made-up articles, including terrycloth and shirts
Travelling rugs and blankets, felt, and the like
Knitted and crocheted good corsets, and undergarments

QRota in U. S. Dollars
120, 000

20,000

40,000
00,00
20,.000
" 20, 000
20,000

320, 000

Including the ollowing:
Undergarments and outergarments, including training clothes,
fiber mt specified
Socks M man-made fibers or of wool
Other stockings and socks
Undergarments, fiber not specified
Carpets, fiber mt specified
Tulle, lace, mot, trimmings, and the like, fiber not speciUod

50,000

14,000
100, CO0
74, 000
100, 000
60,000
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BENELUX/MAN- MADES
-BENELUX
A. Benelux-Japanese. Bilateral Agreement: The three
Benelux countries share a common bilateral agreement with
Japan which expired April 30, 1969. Pursuant to this agi-eement,
all imports from Japan are subject to licensing, and a market
-.disruption clause provides for immediate consultations should
any industry (including the textile industry) be actually or potentially
Injured.
The bilateral agreement also contains provision for
ceilings on Benelux imports of certain wool narrow fabrics and
apparel, and certain man-made fiber yarns, fabrics and apparel.
B. Benelux-.Eastern European Trade Agreements: The
Benelux countries share common commercial agreements with
Hungary, Poland, Romania and Czechoslovakia which contain
.provisions for ceilings on the importation of certain wool and
man-made fiber fabrics and apparel from these Eastern European
nations.
C. Netherlands-Democratic Republic of Germany
Commercial Areement: A commercial agreement of 1966 between
the Netherlands.Chamber of Commerce for East Germany and the
Foreign Trade Chamber of East Germany, still in effect, is a
"private" rather than intergovernmental agreement and provides
ceilings on Dutch imports of certain wool and man-made fiber
fabrics, knit goods, carpets .and apparel from East Germany.
ID. Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union (BLEU) -.
Democratic Republic of Germany Trade Agreement: A trade
agreement of 1966 between the Belgian Economic Office and the
East German Chambers of Commerce, still in effect, is a "private"
rather than intergovernmental agreement and provides ceilings on
BLEU imports of certain wool and man-made fiber fabrics, madeup goods, knit goods, carpets and apparel from East Germany.
E. As of June 1967 the EEC Commission authorized the
Dutch to restrict imports of carded wool fabrics from EEC parties
and third countries pursuant to Article 226 of the Treaty of Rome.
The quota based on shipments in 1966 was aimed primarily at Italy
* whose 1966 exports of this item to the Netherlands were $14 million.

0

COUNTRY OF
OIAIGIN

IMPORTI O
COUNTRY
Benelux

RESRICTION

IHungary

The Benelux-Hungarian commercial agreement contains a provision for ceilings on the importatIon of

3.

CY '68 quotas below.
Item•.

I

certain products from Hungary.

Agreement valid January 1, 1967-December 31,. 1969.

Printed fabric of continuous man-made fibers (excluding crepe), printed fabric
containing at least 85% by weight of cotton, printed fabric of discontinuous
man-made fibers (other than those mixed principally or only with wool)
Fabric of continuous man-made fibers (excluding unbleached and printed
faloric and crepe)j fabric containing at least 85% by weight of cotton
(excluding unblcachced, non-mercerized fabric and crepe),.fabric of
discontinuous man-made fibers (other than those 'mixed principally or
only with wool)
Certain knit socks for men of cellulosic fiber of wool
Wool fabric, pure or blended with man-made discontinuous fibers
Undergarments, wholly or partially of man-made fibers
Gloves, mittens and similar woven items of non-cellulosic fibers other
than womeh's hosiery
Women's stockings anu other hosiery containing non-cellulosic fibers
Gloves, mittens and similar knit items of man-mede fibers

S

Poland "

U'

$100, 000

$ 40,000

p.m-.

11

$100, o0
$190, 000
12, 000 dozen pairs
6, 000 dozen pairs
8, 500 dozen pairs

The Benelux-Pol.'sh commercial agreement contains a prov1sio., for ceilings on the importation of
certain products from Poland. Agreement valid January 1, 1967-December 31,
Ite

Printed fabric of man-made fibers or cotton
Wool fabric, pure or mixed-,
Various textile products, fiber not specified
Dyed fabric of continuous cellulosic fiber

1/ The initials p.m. (pro momoria) *iZ:fy

t4
oo

1969.

Quota inU. S. Dollars
63,000
20,000
20,000
105,000

that, although no quota is set, the agreement envisions
trade In th item with each transaction subject to individual approval.

IMPOt6NO
COUNTRY
•

Benelux

"I-

-

-

"
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COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
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11111

II

I

I.

Japan

_

J M

- -

-

-

ll I

_

I.

I

I|

RESTRICTION
iOnE

provision for ce~tings
Benelux-Japanese bilateral agreement in effect until April 30, 1900, contains
1067 quotas given b.olow
on enulux imports of certain man-made fiber products from Japan.
i'emain in force.

Item
Yarn of man-made fibers and rayon fibers put up for retail sale
Woven man-made fibe: filament yarn fabrics, printed
Woven man-made fiber filament yarn fabrics, not printed excluding grey
Woven man-made fiber spun yarn fabrics, printed
Woven man-made fiber spun yarn fabrics, not printed excluding grey
Grey cloth of man-made fibers and of cotton
Ribbon, lace, braid and trimming, not silk of all fibers
Women's, girls' and infant outergarmcnts, not silk or wool (excluding kimonos)
Men's and boys' shirts an~d pyjamas of man-made fibers and cotton
Handkerchiefs of cotton and man-made fibers
Shawls, scarves, etc., of man-made fibers

0

_Quota in Metric Tons
65
50
300

78,

170
$1, 240, 000
30
60
85
18
7;0

In addition, all other imports from Japan are subject to licensing. A market disruption clause provides
for immediate consultations should any industry (including the textile industry) be actually or
potentially injured. If no agreement can be reached within a reasonable time, the Benelux countries
may impose.qiantitative restrictions as deemed appropriate. This clause, however, has never been
invoked, and licensing requirements have evidently not been used restrictively.

IMPORTING
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"COUNTRY
Benelux

I.

OUNRRYOF
ORIGIN'

I

.

..-
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RESTRICTION

I
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Benelux-Czechoslovak trade agreement contains a provision for the following ceilings on
- Benelux imports of tex-tile/appairel products from Czechoslovakia..
,

Item
I "S
Printed fabrics of continuous man-made fibers,, excluding crepes

Other fabrics, containing at least 85% by weight of cotton, pointed

0

I

I

Printed fabrics of discontinuous man-made.fibers other than
mixtures solely or in major part of wool or fine animal hair,
* excli.ding crepes
Continuous man-made fiber fabrics, excluding:
Unbleached and printed fabrics, crepes, and fabrics for tires
Other fabrics, containing at lea.t 85% by weight of cotton, excluding:.
Unbleached and non-mercerized fabrics and printed fabrics
Discontinuous man-made fiber fabrics other than Mixtures solely.or.
in major part of Wool or fine animal hair, excluding:
Unbleached aind printed fabrics and crepes
Dyed man-made fiber fabrics (continuous), excluding light-woven
fabrics
Woven fabrics of wool or flne animal hair, excln
fabrics for
travelling rugs and blankets not referred to in item 62; 01
Discontinuous man-made fiber fabrics containing less than 89% by
weight man-made fibers, Aixed solely or in major part with
wool or fine animal hair, excluding unbleached fabrics
Woven pile fabrics, and chenille fabrics (other than fabrics falling
within headings Nos. 55.08 and 55. 05) of wool, or of fing or carse
l.
animal hair
Gloves, mitts, etc., knitted or crocheted, roteAs J0nor
rubberized, of man-made fiber fabrics
Ladies' stockings, of man-made fibers'

$ 60,000

$200. OOQ
tA

p.me it

$ 55,200

3, 850 dozen pairs
1,050 dozen pairs

IM PORTING'
CON.TRy
Benelux

COUNTRY OF

ORIGIN

-

RESTRICTION
Item

Czechoslovakia

Stockings and socks, of man-made fibers, other than ladies' stockings
Undergarments, knitted or crocheted,, not elastic nor rubberized,
man-made fiber fabrics, cotton or other vegetable fibers
Men's and boyd undergarments, including collars, shirtfronts and
cuffs of man-made fiber fabrics, and other textile fabrics
excluding silk, yarn spun from silk waste, yarn spun from noil
silk, wool, or fine animal hair)
Women's girls', and infants' undergarments
.
Man-made fibers (discontinuous), not carded, combed, or otherwise

Quota .

p.m. J/
$ 6940000.
$ 27s600

0

prepared for. spinning
Waste (including yarn waste and pulled or garnetted rags) of man-made
fibers (continuous or discontinuous), not carded, combed, or
otherwise prepared for spinning
ents, excluding play tents

Air mattresses

* p.rr.1/.
$110, 400
23, 000 units

i/ The initials p. m. (pro memoria) signify that although no. quota is set, the agreement envisions
trade in the item with each transaction subject to individual approval.

IMPORTING
COUNTRY

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

The Netherlands

Democratic
Republic of
Germany

RESTRICTION
Commercial agreement of 1966 between the Netherlands Chamber of Commerce for East
Germany and the Foreign Trade Chambor of East Gennany remains in force. Although this
is a "private" rather than intergovernmental agreement, the following ceilings apply to
Dutch imports of textile/apparel productsIfrom East Germany:

Item

Partial value

Tetiles

$2, 208, 000

including the following:
Print fabrics
including the following:
Print fabrics of continuous man-made
fibers except crepe fabrics;
Other ,rint fabrics containng 85% or
more cotton by weight
Print goods of man-made fibers except:

fabrics mixed chiefly or en*.ey with
wool or fine animal hair, and crepe
fabrics

0

I

Total value

$ 113, 160

$51,060

$ 62, 100
Other prir.t fabrics
Unprinted fabrics
,
$ 289, 800
including the following:
Fabrics of continuous man-made fibers,\
except print fabrics, unfinished fabrics,
crepe fabrics and fabrics for manufacture
of tires
*
Other fabrics containing 85% or more
cotton by weight, except print fabrics
2O,
800
unbleached, non-mercerized fabrics;
Fabrics of man-made fiber yarn, except
fabrics mixed chiefly or ontirely with
wool or fine animal --air; prnt fabrics,
unfinished fabrics and crepe fabrics

IMPORTING
COMNTRY

COUNTRY (
ORIGIN

The Netherlands

Democratic
Republic of

*

RESTIC"O
Partial value

. Item

Total value

Germany
Fabrics of wool or fine animal hair,
except fabrics for woolen blankets;
fabrics of man-made fiber yarn,
mixcd chiefly or entirely with wool,

$ 69", 000

except unfinished fabrics; velvet,

plush, pile fabrics and chenille
fabrics of wool
Gloves, mittens, and similar articles of
man-made fibers (not rubberized or
elasticized)
Rugs
including:
Floor covering, hanging carpets,.
and table spreads
tulle and netting (filet), rayon fabrics,
cottons, cotton lace and punchwork, incl..
burnt-out lace
'
"

$118, 680
$552,000

$317"400
$ 96,600

Miscellaneous notions, ribbons and piping

including:
Ladies' hosiery of rayon yarns
Hosiery and half-hose of full
man-made fiber yarns
Crocheted men's half-hose with kniton selvage edgenot having inserted
pattern, weighing 80 to 120 g, of
man-made fiber yarns or wool
* Tricot goods
Knit goods
Ready-to wear apparel

48, 000 dz. pairs

)

18, 000 dz. pairs
p.m. 1

pe me

p.m.

1/

T/

p. m.

I/ The initials p. m. (pro memoria) signify that, although no quota is set, the agreement
envisions trade in the item with each transaction subject to individual approval.
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agreement, the fOllOwiif *celings apply to BL.EU imnpoe4ts of t*=nac/ap:cre1 prveucs
East Germany.
Quota
item
'ro

bar
M,

.0

Sjoortin&Y camping and gymnastice equipment
Zncludine, the following:
Air wttresses.
Vam~oia fabrics
Xncludinz the following:
1'rint ..d fabrics . fiber not spec~fied
Fsbricas, ot&he, than P.-irted or u.-blceached, fiber hot specified
Vovenltabric s ol wool, puzre, or raixed
Unbleached fabrics, fiber not specified
~adeuparticles, LcludL-to terry cloth and shirts
Tablo ino n, bed linenl, cnd toilet linen, incluid.hg pocket hankerckdoefs
Y~n'madefibers (discontinuous) not carded, combed, or other-wise
~prepare4 for spinning (850 metric tons)
Travelling rugs and blana~ts, felt,' and the like
Knitted and crocaksaed Upods, corsets, and undergarme nts
Including the foll.ovrin.-g:
denX4rgrr.ents and outergarmets, including trainn clothes Ier not
Corsets, fiber not spalcific4
pcfe
Gloesofman-rnado fibers
*Ladies'. stockings v~lolIy made of man-m~ade fibers
Socks o4 man.nde fibers or of wool
Othvr stwckirags a'nd socks . fiber not specified
*Undcergarmen:M, fiber not specified
Carpets, fiber not specified
?Talle late, net,, trimmings, and the like, fiber not'specified
-

w

co r.me-wtrc on
$12000 O

$20, OCO
"00 0^00
$20. o%*'
2 0 , 00
$204P OCO
$400, COO
4320,0 00

I5, 70#
e~par
0, 500- dozen pairs
$100"000
$80*000

IMPOhTiING
COUNT RY

Benelux

CO UNTRY OF

ORIGIN
Romania

RESTRI CTION

Benelux-Romanian trade agreement renewed November 21, 1969, for a period
of five years beginning January 1, 1970, includes the following ceilings on
Benelux imports of certain man-made fiber products from Romania.

Item
Undergarments, knit of man-made fibers, cotton
or other vegetable fiber
Gloves, mittens and similar woven items of
man-made fibers
* Women's hosiery of non--cellulosic fibers
Men's heavy knitted hosiery of wool or cellulosic
fibers
Man-made fiber fabrics, fabrics containing at
least 85% by weight of cotton (excluding
unbleached or printed fabric and crepe)
Printed fabric of continuous man-made fiber
(excluding crepe) printed fabric containing
at least 85% by weight of cotton, printed fabric
of discontinuous man-made fibers (other than
those mixed principally or only with wool,
excluding crepes)
Wool fabric, man-made fiber fabric containing
at least 85% by weight of man-made fibers
mixed principally or only of wool or other
fine animal hair
Cellulosic man-made fibers

Quota

$110 000.
1, 500 dozen pairs

8, 500 dozen pairs
4, 000 dozen pairs

$116, 000

$ 60, ooo

$ 22,000

p.m.

/

.

1/ The initials p. m. (pro memoria) signify that, although no quota is set,
the agreement envisions trade in the item with each transaction subject to
individual approval.
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CANADA/WOOL
CANADA
The Republic of Korea agreed on November 26, 1969,
to apply ceilings on Korean exports of certain wool proIucts to
Canada for CY 1969..

.rMPORTING
COUNTRY
Canada

I -~-~

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

RESTRICTION

,

Republic of
Korea

The Korean Government agreed to apply he following ceilings on Korean
exports of certain wool products in 1969.

Items

.

Broadwoven worsted fabric
Narrow fabric of all fibers
-Gloves, of all fibers (including non-textiles)

Quota
166,625 sq. yds.
50, 794 lbs.
22, 145 dozen

Explanatory Notes
For the purposes of the Canadtan.Korean Agreement the following definitions
of wool products will apply to products of mixed and blended fibers,
Defined as

Fiber Composition

Wool

Wool and silk
Wool and cotton"
Wool and man-made fiber

Percentage of Fiber Content
(by. weight)
Over 65% wool
33% and over wool
40% and over wool

447
CANADA/MAN-MADES
CANADA
Canadian--Hong Kong Memorandum of Undtrstanding of
September 9, 1969, provides for ceilings on Hong Kong exports of
polyester, polyester/cotton, and polyester/polynosic shirts, blouses
and trousers to Canada for one year beginning October 1, 1969.

Canadian-Malaysian Memorandum of Understanding of
October 10, 1968, amended December 10, 1969, provides ceilings on
Malaysian exports of cotton and polyester/cotton shirts and trousers
(including slacks, shorts, and jeans) to Canada.
Canadian-Sing.apore Memorandum of Understanding of
August 14, 1968, provides ceilings on Singapore's exports of cotton
and polyester/cotton shirts and trousers (including slacks, shorts,
and jeans) to Canada.
Canadian-Taiwan bilateral text-ile agreement provides for
ceilings on Taiwan's exports of polyester/cotton garments for two
12-month periods beginning October 10, 1969.
Canadian-Japanese agreement includes provision for ceilings
on Japanese exports of certain man-made fiber products.
Peoples Republic of China agreed to limit exports of certain
man-made fiber textiles to Canada for the year beginning August 1, 1968.
The Republic of Korea on November 26, 1969, agreed to apply
ceilings on Korean exports of man-made:fiber fabric and apparel
products to Canada for CY 1969.

IMPORTING
COUNTRY
Canada

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Hong Kong

RESTRICTION
Canadian-Hong Kong Memorandum of Understanding of September 9, 1969,
provides the following ceilings on Hong Kong exports of polyester, polyester/
cotton, and polyester/polynosic shirts, blouses and trousers to Canada for
onb year beginning October 1, 1969.

Item
I

Shirts made from woven fabrics of 1000/ polyester, of
blended polyester/cotton of major weight polyester,
and of blended polyester/polynosic fibres.

Quota in Dozens

100, 000

Blouses made from woven fabrics of 100% polyester,
and of blended polyester/cotton of major weight
polyester fibres.

41, 600.

Trotisers made from woven fabrics of 100% polyester,..
and of blended polyester/cotton of major weight
polyester fibres.

56, 375

During the period of restraint it is the intention of the Hong Kong Government
to allow any of the category limits to be exceeded by not more than.10 percent,
but the aggregate of the three category limits will not be exceeded.

COUNTRY

Canada

4

ORIGIN
Republic of
Korea

RESTRICTION

I-

The Korean Government agreed to apply the following ceilings on Korean
exports of man-made fiber fabric and apparel in 1969,

Quota,'

Item
Broadwoven fabrics wholly or substantially of nylon

247, 500 sq. yds.

Garments, cotton and/or man-made fiber
Woven shirts
Blouses
Sleepwear
Trousers, slacks and shorts
Knitted man-made fiber shirts.

60, 419 dozen
40, 670

41, 839
76, 385
20, 806

'

'I

II
'I

fi

Also included is a provision for ceilings on exports of worsted fabrics,
narrow fabrics and gloves.

Quota.

Item
Narrow fabrics of all fibers (not more than half to
be elastic
Gloves, of all fibers (including non-textiles)"

50, 794 lbs.

€
d

22, 145 dozen

Explanatory Notes
For the purposes of theCanadian-Korean Agreement the following definitions
of man-made fibre products will apply to products of mixed and blended fibers.
Defined as

Fiber Composition

Percentage of Fiber" Content
( by weight)

i

ft

Cotton

Cotton and silk
Cotton and wool.
Cotton and man-made fiber

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

ovcr 88% cotton
over 67% cotton
over 55% cotton

•

.POR -

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

"W
1

(YT"T ,3PR_
4. .

Canada

. .Wx

Republic of
Korea

RESTRICTION

"-Il

-I

Defined as
Man-made fiber

Percentage of Fiber Content

Fiber Composition
Man-made fiber and cotton
Man-made fiber and silk
Man-made fiber and wool

45% and over man-made fiber
75% and over man-made fiber
over 60% man-made fiber

The following schedule of deductions for overshipments will be applied in
determining the relevant effective voluntary quotas for 1969, 1970 and 1971:
Item

Schedule of Deductions
1971
1969
1970

Unit

Garments of cotton and/or
man-made fibers
Woven shirts
Blouses
Trousers, slacks and
shorts
Broadwoven fabrics
substantially of nylon

35, 000

35, 000

dozen

20, 000
10, 911

10, 911

10, 911

dozen

8, 963

8, 963

8, 964

dozen

0P,
sq. yds.

341 666

In those cases where overshipments hve occurred the relevant effective
voluntary quotas for 1969 have been calculated as follows:

Item
Garments of' cotton and/
or man-made fiber
Woven shirts
Blouses
Trousers, slacks,
and shorts,
Broadwoven fabrics
substantially of nylon

Unit.

dozen
dozen
dozen
SC.

yds..

Basic

Less deduction

level

for overshpment

60, 419,

Effective
level

40, 419

40, 670

* 20,000
10, 911

76, 385

8, '963

67, 422

247, 500

34, 666

212, 834

29, 759

IMPORi .-. G
COUNTRY

COUNTRY OF

Canada

Malaysia

'RESTRICTION

ORIGIN

%Wd.
REST R"t..ION

Canadian-Malaysian Memorandum of Understanding of October .16, 1968,
amended December 10, 1969, provides the following ceilings on Malaysian
exports of cotton.and polyester/cotton shirts'and trousers (including slacks,
shorts, and jeans) to Canada.
Year Beginning
Sept. !, 1968
Sept. 1, 1969
h

Sept.- 11970

(dozens)

Shirts
Gross extort quota
Less overshipments
* Net export quota
Trousers
Gross export quota
Less overshipments
Net export 4uota

32, 853

44, 636
19. 660

45, 498

11, 986
20, 867

24, 976

25, 838

28, 900

29, 468

9, 926
974
18,

3o, 053
9, 974

19, 494

.20, 079

•.

191660

-M:ORT.

COUNT RY"
Canada

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Singapore

RESTRICTION
Canada-Singapore, Memorandum of Understanding of August 14, 1968, provides
the following ceilings of Singapore's exports of cotton and polyester/cotton shirts
and trousers (including slacks, shorts, and jeans) tO Canada.
year Beginning

Jan. 1 1968

Jan..1, 1969

Jan. 1, 1970

(dozens)
Shirts

Gross export quota
Less overshipments
Net export quota
Trousers
Gross export quota
Less overshipments
Net export quota
Republic of
China

22, 000

_-4 000
.18, 000
60, 000.
32, 000
28, 000

22,000
4, 000
18,000

22, 000
41P000
18, 000

60, 000

60, 000
%A 000

28, 000

28,000

Bilateral textile agreement provides for ceilings on Taiwan's exports of
polyester/cotton garments for two 12.-month periods beginning.October. 10, 1969.

IMPORTING
r-c" T(r'T'RY

Canada
I

COUNTRY OF

RESTRICTION

RepubRIcIN
,m v

a, ..

,,,

Republic of.
Cina

Year Be.ginning
October 10, 1969 October 10, 1970

Item

I I

II I JJ

__

I

(Quota in dozens)

Category A:
Wovw'. Polyester/Cotton Shirts

and/or_Polyester/Polynosic Shirts Imma
Basic level
Deductions related to previous
shipments
Effective level

60, 181

60, 181

S14, 145
460 0305

.13,215
46, 966

Category B:
Woven Polyester/Cotton Trousers,
Slacks and Outer Shorts

Basic level
Deductions related tb previous
shipments
Effective level

WA&

7

21, 078

21, 078

082
1,
12., 996

13, 386

These restraint levels will apply to (1) those shirts, trousers, slacks and outer
shorts that are made of polyester and cotton fiber blends in which the percentage
of polyester fiber by weight is 50 percent or more, and (2) shirts of polyester
and polynosic fiber blends.
November 9, 1969, the Chinese agreed to restrain exports to Canada of inter a11.ia
cotton or rayon trousers as specified below:
-Year beginning
July l, 1970
_July 1, 1969
Item *
72, 118 dozen
71, 050 dozen
Cotton or Rayon Trousers

*

COUNTRY OF

IMPORL
"A

Canada

RESTRICTION

cwRoTRT

e%M TT'Trl•
I

|

, .,.a

Japan

-%

_

Canadian-Japanese Agreement includes provision for ceilings on Japanese
exports of certain man-made fiber products. 1969 levels gives below.

Ittm
Blouses, polyester/ cotton blends (1)
Shirt,, polyester/c6tton blends
Trousers and outershorts, synthetic
Knitted wear, spun rayon and synthetic (2)

Item
Elastic braid of all fibers
Fabrics of nylon (includes only fabric for use
in the manufacture of apparel

in,mo
Dozens
420,863
"0,997

39, 410
40100G82Quota
05, 000 lbs.
3, 8111, 500 sq. yds.

(see next page for footnotes (1) and (2)

Shipments under the preceding quotas'mad subs-quotas may be increased by not
more than 5 percent in 1969 with equivalent reductions in 6himents under
the corresponding quotas and sub-quotas for 1970.
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-'

Japan

Defined

Rayon• filament

Synthetic fiber

Fiber Coposition

Rayon filament and cotton

Percentage of Fiber
Content (by weight)

1% and- over Rayon
Filament

Rayon filament and synthetic
fiber

51% and

Synthetic fiber and rayon

50% and over Synthetic
•Fiber

filament

Synthetic fiber and jute
or flax
Synthetic fiber and cotton

over Rayon
it
Filamen

.50%lo and over Synthetic
Fiber

50% and over Synthetic
Fiber

Synthetic fiber and spun rayon
0

1

*o0 and over Sy.t.hetic
Fiber

ccx7NT?~'

'"QNTIRY OF
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Canada

People' s
Republic

China
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oRepulic o. China to limit exports
Canada has requested the P e.s
fibre textiles to Canada during the period
of certain mna
August 1, 1968 to July 31, 1969 as follows:
T4.

Quota

Textile items (not including those wholly or

substantially of silk, linen, ramie) other
than cotton
(a

ladies dress gloves
(b work
gloves '(not containing leather)
(c kitchen.
dish towels, crash
(ci .all otherandtowels,
excluding terry
(e terry towels and bath
mats
(f fabrics, wholly or substantially
of
man-made fibres
(g) narrow fabrics
(h) garments of man-made fibres or mixed fibres
1) knitted

2) other

0

.4e

75 .0 dozen
60 500 dozen
250 cOO
000 pounds
222
pounds
304
750 pounds
pounds
oo6
276
pounds
000
72
dIozen
6.3,750
p0, 500

Canada has requested the Peoples Republic of China to limit exports 0.'o
.
worsto'ed type woven fabrics to Canada during the period August l, 1968

July 31

1969 as follows:

Item
Worsted type woven- fabrics
NOTE:

Quot,
*200,000 pounds

Where not expressly excluded by the description and/or t.he nature
shall- be taken
of the product, all nomenclature used in this list
to include semi-finished as-well as finished products.
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DENMARK/WOOL
DENMA fK
Import licenses are required for all exports from.
non-Free List countries (including Communist bloc countries,
Japan, Hong Kong,. Korea, Taiwan).- Licenses arc used as a
means of regulating imports from the non-Frec List countries;
however, specific ceilings are not iii force.
Danish-Eastern European Trade Agreements. Denmark
maintains trade agreements with Bulgaria,. Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Peoples Republic of China, Poland, Romania, and U. S. S. R. which
provide ceilings on Danish imports of certain wool and man-made
fiber textile and apparel products.
D3enmark-Democratic Republic of Germany (private) trade
arrangement provided for a ceiling of $5.6 million to E. German
exports of textile/apparel products to Denmark during CY '68.

IMPOR.G

COUNTRY
4

Denmark

COUNTRY GF
ORIGIN
~1

Czechoslovakia

REST RI TION
Danish-Czechoslovak Long-Term Trade Agreement for the period June 1, 1966
May 31,, 1971, amended by May 1969 trade protocol, includes thefollowing
ceilings on Danish imports of t.extile/apparel products from.Czechoslovakia.

effectiveJune 1, 1969.to May 31, 197Q.
Item

Tariff No.

Quota in.U. S. Doflars 1/

0

Gloves, hosiery
Carpets, n. e.s.; fiber not specified
Miscellaneous textile articles, n. e. s.

60.02
61. 10
58.02

/

1/ Dollar value in parentheses only indicative level.

6, 666
(333, 333)

600o,000

COUNTRY

1

Denmark

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

1

Hungary

"RESTRICTION
Danish-Hungarian Long-Term Agreement valid for CY 1970-74 includes the
following ceilings on Danish imports of textile/apparel goods from Hungary; 1970
ceilings follow:
Item
Yarn, fiber not specified
Textile fabric, fiber not specified
Ready-made textile products (hosiery; undergarments;

men's, women's and children's clothing; scarves;
knit goods; gloves; white linen and cotton goods)
Twine, cordage of hemp, flax, nylon, etc.

Quota in U. S. Dollars

.. .. p.m. 1i.

'

. .

646, 666

306, 666
150 333

I

~1

Bulgaria

Danish-Bulgarian trade protocol of November 6, 1969, provides the following
ceilings on Danish imports oftextile/apparel products from Bulgaria during CY
1970.

Item
Other yarn goods, including table
napery, bed sheeting, hand
towels, knit goods, apparel
apparel accessories and yarn
goods,- n. e. s., fiber not
specified
Hosiery,, socks, fiber not specified

Tariff No.

ex chapters 50-62
ex 60.03

Quota in- U. S. Dollars
-- iarsm
JII I IlDo

293, 333
53, 333

1/ The initials p. m. (pro memoria) signify that, although no quota is set,
the agreement envisions trade in the item with each transaction subject to
individual approval.

IMPORTING

COD rY
Denmark

COUNTRY OF,
ORIGIN

Romania

_RESTRICTION
Danish- Romanian Long-Term Trade Agreement of April 14, 1966, amended by trade

protocol of December 4, 1969, established the following ceilings on Danish imports
of wool textile products from Romania by CY 1970.

Item
Piece goods of cotton (except grey),,-wool and man-

made fiber

Tariff No.
51.04
53. 11
55.07-09

.. Quota in $1, 000
__[

253

56.07
Knitted goods and made-up textile articles

Poland

Danish-Polish trade

Chapters 60-62

253

greement of September 3, 1965, amended periodically.

The
1970 protocol provides the following ceilings on Danish imports of Polish wool textile,

apparel products for CY 1970.
Item
.
Textiles for the textile export industry

Textile articles, not less than 17% piece goods
Peoples
Republic of
China.

Quota in $1,
Tariff No."
ex 53 (wool)
ex 55 (cotton)
473
ex 56 (manmade fiber,
discontinuous)
1, 373

1957, automatically extended
each year, includes a ceiling of $2 million for all textiles exported from
Danish-.Chinese trade agreement of December 1,

Communist China to Denmark.

000

P-.

IvPTIN
I

COUNToRY OF
ORIGIN

-

RESTRICTION

.

-0004

Free List

Import licenses are required for all exports from non-

Free List'count.- I

s

bloc country s. Japan, s.ong Kong. Korea, Taiwan). Licenses are used as n.oeans of re',ia
impors from the noan-Fiee List countries; however. specifiC ceiings are not In force.

(see attachment)

-

-..
-o

I.-Ii

iIIIn

Danish-Yugoslav trade officials are considering imposition of ceihngs on Yugoslzv expor-so

Yugoslavia
I

Denrmark o, men's coats particularly men's blazers of manwmadefibors. This action is rrsul,;
of increased imports from Yugoslavia which equalled 74% of Denmark's i.-nports of blazera

during the first nine months of 19868.

I

Democratic

Since 1056 four Danish trade associations (the AgricWtu-al Council, the

Republic-of
Germany

Industries, the Copenhagen Chnamber of Comrmsrce, and the Provincial C.an..or o, Con....ce)
have been parties to an unofficial trade agreement with the East erm.a.
.a.be. of Cof n.orce.
of $2.86aliloA
..
Although this is a "private" rather than intergovernmental agreement, 'ailing
was applied to Danish imports oftoxtle/apparel items from Germany duriU CY 2988.

rd.ration of° Danish

ATTA CHMENT

The Ianish ree List Area
Speoifoation of Countries
. a. . MrMPR ,

104

106
110

120

ARICA
Swo"

..

•

*

:

_.v

a

202

NorWy (inoluding Svalbard)

Botswana
21)
214
218

124

.126

140
.142
150

1bldmi
i ebltrg
Fr ance Monaco
Oibraltar

222

Noethrla
Biro

152

Italy, the .VatioanState, San Marino
Yugoslavia

153

Mata

156
160
164

Portugal, (with the Azores and Madeira)
Swtzerland, Lieohtaetein

3.65
170
172

ISO

canz7 Islands
Oreat Britain and Northern Ireland (UI)
Turkey

Algeria

-"

Western Germany (tbe-Federal Republic of Germany)
*Autia

228
232
234
235
236

238

Burundi

Ethiopia
French Som4liland
Oambia
Oana
Gc•

Guinea
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya

CO3

ATTA CHMENT
SMadagasear
Mali
Morocco
.........
Mauritius, $eychelles.,a.o.. (.ritish)......

242
24.3
244

245
24,6
248

Nigeria

Portuguese West Africe. (with Portuguese Guinea, ;gola,
the CapolVerdi Islands, Sao Thomn and Principe)

"

252
255
256
258
259
262"
2641
266
268
269
276
278
2110

292

293
294
296
29W

305

St. Helena a.o. (British)
Sierra Leone
Spanish possessions in .frica (except Canary Islands)
Sudan

3(

Dahomey
Ivory Coast

281

302
303

Portuguese East Africa (Mozambique)

Swaziland (British)
The South African Republic
South West Africa
Tanzania, the United Republic of
Tunisia
Uganda
Central African Republic
Cameroon
Conso (Kinshasa).
Congo (Brazzaville)

27

263
264
285
266
287
2W0
289

,

MRICA

Gabon
* Mauritania

.308
312
31

316
322
324

326

328
332
34

336
3412

Y4

iNiger

Reunion, Comore Islands, Kerguelen Islands a.o. (French)
Rwanda

Senegal
Somalia
Chad

Togo
Upper Volta
Zambia
Malawi

352

354
356
358
362

Argentina
Bahama Islar s
Bolivia
Barbados
Paraguay
Bermudas
Guyana

British Honduras.
Canada
Chile
Costa Rica
Cuba
The Dominican Republic
Ecuador

Falkland Islands, South Georgia a.o. (British)
French Guiana

French West Indies (including Guadr.oupy :.rid Martinique)
Saint-Pierre and Miquelon
Guatemala
Haiti
Dutch Guiana (Surinam)
Dutch Vest Indies (Aruba and Curacao)

Honduras.
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama, except the Canal Zone
The Panha Canal Zone and-other United .States possessions
In the West Indies, except Puerto Rico

366

?uorto Rico

ATTACHMENT

Salvador

372

Trinidad and Tobago

374
>76

Urugio,y
United State'
Venezucla
Other British possessions ir.the We.st Indies (including
Turks, Caicos and Cayman Islands, and other British
possessions in the Windward and Leeward islands)

390
92

394

ASIA

The South Arabian Federation (including Aden), Hadhramaut a.o.
and the islands of Kamaran, Perfm, Soklotra, Kuria Muria

402
404

U;fghanistan

406
412

"-T;e ahrein Islands, Qatar
Bmnei

414
416
418
422

•

Cambodia
Ceylon
Cypl us

428
432

4.34
436
438
442
446
452
454

456
457
4 8

urma

*

Honis Konp
India (with the Andaman, Nicobar end Laccadive Islands a.o.),
Bhutan, Sikkim
Lidonesia (including the former IAtch New Guinea)
Iraq
Iran (Persia)
Israel

Jordan
"
Kuwait
Laos
Lebanon
Maldive Islands
Malaysia (includinZ Sarawak and Sabah (formerly British
North Borneo))

462
464
,172

476
478
482
488
492
494

Muscat and Oman, Trucial States
Nepal
PakIstan
The Philippines
Portu&uese po.%ecsions in sia (Portu-uese Tiror' and Macao)
Saudi Arabia
Sirnzepore
South Viet-Nam (the Republic of Viet-Nam)•
Thailand (Siam)
Yemen

O

ATTA CHMENT

502

Au:tralia

506
512

Nau'u

514

515,
516518

with possessions)
British possessi rons in the Pacific
French posse-ssions in the Pacific
New Zeal.and (:-i th possessions)
New Gulnea
.6

New H.brides
Uni ted-IStates possessions in the Pacific and Pacific Islands .
m and the United
under the joint ~acdni ni s tration of the U ited

Canton end Enderbury
Western 3.""oa
States:

-5 2

.6M
PORTING
COUNTRY

COUN" RY OF
ORIGIN

&

U.S.S.

RESTRITT ON
-E

TR --

4M ON'-•...

Danish-Soviet trado agreement CY 1084-69 includes provision for ceilings cc Danish Im-,ports from
the. U. S.S.R. of various products given in List I..*The agree
. &t;atea hsistIs
sti
not
definitive; however, the importation of products for which no quotas have been etablished is subject
to the approval of. the Danish authorities. The only two catowies on the prmaztlisa wkdich .may
include wooltextile products are given below with 1959 ceilings.

Miscellaneous goods
Goods traditionally imported ino Denmark from U. S. S. & and other counties

2"
,2O?00

468

DENMARK/MAN-MADES
DENMARK
Import licenses are required for bil exports from
non-Free List countries (including Communist bloc countries,
Japan, [Tong Kong, Korea, Taiwan). Licenses are used as a
means of regulating imports from the non-Free List countries;
however, specific ceiling, are not in force.
Denmark
Danish-Eastern European Trade A .recments.
maintains trade agreements with Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Iungiry,
Peoples Republic of China, Poland, Romania, and U.S.S.R. which
provide ceilings on Danish imports of certain wool and man-made
fiber textile and apparel products.
Denmark-Democratic. Republic of Germany (private) trade
arrangement provided for a ceiling of $5. 6 million to E. German
exports of textile/apparel products to Denmark during CY '68.

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

IMPOR"7NG
COU

....
tY
'6

RI

1

Bulgaria

Denmark

FRICTION

Danish-Bulgarian trade protocol of.November 6, 1969, provides the follo,%ring
ceilings on Danish imports of textile/apparel pi'oducts from Bulgaria during

CY 1970.
Item
Other yarn goods, including table
napery, bed sheeting, hand
towels, knit goods, apparel,
apparel accessories and yarn
goods, n. e. s. fiber not
specified
Hosiery, socks, fiber not
specified

I

Tariff No.

ex chapters 50-62,
ex 60.03

Quota in U. S. Dollars

293, 333
53 333

I.

Hungry

Danish-Hungariart Long-Term Agreement valid for CY 1970-74 includes the
following ceilings on Danish imports of textile/apparel goods from Hungary;
1970 ceilings follow:

Item
Yarn, fiber not specified
Oilcloth and synthetic leather, fiber not specified
Textile fabric, fiber not specified
Ready-made textile products (hosiery; undergarments;
men's, women's and children's clothing; scarves;
/
knit goods; gloves; white linen antd cotton goods)
Twine, cordage of hemp, flax, nylon, etc.
1/ The initials p.

in.

Quota in U..S. Dollars
p.m. 1/
46, 666.
646,686

306,666
15,0333

(pro memoria) signify that,' although no quota is set,

the agreement envisions trade in the item with each transaction subject to
individual approval.

.

t

IMPOR/ "G
COUN:L Y
Denmark

COUNTRY OF
I

RESTRICTION

ORIGIN.

-.

Danish-Romanian Long-Term Trade Agreement of April 14, 1966, amendedby trade
protocol of December 4, 1969, established the following ceilings on Daiiish imports
of man-made fiber textile products from Romania by CY 1970.

Romania

Item
Piece goods of cotton ( except grey),' wool and manmade fiber

Tariff No.
g3 i i
* 51.04

5311

55.07-0"9
56.07
.00
Knitted goods and made-up textile articles
.Poland

Quotain $1, 00,0

Chapters 60-62

253

253

Danish-Pblish trade agreement of September 3, 1965, amended periodically. -The
1970 protocol provides the following ceilings on Danish imports of man-made fiber
textiles from Poland for CY 1970.
Item
Textiles for the textile export industry

Textile articles, not less than 17% piece goods

Qaota in $1,000
Tariff No.
ex 53 (wool)
ex 55 (cotton)
473
ex 56 (manmade fiber,
discontinuous)
1,373

9

Peoples
Republic of

"hina

Danish- Chinese trade agreement. of December 1, 1957, automatically extended
each year, includes a ceiling of $2 million for iL textiles exported from Commilnist
China to Denmark.

"-0
ZD

INMPO RTING

COUNT TRY OF

COUNTRY

ORIGIN

Denmark

. . I

U.S.S.R.

RESTRICTION
4mlb.

.W

i0n&nAli ngoi6inonnnn

Danish-Soviet trade agreement CY 1964-69 includes provision for ceilings on Danish imports from
the U. S. S. R. of various products given in ListI. The agreement states that this list is not
definitive; however, the importation of products for which no quotas have been established is subject
to the approval of the Danish -authorities. The only two categories on the permitted l st which
may include man-made fiber textile products are given below with 1969 ceilings.

Item

Quota in$,000

Miscellaneous goods
Goods traditionally imported into Denmark from U. S. S. R. and
other countries
I

Illi

u

u..
...

. .2"0

2,700
' 6,210

W06

IMPOR'.ING
COUNTRY
Denmark

,COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

Czechoslovakia

RESTRI CTION

Danish- Czechoslovak.
May 31,

Long-Term Trade Agreement for the period June

1971, amended by May 1969 trade protocol,

1966 -

includes the following

ceilings on Danish imports of textile/apparel products from Czechoslovakia
effective June 10 1969 to May 31, 1970.

Item

Tariff No.

Quota in U. S. Dollars;
~cI

Artificial leather and oilcloth

59.08, .09,

*11
Gloves, hosiery
Carpets, n. e. s.; fiber not specified

Miscellaneous textile articles, n. e. s..,
Tents
Air mattresses

60.02, 61.10
58.02

(70 333)
6, 666
(333p 333)

60o, 000
ex 62.04

_1 Dollar value in parentheses only indicative level

6,6 86

5, 333

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

IMPORTING

COUNTRY

--

MOW

- -_
-

I.
j--

RESTRICTION

Denmark

(

Free List

Import licenses are required for all exports from non- Free List countries (including Comnwnlst bloc

(see attachment)

countries, Japan, Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwa4., Licenses are used as a means of regulating impo-'ts
from the non-Free List countries; however, specific ceilings are not In force.

I

I

I

Yugoslavia

Danish-Yugoslav trade officials are considering imposition of ceilings on Yugoslav exports to Denmark
increased
of men's coats particularly men's blazers of man-made fibers. i"his actlonis a resu of i.
irrorts from Yugoslavia which equalled 7.4% of Danmark's imports of blazers during the first nino
months of 1068.

Democratic
Republic of
* Germany

Since 1956 four Danish trade associations (the Agricultural Council, The Federation of Da.nsh
Industries, the Copenhagen Chamber of Commerce, and the Provilncial Chamber of Commerce) have
been parties to an unofficial trAde agreement with the East German Chmbh.,nbr'of Commerce. Although
this is a "private" rather than intergovernmental agreement, a coiling of $2, 6 million was applied to
Danish imports of textile/apparel items from Germany during CY 1988.

li

ATTACHMENT

Th.- Danish Free lis*t Area,
Srtoitication of Countries

Mnland
Ice, and

104

106

AI?'JCA

Naorny(inluingD

*

-br

-~.
140

142
150
. 152

*

ObnLtar
ore"
NetberlMnd
Zire
Italy, the Vtian SttetSan Marino
Yugoslavia

153

156
160

Partuaml. (with the Azores and Madtra)
Swtuer' nd t Liehtstin

165
170

Genary Islanids
Oreat Britain and Northern Ireland (aK)
.%Arkey-t
Wes4ten, Germeny (ta..Federal Republia of Germany)
AumWri

172

202
207
213
2141
213
222

228
232
2)34
2X
236
238

Algeria
Botswana
undi
Ethi 'opia,
French Somaliland
0a"1&
Ghana
Guinea
Kenya
Lesotho
Liboria
Ibya

22
Mali

943

ATTACHMENT

o.o.

Morocco

...
AMC

245
248-

.

Nigeria
Portuaest West Africe. (with .Portuguese Guinea, Anla,

the Capo vord
252

253
255
258'
259
202
26k

266.

Islands;. Sao

hom

nd Prin-ipe)

Portuguese East Africa (Mozambique)

*

St. exena a.o. (British)
Sierra Leone
Spanish possions
Sudan

in ;.rrica (except Canary Islards)

Swaziland (rItIsh)
Th cuth Africen Republic
South West Airrica
Twn iat the United Republic of
S

"O2
303
304
305

Bermudas

1308

Guyan"

312

B&itish Honduras.

314

316
322

Tunisia

269

Uganda,

326

276.

Central 1African Republic
Cameroon

3w"

Congo (aazzvilie)

3.36

Dahomey
Ivory Coast

342
34

0abon
*280

Mauritania
Kiser
. Reunion, Cowere

....

Togo

296
297. "

Upper Volta
Zambia

Mlawi

Canada
Chile
Coita Rit%
Cuba
7.he Dominican Rtepublic
Ecuador
Falkland Islamlz, South Georgia a.o. (Britxsh)

Prrch Guiana
French West Indies (Including Guad'loup'- rn
Saint-Pierre and Miquelon*

Me.rtinique)

Haiti

Dutch Ouiana (Surinam)
Dutch Went Indles (Aruba and Curacao)

Mlands,

t

Senegal
Somalia

Argentina
Bahama Islands
Bolivia
Barbados
Paraguay

*.

leen Islandi a.o. (Preni)

3%6
354
356
36w

Honduras.
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
"anama, except the Canal Zone
The Panema Canal Zone and other United'States possessions
In the West ndles*, exept ° Puerto rao

Peru

368
372
.376
390
'592
3.94

'I

Puerto ico
Sal.vador
Trinidad and Tobago'
Uruguay
United States
Venezucla
Other British possessions In the Wvst Indies includingg
Turks, Caicos and Cayman Islands, and other British
possessions in the Windward and Leeward islands)

ATTA CHMENT

ASIA
402
404

406
'412

414

The South Arabian Federation includingn Aden), Hadhramaut a.o.
and the islands of Kamaran, Perim, Soqotra, Kuria Muria
;J.ghanistan
The B-.hrein Islands, QAtar
Brunei
Burma

416
418.
422
428
4.32

434
436
438
442
446
452
4514

456
457

458

Ceylon

Cyprus

HonS Kane;
India (with the Andea.n, Nicobr end Laccadive Islands a.o.),
Bhutan, Sikkim
Iadonesia (including th* former DAtch New Guinea)
Iraq
Iran (Persia)
Israol
Jordan
Kuwait
Laos
Lebanon
Maldive Islands
Malaysia includei ; Saraweal and Sabah (formerly British
North Borneo))

462
46)1
472

476
478
482
488

49
494

Muscit and Oman, Trucial States
Nepal
Pakistan
The Fnilippines
Portuguese poc.-.ecsions in :.sia (Portuavise Timior and Macao)
Saudi Arabia
Sir.apore

South Viet-Nam (the Republic of Vie't-Nan)
'niailand (Siam)
Ye-n

0)

ATTA CHMENT

0c~jaNI

502
504
506
512
514
515
516
518
52.

Australia fwith possessions)
ons in the Pacirac
British p ossessi ns in the Pacific
French po,ssessio
Naulu
New Zealand (*.,I thi possessions)
New Guinea
New H'brid-es
Uni ted1.States possessions in the Pacific and Pacific Islands
under the joint adninistrati6n of the United linsdomand the Unid*
States: Canton and Enderbury
Western Samoa
0

0

•0

478

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANYfWOOL
FEDERAl. REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Quotas are maintained by the FRG for imports of textilesincluding woo). and man-made fiber products, from Yugoslavia,
Japan, India, Pakistan, Republic of China, Republic of Korea and
the United Arab Republic in addition to tlose maintained by Eastern
European countries.
A. German-Eastern European Trade Agreements:
FRG maintains trade agreements with Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Polan, Romania and Yugoslavia which provide ceilings
on German imports of wool yarns and certain wool and man-made
fiber fabrics and apparel products.
B. FRG requires licenses for the importation of certain
wool yarns, fabrics and apparel and all man-Miade fiber products
when the country of origin is on Country List B. Althbogh the
U. S. is included on this list, licenses for these products are
granted freely for imports from the U.S.
C. A certificate of origin is required for all wool
products, man-made fibers and yarn when imported from Hong
Kong or Macao.
D. German-Japanese Trade Agreement of December 1967
provides for ceilings bn Japanes6 exports of certain wool yarns,
fabrics and apparel, and certain man-made fiber fabrics and
apparel for 1967/68. FRG unwitlling to announce 1969/70 ceilings.

IMPORT. :

MUNTI. TRY OF

RESTRICTION

nl*E}T e T.T
oi Cn O

iMOR']/h

Federal
Republic
Germany

i T-i

O

German-Hungarian trade protocol for 1969 includes the following ceilings on
German imports of textile/apparel products from Hungary:

,ungary

Item

Quota in U. S. Dollars
575, 000

Various textiles, fiber not specified
Men's, women's and children's apparel, fiber
not specified
Knit and woven goods, fiber not specified
(These quotas might be subje&. to a one-third increase)

450, 000

German-Polish trade agreement of March 7, 1063, amended by protocol of.March 21, 1968, 12c-udes
the following ceiLngs on German imports of wool products from Poland for CY'1088.

Poland

Item
Fabrics of wool and synthetic fibers
Various 'woven and knitted goods, fiber not specified
Women's outergarments, f.ber not specified
Men's and w9men's undergarments, fiber not specified
Fabric shoe, fiber not specified
Textile handicrafts
I

600,000

Suo", in U.S. DOarfi
73,000
375, OCO
275, 000
225,000
75, 000
37a 300

N

I
Czechoslovakia

German-Czechoslovak trade protocol of 1969 includes the following ceilings on
German imports of textile/apparel products from Czechoslovakia.
Item
Woolen fabric and shawls
Felt hats and head coverings, fiber not specified
Textile products for industrial use, fiber not
specified
Carpets, fiber not specified
Miscellaneous fabric, fiber not specified
Knit and woven goods, fiber not specified
Men's and women's apparel and underWear, fiber
not specified
German goods processed in Czechoslovakia

Quota in U.S. Dollars
550,000
250,000
400,000

87, 500

425, 000
1,725, 000

1, 500, coo
25.0, 000

COUNTRY
. ORIGIN OF

IMPO RTING
FederYal public
I

oUNTermay

ORIGIN
Japan

of G ermany

RESTRICTION
RESTRICTION

I

German-Japanese trade agreement of December 1967 provides for the following
ceilings on Japanese exports of wool textile products. The quotas below are for
the two-year period 1967/68, with half the quota for each year. FRG unwilling to
release 1969/70 ceilings.

Item

Quota

Worsted yarn, not for retail sale
Yarn of wool or of fine animal hair, for retail sale
Wool fabric
Outergarments,

470, 000 kg.
110, 000 kg.
$2,475, 000
$3, 575, 000

woven, of wool or man-made fibers

C)

0
Country List B
(see attachment)

Germady requires licenses for the importation of the wool textile
products listed below. Imnport
tenders are published annually without revealing, however, the
Import quotas allocated to the
Sindividual countries.
Although th U. S. Is included on Country List 13, licenses for these products
arc granted freely for imports from the U.S.
Item
Worsted yarn of wool, not put up for retail sale:
containing at leumt 85 percent by weight of wool:
uncabed:
ubleachod, other than hard worsted yarn
be-hechetC,
lyceid or ipriitscd

Ta riff No.

ex 5307.31
5307. 3C

NO
G
COUJNTR'ty
Fadera'. tpblic
of

%or&y

COUNTRY C)F
ORIGIN
Country List B
(seea;zachment)

~EST, CTION

bNO.
pra %fC

1tern

cabled:

unblelached, other than Shard worated ya-rn
bleachc',, dyed or printed
containin,, less than. 85 percent by weight of wool:unbieachad. ot-hor than hard worsted yarn
* bleached, dyed or printed
* cabled:
tunblaeachod, other than haard worste.-d yarn
blec-ched., dyed o&,- printed
Yarns otf wool, put upn for retcalsle
corMinng at least 85 percent.4 by waiglht of wool:
0-zed- kritting and sirniir yurns of wool

ex 53,7.4 1
5307l.45

Sjo*

5,",k7. 71

4x4"337.81
53v"'. S85

o 16h. o r

co.'Iining losthan 85 piercent by woight of wool:
h&und 3:n-,I-itng and sizrilar yarns of wool
othor.
Wool .z.brics:
corntmininfe at lcabt 85 percent by woinht of woolen textiles:
fabrics for blankec-ts
other (except thosei fo-- furniture a-nd interior decorations
exceeding 250 grams per square mneter, felt cloth):
fabics of woolen carded yarn
fabrics of woolen worsted yarn

5311. i

420 ,.

47
contai.ln:g less *..'an85 percent by weight of woolen textiles:
fabrics for blankets
fabrics with warp wholly of continuous non-ceflulosic ato-±1. fibers

5311.67

/,S,4

0

c ul-RZY
T
LPc
NW

A

b

COUXT RYOF
,

RESTRICTION

I

I

Yodeeal P~e~lio
of .~'rr.a~y

.' .. '.jList B
~(se aahmnt)

!

T. r' No.

item

53U1. B

fabrics with wrbrp wholly of continuous cellulosic textile fibers
other (except those for furniture and interior decoration exceeding
250 gramns per square meter; linings for outerwear)
fabrics of woolen ca."ded yarn
fabrics of woolen worsted yarn

531:. .I
5341.

87
Outer garments knitted or crocheted of wool:
pullover, twinsets, vests,. blouses and the like 11

6035. .33

dresses and costurnes, complete
other outer gar.conts (e. g.,

6005. 33
6005. 73

skirts, trousers)

Outer garments of woven textiles, for women and girls, of wool:
excep; those consisting whollIy or partly of tulle, laces, ombroide-y,
or With drawn-thread work, applique work or.aimilar decorative effects:
coa"ts and jackets
*
costumes, complete

dresgos
skirts
blouses
other outer garments (e. g., trousers, bath, beach and house
robes, and jackets, except kimonos)

0132.
ex

6102.

8102.

1/ Also subject to res:rictions vis'-a-vis imports fro= Hong Kong.(Co',try List A).6f

country of origin and country ofIsale are not idemicaL

12, ?3

s:, 82, .,30 $5 88,
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IMP& OING
COUNTRY
Federal
Republic of
G er~many

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Bulgaria

RESTRICTION
German-Bulgarian trade agreement of March 6, 1964, amended by trade
protocol of June 12, 1969, with retroactive effect as from January 1, 19689,
provides the following ceilingson German imports of wool fiber textile/apparel
products from Bulgaria.

]tem
Men's, women's and children's undergarments and
outergarments, fiber not specified
Foundation garments, fiber not specified
Carpets, handknotted and kalims
Household linen, fiber not specified
Knitwear and hosiery, fiber not specified

Quota in U. S. Dollars
765,
.255,
765,
178,

306102
306
571

10020,408

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

IMPORTI ZG
COUNTRY
i-

Hi

-

n

I Ii

Romania

Federal
Republic of

RESTRICTION
lllli

|

"

I ]1

_ NL I

I

li
a

l

•_

i

i

|11

ili

• •i

The 1967 ceilings on German imports of wool products from Romania

'These quotas might be subject to a one-

Item
Woven woo'.
!-Uit
... e-nd woven o-oods, fibar ns s/,cified
Mien1's outer.garmentso fiber not specified
Womo's o-trO.'o'rit. :'rnts, fiber not Specified
fiber not s.becifled
-gs
Men's ur~nde
fiber not sp.ccifid
Women's under'smns,
£ca"vas, t las colars, foAt=Qoln garrrents, g.oves,
.
fibar not spec'fildc
Hadicrafts (incldin blouses). -fiber not spocifioc

10

i

German-Romanian trade agreement of August 1965 renegotiated December 1969.
are the latest levels available.
third increase.

Germany

i i iii11

Quota in U. S..Dollars
^

A -

$73.',G
... .
vo
V-&V
v.".
,ooo
0e2*

I-

Hong Kong
'
Macao

A certificate of origin is required for all wool products when imported from

Hong Kong or Macao.
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY/MAN-MADES
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Quotas aro maintained by the FRG for imports of textiles,
including wool and man-made fiber products,, fromYugoslavia,
Japan, India, Pakistan, Republic of China, Republic of Korea and
the United Arab Republic in addition to those maintained by Eastern
European countries.
A. German-Eastern European Trade Agreements:
FRG maintains trade agreements with Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Polan, Romania and Yugoslavia which provide ceilings
on German imports of wool yarns and certain wool and man-made
fiber fabrics and apparel products.

-

B. FRO requires licenses for the importation of certain
Wool yarns, fabrics and apparel and all man-made fiber products
when the country of origin i is on Country List B. Although the
U.S. is Included on this list, licenses for these products are
granted freely for imports from the U.S.
C. A certificate of origin is required for all wool
products, man-made fibers and yarn when Imported from Hong
Kong or Macao.
D. German-Japanese Trade Agreement of December 1967
provides for ceilings on Japanese exports of certain wool yarns,
fabrics and apparel, and certan man-made fiber fabrics and
apparel for 1967/68, FRG unwilling to announce i969170.ceilings.

IMPORt TG
COUNTRY
Federal

q~

,COUNTRY OFORIGIN

Bulgaria

Republic. of
Germany

RESTRICTION
German- Bulgarian trade agreement of March 6, 1964, amended by trade
protocol of June 12, 1969, with retroactive effect as. from January 1, 1969,
provides the following ceilings on German imports of man-made fiber textile/
apparel products from Bulgaria.

Item
Men's, women's and children's undergarments and
outergarments, fiber not specified.
Foundation garments, "fibernot specified
Polyester fibers, wadding and scrap
Carpets, handknotted and kalims
Household
linen, fiber not specified
Knitwear and
hosiery, fiber not specified

Federal
Republic of
Germany

Romania

Quota in TU.S. Doflars
765, 306

25k 102
510, 204
765,306
17b, 571
1,020o"408

'German-Romanian trade agreement of AUgust 1965 re-nego iated December 1969.
The 1967 ceilings on German imports of man-made fiber products from Romania
These quotas might, be subject to a one-thrrd
are the latest levels available.

inorease.•

Quota in U. S. Dollars

Item
Man-made fibers and threads

Fabric of air.ficial flbors for re-export

750,CO0

Knitted and woven goods , fiber not specified
Fabric of =mn-made fibers
Mon'S outergarmonts, fiber rot specified

350,
0"
7t0, CAO

Women's outer :arrnents,

375, .o

fiber not specified

Men's undergarrments, fiber not specified
Vromon's. undergarments, fiber not specified
Handkerchiefs,
scarves, ties, coflars, foundation garments, gloves,
fiber not specified

Zanicrafts (including blouses), fibe ' not specified

I . 000
735, 000
1230,coo

k.
IMPORTING
"
N'ITT NtT'!

JLIJ.L1,J.

DV

Federal Republic
of Germany

COUNTRY OF

Japan

_j

RESTRICTION

CVIPT f"TTT

German-Japanese.trade agreement of December 1967 provides for the following
ceilings on Japanese exports of man-made fiber textile products. The quotas
below are for the two-year period'1967-68, with half the quota for each year.
FRG unwilling to-release 1969/70 ceilings.

Item
Man-made fiber fabric
Fabric of cellulosic fibers, dyed,. 135-145 meters wide
Fabric of cellulosic fibers, unprocessed and bleached
Outergarments, woven, of wool or man-made fibers.
Fabric of cellulosic fibers except unprocessed.and
bleached
S

Quota
$11 650, 000
$1, 250, 000
27.2 million sq. mete
$3, 575,.000

$1,0650.000

COUNTRY
Federal
Republic of
Germany

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Hungary

(9

(5..
REST RI ACTION

German- Hungarian trade protocol for 1969 incides the following ceilings on

German imports of textile/apparel products from Hungary:
Item

Quota inU. S. Dollars

Various textiles, fiber not specified

575, 000

Men's, women's and children's apparel, fiber
not specified
Knit and woven goods, fiber not specified

600,000
450, 000

(These ouotas might be subject to a one-tiird increase

Polaqd

German-Polish trade agreement of March7, 1963, amended by protocol o .March 2,lS,
,
'-nciudes
the following ceilings on German imports of man-made fiber product. 'from Poland for C&'.68.
-" L..;.Dco.'ars
_qu:
..

Syn-wicic fibers and threads
Synthetic silk fabrics
Fabrics of wool and synthetic fibers
Caseine fibers
Collulose, raw and processed
Various woven and knitted goods, fibur not specified
Women's ouiergarnents, fiber n~ot specified
Man's and woman's undorgarmonts, fiber not ,pecified
,Fabric shoos, fiber not spacifod
!ITextile handicrafts

:25, 000

'-?:,
OCO

2 75,v0Co,
5; 0^ f

37,5
00
,2.
5, ,0GO

223, GOG
773° 000.

IMPORTING
- COUNTRY
i-

oIIII m i

I

I

II III

Federal
Republic of
Germany ".

.COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
"

i

i

| II

| Il

II

Czechoslovak

RESTRICTION

I I

I

I

II

I

J

I

I

German-Czechoslovak trade*protocol of 1969 includes the following ceilings on
German imports of textile/apparel products from Czechoslovakia.

Item
Felt hats and head coverings, fiber not specified
Textile products for industrial use, fiber not
specified
Carpets, fiber not specified
Miscellaneous fabric, fiber not specified
Knit and woven gods, fiber not specified
Men's and women's apparel and underwear, fiber
not specified
German goods processed in Czechoslovakia
Semi-finished textiles, especially yarns, fiber not
specified
Linen and semi-linen fabrics

hpota in U. S. Dollars
250, 000
400, 000
87, 500
425, 000

1, 725, 000
1,500, 000
250, 000

300, 0.00
200, 00

I 9

Country List B
see -attachment)

-Germany requires licenses for the importation of man-made fiber products when
the country of origin is on Country List B. Although the U. S. is included on this
list, licenses for these products are granted freely for imports from the U. S.
b

Hong Kong
Macao

A ceatificate of origin is required for man-made fibers and yarn when imported
from Hong Kong or M*cao.
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FRANCE/WOOL
FRANCE
A. Emergency trade measures imposed by GOF
effective July 1, 1900 - Dcconiber 31, 1968, included import
ceilings on knit outerwear of alf fibers and certain wool fiber fabrics, made-up goods. and apparel from all countries.
B. Franco.-Japanesc Bilat'cral.TradeA rcen. ent:
This agreement scheduled to expire March 1969 contains a
provision for ceilings on French imports of certain wool and
man-made fibe.' :iarns, fabrics and apparel. In return for
certain Japanese concessions, France has agreed, by 1969,
to reduce by half the number of categories of imports from
Japan vhich are subject to quota restrictions.

C. Franco-Indian Bilateral Trade A reement: The
bilateral agreement with India includes ceilings on French
imports of wool knitwear, man-made fiber fabric and apparel
other than cotton from India.
D. -France requires licenses for the importation of
certain wool yarns, fabrics, carpets and apparel and certain
man-made fiber carpets and apparel products froa any GATT
countries (except OECD countries with the exception of Japan).
These licensing arrangements are not administered in conjunction
with any established quotas.
"E. France makes ise of licenses to restrict imports
of certain wool and man-made fiber fabrics, carpets and apparel
from Hong Kong.

IMPORTING

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

COUNTRY

RESTRICTION

1

France

l

India

I

Franco-Indian.bilateral trade arrangement includes a ceiling on French
imports of certain wool fiber products from India. 1969 quotas are

given below.
Tariff No.

Item

.Quota: in U. So Dollars
lars
Quotainr-

60.04 ExB?.
60. 05 ExA
ex 61.01, ex 61.02
ex 61.03
ex 61. 06

Wool knitwear

Apparel other than cotton 1/

U--. S.....

39, 600
129, 600

Various textile articles: shawls, .
scarves, saris.., other than
cotton

p.m. 2/

1/ For these products importers must have their invoices countersigned

by

2/

the Indian commercial office in Paris.
The initials p. m. (pro memoria) signify that, although no quota is

set, the agreement envisions trade in the item with each transaction
subject to individual approval.

k.. °

IMPORTING
COUNTRY -.
France*

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Japan

RESTRICTION

U

Franco-Japanese trade agreement of May 14, 1963, reviewed annually. Protocol
signed February 1969 provides the following ceilings on French imports of wool
textile products for the period April 1, 1968 to March 31,, 1969.

Quota
Item
Combed wool yarn for retail sale
Wool- fabric

Quantity in
Metric Tons
84

'Other textile articles except of cotton:
Woven clothing
Knitted goods
Other articles

Value in
U.S. Dollars
305, 000
304, 000 (indicative

.. level)

424, 000
118, 000
63, 000

0.

In late 1967 both countries agreed to a reduction in discriminatory quotas.

In return for certain Japanese concessions, France

agreed, by 1969, to

reduce by half the number of categories of imports from Japan which'are subject
to quota restrictions; some wool textile items may be included but it is not yet
known which ones.

&6

IM POItTXNG
COUNTRY

CCOtflNTRY OF
I
ORIGIN

PE Sr RI T W

S...-.

France

-

Hong Kong

,&

4L

'1

-mO

France requires licenses for the importation -of various wool products
not granted freely.

sted below.

Item
.a

Licenses are

Tariff No.

.

Carpdts, rugs. mats, matting of wool or of coarse animal hair containing
mere than 15% by weight of discontinuous cellulosic fibers
Gloves, mittens, and muffs, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized
Undergarments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized
Outergarmenti and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor
rubberized ,
Mon's and'boya' outergarments
Women's, girls',, and Infants' outergarments
Men's and boys' undergarments including collars, shirtfronts and cuffs
Women's, girlss, and infants' undergarments
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, veils, etc.

t

GATT Countries
(except OECD
countries other

ex 58. 02
60.02

60.04
ex 60.05
61.01
ex 61. 02
614.03
61.04

61.06
Licenses are

France requires licenses for the importation of various wool products listed below.
used to restrict imports although specific ceilings are not in force..

thin Japan)

Item_
Yarn of combed sheep's o^- lambs' wool, not put up for retail sale,
Woven fctbric of sheep's or laimbs' wcol or of fine animal hair
Carpets, rugs, etc.
Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted, not elastic norrubberized
Undergprments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized
Outergprmonts and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not
elastic nor rubberized
Men's and boys' outsrgarments, work clothes and other, except for

judo

rments•

Women's, girls' and infants' outergarments
Men's and boys' undergarments, including collars, shirfronts and
cuffs
Women's, girls' and Lnants' "garments, knitted or ci-6heted, not
"elastic nor rubberized
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils, etc.

Tariff No.
53.07
53.11
S.802
60.02
60.04
60.05
ex 61.01
C1.02

01.03
61.04
61.08
I|

-,

!MPORTINTG

COUN
France

f

*

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Poland

I

-k

") RESTRICTION

Franco-Polish Long-Term Trade Agreement of October 22, 1935, amended by trade
protocol of February 13, 1969, includies the foUowing ceilings on Polish exports of
wool products to France for CY 1969.

BTN No.
53. 11
58.02
ex 58.04
BexIL
60. 01Z
60.04(
60. 06j
61. OlA
Chapter 61
61. 05-. 11

62.01

Item

Quota U. S*.Dollars I/
4m

Wool fabric, wool/polyester blends
Carpets,' fiber not specified
Velvet

28, 828
45, 045
(35 MT)

(72,072)

Knitwear, except gloves

(99,099)

Work clothing
Men' s and women's undergarments and outergarments, of which riot more than 320 are

(18,018)

men' s shirts
Clothing accessories, including handkerchiefs
Blankets
Miscellaneous textiles

(198, .98)
(27, 027)

1/ Dollar value in parentheses only indicative level

18, oi8:

(90, 090)

497

FRANCE/MAN-MADES
FRANCE
A. B mergcncy trade measures imposed by GOF
effective July 1, 1968 December 31, 1968, included import
ceilings on knit outerwear of all fibers and certain man--made
fiber fabrics, made-up goods and apparel from all countries.
B. Franco-Japanese Bilateral Trade Agreement:
This agreement. scheduled to expire March 1969 contains a
provision for ceilings on French imports of certain wool and
man-made fiber yarns, fabrics and apparel. In return for
certain Japanese concessions, France has agreed, by 1969,
to reduce by half the number of categories of imports from
Japan which are subject to quota restrictions.
C. Franco-Indian Bilateral Trade A agreement: The
bilateral agreement with India includes ceilings on French
Imports of wool knitwear, man-made fiber fabric and apparel
other than cotton from India.
D. France requires licenses for the importation of
certain wool yarns, fabrics, carpets and apparel and certain
man-made fiber carpets and apparel products from any GATT
countries (except OECD countries with the exception of Japan).
These licensing arrangements are not administered in conjunction
with any established quotas.
E. France makes use of licenses to restrict imports
of certain wool andman-made fiber fabrics, carpets and apparel
from Hong Kong.

NG

P0OL,

u4N Al1

France

COUNTRY OF

RESTRICTION

n RT M I-3

Japan

Franco-Japanese trade agreement of May 14, 1963, reviewed annually. Protocol
signed February 1969 provides the following ceilings on French imports of manmade fiber products for the period April 1, 1968 to *March 31, 1969.

Item
Non-cellulosic filament yarn (of which 33
tons of yarn is more than 400 turns
per "meter)
,
Cellulosic filament yarn
Non-celiulosic woven filament fabric
Cellulosic woven filament fabric, printed,
Cellulosic woven filament fabric, unprinted
Non- cellulosic spun yarn fabrics
Cellulosic spun yarn fabrics, printed
Cellulosic spun yarn fabrics, unprinted
Other textile articles, except.cotton:
Woven clothing
Knitted goods
Other articles
1/

Quota
Value in
Quantity in
U.S. Dollars 1/
Metric Tons

92
219
91
32
48
61
137
63

(277, 000)
(253. 000)

(458, 000)
( 80, 000)
(160, 000)
.365, 000)
(250o 000)
(250, 000)

(42"4, 000)
(118, 000)
( 63, 000)

Dollrvalue in parentheses only indicative level*

n .
In Iate 1967 both countries agreed to a reduction in discriminatory quotas.
agreed, by 1969, to
return for certain Japanese concessions, France
reduce by half the number of categories of imports from Japan which are. subject
to quota restrictions; some man-made fiber textile items may be includedlbut
it is not yet known which ones.

IMPORTING
COUNTRY

COUNTRY OF
ORTT

France

RESTRICTION
France requires'licenses for the importation of various man-made fiber proass listed below.
Licenses are not granted freely.

Hong Kong

Item
Woven fabrics of sheep's or lambs' wool or of fine animal hair or of a blend
containing more than 15% by weight of cellulosic fibers and discontinuous
non-cellulosic fibers
Carpets, rugs, mats, matting of wool or of coarse animal hair containing
more than 15% by weight of discontinuous cellulosic fibers
Gloves, mittens, and muffs, knitted or crocheted, not'elastic nor rubberized
Undergarments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic.nor rubberized
Outergarments and other arlicJes, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor
rubberized
Men's and boys'. outergarments
Women's, girls', and infants' outorgarnicnts
Men's ana boys' underjgarments including collars, shlrtfronts and cuffs
Women's, girls', and infants' undergarments
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, veils, etc.

GATT Countries'
(except OECD
countries other
than Jijan)

I.

Ii
I,

•

I*l

Tariff Nlp.

ex 53. 11

ex 58.02
60.02
60.04
ex 60.05
ex 61.01
hx 61.02
61.03
61'.04
61.06

France requires licenses for the importation of various 7%man- made fiber products listed is follows.
Licenses are used to restrict imports although specific ceilings are not in force.

Item
Carpets, rugs, etc.
Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized
Undergarments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor rubberized
•
Outergarments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic nor
rubberized
Men's and boys' outergarments, work clothes and other, except for judo
garments
Women's, girls' and infants' outergarments
Men's and-boys' undergarments, including collars, shlrtfrpnts and cuffs
Women's, girls'. and infants' garments, kaitted or crocheted, not elastic
nor rubberized
Shawls, scaa'vis, mufflers, mantillas, veils, etc.

Ta.-if No.
5.02
60. 02
60.04
60.05

ex 61.01
ex 611.02
61.03
61.0.

IMPORTING
CONTTN'T RY

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

France

India

A.4

IIIVII

RESTRICTION

Fi-anco-Indian bilateral trade arrangement includes a ceiling on
French imports of certain man-made fiber products from India.
quotas are given below.

Item

Tariff No.
51.04
56.07

1969

Quotas in U. S. Dolla.

Man-made fiber woven fabrics
(of which not more than
$27,000 for staple fiber
fabrics) 1/

162, 000
0
0

ex 61.01)

ex 61.02
ex 61.039

Apparel other than cotton 1/

ex 61.06

Various textile articles: shawls,
scarves, saris.., other than

cotton

129. 600

p.m. 2/

1/

For these products importers must have their invoices
countersigned by the Indian commercial office in Paris.

2/ The initials p. m. (pro memoria) signify that, although no quo-;a is

a

set, the agreement envisions trade in the item with each transaction
subject to individual approval.

IMPORTING

COUNTY"r
France

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN__

Poland

_

_

_

_

REST RI ACTION

Franco-Polish Long-Term Trade Agreement of October 22, 1965, amended by
trade protocol of February 13, 1969, includes the following ceilings on Polish
exports of man-made fiber products to France for CY 1969.

Item

BTN No.

Quota
Metric Tons U. S. Dollars
(410 441)
--

51. 04A

Non-cellulosic fiber fabric

56.07A
51.04 exB
56.07
ex 54.05

Rayon fabric
Fibranne fabric
Table, bed and bath linens

-

U __

l

_

50.
45.

100

-

--

.(90.p090)

(50, 450)
(288, 238)

62.02
ex 58.04
58.043 ex Il

Plush fabric

58.02

Carpets
Knitwear, except gloves
Work clothing
Men's and women's undergarments
and outergarments, of which not

60.04

61. OA
Chapter 61

Velvet

more than 320 are men's shirts

61. 05-. 11

1//Dollar

035

• (72,072)
(45, 045)•
(99, 099)

(18, 018)
(198, 198)

Clothing accessories, including
handkerchiefs
Miscellaneous textiles

i

(14, 414)

value in parentheses. only indicative level

(27, 027)

(90, 090)

CA
1"
0D
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ITALY/WOOL
ITA LY
A. Italian-Japanese Trade Protocol of October 15, 1955:
The 1969 agreement for the period October I, 1969 - September
30, 1970, provides for ceilings on Italian imports of certain wool
and man-made fiber yarns, fabrics, mad.c-up goods and apparol
from Japan.
B. Italy applies quota restrictions on certain fabrics,
carpets and apparel items of all fibers imported from the following
Eastern European countries: -Democratic Republic of Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania and the Peoples
Republic of China. ..-,

IMPORTING
COUNTRY

Italy

i

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Japan

I

RESTRICTION

i

Ia.ian-Japanese trade protocol of October 18, 1955, renewed annually.
1969 agreement for the period October 1, 1969-September 30, 1970,
provides for the following ceilings on Italian imports of wool textile
products from Japan.
Tariff No.
53.07

53.11
e

ex 58.04

ex 58. 05

Item

Quota in U. S. Dollars

Worsted yarn
Woven fabrics of sheep's or
lambs' wool or of fine
animal hair
Woven pile and chenille fabrics,
except of cotton, excluding
items under No. 55. 08 and
No. 58.05
Narrow woven fabrics, except of
cotton, excluding items under
No. 58.06

160, boo
360, 000 1

70, 000
70, 000

Apparel and Clothing Accessories (except of cotton)
Knitted and crocheted goods

ex 60.05
61.02

Outergarments, not elastic or
rubberized
Other than knitted or crocheted
Women's, girls', and infants'
outergarments

70, 000

70, 000

Other Made-up Articles, except of CQtton
ex 62. 02

Bed line table line, kitchen linen,
curtains

70, 000

1/ Italy will consider the is uajc of import License~s beyond the established
amounts, whenevertne tai4an market situaton ray perrm .

IMPO 'ING
COUNT .RY
Italy

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Eastern Europe

.

RESTRICTION

The following ceilings apply to textile products imported from Eastern Europe
into Italy in CY 1970.
Country of Origin
Democratic R.epublic
of Germany

Item

Quota in U. S. Dollars

Tulle, drapery fabrics, of all fibers
Carpets, tapestries, of all fibers
Apparel, of all fibers
I

$100,000

*$100o, 000
$1 00, 000

Drapery fabrics, of all fibers
Wool fabrics

$! 5.0, 000

Socks and stockings, of all fibers
Wool fabrics
Hosiery and apparel

$ 32, 000
$112, 000

Apparel, of all fibers
Hosiery

$480, 000

Hungary

Apparel, of all fibers

$256,000

AlbAnia

Carpets, of all fibers
Wool knits

$200., 000
$ 32,000

Peoples Rppublic
of China.

Felt and velvet
Tulle
White goods

Czechoslovakia

Poland

Romania

$240,000

$640, ooo
$ 47,695

$208, ooo
$208, 000
$1,920, 000
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ITALY/MAN-MADES
ITALY
A. Italian-Japanese Trade Protocol of October 15L 1955:
The 1969 agreement for the period October 1, 1969 - Scptcmber
30, 1970, provides for ceilings on Italian imports of certain wool
and man-made fiber yarns,. fabrics, made-up goods and apparel
from Japan.
B. Italy applies quota restrictions on certain fabrics,
%
from the
carpets and apparel items of all fibers imported
following Eastern European countries: Democratic Republic of
Germany, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania and the
Peoples Republic of China.

51-389

0 - 70 - pt. I - 34

IMPORTING
COUNTRY
Italy

*

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Ja-4an

RESTRICTION.

I

Italian-Japanese trade protocol of October 18, 1955, renewed annually. 1969
agreement for the period October 1, 1969 - September 30, 1970, provides
for the following ceilings on Italian imports of man-made fiber textile
products from Japan.

Quota in U. S. Dollars

. Item

Tariff No.

Woven fabrics of continuous manmade fiber
Woven fabrics of discontinuous manmade fiber or waste
Woven pile and chenille fabrics, except
of cotton, excluding.items under
No. 55. 08 and No. 58. 05
Narrow woven fabrics, except of cotton,
excluding items under No. 58. 06

51.04
56.07

ex 58.04
ex 58.05

Apparel and Clothing Accessories (except of Cotton)
Knitted and crocheted goods
Outer garments, not elastic or
ex 60. 05
rubberized
Other than knitted or crocheted
Women's, girls', and infants' outerex. 61. 02
garments
Handkerchiefs.
-ex 61.05
=

=

•

.

.

..

i

i

.

.

.. I

I

I

II

440, 000
600, 0001/2/
70,000
70,000

I

70, 000
70, 000
70, 000

Other made-up articles, except of cotton
ex 62.02

Bed linen, table linen, kitchen linen,
curtains

70, 000

1/ Italy will consider the issuance of import licenses beyond the
established amounts, whenever the Italian market situation may permit.
2/ Temporary imports..

0

IMPC rING
COUNTRY
- J an

Italy

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
i1011

iil

i

i

--

Eastern Europe

The

foll

w in

ceilings........

REST RI ACTION

j

The following ceilings apply to textile products imported from Eastern Europe

into Italy in CY 1970.
Country of Origin

Item

Quota in U..S. Dollars

Democratic Republic
of Germaniy

Tulle, drapery fabrics, of all fibers
Carpets, tapestries, of all fibers
Apparel, of all fibers

$100,000
$100, 000
$100.000

Czechoslovakia

Drapery fabrics, of all fibers
Man- made fiber fabrics
Blankets of man-made fibers

$150, 000
$240, 000
$200. 000

Poland

Hosiery adnd apparel
Socks and stockings, of all.fibers
Man-made fiber fabrics

$640,000
$ 32,000
$350, 000

Romania

Man-made fiber fabrics
Apparel of all fabrics
Hosiery

$120. 000
$480, 000
$ 47,695

Hungary

Apparel of all fibers
Man-made fiber fabrics

$256,000
$192,000

Albania

Carpets of all fibers

$200, 000

Felt and velvet
Tulle
White goods
Yarns of man-made fibers

$208, 000

Peoples Republic
of China

$208, 000
$1, 920, 0.00

$ 96,000

0A
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NORWAY/WOOL
NORWAY
A. Norwegian-Japanese Trade Agreement for the period
October 1, 1969 - September 30, 1970. The agreement includes
ceilings on Japanese exports of certain wool fabrics, knit goods
and apparel to Norway.
3. Norway requires licenses for the importation of all
textile and apparel products from the Republic of Korea. Specific
ceilings are not in force.
C. Norwegian- Eastern European Trade Agreements:
Norway maintains trade agreements with Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Poland, and Romania which provide ceilings on Norwegian
imports of certain textiles. Separate ceilings on wool products are
not in force.
D. In December 1968 Norwegian-Yugoslav trade officials
were considering the imposition of ceilings on Yugoslav exports of
men's and boys' wool outerwear.
.E. Norwegian-Hong Kong trade agreement renewed September
1969 includes ceilings on [long Kong exports of various wool
apparel products to Norway for 12 months beginning October 1, 1969.

',COUNTRY OF

IMPORTING
COUNTRY

:

RESTRICTION

ORIGIN •

Norwegian-Hong Kong trade agreement renewed September 1969 provides for
ceilings on Hong Kong exports of the following wool atrel
items for the

Hong Kong

Norway

year beginning October 1, 1969.
0

&

Tariff No.
ex 841.462, 465

Item

Quota

Men's, boys', women's and girls'
jackets, jumpers, sweaters,
cardigans and pullovers, knitted
or crocheted, wholly or mainly
of sheep's woolincluding lambs'
wool

90,0000 dozen

4

Japan

Norwegian-Japanese Trade Agreement for the period October 1, 1969
September 30, 1970.o The agreement includes ceilings an Japanese
exports of certain wool fabrics, knit goods and apparel to Norway,

-

IMPORTING
COUNTRY
I

Norway

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

Hungary

RESTRICTION
.

Norwegian-Hungarian bilateral trade agreement includes a provision' for a ceiling
of $14, 100 on Hungary's exports of. hosiery and socks to Norway during the
year 1968-1969.
In addition, licenses are required for the importation of hosiery, undergarments and household furnishings of all fibers. Sepivate ceilings for wool
and man-made fiber products'*are not in force.

a

Poland
Bulgaria
Romania

Bilateral trade agreements include a licensing requirement for the imporation
of hosiery, undergarments and household furnishings of all fibers. Separate
ceilings for wool and man-made fiber products are not in force. Total textile
quota for Bulgaria is $80, 000, the smallest for any Eastern European Country.

Czechoslovakia

Norwegian-Czechoslovak trade agreement under negotiation.
contain quotas on textile items,

Republic of
Korea

Licenses are required for the importation of all textile/apparel products. The
Ministry of Commerce and Shipping "regulates" the importation of yarn and
fabric of all fibers (except cotton, hemp and jute) and made-ups and apparel
of all fibers. However, specific ceilings are not in force.

Yugoslavia

Norwegian-Yugoslav trade officials were considering during December 1968

Expected to

the imposition of ceilings on Yugoslav exports of men's and boys' wool
outerwear to Norway during CY 1969.

C.A
0--
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NORWAY/MAN-MADES
NORWAY
A.

Norweian-Ja panese Trade Agrcement for the period

October 1, 1969 - September 30, 1970.

The agreement includes

ceilings on-Japanese exports of certain man-made fiber yarns,
fabrics, knit goods and apparel.
B. Norway requires licenses for the importation of all
textile and apparel products from the Republic of Korea.
Specific ceilings are not in force.
C. Norwegian- Eastern European Trade Agreements:
Norwa, maintains trade agreements with Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Poland, and Romania which provide ceilings on Norwegian.
imports of certain textiles. Separate ceilings on man-made fiber
products are not in force.
D. In December 1968 Norwegiaii.-Yugoslav trade officials
were considering the imposition of ceilings on Yugoslav exports
of men's and boys' man-made fiber outerwear.
£.
Norwegian-Hong Kong trade agreement renewed
September 1969 provides for a system of export authorization
for 12 months beginning October 1, 1969, whereby the Norwdgian
Government will receive advance information on the development
of Hong Kong exports of certain man-made fiber apparel products.

IM PO LING
COUNTRY

COUNTRY OF'
ORIGIN

RESTRICTION
I

Norway

Japan

Norwegian-Japanese Trade Agreement for the period October 1, 1969

September 30, 1970.

-

For items on list I, licenses are issued automatically

up to specified levels, at which point the two countries consult "with a view
to finding appropriate measures for the development of trade between the
two countries." The agreement includes ceilings on Norwegian imports of
certain man-made fiber yarns, fabrics, knit goods and apparel. Details LOU.

Poland

Norwegian-Polish bilateral trade agreement 1968-1970 includes a provision
on Poland's exports of various man-made fiber products to Norway during 1969.
Item

Quota in U.S. Doflar$

Ladies' nylon stockings
Woven cotton piece goods, bleached, multi-colored,
not printed; woven piece goods of cotton and/or
spun rayon or other discontinuous man-made
fiber
In addition licenses are required for the importation
of man-made fiber fabrics as well as hosiery, undergarments
and household furnishings of all fibers. Separate ceilings
for wool and man-made fiber products are not in force.

84, 600

98,.700

iMP,

COUNTRY .OF

TING

RESTRICTION

(R PT (-T'TMN

~..sJJL~ J.JLJ,V

r n TT

Norwegian-Hungarian bilateral trade agreement includes a provision for the
following annual ceilings on Hungary's exports to Norway during 1968-1969.

Hungary

Norway

Item

Quota

&

Hosiery and socks of all textile fibers
Handkerchiefs of all textile fibers
Piece goods, not printed, of cotton and/or rayon staple
fiber

$14, 100

10 tons
$70, 500

in addition, licenses are required for the importation of man-made fiber fabrics
as well as hosiery, under-garments and household furnishings of all fibers.
Separate ceilings for wool and man-made fiber products are not irf force.
.1

7

Czechoslovakia

Norwegian- Czechoslovak trade agreement under negotiation.
contain quotas on textile items.

Expected to

.4.-

Hong Kong

Norwegian-Hong Kong trade agreement provides for a system of export
authorization for the year beginning October 1, 1969, whereby the Nor.wegian
Government will receive advance information on Hong Kong exports of the
following man-made fiber products.
No export license for these items will be issued unlesan Export Authorization
has previously been obtained.

I.

IMPORT

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

"G
'

COUNTIkY
orway

.9

.RESTRICTION
.9

1 ong Kong

Tariff No.

Item

841.739

Women's and girls' blouses and jumpers, not knitted or
crocheted, wholly or mainly of polyester, nylon (polyamide)
or rayon, not embroidered

ex 841. 863

Men's and boys' sweaters, jackets, jumpers, cardigans,
pullovers, knitted or crocheted, wholly or mainly
of acrylic fiber
Women's aid girls' undergarments, knitted or crocheted, not
elastic or rubberized, wholly or mainly of synthetic fiber

841.844

0

Bulgaria
Romania

Republic of
Koi-ea

Yugoslavia

Bilateral trade agreements include a licensing requirement for the importation of
man-made fiber fabrics, as well as hosiery, undergarments and household
furnishings of all fibers. Separate ceilings for wool and man-made fiber
products are not in force. Total textile quota for Bulgaria is $80, 000, the
smallest for any Eastern European country.
Licenses are required for the importation of all textile/apparel products. The
-Ministry of Commerce and Shipping "regulates" the importation of yarn and
fabric of all fibers (except cotton, hemp and jute) and made-ups and-apparel
of all fibers. However, specific ceilings are not in force.
Norwegian-Yugoslav trade officials were considering during December 1968 the
imposition . of ceilings on Yugoslav exports of men's and boys' man-made
fiber outerwear to Norway during CY 1969.

SWEDEN/WOOL
IMPORTING
COUNTRY
Sweden

1.

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Japan

RESTRICTION

9

Swedish-Japanese bilateral trade agreement for the period April 1, 1970, to
March 31, 1971, provides for a ceiling of $2. 5 million on Japanese exports of
various textiles including the following wool products.
Tariff No.
53.10
53.11-. 13
58.04
58.05
58.06
59.03
59. 13

60.0l-. 06
ex61.01, 61.02.04
ex 61.06
61.10.
62.01
62.02
62.05
ex 65.05

Item
Yarn of sheep's or lambs' wool, of horsehair or of other
animal hair (fine or coarse), put up for retail sale
Woven fabrics of wool and other animal hair
Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics
Narrow woven fabrics, and narrow fabrics (bolduc)
consisting of warp without weft assembled by means of an
adhesive
Woven labels, badges and the like, not embroidered, in the
piece, in strips or cut to shape or size
Bonded fiber fabrics and articles of bonded fiber fabrics,
whether or not impregnated or coated
Elastic fabrics and trimmings (other than knitted or
crocheted goods) consisting of textile materials combined
with rubber threads
Knitted or crocheted fabric, not elastiQ nor rubberized
Men's, boys', women's and girls' outergarments and undergarments, not knitted or crocheted.
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the like
Gloves, mittens, mitts, stockings, socks and sockettes,
not knitted or crocheted goods
Travelling rugs and blankets
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen;
curtains and other furnishing articles
Other made up textile articles (including dress patterns)
Hats and other headgear (including hair nets), knitted or
crocheted, or made up from lace, felt or other textile
fabric in the piece (but not from strips), whether or
not lined or trimmed
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SWEDEN
Swedish-Hlong Kong Memorandum of Understanding of
July 4, 1968, renewed June 1969, provides ceilings on Hong Kong
exports of wool apparel products to Sweden for one-year beginning
July 1, 1969.
July 1968 Sweden reintroduced a licensing requirement
on certain wool yarn, fabric, knit goods and apparel from Taiwan.
Swedish-Eastern European, trade agreements. Sweden
has bilateral trade agreements witli all Eastern European countries
which are usually renewed every 5 years. Separate ceilings for
wool products are not available.
Swedish-Yugoslav agreement of June 1968 which applied
restraints on Yugoslav exports to Sweden of certain wool
house furnishing fabrics, knitwear and apparel remains in-force.
Swedish-Korea trade agreement renewed March 1970 for
one year includes ceilings on certain wool apparel itcms.
Swedish-Japanese bilateral trade agreement for the period
April 1, 1970, to March 31, 1971. provides for a ceiling of $2. 5
million on Japanese exports of certain yarn, abric and 4pparel
products to Sweden.

iMPO £tT!NG
COUNTRY
Sweden

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

RESTRICTION

Swedish-Hong Kong Memorandum of Understanding of July 4, 1963., renewed
June 1969 provides the following ceilings on Hong Kong exports of wool apparel

Hong Kong

products to Sweden for a 12-month period commencing July 1, 1969.
Item
Women's and Girls,
Jackets, jumpers, sweaters, cardigans and pullovers,
knitted or crocheted, wholly or mainly of sheep's
wool (including lambs' wool) or of man-made fiber

Quotc, in Pieces

:,

9675, 000

Any items listed above which are substantially embroidered or beaded will not be included within
the sco.pc of the restraint, provided that exporters submit samples to thoe :HongxongC,overn.m.--ent
Department of Commerce and industry when applying for export licenses outtid cuota.•

Export Authorization System: During the period July , 168 - June 30, 196 ,
export licenses for the products listed below were to be issued only against
"
export authorizations.
item
Jackets, jumpers, sweaters, cardigans and pullovers, knitted or crocheted,
wholly or mainly of sheep's wool (including lambs' wool), men's and boys'
wear.
V

Republic of
China

Effective July 25, 1068, Sweden reintroduced a licensing requirement -on
Specific ceilings are not in force.

1

'1

Item
Wool yarn and fabric'
Carpe-s, carpeting and rugs, "Kelems," etc.
Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics, narrow woven fabrics and
other narrow fabrics, woven labels, badges, etc., net fabrics

the followln- wool products.

13'N Cha%)tr No .

zm0oRra

N,

coouN".4TRY

10ob

coux'Tiw Or
OaRiaiN

RESTRICTION

'aw a %Wb
-%Pmqv

B3. N C w t*r No.

Item

owed
'.opubloc0
IChi.a

A rtic13* of %wadding
Felt and aricles of felIt
Bonded f~iber fabrics an~d articles thereof
Textile fzr.lcs coated with gun. gr aniyiuceous miustances.
Tcx-.il fabrics im-rprgnat6-d or coated with preparations o.'.

d~rivativcs or of othiei

-a &*%i.1.4c iaI Plastic

50
59
50.
50
celluloso

materi-Aal

Textile fCtbri'cs coaUted with grm o.- anylacoo-as substances
Textiolo fabrics impregnated or coated with preparations of
* 01.ulova derivatives or *.I othcr artificial plastic m~aterials.
Toxtil"e fabrics coated or imprugaated w Uh oil, rubbelrized ftbries
excef1 l ba&erid knitted goods, &rnd toxtila tabrics otherwise.
imayregnated o.-. coated
KN"r."ted -*oads-and knitwear
Oucrar~etsand underwear, including .ourndatioga&rmnorts,
Szocklings. gl0ovS, mitten, etc.
Miscellaneous manufactured textile products

CA

59

82.

( Abovui roazulations ad~opted partly to control41,11ong Konjg prcoduoza shi.,pd: f. o= the Ro'u*%116c o0."'a

I.M PORTING

COUNTRY
Sweden

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN.
iPeoples Democrati
,Republic of Korea, I
Albania, DemocratiQ
- public of Vietnaml

REST RI CTION
All textile/apparel products are subjectto licensing.

*Specifiv

ceilings are not In force.

Mo0,ngolia
USSR, Poland,
Hungary,
Ro.mania,
Bulgaria,

Czechoslovakia,
Deriocratic Republi
of Germany'

. Peopi'es Republic
of China

Sweden. has bilateral trade agreements with all Eastern European coun-rles which are usua."y
o
ti
110ts.
ha..o
"commodty
renewed every 5 years with annual reviews of
kinds is established in the annual reviews of bilateral trade agreements between Sweden and these

countries, the.Swedish Board of Trade issues i.nport licenses to thd agents /'n:-' r^ of such te.t
cq,.ota+'or eacYl
ex
products. At its own discretion, the Board of Trade may break down the total textile
country into different categories (cotton, wool, synthetics, etc.), this being a purely internall
that
matter within the Board. A board official i.-normed ihe Tr.bassy ,r
pa- tic ^ l"."
th etotal
s a n d the
c sou& edown
m in
e tibreaking
eo.,
-- domestcsources
quotas, -'It may consider what kinds of textiles are available from
y .
situation prevailing in different sectors-of the domestic textile industr
Swedish Board of Trade determines ceilings on goods imported f'rom Commu.st China.
'
levels are not made public.

Cei.ling

IMPORTING
COUNTRY
Sweden

COUNT RY OF
ORIGIN
Yugoslavia

REST PR CTION

Swedish-Yugoslav agreement, effective June 27, 1968, r %emainsvalid.
Yugoslavia agreed to restrain exports to Sweden of the fc allowingg commodities.
Specific ceilings are not in force.
Item

Tar i.

No.

0

Stockings, understockings, socks, ankle socks, sockettes, etc., knitted
or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized
Outergarments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or
rubberized
Men's and boys' outergarments, excluding rubberized raingear, gym
shorts, beach clothing and swim trunks
Women's, girls', and infants' outergarments excluding rubberized rainwear,
beach clothing and bathing suiis, and blouses
Travelling rugs and blankets .
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen; curtains and other
furnishing articles
At the same time, the above items were placed under Swedish import licensing
requirement, if manufactured in Yugoslavia and purchased or imported from a third
country.

60.03
60.05
ex 61
. 0 0.

ex 61.02
62.01
62.02

0

IMPORTING
-CO"UNTRY
--

"

Sweden

I I IIII

ii
-

I.

-

CO UNT RY OF
ORIGIN

Republic of
Korea

RESTRICTION

-

Swedish-Korean trade agr,.,ement in effect March 1, 1989-February 29, 1970.
provided the following ceilings on Korean exports of apparel.
C1

Item
Jackets
Shirts

Quota in U. S. Dollars
80, 000

210, oo0

As a result of negotiations concluded March 6, 1970, Sweden agreed to raise

the quotas for the items above by about 10 percent-for the next year.
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SWEDEN/MAN-MADES
SWEDEN
Swedish-Hong Kog Memorandum of Understanding of
July 4, 1968, renewed June 1969, provides ceilings on 11ng Kong
exports of man-made fiber apparel products to Sweden for one
year beginning July 1,. 1969.
July 1968 Sweden reintroduced a licensing requirement
on certain man-made fiber fabric, knit goods and apparel from Taiwan.
.wedish-Eastern European trade agreements. Sweden
has bilateral trade agreements with all Eastern European coutries
which are usually renewed every 5 years. Separate ceiling for
man-made fiber products are not available.
Swedish-Yugoslav agreement of June 1968 which applied
restraints on Yugoslav exports to Sweden of certain man-made fiber
house furnishing fabrics, knitwear and apparel remains in force.
Swedish-Korea trade agreement renewed March 1970
for one year includes ceilings on certain man-made fiber apparel
items.
Swedish-Japanesebilateral trade agreement for the period
April 1, 1970 to March 31, 1971, provides for a ceiling of $2. 5
million on Japanese exports of certain yarn, fabric and apparel
products to Sweden.

IMPOkPING
COUNTRY

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

Sweden

Hong Kong

REST RUCTION

REST LU OTION

ORIGIN

Swedish-Hong Kong Memorandum of Understanding of July 4, 1968, renewed
June 1969 provides the following ceilings on Hong Kong exports of man-made
fiber products to Sweden for a 12-month period commencing July 1, 1969.
Item

_Quota in piecess

Women's & Girls'
Jackets, jumpers, sweaters, cardigans and pullovers, knitted or
crocheted, wholly or mainly of man-made fiber or of wool
e
Men's & Boys'
Anoraks and similar jackets, not knitted or crocheted, wholly

or mainly of man-made fiber

1, 675, 000
180 000

Any of the items liste8 above which are substantially embroidered or beaded
wi" no: be included
within the scope of the restraint provided tihat exporters submit sa..-ples
to the
X0o0
Kong
Government Department of Commerce and industry when applying for export " Icenses
outside quota.

Export Authorization System: During the period July 6, 1968- June 30, '1969,
export licenses for the products listed below were to be issued only.against
export authorizations.
Women's & Girls'

Item

Undergarments (excluding nightwear),

knitted or crocheted,

not elastic

or rubberized, wholly or mainly of continuous man-made
fibers
Anoraks and similar jackets, not knitted or crocheted,
wholly or mainly of
continuous non-cellulosic
fiber
Blouses, not knitted or crocheted, wholly or mainly of continuous
or discontinuous
non-cellulosic libers, not embroidered,

(excluding bWous6s wholly or ma'Iy•oOceulos£c fiber)

Dress stir;s, not knitt ed or crocheted, wholly or

of
4 discon;inuus
*y

non-cellulosic fiber (excludingearess shirts wholly. or mainly of"
cez"uio ;ic fib er)

MONT
COUNTRY
Sweden

'.ING
COUNTRY OF
:

ORIGIN

Republic of
China.

.

.ESTPJCTION

Effective July 25, 1988, Sweden reintroduced a licensing requirement on the following .. an-.ade
fiber products. Specific ceilings are not in force.

Item

T Cha,::.r
- No.

Man-made fiber yarn and fabric
.

Discontinuous man-made fibers and waste
Carpets, carpeting rugs, "Kelems," etc.
Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics, narrow woven fabrics
and other narrow fabrics, woven labels, badges, etc., net fabrics
A rticles of wadding
Fe't and articles of felt
Bonded fiber fabrics and articles therefore
Twine, cordage, ropes-and cables; nets and netting thereof
Made-up fishing nets of yarn, twine, cordage and rope
Textile fabrics coated wi;h gum or anylaceous substances
Textile fabrics impregnated or coated with preparations of cellulose
derivatives or of other artificial plastic materials
Textile fabrics coated or impregnated with oil, rubberized fabrics
except rubberized knitted goods, .and textile fabrics otherwise
impregnated or coated
E.as;ic fabrics consisting of textile materials "combined with

rubber threads
Textile hosepiping and similar tubing
T exile transmission, conveyor or elevator belts or belting
Textile fabrics and articles of a kind commonly used in machinery or
for related technical purposes
Knitted goods and knitwear
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59
59
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I MPORT'ING
COUNTRY

I ~w

COU NTRY OF
ORIGIN
Republic of
. Korea

Sweden

- RESTRICTION
Swedish-Korean trade agreement in effect March 1, 1969-February 29, 19702
provided the following ceilings on Korean exports of apparel.

Item
Ankle socks and men's stockings other than wool
I

Jackets
Shirts

Quota in U. S. Dollars
213, OQO dozen pairs
80, 000
210, 000.

As a result of negotiations concluded March 6, 1%
970, Sweden agreed to raise
the quotas for the items above by about 10 percent for the next year.

tO3

0

IMPORTING

COUNTRY
Sweden

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN

"Yugoslavia

RESTRICTION

Swedish-Yugoslav agreement, effective June 27, 1968, remains valid.
Yugoslavia agreed to restrain exports to Sweden of the following commodities.
Specific ceilings are not in force.
Item

Tariff No.
-

=.

Stockings, understockings, socks, ankle socks, sockettes, etc.,
knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized
Undergarments, knitted or crocheted, not'elastic or rubberized
Outergarments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or
rubberized
Men's and boys' outergarments, excluding rubberized raingear, gym shorts,
beach clothing and swim trunks
Women's, girls', and infants' outergarments, excluding rubberized rainwear, beach clothing aftd bathing suits, and blouses
Men's and boys' undergarments, including collars, shirtfronts and cuffs
Travelling rugs and blankets
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen; curtains and other
furnishing articles

60.03
60.04
60.05
ex 61.01

ex 61.02
61:03
62.01
62.02

At the same time, the above items were placed under Swedish import licensing i-equirement,
if manufactured in Yugoslavia and purchased or imported from a third country.

.

ON

'4-.

IMPORTING
COUNTRY
-

Sweden

U~-

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Japan

RESTRICTION

I

Swedish-Japanese bilateral trade agreement for the period April 1, 1970, to
March 31, 1971, provides for a ceiling of $2. 5 million on Japanese exports
of various textiles including the following man-made fiber products.

Tariff No.

Item

51.04
56.06

Woven fabric of continuous man-made fibers

ex 56.07
58.04
58.05
58.06
59.03
59.04
ex 59.05
59.07-.09,
59.11
59.13
59.15
59.16
59.17

12

Yarn of man-made fibers (discontinuous or waste), put
up for retail sale
Woven fabrics of man-made fibers (discontinuous or waste)
Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics
Narrow woven fabrics, and narrow fabrics (bolduc)
consisting of warp without weft assembled by
means of an adhesive
Woven labels, badges and the like, not embroidered, in the
piece, in strips or cut to shape or size
Bonded fiber fabrics and articles of bonded fiber fabrics,
whether or not impregnated or coated
Twine, cordage, ropes and cables
Nets and netting made of twine, cordage or rope, and
made up fishing nets of yarn, twine, cordage or rope
Textile fabrics coated or impregnated with oil or
preparations with a basis of drying oil
Rubberized textile fabrics, other than rubberized knitted
or crocheted goods
Elastic fabrics and trimmings (other than knitted or
crocheted goods) consisting of textile materials
combined with rubber threads
Textile hosepiping and similar tubing
Transmission,. conveyor or elevator belts or belting,
of textile material
Textile fabrics and textile articles, of a kind commonly used
in machinery or plant

IMPOSING
COUNTRY
Sweden

(.

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN
Japan

RESTRICTION
Tariff No.
60.01 - .06

ex61.01, 61.02.04
ex 61..06

61.10
62.01
62.02
62.03
62.05
ex 65. 05

Item
Knitted or crocheted textile/apparel products
Men's, boys', women's and girls' outergarments
and undergarments, not knitted or crocheted
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the like
Gloves. mittens, rritts, stockings, socks and sockettes,.
not knitted or crocheted goods
Travelling rugs and blankets
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen;

curtains and other furnishing articles
Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of goods
Other made tip textile articles
Hats and other headgear (including hair nets), knitted
or crocheted, or-made up from lace, felt or other
textile fabric in the piece )but not from strips),
'whether or not lined or trimmed

530

UNITED KINGDOM/WOOL
UNITED KINGDOM

A. Anglo-Jaanese Commercial Treaty of November 1962:
This agreement, reviewed annually, includes a provision for
ceilings on Japanese exports of certain man-made fiber yarn, and
some wool and man-made fiber fabrid'and apparel items.
B. An lo-Bastern Europeqan Trade Agreements: The
bilateral trade agreements with Bulgaria,
maintains
U.K.
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania which provide
ceilings on U.K. imports of certain wool 4nd man-made fiber
yarns, fabrics, made-up goods and apparel from these Eastern
European countries.
C. Anglo-Communist Chinese Trade Agreernent: The
U. K. established a trade agreement with the Peoples Republic
of China which stipulates that imports from Communist China in
1969 are to be licensed at not less than the levels for 1967 and
1968. In addition, licenses are to be issued only to previous
license holders.
The arrangement also includes a provision for ceilings
on U. K. imports of certain wool fabric and knitwear, certain
man-made fiber yarns and fabrics, and some apparel accessories
of. all fibers from Communist China.

c o u nt
lapan

3.j

COUNTRY OF
DESTINATION

United Kingdom

RESTRICTION
The Anglo-Japanese commercial treaiyof November 1962, reviewed annually

includes a provision for ceilings on Japan's.exports of the following WooL
products for 1968 and 1969.

oI

Quota

Item
1968

0

Woven wool fabrics
Knitted fabrics of man-made fibers and
apparel (excluding gloves) of knitted,
netted,' or crocheted material of cotton,
wool or man-made fibers (including
stockings and socks)
Outergarments (excluding gloves) of woven
man-made fiber fabric; outorgarments
and underwear of woven cotton; handker-

chiefs, shawls, scarves and mufflers
except those of silk or linen
Knitted gloves, other than gloves knitted
to shape
Lace and lace net-and embroidery of all
types
Narrow fabrics of all types and articles
made therefrom0'.:,

1, 000,000 sq. yds.

$2a 560,-800

1969

1, 200, 000 sq. yd.

$2, 944, 800-

$6, 596,400 of
which not more than
$ 942, 000 for cotton

$

552, 000

LiberalIzed

$ '192, 000

Liberalized

$

307p200

$ 352,800

IMPORTING
CO*6LTTRY .

__________________

United .Kingdom

i

'COUNTRY
OF ORIGIN
dzechoslovakia

RESTRICTION
The Anglo-Czechoslovak bilateral trade agreement of 1968, to be reviewed annually for five
years, contains a provision for ceilings on UK imports of certain 'extile/apparel products from
C zechoslo'aki*a.

Item

Quota

0n

US,Dollars
Woollen and worsted piece-goods, plushes, astrakhans and
imitation fur
Furnishing fabrics of which not 'morethan $72,720 for cotton and
$48, GO0 for linen
Furnishing tapestries
Household goods (blankets, tablecloths, sheets, towels, etc.), and

handkerchiefs, of which not more than $169, 680 for cotton,
$216, 000 for liner. goods excludingg linen tea towels) and $24.000
for embroidered handkerchiefs
Felts of all kinds
Stockings and socks
Braids and ribbons, woven labels, sparteries and laces of all kinds
OutcvWear and underwear, the following:
(a) Knitted underwear and overwear of all kinds of materials
excluding lace or lace net
(b) Apparel including underwear other than apparel covered by
(a) and excluding garments containing lace or lace net, or
which not more than $756. 000 for shirts

216,000
312, 000

120.000

648, 000
48, 000

216, 000
5280 000

600.000
624,000

Hats, caps, berets and hoods (excluding silk or lace trimmed) of
which not more than $168, bOO for hats and hoods of wool or fvr
felt

Wool and wool blended yarns
Non-woven textiles of various materials
Gloves o:" which not more than $120,000 for leather gloves
Carpet slippers, with-rubber soles and textile uppers

312, coo

4a*

000
000
192, 000
48, 000

IMPORTING
COUNTRY

COUNTRY
OF ORIGIN

United :Iingdom

Rornania

RE STRICTION
A five year Anglo-Romanian bilateral trade agreement (1968-1973) contains a provision for
annual ceilings on UK imports of certain textile/ apparel products from Romania. Quotas
given below are for the period October 1968-September 1969.

-Item

• i

Quota in
US Dollars

II

Hosiery and knitwear (other than gloves)
Other clothing, excluding clothing of natural fur or containing
lace or lace net (of which not more than $168, 000 for cotton

960,000

clothing)
Ca.pets and rugs (of which not more than $240, 000 for carpets
of a c.1i. f. value of less than $12.00 per square yard)

1,080,ooo
600, 000

I

Bulgaria

The United Kingdom maintains a bilateral'trade agreement with Bulgaria for the ,12 month period
ending March. 31, 1969. Annex A lists goods which cannot be freely imported from Bulgaria and
require specific license. For some of these goods-quotas appear on Annex B which enables
them to be imported under specific license up to the level of the quota.
Annex A
Textiles, including man-made fibers, yarns and textile articles, not being
carpets, rugs, nets or netting of uniform square or diamond shaped mesh

knotted at each corner or yarns or tvines of truehemp (cenabis sativa)
Annex B
I

Woollen textiles and woollen ready-made clothes

Quota in 13. S. Dollars

48, 000

SIMORTING
COUNTRY

COiTR Y
OF ORIGIN

United Kingdom

Hungary

RESTRICTION
The UK maintains a bilateral trade agreement with Hungary for the period 1968-1972. Annex
A lists goods which cannot be freely imported from Hungary and require a specific license. For some of these goods quotas appear in Annex B which enables them to be i:npoeted under
specific license up to the level of the quota. Latest available quotas are those for calendar
year 1968.
Annex A
Textiles, including man-made fibers, yarns and textile articles, not being carpets, rugs,
nets or netting of uniform square or diamond shaped mesh knotted at each corner or
yarns or twines of true hemp (canabis sativa).

.Annex B
Item

Quota in
• US Dollars

Worsted and woollen piece-goods and made-up articles of wool,
excluding apparel
Stockings and socks
Knitwear, including knitted shirts, but excluding stockings and
socks
Textile garments, not elsewhere specified, excluding garments
wholly or mainly of lace, of which:
(a) Other than cotton
Petit point handbags, panels and motifs and embroidered
manufactures, including folkwork, handicraft products and hand
painted canvas, but excluding items Wholly or mainly of lace
Miscellaneous textile manufactures not included elsewhere including blankets but excluding narrow fabrics of all types and
articles wholly or mainly of lace:
(a) other than cotton, of which not more than $24, 000 for hat hoods
Gloves (of which not more than $480, 000 for leather and fabric
gloves)

48, 0.00
204,000
1,320,000
1,080.000
84,000

720,000

648j,000

IM'VO'ING
COUNTRY

COUNTfRY
OF ORIGIN

United Kingdom

Poland

RE STRICT ION
Th V.brte agreement with Poland. Annex A i-sts goods wh'ch
camot be If-ceyy imported from Poland and which require a specific license. For some
of these goods quotas appear in Annex B which enables tewm to be imported un-der specific
license up to the level of the quota. Latest available quotas are those for calendar year 1968.
Annex A
Textiles, including man-made fibers, yarns and textile articles, not being carpets .'
gs,
nets or netting of uniform square or dia-nond shaped mesh knoated at each corner or
yarrs or twines of true hemp (canabis sativa).
-

Annex B.
Itemn

Quota4".•
US Dolla-s

{andicraftrextiie articles (subject to type) including hand-

paInted table covers
Textile haberdashery (subject to type)
Fabrics and made-up goods (other than clothing) of wool
Plush faLrics (of which not more than $96,000 for fabrics .made
wholly or mainly of cotoh)
Ready-made clothes of textile materials (of which not more than
$168, 000 for clothes wholly or mainly of cotton)
•
Stockings ard socks".

4 8,00o
120,000

8000

288,000

& 476,000
240, 000

C~3

IM'PORT;N
COUNTRY
United Kingdom

COUNT hY OF
ORIGIN
Peoples. Republic
of China

RESTRICTION
Under an Anglo-Chinese trade arrangement imports from Communist China in 1969 are to be
licensed at not less than the levels for 1967 and 1968. Licenses are issued only to previous
license holders.
This arrangement

includes a provision for ceilings on U. K. imports of certain wool products.

Item
Gloves of all kinds, fiber not specified
Woolen knitwear other than gloves, stockings and socks
Woolen fabrics

Quota in U. S. Dollars
360,000

84,000
48,000

.

0

0
CA3
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UNITED KINGDOM/MAN-MADES
UNITED KINGDOM
A. Anglo-Japanese Commercial Treaty of November 1962:
This agreement, reviewed annually, includes a provision for
ceilings on Japanese exports of certain man-made fiber yarn, and
some wool and man-made fiber fabric and apparel items.
B. Anglo-Eastern Euro)can Trade Agreements: The
U.K. maintains bilateral trade agreements with Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania which provide
ceilings on U.K. imports of certain wool and man-nhadc fiber
yarns, fabrics, made-up goods and apparel from these Eastern
European countries.
C. Anglo-Communist Chinese Trade Agreement: The
U.K. established a trade agreement with the Peoples Republic
of China which stipulates that imports from Communist China in
1969 are to be licensed at not less than the levels for 1967 and
1068. In addition, licenses are to be issued only to previous
license holders.
The arrangement also includes a provision for ceilifigs
on U. K. imports of certain wool fabric and knitwear, certain
man-made fiber yarns and fabrics, and some apparel accessories
of all fibers from Communist Chin'a.
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United Kingdom
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RESTRI CTION

(I.

The An~lo-Ja4anese commercial treaty of November 1962, reviewed
annually includes a provision for ceilings. on Japan's exports of 6he ol Iowing
man-made fiber products for 1968 and 1969.
Item

I't

"

Quota
1969

1968
B.

-Spun yarn of man-made fibers
Woven man-made fiber fabrics, except,
re-export
•Knitted fabrics of man-made fibers and
*apparel (excluding gloves) of knitted,

215, 000

$106,.428

6,000,000 sq. yds.. 7, 000, 000 sq.

* netted, or crocheted material of
.1

cotton, wool or man-made fibers
includingg stockings and socks)
Outergarments (excluding gloves) of
.,woven man-made fiber fabric;
outergarments and underwear of
woVen, cotton; handkerchiefs, shawls,
scarves and mufflers except those'
of silk or linen
Knitted gloves, other.than gloves
knitted to shape
Lace and lace net and embroidery of
all types
Narrow fabrics of all types and.
'.articles made therefrom

.$2, 560, 80OO

$2, 944, 800

$6, 596,400 of
which not more than
$ 942, 000 for cotton

$552, 000

Liberalizeo

.$192, 000

Liberalized

$307, 200

$352, 800..

IMPoPTI.NG
COUNTRY Y
United Xingdom

COUNTRY OF;
--

O"I^N%
. .~
•

__III

I

l eopies Republic
of China

I

I
REST RI ACTION
.

Under an Anglo-Chinese .:rade arrangement imports from Communist China in 1569 are to be Icesed
at not less than the levels for 1967 and 1068. Licenses are issued only to previous licenseholde..
This arrangement also includes a provision for ceilings on U. K. imports of certan man-made
fiber products.

It
0M

Iaem

U.. S.D)coilar
)--Ia%-.s

Qoa

Yarn, thread and woven fabrics, wholly or mainly of cotton or rayon;. or

o mixtures of cotton and rayon, for home consumption
Manufactures o"cotton, inen, and man-made fibers (excludingr yarns,
threads, fabrics, footwear,, carpets, lace gloves, and linen handkerchiefs)
Gloves of all kinds, fiber not specified
Headgear (includilg, hat bodies, hoods and shapes) not made wholly or partly
of wool or f5elt

363, COo
533, 230
360,000
2
I 572, 00O

Licenses for loom-state woven fabrics wholly or mainly of cotton or rayonfor processions
and subsequent re-export'will be issued on application to full value requested.

0~

COUNTRY

C.PORTN
COUNhTRY

OF ORIGIN
I

United Kingdom.

RESTRICTION
w..

Czechoslovakia

.

The Anglo-Czechoslovak bilateral trade agreement of 1968, to be reviewed annually for five
years, contains a provision for ceilings on UK imports of certain textile/apparel products from
CzechoslovakIa.
Item

Quota in

US Dollars
Grey cloth of cotton, man-made fibers, and mixtures thereof
(excluding sailcloth or canvas of cotton not under 12 ounces
per square yard) of which not more than $144, 000 for cotton
Piece-goods of cotton and man-made fibers and mixtures
thereof (excluding sailcloth of canvas of cotton not under 12
ounces per square yard) of which not more than $436,320
for cotton
Furnishing fabrics of which not more than $72,720 for cotton
and $48, 000 for linen
Furnishing tapestries
Book-binding cloth
Household goods (blankets, tablecloths, sheets, towels, etc.),
and handkerchiefs, of which not more'than $169, 680 for cotton,•
$216, 000 for linen goods (excluding linen tea towels) and
$24, 000 for embroidered handkerchiefs
Sailcloth or canvas of man-made fibers impregnated with PVC
Stockings and socks
Braids and ribbons, woven labels, sparteries and laces of all
kinds
Outerwear and underwear, the following:
(a) Knitted underwear and overwear of all kinds of materials
excluding lace or lace net
(b) Apparel including underwear other than apparel covered by
(a) and excluding garments containing lace or lace net, of
which not more than $?56, 000 for shirts
Hats, caps, berets and hoods (excluding sik% or lace trimmed) of
which not more than $168,000 for hats and hoods of wool or fur
felt

180,000

792, 000
312,000

120, 000
4,800

648, 000
48, 000
21.60 000
528,000
600,000
624,000
312, 000

COUNTRY
OF ORIGIN

" SPORTING
COUNTRY
United Kingdom

RESTRICTION

4

*

Czechoslovakia

Item
Non-woven textiles of various materials
Man-made fila=.ent and fibers
Nylon cord

Gloves of which not more than $120, 000,for leater gloves
Carpet slippers, with rubber soles and textile uppers

QUSotDois
U S Do0'.a, rs
96# 000
240,000
360 000
102,0o0

43,000

SIMPOROING
COUNTRY
United Kingdom

4

COUNTRY
OF ORIGIN
Hungary

RESTRICTION
The MK maintains a bilateral trade agreement with Hungary for the period 1968-1972. Annex A
lists goods which cannot be freely imported from. Hungary and require a specific license. For
some of these goods quotas appear in Annex B which enables them to be imported under specific
license up to the level of thequota. Latest available quotas are those for calendar year 1968.
Annex A
Textiles, including man-made fibers, yarns and textile articles, not being car-pets,
rugs, nets or netting of uniform square or diamond shaped mesh knotted at each
corner or yarns or twines of true hemp (canabis sativa).

Annex B
Item
Piece-goods wholly or mainly of man-made fibers (including those
woven on woollen or worsted machinery)
Stockings and socks
Knitwear, including knitted shirts, kut excluding stockings and
socks

Quota in
US Do.ars
432, 000
204, 000.
1,320,000

Textile garments, not elsewhere specified, excluding garments

wholly or mainly of lace, of which:
(a) Other than cotton
Petit point handbags, panels and motifs and embroidered manu-

factures, including folkwork, handicraft products and'handpainted canvas, but excluding items wholly or mainly of lace
Miscelaneous textile manufactures not included elsewhere
including blankets but excluding narrow fabrics of all types
and articles wholly or mainly of lcace:
(a) other than cotton, of which not more than $24, 000 for hat hoods

1,080,000
84,000

720,000

Gloves (of which not more than $480, 000 for leather and fabric
gloves).

Man-made staple fiber and continuous filament

648, 000

540,000

IMPORTING

OUNTR Y
RESTRiV,ON

ORTOIN

United Kingdom.

Poland

The UK rnaitains a bilateral trade agrce me t% with Poland.

Annex A lists -c '

•hic

and which require a specific license. 7or sone
of these goods quotas appear in Annex B which enables them to be imported under -'-if,,
cannot be freely imported fro:-.n Poland

license up to the level of the quota.

Latest available qu6tas are those ifor calendar year 1968.

A nne x A
Textiles, including maa-made fibers, yarns and textile articles, not beirg carpets. rugs,
nets or netting o:' uniform square or diamond shaped mesh knotted al each corner or
yarns or twines of true hemp (canabis sativa).
Annex B
Item

Quota in

USDollars
Handiicraft textile articles (subject to type) including hand-painted

table covers
Textile haberdashery (subject to type)
Fabrics and made-up goods (other than clothing, lace or'net) of

4o, 000
120, 000

man-made fibers
Plush fabrics.(of which not more than $96, 000 for fabrics made
wholly or mainly of cotton)
Ready-made clothes of textile materials (of which not'more than

480,000

$168.000 for clothes wholly or mainly of cotton)

.Stockings ar socks

288. 0O0
1,476,000
240*000

IMPORTING
COUNTRY
--

United Kingdom

I

COUNTRY:
OF ORIGIN*"

RESTRICTION •
I

Five year Anglo-Romanian bilateral trade agreement (1968-1973) contains a pro VrsIor for
annual ceilings oz) UK imports of certain textile/apparel products from Romania.-Quotas given
below are for the period October 1968-September 1969.

Romania

Item
Man-made fibers, subject to type
Cotton and man-made fiber fabrics (of which not more than
$72, 000 for cotton)
Hosiery and knitwear (other than gloves)
Other c lot hing, excluding clothing of natural fur or' containing lace.
or lace net (of which not more than $168,000 .for cotton clothing)
Carpets and rugs (of which not more than $240, 000 for carpets
of a c. i. f. value of less than $12.00 per square yard)

0

Q u,.o-&,a in

US'Dollars

432,000

4 80,O00
960, OCO

1,080,000
600,000

4

Bulgarla

,B.ga..a
, for the 12 rrA.o..,,,eriod
The United Kingdom maintains a bilateral trade agreement with',
ending March 31, 1969. Annex A lists goods which cannot be freely imported rom Bul garia
and require specific license.
Annex A
Textiles, including man-made fibers, yarns and textile" articles, not

being carpets, rugs, nets or netting of uniform square or diamond
shaped mesh knotted at each corner or yarns or twines of true he 4.'np
(canabis sativa)

